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EDITOR’S INTRODUCTION

In treating of Shakspeare, said one of the best of Coleridge’s

cntics, “he set the sun in heaven” The, present volume, im-
perfect record as it is, contains the greater substance of all that

the most inspired English critic said, whether casually or

deliberately, of the most inspired poet Its contents are those of

the two posthumous miscellanies of notes for lectures and reports

of lectures, which were prepared by Henry Nelson Coleridge and
his wife—Coleridge’s daughter, Sarah—in 1836, and by Payne
Collier in 1856 The first deals pnncipally with the lectures

given by Coleridge in 1818, but it contains many notes and
memoranda which belong equally to the earlier period And
one suspects Payne Collier’s contribution of the 1811-12 lectures,

although he was a less unreliable recorder than is usually sup-

posed, to have been in some instances from the earlier publica-

tion Perhaps the best way to read in this double collection is to

turn up first the Notes upon Shakspeare’s plays—“ Hamlet” for

preference, in which Coleridge (who was himself an intellectual

Hamlet) used to perfection the subtle mirror afforded by his own
mind ,

and then from that to work through the maze of his

lectures and poetic homilies It must be remembered that the

whole book, as here constituted, is the tell-tale memorial of

the Colendge who was too indolent to make good his harvest

He had a magnificent intellect, a superb imagination, but no
corresponding will-power The consequence is that his lectures

on Shakspeare were imperfectly prepared, often ill-dehvered, and
left m the end to the mercy of careless reporters But to those

who can discern the god m the cloud, these transcripts are of

inestimable value Intermittent flashes of creative criticism break

continually through the misty envelope, and the brilliance is

according to the assimilative , or the refractive quality of the

reader For, as Colendge quotes and says, “we are not all

Mogul diamonds, to take the light ” There are readers that are
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sponges, and others that are sand-glasses or strain-bags, ^^ho let

the creative element escape, and retain only the dregs There

are plentiful dregs m these pages

A page ought to be added to enable us the better to realise

Coleridge, the lecturer, as he appeared to his hearers and

contemporanes

Byron, in one of his letters, says “We are going in a party to

hear the new Art of Poetry by the reformed schismatic This

was toward the end of the course, which according to Crabb

Robinson ended with iclat “ '1 he room was crowded, and the

lecture had several passages more than brilliant ” This was after

a very fluctuating success At a December lecture, ostensibly

on Romeo and Juliet, he is said to have “ surpassed himself in the

art of talking in a very interesting way without speaking at all on

the subject announced ” On the same occasion Charles Lamb
v/hispered to his neighbour in the audience “This is not

much amiss He promised a lecture on the Nurse in Romeo and

Juliet, and he has given us instead one m the manner of the

nurse ” Four times in all were his hearers invited to a lecture on

Romeo and Juliet, it seems
,
and at least three times did he dis-

appoint them Instead of the expected discourse, “ We have,” said

Crabb Robinson in a letter to Mrs Clarkson, “ an immethodical

rhapsody Yet I cannot but be charmed with their spUndtda

vtUa^ and my chief displeasure is occasioned by my being forced

to hear the strictures of persons infinitely below Coleridge,

without aivy power of refuting or contradicting them ”

For this course of 1811-12, Colendge did not write out his

lectures, and they were nearly all delivered extemporaneously
The Morgans, -with whom he was staying at the time, found it

hard to get him to make any direct preparation He would not
look into his Shakspeare, although they purposely put it in his

way, and an old MS commonplace book seems to have been his

sole remembrancer
For the course of 1818, he did, on his own declaration,

make a more settled preparation, on an eclectic plan of his
own

“ Dunng a course of lectures,” he wntes, “ I faithfully employ
all the intervening days in collecting and digesting the materials
The day of the lecture I devote to the consideration, what of the

r Ctabb Robinson speaks of seeing Byron and Rogers at one of the lectures of thu

’'“"a

“
“P- ^ His dob foot, andwdeta hts countenance and general appearance
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mass before me is best fitted to answer the purpose of a lecture,

that is, to keep the audience awake and interested during the
delivery, and to leave a sting behind, that is, he explains, a
wish to study the subject anew, m the light of a new pnnciple
“ I take far, far more pains,” he adds, “ than would go to the set

composition of a lecture, both by varied reading and by medita-
tion , but for the words, illustrations, etc

,
I know almost as little

as any one of the audience . what they will be five minutes
before the lecture begins ”

The i 8 ii-i2 lectures were delivered in rooms in Crane Court,

Fetter Lane, Fleet Street The i8i8 course was held in rooms
at Flower-de-Luce Court—“near the Temple,” Gilman says

,
but

no doubt the Fleur-de-hs Court, ofi" Fetter Lane, is the actual

place Coleridge, it is well to note, gave some earlier courses of

lectures in London
,
one in 1806-7, at the Royal Institution, was

“ On the Principles of the Fine Arts” , and in 1807-8, he actually

began five courses of five lectures each on the English poets, of

which only the first course, that on Shakspeare, was delivered

But this first course, and its date, are important, because of the

old question of Coleridge’s debt to Schlegel Schlegel’s lectures

were given in 1 808, as Mr Ashe points out in this connection (in

his interesting edition of Colendge’s Lectures which was pub-

lished in 1883) Coleridge himself speaks of one London detached

lecture of his, at the “ Crown and Anchor,” whose date was pro-

bably 1817 or 1818 !

Other lectures were given in 1813 at the Surrey Institution, on
Belles Lettres

, and in Bristol, at the great room of the “ White
Lion,” in 1813-14 After some charactenstic delays and dis-

appointments, these Bnstol lectures gave immense pleasure to the

few elect who went to them Cottle describes them as of a

conversational character, and says, “ The attention of his hearers

never flagged, and his large dark eyes, and his countenance, in

an excited state, glowing with intellect, predisposed his audience

in his favour ” We gather from other references that they did

not bring him much gold, greatly as he and his unlucky family

needed it The London course of 1818 ends his career as a

lecturer
,
and if it was a rather more profitable adventure, it was

hardly one to reinstate his poor fortunes He was then a man of

forty-six. In 1834 he died
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PREFACE

TO THE 1836 EDITION OF ‘LITERARY

REMAINS’

Mr Coleridge by his will, dated m September, 1829,

authorized his executor, if he should think it expedient,

to publish any of the notes or writing made by hun
(Mr C

)
m his books, or any other of his manuscripts or

writings, or any letters which should thereafter be collected

from, or supphed by, his friends or correspondents

Agreeably to this authority, an arrangement was made,

under the supenntendence of Mr Green, for the collection

of Coleridge’s literary remains
, and at the same time the

preparation for the press of such part of the materials as

should consist of criticism and general hterature, was

entrusted to the care of the present Editor The volumes

now offered to the public are the first results of that

arrangement They must m any case stand m need of

much indulgence from the mgenuous reader ,—multa

sunt condonanda %n opere postumo

,

but a short state-

ment of the difficulties attending the compilation may
serve to explam some apparent anomahes, and to preclude

some unnecessary censure

The materials were fragmentary m the extreme —
SibyUine leaves ,—notes of the lecturer, memoranda of

the mvestigator, out-pounngs of the solitary and self-

communing student The fear of the press was not in
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them Numerous ns th^y v.crr. ino.

or were communicntcd, at dif)>s^nt

after the printing comnv'nrel.

occasions, and Uic referonre-., m nir<''t

til' % r <: '.r- to light,

tirai-, before and

and th'* d***^*, ih*"

rv tanrir* t* nrunM

to be discovered or conjectured 1 o r,i vo to ^U'*h rr* t^'rhN

method and contmuiiy, ns far mi dd tl

forth in the least dradvantageous manner v/mdi th?*

cmcumstanccs would pcnnit,—vas a dtb'”"‘te and p^T-

plexing task, and the Editor is pninf' Hv “ri'ibV th’t

he could bnng fev. qualifications for the un<”f’rt'd'inr. but

such as were involved in a many yetrs’ mtrrco”' '' v il'>

the author himself, a patient study of Ins .a

reverential admiration of his genius, .and an afuctsoratt

desire to help m extending its beneficial infiucrKc

The contents of these volumes are drawn fro n a lao’-tion

only of the manuscripts entrusted to the Ld.jtor . the

remainder of the collection, wdiich, U’^dcr fa\ourable

circumstances, he hopes may hereafter see the light, is at

least of equal value wath what is now presented to the

reader as a sample In perusing the Allowing pages, the

reader will, m a few mstances, meet with disquisitions of

a transcendental character, wdneh, as a general rule,

have been avoided . the truth is, that they were sometimes
found so indissolubly mtertwined with the more popular
matter which preceded and foUow'ed, as to make separa-
tion impracticable There are very manj^ to whom no
apology win he necessary m this respect

, and the Editor
only adverts to it for the purpose of obviating, as far as
may be, the possible complamt of the more general reader
But there is another point to which, taught by past
expenence, he attaches more importance, and as to
which, therefore, he ventures to put m a more express
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and particular caution In many of the books and papers,

which have been used m the compilation of these volumes,

passages from other writers, noted down by Mr Colendge

as m some way remarkable, were mixed up with his own

comments on such passages, or with his reflections on

other subjects, in a manner very embarrassmg to the eye

of a third person undertakmg to select the ongmal matter,

after the lapse of several years The Editor need not say

that he has not knowmgly admitted any thing that was

not genmne, without an express declaration as m Vol I

p 1,1 and m another mstance, Vol II p 379,^ he has

mtimated his own suspicion
,

but, besides these, it is

possible that some cases of mistake m this respect may
have occurred There may be one or two passages—they

cannot well be more—sprinted m these volumes, which

belong to other writers
,
and if such there be, the Editor

can only plead m excuse, that the work has been prepared

by him amidst many distractions, and hope that, m this

mstance at least, no ungenerous use will be made of such

a circumstance to the disadvantage of the author, and

that persons of greater readmg or more retentive memories

than the Editor, who may discover any such passages,

will do him the favour to communicate the fact

To those who have been kind enough to communicate

books and manuscnpts for the purpose of the present

pubhcation, the Editor and, through him, Mr Colendge’s

executor return their grateful thanks In most cases a

specific acknowledgment has been made But, above

and mdependently of all others, it is to Mr and Mrs

^ The Kditor is here speaking of his note to the Fall ofRohcspiCT^c^ published in the

former Vol i of the Remains, shewing thzt the second and third acts were

h> Mr Southey
* This reference is to his remark on in extract from Crashaw’sHymn to the name of

Jetut, printed in Vol u* of the Lit Rem ab first published
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GiUman, and to Mr Green himself, that the pnbhc are

mdebted for the preservation and use of the principal

part of the contents of these volumes The claims of

those respected mdividuals on the gratitude of the fnends

and admirers of Colendge and his works are already well

knoivn, and m due season those claims wiH receive addi-

tional confirmation

With these remarks, smcerely conscious of his own

inadequate execution of the task assigned to him, yet

confident withal of the general worth of the contents of

the followmg pages—the Editor commits the rehques of

a great man to the mdulgent consideration of the Pubhc

Lincoln's Inn,

August II, 1836



LITERARY REMAINS

Extract from a Letter written by Mr Coleridge, in February,
i8i8, to a gentleman who attended the course of Lectures

given in the spring of that year.

My next Fnday’s lecture will, if I do not grossly flatter-

blind myself, be mterestmg, and the pomts of view not
only ongmal, but new to the audience I make this

distmction, because sixteen or rather seventeen years
ago, I dehvered eighteen lectures on Shakspeare, at the
Royal Institution

,
three-fourths of which appeared at

that time starthng paradoxes, although they have smce
been adopted even by men, who then made use of them
as proofs of my flighty and paradoxical turn of mind

,

all to prove that Shakspeare’s judgment was, if possible,

stiU more wonderful than his genius
, or rather, that

the contradistmction itself between judgment and genius
rested on an utterly false theory This, and its proofs

and grounds have been—I should not have said adopted,
but produced as their own legitimate children by some,
and by others the merit of them attnbuted to a foreign

writer, whose lectures were not given orally till two years
after imne, rather than ^ to their countryman

,
though

I dare appeal to the most adequate judges, as Sir George
Beaumont, the Bishop of Durham, Mr Sotheby, and
afterwards to Mr Rogers and Lord Byron, whether there

IS one smgle prmciple m Schlegel’s work (which is not
an admitted drawback from its merits), that was not
established and apphed m detail by me. Plutarch tells

us, that egotism is a venial fault m the unfortunate, and
justifiable in the calumniated, &c

:|ic :ic ^

7
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Extract from a Letter to J BnioJi, Esq

28tli Feb , 1819, Highgate.

Dear Sir,—First permit me to remove a very natural,

mdeed almost mevitable, mistake, relative to my lectures

namely, that I have them, or that the lectures of one

place or season are m any way repeated m another So

far from it, that on any pomt that I had ever studied

(and on no other should I dare discourse—I mean, that

I would not lecture on any subject for which I ha.d to

acquire the mam knowledge, even though a month’s or

three months’ previous time were allowed me
,

on no

subject that had not employed my thoughts for a large

portion of mj hfe smce earliest manhood, free of all

outward and particular purpose)—on any pomt withm
my habit of thought, I should greatly prefer a subject

I had never lectured on, to one which I had repeatedly

given , and those who have attended me for any two
seasons successively wih bear witness, that the lecture

given at the London Philosophical Society, on the Romeo
and Jnhet, for mstance, was as different from -that given
at the Crown and Anchor, as if they had been by two
mdividuals who, without any communication with each
other, had only mastered the same prmciples ^ philo-

sophic cnticism This was most stnkmgly evidenced
m the comcidence between my lectures and those of
Schlegel

,
such, and so close, +’''af'it was fortunate for

my moral reputation that I xia.d not only from five to
seven himdred ear witnesses that the passages had been
^ven by me at the Royal Institution two years before
Schlegel commenced his lectures at Vienna, but that
notes had been taken of these by several men and ladies
of high rank The fact is this , durmg a course of
lectures, I faithfully employ all the mtervenmg days m
coUectmg and digestmg the matenals, whether I have
or have not lectured on the same subject before, mabing
no difference The day of the lecture, till the hour of
commencement, I devote to the consideration, what of
the mass before me is best fitted to answer the purposes
of a lecture, that is, to keep the audience awake and
interested durmg the dehvery, and to leave a sting behmd,
that IS, a disposition to study the subject anew, under
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the light of a new principle Several times, however,
partly from apprehension respectmg my health and
animal spirits, partly from the wish to possess copies
that might afterwards be marketable among the publishers,
I have previously written the lecture , but before I had
proceeded twenty mmutes, I have been obliged to push
the MS away, and give the subject a new turn Nay,
this was so notonous, that many of my auditors used
to tlireaten me, when they saw any number of \vntten
papers upon my desk, to steal them away

, declaring
they never felt so secure of a good lecture as when they
perceived that I had not a single scrap of writing before
me I take far, far more pains than would go to the
set composition of a lecture, both by vaned reading
and by meditation , but for the worc'o, illustrations,

5:c ,
I know almost as httle as any one of the audience

(that IS, those of any thmg like the same education
with myself) what they will be five mmutes before the
lecture begms Such is my way, for such is my nature

,

and in attemptmg any other, I should only torment
myself m order to disappomt my auditors—torment
myself dunng the delivery, I mean , for in all other

respects it would be a much shorter and easier task to

deliver them from wntmg I am anxious to preclude

any serf olance of affectation ,
and have therefore troubled

you with this lengthy preface before I have the hardihood
to assure you, that you might as well ask me what my
dreams were m the y^'^-

, 1814, as what my course of

lectures was at the Surrey Institution Fmmus Troes

SHAKSPEARE,

With introductory matter on Poetry, the Drama, and

the Stage

DEFINITION OF POETRY.

Poetry is not the proper antithesis to prose, but to

science Poetry is opposed to science, and prose to

metre The proper and immediate object of science

IS the acquirement, or communication, of truth
,

the

proper and immediate object of poetry is the com-

162
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munication of immediate pleasure This definition

IS useful ,
but as it would mclude novels and other

works of fiction, which yet we do not call poems,

there must be some additional character by which poetry

is not only divided from opposites, but likewise dis-

tmguished from disparate, though similar, modes of

composition Now how is this to be effected ? In

animated prose, the beauties of nature, and the passions

and accidents of human nature, are often expressed m
that natural language which the contemplation of them
would suggest to a pure and benevolent mmd

,
yet

stiU neither we nor the writers call such a work a poem,
though no work could deserve that name which did

not mclude all this, together with somethmg else \\niat

IS this ? It IS that pleasurable emotion, that pecuhar
state and degree of excitement, which arises m the poet

himself m the act of composition ,—and m order to under-
stand this, we must combme a more than ordmary
sjmipathy with the objects, emotions, or mcidents con-
templated by the poet, consequent on a more than
common sensibihty, mth a more than ordmary activity

of the mmd m respect of the fancy and the imagmation
Hence is produced a more vivid reflection of the truths
of nature and of the human heart, united with a constant
activity modifymg and correctmg these truths by that
sort of pleasurable emotion, which the exertion of ^
our faculties gives m a certam degree , but which can
only be felt m perfection under the full play of those
powers of mmd, which are spontaneous rather than
voluntary, and m which the effort required bears no
proportion to the activity enjoyed This is the state
which permits the production of a highly pleasurable
whole, of which each part shall also communicate for
itself a distmct and conscious pleasure

, and hence arises
the defimtion, which I trust is now mteUigible, that
poetry, or rather a poem, is a species of composition,
opposed to science, as havmg mtellectual pleasure for
its object, and as attammg its end by the use of language
natural to us m a state of excitement,—but distmguished
from other species of composition, not excluded by the
former cnterion, by permitting a pleasure from the
whole consistent with a consciousness of pleasure from
the component parts ,—and the perfection of which
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IS, to communicate from each part the greatest immediate
pleasure compatible with the largest sum of pleasure
on the whole This, of course, will vary with the different

modes of poetry ,—and that splendour of particular

hnes, which would be worthy of adimration m an im-
passioned elegy, or a short mdignant sabre, would be
a blemish and proof of vile taste m a tragedy or an epic

poem
It IS remarkable, by the way, that Milton in three

incidental words has imphed all which for the purposes
of more distmct apprehension, which at first must be
slow-paced m order to be disbnct, I have endeavoured
to develope m a precise and stncby adequate definition

Speakmg of poetry, he says, as m a parenthesis, “ which
is simple, sensuous, passionate

” How awful is the

power of words '—fearful often m their consequences
when merely felt, not understood

,
but most awful

when both felt and understood '—^Had these three words
only been properly understood by, and present m the

minds of, general readers, not only almost a hbrary
of false poetry would have been either precluded or

sbll-bom, but, what is of more consequence, works truly

excellent and capable of enlargmg the understandmg,
wanrnng and purifymg the heart, and placmg in the cenbe
of the whole bemg the germs of noble and manlike
actions, would have been the common diet of the mteUect
mstead For the first condition, simplicity,—^while, on the

one hand, it distmguishes poet^ from the arduous pro-

cesses of science, labounng towards an end not yet arrived

at, and supposes a smooth and finished road, on which
the reader is to walk onward easily, with streams murmur-
mg by his side, and trees and flowers and human dwelhngs
to make his ]oumey as dehghtful as the object of it is

desuable, mstead of havmg to toil with the pioneers

and pamfully make the road on which others are to

bavel,—^precludes, on the other hand, every affectation

and morbid pecuhanty ,—^the second condition, sensu-

ousness, msures that framework of objectivity, that

definiteness and articulation of imagery, and that

modification of the images themselves, without which
poetry becomes flattened mto mere didactics of practice,

or evaporated into a hazy, unthoughtful, day-dream-

ing
, and the thud condition, passion, provides that
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neither thought nor imagery shall be simply objective,

but that the fassio vera of luimanily shall warm and

animate both
,

To return, however, to the previous definition, this

most general and distinctive character of a jx>cm originates

m tlie poetic genius itself
,

and though it comprises

whatever can with any propnety be called a j>ocni (unless

that word be a mere lazy synonyme for a composition

in metre,) it yet becomes a just, and not merely dis-

criminative, but full and adequate, definition of poetry

in its highest and „ most peculiar sense, only so far os

the distinction still results from the poetic genius, which

sustains and modifies the emotions, thoughts, and vivid

representations of the poem by the energy without effort

of the poet’s own mmd,—^by the spontaneous activity

of his imagination and fancy, and by whatever else w'ith

these reveals itseli m the balancing and reconcihng oi

opposite or discordant quahties, sameness with difference,

a sense of novelty and freshness wth old or customary
objects, a more than usual state of emotion wuth more
than usual order, self-possession and judgment with
enthusiasm and vehement feehng,—and w'hich, w’hile it

blends and harmonizes the natural and the artificial,

still subordinates art to nature, the manner to the matter,
and our admiration of the poet to our sympathy wuth
the images, passions, characters, and mcidents of the
poem —

Doubtless, this could not be, but that she turns
Bodies to spirit by sublimation strange,
As fire converts to fire the thmgs it bums

—

As we our food mto our nature change !

From their gross matter she abstracts their forms.
And draws a kmd of qumtessence from things,
WTbLich to her proper nature she transforms
To bear them light on her celestial wings I

Thus doth she, when from individual states
She doth abstract the universal kinds,
Which then recloihed in divers names and fates
Steal access thro* our senses to our ininds ^

^ Sir John pnvxcs on the Immortality of the Soul, sect iv The Mords InItalics are substituted to apply these verses to the noettr
imesin
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GREEK DRAMA

It is truly singular that Plato,—^whose philosophy and
rehgion were but exotic at home, and a mere opposition
to the finite m all things, genume prophet and anticipator
as he was of the Protestant Christian sera,—should have
given m his Dialogue of the Banquet, a justification of

our Shakspeare For he relates that, when all the
other guests had either dispersed or fallen asleep, Socrates
only, together with Aristophanes and Agathon, remamed
aw^e, and that, while he continued to drmk with them
out of a large goblet, he compelled them, though most
reluctantly, to admit that it was the business of one
and the same gemus to excel m“ tragic and comic poetry,
or that the tragic poet ought, at the same time, to contain
withm himself the powers of comedy ^ Now, as this

was directly repugnant to the entue theory of the ancient

cntics, and contrary to aU their experience, it is evident

that Plato must have fixed the eye of his contemplation >

on the mnermost essentials of the drama, abstracted

from the forms of age or country In another passage
he even adds the reason, namely, that opposites illustrate

each other’s nature, and m their struggle draw forth

the strength of the combatants, and display the conqueror
as sovereign even on the territories of the rival power
Nothmg can more forcibly exemphfy the separative

spint of the Greek arts than their comedy as opposed
to their tragedy. But as the immediate struggle of

contraries supposes an arena common to both, so both
were alike ideal ,

that is, the comedy of Aristophanes

rose to as great a distance above the ludicrous of real

hfe, as the tragedy of Sophocles above its tragic events

and passions,—and it is m this one pomt, of absolute

Others, to run the chance of bringing a few passages twice over to the recollection of

the reader, than to weaken the force of the original argument by breaking the

connection Ed
^ hk Idetv roi)s aXKovs KadeTLfdoirras Kal olxofiivov^^

^k.y6LQb)va 8^ Kal *ApurTo<f)dvT]v Kal ‘ZcJKpdrj] irt pt,6vov^ iyprjyop^vaiy Kal

frlyetv ^K (pidXtjs /uydXrjs iTrlSe^id rdy o8y ZoJKpdrTj adrdis dtaXiyeaBai

Kal rd fikp aWa 6 ^AptardSTjjicos oitK itprj pLcpLvijaOai rbv \6yov (of^re ydp

dpxvs TrapaycpiaOaij {/ToyvcrTd^etp re) rb fxevroi KCtpaXaiov ^^17 ,
Trpocravay-

Kd^civ rbv 7!iO)Kpdr7) opLoXoyeiv adrobs rod abrov aPdpos efvat Kio/updlav Kal

rpaytobiav iTricrraaOai Troteiy, jcal tov rix^V rpayipboTroibv Sura, Kal Kw/xy*

doToiop dvai. Symp sub fine
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ideality, that the comedy of Shakspeare and the old

comedy of Athens coincide In this also alone did the

Greek tragedy and comedy mute, m every thing else

they were exactly opposed to each other Tragedy

is poetry m its deepest earnest, com^y is poetry m
unlimited ]est Earnestness consists m the direction

and convergence of all the powers of the soul to one

aim, and m the voluntary restraint of its activity in

consequence ,
the opposite, therefore, lies m the apparent

abandonment of all definite aim or end, andm the removal

of all bounds m the exercise of the mmd,—attainmg its

real end, as an entire contrast, most perfectly, the greater

the display is of intellectual wealth squandered m the

wantonness of sport without an object, and the more
abundant the life and vivacity m the creations of the

arbitrary will

The later comedy, even where it was really comic,

was doubtless likewise more comic, the more free it

appeared from any fixed aim Misimderstandmgs of

mtention, frmtless struggles of absurd passion, contra-

dictions of temper, and laughable situations there were

,

but still the form of the representation itself was senous ,

it proceeded as much accordmg to settled laws, and used
as much the same means of art, though to a difierent

purpose, as the regular tragedy itself But m the old
comedy the very form itself is whimsical

, the whole
work IS one great jest, comprehendmg a world of jests

withm it, among which each maintains its own place
without seemmg to concern itself as to the relation in
which it may stand to its fellows In short, m Sophocles,
the constitution of tragedy is monarchical, but such as
it existed m elder Greece, limited by laws, and therefore
the more venerable,—all the parts adaptmg and sub-
mittmg themselves to the majesty of the heroic sceptre—m Aristophanes, comedy, on the contrary, is poetry
in its most democratic form, and it is a fundamental
pmciple with It, rather to nsk aU the confusion of anarchy,
than to destroy the mdependence and privileges of its
indiyidu^ constituents,—place, verse, characters, even
single thoughts, conceits, and allusions, each tumms
on the pivot of its own free will

tragic poet idealizes his characters by Kivma to
the spiritual part of our nature a more decided prepon-
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derance over the animal cravings and impulses, than

'

IS met with m real life the comic poet idealizes his

characters by making the ammal the govemmg power,
,

and the intellectual the mere mstrument But as tragedy <

IS not a collection of virtues and perfections, but takes
care only that the vices and imperfections shall spring
from the passions, errors, and prejudices which arise

out of the soul ,—so neither is comedy a mere crowd
of vices and foUies, but whatever quahties it represents,

even though they are m a certain sense amiable, it still

displays them as havmg their ongin m some dependence
on our lower nature, accompanied with a defect m true

freedom of spirit and self-subsistence, and subject to

that unconnection by contradictions of the mward bemg,
to which all folly is owmg.
The ideal of earnest poetry consists m the union and

harmonious meltmg down, and fusion of the sensual

into the spiritual,—of man as an animal into man as a
power of reason and self-government And this we
have represented to us most clearly in the plastic art,

or statuary , where the perfection of outward form is

a symbol of the perfection of an mward idea ,
where

the body is wholly penetrated by the soul, and spiritualized

even to a state of glory, and hke a transparent substance,

the matter, m its own nature darkness, becomes alto-

gether a velucle and fixture of hght, a means of developmg
its beauties, and unfoldmg its wealth of vanous colours

without disturbmg its unity, or causmg a division of the

parts The sportive ideal, on the contrary, consists in
^

the perfect harmony and concord of the higher nature
with the ammal, as with its ruhng principle and its acknow-
ledged regent The understanding and practical reason

j

are represented as the willing slaves of the senses and
appetites, and of the passions arising out of them Hence
we may admit the appropnateness to the old comedy,
as a work of defined art, of allusions and descnptions,

which morality can never justify, and, only with reference

to the author himself, and only as being the effect or

rather the cause of the circumstances m which he wrote,

can consent even to palhate
The old comedy rose to its perfection m Aristophanes,

and m him also it died with the freedom of Greece Then
arose a species of drama, more fitly called, dramatic
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entertainment than comedy, but of which, nevertheless,

our modem comedy (Shakspeare’s altogether excepted)

IS the genuine descendant Eunpides had already

brought tragedy lower down and by many steps nearer

to the real world than his predecessors had ever done,

and the passionate admiration which Menander and

Philemon expressed for him, and their open avowals

that he was their great master, entitle us to consider

their dramas as of a middle species, between tragedy

and comedy,—^not the tragi-comedy, or thmg of hetero-

geneous parts, but a complete whole, founded on principles

of its own Throughout we find the drama of Menander
distmguishmg itself from tragedy, hut not, as the genume
old comedy, contrastmg with, and opposmg it Tragedy,
mdeed, carried the thoughts mto the mythologic world,

m order to raise the emotions, the fears, and the hopes,

which convmce the inmost heart that their final cause
IS not to be discovered m the limits of mere mortal hfe,

and force ns mto a presentiment, however dim, of a
state m which those struggles of inward free will with
outward necessity, which form the true subject of the
tragedian, shall be reconciled and solved ,—the enter-
tamment or new comedy, on the other hand, remamed
withm the circle of experience Instead of the tragic
destmy, it introduced the power of chance, even m
the few fragments of Menander and Philemon now re-
maining to us, we find many exclamations and reflections
concerning chance and fortune, as m the tragic poets
concerrong destmy In tragedy, the moral law, either
as obeyed or violated, above ^ consequences—^its oum
mamtenance or violation constituting the most important
of all consequences—forms the ground ; the new comedy,
and our modem comedy in general, (Shakspeare excepted
as before) lies m prudence or imprudence, enhghtened
or misled self-love The whole moral system of the
entertainment exactly like that of fable, consists m
rules of prudence, with an exquisite conciseness, and
at the same time an exhaustive fulness of sense An old
cntic said that tragedy was the flight or elevation of hfe,
comedy (that of Menander) its arrangement or ordonnance
Add to these features a portrait-hke truth of character,

•^not so far mdeed as that a bona iidt individual should
be described or imagmed, but yet so that the features
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which give interest and permanence to the class should
be mdividuahzed The old tragedy moved m an ideal
world,—^the old comedy m a fantastic world As the
entertamment, or new comedy, restrained the creative
activity both of the fancy and the imagmation, it in-

demnified the understandmg m appealing to the judgment
for the probabihty of the scenes represented The
ancients themselves acknowledged the new comedy as
an exact copy of real life The grammarian, Anstophanes,
somewhat affectedly exclaimed —“ O Life and Menander !

which of you two imitated the other ? ” In short the
form of this species of drama was poetry, the stuff or
matter was prose It was prose rendered dehghtful by
the blandishments and measured motions of &e muse
Yet even this was not universal The mimes of Sophron,
so passionately admired by Plato, were written in prose,

and were scenes out of real hfe conducted m dialogue
The exquisite Feast of Adonis {ivpaxouaiai 5) 'ASuvid^ouffa/)

m Theocntus, we are told, with some others of his

eclogues, were close imitations of certain mimes of Sophron
—free translations of the prose mto hexameters

It will not be improper, m this place, to make a few
remarks on the remarkable character and functions of

,

the chorus m the Greek tragic drama.
The chorus entered from below, close by the orchestra,

and there, pacmg to and fro dunng the choral odes,

performed their solemn measured dance In the centre

of the orchestra, directly over against the middle of the
scene, there stood an elevation with steps m the shape of

a large altar, as high as the boards of the logeton or move-
able stage This elevation was named the thymele,

and served to recall the origm and original

purpose of the chorus, as an altar-song in honour of

the presiding deity Here, and on these steps the persons
of the chorus sate collectively, when they were not sing-

mg , attending to the dialogue as spectators, and actmg _
as_j(ivhatun_trutl^they were) the ideal representatives

~blme real audience,“and of'the poet hmiself'm his own
character, assurmng the supposed impressions ' made by
the drama, m order to direct and rule them But when
the chorus itself formed part of the dialogue, then' the

leader of the band, the foreman or coryphcms, ascended,
as 'Some thmk, the level summit of the thymele m order
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to command the stage, or, perhaps, the whole chorus

advanced to the front of the orchestra, and thus put

themselves in ideal connection, as it were, with the

dram'iUs personcs there acting This ihymele was m the

centre of the whole edifice, all the measurements were

calculated, and the semicircle of the amphitheatre was'

drawn, from this point It had a double use, a twofold

purpose ,
it constantly reminded the spectators of the

ongm of tragedy as a religious service, and declared*

itself as the ideal representative of the audience by havmg
its place exactly m the point, to which all the radn from

the difierent seats or benches converged

In this double character, as constituent parts, and
yet at the same time as spectators, of the drama, the

chorus could not but tend to enforce the unity of place

,

—not on the score of any supposed improbability, which
the understandmg or common sense might detect m a
change of place ,—^but because the senses themselves*

put it out of the power of any imagmation to conceive
a place commg to, and gomg away from the persons,

5 mstead of the persons changmg their place Yet there
are mstances, m which, during the silence of the chorus,
the poets have hazarded this by a change in that part
of the scenery which represented the more distant objects
to the eye of the spectator—a demonstrative proof, that
this alternately extolled and ndiculed unity (as ignorantly
ndiculed as extolled) was grounded on no essential prm-
ciple of reason, but arose out of circumstances which
the poet could not remove, and therefore took up mto
the form of the drama, and co-orgamsed it with all the
other parts mto a hving whole
The Greek tragedy may rather be compared to our

senous opera than to the tragedies of Shakspeare
, never-

theless, the difference is far greater than the hkeness
In the opera aU is subordmated to the music, the dresses
and the scenery ;—the poetry is a mere vehicle for articu-
lation, and as little pleasure is lost by ignorance of the
Italian language, so is httle gamed by the knowledge
of it But m the Greek drama all was but as mstruments

accessanes to the poetry, and hence we should
form a better notion of the choral music from the solemn
hymns and psalms of austere church music than from
any species of theatrical smgmg, A smgle flute or pipe
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was the ordinary accompaniment

, and it is not to be
supposed, that any display of musical power was allowed
to obscure the distmct heanng of the words On the
contrary, the evident purpose was to render -the words
more audible, and to secure by the elevations and pauses
greater facihty of understanding the poetry For the
choral songs are, and ever must have been, the most
difficult part of the tragedy , there occur m them the
most mvolved verbal compounds, the newest expressions,
the boldest images, the most recondite allusions Is it

credible that the poets would, one and all, have been
thus prodigal of the stores of art and genius, if they had
known that m the representation the whole must have
been lost to the audience,—at a time too, when the means
of after pubhcation were so difficult and expensive, and the
copies of their works so slowly and narrowly circulated ?

The masks also must be considered—their vast variety
and admirable workmanship Of this we retam proof
by the marble masks which represented them , but to

this m the real mask we must add the thinness of the
substance and the exquisite fittmg on to the head of the
actor, so that not only were the very eyes painted
with a smgle openmg left for the pupil of the actor’s

eye, but m some mstances, even the ins itself was
pamted, when the colour was a known characteristic of

the divme or heroic personage represented
Fmally, I will note down those fundamental character-

istics which contradistmguish the ancient literature

from the modem generally, but which more especially

appear m prominence m the tragic drama The ancient

'

was alhed to statuary, the modem refers to pamtmg
^

In the first there is a predominance of rhythm and melody, -

m the second of harmony and counterpoint The Greefe
idolized the finite, and therefore were the masters of ah ’

grace, elegance, proportion, fancy, dignity, majesty— \

of whatever, in short, is capable of being defimtely con- >

veyed by defined forms or thoughts the modems revere 1

the infinite, and affect the mdefimte as a vehicle of the i

mfinite ,—Whence their passions, their obscure 'hopes
|

and fears, their wandering through the unknown, their

grander moral feehngs, their more august conception of <

man as man, their future rather than their past—

a

j

word, their subhmity.
‘
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PROGRESS OF THE

Let two peisons join in the ‘^nme scheme to nrhculc

a third, and either take advantage of, or in\cnt, some

story for that purpose, and mimicn,’ will have already

produced a sort of rude comedy. It becomes an m% iting

treat to the populace, and gains an additional rest and

burlesque by following the already cstabhslied plan

of tragedy, and the first man of genius who scire^ the

idea, and reduces it into form,—into a work of art,

—

by metre and music, is the Aristophanes of the country

How ]ust this account is wall appear from the fact

that m the first or old comedy of the Athenians, most

of the dramatis personce w'ere living diaracters intro-

duced under their own names ,
and no doubt, their

ordinary dress, manner, person and voice were closely

mimicked In less favourable states of society, as that

of England m the middle ages, the beginnings of comedy
would be constantly taking place from the mimics and
satincal minstrels

,
but from w'ant of fixed abode, popular

government, and the successive attendance of the same
auditors, it w^ould still remam in embrjo I shall,

perhaps, have occasion to observe that Uus remark is

not without importance m explaining the essential

differences of the modem and ancient theatres
Phenomena, similar to those which accompanied the

origin of tragedy and comedy among the Greeks, w’ould
take place among the Romans much more slowdy, and
the drama would, m any case, have much longer re-
mamed m its first irregular form from the character of
the people, their continual engagements in wars of con-
quest, the nature of their government, and their rapidly
mcreasing empire But, however this might have been,
the conquest of Greece precluded both the process and
the necessity of it

,

and the Roman stage at once pre-
sented imitations or translations of the Greek drama
This contmued till the perfect estabhshment of Chns-
tiamty Some attempts, indeed, were made to adapt
toe persons of Scriptural or ecclesiastical history to toe
drama

, and sacred pla57s, it is probable, were not unknownm Constantmople under the emperors of the East The
first of the kind is, I beheve, toe only one preserved.—
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namely, the Xpisr'og na(r;^^wv, or, “ Chnst m his suffer-

ings,’' by Gregory Nazianzen,—^possibl}^ written m con-
sequence of the prohibition of profane literature to the
Christians by the apostate Juhan ^ In the West, however,
the enslaved and debauched Roman world became too
barbarous for any theatrical exhibitions more refined

than those of pageants and chariot-races , while the
spirit of Christianity, which m its most corrupt form
stiU breathed general humanity, whenever controversies
of faith were not concerned, had done away the cruel

combats of the gladiators, and the loss of the distant

provinces prevented the possibihty of exhibitmg the
engagements of wild beasts

I pass, therefore, at once to the feudal ages which
soon succeeded, confinmg my observation to this country ,

though, indeed, the same remark with very few alterations

wiU apply to aU the other states, mto which the great

empire was broken Ages of darkness succeeded ,

—

not, mdeed, the darkness of Russia or of the barbarous
lands unconquered by Rome , for from the time of

Hononus to the destruction of Constantmople and the

consequent mtroduction of ancient hterature into Europe,
there was a contmued succession of mdividual intellects ,—^the golden cham was never wholly broken, though
the connectmg Imks were often of baser metal A dark
cloud, like another sky, covered the entire cope of heaven,—^but m this place it thmned away, and white stams
of hght showed a half echpsed star behind it,—m that

place it was rent asunder, and a star passed across the

openmg m all its brightness, and then vanished Such
stars exhibited themselves only ,

surrounding objects

did not partake of then hght There were deep wells

of knowledge, but no fertilizmg nils and nvulets For
the drama, society was altogether a state of chaos, out

of which it was, for a while at least, to proceed anew,
as if there had been none before it And yet it is not
undelightful to contemplate the eduction of good from
evil The ignorance of the great mass of our countrymen
was the efficient cause of the reproduction of the drama

,

and the precedmg darkness and the returning light were
alike necessary m order to the creation of a Shakspeare

A.D 363 But I believe the pre^ ailing opinion amongst scholars now is, that the

Xpto‘r6r Jld<rxpv is not genuine JSd
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The drama re-commenced in England, as it first began

in Greece, in rebgion The people were not able to re^,

—^the priesthood were unwilhng that they should read

,

and yet their own mterest compelled them not to leave

the people wholly ignorant of the great events of sacred

history They did that, therefore, by scenic repre-

sentations, which m after ages it has been attempted

to do in Roman Cathohc countnes by pictures They

presented Mystenes, and often at great expense, and

rehques of this system still remam m the south of Europe,

and mdeed throughout Italy, where at Christmas the

convents and the great nobles nval each other m the

scenic representation of the birth of Christ and its circum-

stances I heard two mstances mentioned to me at

different times, one m Sicily and the other m Rome,
of noble devotees, the rum of whose fortunes was said

to have commenced m the extravagant expense which
had been mcurred m presentmg the frcBsepe or manger
But these Mystenes, m order to answer their design,

must not only be mstructive, but entertammg
,

and
as, when they became so, the people began to take pleasure
in actmg them themselves—m mterlopmg,—(against

which the pnests seem to have fought hard and yet m
vam) the most ludicrous images were mixed with the
most awful personations , and whatever the subject
might be, however sublime, however pathetic, yet the
Vice and the Devil, who are the genuine antecessors of
Harlequm and the Clown, were necessary component
parts I have myself a piece of this kmd, which I tran-
scribed a few years ago at Hehnstadt, in Germany, on
the education of Eve’s children, m which after the fall

and repentance of Adam, the offended Maker, as m proof
of his reconcihation, condescends to visit them, and to
catechise the children,—^who with a noble contempt of
chronology are all brought together from Abel to Noah
The good children say the ten Commandments, the
Belief and the Lord’s Prayer, but Cam and his rout,
after he had received a box on the ear for not taking off
ins hat, and afterwards offermg his left hand, is prompted
by the devil so to blunder m the Lord's Prayer as to
reverse the petitions and say it backward !

^

Ed ^Vorl,‘p| \X
i^ttnbuted to Hans Sachs.
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Unaffectedly I declare I feel pain at repetitions like

these, however innocent As histoncal documents they
are valuable

,
but I am sensible that what I can read

with my eye with perfect mnocence, I cannot without
mward fear and misgivmgs pronounce with my tongue
Let me, however, be acqmtted of presumption if I

say that I cannot agree with Mr Malone, that our ancestors
did not perceive the ludicrous m these thmgs, or that
they paid no separate attention to the serious and comic
parts Indeed his own statement contradicts it For
what purpose should the Vice leap upon the Devil’s
back and belabour him, but to produce this separate
attention ^ The people laughed heartily, no doubt.
Nor can I conceive any meanmg attached to the words
“ separate attention,” that is not fully answered by
one part of an exhibition excitmg seriousness or pity,

and the other raismg mirth and loud laughter That
they felt no impiety m the affair is most true For it

IS the very essence of that system of Christian poly-

theism, which m aU its essentials is now fully as gross

in Spam, m Sicily and the south of Italy, as it ever was
in England m the days of Henry VI—(nay, more so,

for a Wichffe had not then appeared only, but scattered

the good seed widely,) it is an essential part, I say, of

that system to draw the mmd wholly from its own mward
whispers and quiet discnmmations, and to habituate
the conscience to pronounce sentence in every case accord

-

mg to the established verdicts of the church and the
casuists I have looked through volume after volume
of the most approved casuists,—and stiQ I find dis-

quisitions whether this or that act is nght, and under
what circumstances, to a mmuteness that makes reason-

mg ridiculous, and of a callous and unnatural immodesty,
to which none but a monk could harden himself, who
has been stripped of all the tender charities of fife, yet

is goaded on to make war agamst them by the unsubdued
hauntmgs of our meaner nature, even as dogs are said

to get the hydrophobia from excessive thirst I fuUy
beheve that our ancestors laughed as heartily, as their

posterity do at Grimaldi ,—and not havmg been told that

they would be pumshed for laughing, they thought it very
mnocent ,—and if their priest had left out murder m the

catalogue of their prohibitions (as indeed they did under
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certain circumstances of heresy), the greater part of them,

—the moral mstmcts common to all men havmg been

smothered and kept from development, would have

thought as httle of murder
However this may be, the necessity of at once mstructing

and gratifjTJig tiie people produced the great distmction

between the Greek and the English theatres ,
for to this

we must attribute the ongm of tragi-comedy, or a repre-

sentation of human events more hvely, nearer the truth,

and permittmg a larger field of moral instruction, a more

ample exhibition of the recesses of the human heart, under

all the tnals and circumstances that most concern us, than

was known or guessed at by -^Eschylus, Sophocles, of

Eunpides ,—and at the same time we learn to account

for, and—^relatively to the author—^perceive the necessity

of, the Fool or Clown or both, as the substitutes of the

Vice and the Devil, which our ancestors had been so

accustomed to see m every exhibition of the stage, that

they could not feel any performance perfect without them
Even to this day m Italy, every opera—(even Metastasio

obeyed the claim throughout)—^must have six characters,

generally two pairs of cross lovers, a tyrant and a confidant,

or a father and two confidants, themselves lovers ,—and
when a new opera appears, it is the universal fashion to

ask—which is the tyrant, which the lover ? &c
It IS the especial honour of Christianity, that m its worst

and most corrupted form it cannot wholly separate itself

from morahty ,
—^whereas the other religions in their best

form (I do not include Mohammedanism, which is only an
anomalous corruption of Chnstiamty, like Swedenbor-
gianism,) have no connection with it The very imper-
sonation of moral evil under the name of Vice, facihtated
aU other impersonations

,
and hence we see that the

Mystenes were succeeded by Moralities, or dialogues and
plots of allegoncal personages Agam, some character m
real history had become so famous, so proverbial, as Nero
for mstance, that they were introduced mstead of the moral
quahty, for which they were so noted ,—andm this manner
the stage was moving on to the absolute production of
heroic and comic real characters, when the restoration of
literature, followed by the ever-blessed Reformation, let in
upon the kingdom not onlynew knowledge, but new motive
A useful nvalry commenced between the metropohs on the
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one hand, the residence, independently of the court and
nobles, of the most active and stirnng spints who had not
been regularly educated, or who, from mischance or other-

wise, had forsaken the beaten track of preferment,—rand
the universities on the other The latter prided them-
selves on their closer approximation to the ancient rules

and ancient regularity—taking the theatre of Greece, or

rather its dim reflection, the rhetorical tragedies of the
poet Seneca, as a perfect ideal, without any critical

collation of the times, ongm, or circumstances ,
—^whilst,

m the mean tune, the popular writers, who could not
and would not abandon what they had found to delight

theu countr5mien smcerely, and not merely from m-
quines first put to the recollection of rules, and answered
m the afifirmative, as if it had been an anthmetical sum,
did yet borrow from the scholars whatever they advan-
tageously could, consistently with theu own pecuhar
means of pleasing

And here let me pause for a moment’s contemplation
of this mterestmg subject.

We call, for we see and feel, the swan and the dove
both transcendantly beautiful As absurd as it would
be to mstitute a comparison between theu separate

claims to beauty from any abstract rule common to

both, without reference to the hfe and bemg of the animals

themselves,—or as if, havmg first seen the dove, we
abstracted its outhnes, gave them a false generalization,

called them the principles or ideal of bud-beauty, and
then proceeded to criticise the swan or the eagle ,

—

not less absurd is it to pass judgment on the works of a

poet on the mere ground that they have been called by the

same class-name with the works of other poets m other

tunes and cucumstances, or on any ground, mdeed, save

that of theu mappropnateness to theu own end and being,

theu want of significance, as symbols or physiognomy
O ' few have there been among critics, who have

followed with the eye of the imagmation the imperishable

yet ever wandering spirit of poetry through its various

metempsychoses, and consequent metamorphoses ,—or

who have rejoiced m the hght of clear perception at

beholding with each new buth, with each rare avatar,

the human race frame to itself a new body, by assimi-

latmg materials of nounshment out of its new cucum-
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stances, and work for itself new organs of power appro*

priate to the new sphere of its motion and activity

I have before spoken of the Romance, or the language

formed out of the decayed Roman and the Northern

tongues ,
and comparing it with the Latm, we find it

less perfect m simplicity and relation—the pnvileges of

a language formed by the mere attraction of horno-

geneous parts ,—^but yet more nch, more expressive

and vanous, as one formed by more obscure affinities

out of a chaos of apparently heterogeneous atoms As

more than a metaphor,—as an analogy of this, I have

named the true genume modem poetry the romantic

,

and the works of Shakspeare are romantic poetry reveal-

mg itself m the drama If the tragedies of Sophocles

are in the stnct sense of the word tragedies, and the

comedies of Aristophanes comedies, we must emancipate
ourselves from a false association arising from misapplied

names, and find a new word for the plays of Shakspeare
For they are, m the ancient sense, neither tragedies nor
comedies, nor both m one,—^but a different genus, diverse

m kmd, and not merely different in degree They may
be called romantic dramas, or dramatic romances
A deviation from the simple forms and unities of the

ancient stage is an essenti^ prmciple, and, of course,

an appropnate excellence, of the romantic drama For
these unities were to a great extent the natural form of
that which m its elements was homogeneous, and the
representation of which was addressed pre-emmently to
the outward senses ,—and though the fable, the language
and the characters appealed to the reason rather than to
the mere understanding, masmuch as they supposed
an ideal state rather than referred to an existing reality,—yet it was a reason which was obhged to accommodate
itself to the senses, and so far became a sort of more
elevated understanding On the other hand, the roman-
tic poetry— the Shakspeanan drama— appealed to the
imagmation rather than to the senses, and to the reason
as contemplatmg our mward nature, and the workings
of the passions m their most retired recesses But the
reason, as reason, is mdependent of tune and space

, it
has nothmg to do with them and hence the certamties
of reason have been called eternal truths As for example
—the endless properties of the circle —what connection
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have they with this or that age, with this or that country ?—The reason is aloof from time and space

, the imagmation
is an arbitrary controller over both ,—and if only the
poet have such power of excitmg our mternal emotions
as to make us present to the scene m imagmation chiefly,

he acquires the nght and pnvilege of usmg tune and
space as they exist m imagmation, and obedient only
to the laws by which the imagination itself acts These
laws it will be my object and aim to point out as the
examples occur, which illustrate them But here let

me remark what can never be too often reflected on by
all who would intelhgently study the works either of

the Athenian dramatists, or of Shakspeare, that the
very essence of the former consists m the sternest separa-
tion of the diverse m kmd and the disparate m the degree,

whilst the latter dehghts m mterlacmg, by a rambow-
hke transfusion of hues, the one with the other.

And here it will be necessary to say a few words on
the stage and on stage-illusion

A theatre, m the widest sense of the word, is the general
term for all places of amusement through the ear or eye,

in which men assemble m order to be amused by some
entertainment presented to all at the same time and m
common Thus, an old Puritan divme says —“ Those
who attend public worship and sermons only to amuse
themselves, make a theatre of the church, and turn
God's house mto the devil’s Theaka cedes diaholola-

tnccB " The most important and dignified species of

this genus is, doubtless, the stage, i^es theatrahs htstn-

omcc^, which, m addition to the genenc definition above
given, may be characterized m its idea, or accordmg to

what it does, or ought to, aim at, as a combination of

several or of all the fine arts m an harmonious whole,

havmg a distmct end of its own, to which the peculiar

end of each of the component arts, taken separately,

is made subordmate and subservient,—that, namely,
of imitatmg reahty—whether external things, actions,

or passions—under a semblance of reahty Thus, Claude
imitates a landscape at sunset, but only as a picture

,

while a forest-scene is not presented to the spectators

as a picture, but as a forest
,
and lliough, m the full

sense of the word, we are no more deceived by the one
than by the other, yet are our feelmgs very differently
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afiected ,

and the pleasure denved from the one is not

composed of the same elements as that afforded by the

other, even on the supposition tiiat the quantum of

both were equal In the former, a picture, it is a

condition of all genuine dehght that ve should not be

deceived .
m the latter, stage-scenery, (inasmuch as its

prmcipal end is not in or for itself, as is the case m a

picture, but to be an assistance and means to an end

out of itself) its very purpose is to produce as much
illusion as its nature permits These, and all other

stage presentations, are to produce a sort of temporary

half-faith, which the spectator encourages in himself

and supports by a voluntary contnbution on his own
part, because he knows that it is at all times m his power
to see the thmg as it really is I have often observed
that httle children are actually deceived by stage-scenery,

never by pictures , though even these produce an eSect
on their impressible minds, which they do not on the
mmds of adults The child, if strongly impressed, does
not mdeed positively thmk the picture to be the reality ,

but yet he does not thmk the contrary As Sir George
Beaumont was shewmg me a very fine engravmg from
Rubens, representmg a storm at sea without any vessel
or boat mtroduced, my httle boy, then about five years
old, came dancing and smgmg mto the room, and all

at once (if I may so say) tumhhd %n upon the pnnt He
mstantly started, stood silent and motionless, with the
strongest expression, first of wonder and then of gnef
m his eyes and countenance, and at length said, " And
where is the ship ? But that is sunk, and the men are
all drowned ^ ” still keepmg his eyes fixed on the prmt
How what pictures axe to httle children, stage illusion
IS to men, provided they retain any part of the child’s
sensibihty, except, that m the latter mstance, the
suspension of the act of comparison, which permits this
sort of negative behef, is somewhat more assisted by the
will, than m that of a child respectmg a picture
The true stage-illusion m this and in all other thmgs

consists—^not m the mmd’s judgmg it to be a forest, but,
i^^s^^sion of the judgment that it is not a forest

And this subject of stage-illusion is so important, and so
errors and false criticisms may arise, and

indeed have arisen, either from reasoning on it as actual
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delusion, (the strange notion, on which the French critics

built up their theory, and on which the French poets
justify the construction of their tragedies), or from deny-
mg It altogether, (which seems the end of Dr Johnson’s
reasonmg, and which, as extremes meet, would lead to the
very same consequences, by excluding whatever would
not be judged probable by us m our coolest state of feelmg,
with all our faculties m even balance), that these few
remarks wih, I hope, be pardoned, if they should serve
either to explam or to illustrate the pomt For not only
are we never absolutely deluded—or any thmg hke it,

but the attempt to cause the highest delusion possible

to bemgs in their senses sittmg m a theatre, is a gross

fault, mcident only to low mmds, which, feelmg that they
cannot affect the heart or head permanently, endeavour
to call forth the momentary affections There ought
never to be more pain than is compatible with co-existmg
pleasure, and to be amply repaid by thought

Shakspeare found the mfant stage demanding an
mtermixture of ludicrous character as impenously as

that of Greece did the chorus, and high language accordant
And there are many advantages m this ,—a greater

assimilation to nature, a greater scope of power, more
truths, and more feehngs ,—the effects of contrast, as

m Lear and the Fool ,
and especially this, that the true

language of passion becomes sufficiently elevated by your
havmg previously heard, m the same piece, the lighter

conversation of men under no strong emotion The
very nakedness of the stage, too, was advantageous,

—

for the drama thence became somethmg between recita-

tion and a re-presentation ,
and the absence or paucity

of scenes allowed a freedom from the laws of unity of

place and unity of time, the observance of which must
either confine the drama to as few subjects as may be
counted on the fingers, or mvolve gross improbabihties,

far more strikmg than the violation would have caused

Thence, also, was precluded the danger of a false ideal,

—of aiming at more than what is possible on the whole

What play of the ancients, with reference to their ideal,

does not hold out more glaring absurdities than any m
Shakspeare ? On the Greek plan a man could more
easily be a poet than a dramatist , upon our plan more
easily a dramatist than a poet
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THE DRAMA GENERALLY, AND

PUBLIC TASTE

Unaccustomed to address such an audience, and having

lost by a long interval of confinement the advantages

of my former short schoohng, I had miscalculated in

my last Lecture the proportion of my matter to my time,

and by bad economy and unskilful management, the

several heads of my discourse failed in making the entire

performance correspond with the promise publicly circu-

lated m hie weekly annunciation of the subjects, to be

treated It would mdeed have been wiser m me, and

perhaps better on the whole, if I had caused my Lectures

to be announced only as contmuations of the main subject.

But if I be, as perforce I must be, gratified by the recollec-

tion of whatever has appeared to give you pleasure, I

am conscious of something better, though less fiattenng,

a sense of unfeigned gratitude for your forbearance \nth
my defects Like affectionate guardians, you see with-

out disgust the awkv^ardness, and witness with sym-
pathy the growing pains, of a youthful endeavour, and
look forward with a hope, which is its own reward, to

the contmgent results of practice—to its mtellectual
maturity

In my last address I defined poetiy^ to be the art,

or whatever better term our language may afford, of
representing external nature and human thoughts, both
relatively to human affections, so as to cause the pro-
duction of as great immediate pleasure m each part,
as is compatible with the largest possible sum of pleasure
on the whole Now this definition applies equally to
paintmg and music as to poetry

, and m truth the term
poetry is alike apphcable to all three The vehicle alone
constitutes the difference

, and the term ‘ poetry ’ is

nghtly apphed by emmence to measured words, only
because the sphere of theu action is far wider, the pover
of givmg permanence to them much more certam, and
mcomparably greater the facffity, by which men, not
defective by nature or disease, may be enabled to denve
habitual pleasure and mstruction from them On my
mentioning these considerations to a pamter of great
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genius, who had been, from a most honourable enthusiasm,
extoUmg his own art, he was so struck with their truth,
that he exclaimed, " I want no other arguments ,

—

poetry, that is, verbal poetry, must be the greatest;
all that proves final causes m the world, proves this

;

it would be shockmg to thmk otherwise !
”—^And m

truth, deeply, 0 > far more than words can express,
as I venerate the Last Judgment and the Prophets of
Michel Angelo Buonaroti,—yet the very pam which I
repeatedly felt as I lost myself m gazmg upon them,
the pamful consideration that their havmg been pamted
m fresco was the sole cause that they had not been aban-
doned to all the accidents of a dangerous transportation
to a distant capital, and that the same capnce, which
made the Neapohtan soldiery destroy all the exquisite

masterpieces on the walls of the church of the Tnmtado
Monte, after the retreat of their antagonist barbarians,
might as easily have made vanish the rooms and open
gallery of Raffael, and the yet more unapproachable
wonders of the sublime Florentme m the Sixtme Chapel,
forced upon my mind the reflection , How grateful

the human race ought to be that the works of Euclid,

Newton, Plato, Milton, Shakspeare, are not subjected

to similar contmgencies,—that they and their fellows,

and the great, though inferior, peerage of undymg m-
teUect, are secured ,—secured even from a second irruption

of Goths and Vandals, m addition to many other safe-

guards, by the vast empire of English language, laws,

and religion founded in Amenca, through the overflow

of the power and the virtue of my country ,—and that

now the great and certain works of genume fame can

only cease to act for mankmd, when men themselves

cease to be men, or when the planet on which they exist,

shall have altered its relations, or have ceased to be.

Lord Bacon, m the language of the gods, if I may use an

Homeric phrase, has expressed a similar thought —
Lastiy, leaving tlie vulgar arguments, that by learning mao

excelleth man in that wherem man excelleth beasts , that by
learning man ascendeth to the heavens and their motions, where
m body he cannot come, and the like ,

let us conclude with the

dignity and excellency of knowledge and learning m that where-

unto man’s nature doth most aspire, which is, immortality or con-

tinuance for to this tendeth generation, and raising of houses and
families

, to this tend buddmgs, foundations, and monuments ,
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to this tendeth the desire of memory, fame, and celebration, anu

m effect the strength of all other human desires Wc see tlien horr

far the monuments of uit and learning are more durable than

the monuments of power, or of the hands For have not tne v ers^s

of Homer continued twenty-five hundred jears, or more, without

the loss of a syllable or letter , during which time, infinite palaces,

temples, castles, cities, have been decayed and demolished i It is

not possible to have the true pictures or statues of Cyrus Ale-candcr,

Cmsar , no, nor of the kings or great pcrsonagi^ of much later

years , for the ongmals cannot last, and the cop'cs cannot but lose

of the life and truth But the images of men's wits and know-
ledges remain m books, exempted from the wrong of time, and
capable of perpetual renovabon Neither arc thc> fith to be called

images, because they generate still, and cast their seeds in the minds
of others, provoking and causing infinite actions and opinions in

succeeding ages so that, if the invention of the ship was thought
so noble, which carrieth nches and commodities from place toplace,

and consociateth the most remote regions m particifiation oi their

fruits , how much more are letters to be magnified, which as ships,

pass through the vast seas of time, and make ages so distant to
participate of the wisdom, illuminations, and inventions, the one
of the other ? ^

But let us now consider what the drama should be
And first, it is not a copy, but an imitation, of nature
This IS the universal pnnciple of the fine arts In all

weU laid out grounds what delight do we feel from that
balance and antithesis of feelings and thoughts ' How
natural l we say ,—but the very wonder that caused
the exclamation, imphes that we perceived art at the
same moment We catch the hint from nature itself

Whenever m mountams or cataracts we discover a like-
ness to any thing artificial which 57et we know is not
artificial—what pleasure' And so it is m appearances
known to be artificial, which appear to be natural This
applies in due degrees, regulated by steady good sense,
from a dump of trees to the Paradise Lost or Othello
It would be easy to apply it to painting and even, though
with greater abstraction of thought, and by more subtle
yet equally just analogies—to music But this belongs
to others

, suffice it that one great principle is common
to all the fine arts, a pnnciple which probably is the
condition of all consciousness, without winch we should
feel and imagme only by discontinuous moments, and

plants or brute animals instead of irien j—I mean
that ever-varying balance, or balancmg, of images, notions,

1 Advancement of Learning, book x, tubfine
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or feelings, conceived as m opposition to each other;—^in short, the perception of identity and contrariety,
the least degree of which constitutes hkeness, the greatest
absolute difference

, but the infinite gradations between
these two form all the play and all the interest of our
mtellectual and moral bemg, till it leads us to a feeling
and an object more a%vful than it seems to me compatible
with even the present subject to utter aloud, though
I am most desirous to suggest it For there alone are
all thmgs at once different and the same , there alone,
as the prmciple of all things, does distinction exist un-
aided by division , there are will and reason, succession
of time and unmovmg eternitj^ mfinite change and
meffable rest i

—

Return Alpheus 1 the dread voice is past
Which shrunk thy streams !

Thou honour'd flood,

Smooth-fiomng Avon, crown'd with vocal reeds.
That strain I heard, was of a higher mood I

—

But now my votes proceeds

We may divide a dramatic poet’s charactenstics before

we enter mto the component ments of any one work,
and with reference only to those thmgs which are to be
the materials of ah, mto language, passion, and character ,

always bearing m mind that these must act and react on
each other,—^the language mspired by the passion, and
the language and the passion modified and differenced

by the character To the production of the highest

exceUencies m these three, there are requisite m the

mmd of ihe author ,—good sense , talent , sensibihty ,

imagmation ,—and to the perfection of a work we should

add two faculties of lesser importance, yet necessary

for the ornaments and fohage of the column and the roof

—^fancy and a quick sense of beauty

As to language ,—^it cannot be supposed that the poet

should make his characters say all that they would, or

that, his whole drama considered, each scene, or paragraph

should be such as, on cool exammation, we can conceive

it likely that men m such situations would say, in that

order, or with that perfection And yet, according to

my feehngs, it is a very mfenor kind of poetry, m which,

as m the French tragedies, men are made to talk m a
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style which few indeed even of the wittiest can he supposed

to converse m, and which both is, and on a moments

reflection appears to be, the natural produce of the hot-

bed of vanity, namely, the closet of an author, who is

actuated originally by a desire to excite surprise and

wonderment at his own superiority to other men,

instead of having felt so deeply on certam subjects, or

m consequence of certam imaginations, as to make it

almost a necessity of his nature to seek for sympathy,

—no doubt, with that honourable desire of permanent

action which distmgmshes genius—^Where then is the

difference In this that each part should be propor-

tionate, though the whole may be perhaps impossible.

At all events, it should be compatible with sound sense

and logic m the mmd of the poet himself

It is to be lamented that we judge of books by books,

instead of refernng what we read to our own expenence
One great use of books is to make their contents a motive
for observation The German tragedies have in some
respects been justly ridiculed In them the dramatist
often becomes a novelist m his directions to the actors,

and thus degrades tragedy into pantomime Yet still

the consciousness of the poet’s mind must be diffused
over that of the reader or spectator , but he himself,
according to his genius, elevates us, and bj^ being always
m keepmg, prevents us from perceivmg any strangeness,
though we feel great exultation Many different kinds
of style may be admirable, both m different men, and m
different parts of the same poem

See the different language which strong feehngs may
justify in Shylock, and learn from Shakspeare’s conduct
of that character the terrible force of every plam and
calm diction, when knovm to proceed from a resolved and
impassioned man

It IS especially with reference to the drama, and its
characteristics in any given nation, or at any particular
penod, that the dependence of genius on the public taste
becomes a matter of the deepest importance I do notmem that taste which springs merely from caprice or
fasmonable mutation, and which, m fact, genius can,
and by degrees wiU, create for itself, but that which

wide-graspmg and heart-enrooted causes,
which IS epidemic, and in the very am that all breathe
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Tiis it IS which kills, or withers, or corrupts Socrates,
indeed, might walk arm and arm with Hygeia, whilst
pestilence, with a thousand furies runnmg to and fro,
and clashmg against each other m a complexity and
agglomeration of horrors, was shooting her darts of fire

and venom all around him Even such was Milton

,

yea, and such, m spite of all that has been babbled by
his cntics m pretended excuse for his dammng, because
for them too profound, excellencies,—such was Shak-
speare But alas • the exceptions prove the rule For
who ivill dare to force his way out of the crowd,—^not of
the mere vulgar,—but of the vam and banded aristocracy
of mtellect, and presume to jom the almost supernatural
beings that stand by themselves aloof ?

Of this diseased epidemic mfluence there are two forms
especially preclusive of tragic worth The first is the
necessary growth of a sense and love of the ludicrous,

and a morbid sensibility of the assimilative power,

—

an mflammation produced by cold and weakness,

—

which in the boldest bursts of passion will he m wait for a
jeer at any phrase, that may have an accidental comci-
dence m the mere words with somethmg base or trivial

For mstance,—to express woods, not on a plain, but
clothmg a hiU, which overlooks a valley, or dell, or river,

or the sea,—the trees rismg one above another, as the

spectators m an anaent theatre,—I know no other word
m our language, (bookish and pedantic terms out of the

question,) but hanging woods, the sylvce sufcrimpen-

dentes of Catullus ,
^ yet let some ivit call out m a slang

tone,
—

" the gallows !
” and a peal of laughter would

rlamn the play Hence it is that so many dull pieces have
had a decent run, only because nothmg unusual above,

or absurd below, mediocnty furnished an occasion,—

a

spark for the explosive matenals collected behmd the

orchestra But it would take a volume of no ordinary

size, however laconically the sense were expressed, if it

were meant to instance the effects, and unfold all the

causes, of this disposition upon the moral, mteUectual,

and even physical character of a people, with its mfluences

on domestic hfe and individual deportment A good

document upon this subject would be the history of Pans
1 Confcstxm Peneos adcst, viridantia Tempe,
Tcmpas, qua ciugunt sylva superimpendentes

^ Epi*k Pel it Th 3B6.
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society and of French, that is, Pansian, httralurc ftorn

the commencement of the latter half of the rn<;n of

Louis XIV to that of Buonaparte, compared vVith the

precedmg philosophy and poetry e^-cn of Frenchmen

themselves
The second form, or more properly, perhaps, another

distmct cause, of this diseased disposition is matter of

exultation to the philanthropist and philosop'icr, and of

regret to the poet, the painter, and the statiiar3- alone,

and to them only as poets, painters, and statuaries

namely, the secunty, the comparative equability, and

ever mcreasmg sameness of human life Men are now so

seldom throvm mto wild circumstances, and Molcnccs of

excitement, that the language of such states, the lav-s of

association of feeling uath thought, the starts and <itrange

far-flights of the assimilative power on the slightest and
least obvious hkeness presented by thoiigliLs, words, or

objects,—these are all judged of by authonty, not by
actual expenence,—by what men have been accustomed
to regard as symbols of these states, and not the natural

symbols, or self-manifestations of them
Even so it is m the language of man, and in that of

nature The sound stm, or the figures s, u, n, are purely
arbitrary modes of recalling the object, and for visual
mere objects they are not only sufficient, but have infinite

advantages from their very nothingness per But the
language of nature is a subordmate Logos, that w as in tlic

begmnmg, and was with the thing it represented, and was
the thing it represented
Now the language of Shakspeare, in his Lear for instance,

is a somethmg intermediate between these tw o
, or rather

it is the former blended with the latter,—tlie arbitrary,
not merely recallmg the cold notion of the tiling, but
expressing the reality of it, and, as arbitrary language is

an heir-loom of the human race, being itself a part of that
which it manifests What shall I deduce from the pre-
ceding positions ? Even this,—the appropriate, the never
to be too much valued advantage of the theatre, if only
the actors were what we know they have been,—a*delight-
ful, yet most effectual remedy for this dead palsy of the
public mind What would appear mad or ludicrous m a
book, when presented to the senses under the form of
reality, and with the truth of nature, supplies a species of
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actual experience This is indeed the special privilege
of a great actor over a great poet No part was ever
played m perfection, but nature justified herself in the
hearts of all her children, in what state soever they were,
short of absolute moral exhaustion, or downnght stupidity
There is no tune given to ask questions, or to pass judg-
ments , we are taken by storm, and, though m the histri-

omc art many a clumsy counterfeit, by caricature of one
or two features, may gam applause as a fine likeness, yet
never was the very thmg rejected as a counterfeit 0 1

when I thmk of the mexhaustible mine of virgin treasure
m our Shakspeare, that I have been almost daily reading
hun since I was ten years old,—^that the thirty mter-
vening years have been unmtermittmgly and not fruit-

lessly employed m the study of the Greek, Latm, English,
Itahan, Spanish and German helle Idtnsts, and the last

fifteen years in addition, far more mtensely m the analysis

of the laws of life and reason as they exist m man,—and
that upon every step I have made forward m taste, m
acqmsition of facts from history or my own observation,

and m knowledge of the different laws of bemg and their

apparent exceptions, from accidental collision of disturbmg
forces,—that at every new accession of mfoimation, after

every successful exercise of meditation, and every fresh

presentation of experience, I have unfaihngly discovered

a proportionate mcrease of wisdom and mtuition m
Shakspeare ,—^when I know this, and know too, that by
a conceivable and possible, though hardly to be expected,

arrangement of the British theatres, not all, mdeed, but

a large, a very large, proportion of this mdefinile all

—

(round which no comprehension has yet drawn the fine

of circumscription, so as to say to itself, T have seen the

whole’)—might be sent mto the heads and hearts—into

the very souls of the mass of mankmd, to whom, except

by this livmg comment and mterpretation, it must remam
for ever a sealed volume, a deep well without a wheel or

a wmdlass ,—^it seems to me a pardonable enthusiasm

to steal away from sober hkelihood, and share m so nch
a feast m the faery world of possibility I Yet even m
the grave cheerfulness of a cucumspect hope, much, very

much, might be done ,
enough, assuredly, to furnish a

kind and strenuous nature with ample motives for the

attempt to effect what may be effected
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SHAKSPEARE, A POET OEN'ERAI EY.

Clothcd in radiant armour, and nntlurjr*-

and manifold, as a poet, Sfial'srf^
1

demand the throne of fame, 'is lh'‘ no ;

England. His c'ccllcncca comp'-h-'d r\*’> in

poranes to scat him on tint throne, rdthon it li.*'''

giants m those days contending for the ‘-'in*' i.ono 'r

Hereafter I would fain endeasour to mate o it Ibr tith

of the English drama as created by. and e^' trr: m, Shak-

speare, and its nght to the supremacy of dra’’n,'‘tic. excel-

lence in general But he had shoivn himr^lf a (yyjt, pre-

viously to his appearance as a dramatic , '»nd h.ad

no Lear, no Othello, no Henr}' IV , no 1 v.dfth N'lgnt ever

appeared, we must have .admitted that Sha) -n^are rvos-

sessed the chief, if not e\cry, requisite of a deep

feelmg and exquisite sense of beauty, l^th .'•s exhibited

to the eye in the combinations of form, and to the car m
sweet and appropnatc melody, that tlu'se ictdings were

under the command of his owai will , th it m hi-? aery fir^t

productions he projected his mind out of his ov.ai particular

being, and felt, and made others feel, on subjei ts no wax
connected with himself, except by force of contemplation
and that sublime faculty by w'hich a great mind becomes
that, on w’luch it meditates To this must be added that
affectionate love of nature and natural objects, without
which no man could have observ’cd so steadily, or painted
so truly and passionately, the very minutest beauties of
the external world —

And when thou hist on foot the purblind h.ire
Mark the poor wretch

, to overshoot his troubks,
How ho outruns the wind, and with what c.irc.
He cranks and crosses with a thousand doubles .

The many musits through the which he goes
Are like a labyrinth to amaze his foes

Sometimes he runs among the flock of sheep.
To make the cunnmg hounds mistake their smell

,

And sometime where earth-dclving conics keep,
To stop the loud pursuers m their yell

,

And sometime soiicth witli a herd of deer
Danger deviseth shifts, wit waits on fear

For there his smell with others* being mingled.
The hot scent-snufling hounds are driven to doubt.
Ceasing their clamorous crj% till they have singled.
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With much ado, the cold fault cleanly out,
Then do they spend their mouths , echo replies.
As if another chase -were m the skies

By this poor Wat far off, upon a hill.

Stands on his hmder legs ivith listenmg ear.
To hearken if his foes pursue him still

Anon their loud alarums he doth hear.
And now his gnef may be compared well
To one sore-sick, that hears the passmg bell

Then shalt thou see the dew-bedabbled wretch
Turn, and return, mdenting with the way
Each envious bnar his weary legs doth scratch.
Each shadow makes him stop, each murmur stay
For miserj’ is trodden on by many.
And bemg low, never relieved by any

Venus and Adorns.

And the preceding description —
But lo 1 from forth a copse that neighbours by,
A breeding jennet, lusty, young and proud, &c

is much more admirable, but m parts less fitted for quota-

tion

Moreover Shakspeare had shotvn that he possessed

fancy, considered as the faculty of brmgmg together

images dissimilar m the mam by some one pomt or more
of likeness, as in such a passage as this —

Full gently now she takes him by the hand,
A Idy prisoned in a jail of snow,
Or ivory m an alabaster band
So white a fnend mgirts so white a foe 1 Ib

Amd still mountmg the mtellectual ladder, he had as

uneqmvocally proved the mdwelling m his mmd of im-

agination, or the power by which one image or feehng is

made to modify many others, and by a sort of fusion to

force many mto one ,—that which afterwards showed

itself in such might and energy m Lear, where the deep

anguish of a father spreads the feelmg of mgratitude and

cruelty over the very elements of heaven ,—and which,

combinmg many circumstances mto one moment of con-

sciousness, tends to produce that ultimate end of all

human thought and human feelmg, umty, and thereby

the reduction of the spirit to its prmciple and fountam,

who is alone truly one Vanous are the workmgs of this

the greatest faculty of the human mmd, both passionate
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and tranquil In its tranquil and purely pleasurable

operation, it acts cbiefly by creating out of many tnmgs,

as they would have appeared m the description ol an

ordinary mind, detailed m unimpassioned succession, a

oneness, even as nature, the greatest of poete, acts upon

us, when we open our eyes upon an extended prospect.

Thus the flight of Adorns m the dusk of the evemng

Look I hovr a bngkt star shootetk from the sky ;

So glides he in the night from Venus' eye 1

How many images and feelings are here brought to-

gether without efiort and without discord, m the beauty

of Adonis, the rapidity of his flight, the yeammg, yet

hopelessness, of the enamoured gazer, while a shadowy

ideal character is thrown over the whole ' Or this power

acts by impressing the stamp of humanity, and of human
feelmgs, on manimate or mere natural objects —

Lo 1 here the gentle lark, weary of rest,

From his moist cabinet mounts up on high,

And wakes the mommg, from whose silver breast
The sun anseth m his majesty.
Who doth the world so glonously behold.
The cedar-tops and hills seem burnished gold

Or agam, it acts by so carr5ang on the ej^e of the reader
as to make him almost lose the consciousness of words,

—

to make him see every thing flashed, as Wordsworth has
grandly and appropnately said,

—

Flashed upon that inward eye
Which IS the bliss of solitude ,

—

and this without excitmg any pamful or laborious atten-
tion, without any anatomy of description, (a fault not
uncommon m descnptive poetry)—but wth the sweet-
ness and easy movement of nature This energy is an
absolute essential of poetry, and of itself would constitute
a poet, though not one of the highest class ,

—
^it is, however,

a most hopeful symptom, and the Venus and Adorns is
one continued specimen of it

In this beautiful poem there is an endless activity of
thought in all the possible associations of thought with

ivith feehng, or with words, of feelings
feelings, and of words with words
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Even as the sun, with purplc-coloar^d face
Had ta*cn. his last leave of the v»ecpmg morn,
Rose-cheek"d Adonis hied him to the chase
Hunting ho loved, but love be laughed to scorn
Sick-thoughtcd Venus makes amain unto him,
And like a bold-faced suitor ’gins to woo him.

Remark the humanizing imagery and circumstances ot
the first two lines, and the activity of thought in the play
of V ords in the fourth line The whole stanza presents at
once the time, the appearance of the morning, and the two
persons distinctly characterized, and in six simple verses
puts the reader m possession of the whole argument of the
poem

Over one arm the lusty courser’s rem,
Under the other vas the tender boy,
XN'ho blush'd and pouted in a dull disdain.
With leaden appetite, unapt to toy.
She red and hot, as coals of glowing fire,

He red for shame, but frosty to desire —
This stanza and the two foUowmg afford good instances

of that poetic power, which I mentioned above, of making
every thmg present to the imagmation—both the forms,
and the passions which modify those forms, either actually,

as in the representations of love, or anger, or other human
affections , or imaginatively, by the different manner in

which inanimate objects, or objects ummpassioned them-
selves, are caused to be seen by the mmd m moments of

strong excitement, and according to the kind of the ex-

citement,—^whether of jealousy, or rage, or love, m the only

appropnate sense of the word, or of the lower impulses of

our nature, or finally of the poetic feeling itself It is,

perhaps, chiefly m the power of produemg and reproduc-

ing the latter that the poet stands distmct

The subject of the Venus and Adorns is unpleasmg,
but the poem itself is for that very reason the more illustra-

tive of Shakspeare There are men who can wnte passages

of deepest pathos and even subhrmty on circumstances

personal to themselves and stimulative of their own pas-

sions , but they are not, therefore, on this account poets.

Read that magnificent burst of woman’s patnotism and
exultation, Deborah’s song of victory , it is glonous, but

nature is the poet there It is qmte another matter to

become all things and yet remain the same,—to make the
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changeful god be felt in the river, the hon and the flame

this it IS, that IS the true imagmation Shakspeare wntes

m this poem, as if he were of another planet, chamung

you to gaze on the movements of Venus and Adonis, as

you would on the twmklmg dances of two vernal butterflies

Finally, m this poem and the Rape of Lucrece, Shak-

speare gave ample proof of his possession of a most pro-

found, energetic, and philosophical mmd, without which

he might have pleased, but could not have been a great

dramatic poet Chance and the necessity of his gemus
combmed to lead him to the drama his proper provmce

.

m his conquest of which we should consider both the diffi-

culties which opposed him, and the advantages by which
he was assisted

Shakspeare’s Judgment equal to his Genius

Thus then Shakspeare appears, from his Venus and
Adonis and Rape of Lucrece alone, apart from all his

great works, to have possessed all the conditions of the
true poet Let me now proceed to destroy, as far as may
be m my power, the popular notion that he was a great
dramatist by mere mstmct, that he grew immortal m his

own despite, and sank below men of second or third-rate
power, when he attempted aught beside the drama

—

even as bees construct their cells and manufacture their
honey to admurable perfection , but would m vam attempt
to build a nest Now this mode of reconcilmg a compelled
sense of mfenonty with a feehng of pnde, began m a few
pedants, who havmg read that Sophocles was the great
model of tragedy, and Aristotle the mfallible dictator of
Its rules, and findmg that the Lear, Hamlet, OtheUo and
other master-pieces were neither m imitation of Sophocles,
nor in obedience to Aristotle,—and not havmg (with one
or two exceptions) the courage to affirm, that the delight
which their country received from generation to genera-
tion, m defiance of the alterations of circumstances and
habits, was wholly groundless.—took upon them, as a
happy medium and refuge, to talk of Shakspeare as a sort
of beautiful lusus natures, a delightful monster,—wild,
indeed and without taste or ludgment, but like the
inspired idiots so much venerated m the East uttenng,
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amid the strangest follies, the sublimest truths. In nine
places out of ten in which I find his awful name mentioned.
It IS with some epithet of *wald,’ ‘irregular,’ 'pure child
of nature,' <S:c If all this be true, we must submit to it;
though to a thinking mind it cannot but be pamful to find
anj’’ excellence, merely human, throwm out of ^ human
analogy, and thereby leaving us neither rules for imita-
tion, nor motives to imitate ,—but if false, it is a dangerous
falsehood .—for it affords a refuge to secret self-conceit,—enables a vain man at once to escape his reader’s
mdignation by general swoln panegyrics, and merely by
his ipse dtxil to treat, as contemptible, what he has not
intellect enough to comprehend, or soul to feel, without
assigning any reason, or referrmg his opmion to any
demonstrative pnnciple ,—thus leavmg Shakspeare as a
sort of grand Lama, adored indeed, and his very excre-

ments prized as relics, but wath no authonty or real

influence I gneve that every late volummous edition of

his w'orlcs w’ould enable me to substantiate the present
charge with a variety of facts one tentli of which would
of themselves exhaust the time allotted to me Every
cntic, who has or has not made a collection of black

letter books—m itself a useful and respectable amuse-
ment,—puts on the seven-league boots of self-opinion, and
strides at once from an illustrator mto a supreme judge,

and blind and deaf, fills his three-ounce phial at the waters

of Niagara , and determines positively the greatness of

the cataract to be neither more nor less than his three-

ounce phial has been able to receive

I thmk this a very serious subject It is my earnest

desire—my passionate endeavour,—to enforce at vanous
times and by vanous arguments and mstances the close

and reciprocal connexion of just taste with pure morahty
Without that acquamtance with the heart of man, or that

docility and childlike gladness to be made acquainted

with it, which those only can have, who dare look at them

own hearts—and that with a steadmess which religion

only has the power of reconcihng with smeere humihty

,

—without this, and the modesty produced by it, I am
deeply convmced that no man, however wade his erudition,

however patient his antiquanan researches, can possibly

understand, or be worthy of understanding, the wntmgs
of Shakspeare
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Assuredly that criticism of Shakspearc wU alone lie

gemal which is reverential Tlic EngHsiiman, who wthout

reverence, a proud and affectionate reverence, can utter

the name of WiUiam Shakspeare, stands disqualified for

the office of cntic He wants one at least of the very

senses, the language of which he is to employ, and will

discourse, at best, but as a blind man, uhile the whole

harmonious creation of hght and shade with all its subtle

interchange of deepening and dissolving colours nses in

silence to the silent fia.i of the uprising Apollo However
mfenor m ability I may be to some who have followed me,

I own I am proud that I was the first in time who publicly

demonstrated to the full extent of the position, that the

supposed irregulanty and extravagances of Shakspeare

were the mere dreams of a pedantry that arraigned the

eagle because it had not the dimensions of the swan In

all the successive courses of lectures delivered by me, since

my first attempt at the Royal Institution, it has been, and
it still remains, my object, to prove that in ail points from
the most important to the most minute, the judgment of

Shakspeare is commensurate with his genius,—nay, that
his genius reveals itself m his judgment, as in its most
exalted form And the more gladly do I recur to this

subject from the clear conviction, that to judge anghl,
and with distinct consciousness of the grounds of our
judgment, concerning the works of Shakspeare, implies
the power and the means of judging rightly of all other
worlb of mtellect, those of abstract science alone excepted

It is a painful truth that not only mdividuals, but ev’en
whole nations, are ofttimes so enslaved to tlie habits of
theu educabon and immediate circumstances, as not to
judge dismterestedly even on those subjects, the very
pleasure ansmg from which consists m its disinterested-
ness, namely, on subjects of taste and pohte literature
Instead of deciding concemmg their own modes and
customs by any rule of reason, nothing appears rabonal,
becoming, or beaubful to them, but what coincides with
the peculianbes of their education In this narrow circle,
mdividuals may attam to exquisite discnmmabon, as the
French enbes have done in their own literature

, but a
true enbe can no more be such without placmg himself
on some central point, from which he may command the
whole, that IS. some general rule, which, founded m reason.
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or the faculties common to all men, must therefore apply
to each,—than an astronomer can explam the move-
ments of the solar system without takmg his stand m the
sun And let me remark, that this will not tend to produce
despotism, but, on the contrary, true tolerance, m the
cntic He v/ill, indeed, require, as the spunt and substance
of a work, something true m human nature itself, and
independent of all circumstances

; but in the mode of

applymg it, he mil estimate genius and judgment accord-
ing to the felicity with which the impensfaable soul of

mtellect shall have adapted itself to the age, the place,

and the existing manners The error he will expose, hes
m reversing this, and holding up the mere circumstances
as perpetual to the utter neglect of the power which can
alone animate them For art cannot exist without, or

apart from, nature , and what has man of his own to give

to his fellow man, but his own thoughts and feelmgs, and
his observations, so far as they are modified by his own
thoughts or feelings ?

Let me, then, once more submit this question to mmds
emancipated alike from national, or party, or sectanan
prejudice —Are the pla5rs of Shakspeare works of rude
uncultivated genius, in which the splendour of the parts

compensates, if aught can compensate, for the barbarous

shapelessness and irregularity of the whole ?—Or is the

form equally admirable with the matter, and the judg-

ment of the great poet, not less deservmg our wonder than

his genius ?—Or, again, to repeat the question m other

words —Is Shakspeare a great dramatic poet on account

only of those beauties and excellences which he possesses

in common with the ancients, but with dimmished claims

to our love and honour to the full extent of his differences

from them ?—Or are these very differences additional

proofs of poetic wisdom, at once results and symbols of

livmg power as contrasted with hfeless mechanism—of

free and rival ongmality as contra-distmguished from

servile imitation, or, more accurately, a blmd copymg of

effects, mstead of a true imitation, of the essential pnn-
ciples ?—Imagine not that I am about to oppose genius

to rules No 1 the comflhrative value of these rules is the

very cause to be tned The spirit of poetry, hke all other

hvmg powers, must of necessity circumscribe itself by
rules, were it only to unite power with beauty It must
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embody m order to reveal itself
,
but a living body is of

necessity an organized one ,
and what is organization but

tbe connection of parts m and for a whole, so that each

part IS at once end and means This is no dKcovery of

Siticism it IS a necessity of the human mmd ,
and aU

nations have felt and obeyed it, m the mvention of metre,

and measured sounds, as the vehicle and Mivolwrum ot

pogixy—itself a fellow-growth from the same hfe, even

as the bark is to the tree <

No work of true genius dares want its appropnate form,

neither indeed is there any danger of this As it must

not, so genius cannot, be lawless ,
for it is even this that

conWtutes it genius—^the power of actmg creatively under

laws of its own ongmation How' then comes it that not

only single Zoih, but whole nations have combined m
unhesitatmg condemnation of our great dramatist, as a

sort of African nature, nch m beautiful monsters—as a

wild heath where islands of fertihty look the greener from

the surroundmg waste, where the lovehest plants now
shme out among unsightly weeds, and now are choked by
their parasitic growth, so mtertwmed that we cannot dis-

entangle the weed without snappmg the flower ?—^In this

statement I have had no reference to the vulgar abuse of

Voltaire,^ save as far as his charges are comcident with
the decisions of Shakspeare’s oivn commentators and (so

they would tell you) almost idolatrous admuers The true
ground of the mistake hes m the confoundmg mechanical
regulanty with orgamc form The form is mechanic, when
on any given matenal we impress a pre-determmed form,
not necessarily ansmg out of the properties of the matenal

,

—as when to a mass of wet clay we give whatever shape
we wish it to retam when hardened The organic form,
on the other hand, is innate

, it shapes, as it developes,
itself from within, and the fulness of its development is

Take a slight specimen of it.

Je suis hitn lorn asstiriraent de justificr en tout la tragddie d Hamlet c fsi urt
^esszereti larh^ty out ne strati/as sup/eriie par la /lus vzUpe/ulacc ds la Prarct
it (U 1 1iaitt Hamlet y devient fou au second acte, et sa miltressefolle au troisicme

,

lepnncc tuc le pere de sa maltresse. feignant dc tuer un rat, et ITicrQine sc jette dans
Unviete. On fan sa fosse sur le Ine^tre, des fossoyeurs disent zx’is. quoLhcis aigncs

dans Icurs mains des tetes dc morts
,

ie pnncc Hamlet rdpond leurs
tress ereUs ahotr naiUs far ^s/tLes mm tnstns dl^oAtantss Pendant cc temp:>“lk,

Pologne. sa mirt, et son heau-fere
It ikiairt, on chanie a iahlc or dy truerellc, se hat, on se iue

^^^fore
^/ruii de Vtsratinatton dun sauvate tvre Disserta-

This w not, perhaps, like Hamlet , hut cothmg can be more like Volt-iirc. JSd
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one and the same with the perfection of its outward form
Such as the hfe is, such is the form Nature, the prime
genial artist, mexhaustible m diverse powers, is equally
mexhaustible m forms ,—each exterior is the physiog-
nomy of the bemg within,—its true image reflected and
thrown out from the concave mirror ,—and even such
is the appropriate excellence of her chosen poet, of our
own Sh^speare,—^himself a nature humanized, a genial
understanding directing self-consciously a power and an
unphcit wisdom deeper even than our consciousness

I greatly dislike beauties and selections m general , but
as proof positive of his unnvalled excellence, I should like

to try Shakspeare by this critenon M^e out your
amplest catalogue of all the human faculties, as reason or

the moral law, the will, the feeling of the comcidence of

the two (a feelmg sui generis et demonstratio demonstrah-
onum) called the conscience, the understandmg or prud-
ence, wit, fancy, unagmation, judgment,—and then of the

objects on which these are to be employed, as the beauties,

the terrors, and the seeming capnces of nature, the reahties

and the capabilities, that is, the actual and the ideal, of

the human mind, conceived as an mdividual or as a social

bemg, as m mnocence or m guilt, m a play-paradise, or m
a war-field of temptation ,—and then compare with Shak-
speare under each of these heads all or any of the writers

m prose and verse that have ever hved I Who, that is

competent to judge, doubts the result ?—^And ask your
own hearts,—ask your own common sense—^to conceive

the possibility of this man bemg—I say not, the drunken
savage of that wretched sciohst, whom Frenchmen, to

their shame, have honoured before their elder and better

worthies,—but the anomalous, the wild, the irregular,

genius of our daily criticism ! What ! are we to have
miracles m sport ?—Or, I speak reverently, does God
choose idiots by whom to convey divme truths to man ?

RECAPITULATION, AND SUMMARY

Of the Charactenstics of Shaksfeare's Dramas}

In lectures, of which amusement forms a large part of the

object, there are some peculiar difi6culties The architect

1 For the most part communicated by Mr Justice CoJendge Ed*
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places his foundation out of sight, and the musician tunes

his mstrament before he makes his appearance ; but the

lecturer has to try his chords m the presence of the assem-

bly ,
an operation not likely, indeed, to produce much

pleasure, but yet mdispensably necessary to a nght under-

standing of the subject to be developed.

Poetry m essence is as familiar to barbarous as to

civilized nations The Laplander and the savage Indian

are cheered by it as well as the inhabitants of London and
Pans ,—its spint takes up and mcorporates surrounding

materials, as a plant clothes itself with soil and climate,

whilst it exhibits the workmg of a vital principle ivithm

independent of all accidental circumstances And to judge

with fairness of an author’s works, we ought to distmguish
what IS inward and essential from what is outward and
circumstantial It is essential to poetry that it be simple,

and appeal to the elements and primary laws of otir nature ,

that it be sensuous, and by its imagery elicit truth at a
flash

,
that it be impassioned, and be able to move our

feelings and awaken our affections In comparmg different

poets \vith each other, we should mquire which have
brought mto the fullest play our imagmation and our
reason, or have created the greatest excitement and pro-
duced tlie completest harmony If we consider great
exqmsiteness of language and sweetness of metre alone, it

IS impossible to deny to Pope the character of a dehghtfui
writer

, but whether he be a poet, must depend upon
our definition of the word, and, doubtless, if every
tiling that pleases be poetry. Pope’s satires and epistles
must be poetry This, I must say, that poetry, as
distinguished from other modes of composition, does not
rest in metre, and that it is not poetiy, if it make no
appeal to our passions or our imagination One character
belongs to all true poets, that they write from a principle
uithm, not onginatmg in any thing without

, and that
the true poet s work in its form, its shapings, and its modi-
fications, IS distinguished from all other worfe that assume
to belong to the class of poetry, as a natural from an
?rtificial flower, or as tlie mimic garden of a child from an
enamelled meadow In the former the flowers are broken
from their stems and stuck into the gtound

, they are
X!auttful to the eye and fragrant to the sense^ but their
colours soon fade, and their odour is transient as the
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smile of the planter

,
— while the meadow may be

visited agam and again witli renewed delight
,

its beauty
IS innate in the soil, and its bloom is of the freshness of
nature
The next ground of critical judgment, and pomt of com-

parison, wiU be as to how far a given poet has been m-
fluenced by accidental circumstances As a hving poet
must surely write, not for the ages past, but for that m
which he lives, and those wluch are to follow, it is, on the
one hand, natural that he should not violate, and on the
other, necessary that he should not depend on, the mere
manners and modes of his day See how little does Shak-
speare leave us to regret that he was bom m his particular

age 1 The great asra m modem times was what is called

the Restoration of Letters ,—the ages precedmg it are

called the dark ages ,
but it would be more ^vlse, perhaps,

to call them the ages m which we were m the dark
It IS usually overlooked that the supposed dark penod
was not universal, but partial and successive, or alter-

nate, that the dark age of England was not the

dark age of Italy, but that one country was in its

hght and vigour, whilst another was m its gloom and
bondage But no sooner had the Reformation sounded
through Europe hke the blast of an archangel’s trumpet,

than from king to peasant there arose an enthusiasm for

knowledge ,
the discovery of a manuscnpt became the

subject of an embassy, Erasmus read by moonhght,
because he could not afford a torch, and begged a penny,

not for the love of chanty, but for the love of leammg
The three great pomts of attention were religion, morals, and
taste ,

men of genius as well as men of leammg, who m this

age need to be so widely distmguished, then ahke became
copyists of the ancients ,

and this, indeed, was the only

way by which the taste of mankmd could be improved, or

theu understandmgs mformed Whilst Dante unagmed
himself a humble follower of Vugil, and Anosto of Homer,

they were both unconscious of that greater power workmg
within them, which m many pomts earned them beyond

theu supposed ongmals AU great discovenes bear the

stamp of the age m which they are made ,—hence we per-

ceive the effects of the purer rehgion of the modems, visible

for the most part in theu lives ,
and m readmg theu works

we should not content oiuselves with the mere narratives
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of events long since passed, but should leam to apply their

maxims and conduct to ourselves

Havmg mtimated that times and manners lend their

form and pressure to genius, let me once more draw a slight

parallel between the ancient and modem stage, the stages

of Greece and of England The Greeks were polytheists

,

their rehgion was loc^ , almost the only object of all their

knowledge, art and taste, was their gods ,
and, accordingly,

their productions were, if the expression may be allowed,

statuesque, whilst those of the modems are picturesque

The Greelffi reared a structure, which m its parts, and as a

whole, Med the mmd with the calm and elevated im-

pression of perfect beauty, and symmetncal proportion.

The modems also produced a whole, a more stnl^g whole

;

but it was by blendmg matenals and fusmg the parts

together And as the Pantheon is to York Mmster or

Westminster Abbey, so is Sophocles compared with Shak-
speare, m the one a completeness, a satisfaction, an
excellence, on which the mmd rests with complacency;
m the other a multitude of mterlaced matenals, great and
httle, magnificent and mean, accompamed, mdeed, with
the sense of a falhng short of perfection, and yet, at the
same time, so promismg of our social and mdividual pro-
gression, that we would not, if we could, exchange it for
that repose of the mmd which dwells on the forms of S57m-
metry in the acquiescent admiration of grace This
general charactenstic of the ancient and modem drama
might be illustrated by a parallel of the ancient and modem
music ,—^the one consistmg of melody arismg from a suc-
cession only of pleasmg sounds,—the modem embracmg
harmony also, the result of combmation and the effect of a
whole

I have said, and I say it agam, that great as was the
grams of Shakspeare, his judgment was at least equal to it.

Of this any one will be convinced, who attentively con-
^ders those points in which the dramas of Greece and
England difier, from the dissimihtnde of circumstances by
which each was modified and influenced Xhe Greek stage
had its ongm m the ceremonies of a sacrifice, such as of the
goat to Bacchus, whom we most erroneously regard as
merely the jolly god of wine,—for among the ancients he
was venerable, as the symbol of that power which acts
without our consciousness m the vital energies of nature,

—
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the viTium mundt,—as A\)o11o was that of the conscious
agency of our intellectual bemg The heroes of old under
the influences of this Bacchic enthusiasm performed more
than human actions ,—hence tales of the favonte cham-
pions soon passed into dialogue On the Greek stage the
chorus was always before the audience, the curtam was
never dropped, as we should say, and change of place
bemg therefore, m general, impossible, the absurd notion
of condemnmg it merely as improbable m itself was never
entertamed by any one If we can beheve ourselves at
Thebes m one act, we may beheve ourselves at Athens m
the next If a story lasts twenty-four hours or twenty-four
years, it is equally improbable There seems to be no ]ust

boundary but what the feehngs prescnbe But on the
Greek stage where the same persons were perpetually
before the audience, great judgment was necessary in

ventunng on any such change The poets never, there-

fore, attempted to impose on the senses by bnngmg places

to men, but they did bnng men to places, as m the well

knovm instance m the Eumenides, where dunng an evident

retirement of the chorus from the orchestra, the scene is

changed to Athens, and Orestes is first mtroduced m the

temple of Mmerva, and the chorus of Funes come m after-

wards in pursuit of him ^

In the Greek drama there were no formal divisions mto '

scenes and acts , there were no means, therefore, of aUow-
mg for the necessary lapse of time between one part of the

|

dialogue and another, and umty of time in a stnct sense i

was, of course, impossible To overcome that difficulty of t

accounting for tune, which is eflected on the modem stage

by droppmg a curtam, the judgment and great genius of

the ancients supphed music and measured motion, and
with the lync ode fiUed up the vacmty In the story of the

Agamemnon of ^schylus, the capture of Troy is supposed

to be announced by a fire hghted on the Asiatic shore, and
the transmission of the signal by successive beacons to

Mycense The signal is first seen at the 21st fine, and the

herald from Troy itself enters at the 486th, and Agamenmon
himself at the 783rd fine But the practical absurdity of

1 ^sch Eumen v 230-239 JN'oiandiivt esi^ scetiam jatn Ai/iettas translaiam sic

tnsittuiy utpnrno Orestes solus cons^tctaiur in iemph Minerver suf>^Ux ejus simula-

crum veneransj paulopo^t autem turn conseqnaniur Eumenides^ Schutz’s note

The recessions of the chorus were termed fi€Tava<Trd(T€is, There is another instance

Ui the Ajax, v 814 Ed
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this was not felt by the audience, who, m imagination
stretched mmutes mto hours, while they hstened to the
lofty narrative odes of the chorus which almost entirely
filled up the mterspace Another fact deserves attention
here, namely, that regularly on the Greek stage a drama,
or acted story, consisted in reahty of three dramas, called
together a tnlo^, and performed consecutively m the
course of one day Now you may conceive a tragedy of
Shakspeare’s as a trilogy connected in one single repre-
sentation Divide Lear mto three parts, and each would
be a play with the ancients

, or take the three iEschylean
dramas of Agamemnon, and divide them mto, or call them,
as many acts, and they together would be one play The
tet act would comprise the usurpation of .Egisthus, and
fte murder of Agamemnon

, the second, the revenge of
Orestes, and the murder of his mother

; and the third, the
penance and absolution of Orestes ,—occuppng a period of
twenty-two years

rj b y

The stage m Shakspeare’s time was a naked room with aWanket for a curtam
, but he made it a field for monarchsThat law of umty, which has its foundations, not m the

factitious necessity of custom, but in nature itself, the unityof feelmg, is every where and at all times observed by Shak-speare in his plays Read Romeo and Juliet all is vouthand spring ,—youth with its folhes, its virtues its^Dre™t

ency
, it is one and the same feelmg that commences pops

men tTe CapleSand the Montagues, are not common old men thpv have

^ eagerness, a heartiness, a vehemence, the effect of sprmg

Shakspeare.
^ character pervades every drama of

those of^ ^other dr^^ E^oet^
distmguished from

actenstics
^^atic poets by the following char-

It is like the
Let there be hght.
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and there was h^hi

.

’—not there was light As the feehng
with which w'c startle at a shooting star compared with that
of watching the sunrise at the pre-established moment, such
and so low is surprise compared with expectation

2 Signal adherence to the great law of nature, that all

opposites tend to attract and temper each other Passion
in Shakspeare generally displays hbertmism, but mvolves
morahty

, and if there are exceptions to this, they are, m-
dependently of their mtnnsic value, all of them indicative
of individual character, and, like the farewell admonitions
of a parent, have an end beyond the parental relation

Thus the Countess’s beautifiil precepts to Bertram, by
elevating her character, raise that of Helena her favorite,

and soften down the point m her which Shakspeare does
not mean us not to see, but to see and to forgive, and at

length to 3ustify And so it is m Polonius, who is the per-

sonified memory, of wisdom no longer actudly possessed

This admirable character is always misrepresented on the

stage Shakspeare never jntended^_tp ex^bit him as_a..

buhoon, for although it was natural that” Hamlet,-rra.

young man of fire and genius, detestmg formality, and dis-

liking Polonius on political grounds, as imagining that he
had assisted his uncle m his usurpation,—should express

himself satincally,—^yet this must not be taken as exactly

the poet’s conception of him In Polonius a certam mdura-
tion of character had arisen from long habits of business

,

but take his advice to Laertes, and Opheha’s reverence for

his memory, and we shall see that he was meant to be repre-

sented as a statesman somewhat past his faculties,—his

recollections of life all full of wisdom, and showmg a know-
ledge of human nature, whilst what immediately takes

place before him, and escapes from him, is mdicative of

weakness
But as m Homer all the deities are m armour, even

Venus , so m Shakspeare aU the characters are strong

Hence real foUy and dulness are made by him the vehicles

of wisdom There is no difficulty for one bemg a fool to

mutate a fool ,
but to be, remam, and speak like a wise man

and a great wit, and yet so as to give a vivid representation

of a ventable fool,—Me labor, hoc opus est A drunken

constable is not uncommon, nor hard to draw ; but see

and examme what goes to make up a Dogberry

3 Keepmg at all times m the high road of hfe Shak-
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speare has no innocent adulteries, no interesting inc^t^

no virtuous vice ,—he never renders that amiaDle which

rehgion and reason alilce teach us to detest, or clothes im-

purity in the garb of virtue, like Beaumont and Fletcher,

the Kotzebues of the day Shalcspeare's fathers are roused

by mgratitude, his husbands stung by unfaithfulness ; m
him, m short, the affections are wounded m those points m
which all may, nay, must, feel Let the morahty of Shak-

speare be contrasted with that of the wnters of his own, or

the succeeding, age, or of those of the present day, who
boast their supenonty m this respect Ko one can dispute

that the result of such a companson is altogether in favour

of Shakspeare ,—even the letters of women of high rank

m hs age were often coarser than his wntmgs If he
occasionally disgusts a keen sense of dehcacy, he never

m3ures the mind
,
he neither excites, nor flatters, passion,

m order to degrade the subject of it, he does not use

the faulty thing for a faulty purpose, nor cames on
warfare agamst virtue, by causmg wickedness to appear
as no wickedness, through the medium of a morbid 55^1-

pathy with the unfortunate In Shakspeare vice never
walks as in twilight , nothmg is purposely out of its place

,

—^he mverts not the order of nature and propnety,—does
not make every magistrate a drunkard or glutton, nor
every poor man meek, humane, and temperate

, he has no
benevolent butchers, nor any sentimental rat-catchers

4 Independence of the (hramatic mterest on the plot
* The mterest m the plot is always m fact on account of the
/ characters, not wee versa, asm almost all other wnters ,

the
plot is a mere canvass and no more Hence arises the true
justificabon of the same stratagem bemg used m regard to
Benedict and Beatrice,—the vanity m each being alike
Take away from the Much Ado About Nothmg all that
which is not mdispensable to the plot, either as havmg
httle to do with it, or, at best, hke Dogberry and his com-
rades, forced mto the service, when any other less mgeni-
ously absurd watchmen and mght-constables would have
answered the mere necessities of the action ,

—^take away
Benedict, Beatnce, Dogberry, and the reaction of the
form^ on the character of Hero,—and what will remam ^
In other writers the mam agent of the plot is always the
prominrat character

, m Shakspeare it is so, or is not so,
as the character is in itself calculated, or not calculated, to
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form the plot. Don John is the mam-spring of the plot of
this play , but he is merely shown and then withdrawn

5 Independence of the interest on the story as the
ground-ivork of the plot Hence Shakspeare never took
the trouble of inventing stones It was enough for him to
select from those that had been already mvented or re-
corded such as had one or other, or both, of two recom-
mendations, namely, suitableness to his particular purpose,
and their bemg parts of popular tradition,—names of which
we had often heard, and of their fortunes, and as to which
aU w'e w anted was, to see the man himself So it is just the
man himself, the Lear, the Shylock, the Richard, that
Shakspeare makes us for the first lame acquamted with
Omit the first scene in Lear,^and yet ev^y.thing''\^ re-

mam , so the first and second scenes m the Merchant of

Venice Indeed it is umversally true

6 Interfusion of the lyncal—that which m its very
essence is poetical—not only with the dramatic, as m the
plays of Metastasio, where at the end of the scene comes
the ana as the speech of the character,—but alsom and
through the dramatic Songs m Shakspeare are mtro-
duced as songs only, just as songs arem re^ life, beautifully

as some of them are characteristic of the person who has

sung or called for them, as Desdemona’s 'Willow,’ and
Opheha’s wild snatches, and the sweet caroUmgs m As You
Like It. But the whole of the Midsummer Night’s Dream
IS one contmued specimen of the dramatized lyncal And
observe how exquisitely the dramatic of Hotspur ,

—

Marry, and I’m glad on’t with all my heart

,

I’d rather be a kitten and cry—mew, &c

melts away mto the lync of Mortimer ,

—

I understand thy looks that pretty Welsh
Which thou pourest down from these swellmg heavens,

I am too perfect m, &c
Henry IV part i act m sc u

7. The characters of the dramahs 'persona, lilce those

m real hfe, are to be mferred by the reader ,—they are

not told to him And it is weU worth remarkmg that

Shakspeare’s characters, like those m real hfe, are very

commonly misunderstood, and almost always understood

by different persons m different ways The causes are
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the same in either case If you take only what the fnends

of the character say, you may be deceived, and still more

so, if that which his enemies say , nay, even the character

himself sees himself through the medium of his character,

and not exactly as he is Take all together, not omitting

a shrewd hmt from the clown or the fool, and perhaps your

impression will be nght ; and you may know whether you

have m fact discovered tlie poet's own idea, by all the

speeches receivmg hght from it, and attesting its reahty

by reflectmg it.

Lastly, m Shalrspeare the heterogeneous is united, as it

is m nature You must not suppose a pressure or passion

always acting on or m the character I—passion m Shak-
speare is that by which the mdividual is distmguished
from others, not that which makes a different kmd of him
Shakspeare followed the mam march of the human affec-

tions He entered mto no analysis of the passions or faiths

of men, but assured himself that such and such passions
and faiths were grounded m our common nature, and not
m the mere acadents of ignorance or disease This is an
important consideration, and constitutes our Shakspeare
the mommg star, the gmde and the pioneer, of true
philosophy

Outline of

AN INTRODUCTORY LECTURE UPON
SHAKSPEARE

Of that species of writmg termed tragi-comedy, much has
been produced and doomed to the shelf Shakspeare’s
comic are contmually re-actmg upon his tragic characters
Le^, wandenng amidst the tempest, has aU his feelmgs
of distress mcreased by the overflowmgs of the wild vut
of the Fool, ^vmegar poured upon wounds exacerbates
ttieir pain Thus even his comic humour tends to the
developement of tragic passion.
The next characteristic of Shakspeare is his keepmg at

ah tunes m the high road of hfe, &c i Another evidence
of his exquisite judgment is, that he seizes hold of popular

^ Sec the foregoing: Essaj S C
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tales ; Lear and the lilerchant of Venice were popular
tales, but are so excel]entl5^ managed, that both are the
representations of men in aU countries and of all times

His dramas do not arise absolutely out of some one ex-
traordinary circumstance, the scenes may stand mdepend-
ently of any such one connecting incident, as faithful
representations of men and manners In his mode of
drawing characters there are no pompous descriptions of
a man b}^ himself

, his character is to be drawn, as in real
life, from the whole course of the play, or out of the mouths
of hK enemies or friends Tins may be exemplified in

Polonius, whose character has been often misrepresented
Shalvspeare never mtended him for a buffoon, &c ^

Another excellence of Shakspeare m which no writer
equals him, is m the language of nature So correct is

it, that we can see ourselves m every page The style and
manner have also that felicity, that not a sentence can
be read, without its being discovered if it is Shakspenan
In observation of living characters—of landlords and pos-
tilions Fielding has great excellence , but m drawing
from his own heart, and depicting that species of character,

winch no observation could teach, he failed in comparison
with Richardson, who perpetually places himself, as it

were, m a day-dream Shakspeare excels in both Witness

the accuracy of character m Juliet’s Name ,
while for the

great characters of lago, Othello, Hamlet, Richard HI

,

to w^hich he could never have seen any thing similar, he

seems mvariably to have asked himself, How should I act

or speakm such circumstances ? His comic characters are

also pecuhar A drunken constable was not uncommon ,

but he makes folly a vehicle for wit, as m Dogberry every

thing IS a sub-stratum on which his gemus can erect the

mightiest superstructure

To distmguish that which is legitimate m Shakspeare

from what does not belong to him, we must observe his

varied images s5mibolical of novel truth, thrusting by,

and seemmg to tnp up each other, from an impetuosity of

thought, producmg a flowmg metre and seldom closmg

With the Ime In Pericles, a play wntten fifty years before,

but altered by Shakspeare, his additions may be recognised

1 See the Notes on Hamlet, which contain the same general view of the ch^acter of

Polonius, As there are a few additional hints in the present report, I have thought it

Worth printing S. C.
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to halt a line, from the metre, which has the same perfec-

tion m the flowing continuity of interchangeable^metn^
pauses m his earhest plays, as m Love’s Labour s Lost

Lastly contrast his morahiy with the wnters of his

or of the succeeding age, &c ^ If a man speak injuriously

of our fnend, our vmdication of him is naturally warm

Shakspeare has been accused of profaneness I for my
part have acquired from perusal of him, a habit of looking

mto my own heart, and am confident that Shakspeare is

an author of all others the most calculated to make his

readers better as well as wiser

Shakspeare, possessed of wit, humour, fancy and imagi-

nation, built up an outward world from the stores within

his mmd, as the bee finds a hive ^ from a thousand sweets

gathered from a thousand flowers He was not only a

great poet, but a great philosopher Richard III
,
lago, and

Falstaff are men who reverse the order of thmgs, who place

intellect at the head, whereas it ought to follow, like Geo-

metry,to prove and to confirm Noman,either hero or samt,

ever acted from an unmixed motive
,
for let him do what

he wiU nghtly, stfll Conscience whispers “ it is your duty
”

Richard, lauglung at conscience and sneering at religion,

felt a confidence m his mtellect, which urged hun to commit
the most homd crimes, because he felt himself, although
mfenor m form and shape, supenor to those around him ,

he felt he possessed a power, which they had not lago,
on the same prmciple, conscious of supenor mtellect, gave
scope to his envy, and hesitated not to rum a gallant, open
and gen^nus fnend m the moment of fehcity, because he
was not promoted as he expected. Othello was supenor
m place, but lago felt him to be mfenor m intellect, and
unrestramed by consaence, trampled upon him—^Faktafi,
not a degraded man of genius, like Bums, but a man of
degraded genius, with the same consciousness of supenonty
to his compamons, fastened himself on a young Prince,

1 Lamb, com^Ming Fletcher with Shakspeare, Tmtes thns *' Fletcher’s ideas mored
CIO17 , ms veniDcation, tKough sweet, is tediousi it stops at every turn • he lays line
upon line, making np one after the other, adding image to image so deliberately, that wc
see taeir Shakspeare mingles every thing, runs line into line, embarrasses

Jtnd metaphors ^forc one id^ has barst its shell, another is hatched and
-wtth Sh4(ks^ear*

n *^
1

* I'®"'® mistake in the report of this sentence, unless there wasa momentary lapse of mind on the part of the lecturer
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to prove how much his influence on an heir apparent
would exceed that of a statesman With this view he
hesitated not to adopt the most contemptible of all char-
acters, that of an open and professed liar even his sen-
suality was subservient to his mteUect

, for he appeared
to dnnk sack, that he might have occasion to show ofl his
wit One thmg, however, worthy of observation, is the
perpetual contrast of labour m Falstaff to produce wit,
witli the ease with which Prmce Henry parries his shafts ,

and the final contempt which such a character deserves
and receives from the young long, when Falstaff exhibits
the struggle of mward determmation with an outward
show of humihty.

ORDER OF SHAKSPEARE'S PLAYS

Various attempts have been made to arrange the plays
of Shakspeare, each according to its pnonty m time, by
proofs denved from external documents How unsuccess-
ful these attempts have been might easily be shewn, not
only from the widely different results amved at by men, aU
deeply versed m the black-letter books, old plays, pam-
phlets, manuscript records and catalogues of that age, but
also from the fallacious and unsatisfactory nature of the

facts and assumptions on which the evidence rests In that

age, when the press was chiefly occupied with controversial

or practical divmity,—^when the law,)(the church and the

state engrossed all honour and respectabihty,—^when a

degree of disgrace, Utnor quadam ^nfa'm^a macula, was
attached to the pubhcation of poetry, and even to have

sported with the Muse, as a private relaxation, was sup-

posed to be—a venial fault, indeed, yet— somethmg
beneath the gravity of a wise man,—^when the professed

poets were so poor, that the very expenses of the press

demanded the hberahty of some wealthy mdividual, so that

two thuds of Spenser’s poetic works, and those most highly

praised by his learned admuers and friends, remained for

many years m manuscript, and m manuscnpt perished,—

when the amateurs of the stage were comparatively few,

and therefore for the greater part more or less knowm to

each other,—^when we know that the plays of Shakspeare,
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Hamlet
Timon of Athens , an after vibration of Hamlet
Troilus and Cressida ,

Uebergang tn dtc Irome.

The Roman Plays.

Kmg John, as at present

Merry Wiv« of Windsor \

Taming of the Shrew. j
®

Measure for Measure.

Othello

Tempest
Winter’s Tale
Cymbelme

CLASSIFICATION ATTEMPTED, l8lO

Shakspeare’s earhest dramas I take to be,

Love’s Labour’s Lost
Ah’s WeU That Ends Well
Comedy of Errors

Romeo and Juhet

In the second class I reckon

Midsummer Night’s Dream
As You Like It

Tempest
Twelfth Night

In the third, as mdicatmg a greater energy—not merel5»
of poetry, but—of all the world of thought, yet still with
some of the growmg pams, and the awkwardness of growth,
I place

Troilus and Cressida
Cymbelme
Merchant of Vemce
Much Ado About Nothmg.
Tammg of the Shrew

In the fourth, I place the plays contaming the greatest
characters

,

Macbeth.
Lear
Hamlet
Othello

And lastly, the historic dramas, in order to be able to show
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my reasons for rejectmg some whole plays, and very many
scenes m others

CLASSIFICATION ATTEMPTED, 1819.

I thmk Shakspeare’s earliest dramatic attempt—^perhaps

even prior m conception to the Venus and Adonis, and
planned before he left Stratford—^was Love’s Labour’s
Lost. Shortly aftenvards I suppose Pericles and certam
scenes in Jeronymo to have been produced , and m the
same epoch, I place the Wmter’s Tale and Cymbehne,
diffenng from the Pencles by the entire nfacimento of it,

when Shakspeare’s celebrity as poet, and his mterest, no
less than his influence as manager, enabled him to bring
forward the laid by labours of his youth The example
of Titus Andronicus, which, as well as Jeronymo, was
most popular m Shakspeare’s first epoch, had led the
young dramatist to the lawless mixture of dates and
manners In this same epoch I should place the Comedy
of Errors, remarkable as bemg the only specimen of

poetical farce in our language, that is, mtentionally such ,

so that all the distmct kmds of drama, which might be
educed a pnon, have their representatives m Shakspeare’s
works I say mtentionally such , for many of Beaumont
and Fletcher’^^s plays, and the greater part of Ben Jonson’s
comedies are farce-plots. I add AU’s Well that Ends
Well, ongmally mtended as the counterpart of Love’s
Labour’s Lost, Tammg of the Shrew, Midsummer Night’s
Dream, Much Ado About Nothmg, and Romeo and J^iet

Second Epoch
Richard II

Kmg John
Henry VI ,—nfacimento only.

Richard III

Third Epoch.

Henry IV
Henry V
Merry Wives of Wmdsor
Henry VIII ,—a sort of historical masque, or show

play
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Fourth Epoch

gives all the graces and facilities of a genius in full posses-

sion and habitual exercise of power, and peculiarly of the

feminine, the lady's character.

Tempest
As You Like It.

Merchant of Venice

Twelfth Night
and, finally at its very pomt of culmination,

—

Lear
Hamlet
Macbeth
OtheUo

Last Epoch,

when the energies of intellect m the cycle of genius were,

though m a rich and more potentiated form, becommg
predommant over passion and creative self-manifestation

Measure for Measure
Timon of Athens
Conolanus
Juhus Cassar

Antony and Cleopatra

Troilus and Cressida

Merciful, wonder-makmg Heaven ! what a man was
this Shakspeare 1 Myriad-mmded, indeed, he was

NOTES ON THE TEMPEST.

Theke is a sort of improbabihty with which we are shocked
m dramatic representation, not less than m a narrative of
real hfe Consequently, there must be rules respectmg it

,

and as rules are nothing but means to an end previously
ascertamed—(mattention to which simple truth has been
the occasion of all the pedantry of the French school),

—

we must first determme what the immediate end or object
of the drama is And here, as I have previously remarked,
I find two extremes of critical decision,—the French,
which evidently presupposes that a perfect delusion is to
be aimed at,—an opmion which needs no fresh confutation ,

and the exact opposite to it, brought forward by Dr,
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Johnson, who supposes the auditors throughout m the full

reflective knowledge of the contrary In evincing the
impossibihty of delusion, he makes no sufiicient allowance
for an mtermediate state, which I have before distm-
guished by the term, illusion, and have attempted to
illustrate its quality and character by reference to our
mental state, when dreammg In both cases we simply
do not judge the imagery to be unreal

,
there is a negative

reahty, and no more Whatever, therefore, tends to
prevent the mmd from placing itself, or bemg placed,
gradually m that state in which the images have such
negative reality for the auditor, destroys this illusion, and
IS dramatically improbable
Now the production of this effect—a sense of improba-

bility—^wiU depend on the degree of excitement m which
the mind is supposed to be Many thmgs would be mtoler-
able m the first scene of a play, that would not at all

interrupt our enjoyment m the height of the mterest,
when the narrow cockpit may be made to hold

The vasty field of France, or we may cram
Withm its wooden *0 the very casques
That did affright the air at Agincourt

Again, on the other hand, many obvious improbabihties
will be endured, as belongmg to the groundwork of the

story rather than to the drama itself, m the first scenes,

which would disturb or disentrance us from aU illusion m
the acme of our excitement ,

as for instance, Lear’s

division of his kingdom, and the banishment of Cordelia

But, although the other excellences of the drama besides

this dramatic probability, as unity of mterest, with
distmctness and subordination of the characters, and
appropnateness of style, are aU, so far as they tend to

mcrease the inward excitement, means towards accom-
plishmg the chief end, that of producing and supportmg
this wflhng illusion,—yet they do not on that account

cease to be ends themselves ,
and we must remember tliat,

as such, they carry their own justification with them, as

long as they do not contravene or mterrupt the total

illusion It IS not even always, or of necessity, an objection

to them, that they prevent the illusion from nsmg to as

great a height as it might otherwise have attamed ,—it is

enough that they are simply compatible with as high a

c
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degree of it as is requisite for the purpose Nay, upon

particular occasions, a palpable improbabihty may be

hazarded by a great gemus for the express purpose of

keepmg down the interest of a merely mstrumental scene,

which would otherwise make too great an impression for

the harmony of llie entue illusion Had the panorama

been invented in the time of Pope Leo X ,
Raffael would

still, I doubt not, have smiled m contempt at the regret,

that the broom-twigs and scrubby bushes at the back of

some of his grand pictures were not as probable trees as

those m the exhibition

The Tempest is a specimen of the purely romantic

drama, m which the mterest is not histoncal, or depen-

dent upon fidehty of portraiture, or the natural connexion

of events,—but is a birth of the imagination, and rests

only on the coaptation and union of the elements granted

to, or assumed by, the poet It is a species of drama
which owes no allegiance to time or space, and m which,

therefore, errors of chronology and geography—no mortal
sms m any species—are venial faults, and count for

nothing It addresses itself entirely to the imagmative
faculty ,

and although the illusion may be assisted by the
eSect on the senses of the complicated scenery and decora-
tions of modem times, yet this sort of assistance is danger-
ous For the pnncipal and only genume excitement ought
to come from withm,—from the moved and sympathetic
imagmation ,

whereas, where so much is addressed to the
mere external senses of seemg and heanng, the spiritual
vision is apt to languish, and the attraction from without
wiU withdraw the mmd from the proper and only legitimate
mterest which is mtended to sprmg from wnthm
The romance opens with a busy scene admirably appro-

pnate to the kmd of drama, and givmg, as it were, the
key-note to the whole harmony It prepares and mibates
the excitement requued for the entire piece, and yet does
not demand any thmg from the spectators, which their
previous habits had not fitted them to understand It is

the bustle of a tempest, from which the real horrors are
abstracted ,—therefore it is poetical, though not m strict-
ness natural—(the distmction to which I have so often
,alluded)—and is purposely restramed from concentermg
the mterest on itself, but used merely as an mduction or
tunmg for what is to foUow.
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In the second scene, Prospero's speeches, till the entrance

of Anel, contain the finest example, I remember, of retro-

spective narration for the purpose of exciting immediate
mterest, and puttmg the audience in possession of all the
mformation necessary for the understandmg of the plot ^

Observe, too, the perfect probability of the moment chosen
by Prospero (the very Shakspeare himself, as it were, of

the tempest) to open out the tnith to his daughter, his own
romantic bearing, and how completely any thing that might
have been disagreeable to us m the magician, is reconcfied

and shaded in the humanity and natural feelmgs of the
father In the very first speech of Miranda the simplicity

and tenderness of her character are at once laid open ,

—

it would have been lost m direct contact with the a^tation
of the-first scene The opinion once prevailed, but, happily,

IS now abandoned, that Fletcher alone wrote for women ,

—

the truth is, that with very few, and those partial, excep-
tions, the female characters m the pla5rs of Beaumont and
Fletcher are, when of the light kind, not decent

, when
heroic, complete viragos But in Shakspeare aU the
elements of womanhood are holy, and there is the sweet,

yet dignified feehng of all that conimuates society, as sense

of ancestry and of sex, with a punty unassailable by
sophistry, because it rests not m the analytic processes,

but m that same equipoise of the faculties, during which
the feelmgs are representative of aU past expenence,—not
of the in^vidual only, but of all those by whom she has
been educated, and their predecessors even up to the first

mother that lived Shakspeare saw that the want of pro-

mmence, which Pope notices for sarcasm, was the blessed

beauty of the woman’s character, and knew that it arose not
from any deficiency, but from the more exquisite harmony
of aU the parts of the moral bemg constitutmg one livmg
total of head and heart He has drawn it, mdeed, m all

its distmctive energies of faith, patience, constancy, forti-

1 Pre MatL his condition, and tV event , then tcU me,
If this might be a brother

Mtra I should sin,

To think but nobly of my grandmother
,

Good wombs have bore bad sons
Pro Now the condition, &c

Theobald has a note upon this passage, and suggests that Shal speare placed it

thus —
Pro Good wombs have bore bad sons,—

Now the condition

Mr Coleridge %/rites in the margin *I cannot but believe that Theobald Is quite
right
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tude,—shown in all of them as following llie heart, whfrh

gi\cs its results by a nice tact and happy intuition, without

tlie intervention of the discuisnc faculty, sees all things in

and by the light of the affections, and errs, if it ever err, m
the exaggerations of love alone In all the Sh.ikspearnn

women there is essentially the same foundation and prin-

ciple , the distinct indniduahty and satiety arc merely

the result of the modification of ciraimstanrrii, whr thcr in

Miranda the maiden, m Imogen the wife, or m Katlurinc

the queen.

But to return The appearance and characters of the

super or ultra-natural servants are finely contrasted An*'!

has m every thing the airy tmt which gives the name ,
and

it is worthy of remark that Miranda is never chrcctiv

brought into companson with And, Ici^t the natural and
human of the one and the supernatural of the other should

tend to neutralize each other , Caliban, on the other hand
IS all earth, all condensed and gross in feelings and images ,

he has the dawnmgs of understanding without rcicon or

the moral sense, and in him, as in some brute animals, this

advance to the intellectual faculties, without the moral
sense, is marked by the appearance of mcc. For it is in

the primacy of the moral being only that man is trul>

human, in his intellectual powers he is certainly a]>-

proached by tlie brutes, and, man's whole system duly con-
sidered, those powers cannot be considered other than
means to an end, that is, to morality.

In this scene, as it proceeds, is displayed the impression
made by Ferdinand and Miranda on each other

,
it is love

at first sight ,

—

at the first sight
They have chang’d eyes —

and it appears to me, that m all cases of real love, it is at
one moment tliat it takes place That moment may have
been prepared by prevnous esteem, admiration, or even
afiection,—^yet love seems to require a momentary act of
vohtion, by which a tacit bond of devotion is imposed,-—
a bond not to be thereafter broken without violaUng what
should be sacred m our nature How finely is the true
Shakspeanan scene contrasted with Dryden’s vulgar
alteration of it in which a mere ludicrous psychological
experiment, as it were, is tried—displaymg nothing but
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indelicacy without passion Prospero’s interruption of

tlie courtship has often seemed to me to have no sufficient

motive ; still his alleged reason

—

lest too light winning
Jilake the pnze light

—

is cnougli for the ethereal connections of the romantic
imagination, although it would not be so for the histoncal ^

The whole courting scene, indeed, in the beginnmg of the
third act, between the lovers, is a masterpiece ; and the
first dawn of disobedience in the mind of Miranda to the
command of her father is very finely dra%vn, so as to seem
the working of the Scrmtural command Thou shali have
faiher and mother, See 0 ! with what exquisite purity this

scene is conceived and executed ! Shakspeare may some-
times be gross, but I boldly say that he is always moral and
modest. Alas ! m this our day decency of manners is

preserved at the expense of morality of heart, and dehcacies

for vice are allow'ed, whilst grossness against it is hypo-
cntically, or at least morbidly, condemned

In this play are admirably sketched the vices generally

accompanymg a low degree of civilization , and m the first

scene of the second act Shakspeare has, as m many other

places, shown the tendency m bad men to mdulge m scorn

and contemptuous expressions, as a mode of gettmg nd of

their own uneasy feelings of inienonty to the good, and
also, by making the good ridiculous, of rendeiing the

transition of others to wickedness easy. Shakspeare never
puts habitual scorn mto the mouths of other than bad men,
as here in the mstances of Antonio and Sebastian The
scene of the intended assassination of Alonzo and Gonzalo
is an exact counterpart of the scene between Macbeth and
his lady, only pitched in a lower key throughout, as de-

signed to be frustrated and concealed, and exhibitmg the

same profound management m the manner of famiharizmg
a mmd, not immediately recipient, to the suggestion of

guilt, by associatmg the proposed crime with somethmg
ludicrous or out of place,—something not habitually matter
of reverence By this kind of sophistry the imagination

1 J^er Yes, faitht 'ind all his I-ords, the Duke of Milan»
And his brave son, being twain

Theobald remarks that no body was lost in the wreck , and yet that no such character
Is introduced in the fable, as the Duke of Milan's son Mr C notes * Must not
Tcrdinand ha\e believed he was lost in the fleet that the tempest scattered ?*—Md
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and fancy are first bribed to contemplate the suggested

act, and at length to become acquainted nnth it Observe

how the effect of this scene is heightened by contrast with

another counterpomt of it in low hfe,—that between the

conspirators Stephano, Cahban, and Tnnculo m the second

scene of the third act, m which there are the same essential

characteristics

In this play and m this scene of it are also shown the

spnngs of the vulgar m pohtics,—of that kind of pohtics

which IS mwoven with human nature In his treatment

of this subject, wherever it occurs, Shakspeare is quite

pecuhar In other wnters we find the particular opmions

of the mdividual
,
m Massmger it is ra^ republicanism ,

m Beaumont and Fletcher even ^ure divino principles are

carried to excess ,—but Shakspeare never promulgates any
party tenets He is always the philosopher and the

morahst, but at the same time with a profound veneration

for all the estabhshed institutions of society, and for those

classes which form the permanent elements of the state

—

especially never mtroducmg a professional character, as

such, otherwise than as respectable If he must have any
name, he should be styled a philosophical anstocrat, delight-

mg m those hereditary mstitutions which have a tendency
to bmd one age to another, and m that distmction of ranks,
of which, although few may be m possession, aU enjoy the
advantages Hence, again, you will observe the good
nature with which he seems always to make sport with the
passions and follies of a mob, as mth an irrational animal
He is never angry with it, but hugely content with holdmg
up its absurdities to its face , and sometimes you may
trace a tone of almost affectionate superiority, something
hke that m which a father speaks of the rogueries of a child
See the good-humoured way m which he descnbes Stephano
passing from the most licentious freedom to absolute
despotism over Tnnculo and Caliban The truth is, Shak-
speare’s characters are all genera mtensely individualized

,

the results of meditation, of which observation supphed
the drapery and the colours necessary to combine them
^vlth each other He had virtually surveyed all the great
component powers and impulses of human nature,—^had
seen that their different combinations and subordinations
were m fact the tndividualizers of men, and showed how
their harmony was produced by reciprocal disproportions
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of excess or deficiency The language m which these
truths are expressed was not drawn from any set fashion,

but from the profoundest depths of his moral bemg, and is

therefore for all ages

LOVE’S LABOUR’S LOST

The characters m this play are either impersonated out of

Shakspeare’s own multiformity by imaginative self-position

or out of such as a country to%vn and schoolboy’s observa-
tion might supply,—the curate, the schoolmaster, the
Armado, (who even in my time was not extmct in the
cheaper inns of North Wales) and so on The satire is

chiefly on folhes of words Biron and Rosaline are

evidently the pre-existent state of Benedict and Beatrice,

and so, perhaps, is Boyet of Lafeu, and Costard of the
Tapster in Measure for Measure

,
and the frequency of

the rhymes, the sweetness as well as the smoothness of the
metre, and tlie number of acute and fancifully illustrated

aphorisms, are all as they ought to be m a poet’s youth
True gemus begms by generalizmg and condensmg , it

ends m realizmg and expandmg It first collects the

seeds

Yet if this juvenile drama had been the only one extant
of our Shakspeare, and we possessed the tradition only of

his nper works, or accounts of them m writers who had not
even mentioned this play,—^how many of Shakspeare’s
chacactenstic features might we not still have discovered
in Love’s Labour’s Lost, though as m a portrait taken of

him in his boyhood ?

I can never sufficiently admire the wonderful activity

of thought throughout the whole of the first scene of the

play, rendered natural, as it is, by the choice of the char-

acters, and the whimsical determination on which the
drama is founded A whimsical determination certainly ;

—yet not altogether so very improbable to those who are

conversant m the history of the middle ages, with their

Courts of Love, and aU that fighter drapery of chivalry,

which engaged even mighty kmgs with a sort of serio-comic

interest, and may well be supposed to have occupied more
completely the smaller prmces, at a time when the noble’s

or pnnce’s court contained the only theatre of the domam
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or principality. This sort of story, too, was admirably

suited to Shakspeare’s times, when the English court was

still the foster-mother of the state, and the muses ,
and

when, m consequence, the courtiers, and men of rank and

fashion, afiected a display of wit, point, and sententious

observation, that would be deemed intolerable at present,

—but m which a hundred years of controversy, mvolving

every great pohtical, and every dear domestic, mterest, had

trained aU but the lowest classes to participate Add to

thic; the very style of the sermons of the time, and the

eagerness of the Protestants to distinguish themselves by

long and frequent preaching, and it will be found that,

from the reign of Henry VIII to the abdication of James
II no country ever received such a national education as

England
Hence the comic matter chosen m the first mstance is a

ndiculous imitation or apery of this constant stnving after

logical precision, and subtle opposition of thoughts, to-

gether with a makmg the most of every conception or image,

by expressmg it under the least expected property belong-

mg to it, and this, agam, rendered specially absurd by bemg
applied to the most current subjects and occurrences The
phrases and modes of combmation m argument were
caught by the most ignorant from the custom of the age,

and their ndiculous misapphcation of them is most amus-
ingly exhibited m Costard

,
whilst examples suited only to

the gravest propositions and impersonations, or apostrophes
to abstract thoughts impersonated, which are m fact the
natural language only of the most vehement agitations of
the mmd, are adopted by the coxcombry of Armado as
mere artifices of ornament
The same kmd of mtellectual action is exhibited m a

more serious and elevated stram m many other parts of
this play Biron’s speech at the end of the fourth act is an
excellent specimen of it It is logic clothed m rhetonc

,

—^but observe how Shakspeare, m his two-fold bemg of
poet and philosopher, avails himself of it to convey pro-
found truths m the most lively images,—^the whole re-
mammg faithful to the character supposed to utter the
Imes, and the expressions themselves constitutmg a
further developement of that character —

Other slow arts entirely keep th^ brain •

And therefore finding barren pr^ctisers,
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Scarce shew a harvest of their heavy toil

:

But love, first learned in a lady’s eyes.
Lives not alone immured in the brain ,

But, with the motion of all elements.
Courses as swift as thought in every power

;

And gives to every power a double power.
Above their functions and their offices

It adds a precious seeing to the eye,
A lover’s eyes will gaze an eagle blind ,

A lover's ear will hear the lowest sound,
When the suspicious tread of theft is stopp’d •

Love’s feeling is more soft and sensible,

Than are the tender horns of cockled snails ,

Love’s tongue proves damty Bacchus gross m taste ;

For valour, is not love a Hercules,
Still climbing trees m the Hespendes ?

Subtle as Sphinx , as sweet and musical.
As bright Apollo’s lute, strung with his hair ,

And when love speaks, the voice of all the gods
Makes heaven drowsy with the harmony
Never durst poet touch a pen to write.

Until his mk were tempered with love’s sighs

,

O, then his lines would ravish savage ears.

And plant in tyrants mild humility
From women’s eyes this doctrme I derive .

They sparkle still the nght Promethean fire ;

They are the books, the arts, the academes.
That shew, contain, and nourish all the world ,

Else, none at all m aught proves excellent

,

Then fools you were these women to forswear

,

Or, keeping what is sworn, you will prove fools.

For wisdom’s sake, a word that all men love ,

Or for love’s sake, a word that loves all men ,

Or for men’s sake, the authors of these women j

Or women’s sake, by whom we men are men ,

Let us once lose our oaths, to find ourselves.

Or else we lose ourselves to keep our oaths .

It IS religion, to be thus forsworn .

For charity itself fulfils the law
And who can sever love from chanty ?

—

This IS quite a study ,—^sometimes you see this youthful

god of poetry connecting disparate thoughts purely by
means of resemblances m the words expressing them,

—

a thing m character in hghter comedy, especially of that

kind m which Shakspeare dehghts, namely, the purposed

display of wit, though sometimes, too, disfigurmg his

graver scenes ,—but more often you may see him doubhng
the natur^ connection or order of logical consequence m
the thoughts by the mtroduction of an artificial and
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sougM-for resemblance in the words, as, for instance, in

the third line of the play,

—

And then grace us in the disgrace of death ,

—

this being a figure often having its force and propnety, as

justified by the law of passion, which, inducing in the

mmd an unusual activity, seeks for means to waste its

superfluity,—when in the highest degree—in 1>tic repeti-

tions and sublime tautology

—

{at her feel he bowed, he fell,

he lay down , at her feet he bowed, he fell . where he bowed,

there he fell down dead),—and, in lower degrees, in matang
the words themselves the subjects and matenals of that

surplus action, and for tlie same cause that agitates our

limbs, and forces our very gestures mto a tempest m states

of high excitement
The mere style of narration in Love’s Labour’s Lost,

like that of JSgeon in the first scene of the Comedy of

Errors, and of the Captain in the second scene of Macbeth,
seems imitated with its defects and its beauties from Sir

Philip Sidney ,
whose Arcadia, though not then published,

was already well-knoum m manuscript copies, and could
hardly have escaped the notice and admiration of Shak-
speare as the fnend and client of the Earl of Southampton.
The chief defect consists in the parentheses and parenmetic
thoughts and descnptions, suited neither to the passion of
the speaker, nor the purpose of the person to whom the
mformation is to be given, but manifestly betraying the
author himself,—not by way of contmuous undersong,
but—^palpably, and so as to show themselves addressed to
the general reader However, it is not unimportant to
notice how strong a presumption the diction and allusions
of this play afford, that, though Shakspeare’s acquirements
m the dead languages might not be such as we suppose m
a learned education, his habits had, nevertheless, been
scholastic, and those of a student For a young author's
first work almost always bespeaks his recent pursmts, and
his first observations of hfe are either drawn from the
immediate employments of his youiL, and from the
characters and images most deeply impressed on his mmd
m the situations m which those employments had placed
him ,—or else they are fixed on such objects and occur-
rences m the world, as are easily connected with, and seem
to bear upon, his studies and the hitherto exclusive subjects
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of his meditation Just as Ben Jonson, who apphed
himself to the drama after havmg served in Flanders, fills

his earliest plays with true or pretended soldiers, the
wrongs and neglects of the former, and the absurd boasts
and knavery of their counterfeits So Lessmg’s first

comedies are placed in the universities, and consist of
events and characters conceivable m an academic life

I will only further remark the sweet and tempered
gravity, with which Shakspeare m the end draws the only
fitting moral which such a drama afforded Here Rosaline
rises up to the full height of Beatnce —

Ros Oft have I heard of you, my lord Biron
Before I saw you, and the world’s large tongue
Proclaims you for a man replete with mocks ,

Full of compansons, and wounding flouts,

Which you on all estates will execute
That he withm the mercy of your wit
To weed this wormwood from your fruitful brain.

And therewithal, to win me, if you please,

(Without the which I am not to be won,)
You shall this twelvemonth term from day to day
Visit the speechless sick, and still converse
With groaning wretches , and your talk shall be.

With all the fierce endeavour of your wit.

To enforce the pained impotent to smile
Biron To move wild laughter in the throat of death ?

It cannot be , it is impossible ,

Mirth cannot move a soul in agony
Ros Why, that’s the way to choke a gibing spirit.

Whose influence is begot of that loose grace,

Which shallow laughing hearers give to fools :

A jest’s prosperity lies m the ear

Of him that hears it, never in the tongue
Of him that makes it then, if sickly ears,

Deaf'd with the clamours of their own dear groans,

Will hear your idle scorns, continue then.

And I will have you, and that fault withal

,

But, if they will not, throw away that spirit.

And I shall find you empty of that fault,

Right joyful of your reformabon

Act V SC 2 In Biron’s speech to the Princess

;

—and, therefore, like the eye.

Full of straying shapes, of habits, and of forms

—

Either read stray, which I prefer , or throw full back to

the precedmg Imes,

—

like the eye, full

Of straymg shapes, <S.c.
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In the same scene

Btron And "what to me, my love ? and what to me ?

Ros You must be purged too, your sms are rank ,

You are attamt with fault and perjury

Therefore, if you my favour mean to get,

A twelvemonth shall you spend, and never rest,

But seek the weary beds of people sick.

There can be no doubt, mdeed, about the propnety of

expungmg this speech of Rosahne’s , it soils the very page

that retams it But I do not agree with Warburton and
others m strikmg out the precedmg Ime also It is quite

m Biron's character ,
and Rosahne not answermg it

immediately, Dumain takes up the question for him, and,

after he and Longaville are answered, Biron, with evident

propnety, says ,

—

Studies my mistress ? &c

MIDSUMMER NIGHT'S DREAM

Act 1 sc I.

Her O cross 1 too high to be enthraH'd to low

—

Lys Or else misgrafted, in respect of years

,

Her O spite I too old to be engag’d to young

—

Lys Or else it stood upon the choice of fneuds
Her O hell 1 to chuse love by another’s eye 1

There is no authonty for any alteration ,—^but I never
can help feelmg how great an improvement it would be,
if the two former of Hermia’s exclamations were omitted

;

—the third and only appropnate one would then become
a beauty, and most natural

Ib Helena’s speech —
I will go tell him of fau: Hermia’s flight, &c

I am convinced that Shakspeare availed himself of the
title of this play in his own nund, and worked upon it as a
dream throughout, but especially, and, perhaps, unpleas-
mgly, m this broad determmation of ungrateful treachery
in Helena, so undisguisedly avowed to herself, and this,
too, after the witty cool philosophizmg that precedes!
The act itself is natural, and the resolve so to act is, I fear,
hkewise too true a picture of the lax hold which prmciples
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have on a woman’s heart, when opposed to, or even
separated from, passion and inchnation For women are
less hypocrites to their own minds than men are, because
m general they feel less proportionate abhorrence of moral
evd m and for itself, and more of its outward consequences,
as detection, and loss of character than men,—^their

natures bemg almost wholly extroitive Still, however
just m itself, the representation of this is not poetical,
we shrmk from it, and cannot harmonize it with the ideal.

Act u. sc I Theobald's edition

Through bush, through briar

—

die >)c ic

Through flood, through fire

—

What a noble pair of ears this worthy Theobald must
have had I The eight amphimacers or cretics,

—

Over hiU, over dale,

Thoro’ bush, thoro’ briar.

Over park, over pale

Thoro' flood, thoro' fire

—

have a delightful effect on the ear m their sweet transition

to the trochaic,

—

I do wander ev'ry where
Swifter than the moones sphere, &c—

The last words as sustaining the rhyme, must be considered,

as in fact they are, trochees in time
It may be worth while to give some correct examples m

English of the prmcipal metrical feet —
Pyrrhic or Dibrach, o u = body, spirit

Tribrach, o u u = nobody, hastily pronounced.

Iambus, u— = delight

Trochee, — u = lightly.

Spondee, God spake

The paucity of spondees m single words m Enghsh and,

indeed, m the modern languages m general, makes, perhaps,

the greatest distinction, metrically considered, beriveen

them and the Greek and Latm

Dactyl, — o u = merrily

Anapaest, u o— = d propos, or the first tliree syllables

of chemony ^

1 Written probubly by mistake for " cJEremOnious."
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Amphibrachys, — u == delightful

Amphimacer, — u— — dvh hill

Antibacchius, u = the Lord God

Bacchius u = Helvellyn

Molossus, John James Jones

These simple feet may suffice for understanding the

metres of Shakspeare, for the greater part at least but

Milton cannot be made harmoniously mtelligible without

the composite feet, the Ionics, Psons, and Epitntes

Ib sc 2 Titania’s speech —(Theobald adoptmg
Warburton’s reading

)

Which she, with pretty and with swimming gate

FoUytng (her womb then nch with my young squire)

Would imitate, &c

Oh * oh I Heaven have mercy on poor Shakspeare, and
also on Mr Warburton’s mmd’s eye '

Act V sc I Theseus’ speech —(Theobald
)

And what poor [willing] duty cannot do,

Noble respect takes it m might, not merit

To my ears it would read far more Shakspeanan thus —
And what poor duty cannot do, yet would,
Noble respect, &c

Ib sc 2
Puck Now the hungry lion roars.

And the wolf behowls the moon ,

Whilst the heavy ploughman snores
All with weary task foredone, &c

Very Anacreon m perfectness, proportion, grace, and
spontaneity l So far it is Greek ,—but then add, O !

what wealth, what wild ranging, and yet what compression
and condensation of, English fancy ! In truth, there is

nothing m Anacreon more perfect than these thirty Imes,
or half so nch and imagmative They form a speckless
diamond

COMEDY OF ERRORS
The mynad-minded man, our, and all men’s, Shakspeare,
has in this piece presented us with a legitimate farce in
exactest consonance with the philosophical pnnciples and
character of farce, as distmguished from comedy and from
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entertainments, A proper farce is mamly distmguished from
comedy by the hcense allowed, and even required, m the
fable, m order to produce strange and laughable situations
The story need not be probable, it is enough that it is

possible A comedy would scarcely allow even the two
Antipholuses , because, although there have been mstances
of almost mdistmguishable hkeness m two persons, yet
these are mere mdividual accidents, casus ludenhs naiurce,

and the verum will not excuse the tnvenstmtle But farce
dares add the two Dromios, and is justified m so doing by
the laws of its end and constitution In a word, farces

commencem a postulate, which must be granted

AS YOU LIKE IT.

Act i sc 1
Oh What, boy 1

Orla Come, come, elder brother, you are too young in this

Oh. Wilt thou lay hands on me, villain ?

There is a beauty here The word ‘boy’ naturally pro-

vokes and awakens m Orlando the sense of his manly
powers

,
and with the retort of 'elder brother,’ he grasps

him with firm hands, and makes him feel he is no boy.

Ib Oh Farewell, good Charles —^Now will I stir this gamester
I hope, I shall see an end of him , for my soul, yet I know not why,
hates nothing more than him Yet he’s gentle , never school’d,

and yet leam’d , full of noble device , of all sorts enchantmgly
beloved 1 and, mdeed, so much in the heart of the world, and
especially of my oivn people, who best know him, that I am al-

together misprized but it shall not be so long , this wrestler shall

clear all

This has always appeared to me one of the most un-

Shakspearian speeches m aU the genume works of our poet

,

yet I should be nothmg surprized, and greatly pleased, to

find it hereafter a fresh beauty, as has so often happened
to me with other supposed defects of great men i8io

It IS too venturous to charge a passage m Shakspeare
with want of truth to nature

,
and yet at first sight this

speech of Ohver's expresses truths, which it seems almost

impossible that any mmd should so distmctly, so hvehly,

and so voluntarily, have presented to itself, m coimection

with feehngs and mtentions so mahgnant, and so contrary
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to those which the qualities expressed would naturally

have called forth But I dare not say that this seeming

unnaturalness is not in the nature of an abused wilfulness,

when united with a strong intellect In such characters

there is sometimes a gloomy self-gratification m making

the absoluteness of the will {stt pro rahonc voluntas >)

evident to themselves by setting the reason and the con-

science in full array against it i8i8

Ib sc 2

Celia If you saw yourself with your eyes, or knew yourself

with your judgment, the fear of your adventure uould counsel

you to a more equal enterpnze

Surely it should be ‘om eyes’ and ‘our judgment ’

Ib sc 3
Cel But IS all this for your father ?

Ros. No, some of xt is for my child's father

Theobald restores this as the reading of the older

editions It may be so * but who can doubt that it is a
mistake for 'my father’s child,’ meaning herself ? Accord-
mg to Theobald’s note, a most mdehcate anticipation is

put mto the mouth of Rosahnd without reason ,—and
besides what a strange thought, and how out of place, and
unintelligible

'

Act IV. sc 2

Take thou no scorn
To wear the horn, the lusty horn ,

It was a crest ere thou wast bom
I question whether there exists a parallel mstance of a

phrase, that hke this of ‘horns’ is universal in all languages,
and yet for which no one has discovered even a plausible
ongm

TWELFTH NIGHT.

Act i sc I Duke’s speech —
—so full of shapes is fancy.

That it alone is high fantastical

Warburton’s alteration of is into %n is needless 'Fancy’
may very well be mterpreted ‘exclusive affection ’ or
pa^ionate preference’ Thus, bird-fanciers, gentl4men
of the fancy, that is, amateurs of boxmg, &c The play of
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assimilation,—the meanmg one sense chiefly, and yet keep-
ing both senses in view, is perfectly Shakspearian

Act. u sc 3 Sir Andrew’s speech —
An explanatory note on Ptgrogrotmhfs would have been

more acceptable than Theobald's grand discovery that
‘ lemon’ ought to be ‘ leman ’

Ib Sir Toby’s speech (Warburton’s note on the
Peripatetic philosophy)

Shall we rouse the night-owl in a catch, that will draw three
souls out of one weaver ?

0 genume, and mimitable (at least I hope so) Warburtonl
This note of thme, if but one m five milhons, would be half

a one too much
Ib sc 4

Du^e My life upon*t, young though thou art, thine eye
Hath stay’d upon some favour that it loves ,

Hath it not, boy ?

Fto A little, by your favour
Vufie What kind of woman is’t ?

And yet Viola was to have been presented to Orsino as a

eunuch I—Act i sc 2 Viola’s speech Either she forgot

this, or else she had altered her plan
Ib

Vto A blank, my lord she never told her love !—

>

But let concealment, &c

After the first Ime, (of which the last five words should be
spoken with, and drop down in, a deep sigh) the actress

ought to make a pause ,
and then start afresh, from the

activity of thought, bom of suppressed feehngs, and which
thought had accumulated during the brief mterval, as

vital heat under the skin during a dip in cold water
Ib sc 5

Fahian Though our silence be drawn from us by cars, yet peace

Perhaps, ‘cables
’

Act m sc I

Clown A sentence is but a chevenl glove to a good wit (Theo-
bald’s note

)

Theobald’s etymology of 'chevenl’ is, of course, quite

nght ,—but he is mistaken in supposing that there were no
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suck things as gloves of chicken-skm They were at one

time a mam article m chirocosmetics

Act V sc I. Clown’s speech —
So that, conclusions to be as hisses, of your four negatives make

your two af&nnatives, why, then, the worse for my fnends, and the

better for my foes.

(Warburton reads ‘conclusion to be asked, is ’)

Surely Warburton could never have wooed by kisses

and won, or he would not have flounder-flatted so

just and humorous, nor less pleasmg than humorous, an

image mto so profound a nihflity In the name of love

and wonder, do not four kisses make a double affirmative ?

The humour hes m the whispered ‘No !’ and the mvitmg
‘Don’t !’ with which the maiden’s kisses are accompanied,
and thence compared to negatives, which by repetition

constitute an affirmative.

ALL’S WELL THAT ENDS WELL.

Act i sc I

Count If the living be enemy to the gnef, the excess makes it
soon mortal

Bert Madam, I destre your holy wishes
Laf How understand we that ^

Bertram and Lafeu, I raiagme, both speak together,

—

Lafeu refemng to the Countess’s rather obscure remark
Act u. sc r. (Warburton's note

)

King. —let higher Italy
(Those 'hated, that inherit but the fall

Of the last monarchy) see, that you come
Not to woo honour, but to wed it

It would be, I own, an audacious and unjustifiable
change of the text, but yet, as a mere conjecture, I
venture to suggest ‘bastards,’ for ‘’bated ’ As it stands
in spite of Warburton’s note, I can make little or nothmg
of it Why should the kmg except the then most illus-
tnous states, which, as bemg repubhcs, were the more^y inheritors of the Roman grandeur With my con-

or more
northern part of Italy—(unless ‘higher’ be a corruption
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for ‘hir’d/—the metre seemmg to demand a monosyl-
lable) (those bastards that mhent the mfamy only of
their fathers) see, &c/ The followmg ‘woo’ and ‘wed’
are so far confirmative as they mchcate Shakspeare's
manner of connexion by unmarked mfluenc^ of associa-

tion from some preceding metaphor This it is which
makes his style so peculiarly vital and orgamc Likewise
‘those girls of Italy’ strengthen the guess The absurdity
of Warburton’s gloss, which represents the kmg callmg
Italy superior, and then exceptmg the only part the lords

were going to visit, must strike every one
Ib sc 3

Laf They say, miracles are past , and we have onr philosophical
persons to make modem and familiar, things supernatural and
causeless

Shakspeare, mspired, as it might seem, with all know-
ledge, here uses the word ‘causeless’ m its strict philo-

sophical sense ,—cause bemg truly predicable only of

phenomena, that is, thmgs natural, and not of noumeiia,

or thmgs supernatural

Act m sc 5

Dia The Count Rousillon —know you suck a one ?

Hel But by the ear that hears most nobly of him ,

His face I know not

Shah we say here, that Shakspeare has unnecessaiily

made his lovehest character utter a he ?—Or shah we
dare think that, where to deceive was necessary, he thought
a pretended verbal verity a double crime, equaUy with the

other a lie to the hearer, and at the same time an attempt
to he to one’s own conscience ?‘

MERRY WIVES OF WINDSOR

Act 1 sc I

Shal The luce is the fresh fish, the salt fish is an old coat

I CANNOT understand this Perhaps there is a corruption

both of words and speakers Shallow no sooner corrects

one mistake of Sir Hugh’s, namely, ‘louse’ for ‘luce,’ a

pike, but the honest Welchman falls mto another, namely,

‘cod’ {baccala), Camhnce ‘cot’ for coat
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Shal. The Itice is the fresh fish—

Evans The salt fish is an old cot.

*L.uce is a fresh, fish, and not a louse ,
says Sh^ow,

‘Ave, aye/ quoth Sir Hugh ;

‘ the fresh fish is the luce

,

it IS an old cod that is the salt fish At all events, as the

text stands, there is no sense at all m the words

Ib sc 3

JFsI. Now, the report goes, she has all the rule of her husband s

purse , she hath a legion of angels
, , i. -r

Pist As many devils entertain ; and To ntr, boy, say 1

Perhaps it is

—

As many devils enter (or enter’d) swine , and (o htr, boy, say I —
a somewhat profane, but not un-Shakspeanan, allusion to

the ‘legion’ in St. Luke’s ‘gospel
’

MEASURE FOR MEASURE

This play, which is Shakspeare’s throughout, is to me the
most painful—say rather, the only painful—part of his

genume works The comic and tragic parts equally border
on the (iienrhf^— the one bemg disgustmg, the other
horrible ,

and the pardon and mamage of Angelo not
merely baffles the strong indignant claim of justice—(for

cruelty, with lust and damnable baseness, cannot be for-

given, because we cannot conceive them as being morally
repented of

,)
but it is hkewise degrading to the character

of woman Beaumont and Fletcher, who can follow Shak-
speare m his errors only, have presented a stiU worse,
because more loathsome and contradictory, instance of
the same kmd m the Night-Walker, m the marriage of
Alathe to Algnpe Of the counter-balancmg beauties of
Measure for Measure, I need say nothmg, for I have
already remarked that the play is Shakspeare’s throughout
Act m sc I

Ay, but to die, and go we know not where, &c.
This natural fear of Claudio, from the antipathy we have to

death, seems very httle vaned from that mfamous wish of M$cenas
recorded in the loist epistle of Seneca •

Debtlem faetto manu,
Debtletn pede, coxa, S-c Warburton’s note

I cannot but think this rather an heroic resolve, than
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an infamous wisli It appears to me to be the grandest
S3miptom of an immortal spint, when even that bedimmed
and overwhelmed spirit recked not of its own immortahty,
stdl to seek to be,—to be a mmd, a will

As fame is to reputation, so heaven is to an estate, or
immediate advantage The difference is, that the self-

love of the former cannot exist but by a complete suppres-
sion and habitual supplantation of immediate selfishness

In one point of view, the miser is more estimable than
the spendthrift ,—only that the miser’s present feehngs
are as much of the present as the spendthrift’s. But
ceefens panbus, that is, upon the supposition that whatever
is good or lovely in the one coexists equally m the other,

then, doubtless, the master of the present is less a selfish

bemg, an animal, than he who hves for the moment with
no mheritance m the future Whatever can degrade
man, is supposed in the latter case, whatever can elevate

him, in the former And as to self ,—strange and generous
self 1 that can only be such a self by a complete divestment
of all that men call self,—of all that can make it either

practically to others, or consciously to the mdmdual him-
self, different from the human race in its ideal Such self

IS but a perpetual rehgion, an inahenable acknowledgment
of God, the sole basis and ground of being In this sense,

how can I love God, and not love myself, as far as it is of

God ?

Ib sc 2
Pattern in himself to know,
Grace to stand, and virtue go

Worse metre, mdeed, but better English would be,

—

Grace to stand, virtue to go

CYMBELINE
Act I sc I

You do not meet a man, but frowns our bloods
No more obey the heavens, than our courtiers’

Still seem, as does the king’s

There can be little doubt of Mr Tyrwhitt’s emendations
of ‘courtiers’ and ‘king,’ as to the sense ,—only it is not
impossible that Shakspeare’s dramatic language may allow

of the word, ‘brows’ or ‘faces' bemg understood after the
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word ‘courtiers,’ which might then remam m the genitive

case plural But the nommative plural makes excellent

sense, and is sufficiently elegant, and sounds to my ear

Shakspeanan What, however, is meant by ‘our bloods

no more obey the heavens ?
’—Dr Johnson’s assertion

that ‘bloods’ signify ‘countenances,’ is, I tliink, mistaken

both m the thought conveyed—(for it was never a popular

behef that the stars governed men’s countenances,) and
m the usage, which requires an antithesis of the blood,—or

the temperament of the four humours, choler, melancholy,

phlegm, and the red globules, or the sangume portion,

which was supposed not to be m our own power, but,

to be dependent on the mfluences of the heavenly bodies,

—

and the countenances which are m our power really, though
from flattery we brmg them into a no less apparent de-

pendence on the sovereign, than the former are m actual

dependence on the consteDations

I have sometimes thought that the word ‘courtiers’ was
a mispnnt for ‘countenances,’ arising from an anticipa-

tion, by foreglance of the compositor’s eye, of the word
‘courtier’ a few hnes below The written r is easily and
often confounded with the written n The compositor
read the first syllable court, and—his eye at the same time
catching the word ‘courtier’ lower down—he completed
the word without reconsultmg the copy It is not unlikely
that Shakspeare mtended first to express, generally the
same thought, which a little afterwards he repeats with a
particular apphcation to the persons meant ,—a common
usage of the pronommal ‘our,’ where the speaker does not
really mean to mclude himself

, and the word ‘you’ is an
additional confirmation of the ‘our,’ bemg used m this
place, for ‘men’ generally and mdefimtely, ]ust as ‘you do
not meet,’ is the same as, ‘one does not meet ’

Act 1 sc. 2 Imogen’s speech —
T

dearest husband,
I something fear my father’s wrath

, but nothme
(Always reserv’d my holy duty) what
His rage can do on me

S^‘‘'\vJSh
^ ^ repetition

Cym O disloyal thmg,
That should’st repair my youth, thou heapestA year’s age on me 1

^
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How IS it that the commentators take no notice of the

un-Shakspeanan defect m the metre of the second hne, and
what m Shakspeare is the same, m the harmony with the
sense and feelmg ? Some word or words must have shpped
out after ‘youth,’—possibly ‘and see ’

—

j

That should’st repair my youth I—and see, thou heap’st, &c

j
Ib sc 4 Pisamo’s speech —

1

I —For so long
As he could make me with this eye or ear
Distinguish turn from others, &c

But Hlns eye,’ m spite of the supposition of its bemg
used htiy.-nug is very awkward I should thmk that
either ‘or’—or ‘the’ was Shakspeare’s word ,

—

As he could make me or with eye or ear.

Ib sc. 7 lachimo’s speech —
Hath nature given them eyes

To see this vaulted arch, and the nch crop
Of sea and land, which can distmguish ’twixt

The fiery orbs above, and the twinn’d stones
Upon the number’d beach

I would suggest ‘cope’ for ‘crop ’ As to ‘twmn’d
stones’—^may it not be a bold catachresis for muscles,
cockles, and other empty shells with hmges, which are
truly twmned ? I would take Dr Farmer’s ‘umber’d,’
which I had proposed before I ever heard of its havmg been
already offered by him but I do not adopt his mterpreta-
tion of the word, which I thmk is not derived from umbra, a
shade, but from umber, a dmgy yellow-brown soil, which
most commonly forms the mass of the sludge on the sea
shore, and on the banks of tide-rivers at low water One
other possible mterpretation of this sentence has occurred
to me, just barely worth mentionmg ,—that the 'twmn’d
stones’ are the augrtm stones upon the number’d beech,
that IS, the astronomical tables of beech-wood.
Act V sc 5

Sooth When as a lion’s whelp, &c

It is not easy to conjecture why Shakspeare should have
mtroduced this ludicrous scroll, which answers no one
purpose, either propulsive, or exphcatory, imless as a joke
on etymology
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TITUS ANDRONICUS.

Act i sc. I. Theobald’s note.

I never heaxd it so mucli as intimated, that he (Shakspeare) had

turned his genius to stage-vmting, before be associated -with the

players, and became one of their body

That Shakspeare never ‘turned his genius to stage-writ-

ing/ as Theobald most Theolaldtce phrases it, before he

became an actor, is an assertion of about as much authority,

as the precious story that he left Stratford for deer-steal-

mg, and that he lived by holdmg gentlemen’s horses at the

doors of the theatre, and other trash of that arch-gossip,

old Aubrey The metre is an argument against Titus

Andromcus bemg Shakspeare’s, worth a score such chrono-

logical surmises Yet I mchne to thmk that both m this

play and m Jeronymo, Shakspeare wrote some passages,

and that they are the earhest of his compositions.

Act V sc. 2

I thmk it not improbable that the hnes from

—

I am not mad , I know thee well enough

,

Iff 4: 4c

So thou destroy Rapine, and Murder there,

were written by Shakspeare m his earhest period But
mstead of the text

—

Revenge, whtch mahes the foul offender quake
T%t Ari thou Revenge ? and art thou sent to me ?

—

the words m itahcs ought to be omitted

TROILUS AND CRESSIDA.

Mr Pope (after Dryden) mforms us, that the story of Troilus and
Cressida was onginally the work of one Lolhus, a Lombard but
Dryden goes yet further , he declares it to have been wntten mLato verse, and that Chancy translated it —Lolhus was a historio-
grapher of Urbtno tn Italy. Note in Stockdale’s edition 1807

' Lomus was a historiographer of Urbmo m Italy ’ So
affirms the notary, to whom the Sieur Stockdale committed
the dtsfactmeitio of Ayscough’s excellent edition of Shak-
speare, Pity that the researcbful notary has not either
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told us in what Century, and of what history, he was a
writer, or been simply content to depose, that Lollius, if a
wnter of that name existed at aU, was a somewhat some-
where. The notary speaks of the Troy Boke of Lydgate,
pnnted m 1513. I have never seen it

,
but I deeply regret

that Chalmers did not substitute the whole of Lydgate’s
works from the MSS. extant, for the almost worthless
Gower.
The Troilus and Cressida of Shakspeare can scarcely be

classed with his dramas of Greek and Roman history , but
It forms an mtermediate Imk between the fictitious Greek
and Roman histones, which we may call legendary dramas,
and the proper ancient histones , that is, between the
Pericles or Titus Andromcus, and the Conolanus, or Julius
Caesar Cymbelme is a congener with Pencles, and dis-

tingmshed from Lear by not havmg any declared pro-
mment object But where shsdl we class the Timon of

Athens ? Perhaps immediately below Lear It is a Lear
of the satincal drama , a Lear of domestic or ordinary
life ,—a local eddy of passion on the high road of society,

while all around is the week-day gomgs on of wind and
weather

, a Lear, therefore, without its soul-searchmg
flashes, its ear-cleaving thunder-claps, its meteonc
splendours,—^without the contagion and the fearful sym-
pathies of nature, the fates, the furies, the frenzied elements,
dancmg m and out, now breaking through, and scattering,—^now hand m hand with,—the fierce or fantastic group
of human passions, crimes, and anguishes, reeling on the
unsteady ground, in a wild harmony to the shock and the
swell of an earthquake But my present subject was
Troilus and Cressida ,

and I suppose that, scarcely know-
ing what to say of it, I by a cunnmg of mstmct ran off to

subjects on which I should find it difficult not to say too
much, though certain after all that I should still leave the
better part imsaid, and the gleanmg for others ncher than
my own harvest

Indeed, there is no one of Shakspeare's plays harder to

characterize The name and the remembrances connected
With it, prepare us for the representation of attachment no
less faithful than fervent on the side of the youth, and of
sudden and shameless inconstancy on the part of the lady
And this IS, mdeed, as the gold thread on which the scenes
are strung, though often kept out of sight and out of mind
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by gems of greater value than itself But as Shakspeare

cils forth nothmg from the mausoleum of history, or the

catacombs of tradition, wthout givmg, or eliciting, some

permanent and general interest, and brings forward no

subject which he does not moralize or mteUectualize,—so

here he has drawn m Cressida the portrait of a vehement

passion, that, having its true ongin and proper cause m
warmth of temperament, fastens on, rather than fixes to,

some one object by hlong and temporary preference

There’s language in her eye, her cheek, her hp,

Nay, her foot speaks , her canton spirits look out

At every joint and motive of her body

This Shakspeare has contrasted with the profound affec-

tion represented in Troilus, and alone worthy the name
of love ,—afiection, passionate mdeed,—swoln with the

confluence of youthful mstmets and youthful fancy, and
growmg m the radiance of hope newly risen, in short

enlarged by the collective sympathies of nature ;—^but

still havmg a depth of calmer element m a will stronger

than desire, more entire than choice, and which gives per-

manence to its own act by converting it into faith and
duty Hence with excdlent judgment, and with an ex-
cellence higher than mere jud^ent can give, at the close

of the play, when Cressida has sunk mto infamy below
retrieval and beneath hope, the same will, which had been
the substance and the basis of his love, while the restless

pleasures and passionate longmgs, like sea-waves, had
tossed but on its surface,—this same moral energy is repre-
sented as snatching hun aloof from aU neighbourhood
with her dishonour, from all Imgermg fondness and langmsh-
mg regrets, whilst it rushes with him into other and nobler
duties, and deepens the channel, which his heroic brother’s
death had left empty for its collected flood Yet another
secondary and subordinate purpose Shakspeare has m-
woven with his dehneation of these two characters,

—

that of opposmg the mfenor civilization, but purer morals,
of the Trojans to the refinements, deep pohey, but duplicity
and sensual corruptions of the Greeks
To all this, however, so httle comparative projection is

given,—nay, the masterly group of Agamemnon, Nestor,
and Ulysses, and, still more m advance, that of Achilles,
Ajax, and Thersites, so manifestly occupy the fore-ground]
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that the subservience and vassalage of strength and animal
courage to intellect and pohcy seems to be the lesson most
often m our poet’s view, and which he has taken little

pams to connect with the former more mterestmg moral
impersonated in the titular hero and heroine of the drama.
But I am half mclmed to beheve, that Shakspeare’s mam
object, or shall I rather say, his ruhng impulse, was to
translate the poetic heroes of paganism mto the not less

rude, but more mteUectuaUy vigorous, and more featurdy,
wamors of Christian chivalry,—and to substantiate the
distmct and graceful profiles or outlmes of the Homeric
epic mto the flesh and blood of the romantic drama,

—

short, to give a grand history-piece m the robust style of

Albert Durer
The character of Thersites, m particular, weU deserves

a more careful exammation, as the Cahban of demagogic
hfe ,—the admirable portrait of mtellectual power deserted
by all grace, all moral prmciple, all not momentary im-
pulse ,—^]ust wise enough to detect the weak head, and
fool enough to provoke the armed fist of his betters ,—one
whom malcontent Achilles can mveigle from malcontent
Ajax, under the one condition, that he shall be called on
to do nothing but abuse and slander, and that he shall be
allowed to abuse as much and as purulently as he hkes,

that is, as he can ,—m short, a mule,—quarrelsome by
the origmal discord of his nature,—a slave by tenure of

his own baseness,—^made to bray and be brayed at, to

despise and be despicable 'Aye, Sir, but say what you
will, he IS a very clever fellow, though the best fnends
will fall out There was a time when Ajax thought he
deserved to have a statue of gold erected to him, and hand-
some Achilles, at the head of the M37rmidons, gave no
httle credit to his fnend Thersties I’

Act iv sc 5 Speech of Ulysses

O, these encounterers, so glib of tongue,
That give a coasting welcome ere it comes

—

Should it be 'accosting ?’ 'Accost her, knight, accost
!’

m the Twelfth Night Yet there sounds a something so

Shakspeanan in the phrase
—

‘give a coastmg welcome,'
(‘coastmg’ bemg taken as the epithet and adjective of

'welcome,') that had the foUowmg words been, ‘ere iJtey

land,’ mstead of 'ere it comes,' I should have preferred
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the interpretation The sense now is, 'that give welcome

to a salute ere it comes
*

CORIOLANUS.

This play illustrates the wonderfully philosophic im-

partiality of Shakspeare’s politics His own country’s

history furnished him with no matter, but what was too

recent to be devoted to patnotism Besides, he Imew
that the instruction of ancient history would seem more
dispassionate In Coriolanus and Juhus Csesar, you see

Shakspeare’s good-natured laugh at mobs Oompare
this with Sir Thomas Brown’s anstocracy of spint.

Act 1 sc I Coriolanus’ speech —
He that depends

Upon your favours, swims with fins of lead,

And hewa down oaks with rushes Hang ye ! Trust ye ?

I suspect that Shakspeare wrote it transposed

,

Trust ye ? Hang ye I

Ib sc 10. Speech of Aufidms —
Mme emulation

Hath not that honour m't, it had , for where
I thought to crush him in an equal force.
True sword to sword , I’ll potch at him some way.
Or wrath, or craft may get him—

My valour’s poison’d
With only sufienng stain by him for him
Shall fly out of itself nor sleep, nor sanctuary,
Being naked, sick, nor fane, nor capitol,
The prayers of priests, nor tunes of sacrifices,
Embarquements all of fury, shall lift up
Their rotten privilege and custom ’gamst
My hate to Marcius

I have such deep faith in Shakspeare’s heart-lore, that
I take for granted that this is m nature, and not as a mere
anomaly

, although I cannot in myself discover any germ
of possible fedmg, which could wax and unfold itself into
such sentiment as this However, I perceive that m this
speech is meant to be contained a prevention of shock
at the after-change m Aufidius’ character.
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Act u sc I. Speech of Menenius :

—

The most sovereign prescnpbon m Galen, &c

Was it Without, or m contempt of, historical mformation
that Shakspeare made the contemporaries of Coriolanus
quote Cato and Galen ? I cannot decide to my own
satisfaction

Ib sc 3 Speech of Coriolanus *

—

Why in this wolvish govm should I stand here

—

That the go^vn of the candidate was of whitened wool,

we know Does ‘wolvish’ or ‘woolvish’ mean 'made of

wool’ ? If it means ‘wolfish,’ what is the sense ?

Act IV. sc 7. Speech of Aufidius

All places yield to him ere he sits down, &c

I have always thought tills, m itself so beautiful speech,

the least explicable from the mood and full intention of

the speaker of any in the whole works of Shakspeare I

cherish the hope that I am mistaken, and that, becoimng
wiser, I shall discover some profound excellence m that, m
which I now appear to detect an imperfection

JULIUS CiESAR.

Act 1 sc I

Mar What meanest thou by that ? Mend me, thou saucy
fellow 1

The speeches of Flavius and MaruUus are m blank verse

Wherever regular metre can be rendered truly imitative of

character, passion, or personal rank, Shakspeare seldom,

if ever, neglects it Hence this line should be read —
What meanest by that ? mend me, thou saucy fellow I

I say regular metre for even the prose has m the highest

and lowest dramatic personage, a Cobbler or a Hamlet, a

rhythm so felicitous and so severally appropnate, as to be
a virtual metre

Ib sc 2

Bru A soothsayer bids you beware the Ides of March

If my ear does not deceive me, the metre of this Ime was
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meant to express that sort of mild philosophic contempt,

characlcnzmg Brutus even in his first casual speech 1 lie

hne IS a trimeter,—each dtpohta containing two accented

and two unaccented syllables, but vanously arranged, as

thus ;

—

O — — ul — ou — lu — w —
A sootlisaycr

1
bids you beware 1 the Ides of March

lb Speech of Brutus

Set honour m one eye, and death i’ the other.

And I will look on bolh indifferently

Warburton would read ‘death’ for ‘both’ ; but I prefer

the old text. There are here three things, the public

good, the individual Brutus’ honour, and his dcatli The
latter two so balanced each otlier, that he could decide for

the first by equipoise ; nay—the thought growing—that

honour had more weight tlian death That Cassius under-
stood it as Warburton, is the beauty of Cassius as con-
trasted with Brutus

Ib Csesar's speech —
He loves CO plays.

As thou dost, Antony , he hears no music, ic*

This IS not a trivial observation, nor docs our poet mean barely
by it, that Cassius was not a merry, spngfatly man

, but that he
had not a due temperament of harmony in his disposition Theo-
bald’s Note

0 Theobald ! what a commentator wast thou, when thou
would’st affect to understand Shakspeare, instead of con-
tenting thyself with collatmg the text 1 The meaning here
is too deep for a line ten-fold the length of thme to fathom

Ib sc 3 Casca’s speech —
Be fachotis for redress of all these griefs

,

And I will set this foot of mine as far,

As who goes farthest.

1 understand it thus ‘You have spoken as a con-
spirator , be so in fact, and I will join you Act on your
principles, and realize them in a fact

'

Act 11 sc I Speech of Brutus —
It must be by his death , and, for my part,
I know no personal cause to spurn at him,
But for the general He w’ould be cro%vn'd *

How that might change his nature, there’s the question.
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I ha\ e not knovrn when his affections sway’d
Idorc than his reason

So Ckesar may ,

Then, lest he may, prevent

This Speech is singular ,—at least, I do not at present see

into Shakspeare’s motive, his raitonale, or in what pomt of

view he meant Brutus’ character to appear For surely

—

(this, I mean, is what I say to myself, with my present
quanium of insight, only modified by my expenence m how
many mstances I have npened mto a perception of beauties,

where I had before descried faults
,)

surely, nothmg can
seem more discordant with our histoncal preconceptions of

Brutus, or more lowering to the intellect of the Stoico-

Platomc tyrannicide, than the tenets here attributed to

him—^to him, the stem Roman repubhcan
, namely,—that

he would have no objection to a king, or to Csesar, a
monarch m Rome, would Caesar but be as good a monarch
as he now seems disposed to be I How, too, could Brutus
say that he found no personal cause—none in Caesar’s past

conduct as a man ? Had he not passed the Rubicon ^

Had he not entered Rome as a conqueror ? Had he not
placed his Gauls m the Senate ?—Shakspeare, it may be
said, has not brought these things forwards—^Tme ,—and
this is just the ground of my perplexity What character

did Shakspeare mean his Bmtus to be ?

Ib Speech of Bmtus —
For xf thou paih, thy native semblance on

—

Surely, there need be no scmple m treating this 'path’

as a mere misprmt or mis-scnpt for 'put ’ In what place

does Shakspeare,—^where does any other writer of the same
age—use 'path’ as a verb for ‘walk

Ib sc 2 Caesar’s speech —
She dreamt last night, she saw my statue—

No doubt, it should be staiua, as in the same age, they more
often pronounced ‘heroes’ as a trisyllable than dissyllable

A modem tragic poet would have written,

—

Last night she dreamt, that she my statue saw

—

But Shakspeare never avails himself of the supposed

license of transposition, merely for the metre There is

always some logic either of thought or passion to justify it.
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Act ui sc I Antony’s speech *

—

Pardon me, Julius—liere Viast thou bay’d, brave hart

,

Here didst thou fall , and here thy hunters stand

Sign’d in thy spoil, and crimson’d m thy death.

O world 1 thou wast the forest to this hart,

And this, indeed, 0 world / the heart of thee

I doubt the genuineness of the last two lines ,—not because

they are vile , but first, on account of the rhythm, which is

not Shakspeanan, but ]ust the very tune of some old play,

from which the actor might have mterpolated them ,

—

and secondly, because they mterrupt, not only the sense

and connection, but likewise the flow both of the passion,

and, (what is with me still more decisive) of the Shak-

speanan link of association As mth many another

parenthesis or gloss siipt mto the text, we have only to read

the passage without it, to see that it never was m it I

venture to say there is no instance in Shakspeare fairly

like this Conceits he has , but they not only nse out of

some word m the Imes before, but also lead to the thought
in the fines following Here the conceit is a mere alien

Antony forgets an image, when he is even touchmg it, and
then recollects it, when the thought last m his mmd must
have led him away from it

Act IV sc 3 Speech of Brutus —
What, shall one of -as.

That struck the foremost man of all this world.
But for supporting robbers

This seeimngly strange assertion of Brutus is unhappily
verified m the present day What is an immense army, m
which the lust of plunder has quenched all the duties of the
citizen, other than a horde of robbers, or difierenced only
as fiends are from ordmanly reprobate men ? Csesar sup-
ported, and was supported by, such as these ,—and even so
Buonaparte in our days

I know no part of Shakspeare that more impresses on
me the belief of his genius bemg superhuman, than this
scene between Brutus and Cassius In the Gnostic heresy
It might have been credited with less absurdity than
most of their dogmas, that the Supreme had employedhm to create, previously to his function of representing,
characters °
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ANTONY AND CLEOPATRA,

Shakspeare can be complimented only by companson
with himself aU other eulogies are either heterogeneous,
as when they are m reference to Spenser or Mdton

, or they
are flat truisms, as when he is gravely preferred to Corneille,

Racine, or even his own immediate successors, Beaumont
and Fletcher, Massmger and the rest The highest praise,

or rather form of praise, of this play, which I can offer m
my own mmd, is the doubt which the perusal always
occasions m me, whether the Antony and Cleopatra is not,

m all exhibitions of a giant power m its strength and vigour
of maturity, a formidable rival of Macbeth, Lear, Hamlet,
and OtheUo Fekciter audax is the motto for its style com-
paratively with that of Shakspeare’s other works, even as

it is the general motto of all his works compared with those

of other poets Be it remembered, too, that this happy
vahancy of style is but the representative and result of aU
the material excellencies so expressed

This play should be perused in mental contrast with
Romeo and Juhet,—as the love of passion and appetite '

opposed to the love of affection and mstmct But the art \

displayed m the character of Cleopatra is profound
,
m

this, especially, that the sense of cnminahty m her passion

is lessened by our msight mto its depth and energy, at the

very moment that we cannot but perceive that the passion

itself sprmgs out of the habitual cravmg of a hcentious

nature, and that it is supported and remforced by voluntary
stimulus and sought-for associations, mstead of blossommg
out of spontaneous emotion
Of all Shakspeare’s historical plays, Antony and Cleo-

patra is by far the most wonderful There is not one m
which he has followed history so mmutely, and yet there

are few in which he impresses the notion of angelic strength

so much ,—perhaps none m which he impresses it more
strongly This is greatly owmg to the manner m which the

fiery force is sustained throughout, and to the numerous
momentary flashes of nature counteractmg the histone

abstraction As a wonderful specimen of the way m which
Shakspeare hves up to the very end of this play, read the

last part of the concludmg scene And if you would feel

the judgment as well as the genius of Shakspeare m your

D
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heart’s core, compare this astonishmg drama with Dryden’s

All For Love
Act 1 sc I Philo’s speech

His captain’s heart

Which m the scuffles of great fights hath burst

The buckles on his breast, reneges all temper

—

It should be ‘reneagues,’ or ‘remegues,’ as ‘fatigues/ &c.

Ib
Take but good note, and you shall see in him
The triple pillar of the world transform'd
Into a strumpet's fool

Warburton’s conjecture of ‘stool’ is mgemous, and would
be a probable readmg, if the scene openmg had discovered

Antony with Cleopatra on his lap But, represented as

he IS walkmg and jestmg with her, ‘fool’ must be the word
Warburton’s objection is shallow, and imphes that he
confounded the dramatic with the epic style The ‘piUar’

of a state is so common a metaphor as to have lost the
image m the thmg meant to be imaged

Ib sc 2
Much IS breedmg

,

Which, like the courser's hair, hath yet but life,

And not a serpent's poison

This is so far true to appearance, that a horse-hair,
‘laid,’ as Holhnshed says, ‘m a pail of water,’ will become
the supporter of seemmgly one worm, though probably
of an immense number of small slimy water-hce The
hair will twirl round a finger, and sensibly compress it

It is a common experiment with school boys m Cumberland
and Westmorland
Act u sc 2 Speech of Enobarbus —

Her gentlewomen, like the Nereids,
So many mermaids, tended her 1’ th’ eyes.
And made their bends adommgs. At the helmA seemmg mermaid steers.

I have the greatest difficulty m behevmg that Shakspeare
wrote the first ‘mermaids ’ He never, I think, would have
so weakened by useless anticipation the fine unaee rni-
mediately foUowmg. The epithet ‘seemmg’ becomes so
extremely improper after the whole number had been posi-
tively called ^so many mermaids ^ ^
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TIMON OF ATHENS.

Act 1 sc I

Ttm The man is honest
Old Ath Therejore he unll he, Timon

His honesty rewards him m itself

Warburton’s comment—Tf the man be honest, for that
reason he wiU be so m this, and not endeavour at the
mjustice of gammg my daughter without my consent’—is,

hke almost all his comments, mgemous m blunder , he
can never see any other writer’s thoughts for the mist-
workmg swarm of his own The meanmg of the first hne
the poet himself explains, or rather unfold, m the second
*The man is honest —

‘True ,—and for that very cause,

and with no additional or extiinsic motive, he will be so

No man can be justly called honest, who is not so for

honesty's sake, itself mcludmg its own reward,’ Note,
that ‘honesty’ in Shakspeare’s age retamed much of its

old dignity, and that contradistmction of the honestim
from the ut%le, m which its very essence and definition

consists If it be honesimn, it cannot depend on the uhle

Ib Speech of Apemantus, prmted as prose m Theo-
bald’s edition —

So, so 1 aches contract, and starve your supple jomts I

I may remark here the fineness of Shakspeare’s sense

of musical penod, which would almost by itself have
suggested (if the himdred positive proofs had not been
extant,) that the word ‘aches’ was then ad libitum, a
dissyllable

—

aitches For read it, ‘aches,’ m this sentence,

and I would challenge you to find any penodm Shakspeare’s
wntmgs with the same musical or, rather dissonant, nota-

tion Try the one, and then the other, by your ear, readmg
the sentence aloud, first with the word as a dissyllable and
then as a monosyllable, and you will feel what I mean ^

1 It IS, of course, a verse,

—

AchJis contract, and starve your supple joints,*—

and IS so pnnted in all Kter editions But Mr C 'was reading it in prose in Theobald,
and It IS curious to 'ice how his ear detected the rhythmical necessity for pronouncing
‘aches’ as a dissylKble, although the metrical necessity seems for the moment to have
escaped him- Be
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Xb sc 2 Cupid’s speech* Warburton’s correction

There taste, touch, all pleas’d from thy table nse—

'

into
Th' ear, taste, touch, smell, «S.c

This IS indeed an excellent emendation

Act u sc I. Senator’s speech —
—nor then silenc’d vrnen

* Commend me to your master’

—

and the cap

Plays iv the right hand, thus —
Either, methmks, 'plays' should be 'play’d,' or 'and'

should be changed to ‘while ’ X can certainly understand

it as a parenthesis, an mteradditive of scorn ; but it does

not sound to my ear as m Shakspeare’s manner
Xb sc 2 Timon’s speech (Theobald

)

And that unaptness made you minister,

Thus to excuse yourself

Read your ;—at least I cannot othenvise understand the
Ime You made my chance mdisposition and occasional

unaptness your mmister—that is, the ground on which
you now excuse yourself. Or, perhaps, no correction

is necessary, if we construe ‘made you^ as ‘did 5^ou make
'and that unaptness did you make help you thus to excuse
yourself ’ But the former seems more m Shakspeaie's
manner, and is less hable to be misunderstood ^

Act m sc 3 Servant’s speech —
How fairly this lord staves to appear foul I—takes \Trtuons

copies to be wicked , lihe those that under hot, ardent, teal would
set whole realms on fire Of such a nature is hts politic love

This latter clause I grievously suspect to have been an
addition of the players, which had hit, and, hemg con-
stantly applauded, procured a settled occupancy m the
prompter’s copy Not that Shakspeare does not elsewhere
sneer at the Puritans

, but here it is introduced so noJ-ctiisr
volenier (excuse the phrase) by the head and shoulders l—
and IS besides so much more hkely to have been conceivedm the age of Charles I

Act IV sc 2 Timon’s speech —
Raise me this beggar, and deny't that lord—
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I cannot see the necessity of this alteration The
editors and commentators are, all of them, ready enough
to cry out agamst Shakspeare's laxities and hcenses of

style, forgettmg that he is not merely a poet, but a dramatic
poet , that, when the head and the heart are swellmg
with fulness, a man does not ask himself whether he has
grammatically arranged, but only whether (the context
taken m) he has conveyed, his meanmg ‘Deny’ is here
clearly equal to ‘withhold,’ and the ‘it,’ qmte m the
genius of vehement conversation, which a S5mtaxist ex-

plams by eUipses and subaudtiurs m a Greek or Latin
classic, yet tnumphs over as ignorances m a contemporary,
refers to accidental and artificial rank or elevation, implied

m the verb ‘raise ’ Besides, does the word ‘denude’ occur
m any writer before, or of, Shakspeare’s age ?

ROMEO AND JULIET.

I HAVE previously had occasion to speak at large on the

subject of the three umties of time, place, and action, as

applied to the drama m the abstract, and to the particular

stage for which Shakspeare wrote, as far as he can be said

to have written for any stage but that of the universal

mmd I hope I have m some measure succeeded m
demonstrating that the former two, mstead of being rules,

were mere mconvemences attached to the local pecuharities

of the Athenian drama , that the last alone deserved the

name of a prmciple, and that m the preservation of this

unity Shakspeare stood pre-eminent Yet, mstead of

unity of action, I should greatly prefer the more appro-

priate, though scholastic and uncouth, words homogeneity,
proportionateness, and totahty of mterest,—expressions,

which involve the distinction, or rather the essential

difference, betwixt the shapmg skill of mechanical talent,

and the creative, productive, life-power of mspired genius

In the former each part is separately conceived, and then
by a succeedmg act put together ,—not as watches are

made for wholesale—(for there each part supposes a pre-

conception of the whole m some mmd)—but more like

pictures on a motle}? screen Whence arises the harmon}'
that strikes us m the wildest natural landscapes,

—

in the relative shapes of rocks, the harmony of colours
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in the heaths, ferns, and hchens, the leaves of the

beech and the oak, the stems and nch brown branches of

the birch and other monntam trees, varying from vergmg

autumn to retummg spring,—compared with the visual

effect from the greater number of artificial plantations ^

—From this, that the natural landscape is effected, as it

were, by a smgle energy modified ab tntra m each com-

ponent part And as this is the particular excellence of

the Shakspeanan drama generally,^ so is it especially

characteristic of the Romeo and Juliet

The groundwork of the tale is ^together m family hfe,

and the events of the play have their first ongm m family

feuds Filmy as are -^e eyes of party-spint, at once dim
and truculent, still there is commonly some real or supposed
object in view, or pnnciple to be mamtamed , and though
but the twist^ wires on the plate of rosm m the prepara-

tion for electrical pictures, it is still a guide m some degree,

an assimilation to an outhne. But m family quarrels,

which have proved scarcely less mjunous to states, wilful-

ness, and precipitancy, and passion from mere habit and
custom, can alone be expected With his accustomed
judgment, Shakspeare has begun by placmg before us a
hvely picture of all the impulses of the play, and, as
nature ever presents two sides, one for Herachtus, and one
for Democritus, he has, by way of prelude, shown the
laughable absurdity of the evil by the contagion of it

reaching the servants, who have so little to do with it, but
who are under the necessity of lettmg the superflmty of
sensoreal power fly off through the escape-valve of wit-
combats, and of quarrelhng with weapons of sharper edge,
all m humble imitation of their masters Yet there is a
sort of unhired fidehty, an ourxshncss about all this that
makes it rest pleasant on one’s feelmgs All the first scene,
down to the conclusion of the Prmce’s speech, is a motley
dance of all ranks and ages to one tune, as if the horn of
Huon had been playmg behind the scenes
Benvoho's speech

—

Madam, an hour before the worshipped sun
Pc^d forth the golden window of the east

and, far more stnkmgly, the foUowmg speech of old
Montague

—

Many a morning hath he there been seen
With tears augmentmg the fresh morning's dev-
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prove that Shakspeaxe meant the Romeo and Juhet to
approach to a poem, which, and mdeed its early date, may
be also mferred from the multitude of rhymmg couplets
throughout And if we are nght, from the mtem^
evidence, m pronouncmg this one of Shakspeare’s early
dramas, it affords a strong mstance of the ^eness of his
msight mto the nature of the passions, that Romeo is

introduced already love-bewildered The necessity of
lovmg creates an object for itself in man and woman

, and
yet there is a difference m this respect between the sexes,

though only to be known by a perception of it It would
have displeased us if Juhet had been represented as already
m love, or as fancymg herself so ,—but no one, I beheve,
ever experiences any shock at Romeo’s forgettmg his

Rosaline, who had been a mere name for the yeammg of

his youthful imagmation, and rushmg mto his passion for

Juhet Rosalme was a mere creation of his fancy , and
we should remark the boastful positiveness of Romeo m
a love of his own makmg, which is never shown where love

IS really near the heart

When the devout religion of mine eye
Mamtains such falsehood, then turn tears to fires 1

# «

One fairer than my love I the all-seeing sun
Ne'er saw her match, smce first the world begun

The character of the Nurse is the nearest of any thing m
Shakspeare to a direct borrowmg from mere observation ,

and the reason is, that as m infancy and childhood the
mdividual m nature is a representative of a class,—^just as

m descnbmg one larch tree, you generalize a grove of them,
—so it IS nearly as much so m old age. The generalization

IS done to the poet’s hand Here you have the gamihty
of age strengthened by the feehngs of a long-trusted

servant, whose sympathy with the mother’s Sections
gives her privileges and rankm the household ,

and observe

the mode of connection by accidents of time and place, and
the childhke fondness of repetition m a second childhood,

and also that happy, humble, duckmg under, yet constant

resurgence against, the check of her superiors •

—

Yes, madam I
—^Yet I cannot choose but laugh, &c

In the fourth scene we have Mercutio mtroduced to us
O I how shall I describe that exqmsite ebulhence and
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overflow of youthful life, wafted on over the laughing waves

of pleasure and prosperity, as a wanton beauty that dis-

torts the face on which she knows her lover is gazing

enraptured, and wrinkles her forehead in the triumph of

its smoothness ! Wit ever wakeful, fancy busy and pro-

creative as an msect, courage, an easy mind that, without

cares of its own, is at once disposed to laugh away those of

others, and yet to be mterested in them,—these and all

congenial qualities, melting mto the common copula of

them all, the man of rank and the gentleman, with all its

excellences and all its weaknesses, constitute the character

of Mercutio 1

Acti sc 5

Tyb It fits when such a villain is a guest

,

I’ll not endure him
Cap He shall be endur’d

What, goodman boy !—I say, he shall —Go to ,

—

Am I the master h^e, or you ?—Go to
You’ll not endure him I—God shall mend my soul

—

You’ll make a mutiny among my guests 1

You will set cock-a-hoop 1 you’ll be the man !

Tyb Why, uncle, ’tis a shame
Cap Go to, go to.

You are a saucy boy 1 &c —

How admirable is the old man’s impetuosity at once
contrasting, yet harmonized, with young Tybalt’s quarrel-
some violence ! But it would be endless to repeat observa-
tions of this sort Every leaf is different on an oak tree ,

but still we can only say—our tongues defrauding our eyes—'This IS another oak-leafi’

Act u sc 2 The garden scene
Take notice m this enchantmg scene of the contrast of

Romeo’s love with his former fancy , and weigh the skill

shown m justifymg him from his mconstancy by makmg
us feel the difference of his passion Yet this, too, is a love
m.^dthough not merely of, the imagmation

/«/ Well, do not sweax , although I joy in thee,
I have no joy of this contract to-night
It IS too rash, too unadvis’d, too sudden, &c

With love, pure love, there is always an anxiety for the
safety of the object, a dismterestedness, by w^ch it is

distinguished from the counterfeits of its name Compare
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this scene \vith Act m sc i. of the Tempest I do not
know a more wonderful mstance of Shakspeare’s mastery
in playmg a distmctly rememberable vanety on the same
remembered air, than m the transportmg love confessions
of Romeo and Juhet and Ferdmand and Miranda There
seems more passion m the one, and more dignity m the
other

; yet you feel that the sweet girhsh Imgermg and busy
movement of Juliet, and the calmer and more maidenly
fondness of Muanda, might easily pass mto each other

Ib sc 3 The Fnar’s speech —
The reverend character of the Fnar, like all Shakspeare’s

representations of the great professions, is very delightful

and tranqmUizmg, yet it is no digression, but immechately
necessary to the carrymg on of the plot

Ib sc 4

Rom Good morrow to you both What counterfeit did I give
yon ? &c

Compare again, Romeo’s half-exerted, and half-real,

ease of mmd with his first manner when m love with
Rosaline 1 His will had come to the clenchmg point

Ib sc 6

Rom Do thou but close our hands with holy words.
Then love-devounng death do what he dare.
It IS enough I may but call her mme

The precipitancy, which is the character of the play, is

well marked m tlus short scene of waiting for Juhet's

arrival

Actm sc I

Mer No, 'tis not so deep as a well, nor so wide as a church
door ; but 'tis enough 'twill serve ask for me to-morrow, and
you shall find me a grave man, &c

How fine an effect the wit and raillery habitual to Mer-

cutio, even strugghng with his pam, give to Romeo’s

foUowmg speech, and at the same time so completely

justifying his passionate revenge on Tybalt

!

Ib Benvolio’s speech

But that he tilts

With piercing steel at bold Mercutio's breast.

This small portion of untruth in Benvoho's narrative

is finely conceived
162
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Ib sc 2. Juliet’s speech *

For thou \vilt lie upon the wungs of night

"V^Tiiter than new snow on a raven’s back—
Indeed the whole of this speech is imagination strained

to the highest ,
and observe the blessed effect on the punty

of the mmd What would Dryden have made of it ?

—

Nurse Shame come to Romeo
Jul Blister’d be thy tongue

For such a wish 1

Note the Nurse’s mistake of the mind’s audible struggles

with itself for its decision tn toto

Ib sc 3 Romeo’s speech —
^Tis torture, and not mercy heaven is here.

Where Juliet hves, &c

AU deep passions are a sort of atheists, that believe no
future

Ib sc 5
Cap Soft, take me with you, take me with you, wife

—

How 1 will she none ? &.c

A noble scene f Don’t I see it with my own eyes ?

—

Yes ' but not with Juhet’s And observe m Capulet’s
last speech in this scene his mistake, as if love’s causes
were capable of bemg generalized

Act IV sc 3 Juhet’s speech —
O, look 1 methmks I sec my cousm's ghost
Seekmg out Romeo, that did spit his body
Upon a rapier*s pomt —Stay, Tybalt, stay 1—
Romeo, I come 1 this do I drink to thee

Shakspeare provides for the finest decencies It would
have been too bold a thing for a girl of fifteen ,—^but she
swallows the draught m a fit of fnght

Ib sc 5
As the audience know that Juhet is not dead, this scene

is, perhaps, excusable But it is a strong warning to
minor dramatists not to mtroduce at one tune many
separate characters agitated by one and the same circum-
stance It IS difiacult to understand what effect, whether
that of pity or of laughter, Shakspeare meant to produce

,

the occasion and the characteristic speeches are so
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little m harmony 1 For example, what the Nurse says is

excellently suited to the Nurse’s character, but grotesquely
unsuited to the occasion

Act V sc I Romeo’s speech —
O mischief I thou art swift

To enter in the thoughts of desperate men 1

I do remember an apothecary, dc

This famous passage is so beautiful as to be self-justified

;

yet, m addition, what a fine preparation it is for the tomb
scene I

Ib. sc 3 Romeo’s speech —
Good gentle youth, tempt not a desperate man,
Ply hence and leave me.

The gentleness of Romeo was shown before, as softened

by love , and now it is doubled by love and sorrow and
awe of the place where he is

Ib Romeo’s speech —
How oft "when men are at the point of death
Have they been merry I which their keepers call

A lightning before death. O, how may I

Call this a lightning ?—O, my love, my wile 1 &c

Here, here, is the master example how beauty can at

once mcrease and modify passion !

Ib Last scene

How beautiful is the close > The spnng and the wmter
meet ,

—
•winter assumes the character of spring, and sprmg

the sadness of wmter

SHAKSPEARE’S ENGLISH HISTORICAL
PLAYS

The first form of poetry is the epic, the essence of which

may be stated as the successive m events and characters

Ihis must be distmguished from narration, in which there

must always be a narrator, from whom the objects re-

presented receive a colouring and a manner ,—whereas in

the epic, as in the so called poems of Homer, the whole
IS completely objective, and the representation is a pure

reflection The next form mto which poetry passed was
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the dramatic ,—both iorms hanng a common basis %V3th

a certain difference, and that difference not consisting m
the dialogue alone Both are founded on the relation of

providence to the human wiU
,
and this relation is the

universal element, expressed under different points of view

according to the difference of religion, and the moral and

mtehectual cultivation of different nations In the epic

poem fate is represented as overruling the will, and making
it mstmmental to the accomplishment of its designs —

reXcfcTo

In the drama, the will is exhibited as strugglmg with fate,

a great and beautiful instance and illustration of which is

the Prometheus of ^Eschylus ,
and the deepest effect is

produced, when the fate is represented as a higher and
intelhgent will, and the opposition of the mdividual as

spnnging from a defect

In order that a drama may be properly historical, it is

necessary that it should be the history of the people to

whom It IS addressed In the composition, care must be
taken that there appear no dramatic improbabihty, as tlie

reahty is taken for granted It must, hkeunse, be
poetical ,—that only, I mean, must be taken which is the
permanent m our nature, which is common, and therefore
deeply interesting to all ages The events themselves are
immatenal, otherwise than as the clothmg and manifesta-
tion of the spint that is worlong withm In this mode, the
unity resulting from succession is destroyed, but is supplied
by a unity of a higher order, which connects the events hy
reference to the workers, gives a reason for them in the
motives, and presents men m their causative character
It takes, therefore, that part of real history which is the
least known, and mfuses a prmciple of life and organization
mto the naked facts, and makes them all the framework of
an animated whole

In my happier days, while I had yet hope and onward-
lookmg thoughts, I planned an histoncal drama of King
Stephen, m the manner of Shakspeare Indeed it would
be desirable that some man of dramabc genius should
dramatize all those omitted by Shakspeare, as far down as
Henry VII Perkm Warbeck would make a most mterest-
mg drama A few scenes of Marlow’s Edward II might
be preserved- After Henry VIII , the events are too well
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and distinctly known, to be, without plump mvensmiili-
tude, crowded together m one night’s exhibition Where-
as, the history of our ancient Imgs—the events of their
reigns, I mean,—are hke stars m the sky ,—^whatever the
re^ mterspaces may be, and however great, they seem
close to each other The stars—^the events—strike us and
remam m our eye, httle modified by the difference of dates
An histone drama is, therefore, a collection of events
borrowed from history, but connected together m respect
of cause and time, poetically and by dramatic fiction It

would be a fine national custom to act such a senes of

dramatic histones m orderly succession, m the yearly
Christmas hohdays, and could not but' tend to counteract
that mock cosmopolitism, which under a positive term
reaUy implies nothing but a negation of, or mdifference to,

the particular love of our country By its nationahty
must every nation retain its independence ,—I mean a
nationahty quoad the nation Better thus ,—nationality

m each individual, quoad his country, is equ^ to the sense

of mdividuahty quoad himself
,

but himself as subsen-

suous, and centr^ Patnotism is equal to the sense of

mdividuahty reflected from every other individual There
may come a higher virtue m both—just cosmopolitism
But this latter is not possible but by antecedence of the

former
Shakspeare has mcluded the most important part of

nme reigns m his histoncal dramas—namely—Kmg John,
Richard II—Henry IV (two)—Henry V—Henry VI
(three) mcludmg Edward V and Henry VIII , m ^ ten

plays There remain, therefore, to be done, with the

exception of a smgle scene or two that should be adopted
from Marlow—eleven reigns—of which the first two appear

the only unpromismg subjects ,—and those two dramas
must be formed whoUy or mainly of mvented pnvate
stones, which, however, could not have happened except

in consequence of the events and measures of these reigns,

and which should furnish opportunity both of exhibitmg

the manners and oppressions of the times, and of narrating

dramatically the great events ,—if possible, the death of

the two sovereigns, at least of the latter, should be made
to have some influence on the finale of the story AH the

rest are glorious subjects
,

especially Henry ist (being

the struggle between the men of arms and of letters, m the
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persons of Henry and Becket,) Stephen, Richard I.,

Edward II., and Henry VII.

KING JOHN.

Act 1 sc I.

Bast James Gurney, wilt thou give us leave awhile ?

Giir Good leave, good Phihp.
Bast Philip ? sparrow / James, <S.c

Theobald adopts Warburton’s conjecture of ^spare me,*

0 true Warburton ! and the sancta stmphcjias of honest

dull TheQbald''s faith in himl Nothing can be more
hvely or characteristic than ‘Phihp? Sparrow!’ Had
Warburton read old Skelton’s ‘Piuhp Sparrow,’ an ex-

quisite and ongmal poem, and, no doubt, popular in

Shakspeare’s time, even Warburton would scarcely have
made so deep a plunge mto the haikettc as to have deathified

‘sparrow’ mto 'spare me>’
Act m. sc 2 Speech of Faulconbndge —

Now, by my life, this day grows wondrous hot

,

Some atry devil hovers m the sky, &c

Theobald adopts Warburton’s conjecture of ‘fiery
’

I prefer the old text the word ‘devil’ unphes ‘fiery
’

You need only read the hne, laymg a full and strong
emphasis on ‘devil,’ to perceive the uselessness and taste-
iessness of Warburton’s alteration

RICHARD II

I HAVE stated that the transitional hnk between the epic
poem and the drama is the histone drama

, that m the
epic poem a pre-announced fate gradually adjusts and
employs the wiU and the events as its mstr^ents, whilst
the drama, on the other hand, places fate and will in
opposition to each other, and is then most perfect, when
the victory of fate is obtained m consequence of imperfec-
tions m the opposing will, so as to leave a final impression
that the fate itself is but a higher and a more mtelhgent
will
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1

From the length of the speeches, and the circumstance
that, with one exception, the events are all histoncal, and
presented m their results, not produced by acts seen by,
or takmg place before, the audience, this tragedy is ill

suited to our present large theatres But m itself, and
for the closet, I feel no hesitation m placmg it as the first

and most admirable of all Shakspeare's purely historical

plays For the two parts of Henry IV form a species of

themselves, which may be named the mixed drama. The
distmction does not depend on the mere quantity of

historical events m the play compared with the fictions

,

for there is as much history m Macbeth as m Richard,
but m the relation of the history to the plot In the purely
histoncal plays, the history forms the plot , m the mixed,
it directs it

, m the rest, as Macbeth, Hamlet, C5unbehne,
Lear, it subserves it But, however unsuited to the stage

this drama may be, God forbid that even there it should
fall dead on the hearts of jacobmized Englishmen ! Then,
mdeed, we might say

—

j)teetemt gloria mundt f For the

spirit of patnotic remmiscence is the all-permeatmg soul

of this noble work It is, perhaps, the most purely

histoncal of Shakspeare's dramas There are not m it,

as m the others, characters mtroduced merely for the

purpose of givmg a greater mdividuahty and realness,

as m the comic parts of Henry IV , by presenting, as it

were, our very selves Shakspeare avails himself of every

opportunity to effect the great object of the histone

drama, that, namely, of famihanzmg the people to the

great names of their country, and thereby of excitmg a

steady patnotism, a love of just hberty, and a respect for

all those fundamental mstitutions of social hfe, which bmd
men together —

This royal throne of kings, this scepter’d isle.

This earth of majesty, i^s seat of Mars,
This other Eden, demi-paradise

,

This fortress, built by nature for herself,

Agamst mfection, and the hand of war ,

This happy breed of men, this little world
This precious stone set m the silver sea,

Which serves it m the office of a wall.

Or as a moat defensive to a home.
Against the envy of less happier lands ,

This blessed plot, this earth, this realm, this England,
This nurse, this teemmg womb of royal kings,

Feared by their breed, and famous by their birth, &c.
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Add the famous passage in King John —
This England never did, nor ever shall,

Lie at the proud foot of a conqueror,

But when it first did help to wound itself

Now these her princes are come home again,

Come the three comers of the world in arms,

And w'e shall shock them nought shall make us rue.

If England to itself do rest but true

And it certainly seems that Shakspeare’s historic dramas

produced a very deep effect on the mmds of the English

people, and m earher tunes they were familiar even to the

least mformed of all ranks, according to the relation of

Bishop Corbett Ivlarlborough, we know, was not ashamed
to confess that his pnncip^ acquaintance vath English

history was derived from them , and I believe that a large

part of the mformation as to our old names and achieve-

ments even now abroad is due, directly or mdirectly, to

Bhakspeare
Admirable is the judgment mth which Shakspeare

always m the first scenes prepares, yet how naturally, and
with what concealment of art, for the catastrophe Obser\'e

how he here presents the germ of all the after events
m Richard’s insmcenty, partiahty, arbitrariness, and
favoritism, and m the proud, tempestuous, temperament
of his barons In the very beginnmg, also, is displa3^ed
that feature m Richard’s character, which is never for-
gotten throughout the play—^his attention to decorum,
and high feehng of the kingly dignity These anticipations
show mth what judgment Shakspeare ivrote, and illustrate
his care to connect the past and future, and unify them
with the present by forecast and reminiscence

It is mterestmg to a critical ear to compare the six open-
mg fines of the play

—

Old John of Gaunt, time-honour’d Lancaster,
Hast thou, according to thy oath and band, &c

each closmg at the tenth syllable, with the rhythmless
metre of the verse m Henry VI and Titus Andronicus, m
order that the difference, mdeed, the heterogeneity, of the
two may be felt eitam tn stmiUtmts pnma superficie Here
the weight of the smgle words supphes all the rehef afforded
by mtercurrent verse, while the whole represents the mood
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And compare the apparently defective metre of Boling-
broke’s first line,

—

Many years of happy days befall

—

With Prospero’s,

Twelve years since, Miranda I twelve years since

—

The actor should supply the time by emphasis, and pause
on the first syllable of each of these verses
Act 1 sc I Bolmgbroke’s speech —

First, (heaven be the record to my speech 1)

In the devotion of a subject’s love, &c

I remember m the Sophoclean drama no more stnkmg
example of the ri ^pevov xal gifivov than this speech

,

and the rhymes in the last six hnes well express the pre-

concertedness of Bolmgbroke’s scheme so beautifully

contrasted with the vehemence and smcere irritation of

Mowbray
Ib Bolmgbroke’s speech —

Which blood, like sacnficmg Abel’s, cnes,
Even from the tongueless caverns of the earth.

To me, for justice and rough chastisement

Note the heivev of this ‘to me,’ which is evidently felt by
Richard —

How high a pitch his resolution soars 1

and the affected depreciation afterwards ,

—

As he IS but my father’s brother’s son.

Ib Mowbray’s speech —
In haste whereof, most heartily I pray
Your highness to assign our tnal day

The occasional mterspersion of rhymes, and the more
frequent wmdmg up of a speech therewith—^what purpose

was this designed to answer ? In the earnest drama, I

mean Dehberateness ? An attempt, as m Mowbray,
to collect himself and be cool at the close ?—I can see that

m the foUowmg speeches the rhyme answers the end of the

Greek chorus, and distmguishes the general truths from
the passions of the dialogue , but this does not exactly

justify the practice, which is unfrequent m proportion to

the excellence of Shakspeare's plays One thmg, however.
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is to be observed,—^that the speakers are histoncal, known,

and so far formal, characters, and then: reality is already

a fact. Tins should be borne m mmd The whole of this

scene of the quarrel between Mowbray and Bohngbroke
seems mtroduced for the purpose of showmg by anticipa-

tion the characters of Richard and Bohngbroke In the

latter there is observable a decorous and courtly checking

of his anger m subservience to a predetermmed plan,

especially m his calm speech after receivmg sentence of

banishment compared with Mowbray’s unaffected lamenta-

tion In the one, all is ambitious hope of something yet

to come ,
m the other it is desolation and a lookiDg

backward of the heart
Ib sc 2

Gaunt Heaven’s is the quarrel , for heaven’s substitute.
His deputy anointed in his right.

Hath caus’d his death the which, if wrongfully.
Let heaven revenge , for I may never lift

An angry axm agamst his minister

Without the hollow extravagance of Beaumont and
Fletcher’s ultra-royahsm, how carefully does Shakspeare
acknowledge and reverence the eternal ^stmction between
the mere mdividual, and the sjnnbohc or representative,
on which all genial law, no less than patriotism, depends
The whole of this second scene commences, and is anti-
cipative of, the tone and character of the play at large

Ib sc 3 In none of Shakspeare’s fictitious dramas, or
in those founded on a history as unknown to his auditors
generally as fiction, is this violent rupture of the succession
of time found —a proof, I thmk, that the pure histone
drama, like Richard II and Kmg John, had its own laws.
Ib Mowbra5^s speech —

A dearer merit
Have I deserved at your highness’ hands

O, the mstmctive propnety of Shakspeare m the choice
of words >

Ib Richard’s speech *

Nor never by advised purpose meet.
To plot, contrive, or complot any ill.

Gainst us, our state, our subjects, or our land

Already the selfish weakness of Richard’s character
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opens Notliing will such minds so readily embrace, as
indirect ways softened down to their quast-consciences
by policy, expedience, &c
Ib Mowbray's speech *

—

' All the world’s my way.*

‘ The world was all before him ’—Milt

Ib.
Bohng. How long a time lies in our little word 1

Four laggmg winters, and four wanton sprmgs.
End m a word such is the breath of kmgs

Admirable anticipation l

Ib sc 4 This IS a staking conclusion of a first act,

—

lettmg the reader mto the secret ,—^havmg before impressed
us wiSi the dignified and kmgly manners of Richard, yet
by well managed anticipations leading us on to the full

gratification of pleasure m our own penetration In this

scene a new hght is thrown on Richard's character Until
now he has appeared m aU the beauty of royalty

, but
here, as soon as he is left to himself, the inherent weakness
of his character is immediately shown It is a weakness,
however, of a pecuhar kmd, not ansing from want of

personal courage, or any specific defect of faculty, but
rather an mtellectual femmmeness, which feels a necessity

of ever leanmg on the breasts of others, and of reclimng on
those who are aU the while known to be mfenors To this

must be attabuted as its consequences all Richard’s vices,

his tendency to concealment, and his cunnmg, the whole
operation of which is directed to the getting nd of present
di£&culties Richard is not meant to be a debauchee

,

but we see m him that sophistry which is common to man,
by which we can deceive our own hearts, and at one and
the same tune apologize for, and yet comimt, the error

Shakspeare has represented this character m a very
pecuhar manner He has not made him amiable with
counterbalancmg faults , but has openly and broadly

drawn those faiSts without reserve, relying on Richard's

disproportionate suffermgs and gradually emergent good
quahties for our sympathy , and this was possible, because

his faults are not positive vices, but sprmg entirely from
defect of character

Act u sc I

K. Rich Can sick men play so nicely with their names ?
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Yes > on a death-bed there is a feeling which may make
all things appear but as puns and equivocations And a

passion there is that carries off its own excess by plays on

words as naturally, and, therefore, as appropriately to

drama, as by gesticulations, looks, or tones. This belongs

to human nature as such, independently of associabons

and habits from any particular rank of life or mode of

emplo5nnent ,
and m this consists Shakspeare’s vulgarisms,

as m Macbeth’s

—

The devil damn thee black, thou cream-fac’d loon I 6ic

This is (to equivocate on Dante’s words) m truth the nobtlg

volgare eloquenza Indeed it is profoundly true that there

IS a naturd, an almost irresistible, tendency m the mind,
when immersed m one strong feehng, to connect that
feehng with every sight and object around it , especially

if there be opposition, and the words addressed to it are

m any way repugnant to the feehng itself, as here m the
mstance of Richard’s unkmd language

Misery makes sport to mock itseli

No doubt, somethmg of Shakspeare’s punning must be
attributed to his age, m which direct and form^ combats
of wit were a favounte pastime of the courtly and accom-
plished It was an age more favourable, upon the whole,
to vigour of intellect than the present, m which a dread of
bemg thought pedantic dispirits and flattens the energies of
ongmal minds But mdependently of this, I have no
hesitation m saying that a pun, if it be congruous with the
feeling of the scene, is not only allowable in the dramatic
dialogue, but oftentimes one of the most effectu^ m-
tensives of passion

K Rich. Right
,
you say true as Hereford’s love, so his ,As theurs, so mme , and all be as it is

The depth of this compared with the first scene .

How high a pitch, 8co

There is scarcely anythmg m Shakspeare m its degree,
more admirably drawn than York’s character

, his rehgious
loyalty strugghng with a deep gnef and mdignation at the
king s foUies

, his adherence to his word and faith, once
given m spite of aU, even the most natural, feelings

’

You
see m him the weakness of old age, and the overwhelmmg-
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ness of circumstances, for a time surmountmg his sense of
duty,—the junction of both exliibited m his boldness m
words and feebleness in immediate act

, and then again
his effort to retrieve himself m abstract loyalty, even at the
heavy price of the loss of his son This species of accidental
and adventitious wealmess is brought into parallel with
Richard’s contmually increasmg energy of thought, and
as constantly diminishmg power of acting ,—and thus it

IS Richard that breathes a harmony and a relation mto all

the characters of the play
Ib sc 2

Queen To please the king I did
, to please myself

I cannot do it
,
yet I know no cause

\^^ly I should welcome such a guest as gnef,
Save bidding farev ell to so sweet a guest
As my sweet Richard yet again, methinks.
Some unborn sorro'W, npe m sorrow’s womb.
Is coming toward me , and my mvard soul
With notliing trembles at something it grieves,

More than with parting from my lord the kmg

It is clear that Shakspeare never meant to represent

Richard as a vulgar debauchee, but a man with a wanton-
ness of spint in external show, a femmine fnendism, an
mtensity of woman-hke love of those immediately about
him, and a mistaking of the dehght of being loved by him
for a love of him And mark m this scene Shakspeare’s

gentleness m touchmg the tender superstitions, the

terrcB incogmtce of presentiments, in the human mmd , and
how sharp a hne of distinction he commonly draws between
these obscure forecastings of general experience m each

mdividual, and the vulgar errors of mere tradition Indeed
it may be taken once for all as the truth, that Shakspeare,

m the absolute umversahty of his genius, always rever-

ences whatever arises out of our moral nature
,
he never

profanes his muse with a contemptuous reasoning away of

the genuine and general, however unaccoimtable, feelings

of mankmd
The amiable part of Richard’s character is brought full

upon us by his queen’s few words

—

SO sweet a guest

As my sweet Richard ,

—

andShakspeare has carefully shownm him an intense loveof

his country, well-knowing how that feehng would, m a pure
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iustoric drama, redeem him m the hearts of the audience

Yet even m this love there is something feminine and

personal —
Dear earth., I do salute thee with my hand,

—

As a long parted mother with her child

Plays fondly with her tears, and smiles m meetmg ;

So weepmg, smilmg, greet I thee, my earth.

And do thee favour with my royal hands

With this IS combmed a constant overflow of emotions

from a total mcapabihty of controlling them, and thence a

waste of that energy, which should have been reserved for

actions, m the passion and effort of mere resolves and
menaces The consequence is moral exhaustion, and rapid

alternations of nnmanly despair and ungrounded hope,

—

every feehng bemg abandon^ for its direct opposite upon
the pressure of external accident And yet when Richard’s
mward wealmess appears to seek refuge m his despair, and
his exhaustion counterfeits repose, the old habit of kmgh-
ness, the effect of flatterers from his mfancy, is ever and
anon producmg m him a sort of wordy courage which only
serves to betray more clearly his mtemal impotence The
second and third scenes of the third act combme and
illustrate all this —
Atimerle He means, my lord, that we are too remiss ;

Whilst Bolmgbroke, through our security.

Grows strong and great, m substance, and m friends
K. Rtch Discomfortable cousm 1 know’st thou not.

That when the searchmg eye of heaven is hid
Behmd the globe, and lights the lower world.
Then thieves and robbers range abroad unseen.
In murders and m outrage, boldly here

,

But when, from under this terrestnal ball.
He fires the proud tops of the eastern pmes.
And darts his light through every guil^ hole.
Then murders, treasons, and detested sms,
The cloke of night bemg pluck’d from ofi their backs.
Stand bare and naked, tremblmg at themselves ?
So when this thief, this traitor, Bolmgbroke, &c.
*

Aumerh V\Tiere is the Duke my father with his power ?

K Rich No matter where , of comfort no man speak .

I,efs talk of graves, of worms, and epitaphs,
Make dust our paper, and wilh ramy eyes
Write sorrow on the boscmi of the earth, &c

* *

Aurticflt My father hath a power, enquire of hfm ^And learn to make a body of a limb
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K» Rich Thou chid'st me well proud Bolingbroke, I come

To change blows with thee for our day of doom
This ague-fit of fear is over-blown ,

An easy task it is to win our own
*

Scroop Your uncle York is jom'd with Bolingbroke—
* 4c 4c

K R\ch Thou hast said enough,
Beshrew thee, cousm, which didst lead me forth
Of that sweet way I was in to despair I

What say you now ? what comfort have we now ?

By heaven. I'll hate him everlastmgly.
That bids me be of comfort any more

<1

Act m sc 3 Bolmgbroke’s speech

Noble lord,

Go to tbe rude nbs of that ancient castle, &c.

Observe the fine struggle of a haughty sense of power and
ambition m Bohngbroke with the necessity for dissimula-
tion

Ib sc 4 See here the skill and judgment of our poet m
givmg reahty and mdividual hfe, by the mtroduction of

accidents m his histone plays, and thereby maJong them
dramas, and not histones How beautiful an islet of

repose—a melancholy repose, mdeed—is this scene with
the Gardener and his Servant And how truly affectmg
and reahzmg is the mcident of the very horse Barbary, m
the scene with the Groom m the last act I

—

Groom I was a poor groom of thy stable, Kmg,
When thou wert Kmg , who, travellmg towards York,
With much ado, at length have gotten leave
To look upon my sometimes master's face
O, how it yearn'd my heart, when I beheld.
In London streets, that coronation day.
When Bolmgbroke rode on roan Barbary !

That horse, that thou so often hast bestad ,

That horse, that I so carefully have dress'd I

K Rich Rode he on Barbary ?

Bohngbroke’s character, m general, is an mstance how
Shakspeaxe makes one play introductory to another , for

it is evidently a preparation for Henry IV ,
as Gloster

in the third part of Henry VI is for Richard III

I would once more remark upon the exalted idea of the

only true loyalty developed m this noble and impressive

play We have neither the rants of Beaumont and
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Fletcher, nor the sneers of Massinger the vast import-

ance of the personal character of the sovereign is distmctly

enounced, whilst, at the same time, the genuine sanctity

which surrounds him is attnbuted to, and grounded on,

the position m which he stands as the convergence and
exponent of the life and power of the state

The great end of the body politic appears to be to

humanize, and assist m the progressiveness of, the animal

man ,—but the problem is so comphcated with contm-
gencies as to render it nearly impossible to lay do\vn rules

for the formation of a state Aid should we be able to

form a system of government, which should so balance its

different powers as to form a check upon each, and so

contmually remedy and correct itself, it would, neverthe-
less, defeat its own aim ,

—^for man is destmed to be guided
by higher prmciples, by universal views, which can never
be fulfilled m this state of existence,—^by a spirit of pro-
gressiveness which can never be accomplished, for then it

would cease to be Plato’s Repubhc is like Bunyan’s
Town of Man-Soul,—a descnption of an mdividual, all of
whose faculties are m theu proper subordmation and mter-
dependence

,
and this it is assumed may be the protot37pe

of the state as one great mdividual But there is ttu ?^

sophism m it, that it is forgotten that the human faculties,
mdeed, are parts and not separate thmgs

, but that you
could never get chiefs who were wholly reason, ministers
who were wholly understandmg, soldiers aU wrath,
labourers aU concupiscence, and so on through the rest
Each of these partakes of, and interferes with, all the
others

HENRY IV. PART I.

Act 1 sc I King Henry’s speech

No more the thirsty entrance of this soil
Shall daub her lips with her own children’s blood

A MOST obscure passage but I thmk Theobald’s mter-
pretation right, namely, that ‘thirsty entrance’ means the
dry penetrability, or bibulous drought, of the soil The
obscurity of this passage is of the Shakspearian sort

Ib sc 2 In this, the first mtroduction of Falstaff,
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observe the consciousness and the intentionahty of his
wit, so that when it does not flow of its own accord, its

absence is felt, and an effort visibly made to recall it.

Note also throughout how Falstaff’s pnde is gratified in
the power of mfluencing a prmce of the blood, the heir
apparent, by means of it Hence his dislike to Prmce John
of Lancaster, and his mortification when he finds his wit
fail on him —
P John Fare you well, Falstafi I, m my condition.

Shall better speak of you than you deserve
Fal I would you had but the ivit , ’twere better than your

dukedom —Good faith, this same young sober-blooded boy Soth
not love me ,—nor a man cannot make him laugh

Act 11 sc I Second Gamer's speech —
breeds fleas hke a loach

Perhaps it is a misprmt, or a provincial pronunciation,

for ‘leach,’ that is, blood-suckers Had it been gnats,

mstead of fleas, there might have been some sense, though
small probability, m Warburton’s suggestion of the Scottish

‘loch ’ Possibly ‘loach,’ or ‘lutch,’ may be some lost

word for dovecote, or poultry-lodge, notorious for breedmg
fleas In Stevens’s or my readmg, it should properly be

‘loaches,’ or ‘leeches,’ m the plural
,

except that I thmk
I have heard anglers speak of trouts hke a salmon
Act m sc I

Glend Nay^ if you melt, then will she run mad

' This ‘nay’ so to be dwelt on in speakmg, as to be equiva-

lent to a dissyllable -o, is characteristic of the solemn

Glendower , but the imperfect hne

She bids you
On the wanton rushes lay you down, &c,

IS one of those fine hair-strokes of exquisite judgment

peculiar to Shakspeare ,
— thus detachmg the Lady’s

speech, and givmg it the individuality and entireness of

a httle poem, while he draws attention to it.
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HENRY IV. PART II.

Act li sc 2

P Hen Sup any women "with him ^

Page None, my lord, but old mistress Quickly, and mistress

Doll Tear-sheet
• *

P. Hen This Doll Tear-sheet should be some road

I AM sometimes disposed to think that this respectable

young lady’s name is a very old corruption for Tear-street

—

street-walker, terere straiam {mam

)

Does not the Prmce’s

question rather show this ^

—

‘ This Doll Tear-street should be some road ?
*

Act m SC I Kmg Henry’s speech

. . Then, happy low, Ite down ,

Uneasy lies the head that -wears a crown

I know no argument by which to persuade any one to be
of my opmion, or rather of my feelmg , but yet I cannot
help feelmg that ‘Happy low-he-down is either a pro-
verbial expression, or the burthen of some old song, and
means, ‘Happy the man, who lays himself down on his

straw bed or chaff pallet on the ground or floor !’

Ib sc 2 Shallow’s speech —
Rah, iah, tah, would say , bounce, would *a say, &c

That Beaumont and Fletcher have more than once been
guilty of sneermg at their great master, cannot, I fear, be
demed , but the passage quoted by Theobald from the
Knight of the Bummg Pestle is an imitation If it be
chargeable with any fault, it is with plagiarism, not with
sarcasm.

HENRY V.

Act 1 sc 2 Westmoreland’s speech —
They kno-w your grace hath cause, and means, and might

;

So hath your htghness , never Kmg of England
Had nobles richer, &c

Does ‘grace’ mean the kmg’s own pecuhar domains and
legal revenue, and ‘highness’ his feudal nghts m the
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military service of his nobles ?—I have sometimes thought
it possible that the words ‘grace’ and ‘cause’ may have
been transposed in the cop5ang or prmtmg ,

—

They know your cause hath grace, &c

What Theobald meant, I cannot guess To me his point-
mg makes the passage stiH more obscure Perhaps the
hnes ought to be recited dramatically thus

They know your Grace hath cause, and means, and might —
So hath your Highness—never Kmg of England
Had nobles richer, &c

He breaks off from the grammar and natural order from
earnestness, and m order to give the meanmg more
passionately

Ib Exeter’s speech —
Yet that is but a crush'd necessity

Perhaps it may be ‘crash’ for ‘crass’ from crassus,

clumsy , or it may be ‘curt,’ defective, imperfect any-
thmg would be better than Warburton’s ‘’sens’d,’ which
honest Theobald, of course, adopts By the by, it seems
clear to me that this speech of Exeter’s properly belongs to

Canterbury, and was ^tered by the actors for convenience.

Act iv sc. 3 K Henry’s speech —
We would not dte in that man's company
That fears his fellowship to die with us

Should it not be ‘hve’ m the first line ?

Ib sc 5

Const 0 dtable /

Orl O seigneur I le jour est peidu, tout est perdu /

Dan Mori de ma vie / all is confounded, all !

Reproach and everlastmg shame
Sit mockmg in our plumes 1

—

0 meschante fortune I

Do not run away 1

Ludicrous as these mtroductory scraps of French appear,

so mstantly followed by good, nervous mother-English,

yet they are judicious, and produce the impression which
Shakspeare mtended,—a sudden feelmg struck at once on

the ears, as well as the eyes, of the audience, that ‘here

come the French, the baffled French braggards I’—^And

this will appear stiU more judicious, when we reflect on
the scanty apparatus of distmguishing dresses m Shak-

speare’s tynng-room.
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HENRY VI PART I.

Act 1 sc I Bedford’s speech —
Hung be the heavens with black, yield day to night I

Comets, importing change of times and states,

Brandish your crystal tresses in the sky ,

And with them scourge the bad revolting stars

That have consented unto Henry’s death 1

King Henry the fifth, too famous to live long I

England ne’er lost a king of so much worth.

Read aloud any two or three passages in blank verse even

from Shakspeare's earliest dramas, as Love’s Labour’s

Lost, or Romeo and Juhet, and then read m the same
way this speech, with especial attention to the metre ,

and if you do not feel the impossibihty of the latter havmg
been written by Shakspeare, all I dare suggest is, that you
may have ears,—^for so has another animal,—^but an ear

you cannot have, me 'judtce

RICHARD HI.

This play should be contrasted with Richard II Pride
of mteUect is the characteristic of Richard, carried to the
extent of even boastmg to his own mind of his viUany,
whilst others are present to feed his pride of supenonty

,

as m his first speech, act u sc i Shakspeare here, as m
all his great parts, developes m a tone of sublime morahty
the dreadful consequences of placing the moral, m sub-
ordmation to the mere mtellectual, bemg In Richard
there is a predommance of irony, accompanied with
apparently blunt manners to those unmediately about
him, but formalized mto a more set hypocrisy towards the
people as represented by their magistrates.

LEAR

Of all Shakspeare’s plays Macbeth is the most rapid,
Hamlet the slowest, in movement Lear combines length
vnth rapidity,—hke the hurricane and the whirlpool,
absorbing while it advances It begins as a stormy day
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in summer, wth brightness , but that bnghtness is lund,
and anticipates the tempest

^
It was not mthout forethought, nor is it without its due

significance, that the division of Lear’s kingdom is in the
first six lines of the play stated as a thmg already deter-
mined in all Its particulars, previously to the tnal of
professions, as the relative rewards of which the daughters
were to be made to consider their several portions The
strange, yet by no means unnatural, mixture of selfishness,

sensibility, and habit of feeling derived from, and fostered
by, the particular rank and usages of the mdividual ,

—

the mtense desire of being mtensely beloved,—selfish, and
yet characteristic of the selfishness of a lovmg and kuidly
nature alone ,—the self-supportless leanmg for all pleasure
on another’s breast ,—the craving after sympathy with a
prodigal disinterestedness, frustrated by its own ostenta-

tion, and the mode and nature of its claims ,—the anxiety,

the distrust, the jealousy, which more or less accompany
all selfish affections, and are amongst the surest contra-
distmctions of mere fondness from true love, and which
ongmate Lear’s eager wish to enjoy his daughter’s violent

professions, whilst the mveterate habits of sovereignty
convert the wish into claim and positive nght, and an
incomphance with it into crime and treason ,—these facts,

these passions, these moral verities, on which the whole
tragedy is founded, are all prepared for, and will to the

retrospect be found implied, in these first four or five hues

of the play They let us know that the tnal is but a tnck ,

and that the grossness of the old kmg’s rage is m part the

natural result of a silly tnck suddenly and most unex-
pectedly baffled and disappomted

It may here be worthy of notice, that Lear is the only

serious performance of Shakspeare, the mterest and situa-

tions of which are denved from the assumption of a gross

improbabihty , whereas Beaumont ~and~Fiefclier’s “tra-

gedi^' are, almost all of them, founded on some out of

the way accident or exception to the general experience

of mankind But observe the matchless judgment of our

Shakspeare First, improbable as the conduct of Lear

IS m the first scene, yet it was an old story rooted m the

popular faith,—a thing taken for granted already, and
consequently without any of the effects of improbabihty

Secondly, it is merely the canvass for the characters and
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passions,—a mere occasion for,—and not, m the manner

of Beaumont and Fletcher, perpetually recurrmg as the

cause, and sxne qiui non of,—the incidents and emotions

Let the first scene of this play have been lost, and let it

only be understood that a fond father had been duped by
hypocritical professions of love and duty on the part of t\vo

daughters to dismhent the third, previously, and de-

servedly, more dear to him ,—and all the rest of the

tragedy would retam its mterest undimimshed, and be

perfectly mtelhgible The acadental is nowhere the

groimdwork of the passions, but that which is catholic,

which m all ages has been, and ever will be, close and
native to the heart of man,—parental anguish from fihal

mgratitude, the genumeness of worth, though confined m
bluntness, and the execrable vileness of a smooth miquity
Perhaps I ought to have added the Merchant of Venice

,

but here too the same remarks apply It was an old tale ,

and substitute any other danger than that of the pound of

flesh (the circumstance m which the improbability hes),

yet all the situations and the emotions appertammg to

them remam equally excellent and appropnate Where-
as take away from the Mad Lover of Beaumont and
Fletcher the fantastic hypothesis of his engagement to cut
out his own heart, and have it presented to his mistress,
and all the mam scenes must go with it

Kotzebue is the German Beaumont and Fletcher, with-
out them poetic powers, and without their vis comxca
But, like them, he always deduces his situations and
passions from marvellous acadents, and the tnck of brmg-
mg one part of our moral nature to counteract another

,

as our pity for misfortune and admuation of generosity
and courage to combat our condemnation of guilt, as m
adultery, robbery, and other hemous crimes ,—and, like
them too, he excels m his mode of teHmg a story clearly
and mterestmgly, m a senes of dramatic dialogues Only
the tnck of makmg tragedy-heroes and heroines out of
shopkeepers and barmaids was too low for the age, and
too xmpoetic for the genius, of Beaumont and Fletcher,
infenor m every respect as they are to their great pre-
decessor and contemporary How mfenor would they
have appeared, had not Shakspeare existed for them to
mutate

,
^which m every play, more or less, they do, andm then tragedies most glarmgly —and yet—(0 shame

!
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shame ')—they miss no opportimity of sneenng at the
divine man, and sub-detractmg from his ments *

To return to Lear Havmg thus m the fewest words,
and m a natural reply to as natural a question,—^which
yet answers the secondary purpose of attractmg our atten-
tion to the difference or diversity between the characters
of Cornwall and Albany,—^provided the premisses and
data, as it were, for our after msight mto the mind and
mood of the person, whose character, passions, and suffer-

ings are the mam subject-matter of the play ,—from Lear,
the persoim pahens of his drama, Shalcspeare passes without
delay to the second m importance, tibe chief agent and
prune mover, and mtroduces Edmund to our acquaintance,

prepanng us with the same felicity of judgment, and m
the same easy and natural way, for his character m the

seemmgly casual commumcation of its ongm and occasion

From the first drawing up of the curtain Edmund has
stood before us m the united strength and beauty of earhest

manhood Our eyes have been questionmg him Gifted

as he is with high advantages of person, and further en-

dowed by nature with a powerful mtellect and a strong

energetic will, even without any concurrence of circum-

stances and accident, pnde will necessarily be the sm that

most easily besets him But Edmund is also the known
and acknowledged son of the prmcely Gloster he, there-

fore, has both the germ of pnde, and the conditions best

fitted to evolve and npen it mto a predommant feelmg

Yet hitherto no reason appears why it should be other

than the not unusual pnde of person, talent, and buth,

—

a pnde auxihary, if not akm, to many vutues, and the

natural ally of honourable impulses But alas I m his

own presence his own father takes shame to himself for

the frank avowal that he is his father,—^he has ‘blushed

so often to acknowledge him that he is now brazed to

it !’ Edmund hears the circumstances of his buth spoken

of with a most degradmg and hcentious levity,—^his

mother descnbed as a wanton by her own paramour, and
the remembrance of the ammal stmg, the low cnmmal
gratifications connected with her wantonness and pro-

stituted beauty, assigned as the reason, why 'the

whoreson must be aclmowledged !’ This, and the con-

sciousness of its notonety
,

the gnawmg conviction that

every show of respect is an effort of courtesy, which recalls.
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while it represses, a contrary feeling this is the ever

tnckhng flow of wormwood and gaU mto the wounds of

pride,—the corrosive virus which moculates pnde with

a venom not its own, with envy, hatred, and a lust for that

power which m its blaze of radiance would hide the dark

spots on his disc,—^with pangs of shame personally un-

deser\'^ed, and therefore felt as wrongs, and with a blind

ferment of vindictive workmg towards the occasions

and causes, especially towards a brother, whose stamless

birth and lawful honours were the constant remembrancers
of his own debasement, and were ever in the way to prevent

all chance of its bemg imknown, or overlooked and for-

gotten Add to this, that mth excellent judgment, and
provident for the claims of the moral sense,—for that

which, relatively to the drama, is called poetic justice, and
as the fittest means for reconciling the feelings of the
spectators to the horrors of Gloster's after sufferings,

—

at least, of rendermg them somewhat less unendurable ,

—

(for I wiU not disguise my conviction, that m this one
pomt the tragic in this play has been urged beyond the
outermost mark and ne plus ultra of the dramatic)—Shak-
speare has precluded all excuse and palhation of the guilt

mcurred bj? both the parents of the base-bom Edmund, by
Gloster’s confession that he was at the time a mamed man,
and aheady blest with a lawful heu of his fortunes The
mournful ahenation of brotherly love, occasioned by the
law of primogeniture m noble famihes, or rather by the
unnecessary distmctions engrafted thereon, and this m
children of the same stock, is still almost proverbial on
the contment,—especially, as I know from my o\vn observa-
tion, m the south of Europe,—and appears to have been
scarcely less common m our own island before the Revolu-
tion of 1688, if we may judge from the characters and
sentiments so frequent m our elder comedies There is
the younger brother, for mstance, m Beaumont and
Fletcher’s play of the Scornful Lady, on the one side, and
Ohver m Shakspeare’s As You Like It, on the other.
Need it be said how heavy an aggravation, m such a case*
the stain of bastardy must have been, were it only that
the younger brother was hable to hear his own dishonour
and his mother’s mfamy related by his father with an
excusing shrug of the shoulders, and m a tone betwixt
waggery and shame I
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By the circumstances here enumerated as so many pre-

disposing causes, Edmund's character might well be
deemed already sufficiently explained

, and our mmds
prepared for it But m this tragedy the story or fable
constramed Shakspeare to mtroduce wickedness m an
outrageous form m the persons of Regan and Goneril
He had read nature too heedfuUy not to know, that courage,
intellect, and strength of character are the most impressive
forms of power, and that to power m itself, without re-

ference to any moral end, an mevitable admiration and
complacency appertams, whether it be displayed m the
conquests of a Buonaparte or Tamerlane, or m the foam and
the thunder of a cataract But m the exhibition of such a
character it was of the highest importance to prevent the
gudt from passmg mto utter monstrosity,—^which agam
depends on the presence or absence of causes and tempta-
tions sufficient to account for the wickedness, without the
necessity of recurrmg to a thorough fiendishness of nature
for Its origmation For such are the appomted relations of

mtellectual power to truth, and of truth to goodness, that

it becomes both morally and poetically unsafe to present

what is admirable,—^what our nature compels us to admire
—m the mmd, and what is most detestable m the heart, as

co-existmg m the same mdividual without any apparent
connection, or any modification of the one by the other

That Shakspeare has m one mstance, that of lago,

approached to this, and that he has done it successfully, is,

perhaps, the most astomshing proof of his genius, and
the opulence of its resources But m the present tragedy,

m which he was compelled to present a Gonenl and a

Regan, it was most carefully to be avoided ,—and there-

fore the only one conceivable addition to the mauspicious
influences on the pre-formation of Edmund’s character is

given, m the information that all the kmdly counteractions

to the mischievous feelmgs of shame, which might have
been denved from co-domestication with Edgar and their

common father, had been cut off by his absence from home,
and foreign education from boyhood to the present time,

and a prospect of its contmuance, as if to preclude all risk

of his interference with the father's views for the eldei and
legitimate son —

He hath been out nine years, and away he shall agam
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Act L sc I

Cor Nothing, my lord

Lear Nothing ?

Cor Nothing
Lear Nothing can come of nothmg • speak again.

Cor Unhappy that I am, I cannot heave
My heart mto my mouth I love jour majesty
Accordmg to my bond ; nor more, nor less

There is something of disgust at the ruthless hypocrisy

of her sisters, and some hltle faulty admixture of pnde and
sullenness m Cordeha’s ^Nothing and her tone is well

contrived, mdeed, to lessen the glarmg absurdity of Lear’s

conduct, but answers the yet more important purpose of

forcing away the attention from the nursery-tale, the

moment it has served its end, that of supplymg the canvass

for the picture This is also matenaUy furthered by Kent’s
opposition, which displays Lear’s moral mcapabihty of

resigmng tibe sovereign power m the very act of disposmg
of it Kent is, perhaps, the nearest to perfect goodness
m aU Shakspeare’s characters, and yet the most m-
dividuahzed There is an extraordinary charm in his

bluntness, which is that only of a nobleman ansmg from
a contempt of overstramed courtesy, and combmed with
easy placabihty where goodness of heart is apparent.
His passionate aSection for, and fidehty to, Lear act on
our feelmgs m Lear’s own favour • virtue itself seems
to be in company with him

Ib sc 2 Edmund’s speech •

—

Who, m the lusty stealth of nature, take
More composition and fierce quahty
Than doth, &c

Warburton’s note upon a quotation from Varum
Poor Vanmi'—^Any one but Warburton would have

thought this precious passage more charactenstic of Mr.
Shandy than of atheism If the fact really were so,
(which it IS not, but almost the contrary,) I do not see why
the most confirmed theist might not very naturally utter
the same wish But it is proverbial that the youngest sonm a large family is commonly the man of the greatest
talents m it , and as good an authority as Vanim has said

tncalesceTC venerctn ardciiHus, spct sobolts ztijurtosum
esse
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In this speech of Edmund you see, as soon as a man

cannot reconcile himself to reason, how his conscience flies

off by way of appeal to nature, who is sure upon such
occasions never to find fault, and also how shame sharpens
a predisposition m the heart to evil For it is a profound
moral, that shame will naturally generate guilt , the
oppressed will be vmdictive, hke Shylock^ and m the
anguish of undeserved ignommy the delusion secretly
sprmgs up, of gettmg over the moral quahty of an action
by fixmg the mmd on the mere physical act ^one

Ib Edmund’s speech —
This IS the excellent foppery of the world I that, when we are

sick in fortune, (often the surfeit of our own behaviour,) we make
guilty of our disasters, the sun, the moon, and the stars, &c

Thus scorn and misanthropy are often the anticipations

and mouth-pieces of wisdom m the detection of super-

stitions Both mdividuals and nations may be free from
such prejudices by being below them, as w^ as by nsmg
above them

Ib sc 3 The Steward should be placed m exact
antithesis to Kent, as the only character of utter irredeem-

able baseness m Shakspeare Even m this the judgment
and mvention of the poet are very observable ,—^for what
else could the wiUmg tool of a Goneni be ? Not a vice but
this of baseness was left open to him
Ib sc 4 In Lear old age is itself a character,—^its

natural imperfections bemg mcreased by hfe-long habits

of receivmg a prompt obedience Any addition of m-
dividuahty would have been unnecessary and pamful

;

for the relations of others to him, of wondrous fidehty and
of fnghtful mgratitude, alone sufficiently distmgmsh him.

Thus Lear becomes the open and ample play-room of

nature’s passions

Ib

Knight Smce my young lady’s gomg into France, Sur , the

fool hath much pm’d away

The Fool is no comic buffoon to make the groundlmgs

laugh,—no forced condescension of Shakspeare's genius to '

the taste of his audience Accordmgly the poet prepares ^

for his introduction, which he never does with any of his J

common clowns and fools, by brmgmg him mto hvmg con-

nection with the pathos of the play He is as wonderful
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a creation as Caliban his wild babblings, and inspired

idiocy, articulate and gauge the horrors of the scene

The monster Gonenl prepares what is necessary, while the

character of Albany renders a still more maddening

gnevance possible, namely, Regan and Cornwall m perfect

sympathy of monstrosity Not a sentiment, not an image,

which can give pleasure on its own account, is admitted ,

whenever these creatures are introduced, and they are

brought forward as little as possible, pure horror reigns

throughout In this scene and m all the early speeches of

Lear, the one general sentiment of filial ingratitude pre-

vails as the mam sprmg of the feelings ,— this early

stage the outward object causmg the pressure on the imnd,
which is not yet sufficiently famihanzed with the anguish

for the imagmation to work upon it

Ib
Gon Do you mark that, my lord ?

Alb I cannot be so partial, Gonenl,
To the great love I bear you

Gon Pray you content, &c

Observe the baffled endeavour of Gonenl to act on the
fears of Albany, and yet his passiveness, his inertia , he is

not convmced, and yet he is afraid of lookmg mto the thing
Such characters always yield to those who will take the
trouble of govemmg them, or for them Perhaps, the
mfiuence of a pnncess, whose choice of lum had royahzed
his state, may be some httle excuse for Albany’s weakness.

Ib sc 5
hear O let me not be mad, not mad, sweet heaven !

Keep me m temper ! I would not be mad 1

—

The irund’s own antiapation of madness I The deepest
tragic notes are often struck by a half sense of an impend-
mg blow The Fool’s conclusion of this act by a grotesque
prattlmg seems to mdicate the dislocation of feehng that
has begun and is to be contmued

Act u sc. I Edmund’s speech —
He replied.

Thou unpossessmg bastard I &c

Thus the secret poison m Edmund’s own heart steals
forth

,
and then observe poor Gloster’s—

Loyal and natmal boy (

as if praismg the enme of Edmund’s birth 1
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Ib Compare Regan’s

—

What, did my father's godson seek your life ?

He whom my father named ?

With the unfemmme violence of her

—

All vengeance comes too short, &c

and yet no reference to the guilt, but only to the accident,
which she uses as an occasion for sneenng at her father
Regan is not, m fact, a greater monster than Gonenl, but
she has the power of castmg more venom

Ib sc 2 Cornwall’s speech —
This IS some fellow.

Who, having been praised for bluntness, doth affect
A saucy roughness, &c

In thus placing these profound general truths m the
mouths of such men as Cornwall, Edmund, lago, &c
Shakspeare at once gives them utterance, and yet shows
how mdefinite their apphcation is

Ib sc 3 Edgar’s assumed madness serves the great

purpose of takmg off part of the shock which would other-

wise be caused by the true madness of Lear, and further

displays the profound difference between the two In
every attempt at representmg madness throughout the

whole range of dramatic hterature, with the smgle excep-

tion of Lear, it is mere hghtheadedness, as especially m
Otway In Edgar’s ravmgs Shakspeare aU the while lets

you see a fixed purpose, a practical end in view ,—^m Lear’s,

there is only the brooding of the one anguish, an eddy
without progression

Ib sc 4 Lear’s speech —
The king would speak with Cornwall , the dear father
Would with his daughter speak, &c

Sf( 4c > t

No, but not yet may be he is not well. See

The strong interest now felt by Lear to try to find

excuses for his daughter is most pathetic

Ib Lear's speech —
Beloved Regan,

Thy sister’s naught ,—O Regan, she hath tied

Sharp-tooth’d unkindness, like a vulture, here

I can scarce speak to thee ,—thou’lt not bekeve
With how deprav’d a quality—O Regan 1
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Reg I pray you, Sir, take patience , I have hope.

You less know how to value her desert,

Than she to scant her duty
Lear Say, how is that ?

Nothing IS so heart-cutting as a cold unexpected defence

or palhation of a cruelty passionately complained of, or so

expressive of thorough hard-heartedness And feel the

excessive horror of Regan’s ‘0, Sir, you are old 1’—and

then her drawing from that universal object of reverence

and mdulgence the very reason for her fnghtful con-

clusion

—

Say, you have wrong’d her i

All Lear’s faults increase our pity for him We refuse to

know them otherwise than as means of his sufiermgs, and
aggravations of his daughter’s mgratitude

Ib Lear’s speech —
O, reason not the need our basest beggars
Are in the poorest thing superfluous, &c

Observe that the tranquilhty which follows the first

stunmng of the blow permits Lear to reason

Act m sc 4 0, what a world’s convention of agonies
IS here ! All external nature m a storm, all moral nature
convulsed,—the real madness of Lear, the feigned madness
of Edgar, the babbhng of the Fool, the desperate fidehty of
Kent—^surely such a scene was never conceived before or
smce I Take it but as a picture for the e37e only, it is more
terrific than any which a Michel Angelo, mspired by a
Dante, could have conceived, and which none but a Michel
Angelo could have executed Or let it have been uttered
to the bhnd, the howhngs of nature would seem converted
mto the voice of conscious humanity This scene ends
with the first symptoms of positive derangement

, and
the mtervention of the fifth scene is particularly judiaous,—^the mterruption allowmg an mterval for Lear to appear
m full madness m the sixth scene

Ib sc 7 Gloster’s bhndmg —
What can I say of this scene There is my reluctance to

think Shakspeare wrong, and yet

—

Act IV sc 6 Lear’s speech —
Ha 1 Gonenl !—with a white beard 1—They flattered me like a

dog , and told me, I had white hairs in my beard, ere the black
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ones were there To say Ay and No to every thing that I said I—Ay and No too was no good divinity When the ram came to
wet me once, &c

The thunder recurs, but still at a greater distance from
our feehngs

Ib sc 7 Lear’s speech —
"Where have I been ? Where am I ?—^Fair daylight ?

—

I am mightily abused—I should even die with pity
To see another thus, &c

How beautifully the affectmg return of Lear to reason,
and the mild pathos of these speeches prepare the mmd for

the last sad, yet sweet, consolation of the aged sufferer’s

death 1

HAMLET

Hamlet was the play, or rather Hamlet himself was the
character, m the mtuition and exposition of which I first

made my turn for philosophical criticism, and especially

for msight into the genius of Shakspeare, noticed This
happened first amongst my acquamtances, as Sir George
Beaumont will bear witness , and subsequently, long
before Schlegel had dehvered at Vienna the lectures on
Shakspeare, which he afterwards pubhshed, I had given on
the same subject eighteen lectures substanbaHy the same,
proceeding from the very same pomt of view, and deducmg
the same conclusions, so far as I either then agreed, or now
agree, with him I gave these lectures at the Royal
Institution, before six or seven hundred auditors of rank
and emmence, m the sprmg of the same year, m which Sir

Humphrey Davy, a fellow-lecturer, made his great re-

volutionary discovenes m chemistry Even m detail the

comcidence of Schlegel with my lectures was so extra-

ordmary, that all who at a later penod heard the same
words, taken by me from my notes of the lectures at the

Royal Institution, concluded a borrowing on my part from
Schlegel Mr Hazhtt, whose hatred of me is m such an

inverse ratio to my zealous kmdness towards him, as to be

defended by his warmest adnurer, Charles Lamb—(who,

God bless him > besides his characteristic obstmacy of

adherence to old friends, as long at least as they are at all
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down m the world, is linked as by a charm to Hazhtt’s con-

versation)—only as ‘frantic’ Mr Hazhtt, I say, himself

replied to an assertion of my plagiarism from Schlegel m
these words “ That is a he ,

for I myself heard the very

same character of Hamlet from Coleridge before he went

to Germany, and when he had neither read nor could read a

page of German ' ” Now Hazhtt was on a visit to me at

my cottage at Nether Stowey, Somerset, m the summer of

the year 1798, m the September of which year I first was
out of sight of the shores of Great Britain Recorded by
me, S T Coleridge, 7th January, 1819

lh.e seeming mconsistencies in the conduct and character

of Hamlet have long exercised the conjectural ingenuity of

cntics ,
and, as we are always loth to suppose that the

cause of defective apprehension is m ourselves, the mystery
has been too commonly explained by the very easy pro-

cess of setting it down as in fact inexplicable, and by
resolving the phenomenon mto a misgrowth or hisus of the

capncious and irregular genius of Shafepeare The shallow
and stupid arrogance of these vulgar and indolent de-

cisions I would fain do my best to expose I believe the
character of Hamlet may be traced to Shakspeare’s deep
and accurate science in mental philosophy Indeed, that
this character must have some connection with the common
fundamental laws of our nature may be assumed from the
fact, that Hamlet has been the darling of every country m
which the hterature of England has been fostered In order
to understand him, it is essential that we should reflect on
the constitution of our own mmds Man is distinguished
from the brute animals m proportion as thought prevails
over sense but m the healthy processes of the mind, a
balance is constantly maintamed between the impressions
from outward objects and the inward operations of the
intellect ,—for if there be an overbalance m the contem-
plative faculty, man thereby becomes the creature of
mere meditation, and loses his natural power of action
Now one of Shakspeare's modes of creating characters is.
to conceive any one intellectual or moral faculty m morbid
excess, and then to place himself, Shakspeare, thus muti-
lated or diseased, under given circumstances In Hamlet
he seems to have vnshed to exemplify the moral necessity
of a due balance between our attention to the objects of
our senses, and our meditation on the workings of our
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minds,—an cgwihbrtum between the real and the imagmary
worlds In Hamlet this balance is disturbed his thoughts,
and the images of his fancy, are far more vivid than his
actual perceptions, and his very perceptions, instantly
passing through the inedmm of his contemplations, acquire,
as they pass, a form and a colour not naturally their own
Hence we see a great, an almost enormous, intellectual
activity, and a proportionate aversion to real action,
consequent upon it, with all its symptoms and accom-
panying qualities This character Shakspeare places
m circumstances, under which it is obliged to act on the
spur of the moment —Hamlet is brave and careless of

death ,
but he vacillates from sensibility, and procrasti-

nates from thought, and loses the power of action in the
energy of resolve Thus it is that this tragedy presents a
direct contrast to that of Macbeth , the one proceeds with
the utmost slowness, the other with a crowded and breath-
less rapidity

The effect of this overbalance of the imaginative power is

beautifully illustrated m the everlasting broodings and
superfluous activities of Hamlet’s mmd, which, unseated
from its healthy relation, is constantly occupied with the

world withm, and abstracted from the world without,

—

giving substance to shadows, and throwing a mist over all

common-place actuahties It is the nature of thought to be
indefinite ,—definiteness belongs to external imagery alone

Hence it is that the sense of sublimity arises, not from the

sight of an outward object, but from the lieholder’s re-

flection upon It,—not from the sensuous impression,

but from the imaginative reflex Few have seen a

celebrated waterfall without feehng something akin to

disappomtment it is only subsequently that the image

comes back full mto the mmd, and brings with it a tram

of grand or beautiful associations Hamlet feels this
,

his senses are m a state of trance, and he looks upon ex-

ternal thmgs as hieroglyphics His soliloquy

—

O I that this too too solid flesh would melt, &c

Springs from that cravmg after the mdefinite—for that

which IS not—^which most easily besets men of genius

,

and the self-delusion common to this temper of mmd is

finely exemplified m the character which Hamlet gives

of himself —
f-Q 162
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—It cannot be

But I am pigeon-livered, and lack gall

To make oppression bitter

He mistakes the seemg his chams for the breaking them,

delays action tih action is of no use, and dies the victim

of mere curcumstance and accident
^

There is a great signihcancy m the names of Shakspeare’s

plays In the Twelfth Night, Midsummer Night’s Dream,

As You Like It, and Wmter’s Tale, the total effect is

produced by a co-ordination of the characters as in a

wreath of flowers But m Coriolanus, Lear, Romeo and

Juliet, Hamlet, Othello, &c the effect anses from the

subordination of aU to one, either as the promment person,

or the prmcipal object Cymbelme is the only exception ,

and even that has its advantages m preparmg the audience

for the chaos of tune, place, and costume, by throwmg the

date back mto a fabulous kmg’s reign

But as of more importance, so more stnkmg, is tlie

judgment displayed by our truly dramatic poet, as well

as poet of the drama, m the management of his first scenes

With the single exception of Cymbelme, they either place

before us at one glance both the past and the future m
some effect, which implies the contmuance and fuU agency
of its cause, as in the feuds and party-spint of the servants
of the two houses m the first scene of Romeo and Juliet,

or m the degradmg passion for shews and pubhc spectacles,

and the overwhelmmg attachment for the newest success-
ful war-chief m the Roman people, already become a
populace, contrasted with the jealousy of the nobles in
Julius Cffisar ,—or they at once commence the action so
as to excite a cunosity for the explanation m the following
scenes, as m the storm of wmd and waves, and the boat-
swam m the Tempest, instead of anticipatmg our cunosity,
as m most other first scenes, and m too many other first

acts ,—or they act, by contrast of diction suited to the
characters, at once to heighten the effect, and yet to give
a naturalness to the language and rhythm of the prmcipal
personages, either as that of Prospero and Miranda by the
appropnate lowness of the style,—or as m King John, by
the equally appropnate statelmess of official harangues
or narratives, so that the after blank verse seems to belong
to the rank and quahty of the speakers, and not to the
poet ,—or they strike at once the key-note, and give the
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predominant spint of the play, as m the Twelfth Night and
m Macbeth ,—or finally, the first scene comprises all these
advantages at once, as m Hamlet
Compare the easy language of common hfe, in which

this drama commences, with the direful music and wild
wayward rhythm and abrupt lyncs of the openmg of
Macbeth The tone is quite familiar ,—there is no poetic
descnption of night, no elaborate mformation conveyed
by one speaker to another of what both had immediately
before their senses—(such as the first distich m Addison's
Cato, which is a translation mto poetry of ‘Past four
o’clock and a dark mommg 1’) ,—and yet nothmg border-
ing on the comic on the one hand, nor any stnvmg of the
intellect on the other It is precisely the language of

sensation among men who feared no charge of effemmacy
for feelmg what they had no want of resolution to bear
Yet the armour, the dead silence, the watchfulness that

first mterrupts it, the welcome relief of the guard, the cold,

the broken expressions of compelled attention to bodily

feehngs stiU under control—all excellently accord with,

and prepare for, the after gradual nse into tragedy ,

—

but, above all, mto a tragedy, the mterest of which is as

emmently ad et apud tntra, as that of Macbeth is directly

ad extra

In all the best attested stones of ghosts and visions,

as in that of Brutus, of Archbishop Cranmer, that of

Benvenuto CeUini recorded by himself, and the vision of

Galileo communicated by him to his favourite pupil

TomceUi, the ghost-seers were m a state of cold or chillmg

damp from without, and of anxiety mwardly It has

been with all of them as with Francisco on his guard,

—

alone, m the depth and silence of the night ,
—"twas

bitter cold, and they were sick at heart, and not a mouse

sttrnng ’ The attention to mmute sounds,—naturally

associated \vith the recollection of mmute objects, and

the more familiar and trifling, the more impressive from

the unusualness of then: producmg any impression at all

—gives a philosophic pertmency to this last image , but

it has likewise its dramatic use and purpose For its

commonness m ordmary conversation tends to produce

the sense of reahty, and at once hides the poet, and yet

approximates the reader or spectator to that state m
winch the highest poetry will appear, and m its component
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parts, though not in the whole composition, really is, the

language of nature If I should not speak it. I feel that

I should be thmkmg it ,—the voice only is the poet’s,—

the words are my own That Shakspeare meant to put

an effect in the actor’s power m the very first words—
“Who’s there?"— IS evident fromt he impatience ex-

pressed by the startled Francisco m the words that follow
—“ Nay, answer me stand and unfold yourself ’’ A brave

man is never so peremptory, as when he fears that he is

afraid Observe the gradual transition from the silence

and the stiU recent habit of listenmg in Francisco's
—

" I

think I hear them "—to the more cheerful call out, which
a good actor would observe, in the

—
“ Stand ho 1 "Who is

there ? " Bernardo’s mquiry after Horatio, and the

repetition of his name and m his own presence indicate a

respect or an eagerness that implies him as one of the
persons who are m the foreground ,

and the scepticism

attributed to him,

—

Horatio says, *tis but our fantasy ,

And vnW not let belief take hold of him

—

prepares us for Hamlet’s after eulogy on him as one whose
blood and judgment were happily commmgled The
actor should also be careful to distmguish the expectation
and gladness of Bernardo’s ‘Welcome, Horatio '’ from
the mere courtesy of his ‘Welcome, good MarceUus i’

Now observe the admirable indefiniteness of the first

opening out of the occasion of all this anxiety. The
preparation mformative of the audience is just as much as
was precisely necessary, and no more ,—^it begins ivith the
uncertainty appertammg to a question —

Mar What, has this thing appear’d again to-night ?

—

Even the word ‘agam’ has its credththztng effect Then
Horatio, the representative of the ignorance of the
audience, not himself, but by Marcellus to Bernardo,
anticipates the common solution

—
‘’tis but our fantasy

!’

upon which MarceUus nses mto
This dreaded sight, twice seen of us

—

which immediately afterwards becomes ‘this apparition,’
and that, too, an mteUigent spirit, that is, to be spoken to 1

Then comes the confirmation of Horatio's disbelief ,

—

Tush I tush ! ’twill not appear I

—
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and th.e silence, with which the scene opened, is again
restored m the shivering feeling of Horatio sitting down,
at such a time, and vuth the two eye-witnesses, to hear a
story of a ghost, and that, too, of a ghost which had
appeared twice before at the very same hour. In the
deep feehng which Bernardo has of the solemn nature of

what he is about to relate, he makes an effort to master his

ovm imagmative terrors by an elevation of style,—itself

a contmuation of the effort,—and by turning off from the
appantion, as from somethmg which would force him too
deeply mto himself, to the outward objects, the realities

of nature, which had accompanied it .

—

Ber Last night of all,

V\^en yon same star, that's westward from the pole
Had made his course to illume that part of heaven
WHiere now it burns, Marcellus and myself,
The bell then beatmg one

—

This passage seems to contradict the critical law that

what IS told, makes a faint impression compared with
what is beholden

,
for it does mdeed convey to the mind

more than the eye can see ,
whilst the interruption of the

narrative at the very moment when we are most mtensely
listenmg for the sequel, and have our thoughts diverted

from the dreaded sight in expectation of the desired, yet

almost dreaded, tale—this gives all the suddenness and
surprise of the ongmal appearance ,

—

Mar Peace, break thee off ,
look, where it comes again I

—

Note the judgment displayed in havmg the two persons

present, who, as having seen the Ghost before, are naturally

eager m confirmmg their former opimons,—whilst the

sceptic is silent, and after havmg been twice addressed by

his friends, answers with two hasty syllables
—

'Most hlce,^

—and a confession of horror

—It harrows me with fear and wonder

O heaven 1 words are wasted on those who feel, and to

those who do not feel the exquisite judgment of Shak-

speare in this scene, what can be said ?—^Hume himself

could not but have had faith m this Ghost dramatically,

let his anti-ghostism have been as strong as Sampson

agamst other ghosts less powerfully raised
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Act 1 sc I

Mar Good now, sit down, and tell me, he that knows,

Why this same stnct and most observant watch, &c

How delightfully natural is the transition to the retro-

spective narrative • And observe, upon the Ghost’s re-

appearance, how much Horatio’s courage is mcreased by

havmg translated the late mdividual spectator into general

thought and past expenence,—and the sympathy of

Marcellus and Bernardo with his patriotic sunmses m
darmg to strike at the Ghost ,

whilst in a moment, upon

its vanishing the former solemn awe-stncken feehng

returns upon them —
We do It ivrong, bemg so majestical,

To offer it the show of violence —
Ib Horatio’s speech —

I have heard.

The cock, that is the trumpet to the mom.
Doth with his lofty and shriU-sounding throat
Awake the god of day, Ac

No Addison could be more careful to be poetical m diction

than Shakspeare m providmg the groimds and sources of

its propriety But how to elevate a thing almost mean
by its famihanty, young poets may learn m this treatment
of the cock-crow.

Ib Horatio’s speech —
And, by my advice.

Let us impart what we have seen to-night
Unto young Hamlet , for, upon my life.

This spurt, dumb to us, will speak to him.

Note the mobtrusive and yet fuUy adequate mode of
mtroducmg the mam character, ‘young Hamlet,’ upon
whom is transferred all the mterest excited for the acts
and concerns of the kmg his father

Ib sc 2 The audience are now relieved by a change
of scene to the royal court, m order that Hamlet may not
have to take up the leavmgs of exhaustion In the kmg’s
speech, observe the set and pedantically antithetic form
of the sentences when touchmg that which galled the heels
of conscience,—^the stram of undignified rhetonc,—and
yet in what follows concermng the pubhc weal, a certam
appropnate majesty Indeed was he not a royal brother ?—
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Ib King’s speech —

And now, Laertes, what*s the news with you ? &c

Thus TOth great art Shakspeare introduces a most impor-
tant, but still subordinate character first, Laertes, who is

yet thus graciously treated m consequence of the assistance
given to the election of the late kmg’s brother mstead of

his son by Polonius
Ib

Ham A little more than km, and less than kind
King How IS it that the clouds still hang on you ?

Ham Not so, my lord, I am too much i’ the sun

Hamlet opens his mouth with a playing on words, the
complete absence of which throughout characterizes

Macbeth This pla5nng on words may be attnbuted to

many causes or motives, as either to an exuberant activity

of mind, as m the higher comedy of Shakspeare generally ,—or to an imitation of it as a mere fashion, as if it were
said—Ts not this better than groaning ?’—or to a con-

temptuous exultation m mmds v^ganzed and overset by
their success, as m the poetic mstance of Milton’s Devils

in the battle ,—or it is the language of resentment, as is

famihar to every one who has witnessed the quarrels of the

lower orders, where there is mvanably a profusion of

punning mvective, whence, perhaps, nicknames have m a
considerable degree sprung up ,—or it is the language of

suppressed passion, and especially of a hardly smothered
personal dislike The first and last of these combme in

Hamlet’s case
,
and I have httle doubt that Farmer is

nght m supposmg the equivocation earned on in the

expression ‘too much i' the sun,' or son.

Ib.
Ham Ay, madam, it is common

Here observe Hamlet’s dehcacy to his mother, and how
the suppression prepares him for the overflow in the next

speech, in which his character is more developed by bnng-
mg forward his aversion to externals, and which betrays

his habit of brooding over the world within him, coupled

with a prodigahty of beautiful words, which are the half

embodymgs of thought, and are more than thought, and
have an outness, a reahty swi generis, and yet retain their

correspondence and shadowy affinity to the images and
movements withm Note also Hamlet’s silence to the
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long speech of the king which follows, and his respectful,

but general, answer to his mother

Ib Hamlet's first soliloquy —
O, that this too too solid flesh would melt,

Thaw, and resolve itself into a dew 1 &c

This tcedium mice is a common oppression on minds cast

m the Hamlet mould, and is caused by disproportionate

mental exertion, which necessitates exhaustion of bodily

feeling Where there is a ]ust coincidence of external and
mtemal action, pleasure is always the result ,

but where

the former is deficient, and the mmd’s appetency of the

ideal IS unchecked, realities will seem cold and unmovmg
In such cases, passion combmes itself with the indefinite

alone. In this mood of his mmd the relation of the

appearance of his father’s spint m arms is made all at once
to Hamlet —^it is—^Horatio’s speech, m particular—

a

perfect model of the true style of dramatic narrative ,

—

the purest poetry, and yet m the most natural language,
equally remote from the mk-hom and the plough

Ib sc 3 This scene must be regarded as one of Shak-
speare’s Ijnric movements m the play, and the skill with
which it IS mterwoven with the dramatic parts is pecuharly
an excellence of our poet You expenence the sensation
of a pause without the sense of a stop You will observe
m Ophelia’s short and general answer to the long speech
of Laertes the natural carelessness of mnocence, which
cannot thmk such a code of cautions and prudences
necessary to its own preservation

Ib Speech of Polonius —(m Stockdale’s edition.)

Or (not to crack the wind of the poor phrase,)
Wronging it thus, you’ll tender me a fool

I suspect this ‘wrongmg’ is here used much m the same
sense as ‘wrmgmg’ or ‘wrenchmg’

, and that the paren-
thesis should be extended to ‘thus ’ ^

Ib Speech of Polonius —
How prodigal the soul

Lends the tongue vows —these blazes, daughter, &c
A spondee has, I doubt not, dropped out of the text

Either msert ‘Go to’ after ‘vows ’ ,

I it IS so pointed iQ the modern editions
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Lends the tongue vows Go to, these blazes, daughter

—

or read

Lends the tongue vows —These blazes, daughter, mark you

—

Shaispeare never introduces a catalectic line without
intending an equivalent to the foot omitted m the pauses,
or the dweUing emphasis, or the diffused retardation. I

do not, however, deny that a good actor might by employ-
mg the last mentioned means, namely, the retardation, or

solemn knowing drawl, supply the missmg spondee with
good effect But I do not beheve that m this or any other
of the foregomg speeches of Polomus, Shakspeare meant
to brmg out the senihty or weakness of that personage’s

mmd In the great ever-recumng dangers and duties

of hfe, where to distmguish the fit objects for the applica-

tion of the maxims collected by the experience of a long

life, requires no fineness of tact, as m the admonitions to

his son and daughter, Polomus is uniformly made respect-

able But if an actor were even capable of catchmg these

shades m the character, the pit and the gallery would be
malcontent at their exhibition It is to Hamlet that

Polomus IS, and is meant to be, contemptible, because m
mwardness and uncontrollable activity of movement,
Hamlet’s mind is the logical contrary to that of Polomus,
and besides, as I have observed before, Hamlet dishkes

the man as false to his true allegiance m the matter of the

succession to the crown
Ib sc 4 The unimportant conversation with which

fbi<; scene opens is a proof of Shakspeare’s minute know-
ledge of human nature It is a well established fact, that

on the brink of any senous enterprise, or event of moment,
men almost mvanably endeavour to elude the pressure of

their own thoughts by tummg aside to trivial objects and
famihar circumstances thus this dialogue on the platform

begms with remarks on the coldness of the air, and mquines,
obhquely connected, mdeed, with the expected hour of

the visitation, but thrown out m a seemmg vacmty of

topics, as to &e striking of the dock and so forth The
same desire to escape from the impending thought is earned

on m Hamlet’s account of, and moralizing on, the Danish

custom of wassaihng he runs off from the parbcular to the

universal, and, m his repugnance to personal and mdividual

concerns, escapes, as it were, from himself in generaliza-
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tions, and smothers the impatience and uneasy feehngs

of the moment m abstract reasonmg Besides this, an-

other purpose is answered ,—^for by thus entangling the

attention of the audience m the mce distmctions and

parenthetical sentences of this speech of Hamlet’s, Shak-

speare takes them completely by surprise on the appearance

of the Ghost, which comes upon them m aH the sudden-

ness of its visionary character. Indeed, no modem writer

would have dared, like Shakspeare, to have preceded this

last visitation by two distmct appearances,—or could have
contnved that the third should nse upon the former two
m impressiveness and solemnity of mterest

But m addition to all the other excellences of Hamlet’s
speech concemmg the wassel-music—so finely reveahng
the predommant ideahsm, the ratiocmative meditativeness,

of his character—it has the advantage of giving nature
and probabfiity to the impassioned contmmty of the speech
mstantly directed to the Ghost The momentum had been
given to his mental activity

,
the full current of the

thoughts and words had set m, and the very forgetfulness,

m the fervour of his argumentation, of the purpose for

which he was there, aided m preventmg the appearance
from benumbmg the mmd Consequently, it acted as a
new impulse,—a sudden stroke which mcreased the velocity
of the body already m motion, whilst it altered the direc-
tion The co-presence of Horatio, MarceUus, and Bernardo
IS most judiciously contnved , for it renders the courage
of Hamlet and his impetuous eloquence perfectly mtel-
ligible The knowledge,—the imthought of consciousness,—the sensation,—of human auditors,—of flesh and blood
sympathists—acts as a support and a stimulation a tergo,
while the front of the mmd, the whole consaousness of
the speaker, is filled, yea, absorbed, by the appantion.
Add too, that the appantion itself has by its previous
appearances been brought nearer to a thing of this world
Tlus accrescence of objectivity in a Ghost that yet retams
all Its ghostly attnbutes and fearful subjectivity, is truly
wonderful

Ib sc. 5 Hamlet’s speech —
O all >ou host of heaven ! O earth I What else ?
And shall I couple hell ?—

I remember nothmg equal to this burst unless it be the
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first speech of Prometheus m the Greek drama, after the
exit of Vulcan and the two Afntes But Shalspeare alone
could have produced the vow of Hamlet to make his
memory a blank of all maxims and generalized truths,
that ‘observation had copied there,’—followed immediately
by the speaker notmg down the generalized fact.

That one may smile, and smile, and be a Villain 1

Ib
Mar Hdlo, ho, ho, my lord I

Ham Hillo, ho, ho, boy ! come bird, come, &c

This part of the scene after Hamlet’s mterview with the
Ghost has been charged with an improbable eccentricity

But the truth is, that after the mmd has been stretched

beyond its usual pitch and tone, it must either sink mto
exhaustion and manity, or seek rehef by change It is

thus well known, that persons conversant m deeds of

cruelty contrive to escape from conscience by connectmg
somethmg of the ludicrous with them, and by mventmg
grotesque terms and a certain techmcal phraseology to

disguise the horror of their practices Indeed, paradoxical

as it may appear, the terrible by a law of the human mmd
always touches on the verge of the ludicrous Both arise

from the perception of somethmg out of the common order

of things—^somethmg, in fact, out of its place , and if from
this we can abstract danger, the uncommonness wih alone

remain, and the sense of the ridiculous be excited The
close alliance of these opposites—they are not contraries

—

appears from the circumstance, that laughter is equally

the expression of extreme anguish and horror as of ]oy

as there are tears of sorrow and tears of ]oy, so is there a

laugh of terror and a laugh of merriment These complex
causes will naturally have produced m Hamlet the dis-

position to escape from his own feehngs of the overwhelm-

mg and supernatural by a wild transition to the ludicrous,

—a sort of cunnmg bravado, bordering on the flights of

dehnum For you may, perhaps, observe that Hamlet’s

wildness is but half false , he plays that subtle tnck of

pretendmg to act only when he is very near really bemg
what he acts

The subterraneous speeches of the Ghost are hardly

defensible —but I would call your attention to the char-

acteristic difference between this Ghost, as a superstition
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connected with the most mystenous truths of revealed

religion,—and Shakspeare’s consequent reverence m his

treatment of it,—and the foul earthly wtcheries and wild

language m Macbeth
Act u sc I Polonius and Reynaldo

In all things dependent on, or rather made up of, fine

address, the manner is no more or otherwise rememberable

than the hght motions, steps, and gestures of youth and
health But this is almost everything —no wonder, there-

fore if that which can be put down by rule m the memory
should appear to us as mere ponng, maudlm, cunning,

—

slyness blmlong through the watery eye of superannuation

So m this admirable scene, Polomus, who is throughout the

skeleton of his own former skiH and statecraft, hunts the

trail of policy at a dead scent, supphed by the weak fever-

smell m his own nostnls

Ib sc 2 Speech of Polomus —
My liege, and madam, to expostulate, &c

Warburton’s note

Then as to the jmgles, and play on vtords, let us but look mto
the sermons of Dr Donne (the wittiest man of that age) and we
shall find them full of this vem

I have, and that most carefully, read Dr Donne’s
sermons, and find none of these ]mgles The great
art of an orator—to make whatever he talks of appear
of importance— this, mdeed, Donne has effected wth
consummate skill

Ib
Ham Excellent well

,

You are a fishmonger

That is, you are sent to fish out this secret This is

Hamlet’s own meamng
Ib

Ham For if the sun breeds maggots m a dead dog,
Bemg a god, kissing carrion

—

These purposely obscure Imes, I rather think, refer to some
thought in Hamlet’s mmd, contrastmg the lovely daughter
with such a tedious old fool, her father, as he, Hamlet,
represents Polomus to himself —‘Why, fool as he is, he is
some degrees m rank above a dead dog’s carcase

, and if
the sun, bemg a god that kisses carnon, can raise hfe out
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of a dead dog,—^why may not good fortune, that favours
fools, have raised a lovely girl out of this dead-ahve old
fool ?’ Warburton is often led astray, m his mterpreta-
tions, by his attention to general positions without the due
Shakspearian reference to what is probably passmg m the
mmd of his speaker, characteristic, and expository of his
particular character and present mood The subsequent
passage,

—

O Jephtha, judge of Israel 1 ^hat a treasure hadst thou 1

is confirmatory of my view of these lines

Ib

Ham You cannot, Sir, take from me any thmg that I will more
willingly part withal , except my life, except my life, except my
life

This repetition strikes me as most admirable
Ib
Ham Then are our beggars, bodies , and our monarchs, and

out-stretched heroes, the beggars’ shadows

I do not understand this , and Shakspeare seems to

have mtended the meaning not to be more than snatched

at —‘By my fay, I cannot reason I’

Ib
The rugged Pyrrhus—he whose sable arms, &c

This admirable substitution of the epic for the dramatic,

givmg such a reality to the impassioned dramatic diction

of Shakspeare’s own dialogue, and authonzed too, by the

actual style of the tragedies before his tune (Porrex and
Ferrex, Titus Andromcus, &c )—

^is weU worthy of notice

The fancy, that a burlesque was mtended, smks below
criticism the lines, as epic narrative, are superb

In the thoughts, and even m the separate parts of the

diction, this description is highly poetical m truth, taken

by itself, that is its fault that it is too poetical I—^the

language of lync vehemence and epic pomp, and not of

the drama But if Shakspeare had made the diction truly

dramatic, where would have been the contrast between

Ha^et and the play ui Hamlet ?

Ib
had seen the mohled queen, &c

A mob-cap is still a word m common use for a mommg
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cap, which conceals the whole head of hair, and passes

under the chin It is nearly the same as the night-cap,

that IS, it IS an imitation of it, so as to answer the purpose

(‘I am not drest for company’), and yet reconciling it with

neatness and perfect punty
Ib Hamlet’s sohloquy

O, what a rogue and peasant slave am I 1 dc

This is Shahspeare’s own attestation to the truth of the

idea of Hamlet which I have before put forth

Ib
The spirit that I have seen.

May be a devil and the devil hath pow er

To assume a pleasmg sliape
, yea, and, perhaps

Out of my weakness, and my melancholy,
(As he is very potent with such spirits)

Abuses me to damn me

See Sir Thomas Brown

I believe that those apparitions and ghosts of departed
persons are not the wandermg souls of men, but the unquiet walks
of devils, promptmg and suggesting us unto mischief, blood and
villany, mstillmg and stealmg mto our hearts, that the blessed
spirits are not at rest in their graves, but wander solicitous of the
affairs of the world Rchg Med Pt I Sect 37

Act m sc I Hamlet’s soliloquy

To be. or not to be, that is the question, &c

This speech is of absolutely universal interest,—and yet
to which of all Shakspeare’s characters could it have been
appropriately given but Hamlet ? For Jaques it would
have been too deep, and for lago too habitual a communion
with the heart , which m every man belongs, or ought to
belong, to all mankmd

Ib
The undiscover’d country, from whose bourne
No traveller returns —

Theobald’s note m defence of the supposed contradiction
of this m the apparition of the Ghost
O miserable defender > If it be necessary to remove

the apparent contradiction,—^if it be not rather a great
beauty,—surely, it were easy to say, that no traveller
returns to this world, as to his home, or abiding-place.
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Ham Ha, ha 1 are you honest ?

Oph My lord ?

Ham Are you fair ?

Here it is evident that the penetrating Hamlet perceives,
from the strange and forced manner of Opheha, that the
sweet girl was not acting a part of her own, but was a
decoy, and his after speeches are not so much Erected
to her as to the listeners and spies Such a discovery in
a mood so anxious and irritable accounts for a certam
harshness m him ,—and yet a wild up-working of love,

sportmg with opposites m a wilful self-tormentmg strain

of irony, is perceptible throughout 'I did love you once '

—
‘I lov’d you not ’—and particularly m his enumeration

of the faults of the sex from which Opheha is so free, that
the mere freedom therefrom constitutes her character
Note Shakspeare’s charm of composmg the female char-
acter by the absence of characters, that is, marks and
out-]uttings

Ib Hamlet’s speech —
I say, we will have no more mamages those that are married

already, all but one, shall live the rest shall keep as they are

Observe this daUymg with the inward purpose, char-

acteristic of one who had not brought his mmd to the

steady acting point He would fain sting the uncle’s mmd,
—but to stab his body •—^The sohloquy of Opheha, which
follows, is the perfection of love—so exquisitely unselfish !

Ib sc 2 This dialogue of Hamlet with the players

is one of the happiest mstances of Shakspeare’s power of

diversifying the scene while he is carrymg on the plot

Ib

Ham My lord, you played once i’ the university, you say ? {To

Polomus )

To have kept Hamlet’s love for Opheha before the audience

m any direct form, would have made a breach m the unity

of the mterest ,—but yet to the thoughtful reader it is

suggested by his spite to poor Polomus, whom he cannot

let rest

Ib The style of the mterlude here is distinguished from

the real dialogue by rhyme, as m the first mterview with

the players by epic verse
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Ros My lord, you once did love me
Ham So I do still, by these pickers and stealers

I never heard an actor give this word ‘so’ its proper

emphasis Shakspeare’s meanmg is
—

‘lov’d you ? Hum 1

—so I do still, &c ’ There has been no change m my
opmion —I think as ill of you as I did Else Hamlet
tells an ignoble falsehood, and a useless one, as the last

speech to Guddenstem—‘Why, look you now,’ &c—
proves

Ib. Hamlet’s sohloquy —
Now could I drink hot blood,

And do such bitter business as the day
Would quake to look on

The utmost at which Hamlet arrives, is a disposition,

a mood, to do somethmg —^but what to do, is still left

undecided, while every word he utters tends to betray
his disguise Yet observe how perfectly equal to any
call of the moment is Hamlet, let it only not be for the

future

Ib sc 4 Speech of Polonius Polonius’s volunteer
obtrusion of himself mto this business, while it is appro-
priate to his character, still itchmg after former importance,
removes all likelihood that Hamlet should suspect his

presence, and prevents us from making his death m]ure
Hamlet m our opmion

Ib The kmg’s speech —
O, my offence is rank, it smells to heaven, &c

This speech well marks the difference between crime
and guilt of habit The conscience here is stiU admitted
to audience. Nay, even as an audible sohloquy, it is far
less improbable than is supposed by such as have watched
men only m the beaten road of their feehngs But the
final
—

‘all may be well 1’ is remarkable ,—the degree of
ment attributed by the self-flattenng soul to its own
struggle, though baffled, and to the indefinite half-promise,
half-command, to persevere m religious duties The
solution IS m the divme medtutn of the Christian doctrine
of expiation —not what you have done, but what you are,
must determme
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Ib Hamlet’s speech —

Now miglit I do it, pat, now he is praying
And now I’ll do it —And so he goes to heaven
And so am I revenged ? That would be scann’d, &c

Dr Johnson’s imstakmg of the marks of reluctance and
procrastmation for impetuous, horror-stnbng, hendish-
ness I — Of such importance is it to understand the
germ of a character But the interval taken by Hamlet’s
speech is truly awful i And then

—

My words fly up, my thoughts remain below
Words, without thoughts, never to heaven go,

—

0 what a lesson concerning the essential difference

between wishmg and willing, and the folly of all motive-
mongenng, while the mdividual self remams >

Ib sc 4

Ham A bloody deed ,—almost as bad, good mother.
As kill a kmg, and marry with his brother
Queen As kill a king ?

1 confess that Shakspeare has left the character of the

Queen m an unpleasant perplexity Was she, or was she
not, conscious of the fratricide ?

Act IV sc 2

Ros Take you me for a spunge, my lord ?

Ham Ay, Sir , that soaks up the King’s countenance, hia

rewards, his authorities, &c

Hamlet’s madness is made to consist in the free utter-

ance of all the thoughts that had passed through his mind
before ,— fact, m telling home-truths
Act IV sc 5 Opheha’s singmg 0, note the conjunc-

tion here of these two thoughts tiiat had never subsisted

m disjunction, the love for Hamlet, and her fihal love, with

the guileless floating on the surface of her pure imagma-
tion of the cautions so lately expressed, and the fears not

too dehcately avowed, by her father and brother, concern-

ing the dangers to which her honour lay exposed Thought,

affliction, passion, murder itself—she turns to favour and
prettmess This play of association is instanced m the

close —
My brother shall know of it, and so I thank you for your good

counsel
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Ib Gentleman’s speech —

And as the world were now but to begin

Antiquity forgot, custom not known,
The ratifiers and props of every word

—

They cry, &c

Fearful and self-suspicions as I always feel, when 1

seem to see an error of judgment m Shakspeare, yet I can-

not reconcile the cool, and, as Warburton calls it, ‘rational

and consequential,’ reflection m these hues with the anony-

mousness, or the alarm, of this Gentleman or Messenger,

as he IS called m other editions.

Ib, Kmg’s speech —
There’s such divinity doth hedge a king,

That treason can but peep to what it would.
Acts httle of his will

Proof, as mdeed all else is, that Shakspeare never in-

tended us to see the Kmg with Hamlet’s eyes ,
though,

I suspect, the managers have long done so

Ib Speech of Laertes —
To hell, allegiance I vows, to the blackest devil 1

Laertes is a good character, but, &c Warburton

Mercy on Warburton’s notion of goodness i Please to

refer to the seventh scene of this act ,

—

I will do it

,

And for that purpose I’ll anoint my sword, <&:c

uttered by Laertes after the King’s descnption of
Hamlet ,

—

He being remiss,
Most generous, and free from all contriving,
Will not peruse the foils

Yet I acknowledge that Shakspeare evidently wishes, as
much as possible, to spare the character of Laertes,—to
break the extreme turpitude of his consent to become an
agent and accomphce of the Kmg’s treachery ,—and to
this end he re-mtroduces Opheha at the close of this scene
to afford a probable stimulus of passion m her brother

Ib sc 6 Hamlet’s capture by the pirates This is
almost the only playof Shal^peare,m which mere accidents,
mdependent of all will, form an essential part of the plot

;

—^but here how judiciously m keeping with the character
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of the over-meditative Hamlet, ever at last determmed by
accident or by a fit of passion l

Ib sc 7. Note how the Kmg first awakens Laertes's
vanity by praising the reporter, and then gratifies it by the
report itself, and finally pomts it by

—

Sir, this report of his
Did Hamlet so envenom with his envy 1

—

Ib Kmg’s speech

For goodness, growing to a pleurisy,
Dies in his own too much

Theobald's note from Warbiirton, who conjectures
‘plethory.’

I rather think that Shakspeare meant ‘pleurisy,' but
involved m it the thought of plethora, as supposmg pleurisy

to arise from too much blood , otherwise I cannot explam
the following Ime

—

And then this should is like a spendthrift sigh.

That hurts by easing

In a stitch m the side every one must have heaved a sigh

that ‘hurt by easmg '

Smce wnling the above I feel confirmed that ‘pleunsy'

IS the n^ht word
,

for I find that m the old medical
dictionaries the pleunsy is often called the ‘plethory,'

Ib

Queen Your sister’s drown’d, Laertes
Laer Drown’d I O, where ?

That Laertes might be excused m some degree for not

coohng, the Act concludes with the affectmg death of

Opheha,—who m the begmnmg lay hke a httle projection

of land mto a lake or stream, covered with spray-flowers,

quietly reflected m the quiet waters, but at length is under-

mmed or loosened, and becomes a faery isle, and after a
bnef vagrancy smks almost without an eddy i

Act V sc I O, the nch contrast between the Clowns

and Hamlet, as two extremes ! You see m the former the

mockery of logic, and a traditional wit valued, like truth,

for its antiquity, and treasured up, hke a tune, for use

Ib sc I and 2 Shakspeare seems to mean all Hamlet’s

character to be brought together before his final dis-

appearance from the scene ,—his meditative excess m the
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grave-digging, his yielding to passion with Laertes, his

love for Ophelia blazing out, Ins tendency to generalize

on all occasions in the dialogue with Horatio, his line

gentlemanly manners vath Osnek, and Ins and Shak-
speare’s own fondness for presentiment

;

But thou would’st not thmk, hov^ ill all's here about tny heart *

but it IS no matter

NOTES ON MACBETH.

Macbeth stands in contrast throughout with Hamlet,
in the manner of opening more especial!}' In the latter,

there is a gradual ascent from the simplest forms of con-
versation to the language of impassioned intellect ,—yet

the mtellect stall remaining the seat of passion in the
former, the mvocation is at once made to the imagination
and the emotions connected therewith Hence the move-
ment throughout is the most rapid of all Shakspeare’s
plays , and hence also, with the exception of the disgustmg
passage of the Porter (Act u sc 3), w'hich I dare pledge
myself to demonstrate to be an interpolation of the actors,
there is not, to the best of my remembrance, a single pun
or play on words in the whole drama I have previously
given an answer to the thousand times repeated charge
against Shakspeare upon the subject of his punning, and
I here merely mention the fact of the absence of any puns
m Macbeth, as justifying a candid doubt at least, whether
even in these figures of speech and fanciful modifications
of language, Shakspeare may not have followed rules and
principles that ment and would stand the test of philo-
sophic examination And hence, also, there is an entire
absence of comedy, nay, even of irony and philosophic
contemplation m Macbeth,—the play bemg ivholly and
purely tragic For the same cause, there are no reasonings
of equivocal morality, which would have required a more
leisurely state and a consequently greater activity of
^^^^d

, ^no sophistry of self-delusion,—except only that
previously to the dreadful act, Macbeth mistranslates the
recoihngs and ommous whispers of conscience into pm-
dential and selfish reasonings, and, after the deed done,
tae terrors of remorse mto fear from external dangers,

—
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like delmous men who run away from the phantoms of
their own brains, or, raised by terror to rage, stab the real
object that is withm their reach —^whilst Lady Macbeth
merely endeavours to reconcile his and her own smkmgs
of heart by anticipations of the worst, and an affected
bravado m confronting them In all the rest, Macbeth’s
language is the grave utterance of the very heart, con-
science-sick, even to the last famtmgs of moral death
It IS the same in aU the other characters The variety
arises from rage, caused ever and anon by disruption of
anxious thought, and the quick transition of fear mto it

In Hamlet and Macbeth the scene opens with super-
stition

,
but, m each it is not merely different, but opposite

In the first it is connected with the best and holiest feel-

mgs , in the second with the shadowy, turbulent, and
unsanctified cravings of the mdividual will Nor is the
purpose the same ,

m the one the object is to excite,

whilst m the other it is to mark a mind already excited
Superstition, of one sort or another, is natural to

victorious generals ,
the mstances are too notonous to

need mentioning There is so much of chance m warfare,

and such vast events are connected with the acts of a single

mdividual,—the representative, m truth, of the efforts of

m5mads, and yet to the public and, doulDtless, to his own
feelmgs, the aggregate of all,—that the proper tempera-
ment for generatmg or receivmg superstitious impres-

sions is naturally produced Hope, the master element of

a commanding genius, meetmg with an active and combm-
mg mteUect, and an imagmation of just that degree of vivid-

ness which disquiets and impels the soul to try to realize

its images, greatly mcreases the creative power of the

mmd ,
and hence the images become a satisf5nng world of

themselves, as is the case m every poet and origmal

philosopher —but hope fully gratified, and yet, the ele-

mentary basis of the passion remainmg, becomes fear

,

and, mdeed, the general, who must often feel, even though

he may hide it from his own consciousness, how large a

share chance had in his successes, may very naturally be

irresolute in a new scene, where he knows that all wiU
depend on his own act and election

The Weird Sisters are as true a creation of Shakspeare’s,

as his Ariel and Caliban,—^fates, funes, and materiahzmg

witches bemg the elements They are wholly different
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from any representation of witches in the contemporary

writers, and yet presented a sufScient external resemblance

to the creatures of vulgar prejudice to act immediately on

the audience Their character consists m the rniagma-

tive disconnected from the good , they are the shadowy
obscure and fearfully anom^ous of physical nature, the

lawless of human nature,—element^ avengers without

sex or km
Fair IS foul, and foul is fair ;

Hover thro’ the fog and filthy air.

How much it were to be wished m playmg Macbeth, that

an attempt should be made to mtroduce the flexile char-

acter-mask of the ancient pantomime ,—that Flaxman
would contnbute his genius to the embodying and makmg
sensuously perceptible that of Shakspeare '

The style and rhythm of the Captain’s speeches in the
second scene should be illustrated by reference to the
mterlude m Hamlet, m which the epic is substituted for

the tragic, m order to make the latter be felt as the real-hfe

diction In Macbeth, the poet’s object was to raise the
mmd at once to the high tragic tone, that the audience
might be ready for the precipitate consummation of guilt

m the early part of the play. The true reason for the first

appearance of the Witches is to strike the key-note of the
character of the whole drama, as is proved by their re-

appearance m the third scene, after such an order of the
long’s as establishes their supernatural power of mforma-
tion I say mformation,—for so it only is as to Glamis
and Cawdor

, the ‘king hereafter’ was still contmgent,

—

still m Macbeth’s moral wiU , although, if he should yidd
to the temptation, and thus forfeit his free agency, the
hnk of cause and effect more physico would then com-
mence I need not say, that the general idea is all that
can be required from the poet,—not a scholastic logical
consistency m all the parts so as to meet metaphysical
objectors But 0 ' how truly Shakspeanan is the openmg
of Macbeth’s character given m the unpossessedness of
Banquo’s mind, wholly present to the present object,—
an imsulhed, unscanfied mirror !—^And how stnctly true
to nature it is, that Banquo, and not Macbeth himself,
directs our notice to the effect produced on Macbeth’s
^d, rendered temptible by previous dalhance of the
fancy with ambitious thoughts

.
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Good Sir, why do you start , and seem to fear
Thmgs that do sound so fair ?

And then, again, stiU unintroitive, addresses the Witches —
I’ the name of truth,

Are ye fantastical, or that mdeeh
Which outwardly ye show ?

Banquo's questions are those of natural curiosity,—such
as a girl would put after hearing a gipsy tell her school-
fellow’s fortune ,—all perfectly gener^, or rather planless
But Macbeth, lost m thought, raises himself to speech
only by the Witches bemg about to depart —

Stay, you imperfect speakers, tell me more —
and all that follows is reasonmg on a problem already
discussed m his mind,—on a hope which he welcomes, and
the doubts concemmg the attainment of which he wishes
to have cleared up Compare his eagerness,—the keen
eye with which he has pursued the Witches’ evamshmg

—

Speak, I charge you 1

with the easily satisfied imnd of the self-umnterested

Banquo —
The earth hath bubbles, as the water has,

And Ihese are of them —Whither are they vanished ?

and then Macbeth’s earnest reply,

—

Into the air , and what seem’d corporal, melted
As breath mto the wmd —’ Would they had staid /

Is it too mmute to notice the appropriateness of the simile

‘as breath,’ &c , m a cold climate ?

StiH again Banquo goes on wondenng like any common
spectator

Were such thmgs here as we do speak about ?

whilst Macbeth persists m recumng to the self-concern-

ing —
Your children shall be kmgs
Ban You shall be king
Macb And thane of Cawdor too went it not so ?

So surely is the guilt m its germ anterior to the supposed

cause, and immediate temptation 1 Before he can cool.
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the confirmation of the tempting half of the prophecy

arrives, and the concatenatmg tendency of the imagmation

IS fostered by the sudden comcidence —
Glamis, and thane of Cawdor
The greatest is behind

Oppose this to Banquo’s simple surprise *

—

What, can the devil speak true ?

Ib Banquo’s speech —
lhat, trusted home, •

Might yet enkindle you unto the crown.
Besides the thane of Cawdor

I doubt whether ‘enkindle’ has not another sense than
that of ‘stimulatmg I mean of ‘kmd’ and ‘km,’ as when
rabbits are said to ‘kmdle ’ However Macbeth no longer
hears any thmg ab extra —

Two truths are told.

As happy prologues to the swelling act
Of the imperial theme

Then m the necessity of recoUectmg himself

—

1 thank you, gentlemen

Then he relapses mto himself again, and every word of his
soliloquy shows the early birth-date of his guilt He is

all-powerful without strength , he wishes the end, but is

irresolute as to the means , conscience distmctly warns
him, and he lulls it imperfectly —

If chance \vill have me kmg, why, chance may crown me
Without my stir

Lost m the prospective of his guilt, he turns round alarmed
lest others may suspect what is passmg m his own min d,

and mstantly vents the he of ambition

My dull bram was wrought
With things forgotten ,

—

And immediately after pours forth the promismg courtesies
of a usurper m mtention —

Kmd gentlemen, your pams
Are register'd where every day I turn
The leaf to read them
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Jb Macbeth’s speech

Present fears
Are less than horrible imaginings

Warburton’s note, and substitution of ‘feats’ for ‘fears
’

Mercy on this most wilful ingenuity of blundering,
which, nevertheless, was the very Warburton of Warburton—^his mmost being ' ‘Fears,’ here, are present fear-
strikmg objects, iernhiha adstanUa

Ib sc 4 O' the affecting beauty of the death of
Cawdor, and the presentiment^, speech of the long

There's no art
To find the mmd*s construction in the face «

He was a gentleman on whom I built
An absolute trust

—

Interrupted by

—

O worthiest cousin 1

on the entrance of the deeper traitor for whom Cawdor
had made way 1 And here m contrast with Duncan’s
‘plenteous joys,’ Macbeth has nothmg but the common-
places of loyalty, m which he hides himself with ‘our

duties ’ Note the exceeding effort of Macbeth’s addresses

to the king, his reasoning on his allegiance, and then
especially when a new difficulty, the designation of a
successor, suggests a new crime This, however, seems
the first distinct notion, as to the plan of reahzmg his

wishes ,
and here, therefore, with great propriety,

Macbedi’s cowardice of his own conscience discloses

Itself I always thmk there is something especially Shak-
speanan in Duncan’s speeches throughout this scene, such

pourings forth, such abandonments, compared with the

language of vulgar dramatists, whose characters seem to

have made their speeches as the actors learn them.

Ib Duncan’s speech —
j Sons, kinsmen, thanes,

And you whose places are the nearest, know.
We will establish our estate upon
Our eldest Malcolm, whom we name hereafter

The Pnnce of Cumberland which honour must
Not unaccompanied, mvest him only ,

But signs of nobleness, like stars, shall shme
On all deservers

It IS a fancy ,—but I can never read this and the follow-
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mg speeches of Macbeth, without involuntarily thmking

of the Miltonic Messiah and Satan

Ib sc 5 Macbeth is described by Lady Macbeth so

as at the same time to reveal her own character Could

he have every thing he wanted, he would rather have it

innocently ,—^ignorant, as alas > how many of us are, that

he who wishes a temporal end for itself, does m truth will

the means ,
and hence the danger of indulging fancies

Lady Macbeth, hke all m Shakspeare, is a class individua-

lized —of high rank, left much alone, and feeding herself

with day-dreams of ambition, she mistakes the courage

of fantasy for the power of beanng the consequences of the

realities of guilt Hers is the mock fortitude of a mmd
deluded by ambition

,
she shames her husband with a

superhuman audacity of fancy which she cannot support,

but smks m the season of remorse, and dies m suicidal

agony Her speech

Come, all you spirits

That tend on mortal thoughts, unsex me here, &c.

is that of one who had habitually familiarized her imagina-
tion to dreadful conceptions, and was trymg to do so still

more Her mvocations and requisitions are all the false

efforts of a mmd accustomed only hitherto to the shadows
of the imagmation, vivid enough to throw the every-day
substances of life into shadow, but never as yet brought
mto direct contact with their own correspondent reahties
She evmces no womanly hfe, no wifely ]oy, at the return
of her husband, no pleased terror at the thought of his
past dangers, whilst Macbeth bursts forth naturally

—

My deaxest love

—

and shrinks from the boldness with which she presents his
own thoughts to him With consummate art she at first
uses as mcentives the very circumstances, Duncan’s
commg to their house, &c which Macbeth’s conscience
would most probably have adduced to her as motives of
abhorrence or repulsion Yet Macbeth is not prepared

We will speak further,

Ib sc 6 The lyrical movement with which this scene
opens, and the free and unengaged mmd of Banquo, loving
nature, and rewarded m the love itself, form a highly
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dramatic contrast wth the laboured rhythm and hypo-
cntical over-much of Lady Macbeth's welcome, in which
you cannot detect a ray of personal feelmg, but all is

thrown upon the ‘dignities,’ the general duty
Ib sc 7 Macbeth’s speech

We will proceed no further in this business
He hath honor'd me of late

, and I have bought
Golden opinions from all sorts of people,
Which would be worn now in their newest gloss.

Not cast aside so soon

Note the mward pangs and wammgs of conscience
interpreted into prudenli^ reasonmgs.

Act u sc I Banquo’s speech

A heavy summons lies like lead upon me,
And yet I would not sleep Merciful powers 1

Restrain m me the cursed thoughts, that nature
Gives way to in repose

The disturbance of an innocent soul by pamful suspicions

of another’s guilty mtentions and wishes, and fear of the

cursed thoughts of sensual nature
Ib sc 2 Now that the deed is done or doing—now

that the first reahty commences. Lady Macbeth shrmks
The most simple sound strikes terror, the most natural

consequences are horrible, whilst previously every thing,

however awful, appeared a mere trifle
, conscience, which

before had been hidden to Macbeth m selfish and prudential

fears, now rushes m upon him in her own ventable person .

Methought I heaxd a voice cry—Sleep no more I

I could not say Amen,
When they did say, Gk>d bless us I

And see the novelty given to the most familiar images by

a new state of feeling

Ib sc 3. This low soliloquy of the Porter and his few

speeches afterwards, I believe to have been written for the

mob by some other hand, perhaps with Shakspeare’s

consent .
and that findmg it take, he with the remaining

mk of a pen otherwise employed, just interpolated the

words

—

I’ll devil-porter it no further I had thought to have let m some

of all professions, that go the primrose way to th' everlasting

bonfire
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Of the rest not one syllable has the ever-present bemg of

Shakspeare
Act in sc I Compare Macbeth’s mode of working on

the murderers m this place with Schiller’s mistaken scene

between Butler, Devereux, and Macdonald m WaBenstem
(Part II act iv. sc 2) The comic was wholly out of

season Shakspeare never mtroduces it, but when it may
react on the tragedy by harmonious contrast

Ib sc 2 Slacbeth’s speech

But let the frame of things disjoint, both the worlds sufier.

Ere we will eat our meal m fear, and sleep

In the affliction of these terrible dreams
T^at shahe us nightly

Ever and ever mistakmg the anguish of conscience for

fears of selfishness, and thus as a punishment of that

selfishness, plungmg still deeper in guilt and rum
Ib Macbeth’s speech

Be innocent of the knowledge, dearest chuck,
Till thou applaud the deed

This IS Macbeth's sympathy with his own feehngs, and
his mistakmg his wife’s opposite state

Ib sc 4

Macb It will have blood, they say , blood will have blood :

Stones have been known to move, and trees to speak ,

Augurs, and understood relations, have
By magot-pies, and choughs, and rooks, brought forth
The secret’st man of blood

The deed is done , but Macbeth receives no comfort, no
additional security He has by gmlt tom himself hve-
asunder from nature, and is, therefore, himself m a preter-
natural state no wonder, then, that he is mchned to
superstition, and faith m the unknown of signs and tokens,
and super-human agencies
Act IV sc I

Len ’Tis two or three, my lord, that bring you word,
Macduff IS fled to England

Macb Fled to England ?

The acme of the avengmg conscience
Ib sc 2 This scene, dreadful as it is, is stiE a relief,

because a vanety, because domestic, and therefore sooth-
mg, as associated with the only real pleasures of hfe. The
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conversation between Lady Macduft and her child heightens
the pathos, and is preparatory for the deep tragedy of their
assassination Shakspeare’s fondness for children is every
where shown ,—^in Prince Arthur, m King John , m the
sweet scene in the Winter's Tale between Hermione and
her son

,
nay, even in honest Evans's examination of

Mrs Page’s schoolboy To the objection that Shakspeare
wounds the moral sense by the unsubdued, undisguised
description of the most hateful atrocity—that he tears the
feelings without mercy, and even outrages the eye itself

with scenes of msupportable horror—I, omittmg Titus
Andromcus, as not genume, and exceptmg the scene of

Gloster’s blinding in Lear, answer boldly m the name of

Shakspeare, not guilty

Ib sc 3. Malcolm's speech *

Better Macbeth,
Than such a one to reign

The moral is—the dreadful effects even on the best

mmds of the soul-sickemng sense of insecurity.

Ib. How admirably MacduE's gnef is m harmony with
the whole play ! It rends, not dissolves, the heart ‘The
tune of it goes manly ’ Thus is Shakspeare always master
of himself and of his subject,—a genume Proteus —v/e

see all thmgs in him, as images m a cdm lake, most distinct,

most accurate,—only more splendid, more glorified This

IS correctness in the only philosophical sense But he
requires your sympathy and your submission

;
you must

have that recipiency of moral impression without which the

purposes and ends of the drama would be frustrated, and
the absence of which demonstrates an utter want of all

imagination, a deadness to that necessary pleasure of being

mnocently—shall I say, deluded ?—or rather, drawn away
from ourselves to the music of noblest thought in har-

monious sounds Happy he, who not only m the public

theatre, but m the labours of a profession, and round the

light of his own hearth, still carries a heart so pleasure-

fraught 1

Alas for Macbeth I now all is mward with him , he has

no more prudential prospective reasonings His wife, the

only being who could have had any seat in his affections,

dies ,
he puts on despondency, the final heart-armour of

the wretched, and would fain think every thing shadowy
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and unsubstantial, as indeed all things arc to those who

cannot regard them as symbols of goodness —
Out out, brief candle 1

Life’s but a walking shadow . a poor player,

That struts and frets his hour upon the stage.

And then is heard no more , it is a talc

Told by an idiot, full of sound and fury,

Signifsung nothing

NOTES ON THE WINTER’S TALE

Although, on the whole, this play is exquisitely respondent

to its title, and even m the fault I am about to mention,

still a winter’s tale
,
yet it seems a mere mdolence of the

great bard not to have provided m the oracular response

(Act u sc 2) some ground for Hermione’s seeming death

and fifteen years voluntary concealment This might
have been easily effected by some obscure sentence of

the oracle, as for example —
' Nor shall he ever recover an heir, if he have a wife before that

recovery
*

The idea of this dehghtful drama is a genuine jealousy
of disposition, and it should be immediately followed by
the perusal of Othello, which is the direct contrast of it

in every particular For jealousy is a vice of the mmd,
a culpable tendency of the temper, havmg certam well
known and weU defined effects and concomitants, all of
which are visible m Leontes, and, I boldly say, not one of
which marks its presence m OtheUo ,—^such as, first, an
excitabffity by the most madequate causes, and an eager-
ness to snatch at proofs , secondly, a grossness of concep-
tion, and a disposition to degrade the object of the passion
by sensual fancies and images

, thirdly, a sense of shame
of his own feelings exhibited m a solitary moodiness of
humour, and yet from the violence of the passion forced
to utter itself, and therefore catchmg occasions to ease
the imnd by ambigmties, eqmvoques, by talking to those
who cannot, and who are known not to be able to, under-
stand what IS said to them,—^m short, by soliloquy m the
form of dialogue, and hence a confused, broken, and
fragmentary, manner

, fourthly, a dread of vulgar ridicule.
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as distinct from a high sense of honour, or a mistaken sense
of duty

, and lastly, and immediately, consequent on this,
a spint of selfish vmdictiveness
Act 1 sc I—

2

Observe the easy style of chitchat between Camillo and
Archidamus as contrasted with the elevated diction on
the mtroduction of the kings and Hermione in the second
scene and how admirably Pohxenes’ obstinate refusal
to Leontes to stay

—

There is no tongue that moves
, none, none i' the world

So soon as yours, could win me ,

—

prepares for the effect produced by his afterwards 5nelding

to Hermione ,—^which is, nevertheless, perfectly natural
from mere courtesy of sex, and the exhaustion of the will

by former efforts of denial, and well calculated to set m
nascent action the jealousy of Leontes This, when once
excited, is unconsciously mcreased by Hermione —

•

Yet, good deed, Leontes,
I love thee not a jar o' the clock behind
What lady she her lord ,

—

accompanied, as a good actress ought to represent it, by
an expression and recoil of apprehension that she had gone
too far

At my request, he would not —
The first working of the jealous fit ,

—

Too hot, too hot —
The morbid tendency of Leontes to lay hold of the

merest trifles, and his grossness immediately afterwards

—

Paddlmg palms and pmchmg fingers ,

—

followed by his strange loss of self-control m his dialogue

with the little boy
Act m sc 2 Paulma’s speech

That thou betray’dst Polixenes, ’twas nothmg ,

That did but show thee, of a fool, mconstant.

And damnable ingrateful —
Theobald reads 'soul

'

I thmk the onginal word is Shakspeare’s i My ear

feels it to be Shakspeanan , 2 The mvolved grammar is
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Shakspeanan ,
—‘show tliee, being a fool naturally, to

have improved thy folly by mconstancy ,
’ 3 The altera-

tion IS most flat, and un-Shakspeanan As to the grossness

of the abuse—she calls him ‘gross and foohsh’ a few lines

below
Act IV sc 2 Speech of Autolycus —

For the life to come, I sleep out the thought of it.

Fme as this is, and dehcatety charactenstic of one who
had hved and been reared m the best society, and had been
precipitated from it by dice and drabbing

,
yet still it

strikes agamst my feelings as a note out of tune, and as

not coalescmg with that pastoral tmt which gives such a
charm to this act It is too Macbeth-hke m the ‘snapper
up of unconsidered trifles

’

Ib. sc 3 Perdita’s speech —
From Dis’s waggon 1 daffodils

An epithet is wanted here, not merely or chiefly for the
metre, but for the balance, for the aesthetic logic
Perhaps, 'golden^ was the word which would set off the
‘violets dim ^

Ib
Pale pnmroses

That die unmarried—
Milton's

—

And the rathe primrose that forsaken dies,

Ib Perdita's speech —
Even here undone
I was not much afear^d , for once or twice
I was about to speak, and tell him plainly.
The self-same sun, that shmes upon his court.
Hides not his visage from our cottage, but
Looks on alike Wilt please you, Sir, be gone 1

(To Flonzel
)

I told you, what would come of this Beseech you,
Of your own state take care this dream of mme,
Bemg now awake, 1*11 queen it no mch farther,

*

But milk my ewes, and weep
'

O how more than exquisite is this whole speech !—^And
that profound nature of noble pnde and gnef ven ting
themselves m a momentary peevishness of resentment
towards Flonzel —

Wilt please you, Sir, be gone I
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Tb. Speech of Autoheus —

me have no h me , it become'- none but tradesmen, and they
oSten give u>; so’dicr^ the lie

, but we pay them for it in stampecl
com not stabbing steel .—therefore thev do not fttr us the he

As we pay tlKni, they, therefore, do not give it us

NOTES ON OTHELLO.

Act i sc I

Admikable is^ the preparation, so truly and peculiarly
Shakspeanan, in the introduction of Rodengo, as the dupe
on whom lago shall first exercise his art, and m so doing
display hts own character Rodengo, without any fixed
principle, but not wiUiout the moral notions and 35^1-
pathies with honour, which his rank and connections had
liung upon him, is alread3' well lilted and predisposed for

the purpose , for very w^ant of character and strength of

passion, like wind loudest in an empty house, constitute

his character The first three lines happily state the nature
and foundation of the friendship between him and lago,

—

the purse,—as also the contrast of Rodengo’s intemperance
of mind with lago’s coolness,—the coolness of a precon-

ceiving expenmenter The mere language of protestation

—

If ever I did dream of such a matter, abhor me,

—

which falling in with the associative Imk, determines

Rodengo’s continuation of complamt

—

Thou told’st me, thou didst hold him m thy hate—

ebcits at length a true feehng of lago’s mind, the dread

of contempt habitual to those, who Encourage m themselves,

and have their keenest pleasure m, the expression of con-

tempt for others Observe lago’s high self-opmion, and

the moral, that a wicked man will employ real feelings, as

well as assume those most alien from his own, as mstm-

ments of his purposes —
And, by the faith of man,

I know my price, I am worth no worse a place

I think Tyrwhitt’s reading of ‘hfe’ for 'wife’

—

A fellow almost damn’d m a fair wtfe-—

162
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the true one, as fitting to lago’s contempt for whatever did

not display power, and that mtellectual power. In what

follows, let the reader feel how by and through the glass

of two passions, disappointed vanity and envy, the very

vices of which he is complainmg, are made to act upon

him as if they were so many excellences, and the more
appropnately, because cunning is always admired and

wished for by minds conscious of inward weakness ,—but

they act only by half, like music on an mattentive auditor,

sweUing the thoughts which prevent him from listening

to it

Ib
Rod What a full fortune does the thtck-hps o'we,

If he can carry 't thus

Rodengo turns off to Othello
,

and here comes one,

if not the only, seeming justification of our blackamoor
or negro Othello Even if we supposed this an uninter-

rupted tradition of the theatre, and that Shakspeare him-
self, from want of scenes, and the expenence that nothing
could be made too marked for the senses of his audience,
had practically sanctioned it,—^would this prove aught
conuemmg his own intention as a poet for all ages ? Can
we imagme him so utterly ignorant as to make a barbarous
negro plead royal birth,—at a time, too, when negroes
were not known except as slaves ?—As for lago’s language
to Brabantio, it implies merely that Othello was a Moor,
that is, black Though I think the nvahy of Rodengo
sufficient to account for his wilful confusion of Moor and
Negro,—yet, even if compelled to give this up, I should
think it only adapted for the actmg of the day, and should
complam of an enormity built on a single word, m direct
contradiction to lago’s 'Barbary horse ’ Besides, if we
could in good earnest beheve Shakspeare ignorant of the
distmction, still why should we adopt one disagreeable
possibihty mstead of a ten times greater and more pleasmg
probability ? It is a common error to mistake the epithets
applied by the dramatis ^persona to each other, as truly
descriptive of what the audience ought to see or know
No doubt Desdemona saw Othello’s visage in his mmd

,

yet, as we are constituted, and most surely as an Enghsh
audience was disposed m the begmmng of the seventeenth
^ntury, it would be something monstrous to conceive this
beautifulVenetian girl faUing m love with a veritable negro
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It would argue a disproportionateness, a want of balance,
in Desdemona, which Shakspeare does not appear to have
m the least contemplated

Ib Brabantio’s speech —
This accident is not nnlike my dream —

The old careful senator, bemg caught careless, transfers
his caution to his dreammg power at least

Ib lago’s speech *

—

—For their souls.

Another of his fathom they have not,
To lead their business —

The forced praise of Othello followed by the bitter hatred
of him m this speech ! And observe how Brabantio’s
dream prepares for his recurrence to the notion of philtres,

and how both prepare for carrymg on the plot of the
arraignment of Othello on this ground

lb sc 2

0th 'Tis better as it is

How well these few words impress at the outset the

truth of Othello’s own character of himself at the end

—

‘that he was not easily wrought >’ His self-government
contradistinguishes him throughout from Leontes
Ib Othello’s speech —

—And my dements
May speak, unbonnetted—

The argument m Theobald’s note, where ‘and bonnetted*

is suggested, goes on the assumption that Shakspeare could

not use the same word differently m different places ,

whereas I should conclude, that as m the passage m Lear

the word is employed m its direct meanmg, so here it is

used metaphorically ,
and this is confirmed by what has

escaped the editors, that it is not ‘I,’ but ‘my dements’

that may speak unbonnetted,—^without the symbol of a
petitionmg inferior

Ib Othello’s speech •

—

So please your grace, my ancient

,

A man he is of honesty and trust

To his conveyance I assign my wife

Compare this with the behaviour of Leontes to his true

friend Camillo
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Ib sc 3

Bra Look to her, Moor , have a quick eye to see ;

She has deceiv’d her father, and may thee

0th My life upon her faith

In real life, how do we look back to little speeches as

presentiment^ of, or contrasted with, an affecting event 1

Even so, Shakspeare, as secure of bemg read over and over,

of becoming a family friend, provides this passage for his

readers, and leaves it to them
Ib lago’s speech —
Virtue ? a fig I 'tis m ourselves, that we are thus, or thus, &c

This speech comprises the passionless character of lago

It IS all will m mtellect
,
and therefore he is here a bold

partizan of a truth, but yet of a truth converted mto a

falsehood by the absence of aU the necessary modifications

caused by the frail nature of man And then comes the

last sentiment,

—

Our raging motions, our carnal stings, our unbitted lusts, whereof
I take this, that you call—love, to be a sect or scion !

Here is the true lagoism of, alas ' how many ' Note
lago’s pride of mastery m the repetition of ‘Go, make
money i’ to his anticipated dupe, even stronger than his

love of lucre and when Roderigo is completely won

—

I am chang’d I’ll go sell all my land

—

when the effect has been fuUy produced, the repetition of
tnumph

—

Go to , farewell
,
put money enough m your purse I

The remamder—^lago’s soliloquy—the motive-hunting of
a motiveless malignity—^how awful it is • Yea, whilst he
is still allowed to bear the divine image, it is too fien^sh
for his own steady view,—for the lonely gaze of a bemg
next to devil, and only not quite devil,—and yet a char-
acter which Shakspeare has attempted and executed,
without disgust and without scandal

!

Dr Johnson has remarked that httle or nothmg is want-
mg to render the OtheUo a regular tragedy, but to have
opened the play with the arrival of Othello m Cyprus, and
to have thrown the preceding act mto the form of narration
Here then is the place to determme, whether such a change
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ould or voiiJd not be an improvement ,—nay, (to throw

down the glove with a full challenge) whether the tragedy
would or not by such an arrangement become more regular,—that IS, more consonant with the rules dictated by
universal reason, on the true common-sense of mankmd,
m its apphcation to the particular case For m all acts
of judgrnent, it can never be too often recollected, and
scarcely too often repeated, that rules are means to ends,
and, consequently, that the end must be determined and
undei stood before it can be known what the rules are or
ought to be Now, from a certain species of drama, pro-
posing to itself the accomplishment of certain ends,

—

these partly arising from the idea of the species itself, but
m part, hkewnse, forced upon the dramatist by accidental
circumstances beyond his power to remove or control,

—

three rules have been abstracted,— other words, the
means most conducive to the attamment of the proposed
ends have been generalized, and prescribed under the
names of the three unities,—the unity of time, the unity
of place, and the unity of action,—^which last would,
perhaps, have been as appropriately, as well as more
intelligibly, entitled the imity of interest With this last

the present question has no immediate concern m fact.

Its conjunction with the former two is a mere delusion of

words It IS not properly a rule, but m itself the great

end not only of the drama, but of the epic poem, the lync

ode, of all poetry, down to the candle-flame cone of an
epigram,—^nay of poesy in general, as the proper genenc
term inclusive of all the fine arts as its species But of

the unities of time and place, which alone are entitled to

the name of rules, the history of their ongm will be their

best criterion You might take the Greek chorus to a

place, but you could not bring a place to them without as

palpable an equivoque as bnngmg Bimam wood to

Macbeth at Dunsinane It was the same, though m a

less degree, with regard to the unity of time —the positive

fact, not for a moment removed from the senses, the

presence, I mean, of the same identical chorus, was a con-

tinued measure of tune ,—and although the imagmation

may supersede perception, yet it must be granted to be an

imperfection—however easily tolerated—to place the two

in broad contradiction to each other In tiuth, it is a

mere accident of terms , for the Trilogy of the Greek
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theatre was a drama in three acts, and notwithstanding

this, what strange contrivances as to place there are in the

Anstophanic Frogs Besides, if the law of mere actual

perception is once violated—as it repeatedly is even in the

Greek tragedies—^why is it more difficult to imagine three

hours to be three years than to be a whole day and night ?

Act u. sc I

Observe in how many ways Othello is made, first, our

acquaintance, then our fnend, then the object of our

anxiety, before the deeper mterest is to be approached I

Ib

Mont But, good lieutenant, is your general wav’d ?

Cas Most fortunately he hath achiev’d a maid
That paragons description, and wild fame ,

One that excels the quirks of blazoning pens.

And, in the essential vesture of creation.

Does bear all excellency

Here is Cassio’s warm-hearted, yet perfectly disengaged,

praise of Desdemona, and sympathy with the ‘most
fortunately’ wived Othello ,—and yet Cassio is an enthusi-
astic admirer, almost a worshipper, of Desdemona O,
that detestable code that excellence cannot be loved in

any form that is female, but it must needs be selfish *

Observe Othello’s ‘honest,’ and Cassio’s ‘bold’ lago, and
Cassio’s full guileless-hearted wishes for the safety and
love raptures of Othello and ‘the divine Desdemona ’

And also note the exquisite circumstance of Cassio’s
kissing lago’s wife, as if it ought to be impossible that the
dullest auditor should not feel Cassio’s religious love of
Desdemona’s punty lago’s answers are the sneers
which a proud bad intellect feels towards women, and
expresses to a wife Surely it ought to be considered a
very exalted compliment to women, that all the sarcasms
on them m Shakspeare are put m the mouths of viUams

Ib
Des. I am not merry , but I do beguile, &c

The struggle of courtesy m Desdemona to abstract her
attention

Ib

{lago aside) He takes her by the palm Ay, well said, whisper ,with as little a web as this, will I ensnare as great a fly as Cassio.
Ay, smile upon her, do, &c
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The importance given to trifles, and made fertile by the

villany of the observer
lb lago’s dialogue with Roderigo
This IS the rehearsal on the dupe of the traitor’s mten-

tions on Othello
Ib lago’s soliloquy

But partly led to diet my revenge,
For that I do suspect the lusty Moor
Hath leap’d mto my seat

This thought, ongmally by lago’s own confession a mere
suspicion, is now npening, and gnaws his base nature as his
own ‘poisonous mmeral' is about to gnaw the noble heart
of his general

Ib sc 3 Othello’s speech

:

I know, lago.
Thy honesty and love doth mmce this matter,
Malang it light to Cassio

Honesty and love l Ay, and who but the reader of the
play could thmk otherwise ?

lb lago’s soliloquy

And what’s he then that says—I play the villam ?

When this advice is free I give, and honest,
Probal to ilunkmg, and, indeed, the course
To wm the Moor agam

He is not, you see, an absolute fiend
, or, at least, he

wishes to thmk himself not so

Act m sc 3
Des Before Emilia here,

I give the warrant of thy place

The over-zeal of innocence m Desdemona,

Ib
Enfer Desdemona and Mmtlta

0th If she be false, O, then, heaven mocks itself 1

I’ll not believe it

Divine • The effect of innocence and the better genius I

Act iv sc 3

Mmtl Why, the wrong is but a wrong i’ the world ,
and havmg

the world for your labour, 'tis a wrong m your own world, and you

might quickly make it right.

Warburton’s note
, , , ,

What any other man, who had learmng enough, might
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have quoted as a playful and witty illustration of his

remaiks against the Calvmistic thesis, Warburton gravely

attributes to Shakspeare as intentional ,
and this, too, m

the mouth of a lady’s woman I

Act V last scene Othello’s speech —
Of one, %%hosc hand,

Like the base Indian, threw a pearl away
Richer than all his tribe, <S.c

Theobald’s note from Warburton.
Thus it IS for no-poets to comment on the greatest of

poets ' To make Othello say that he, who had killed his

wife, was like Herod who killed Manamne '—0, how many
beauties, in this one line, were impenetrable to the ever

thought-swarming, but idealess, Warburton ! Othello

wishes to excuse himself on the score of ignorance, and yet

not to excuse himself,—to excuse himself by accusing

This struggle of feeling is finely conveyed m the word
‘base,’ which is apphed to the rude Indian, not in his owm
character, but as the momentary representative of Othello’s

‘Indian’—for I retain the old reading—means Amencan,
a savage in genere

Fin^y, let me repeat that Othello does not kiU Desde-
mona in jealousy, but m a conviction forced upon him by
the almost superhuman art of lago, such a conviction as
any man would and must have entertained who had be-
heved lago’s honesty as Othello did We, the audience,
know that lago is a viUam from the begmnmg

,
but m

considenng the essence of the Shakspeanan Othello, we
must persevenngly place ourselves m his situation, and
under his circumstances Then we shall immediately feel

the fundamental difference between the solemn agony of
the noble Moor, and the wretched fishmg jealousies of
Leontes, and the morbid suspiciousness of Leonatus, who is,

m other respects, a fine character Othello had no hfe but
m Desdemona —the behef that she, his angel, had fallen
from the heaven of her native innocence, wrought a civil
war m his heart She is his counterpart

, and, hke him,
IS almost sanctified in our eyes by her absolute unsus-
piciousness, and holy entureness of love As the curtam
drops, which do we pity the most ?

Extremum hunc . There are three powers —
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Wit, which discovers partial likeness hidden m general
diversity, subtlety, which discovers the diversity con-
cealed m general apparent sameness ,—and profundity,
which discovers an essential unity under all the sem-
blances of difference

Give to a subtle man fancy, and he is a wit , to a deep
man imagination, and he is a philosopher Add, again,
pleasurable sensibihty m the threefold form of S5mipathy
with the mterestmg m morals, the impressive m form, and
the harmonious m sound,—and you have the poet
But combine all,—^wit, subtlety, and fancy, with pro-

fundity, imagination, and moral and physic^ suscepti-

bihty of the pleasurable,—and let the object of action be
man univers^

,
and we shall have—0, rash prophecy 1

say, rather, we have—a Shakspeare i

NOTES ON BEN JONSON

It would be amusmg to collect out of our dramatists from
Elizabeth to Charles I proofs of the manners of the times
One striking symptom of general coarseness of manners,
which may co-exist with great refinement of morals, as,

alas > vice versa, is to be seen m the very frequent allusions

to the olfactories with their most disgusting stimulants,

and these, too, m the conversation of virtuous ladies

This would not appear so strange to one who had been
on terms of familianty with Sicdian and Itahan women
of rank and bad as they may, too many of them, actually

be, yet I doubt not that the extreme grossness of their

language has impressed many an Englishman of the present

era witii far darker notions than the same language would
have produced in the mind of one of Elizabeth’s or James’s
courtiers Those who have read Shakspeare only, com-
plain of occasional grossness m his plays

,
but compare

him with his contemporaries, and the mevitable conviction,

is that of the exquisite purity of his imagination
The observation I have prefixed to the Volpone is the

key to the famt interest which these noble efforts of intel-

lectual power excite, with the exception of the fragment
of the Sad Shepherd , because m that piece only is there

any character with whom you can morally sympathize
On the other hand. Measure for Measure is the only play
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of Shakspeare’s m which there are not some one or more

characters, generally many, whom you follow with affec-

tionate feeling For I confess that Isabella, of all Shak-

speare’s female characters, pleases me the least; and

Measure for Measure is, indeed, the only one of his genuine

works, which is painful to me
Let me not conclude this remark, however, without a

thankful acknowledgment to the manes of Ben Jonson,

that the more I study his wntmgs, I the more admire

them
,
and the more my study of him resembles that of

an ancient classic, m the rntnuhce of his rhythm, metre,

choice of words, forms of connection, and so forth, the

more numerous have the pomts of my admiration become
I may add, too, that both the study and the admiration
cannot but be dismterested, for to expect therefrom any
advantage to the present drama would be ignorance.

The latter is utterly heterogeneous from the drama of the
Shakspearian age, with a diverse object and contrary
principle The one was to present a model by imitation
of real life, taking from real hfe all that m it which it ought
to be, and supplying the rest ,—the other is to copy what
IS, and as it is,—at best a tolerable, but most frequently
a blundenng, copy In the former the difference was an
essential element

, m the latter an mvoluntary defect
We should thmk it strange, if a tale m dance were an-
nounced, and the actors did not dance at all ,—and yet
such IS modem comedy.

WHATLEY’S PREFACE.

But Jonson was soon sensible, how inconsistent thig medley of
names and manners was m reason and nature , and mth how little
propriety it could ever have a place m a legitimate and lust picture
of real life

But did Jonson reflect that the very essence of a play,
the very language m which it is written, is a fiction to
which all the parts must conform ^ Surely, Greek manners
in Enghsh sfiould be a stiU grosser improbabihty than a
Greek name ,transferred to Enghsh manners Ben’s per-
soncB are too often not characters, but derangements ,

—

the hopeless patients of a mad-doctOr rather,—exhibitions
of folly betraying itself m spite of existmg reason and
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prudence He not poetically, but painfully exaggerates
every trait

,
that is, not by the drollery of the circum-

stance, but by the excess of the originating feeling

But to this we might reply, that far from being thought to build
his characters upon abstract ideas, he was really accused of re-

presenting particular persons then existing , and that even those
characters which appear to be the most exaggerated, are said to
have had their respective archetypes in nature and life

This degrades Jonson into a libeller, mstead of justifying

him as a dramatic poet Non quod verum est, sed quod
venstmtle, is the dramatist’s rule At all events, the poet
who chooses transitory manners, ought to content himself

with transitory praise If his object be reputation, he
ought not to expect fame The utmost he can look
forwards to, is to be quoted by, and to enliven the wntmgs
of, an antiquarian Pistol, Nym and id genus omne, do
not please us as characters, but are endured as fantastic

creations, foils to the native wit of Falstaff—I say wit
emphatically , for this character so often extolled as the

masterpiece of humour, neither contains, nor was meant
to contam, any humour at aH

WHATLEY’S LIFE OF JONSON.

It IS to the honour of Jonson’s judgment, that the greatest poet of
our nation had the same opinion of Donne’s genius and wit , and
hath preserved part of him from perishing, by puttmg his thoughts
and satire mto modem verse

Videlicet Pope I

He said further to Drummond, Shakspeare wanted art, and some-
times sense , for m one of his plays he brought m a number of men,
saying they had suffered shipwreck m Bohemia, where is no sea
near by a hundred miles

I HAVE often thought Shakspeare justified m this seeming
anachronism In Pagan times a smgle name of a German
kingdom might well be supposed to compnse a hundred
miles more than at present The truth is, these notes of

Drummond’s are more disgraceful to himself than to

Jonson It would be easy to conjecture how grossly

Jonson must have been misunderstood, and what he had
said in jest, as of Hippocrates, mterpreted in earnest.
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But this IS charactenstic of a Scotchman , he has ^no

notion of a jest, unless you tell him
—

‘This is a joke —
and still less of that finer shade of feelmg, the half-and-

half, m which Englishmen naturally delight.

EVERY MAN OUT OF HIS HUMOUR.

Epilogue

The throat of war be stopt within her land.

And turtle-footed peace dance fame rings

About her court

Turtle-footed is a pretty word, a very pretty word
pray, what does it mean? Doves, I presume, are not

dancers ,
and the other sort of turtle, land or sea, green-fat

or hawksbiU, would, I should suppose, succeed better in

slow mmuets than m the brisk rondiUo In one sense, to

be sure, pigeons and rmg-doves could not dance but with

Mat—a daw ?

POETASTER.

Introduction.

Light 1 I salute thee, but with wounded nerves,
Wishing thy golden splendour pitchy darkness

There is no reason to suppose Satan’s address to the sun
in the Paradise Lost, more than a mere comcidence with
these hnes , but were it otherwise, it would be a fine
mstance, what usurious mterest a great genius pays m
borrowmg It would not be difficult to give a detailed
psychological proof from these constant outbursts of
anxious self-assertion, that Jonson was not a genius, a
creative power Subtract that one thmg, and you may
safely accumulate on his name all other excellences of a
capacious, vigorous, agile, and nchly-stored mtellect
Act 1 sc I

Ovid While slaves be false, fathers hard, and bawds be whorish—
The roughness noticed by Theobald and \Vhalley, may be
cured by a simple transposition

j j

While fathers hard, slaves false, and bawds be whonsh.
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Act IV sc 3

Crtsp O—oblatrant—funbund—fatuate—strenuous.
O—conscious.

It would form an interesting essay, or rather senes of

essays, m a penodical work, were ill the attempts to

ndicule new phrases brought together, the proportion
observed of words ridiculed which have been adopted, and
are now common, such as strenuous, conscious, &c , and a
trial made how far any grounds can be detected, so that

one might determine beforehand whether a word was
mvented under the conditions of assimilability to our
language or not Thus much is certam, that the ndiculers

were as often wrong as right , and Shakspeare himself

could not prevent the naturalization of accommodation,
remuneration, &c , or Swift the gross abuse even of the
word idea

FALL OF SEJANUS.

Act 1

Arrunhus The name Tiberius,
I hope, will keep, howe’er he hath foregone
The dignity and power

Stilus Sure, while he lives

Arr And dead, it comes to Drusus Should he fail,

To the brave issue of Germanicus ,

And they are three too many (ha ?) for him
To have a plot upon ?

Stl I do not Imow
The heart of his designs , but, sure, their face
Looks farther than the present
Arr By the gods,

If I could guess he had but such a thought.
My sword should cleave him down, &c

The anachronic mixture m this Arruntius of the Roman
republican, to whom Tibenus must have appeared as much
a t3n:ant as Sejanus with his James-and-Charles-the-First
zeal for legitimacy of descent, m this passage, is amusing.
Of our great names Mdton was, I think, the first who
could properly be called a republican My recollections

of Buchanan’s works are too faint to enable me to judge
whether the histonan is not a fair exception
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Act 11. Speech of Sejanus •—

Adultery I it is the lightest ill

I will commit A race of wicked acts

Shall flow out of my anger, and o’erspread

The ivorld's wide face, which no po'>t'‘nty

Shall e’er approve, nor jet keep silent, Ac

The more we reflect and examine, examine and reflect,

the more astonished shall we be at the immense superiority

of Shakspeare over his contemporaries *—and yet what
contemporaries ! — giant minds indeed 1 Think of

Jonson’s erudition, and the force of learned authonty in

that age , and yet m no genuine part of Sliakspcarc’s

works is there to be found such an absurd rant and ten-

tnloquism as this, and too, too many other passages

ferruminated by Jonson from Seneca’s tragedies and the
writings of the later Romans I call it ventriloquism,

because Sejanus is a puppet, out of which the poet makes
his own voice appear to come
Act V Scene of the sacrifice to Fortune. This scene

IS unspeakably irrational To believe, and yet to scoff at,

a present miracle is little less than impossible Sejanus
should have been made to suspect pnestcraft and a secret

conspiracy against him

VOLPONE.

This admirable, indeed, but yet more wonderful than
admurable, play is from the fertility and vigour of mven-
tion, character, language, and sentiment the strongest
proof, how impossible it is to keep up any pleasurable
interest in a tale, in which there is no goodness of heart
m any of the promment characters After the third act,
this play becomes not a dead, but a pamful, weight on the
feelmgs Zeluco is an instance of the same truth Bonano
and Ceha should have been made in some way or other
prmcipals m the plot

, which they might have been, and
the objects of interest, without having been made char-
acters In novels, the person, m whose fate you are most
mterested, is often the least marked character of the whole

If It were possible to lessen the paramountcy of Volpone
himself, a most dehghtful comedy imght be produced, by
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making Celia the ward or niece of Corvmo, mstead of his

wife, and Bonano her lover.

EPICiENE.

This is to my feelings the most entertaming of old Ben^s
comedies, and, more than any other, would admit of bemg
brought out anew, if under the management of a judicious
and stage-understanding play-wnght , and an actor, who
had studied Morose, might make his fortune
Act 1 sc I Clenmont’s speech —
He would have hanged a pewterer’s ’prentice once on a Shrove

Tuesday’s not, for being o’ that trade, when the rest were quiet

The old copies read quit, i e discharged from working, and gone
to divert themselves Whalley’s note

It should be qmt, no doubt , but not meanmg ‘dis-

charged from working,’ &c—but quit, that is, acquitted
The pewterer was at his hohday diversion as well as the
other apprentices, and they as forward m the not as he
But he alone was punished under pretext of the not, but
in fact for his trade
Act n sc I

Morose Cannot I, yet, find out a more compendious method,
than by this trunk, to save my servants the labour of speech, and
mine ears the discord of sounds ^

What does ‘trunk’ mean here and m the ist scene oi

the ist act ? Is it a large ear-trumpet ?—or rather a
tube, such as passes from parlour to kitchen, mstead of

a bell ^

Whalley’s note at the end

Some critics of the last age imagined the character of Morose
to be wholly out of nature But to vmdicate our poet, Mr Dryden
tells us from tradition, and we may venture to take his word, that
Jonson was really acquamted with a person of this whimsical turn
of mmd and as humour is a personal quality, the poet is acquitted
from the charge of exhibitmg a monster, or an extravagant un-
natural cancatura

If Dryden had not made all additional proof superfluous
by his own plays, this very vindication would evince that

he had formed a false and vulgar conception of the nature
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and conditions of the drama and dramatic personation

Ben Jonson would himself have rejected such a plea —
For he knew, poet never credit gain'd

By writing truths, but things, like truths, well feign’d

By ‘truths’ he means ‘facts ’ Cancatures are not less

so, because they are found existmg in real life Comedy
demands characters, and leaves caricatures to farce The
safest and truest defence of old Ben would be to call the

Epicgsne the best of farces The defect m Morose, as in

other of Jonson’s iramahs personce, hes m this ,—that the

accident is not a prommence growing out of, and nourished

by, the character which still circulates m it, but that the

character, such as it is, nses out of, or, rather, consists

m, the accident Shakspeare’s comic personages have
exquisitely characteristic features , however awry, dis-

proportionate, and laughable they may be, stiU, like

Bardolph’s nose, they are features. But Jonson’s are
either a man with a huge wen, havmg a circulation of its

own, and which we might conceive amputated, and the
patient thereby losmg aU his character

, or they are
mere wens themselves mstead of men,—^wens personified,
or with eyes, nose, and mouth cut out, mandrake-fashion

Nota bene All the above, and much moie, will have
justly been said, if, and whenever, the drama of Jonson
IS brought mto comparisons of nvalry with the Shak-
speanan But this should not be Let its mfenonty to
the Shakspearian be at once fairly owned,—but at the same
tune as the inferiority of an altogether different gemts of
the drama On this ground, old Ben would still mamtam
his proud height. He, no less than Shakspeare, stands
on the summit of his hiU, and looks round him like a
master,—though his be Lattng and Shakspeare’s Skiddaw,

THE ALCHEMIST,

Act i sc. 2. Face’s speech '

—

Will take his oatb o’ tbe Greek Xenophon,
If need be, m his pocket

’

Another readmg is ‘Testament ’

Probably, the meanmg is—that mtending to give false
evidence, he earned a Greek Xenophon to pass it off for
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a Greek Testament, and so avoid perjury—as the Insh do,

by contnving to kiss their thumb-nails mstead of the book
Act u sc 2 Mammon’s speech —

I will have all my beds blown up , not stuft
Down IS too hard

Thus the air-cushions, though perhaps only lately

brought mto use, were mvented m idea m the seventeenth
century 1

CATILINE’S CONSPIRACY.

A FONDNESS for judging one work by comparison with
others, perhaps altogether of a different class, argues a

vulgar taste Yet it is chiefly on this principle that the

Catihne has been rated so low Take it and Sejanus, as

compositions of a particular kind, namely, as a mode of

relating great historical events m the hvehest and most
mterestmg manner, and I cannot help wishing that we
had whole volumes of such plays We might as rationally

expect the excitement of the Vicar of Wakefield from
Goldsmith’s History of England, as that of Lear, OtheUo,
&c from the Sejanus or Catiline

Act 1 sc 4

Cai Sirrah, what ail you ?

(He spies one of his hoys not answer
)

Pag Nothing
Best Somewhat modest
Cat Slave, I will strike your soul out with my foot, &c

This is either an unintelligible, or, m every sense, a

most unnatural, passage,—improbable, if not impossible,

at the moment of signmg and swearmg such a conspiracy,

to the most libidinous satyr. The very presence of the boys
is an outrage to probability I suspect that these hues
down to the words ‘throat opens,’ should be removed back
so as to follow the words ‘on this part of the house,’ m the

speech of Catilme soon after the entry of the conspiratois.

A total erasure, however, would be the best, or, rather,

the only possible, amendment
Act u sc. 2 Sempronia’s speech —

—He IS but a new fellow,

An tnmate here m Rome, as Catiline calls him

—
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A ‘lodger’ would have been a happier mutation of the

tnqwil%nus of Sallust

Act IV sc 6 Speech of Cethegus —
Can these or such be any aids to us, &c

What a strange notion Ben must have formed of a

determmed, remorseless, all-darmg, fool-hardmess, to have

represented it m such a mouthmg Tamburlane, and bom-
bastic tonguebully as this Cethegus of his 1

BARTHOLOMEW FAIR,

Induction Scnvener’s speech —
If there be never a servant-monster i* the Fair, who can help it,

he says, nor a nest of antiques ?

The best excuse that can be made for Jonson, and in a

somewhat less degree for Beaumont and Fletcher, in

respect of these base and silly sneers at Shakspeare, is,

that his plays were present to men’s minds chiefly as acted
They had not a neat edition of them, as we have, so as,

by companng the one with the other, to form a just notion
of the mighty mmd that produced the whole At all

events, and in every pomt of view, Jonson stands far

higher m a moral hght than Beaumont and Fletcher He
was a fair contemporary, and m his way, and as far as
Shakspeare is concerned, an ongmal But Beaumont and
Fletcher were always imitators of, and often borrowers
from, him, and yet sneer at him with a spite far more
mahgnant than Jonson, who, besides, has made noble
compensation by his praises

Act u sc 3

Just I mean a child of the hom-thumb, a babe of booty, boy, a
cut purse

Does not this confirm, what the passage itself cannot
but suggest, the propnety of substituting ‘booty’ for
‘beauty’ m Falstafi’s speech, Henry IV. Pt I act i sc 2
‘Let not us, &c ?

’

It IS not often that old Ben condescends to imitate a
modem author

,
but Master Dan Knockhum Jord^ and

his vapours are manifest reflexes of Nym and Pistol
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Ib sc 5.

Quarl She’ll make excellent geer for the coachmakers here m
Smithfield, to anomt \\ heels and axletrees wnth

Good > but yet it falls short of the speech of a Mr
Johnes, M P , in the Common Council, on the mvasion
intended by Buonaparte ‘Houses plundered—then burnt

,

—sons conscnbed—wives and daughters ravished,^ &c
,
&c—“ But as for you, you luxunous Aldermen 1 with your

fat will he grease the wheels of his triumphant chariot !

”

Ib sc 6

Cok Avoid 1' your satin doublet, Numps

This remmds me of Shakspeare’s ‘Aroint thee, witch
!’

I find m several books of that age the words aloigne and
dotgne—that is, ‘keep your distance >’ or ‘off with you T
Perhaps ‘aromt’ was a corruption of ‘aloigne’ by the

vulgar The common etymology from ronger to gnaw
seems unsatisfactory

Act m sc 4

Quarl How now, Numps 1 almost tired 1’ your protectorship ?

overpaxted, overpaited ?

An odd sort of propheticahty m this Numps and old

Noll'
Ib sc 6 Knockhum’s speech —

He eats with his eyes, as well as his teeth.

A good motto for the Parson in Hogarth’s Election

Dinner,—^who shows how easily he might be reconciled

to the Church of Rome, for he worships what he eats

Act V sc 5

Pup Dt It IS not prophane.
Lan It IS not prophane, he says.
Boy It IS prophane
Pup It IS not prophane
Boy It IS prophane
Pup It IS not prophane
Lan Well said, confute him with Not, still.

An mutation of the quarrel between Bacchus and the

Frogs m Aristophanes —
Xo/j6s

dWi jai}!' KeKpa^6ne<r6i y\
hxiyaov i) (pdpvyi &y Tj/uor
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Si^ Tjfxipas^

PpCKeKBKl^i Kobif KOii^

At6vv{T0S»

TOi^rq) yip ov viK^aere

Xo/)6s

o{jii pL^v rjfjLas cri) Trdvrcjs

Ai6vv(ros

pLr\v ip^h y€ Bii p* o^fUi^ore

THE DEVIL IS AN ASS.
Act i sc I

Pug Why any Fraud,
Or Covetousness, or lady Vanity,
Or old Iniquity, I’ll call him hither

The words in italics should probably be given to the master-
devil, Satan Whalley’s note

That is, against aH probability, and with a (for Jonson)
impossible violation of character The words plamly
belong to Pug, and mark at once his simpleness and his

impatience
Ib sc 4 Fitz-dottrel’s sohloquy —
Compare this exquisite piece of sense, satire, and sound

philosophy m i6i6 with Sir M Hale’s speech from the
bench m a tnal of a witch many years afterwards ^

Act n 9c. I Meercraft’s speech —
Sir, money’s a whore, a bawd, a drudge —

I doubt not that ‘money’ was the first word of the hne,
and has dropped out —

Money I Sir, money’s a, &c.

THE STAPLE OF NEWS.
Act IV sc 3 Pecuma’s speech —
No, he would ha’ done.
That lay not m his power he had the use
Of your bodies. Band and Wax, and sometimes Statute’s,

Read {1815),
—he had the use of

Your bodies, &c

Now, however, I doubt the legitimacy of my transposition
of the of from the beginnmg of this latter hne to the end
1 In 1664, at Bury St, Edmonds on the trial of Rose Cullender and Amy Duny Ed
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of the one preceding ,

—^for though it facihtates the metre
and reading of the latter line, and is frequent in Massmger,
this disjunction of the preposition from its case seems to

have been disallowed by Jonson Perhaps the better

readmg is

—

O’ your bodies, &c—
the two syllables being slurred mto one, or rather snatched,
or sucked, up mto the emphasized ‘your

’

In aU points

of view, therefore, Ben’s judgment is just , for m this way,
the Ime cannot be read, as metre, without that strong and
quick emphasis on ‘your’ which the sense requires ,—and
had not the sense required an emphasis on 'your,’ the
tmesis of the sign of its cases ‘of,’ ‘to,’ &c would destroy

almost all boundary between the dramatic verse and
prose m comedy —a lesson not to be rash m conjectural

amendments i8i8
Ib sc 4

P jun I love all men of virtue, Jrommy Princess —
‘Frommy,’ fromme, pious, dutiful, &c
Act V sc 4 Penny-boy sen and Porter —
I dare not, wiU not, think that honest Ben had Lear m

his mmd m this mock mad scene

THE NEW INN.

Act 1 sc I Host’s speech —
A heavy purse, and then two turtles, makes —

‘Makes,’ frequent m old books, and even now used m
some counties for mates, or pairs

Ib sc 3 Host’s speech —
—And for a leap

O* the vaulting horse, to play the vaulting house —
Instead of readmg with Whalley ‘ply’ for ‘play,’ I

would suggest ‘horse’ for ‘house ’ The meamng would
then be obvious and pertinent The punlet, or pun-
maggot, or pun intentional, ‘horse and house,’ is below
Jonson The jeu-de-niois just below

—
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Read a lecture

Upon Aqutnas at St Thomas A IFo/rrings

—

had a learned smack m it to season its insipidity.

Ib sc 6 Lovel’s speech .

—

Then shower’d his bounties on me, like the Hours,

That open-handed sit upon the clouds.

And press the liberality of heaven
Down to the laps of thankful men I

Like many other similar passages in Jonson, this is

tldoc j/aXE'-ov ibt?v—a Sight which it is difiicult to make
one’s self see,—a picture my fancy cannot copy detached

from the words
Act 11 sc 5 Though it was hard upon old Ben, yet

Felton, it must be confessed, was in the nght in consider-

mg the Fly, Tipto, Bat Burst, &c of this play mere dotages
Such a scene as this was enough to damn a new play ,

and
Nick Stuff IS worse still,—most abominable stuff mdeed 1

Act 111 sc 2 Level’s speech —
So knowledge first begets benevolence.
Benevolence breeds friendship, friendship love.

—

Jonson has elsewhere proceeded thus far
,
but the part

most difficult and delicate, yet, perhaps, not the least

capable of being both morally and poetically treated, is

the union itself, and what, even in this hfe, it can be

NOTES ON BEAUMONT AND FLETCHER.

Seward’s Preface 1750.

The King And No King, too, is extremely spirited in all its char-
acters ,

Arbaces holds up a mirror to all men of virtuous pnnciples
but violent passions Hence he is, as it were, at once mamanimity
and pnde, patience and fury, gentleness and ngour, chastity and
incest, and is one of the finest mixtures of virtues and vices that any
poet has drawn, &c ^

Thfse are among the endless mstances of the abject state
to which pyschology had sunk from the reign of Charles
I. to the middle of the present reign of George HI. , and
even now it is but just awakmg
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1

Ib Seward’s companson of Julia’s speech in the Two
Gentlemen of Verona, act iv last scene

—

Madam, 'twas Ariadne passioning, &c

with Aspatia’s speech m the Maid’s Tragedy

—

I stand upon the sea-beach now, &c Act u

and preference of the latter

It IS strange to take an mcidental passage of one wnter,
mtended only for a subordinate part, and compare it with
the same thought m another writer, who had chosen it for

a proimnent and prmcipal figure

Ib Seward’s preference of Alphonso’s poisonmg m A
Wife for a Month, act i sc i, to the passage m Kmg John,
act V sc 7,

—

Poison’d, ill fare 1 dead, forsook, cast ofi 1

Mr Seward ' Mr Seward I you may be, and I trust you
are, an angel

,
but you were an ass

Ib

Every reader of taste will see how superior this is to the quotation
from Shakspeare

Of what taste ?

Ib Seward’s classification of the plays —
Surely Monsieur Thomas, the Chances, Beggar’s Bush,

and the Pilgnm, should have been placed m the very first

class > But the whole attempt ends m a woful failure

HARRIS’S COMMENDATORY POEM ON
FLETCHER

I’d have a state of wit convok’d, which hath
A power to take up on common faith —

This is an instance of that modifymg of quantity by
emphasis, without which our elder poets cannot be scanned
‘Power,’ here, mstead of bemg one long syllable—pow’r

—

must be sounded, not mdeed as a spondee, nor yet as a
trochee ,

but as —" o ,—the first syllable is

We can, indeed, never expect an authentic edition of

our elder dramatic poets (for m those times a drama was
a poem), until some man undertakes the work, who has
studied the philosophy of metre This has been found

!
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the mam torch of sound restoration m the Greek dramatists

by Bentley, Person, and their followers ,—how much more,

then, in writers in our own language * It is true that

quantity, an almost iron law with the Greek, is m Enghsh
rather a subject for a peculiarly fine ear, than any law or

even rule ,
but, then, instead of it, we have, first, accent

,

secondly, emphasis > and lastly, retardation, and accelera-

tion of the times of syllables accordmg to the meanmg of

the words, the passion that accompanies them, and even

the character of the person that uses them With due
attention to these,—above aH, to that, which requires the

most attention and the finest taste, the character, Mas-
smger, for example, might be reduced to a nch and yet

re^ar metre But then the regulcB must be first known ,—^though I wiU venture to say, that he who does not find

a hne (not corrupted) of Massmger’s flow to the time total

of a trimeter catalectic iambic verse, has not read it aright
But by virtue of the last prmciple—the retardation or
acceleration of time—^we have the proceleusmatic foot
(j u o u, and the dispondceus , not to mention
the chonanibus, the ionics, paeons, and epitntes. Smee
Dryden, the metre of our poets leads to the sense m our
elder and more genuine bards, the sense, mcludmg the
passion, leads to the metre Read even Donne’s satires
as he meant them to be read, and as the sense and passion
demand, and you wiU find m the hues a manly harmony

LIFE OF FLETCHER IN STOCKDALE’S
EDITION i8ii

In general then: plots are more regular than Shakspeare’s

This is true, if true at aH, only before a court of criticism,
which judges one scheme by the laws of another and a
diverse one Shakspeare’s plots have their own laws or
regulcB, and according to these they are regular

MAID’S TRAGEDY
Act 1 The metrical arrangement is most slovenly

throughout
Strat As well as masque can be, &.c
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and all that follows to ‘who is return’d’—is plainly blank
verse, and falls easily into it

Ib Speech of Melantius —
These soft and silken -wars are not for me
The music must be shnll, and all confus’d,
That stirs my blood , and then I dance with arms

What strange self-trumpeters and tongue-bulhes all the
brave soldiers of Beaumont and Fletcher are I Yet I am
mchned to think it was the fashion of the age from the
Soldier’s speech m the Counter Scuffle

, and deeper than
the fashion B andF did not fathom

Ib Speech of Lysippus —
Yes, but this lady
Walks discontented, with her %^at'ry eyes
Bent on the earth, &c

Opulent as Shakspeare was, and of his opulence prodigal,

he yet would not have put this exquisite piece of poetry
m the mouth of a no-character, or as addressed to a
Melantius I wish that B and F had written poems
instead of tragedies

Ib
Mel I might run fiercely, not more hastily,

Upon my foe

Read
I might run mSre fiercely, not more hastily—

Ib Speech of Cahanax —
Office I I would I could put it oS 1 I am sure I sweat quite

through my office !

The syllable o-ff remmds the testy statesman of his robe,

and he carries on the image
Ib Speech of Melantius —

—Would that blood.
That sea of blood, that I have lost m fight, See

All B and F ’s generals are pugilists, or cudgel-fighters,

that boast of their bottom and of the claret they have shed
Ib The Masque ,—Cinthia’s speech —

But I will give a greater state and glory.

And raise to time a noble memory
Of what these lovers are

I suspect that ‘nobler,’ pronounced as ‘nobiler’ — u—

,

G
I
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was the poet's word, and that the accent is to be placed

on the penultimate of 'memory ’ As to the passage

—

Yet, while our reign lasts, let us stretch our power, &c

removed from the text of Cmthia’s speech by these foolish

editors as unworthy of B and F—the first eight hnes are

not worse, and the last couplet mcomparably better, than

the stanza retamed
Act u Ammtor’s speech —

Oh, thou hast nam’d a word, that wipes away
All thoughts revengeful ! In that sacred name, ,

*The king/ there lies a terror

It IS worth noticmg that of the three greatest tragedians,

Massmger was a democrat, Beaumont and Fletcher the

most servile jure dtmno royahst, and Shakspeare a philo-

sopher ,—if aught personal, an aristocrat.

A KING AND NO KING.

Act IV. Speech of Tigranes —
She, that forgat the greatness of her grief
And miseries, that must follow such mad passions,
Endless and wild as women 1 &c

Seward’s note and suggestion of ‘m ’

It would be amusmg to learn from some existmg fnend
of Mr Seward what he meant, or rather dreamed, m this
note It is certainly a difficult passage, of which there
are two solutions ,—one, that the writer was somewhat
more mjudicious than usual ,—the other, that he was very,
very much more profound and Shakspeanan than usuffi’
Seward’s emendation, at all events, is nght and obvious
Were it a passage of Shakspeare, I should not hesitate to
mterpret it as characteristic of Tigranes’ state of mmd, dis-
hkmg the very virtues, and therefore half-consciously
representmg them as mere products of the violence of the
sex m general m all their whims, and yet forced to admire,
and to feel and to express gratitude for, the exertion m his
own instance The mconsistency of the passage would
be the consistency of the author But this is above
Beaumont and Fletcher.
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THE SCORNFUL LADY.

Act ii Sir Roger’s speech —
Did I for this consume my quarters in meditations, vous, and

woo’d her in hcroica! epistles ? Did I expound the Owl, and
undertake, with labour and expense, the recollection of those
thousand pieces, consum'd m cellars and tobacco-shops, of that
onr honour'd Englishman, Nic Broughton ? dc

Strange, that neither Mr Theobald, nor Mr Seward,
should have seen that this mock heroic speech is in full-

mouthed blank verse > Had they seen this, they would
have seen that ‘quarters’ is a substitution of the players

for 'quires’ or ‘squares,’ (that is) of paper —
Consume my quires in meditations, vows.
And w oo’d her in heroical epistles

They ought, likewise, to have seen that the abbreviated
‘Ni Br.’ of the text was properly ‘Mi Dr ’—and that
Michael Drayton, not Nicholas Broughton, is here ndiculed
for his poem The Owl and his Heroical Epistles

Ib Speech of Younger Loveless —
Fill him some mne Thou dost not see me mov’d, 6Lc

These Editors ought to have learnt, that scarce an m-
stance occurs m B and F of a long speech not m metre
This is plam staring blank verse.

THE CUSTOM OF THE COUNTRY

I CANNOT but think that m a country conquered by a

nobler race than the natives, and m which the latter

became villeins and bondsmen, this custom, Ux merchetcB,

may have been mtroduced for wise purposes,—as of im-
provmg the breed, lessening the antipathy of different

races, and produemg a new bond of relationship between
the lord and the tenant, who, as the eldest bom, would,

at least, have a chance of being, and a probability of being

thought, the lord’s child In the West Indies it cannot
have these effects, because the mulatto is marked by
nature different from the father, and because there is no
bond, no law, no custom, but of mere debauchery 1815
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Act 1 sc 1 Rutilio’s speech —
Yet if you play not fair play, &c

Evidently to be transposed and read thus —
Yet if you play not fair, above-board too,

rU tell you vrbat

—

I’ve a foolish engine here —I say no more

—

But if your Honour’s guts are not enchanted

—

Licentious as the comic metre of B and F is,—a far more
lawless, and yet far less happy, mutation of the rh)rthm

of animated talk m real hfe than Massmger’s—^still it is

made worse than it really is by ignorance of the halves,

thirds, and two-thirds of a Ime which B and F adopted
from the Itahan and Spanish dramatists Thus m Rutiho’s
speech —

Though I confess
Any man would desire to have her, and by any means, &c

Correct the whole passage

—

Though I confess

Any man would
Desire to have her, and by any means.
At any rate too, yet this common hangman
That hath whipt oS a thou^nd maids’ heads already
That he should glean the harvest, sticks m my stomach I

In all coimc metres the gulpmg of short syllables, and the
abbreviation of syllables orchnanly long by the rapid
pronunciation of eagerness and vehemence, are not so
much a hcense, as a law,—a faithful copy of nature, and
let them be read characteristically, the tunes wiU be found
nearly equal Thus the three words marked above make
a cJionambus— u o—, or perhaps a pceon pntnus u u u ,

a dactyl, by virtue of comic rapidity, bemg only equal to
an iambus when distmctly pronounced I have no doubt
that all B and F's works might be safely corrected by
attention to this rule, and that the editor is entitled to
transpositions of all kinds, and to not a few omissions
For the rule of the metre once lost—what was to restrain
the actors from interpolation ?
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THE ELDER BROTHER
Act 1 sc 2 Charles’s speech —

—For TVhat concerns tillage,

^^'ho better can deliver it than Virgil

In his Gcorgicks ? and to cure your herds,
His Bucohcks is a master-piece

Fletcher was too good a scholar to fall into so gross a
blunder, as Messrs Sympson and Colman suppose I read
the passage thus

—For what concerns tillage.

Who better can deliver it than Virgil,

In his GCorgicks, or to cure your herds ,

(His Bucohcks are a master-piece ) But when, &c

Jealous of Virgil’s honour, he is airaid lest, by referring to

the Georgies alone, he might be understood as under-
valumg die preceding work ‘Not that I do not admire
the Bucolics, too, m their way —But when, &c.’

Act iii sc 3 Charles’s speech —
—She hais a face looks like a story

,

The story of the heavens looks very like her.

Seward reads ‘glory ,’ and Theobald quotes from
Philaster

—

That reads the story of a woman’s face—
I can make sense of this passage as httle as Mr Seward

,—the passage from Philaster is nothmg to the purpose
Instead of ‘a story,’ I have sometimes thought of proposmg
‘Astrasa

’

Ib AngeUina’s speech —
—You're old and dim, Sir,

And the shadow of the earth eclips’d your judgment.

Inappropriate to Angellina, but one of the finest lines

m our language
Act iv sc 3 Charles’s speech —

And lets the serious part of life run by
As thm neglected sand, whiteness of name.
You must be mine, &c

Seward’s note, and reading

—

—^Whiteness of name.
You must be mme 1
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Nonsense 1. ‘Whiteness of name’ is in apposition to

‘the senous part of hfe,’ and means a deservedly pure

reputation The following line
—'You must be mine!

means—‘Though I do not enjoy you to-day, I shall here-

after, and without reproach
’

THE SPANISH CURATE

Act iv sc 7 Amaranta’s speech —
And still I push’d him on^ as he had been coming*

Perhaps the true word is ‘connmg,’ that is, leammg, or

reading, and therefore mattentive.

WIT WITHOUT MONEY.

Act 1 Valentme’s speech —
One without substance, &c.

The present text, and that proposed by Seward, are equally

vile I have endeavoured to make the hues sense, though
the whole is, I suspect, mcurable except by bold con-
jectural reformation I would read thus —

^

One without substance of herself, that’s woman ;

Without the pleasure of her life, that's wanton ;

Tho’ she be young, forgetting it , tho' fair,

Makmg her glass the eyes of honest men.
Not her own admiration

‘That’s wanton/ or, ‘that is to say, wantonness '

Act n Valentine’s speech —
Of half-a-crown a week for pins and puppets

—

As there is a syllable wantmg m the measure here Seward*

A syllable wanting ! Had this Seward neither ears nor
fingers ? The Ime is a more than usually regular iambic
hendecasyllable

With one man satisfied, with one rem guided j

With one faith, one content, one bed ,

^ged, she makes the wife, preserves the fame and issue ,A widow IS, &c
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Is *apaid’—contented—^too obsolete for B and F ? If

not, we might read it thus —
i

Content with one faith, wath one bed apaid,
She makes the wife, preserves the fame and issue ,

—

Or it may be

—

—^with one breed apaid

—

that is, satisfied with one set of children, m opposition to

—

A widow IS a Chnstmas-box, &c

Colman’s note on Seward’s attempt to put this play mto
metre
The editors, and their contemporaries m general, were

Ignorant of any but the regular iambic verse A study of

the Anstophamc and Plautme metres would have enabled
them to reduce B and F throughout mto metre, except
where prose is really mtended

THE HUMOROUS LIEUTENANT.

Act 1 sc I Second Ambassador’s speech —
—^When your angers.

Like so many brother billows, rose together.
And, curling up your foammg crests, defied, &c

This worse than superfluous ‘hke’ is very like an inter-

polation of some matter of fact cntic—aU pus, prose atque

venenum The ‘your’ m the next hne, instead of ‘their,’

is likewise yours, Mr Critic !

Act u sc I Timon’s speech —
Another of a new way w ill be look’d at—

We must suspect the poets wrote, 'of a new day ’ So immedi-
atdy after,

Tune may
For all his wisdom, yet give us a day

Seward's Note

For this very reason I more than suspect the contrary.

Ib sc 3 Speech of Leuappe ,

—

I’ll put her into action for a wastcoai—
What we call a nding-habit,—some mannish dress
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THE MAD LOVER.

Act IV Masque of beasts —
—This goodly tree,

An usher that still grew before his lady,

Wither’d at root this, for he could not woo,

A grumbling lawyer &c

Here must have been omitted a line rhyming to ‘tree

and the words of the next hne have been transposed —
—This goodly tree,

Which Jeafless, and obscur'd with moss you see.

An usher this, that ’fore his lady grew.

Wither’d at root this, for he could not woo, &c

THE LOYAL SUBJECT.

It is weU worthy of notice, and yet has not been, I beheve,

noticed hitherto, what a marked difference there exists in

the dramatic writers of the Elizabetho-Jacob^an age

—

(Mercy on me ' what a phrase for ‘the writers durmg the
reigns of Elizabeth and James I >’)— respect of their

political opmions Shakspeare, m this as m all other
thmgs, himself and alone, gives the permanent pohtics of

human nature, and the only predilection, which appears,
shews itself m his contempt of mobs and the populacy
Massmger is a decided Whig ,—^Beaumont and Hetcher
high-fl57ing, passive-obedience Tones The Spanish dra-
matists furnished them with this, as with many other
mgredients By the by, an accurate and famihar acquamt-
ance with all the productions of the Spanish stage pre-
viously to 1620, IS an mdispensable qualification for an
editor of B and F ,—and with this qualification a most
mterestmg and mstructive edition might be given This
edition of Cohnan’s (Stockdale 1811,) is below criticism

In metre, B and F are infenor to Shakspeare, on the
one hand, as expressing the poetic part of the drama, and
to Massmger, on the other, m the art of reconciling metre
with the natural rhjdhm of conversation,—m which,
mdeed, Massmger is unnvaUed Read tmn aright, and
measure by time, not syllalfies, and no hnes can be more
legitmiate, ^none m which the substitution of equipollent
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feet, and the modifications by emphasis, are managed with
such exquisite judgment B and F are fond of the
twelve syllable (not Alexandrme) hne, as

—

Too many fears 'txs thought too and to nounsh those

—

This has, often, a good effect, and is one of the varieties

most common m Shakspeare.

RULE A WIFE AND HAVE A WIFE

Act m Old Woman’s speech —
—I fear he will knock my

Brams out for lymg

Mr Seward discards the words ‘for l5nng,’ because ‘most
of the thmgs spoke of Estifama are true, with only a little

exaggeration, and because they destroy aU appearance of

measure ’ Cohnan’s note
Mr Seward had his brams out The humour hes in

Estifama’s havmg ordered the Old Woman to tell these

tales of her ,
for ttough an mtnguer, she is not represented

as other than chaste , and as to the metre, it is perfectly

correct

Ib
Marg As you love me, give way
Leon It shall be better, I will give none, madam, &c

The meanmg is ‘It shall be a better way, first ,—as it

is, I will not give it, or any that you m your present mood
would wish ’

THE LAWS OF CANDY.

Act 1 Speech of Mehtus —
Whose insolence and never yet match’d pnde
Can by no character be well express’d,

But m her only name, the proud Erota

Colman’s note
The poet intended no allusion to the word ‘Erota’

itself ,
but says that her very name, ‘the proud Erota,’

162
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became a character and adage ; as we say, a Quixote or a

Brutus so to say an ‘Erota/ expressed female pnde and

msolence of beauty
Ib. Speech of Antmous —

Of my peculiar honours, not denv’d
From successary, but purchas'd -vnth my blood —

The poet doubtless wrote 'successry,’ which, though

not adopted in our language, would be, on many occasions,

as here, a much more significant phrase than ancestry

THE LITTLE FRENCH LAWYER.

Act 1 sc I Dinant's speech —
Are you become a patron too ? 'Tis a new one.
No more on’t, &c

Seward reads —
Are you become a patron too ? How long

Have you been conning this speech ^ 'Tis a new one, &c

If conjectural emendation, hke this, be allowed, we might
venture to read —

or,

Ib

Are you become a patron to a new tunc ?

Are you become a patron ? 'Tis a new tune

Din Thou wouldst not willmgly
Live a protested coward, or be call’d one ?

Cler Words are but words
Dm Nor wouldst thou take a blow ?

Seward’s note
O miserable ! Dmant sees through Cleremont’s gravity,

and the actor is to explam it ‘Words are but words,’ is
the last struggle of affected morahty.

VALENTINIAN.

Act 1 sc 3

It is a real trial of chanty to read this scene with tolerable
temper towards Fletcher. So very slavish—^so reptile

—
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axe the feelings and sentiments represented as duties And
yet remember he was a bishop’s son, and the duty to God
was the supposed basis

Personals, mcludmg body, house, home, and rehgion ,—^property, subordination, and mter-commumty ,—these
are the fundamentals of society I mean here, rehgion
negatively taken,—so that the person be not compelled to

do or utter, m relation of the soul to God, what would be,

m that person, a he ,—^such as to force a man to go to
church, or to swear that he believes what he does not
beheve Rehgion, positively taken, may be a great and
useful pnvilege, but cannot be a right,—^were it for this

only that it cannot be pre-defined The ground of this

distmction between negative and positive rehgion, as a
social nght, is plam No one of my fellow-citizens is

encroached on by my not declarmg to him what I beheve
respecting the super-sensual

,
but should every man be

entitled to preach agamst the preacher, who could hear
any preacher '> Now it is different m respect of loyalty

There we have positive rights, but not negative nghts ,

—

for every pretended negative would be m effect a positive ,—as if a soldier had a nght to keep to himself, whether
he would, or would not, fight Now, no one of these

fundamentals can be rightfully attacked, except when the

guardian of it has abused it to subvert one or more of the

rest The reason is, that the guardian, as a fluent, is less

than the permanent which he is to guard He is the

temporary and mutable mean, and denves his whole value

from the end In short, as robbery is not high treason, so

neither is every unjust act of a kmg the converse All

must be attacked and endangered Why ? Because the

king, as a to A , IS a mean to A or subordmation, m a far

higher sense than a proprietor, as & to B is a mean to B
or property
Act u sc 2 Claudia’s speech —

Chimney-pieces ! &c

The whole of this speech seems corrupt
,
and if accu-

rately prmted,—that is, if the same m all the prior editions,

irremediable but by bold conjecture 'Till my tackle,’

should be, I thmk, while, &c
Act m sc I. B and F always wnte as if virtue or

goodness were a sort of talisman, or strange something
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that might be lost wnthout the least {anil on the part of th'’

owner In short their chaste ladies value their chastity

as a material thing,—not as an act or state of being ; and

tins mere thing being imaginary, no wonder that all their

women are represented with the minds of strumpets,

except a few irrational humorists, far less capable of ex-

citing our sympathy than a Hindoo, who has had a bason

of cow-broth thrown o\ er him ,—for this, thougii a debas-

ing superstition, is still real, and we might pity the poor

WTetch, though we cannot help despising him But B and
F ’s Luemas are clumsy fictions It is too plain that the

authors had no one idea of chastity as a virtue, but onlj

such a conception as a bhnd man might have of the power
of seeing, by handling an ox’s eye In Hie Queen of

Connth, indeed, they talk differently ,
but it is all talk,

and nothing is real in it but the dread of losing a reputation
Hence the fnghtful contrast betw'ccn tlieir women {even
those who are meant for vnrtuous) and Shaksjieare’s So,
for instance, The IMaid in the IvIiU —a woman must not
merely have growm old in brothels, but have chuckled ov’er

every abomination committed m them with a rampant
sympathy of imagmation, to have had her fancy so drunk
ivith the vnnuitcB of lechery as this icy chaste virgin evinces
hers to hav^e been

It would be worth while to note how many of these pla5's
are founded on rapes,—how many on incestuous passions,
and how many on mere lunacies Then their virtuous
women are either crazy superstitions of a merely bodily
negation of having been acted on, or strumpets m their
imagmations and washes, or, as m this ]Maid m the I^IilI,

both at the same time In the men, the lov^e is merely
lust m one direction,—exclusive preference of one object
The tyrant’s speeches are mostly taken from the mouths
of mdignant denouncers of the tyrant’s character, with
the substitution of T’ for ‘he,’ and the omission of the
prefatory ‘he acts as if he thought’ so and so The only
feelings they can possibly excite are disgust at the Aeciuses,
if regarded as sane loyalists, or compassion, if considered
as Bedlamites So much for their tragedies But even
their comedies are, most of them, disturbed by the fantas-
b^ess, or gross cancature, of the persons or incidents
iiiere are few characters that you can really hke, (even
hough you should have erased from your mind all the
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filth which bespatters the most likeable of them, as Piniero
m The Island Princess for mstance,)—scarcely one whom
you can love How different this from Shakspeare, who
makes one have a sort of sneakmg affection even for his

Bamardmes ,
—^whose very lagos and Richards are awful,

and, by the counteractmg power of profound mteUects,
rendered fearful rather than hateful ,—and even the ex-
ceptions, as Gonenl and Regan, are proofs of superlative

judgment and the finest moral tact, m bemg left utter

monsters, mdla mriute redemptcs, and m bemg kept out of

sight as much as possible,—^they bemg, mdeed, only means
for the excitement and deepenmg of noblest emotions
towards the Lear, Cordeha, &c and employed with the
severest economy > But even Shakspeare’s grossness

—

that which is really so, mdependently of the mcrease m
modem times of vicious associations with thmgs indifferent

—(for there is a state of manners conceivable so pure, that
the language of Hamlet at Opheha’s feet might be a harm-
less rallymg, or playful teazmg, of a shame that would
exist m Paradise)—at the worst, how diverse m kmd is it

from Beaumont and Fletcher’s ' In Shakspeare it is the

mere generahties of sex, mere words for the most part,

seldom or never distmct images, all head-work, and fancy-

drollenes , there is no sensation supposed m the speaker
I need not proceed to contrast this with B and F,

ROLLO.

This is, perhaps, the most energetic of Fletcher’s tragedies.

He evidently aimed at a new Richard III m RoUo ,—but
as m all his other mutations of Shakspeare, he was not
philosopher enough to bottom his origm^ Thus, m
RoUo, he has produced a mere personification of outrageous
wickedness, with no fundamental characteristic impulses
to make either the tyrant’s words or actions philosophi-

cally mteUigible Hence the most pathetic situations

border on the horrible, and what he meant for the terrible,

is either hateful, ro /iianrov, or ludicrous The scene of

Baldwm’s sentence m the third act is probably the grandest
v/orkmg of passion m aU B and F ’s dramas ,—but the
very magnificence of fihal affection given to Edith, m this
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noble scene, renders the after scene—(in mutation of one

of the least Shalcspeanan of all ShaJkspeare’s works, if it

be his, the scene between Richard and Lady Anne,)

—

which Edith is yielding to a few words and tears, not only

unnatural, but di^ustmg In Shakspeare, Lady Anne is

described as a weak, vam, very woman throughout.

Act 1. sc. I

Gis He IS indeed the perfect character

Of a good man, and so his actions speak him.

This character of Aubrey, and the whole spint of this

and several other plays of the same authors, are mterestmg
as traits of the morals which it was fashionable to teach
m the reigns of James I and his successor, who died a
mart}^: to them Stage, pulpit, law, fashion,—all con-
spired to enslave the realm Massmger’s plays breathe
the opposite spirit , Shakspeare’s the spirit of wisdom
which is for all ages By the by, the Spanish dramatists
—Calderon, m particular,—had some mfluence m this

respect, of romantic loyalty to the greatest monsters, as
well as m the busy mtrigues of B and F.’s plays.

THE WILDGOOSE CHASE.

Act n. sc I BeUeur’s speech .

—

—That wench, methmks,
If I were but well set on, for she is a fable.
If I were but hounded right, and one to teach me

Sympson reads ‘affable,' which Colman rejects, and says,
‘the next Ime seems to enforce’ the reading m the text

Pity, that the editor did not explam wherem the sense,
‘seemmgly enforced by the next hne,' consists May the
true word be ‘a sable,’ that is, a black fox, hunted for its
precious fur ? Or ‘at-able,’—as we now say,

—
‘she is

come-at-able ?’
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A WIFE FOR A MONTH.

Act IV sc I. Alphonse’s speech —
Betwixt the cold bear and the raging lion

Lies my safe way.

Seward’s note and alteration to

—

'Twixt the cold bears, far from the raging lion

—

This Mr Seward is a blockhead of the provoking species

In his itch for correction, he forgot the words
—

‘hes my
safe way !’ The Bear is the extreme pole, and thither

he would travel over the space contamed between it and
‘the ragmg hon.’

THE PILGRIM.

Act IV sc 2.

Alinda’s mterview with her father is lively, and happfly
hit off , but this scene with Rodengo is truly excellent

Altogether, mdeed, this play holds the first place m B and
F ’s romantic entertainments, Lusisptele, which collectively

are their happiest performances, and are only mfenor to the
romance of Shakspeare in the As You Like It, Twelfth
Night, &c.

Ib

Ahn To-day you shall wed Sorrow,
And Repentance will come to-morrow.

Read ‘Pentience,’ or else

—

Repentance, she will come to-morrow.

THE QUEEN OF CORINTH.

Act 11 sc I

Merione’s speech Had the scene of this tragi-comedy
been laid in Hmdostan mstead of Corinth, and the gods
here addressed been the Veeshnoo and Co of the Indian
Pantheon, this rant would not have been much amiss
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In respect of style and versification, this play and the

following of Bonduca may be taken as the best, and yet

as characteristic, specimens of Beaumont and Fletcher’s

dramas I particularly mstance the first scene of the

Bonduca Take Shalcspeare’s Richard II , and havmg
selected some one scene of about the same number of hnes,

and consistmg mostly of long speeches, compare it with the

first scene m Bonduca,—not for the idle purpose of findmg

out which IS the better, but m order to see and under-

stand the difierence The latter, that of B and F ,
you

will find a well arranged bed of flowers, each havmg its

separate root, and its position determmed aforehand by the

will of the gardener,—each fresh plant a fresh vohtion In

the former you see an Indian figtree, as described by
Milton ,

— ah IS growth, evolution, ytuaig
,
— each line,

each word almost, begets the fohowmg, and the will of

the writer is an mterfeion, a contmuous agency, and not
a senes of separate acts Shakspeare is the height, breadth,
and depth of Genius Beaumont and Fletcher the excellent

mechanism, m 3Uxta-position and succession, of talent.

THE NOBLE GENTLEMAN.

Why have the dramatists of the tunes of Elizabeth, James
I and the first Charles become almost obsolete, with the
exception of Shakspeare ? Why do they no longer belong
to the Enghsh, bemg once so popular ? And why is Shak-
speare an exception ^—One thmg, among fifty, necessary
to the full solution is, that they ^ employed poetry and
poetic diction on unpoetic subjects, both characters and
situations, especially m their comedy Now Shakspeare
IS all, all ideM,—of no tune, and therefore for all tunes
Read, for instance, Marme’s paneg5mc m the first scene
of this play —

Know
The eminent court, to them that can be wise.
And fasten on her blessmgs, is a sun, &c

What can be more unnatural and mappropnate—(not
only IS, but must be felt as such)—than such poetry m
the mouth of a silly dupe ^ In short, the scenes are mock
^alogues, m which the poet solus plays the ventriloquist,
but cannot keep down his own way of expressmg himself
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Heavy complaints have been made respectmg the trans-

posmg of the old plays by Cibber , but it never occurred

to these critics to ask, how it came that no one ever at-

tempted to transpose a comedy of Shakspeare’s

THE CORONATION.

Act i Speech of Seleucus '

—

Altho’ he be my enemy, should any
Of the gay flies that buz about the court,
Sti to catch trouts i' the summer, tell me so,

I durst, &c

Cohnan's note

Pshaw ! 'Sif is either a mispnnt for 'set,' or the old and
still provmcial word for 'set,' as the participle passive of

‘seat’ or ‘set ’ I have heard an old Somersetshire gardener

say —" Look, Sir > I set these plants here , those yonder
I sit yesterday

”

Act u. Speech of Arcadius —
Nay, some will swear they love their mistress.
Would hazard lives and fortunes, &c.

Read thus —
Nay, some mil swear they love their mistress so.

They would hazard lives and fortunes to preserve
One of her hairs brighter than Beremce’s,
Or young Apollo’s , and yet, after this, &c

‘They would hazard’—^furnishes an anapsest for an iambus
‘And yet,’ which must be read, anyU, is an mstance of the

enchtic force m an accented monosyllable ‘And yet,’

IS a complete iambus

,

but any^t is, like spirit, a dibrach

o o, trocheized, however, by the arsis or first accent

dampmg, though not extinguishmg, the second

WIT AT SEVERAL WEAPONS.

Act 1 Oldcraft’s speech

I'm arm'd at all pomts, &c

It would be very easy to restore aU this passage to metre,

by supplymg a sentence of four syllables, which the reason-
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mg almost demands, and by correcting the grammar.

Read thus .

—

Arm’d at all pomts 'gainst treachery, I hold

My hnmoar firm If, hvxng, I can see thee

Thnve by thy wits, I shall have the more conrage,

Dying, to trust thee "With my lands If not.

The best wit, I can hear of, carries them
For smce so many m my fame and knowledge,
Rich children of the city, have concluded
For lack of tint m beggary, I’d rather
Make a wise stranger my executor.
Than a fool son my heir, and have my lands call’d

Alter my wit than name and that’s my nature 1

Ib Oldcraft’s speech —
To prevent which I have sought out a match for her.

—

Read
Which to prevent I’ve sought a match out for her,

Ib Sir Gregorys speech •

—

— Do you thmk
I’ll have any of the wits hang upon me after I am married once ?

Read it thus —
Do you think

That I’ll have any of faie wits to hang
Upon me after I am married once ?

and afterwards

—

Is it a fashion m Ix)ndon
To maury a woman, and to never see her ?

The superfluous ‘to’ gives it the Sir Andrew Ague-cheek
character.

THE FAIR MAID OF THE INN.

Act 11, Speech of Albertus .

—

But, Sir,

By my life, I vow to take assurance from you.
That right hand never more shall strike mv son
* '

Chop his hand ofi 1

In thas (as, indeed, in. all other respects
, but most in this)

it IS that Shakspeare is so mcomparably superior to Fletcher
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and his fnend,—m judgment 1 ViTiat can be conceived
more unnatural and motiveless than this brutal resolve ?

How is it possible to feel the least interest m Albertus
afterv'ards ? or in Cesario after his conduct ?

THE TWO NOBLE KINSMEN.

On companng the prison scene of Palamon and Arcite,

Act 11- sc 2, with the dialogue between the same speakers.

Act 1 sc 2, 1 can scarcely retam a doubt as to the first act's

havmg been written by Shakspeare Assuredly it was not
written by B and F. I hold Jonson more probable than
either of tiiese two
The mam presumption, however, for Shakspeare's share

m this play rests on a pomt, to which the sturdy cntics

of this edition (and mdeed all before them) were blmd,

—

that IS, the construction of the blank verse, which proves
beyond all doubt an mtentional mutation, if not the proper
hand, of Shakspeare Now, whatever improbabihty there

IS m the former, (which supposes Fletcher conscious of the
mfenonty, the too poematic wiwws-dramatic nature, of

his versification, and of which there is neither proof, nor
likelihood), adds so much to the probabihty of the latter

On the other hand, the harshness of many of these very
passages, a harshness unreheved by any lyrical mter-
breathmgs, and still more the want of profundity m the
thoughts, keep me from an absolute decision

Act 1 sc. 3 Emiha's speech —
Since his depart, his sports,

Tho’ craving seriousness and skill, &c

I conjecture 'imports,' that is, duties or offices of import-
ance The flow of the versification m this speech seems
to demand the trochaic endmg— o , while the text blends
jmgle and hisses to the aimoyance of less sensitive ears

than Fletcher’s—^not to say, Shakspeare’s.
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THE WOMAN HATER,
Acti sc 2,

This scene from the begmnmg is prose printed as blank
verse, down to the Ime

—

E’en all the valiant stomachs m the court

—

where the verse recommences This transition from the
prose to the verse enhances, and mdeed forms, the comic
efiect Lazanllo concludes his soliloquy with a hymn to
the goddess of plenty.



A COURSE OF LECTURES

PROSPECTUS.

There are few families, at present, m the higher and
middle classes of English society, m which literary topics

and the productions of the Fme Arts, m some one or omer
of their vanous forms, do not occasionally take their turn
m contributing to the entertainment of the social board,
and the amusement of the circle at the fire side The ac-

quisitions and attamments of the mtellect ought, mdeed,
to hold a very mfenor rank m our estimation, opposed to

moral worth, or even to professional and specific skill,

prudence, and mdustry But why should they be opposed,
when they may be made subservient merely by bemg sub-

ordinated ? It can rarely happen, that a man of social

disposition, altogether a stranger to subjects of taste,

(almost the only ones on which persons of both sexes can
converse with a common interest) should go through the
world without at times feeling dissatisfied with himself

The best proof of this is to be found in the marked anxiety
which men, who have succeeded m life without the aid

of these accomplishments, shew m securing them to then
children A young man of mgenuous mmd will not wilfully

deprive himself of any species of respect He will wish
to feel hunself on a level with the average of the society

m which he hves, though he may be ambitious of dis-

tinguishmg himself only m his own immediate pursmt
or occupation
Under this conviction, the following Course of Lectures

was planned The several titles will best explain the
particular subjects and purposes of each but the mam
objects proposed, as the result of all, are the two foUowmg.

I To convey, m a form best fitted to render them im-
pressive at the time, and remembered afterwards, rules

and pnnciples of sound judgment, with a kmd and degree
of connected mformation, such as the hearers cannot
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generally be supposed hkely to form, collect, and arrange

for themselves, by their own unassisted studies It might

be presumption to say, that any important part of these

Lectures could not be derived from books
,

but none, I

trust, m supposmg, that the same information could not

be so surely or conveniently acquired from such books as

are of commonest occurrence, orvnth that quantity of time

and attention which can be reasonably expected, or even

wisely desired, of men engaged in busmess and the active

duties of the world
2 Under a strong persuasion that httle of real value

is derived by persons m general from a wide and various

readmg ,
but still more deeply convinced as to the actual

mischief of unconnected and promiscuous readmg, and
that it IS sure, m a greater or less degree, to enervate even
where it does not hkewise mflate

,
I hope to satisfy many

an mgenuous mind, seriously mterested in its own develop-
ment and cultivation, how moderate a number of volumes,
if only they be judiciously chosen, will suffice for the
attamment of ev^ wise and desirable purpose

,
that is,

in addition to those which he studies for specific and pro-

fessional purposes It is saymg less than the truth to

affirm, that an excellent book, (and the remark holds
almost equally good of a Raphael as of a Milton) is hke a
well chosen and well tended frmt tree Its frmts are not
of one season only With the due and natural mtervals,
we may recur to it year after year, and it will supply the
same nourishment and the same gratification, if only we
ourselves return to it with the same healthful appetite
The subjects of the Lectures are mdeed very different,

but not, (m the stnct sense of the term) diverse
,

they
are various, rather than miscellaneous There is this bond
of connexion common to them aU,—that the mental
pleasure which they are calculated to excite, is not de-
pendent on accidents of fashion, place, or age, or the events
or the customs of the day

, but commensurate with the
good sense, taste, and feehng, to the cultivation of which
they themselves so largely contnbute, as bemg all m kmd,
though not aU m the same degree, productions of gemus
What it would be arrogant to promise, I may yet be

pemutted to hope,—that the execution will prove cor-
i^pondent and adequate to the plan Assuredly, my
best efforts have not been wanting so to select and prepare
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the materials, that, at the conclusion of the Lectures, an
attentive auditor, who should consent to aid his future
recollection by a few notes taken either durmg each Lecture,
or soon after, would rarely feel himself, for the time to
come, excluded, from takmg an mteUigent mterest m any
general conversation likely to occur in mixed society

Syllabus of the Course.

I. January 27, 1818—On the manners, morals, litera-

ture, philosophy, rehgion, and the state of society m
general, m European Christendom, from the eighth to the
fifteenth century, (that is from ad 700, to A-d 1400),
more particulady m reference to England, France, Italy,

and Germany
, m other words, a portrait of the so-called

dark ages of Europe
II. January 30—On the tales and metrical romances

common, for the most part, to England, Germany, and
the north of France, and on the English songs and ballads,

contmued to the reign of Charles I A few selections will be
made from the Swedish, Danish, and German languages,
translated for the purpose by the Lecturer

III February 3—Chaucer and Spenser , of Petrarch
,

of Anosto, Pula, and Boiardo
IV V VI February 6, 10, 13 —On the dramatic works

of Shakspeare In these Lectures will be comprised the
substance of Mr Colendge’s former courses on the same
subject, enlarged and varied by subsequent study and
reflection

VII February 17 —On Ben Jonson, Beaumont and
Fletcher, and Massinger , with the probable causes of

the cessation of dramatic poetry m England with Shirley

and Otway, soon after the restoration of Charles II

VIII February 20—Of the hfe and all the works of

Cervantes, but chiefly of his Don Quixote The ridicule

of knight errantry shewn to have been but a secondary
object m the mmd of the author, and not the prmcipal
cause of the delight which the work contmues to give to all

nations, and under all, the revolutions of manners and
opmions,
IX February 24—On Rabelais, Swift, and Sterne •

on the nature and constituents of genume Humour, and
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The Northern nations were prepared by their own
previous rehgion for Christianity , they, for the most part

received it gladly, and it took root as m a native soil The
deference to woman, charactenstic of the Gothic races,

combmed itself with devotion m the idea of the Virgm
Mother, and gave nse to many beautiful associations ^

Mr C remarked how Gothic an mstrument m ongm
and character the organ was
He also enlarged on the mfluence of female character

on our education, the j5rst impressions of our childhood

being denved from women Amongst onental nations,

he said, the only distinction, was between lord and slave

With the antique Greeks, the will of every one conflictmg

with the will of all, produced hcentiousness , with the

modem descendants from the northern stocks, both these

extremes were shut out, to reappear mixed and condensed
mto this pnnciple or temper ,—submission, but with free

choice, illustrated m chivalrous devotion to women as such,

m attachment to the sovereign, &c.

LECTURE 112

Geimal Character of the Gothic Literature

and Art

In my last lecture I stated that the descendants of Japhet
and Shem peopled Europe and Asia, fulfilling m their
distribution the prophecies of Scripture, while Ihe descen-
dants of Ham passed mto Afnca, there also actually
venfying the interdiction pronounced agamst them The
Keltic and Teutonic nations occupied that part of Europe,
which IS now France, Bntam, Germany, Sweden, Denmark,
&c They were m general a hardy race, possessmg great
fortitude, and capable of great endurance The Romans
slowly conquered the more southerly portion of their
tnbes, and succeeded only by their supenor arts, their
pohcy, and better discipline After a time, when the
Goths,—to use the name of the noblest and most historical

i The reader may compare the last two paragraphs with the first of Schlegel’s Pre-
Dramatic Art and 3Lritcrattirc—

i

2nd edit.-—and with
^helling dot Vcrhd2imss dcr htldender KUnsie. p 377 , though the rc£«n
Wance in thought is but general

5 From Mr \VilUam Hammond’s note Uken at the dcU\cry Ed
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of the Teutonic tribes,—^had acquired some knowledge of
these arts from mixmg with their conquerors, they mvaded
the Roman temtones The hardy habits, the steady
perseverance, the better faith of the enduring Goth rendered
him too formidable an enemy for the corrupt Roman, who
was more inclmed to purchase the subjection of his enemy,
than to go through the suffermg necessary to secure it

The conquest of the Romans gave to the Goths the Christian
religion as it was then existing m Italy

,
and the light and

graceful buildmg of Grecian, or Roman-Greek order,

became smgularly combmed with the massy architecture
of the Goths, as wild and vaned as the forest vegetation
which it resembled The Greek art is beautiful When
I enter a Greek Church, my eye is charmed, and my mmd
elated

,
I feel exalted, and proud that I am a man But

the Gothic art is sublime On entering a cathedral, I

am filled with devotion and with awe
,

I am lost to the
actuahties that surround me, and my whole bemg expands
mto the mfinite

,
earth and air, nature and art, aU swell

up mto eternity, and the only sensible impression left, is

'that I am nothmg I ’ This rehgion, while it tended to

soften the manners of the Northern tribes, was at the same
tune highly congenial to their nature The Goths are

free from the stam of hero worship Gazmg on their

rugged mountains, surrounded by impassable forests,

accustomed to gloomy seasons, they hved m the bosom
of nature, and worshipped an mvisible and unknown deity

Firm m his faith, domestic m his habits, the hfe of the Goth
was simple and dignified, yet tender and affectionate

The Greeks were remarkable for complacency and com-
pletion

,
they delighted m whatever pleased the eye , to

them it was not enough to have merely the idea of a

divmity, they must have it placed before them, shaped
in the most perfect S5mimetry, and presented with the

nicest judgment and if we look upon any Greek produc-

tion of art, the beauty of its parts, and the harmony of their

umon, the complete and complacent effect of the whole,

are the striking characteristics It is the same m their

poetry In Homer you have a poem perfect m its form,

whether ongmally so, or from the labour of after critics,

I know not
,

his descriptions are pictures brought vividly

before you, and as far as the eye and understanding are

concerned, I am indeed gratified But if I wish my feehngs
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to be afiected, if I wish my heart to be touched, if I wish

to melt mto sentiment and tenderness, I must turn to the

heroic songs of the Goths, to the poetry of the middle ages

The worship of statues m Greece had, m a civil sense, its

advantage, and disadvantage ,
advantage, m promotmg

statuary and the arts ,
disadvantage, m brmgmg their

gods too much on a level with human beings, and thence

depnvmg them of their dignity, and gradually givmg

rise to scepticism and ridicule But no statue, no arUficial

emblem, could satisfy the Northman’s mind
,

the dark

wild imagery of nature which surrounded him, and the

freedom of his hfe, gave his mmd a tendency to the infinite,

so that he found rest m that which presented no end, and
derived satisfaction from that which was mdistmct
We have few and uncertam vestiges of Gothic hterature

till the time of Theodonc, who encouraged liis subjects

to wnte, and who made a collection of their poems These
consisted chiefly of heroic songs, sung at the Court ,

for

at that time this was the custom Charlemagne, m the
begmnmg of the nmth century, greatly encouraged letters,

and made a further collection of the poems of his time,

among which were several epic poems of great merit
,

or

rather m stnctness there was a vast cycle of heroic poems,
or minstrelsies, from and out of which separate poems
were composed The form of poetry was, however, for

the most part, the metncal romance and heroic tale

Charlemagne’s army, or a large division of it, was utterly
destroyed m the Pyrenees, when retummg from a successful
attack on the Arabs of Navarre and j^^agon

,
yet the

name of RoncesvaJies became famous in the songs of the
Gothic poets The Greeks and Romans would not have
done this

,
they would not have recorded m heroic verse

the death and defeat of their fellow-countrymen But
the Goths, firm m their faith, with a constancy not to be
shaken, celebrated those brave men who died for their
rehgion and their country I What, though they had been
defeated, they died without fear, as they had hved without
reproach

,
they left no stam on their names, for they fell

fightmg for their God, their hberty, and their nghts
,
and

the song that sang that day’s reverse animated them to
future victory and certam vengeance

I must now turn to our great monarch, Alfred, one of
the most august characters that any age has ever produced

,
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and when I picture him after the toils of government and
the dangers of battle, seated by a sohtary lamp, translating

the holy scriptures mto the Saxon tongue,—when I reflect

on his moderation m success, on his fortitude and per-

severance in difficulty and defeat, and on the \visdom and
extensive nature of his legislation, I am really at a loss

which part of this great man’s character most to admire
Yet above all, I see the grandeur, the freedom, the mildness,

the domestic umty, the umversal character of the middle
ages condensed mto Alfred’s glonous mstitution of the
tnal by jury I gaze upon it as the immortal s5mibol of

that age ,—an age called mdeed dark ,—^but how could
that age be considered dark, which solved the difficult

problem of universal hberty, freed man from the shackles

of t5aranny, and subjected his actions to the decision of

twelve of his fellow-countrymen ? The hberty of the

Greeks was a phenomenon, a meteor, which blazed for a

short time, and then sank mto eternal darkness It was
a combination of most opposite matenals, slavery and
liberty. Such can neither be happy nor lastmg The
Goths on the other hand said. You shall be our Emperor ,

but we must be Prmces on our own estates, and over them
you shall have no power I The Vassals said to then Pnnce,
We will serve you m your wars, and defend your castle

,

but we must have hberty m our own circle, our cottage,

our cattle, our proporbon of land The Cities said. We
acknowledge you for our Emperor

, but we must have
our walls and our strong holds, and be governed by our
own laws Thus all combmed, yet all were separate

, all

served, yet all were free Such a government could not exist

m a dark age. Our ancestors may not mdeed have been
deep m the metaphysics of the schools

, they may not have
^one m the fine arts

,
but much Imowledge of human

nature, much practical wisdom must have existed amongst
them, when this admirable constitution was formed , and
I beheve it is a decided truth, though certainly an awful

lesson, that nations are not the most happy at the time

when hterature and the arts flourish the most among them
The translations I had promised m my syllabus I shall

defer to the end of the course, when I shall give a smgle

lecture of recitations illustrative of the different ages of

poetry There is one Northern tale I wi'U relate, as it is

one from which Shakspeare denved that strongly marked
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and extraordinary scene between I^ichard III and the

Lady Anne It may not be equal to that in strength and

genius, but it is, undoubtedly, supenor in decorum and

delicacy

A Knight had slam a Prince, the lord of a strong castle,

m combat He afterwards contrived to get into the castle,

where he obtained an intcrveiw with the Pnneess’s atten-

dant, whose hfe he had saved in some encounter
,
he told

her of his love for her mistress, and ivon her to hr^ interest

She ^en slowly and gradually worked on lier mistress’s

mind, spoke of the beauty of his person, the fire of his

eyes, the sweetness of his voice, Ins valour in the field, his

gentleness m the court ,
m short, by vvatchmg her oppor-

tunities, she at last filled the Pnneess’s soul with this one
image , she became restless ,

sleep forsook her
,

her

curiosity to see this Knight became strong , but her maid
still deferred the mterview', till at length she confessed she
w'as m love wth him ,—the Kmght is then introduced,

and the nuptials are quickly celebrated

In this age there was a tendency m winters to the droll

and the grotesque, and m the httle dramas which at that
time existed, there were singular mstances of tliese It

was the disease of the age It is a remarkable fact that
Luther and Melancthon, the great religious reformers of
that day, should have strongly recommended, for the
education of children, dramas, w’hich at present would
be considered highly mdecorous, if not bordenng on a
deeper sm From one which they particularly recom-
mended, I will give a few extracts

, more I should not
thmk it nglit to do The play opens wnth Adam and Eve
washmg and dressmg them cLldren to appear before the
Lord, who is commg from heaven to hear them repeat the
Lord’s Prayer, Behef, &c In the next scene the Lord ap-
pears seated like a schoolmaster, with the children stand-
mg round, when Cam, who is behmdhand, and a sad
pickle, comes ninn ing m with a bloody nose and his hat
on Adam says, " What, with your hat on !

” Cam then
goes up to shake hands with the Almighty, w'hen Adam
says (givmg him a cufi), “ Ah, would you give your left
hand to the Lord ? ” At length Cam takes his place m
the dass, and it becomes his turn to say the Lord’s Prayer
At this time the Devil (a constant attendant at that tune)
makes his appearance, and getting behmd Cam, whispers
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in his ear , instead of the Lord’s Prayer, Cam gives it so
changed by the transposition of the words, that the meanmg
IS reversed

,
yet this is so artfully done by the author,

that it IS exactly as an obstinate child would answer, who
knows his lesson, yet does not choose to say it In the last

scene, horses m nch trappmgs and carnages covered with
gold are mtroduced, and the good children are to nde m
them and be Lord Mayors, Lords, &c , Cam and the bad
ones are to be made cobblers and timers, and only to

associate with such
This, with numberless others, was wntten by Hans

Sachs Our simple ancestors, firm m their faith, and pure
in their morals, were only amused by these pleasantnes,

as they seemed to them, and neither they nor the reformers
feared their havmg any influence hostile to rehgion
When I was many years back m the north of Germany,
there were several mnocent superstitions m practice

Among others at Christmas, presents used to be given to
the children by the parents, and they were dehvered on
Christmas day by a person who personated, and was
supposed by the children to be, Christ early on Christmas
mommg he called, knockmg loudly at the door, and (havmg
received his mstructions) left presents for the good and
a rod for the bad Those who have smce been m Germany
have found this custom relmquished , it was considered

profane and irrational Yet they have not found the

children better, nor the mothers more careful of their

offsprmg ;
they have not found theur devotion more

fervent, ilieir faith more strong, nor their morahty more
pure.^

LECTURE III.

The Troubadours—Boccaccto—Petrarch—
Pulct—Chaucer—S-penser

The last Lecture was allotted to an mvestigation mto the

onginand character of a species of poetry, theleastinfluenced

of any by the hterature of Greece and Rome,—that m
which the portion contnbuted by the Gothic conquerors,

1 See this custom of Knccht Rupert more minutely described in Mr Coleridge’s own
letter from Germany, published in the 2nd voL of the Fnend, p 320. Ed
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the predilections and general tone or habit of thought

and feeling, brought by our remote ancestors with them

from the forests of Germany, or the deep dells and rocky

mountains of Norway, are the most prominent In the

present Lecture I must mtroduce you to a species of poetr>’,

which had its birth-place near the centre of Roman glory,

and m which, as might be anticipated, the influences of

tlie Greek and Roman muse are far more conspicuous,

—

as, great, mdeed, as the efforts of intentional imitation on

the part of the poets themselves could render them But
happily for us and for theu own fame, the intention of

the waters as men is often at complete vanance with the

genius of the same men as poets To the force of their

mtention we owe theu mythological ornaments, and the

greater definiteness of theu imagery , and theu passion

for the beautiful, the voluptuous, and the artificial, we
must m part attnbute to the same mtention, but m part
likewise to theu natural dispositions and tastes For the
same climate and many of the same cucumstances were
actmg on them, which had acted on the great classics,

whom they were endeavourmg to iimtate But the love

of the marvellous, the deeper sensibihty, the higher rever-

ence for womanhood, the characteristic spint of sentiment
and courtesy,—these were the heu-looms of nature, which
still regained the ascendant, whenever tlie use of the
hving mother-language enabled the mspued poet to appear
mstead of the toilsome scholar

From this same muon, m which the soul (if I may dare
so express myself) was Gothic, while the outward forms
and a majonty of the words themselves, were the rehques
of the Roman, arose the Romance, or romantic language,
m which the Troubadours or Love-smgers of Provence
sang and wrote, and the different dialects of which have
been modified mto the modem Itahan, Spanish, and
Portuguese

,
while the language of the Trouveurs, Trou-

veres, or Norman-French poets, forms the intermediate
link between the Romance or modified Roman, and the
Teutonic, mcludmg the Dutch, Danish, Swedish, and the
upper and lower German, as bemg the modified Gothic
And as the northernmost extreme of the Norman-French,
or that part of the link m which it formed on the Teutomc,
we must take the Norman-Enghsh mmstrels and metncal
romances, from the greater predommance of the Anglo-
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Saxon Gothic m the denvation of the words I mean,
that the language of the English metrical romance is less

romamzed, and has fewer words, not ongmally of a northern
ongm, than the same romances m the Norman-French

,

which is the more striking, because the former were for

the most part translated from the latter
, the authors of

which seem to have emmently merited their name of
Trouveres, or mventors Thus then we have a cham with
two rmgs or staples —at the southern end there is the
Roman, or Latm , at the northern end the Keltic, Teutomc,
or Gothic ,

and the hnks beginnmg with the southern end,
are the Romance, mcludmg the Provencal, the Itahan,
Spanish, and Portuguese, with their different dialects,

then the Norman-French, and lastly the English
My object m advertmg to the Itahan poets, is not so

much for their own sakes, m which pomt of view Dante
and Anosto alone would have required separate Lectures,
but for the elucidation of the merits of our countr5mien,
as to what extent we must consider them as fortunate
imitators of their Itahan predecessors, and m what pomts
they have the higher claims of ongmal gemus Of Dante,
I am to speak elsewhere Of Boccaccio, who has httle

mterest as a metncal poet m any respect, and none for

my present purpose, except, perhaps, as the reputed in-

ventor or mtroducer of the octave stanza m his Teseide,

it wiU be sufficient to say, that we owe to hun the subjects

of numerous poems taken from his famous tales, the happy
art of narration, and the stiU greater merit of a depth and
fineness m the workmgs of the passions, m which last

excellence, as Likewise m the wild and unagmative char-

acter of the situations, his almost neglected romances
appear to me greatly to excel his far famed Decameron
To hun, too, we owe the more doubtful merit of havmg
mtroduced mto the Italian prose, and by the authority

of his name and the mfluence of his example, more or less

throughout Europe, the long mterwoven penods, and
architectural structure which arose from the very nature

of their language m the Greek writers, but which already

m the Latm orators and histonans, had betrayed a species

of effort, a foreign somethmg, which had been supermduced

on the language, mstead of growmg out of it , and which

was far too alien from that mdmduahzmg and confederat-

ing, yet not blendmg, character of the North, to become

H
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permanent, although its magnificence and statelmess were

objects of admiration and occasional mutation This style

diminished the control of the writer over the inner feehngs

of men, and created too great a chasm between the body
and the hfe

,
and hence especially it was abandoned by

Luther.
But lastly, to Boccaccio’s sanction we must trace a large

portion of the mythological pedantry and mcongruous
paganisms, which for so long a penod deformed the poetry,

even of the truest poets To such an extravagance did

Boccaccio himself carry this folly, that m a romance of

chivalry he has uniformly styled God the Father Jupiter,

our Saviour ApoUo, and the Evil Bemg Pluto But for

this there imght be some excuse pleaded I dare make
none for the gross and disgustmg hcentiousness, the darmg
profaneness, which rendered the Decameron of Boccaccio
the parent of a hundred worse children, fit to be classed

among the enemies of the human race , which poisons
Anosto—(for that I may not speak oftener than necessary
of so odious a subject, I mention it here once for all)

—

which mterposes a pamful mixture m the humour of
Chaucer, and which has once or twice seduced even our
pure-nunded Spenser mto a grossness, as heterogeneous
from the spmt of his great poem, as it was ahen to the
dehcacy of his morals

PETRARCH

Bom at Arezzo, 1304—Died 1374

Petrarch was the final blossom and perfection of the
Troubadours See Biog Lit vol u p 27, &c

NOTES ON PETRARCH’S 1 SONNETS, CANZONES, &c

VOL I.

Cood

Sonnet i. Voi, ch’ ascoltate, &c
7 La gola, e ’1 sotmo, &c

11 Se la mia vita, &c
12 Quando fra I’altre, &c

t9 ’ i!“
^ Petrarch in my possession, and are ofsome date before 1812. It is hoped that they will not seem ill pl^d here Ed
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j8 Vergognando talor, &c
25 Quanto pifl m’ awicmo, &c.
28 Solo e pensoso, &c
29 S’ 10 credessi, &c

Canz 14 SI ^ debde il filo, &c

Pleasing

Ball i Lassare il velo, &c
Canz i Nel dolce tempo, &c

This poem was imitated by our old Herbert ,
^ it is ndicu-

lous m the thoughts, but simple and sweet m diction.

Dignified

Canz 2 O aspettata m ciel, &c
9 Gentil mia Donna, &c

The first half of this nmth canzone is exquisite , and m
canzone 8, the nme lines begmnmg

O poggi, o valli, &c

to cura, are expressed with vigour and chastity

Canz 9 Daquel dl mnanzi a me medesmo piacqui,
Empiendo d’un pensier’ alto, e soave
Quel core, oncC hanno * beglt occhi la chtave

Note 0 that the Pope would take these eternal keys,

which so for ever turn the bolts on the finest passages of

true passion I

VOL II

Canz i Che debb’ lo far ? &c

Very good ,
but not equal, I thmk, to Canzone 2 ,

Amor, se vuoi ch’ 1’ torni, &c

though less faulty. With the omission of half-a-dozen

conceits and Petrarchisms of hooks, baits, flames, and
torches, this second canzone is a bold and impassioned

lync, and leaves no doubt m my mmd of Petrarch’s havmg
possessed a true poetic genius XJtinam delen possini

sequentia —
L 17— 19 e la soave fiamma

Ch* ancor, lasso I m* mfiamma
Essendo spenta, or che fea dunque ardendo ?

1 If George Herbert is meant, I can find nothing like an imitation of this canzone in

his poems Bd
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L 54—56 3. tutt’ ore

Disposti gli ami ov’ lo fui preso, e 1’ cica

Ch' 1’ bramo sempre

76—79. onde 1’ accese

Saette uscivan d’ invisibil foco,

E ragion temean poco ,

Ch^ contra '1 ciel non val difesa umana.

And the Imes 86, 87
Poser' m dubbio, a cm
Devesse il pregio di piii laude darsi

—

are rather flatly worded

LUIGI PULCI

Bom at Florence, 1431—Died about 1487

Pulci was of one of the noblest famihes m Florence, re-

ported to be one of the Frankish stocks which remained
m that city after the departure of Charlemagne —

Pulcia Gallorum soboles descendit m urbem,
Clara quidem bello, saens nec inhoqnta Musis

Venno de illustrat CorL Flor III v 118

Members of this family were five times elected to the
Pnorate, one of the highest honours of the repubhc Pula
had two brothers, and one of their wives, Antoma, who
were all poets —

Carmmibus patms notissima Pulcia proles ,

Qms non hanc urbem Musarum dicat amicam.
Si tres producat fratres domus una poetas ?

Ib II V 241

Luigi married Lucrezia di Uberto, of the Albizzi family,
and was mtimate with the great men of his time, but more
especially with Angelo Pohtian, and Lorenzo the Magnifi-
cent His Morgante has been attributed, m part at least,^
to the assistance of Marsihus Fionus, and by others the
whole has been attributed to Pohtian The first conjecture
is utterly improbable

,
the last is possible, indeed, on ac-

count of the hcentiousness of the poem
, but there axe

no durect grounds for behevmg it The Morgante Maggiore
^the first proper romance

, although, perhaps, Pulci had
me Teseide before him The story is taken from the
fabulous history of Turpin

, and if the author had any
1 Meaning the asth canto
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distinct object, it seems to have been that of makmg him-
self merry with the absurdihes of the old romancers The
Morgante sometimes makes you think of Rabelais It
contains the most remarkable guess or allusion upon the
subject of Amenca that can be found m any book published
before the discovery ^ The well known passage m the
tragic Seneca is not to be compared with it. The copia
verborum of the mother Florentine tongue, and the easmess
of his style, afterwards brought to perfection by Berm, are
the chief ments of Pulci , his chief dement is his heartless
spint of jest and buffoonery, by which sovereigns and their

courtiers were flattered by the degradation of nature, and
the impossibthjiccUxon of a pretended virtue

1 The reference is, of course, to the following stanzas —
Disse Astarotte nn error lungo e fioco
Per molti secol non ben conosciuto,
Fa che si dice d* Ercol le colonne,
E che pm molti penti sonne

Sappi che tjuesta opxnione h Tana

,

Perchi pih oltre navicar si puote,
Per6 che Tfacqua in ogni parte h piana,
Bench^i la terra abbi forma di mote
Era pm grossa allor la gente hutnana

,

Talcne potrebbe arrosime Ic gote
Ercule ancor d aver posti que' segni,
Perch^ pm oltre passcranno 1 legni

E puossi andar gih ne T altro emispeno^
Perb che al centre o|:ni cosa repine

,

SI che la terra per drvin misterio

So2^)cfta sta fra le stelle sublime,
E Ih g>h son cittSl, castclla, e impeno

,

Ma nol comobbon quelle genti prime
Vedi che iT sol di camminar s* alfretta,

Dorre 10 ti dico che 12t gih s* aspetta

E come un segno surge in Onente,
Un altro cade con mtrabil arte,

Come si vede qua ne 1
* Occidente,

Perb che il ciel giustamente comparte ,

Antipodi appellata h quella gente

,

Adora il sole e Jupiterre c Marte,
E piante e animal come voi hanno,
E spesso insieme gran battaglie fanno

C XXV St 228, &C.

The Morgante was printed in 1488 JSd Another very curious anticipation, said to

have been first noticed by Amerigo Vespucci, occurs in Dantc^s Purgatono

I mi volsi a man destra e posi mente
All ’altro polo e vidi quattro stelle

Non viste mai, fuor ch^ alia prima gente
C« I 2a-4«
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CHAUCER.

Bom m London, 1328—^Died 1400 ^

Chaucer must be read with an eye to the Norman-French

Trouveres, of whom he is the best representative m English.

He had great powers of mvention As m Shakspeare, his

characters represent classes, but m a different manner

,

Shedcspeare’s characters are the representatives of the

mtenor nature of humanity, m which some element has

become so predommant as to destroy the health of the

mind
,

whereas Chaucer’s are rather representatives of

classes of manners He is therefore more led to indivi-

dualize m a mere personal sense Observe Chaucer’s love

of nature
,
and how happily the subject of his mam work

is chosen "Wffien you reflect that the company in the

Decameron have retired to a place of safety, from the

ragmg of a pestilence, their mirth provokes a sense of their

unfeelmgness
,

whereas m Chaucer nothmg of this sort

occurs, and the scheme of a party on a pilgrimage, with
different ends and occupations, aptly allows of the greatest

variety of expression m the tales

SPENSER.

Bom m London, 1553—Died 1599

There is this difference, among many others, between
Shakspeare and Spenser —^Shakspeare is never coloured
by the customs of his age , what appears of contemporary
character m him is merely negative

, it is just not some-
thing else He has none of the fictitious reahties of the
classics, none of the grotesquenesses of chivalry, none of the
allegory of the imddle ages

, there is no sectananism either
of pohtics or rehgion, no miser, no witch,—no common
witch,—no astrology—nothmg impermanent of however
long duration

, but he stands like the yew tree m Lorton
vale, which has known so many ages that it belongs to none
in particular

, a hvmg unage of endless self-reproduction,
like the immortal tree of Malabar In Spenser the spuit of

i From Mr Green’s note JEd
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chivalry is entirely predominant, although with a much
greater mfusion of the poet's own mdividud self mto it than
IS found in any other writer He has the wit of the
southern with the deeper mwardness of the northern genius
No one can appreciate Spenser without some reflection on

the nature of allegoncal wntmg The mere etymological
meaning of the word, allegory,—to talk of one thmg and
thereby convey another,—is too wide The true sense is

this,—^the employment of one set of agents and images to

convey m disguise a moral meanmg, with a hkeness to the
imagmation, but with a difference to the understanding,

—

those agents and images being so combmed as to form a
homogeneous whole This distmguishes it from metaphor,
which IS part of an allegory But allegory is not properly
distmguishable from fable, otherwise than as the first

mcludes the second, as a genus its species , for m a fable

there must be nothmg but what is universally known and
acknowledged, but m an allegory there may be that which
IS new and not previously a&iitted The pictures of the

great masters, especially of the Italian schools, are genume
allegories Amongst the classics, the multitude of their

gods either precluded allegory altogether, or else made
every thmg allegory, as m the Hesiodic Theogonia , for

you can scarcely distmguish between power and the per-

sonification of power The Cupid and Psyche of, or found
m, Apuleius, is a pheenomenon It is the Platomc mode
of accounting for llie fall of man The Battle of the Soul ^

by Prudentms is an early instance of Christian allegory

Narrative allegory is distmguished from mythology as

reality from symbol
,

it is, m short, the proper inter-

medium between person and personification Where it is

too strongly mdividualized, it ceases to be allegory ,
this

is often felt in the Pilgrim’s Progress, where the characters

are real persons with nicknames Perhaps one of the most
curious warnmgs against another attempt at narrative

allegory on a great scale, may be found m Tasso’s account
of what he himself intended m and by his Jerusalem
Dehvered
As characteristic of Spenser, I would call your particular

attention m the first place to the mdescnbable sweetness

and fluent projection of his verse, very clearly distinguish-

able from the deeper and more mwoven harmonies of

1 Psychomachia I^d
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Shakspeare and Milton This stanza is a good instance of

what I mean —
Yet she, most faithfull ladie, all this while

Forsaken, wofull, sohtane mayd,
Far from all peoples preace, as m exile.

In wildemesse and wastfuU deserts strayd

To seeke her knight , who, subtily betrayd
Through that late vision which th’ enchaunter vTought,

Had her abamdond , she, of nought affrayd,

Through woods and wastnes wide him daily sought.

Yet wished tydinges none of him unto her brought
F Qu B I, c 3 St 3

2 Combmed with this sweetness and fluency, the

scientific construction of the metre of the Faery Queene is

very noticeable One of Spenser’s arts is that of allitera-

tion, and he uses it with great effect m doubhng the im-
pression of an image —

In twldemesse and tuastful deserts,

—

Through twoods and twastnes aulde,

—

They passe the bitter waves of Acheron,
Where many soules sit iwsiilmg teoefully.

And come to fiexy flood of P/ilegeton,

Whereas the damned ghosts m torments fry.

And with sharp shnllmg shrieks doth bootlesse cry,—Ac

He is particularly given to an alternate alhteration, which
is, perhaps, when weU used, a great secret m melody —

A rampmg lyon rushed suddenly,

—

And sad to see her sorrowful constraint,

—

And on the grasse her <famtie /mibes did /ay,—&c

You cannot read a page of the Faery Queene, if you read
for that purpose, without perceiving the mtentional
alhterativeness of the words

,
and yet so skilfully is tbig

managed, that it never strikes any unwarned ear as arti-
ficial, or other than the result of the necessary movement of
the verse

3 Spenser displays great skill m harmonizmg his de-
scriptions of external nature and actual inadents with the
ahegoncal character and epic activity of the poem Take
these two beautiful passages as illustrations of what I
mean —

By this the northeme wagoner had set
His sevenfol teme behmd the stedfast starre
That was m ocean waves yet never wet.
But fixme is fixt, and sendeth light from farre
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To all that in the wide deepe wandrmg arre ,

And chearefull chaunticlere with his note shnll
Had warned once, that Phoebus* fiery carre
In hast was climbing up the easteme hiU,
Full envious that Night so long his roome did fill

,

When those accursed messengers of hell.

That feigning dreame, and that faire-forged spnght
Came, &c B I c 2 st i,

At last, the golden onentall gate
Of greatest Heaven gan to open fayre

,

And Phoebus, firesh as brydegrome to his mate.
Came dauncmg forth, shakmg his deawie hayre

,

And hurld his glistrmg beams through gloomy ayie
Which when the wakeful Fife perceiv'd, streightway
He started up, and did him selfe prepayre
In sunbnght armes and battailous array

,

For wnth that Pagan proud he combat will that day
Ib c 5 sfi 2

Observe also the exceeding vividness of Spenser’s de-
scriptions They axe not, m the true sense of the word,
picturesque

,
but are composed of a wondrous senes of

images, as m our dreams Compare the foUowmg passage
with any thing you may remember tn pan materia m Milton
orShakspeare —

His haughtie helmet, homd all mth gold.
Both glorious bnghtaesse and great terrour bredd

,

For all the crest a dragon did enfold
With greedie pawes, and over all did spredd
His golden winges , his dreadfull hideous hedd.
Close couched on the bever, seemd to throw
From flammg mouth bright sparkles fiery redd,
That suddeme horrour to faint hartes did show

,

And scaly tayle was stretcht adowne his back full low

Upon the top of all his loftie crest

A bounch of haires discolourd diversly.

With sprmkled pearle and gold full richly drest,

Did shake, and seemd to daunce for jollitie

,

Like to an almond tree ymounted hye
On top of greene Selmis all alone.
With blossoms brave bedecked damtiiy.
Whose tender locks do tremble every one
At evene little breath that under heaven is blowne

Ib c 7 st 31-2

4 You will take especial note of the marvellous mde-
pendence and true imaginative absence of all particular

space or time m the Faery Queene It is m the domains
neither of history or geography , it is ignorant of aU arti-

ficial boundary, all matenal obstacles
, it is trulym land of

162
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Faery, that is, of mental space The poet has placed you

m a dream, a charmed sleep, and you neither wish, nor have

the power, to mquire where you are, or how you got there

It remmds me of some Imes of my own ,

—

Oh 1 would to Alla !

The raven or the sea-mew were appomted
To brmg me food I—or rather that my soul

Might draw in life from the umversal air 1

It were a lot divine in some small skiff

Along some ocean^s boundless solitude

To float for ever with a careless course

And thmk myself the only bemg alive I

Remorse, Act iv sc 3

Indeed Spenser himself, m the conduct of his great poem,
may be represented under the same image, his symbolizmg
purpose bemg his manner’s compass —

As pilot well expert m perilous wave.
That to a stedfast starre his course hath bent.
When foggy mistes or cloud}’' tempests have
The faithfull light of that faire lampe yblent,
And coverd Heaven -with hideous dremnent

,

Upon his card and compas firmes his eye.
The maysters of his long expenment.
And to them does the steddy helme apply,
Biddmg his \vmged vessell faurely forward fly

B II c 7 st I.

So the poet through the realms of allegory

5 You should note the qumtessenbal character of
Chnstian chivalry m all his characters, but more especially
m his women The Greeks, except, perhaps, m Homer,
seem to have had no way of makmg their women mterest-
mg, but by unsexmg them, as m the mstances of the tragic
Medea, Electra, &c Contrast such characters with
Spenser’s Una, who exhibits no prominent feature, has no
particularization, but produces the same feehng that a
statue does, when contemplated at a distance —

From her fa3rre head her fillet she undight.
And layd her stole aside her angels face,”
As the great eye of Heaven, sfayned bright.
And made a sunshme m the shady place ,

Did never mortal eye behold such heavenly grace
B I c 3 st 4.

6 In Spenser we see the bnghtest and purest form of
that nationahty which was so common a characteristic of
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our elder poets There is nothing unamiable, nothing con-
temptuous of others, m it To glorify their country—to
elevate England mto a queen, an empress of the heart

—

this was their passion and object
, and how dear and im-

portant an object it was or may be, let Spam, in the
recollection of her Cid, declare I There is a great magic in

national names What a damper to all mterest is a list of

native East Indian merchants ! Unknown names are

non-conductors , they stop aU sympathy No one of our
poets has touched this string more exquisitely than Spenser,
especially m his chronicle of the British Kmgs (B II c

10), and the marriage of the Thames with Uie Medway
(B IV c ii), m both which passages the mere names con-
stitute half the pleasure we receive. To the same feeling

we must in particular attribute Spenser’s sweet reference

to Ireland —
Ne thence the Inshe nvers absent were ,

Sith no lesse famous than the rest they be, &c Ib

And MuUa mme, whose waves I whilom taught to weep
Ib

And there is a beautiful passage of the same sort in the

Cohn Clout’s Come Home Agam —
" One day,” quoth he, " I sat, as was my trade.

Under the foot of Mole,” &c

Lastly, the great and prevaihng character of Spenser’s

mmd IS fancy under the conditions of imagmation, as an
ever present but not always active power He has an
imaginative fancy, but he has not imagmation, m kmd or

degree, as Shakspeare and Milton have , the boldest effort

of his powers m this way is the character of Talus ^ Add
to this a femmme tenderness and almost maidenly purity

of feelmg, and above all, a deep moral earnestness which
produces a believing sympathy and acquiescence m the

reader, and you have a tolerably adequate view of Spenser’s

intellectual bemg
^ B s Legend of Artcgall EtU
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LECTURE VII

Ben fonson, Beaumont and Fletcher, and

Massinger.

A CONTEMPORARY IS rather an ambiguous term, when
applied to authors It may simply mean that one man
hved and wrote while another was yet alive, however

deeply the former may have been mdebted to the latter as

his model There have been mstances m the hterary world

that might remmd a botanist of a smgular sort of parasite

plant, which rises above ground, mdependent and un-
supported, an apparent ongmal ,

but trace its roots, and
you will find the fibres all termmatmg in the root of another

plant at an unsuspected distance, which, perhaps, from
want of sun and genial soil, and the loss of sap, has scarcely

been able to peep above the ground—Or the word may
mean those whose compositions were contemporaneous in

such a sense as to preclude all likelihood of the one having
borrowed from the other In the latter sense I should call

Ben Jonson a contemporary of Shakspeare, though he long
survived him , while I should prefer the phrase of im-
mediate successors for Beaumont and Fletcher, and
Massinger, though they too were Shakspeare’s contem-
poraries m the former sense

BEN JONSON 1

Bom, 1574—Died, 1637

Ben Jonson is ongmal
, he is, indeed, the only one of the

great dramatists of that day who was not either directly
produced, or very greatly modified, by Shakspeare In
trath, he difiers from our great master m every thmg m
form and m substance—and betrays no tokens of his
proximity He is not ongmal m the same way as Shak-
speare IS ongmal

, but after a fashion of his own, Ben
Jonson is most truly ongmal
The characters m his plays are, m the stnctest sense of

the term, abstractions Some very prominent feature is
1 From Mr Green’s note Ed
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taken from the whole man, and that smgle feature or
humour is made the basis upon which the entire character
IS built up Ben Jonson’s dramatts 'persoius are almost as
fixed as the masks of the ancient actors

,
you know from

the first scene—sometimes from the list of names—exactly
what every one of them is to be He was a very accurately
observing man

,
but he cared only to observe what was

external or open to, and likely to impress, the senses He
mdividuahzes, not so much, if at all, by the exhibition of

moral or mtellectual differences, as by the vaneties and con-
trasts of manners, modes of speech and tncks of temper ,

as m such characters as Puntarvolo, BobadiU, &c
I beheve there is not one whim or affectation m common

life noted m any memoir of that age which may not be
found drawn and framed m some comer or other of Ben
Jonson’s dramas

,
and they have this merit, in common

with Hogarth’s pnnts, that not a single circumstance is

mtroduced in them wiuch does not play upon, and help to

bnng out, the dommant humour or humours of the piece

Indeed I ought very particularly to call your attention to

the extraordinary skill shown by Ben Jonson m contnvmg
situations for the display of his characters ^ In fact, his

care and anxiety m this matter led him to do what scarcely

any of the dramatists of that age did—^that is, mvent his

plots It IS not a first pemsal that suffices for the full per-

ception of the elaborate artifice of the plots of the Alchemist
and the Silent Woman ,—that of the former is absolute

perfection for a necessary entanglement, and an unexpected,
yet natural, evolution
Ben Jonson exhibits a sterling English diction, and he

has with great skill contrived varieties of construction ,

but his style is rarely sweet or harmonious, m consequence
of his laboiu at point and strength bemg so evident In

all his works, m verse or prose, there is an extraordmary
opulence of thought

,
but it is the produce of an amassmg

power in the author, and not of a growth from within

Indeed a large proportion of Ben J onson’s thoughts may be
traced to classic or obscure modem writers, by those who
are learned and curious enough to follow the steps of this

robust, surly, and observing dramatist.

In Jonson's comic inventions, sa/s Schlegel, ^ a spunt of obser\ation is manv
fcstcd more than fancy ’ Vol 4, p 93
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BEAUMONT Bom, 1586 1—Died, 1615-16.

FLETCHER Bora, 1579 —Died, 1625

Mr Weber, to whose taste, industry, and appropnate

erudition, we owe, I will not say the best, (for that would

be saying little,) but a good, edition of Beaumont and

Fletcher, has complimented the Philaster, which he him-

self describes as mfenor to the Maid’s Tragedy by the

same writers, as but little below the noblest of Shak-

speare’s plays, Lear, Macbeth, Othello, &c and conse-

quently implymg the equahty, at least, of the Maid’s

Tragedy ,—and an emment hvmg critic,— who m the

manly wit, strong sterhng sense, and robust style of his

original works, had presented the best possible credentials

of office, as chargi d’a-ffatres of hterature in general,—and
who by his edition of Massmger—a work m which there

was more for an editor to do, and m which more was
actually well done, than m any similar work withm my
knowledge—has proved an especial nght of authonty m
the appreciation of dramatic poetry, and hath potenti-

ally a double voice with the pubhc in his own right and in

that of the critical synod, where, as pnnceps senatus, he
possesses it by his prerogative,—^has affirmed that Shak-
speare’s supenonty to his contemporanes rests on his

superior wit alone, while in all the other, and, as I should
deem, higher excellencies of the drama, character, pathos,
depth of thought, &c he is equalled by Beaumont and
Fletcher, Ben Jonson, and Massmger I ^

Of wit I am engaged to treat m another Lecture It is

a genus of many speaes , and at present I shall only say,

that the species which is predommant m Shakspeare, is so
completely Shakspeanan, and m its essence so mterwoven
with aU ffis other characteristic excellencies, that I am
equally incapable of comprehending, both how it can be
detached from his other powers, and how, being disparate
m kind from the wit of contemporary dramatists, it can
be compared vnth theirs m degree And again—the

^ Mr Bycc thinks that ** Beauinotit*s birth ought to he fixed at a somewhat earlier
date,’* because, m the Funeral Certificate on the decease of his father, dated 22nd
April, 1598, he is said tohcq/'ike a^e 0/iktrieen years or Ptore, and because “ at the
age of twelve, 4th February, 15967,** according to Woods Ath Oxon, **he was
admitted a gentleman commoner of Broadgates Hall ”

2 See Mr Gifford’s introduction to ms edition of Massinger iwf
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detachment and the practicabihty of the companson
bemg granted—I should, I confess, be rather mclmed to
concede the contrary ,—and m the most common species
of wit, and m the ordinary apphcation of the term, to
yield this particular palm to Beaumont and Fletcher,
whom here and hereafter I take as one poet with two
names,—^leavmg undivided what a rare love and still

rarer congemahty have united At least, I have never
been able to distinguish the presence of Fletcher durmg
the hfe of Beaumont, nor the absence of Beaumont durmg
the survival of Fletcher
But waiving, or rather defemng this question, I protest

agamst the remamder of the position in toto And indeed,
whilst I can never, I trust, show myself blmd to the vanous
merits of Jonson, Beaumont and Fletcher, and Massinger,
or msensible to the greatness of the merits which they
possess m common, or to the specific excellencies which
give to each of the three a worUi of his own,—I confess,

that one mam object of this Lecture was to prove that
Shakspeare’s emmence is his own, and not that of his age ,—even as the pme-apple, the melon, and the gourd may
grow on the same bed ,—yea, the same circumstances of

warmth and soil may be necessary to their fuU develop-
ment, yet do not account for the golden hue, the ambrosial
flavour, the perfect shape of the pme-apple, or the tufted
crown on its head Would that those, who seek to twist

it off, could but promise us m this mstance to make it the
germ of an equal successor !

What had a grammatical and logical consistency for

the ear,—^what could be put together and represented to

the eye—these poets took from the ear and eye, unchecked
by any mtuition of an mward impossibihty ,—just as a
man imght put together a quarter of an orange, a quarter

of an apple, and the like of a lemon and a pomegranate,
and made it look like one round diverse-coloured frmt
But nature, which works from withm by evolution and
assimilation accordmg to a law, cannot do so, nor could
Shakspeare , for he too worked m the spirit of nature, by
evolving the germ from withm by the imagmative power
accordmg to an idea For as the power of seemg is to

hght, so IS an idea m mmd to a law m nature They are

correlatives, which suppose each other

The pla57S of Beaumont and Fletcher are mere aggrega-
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tions without unity ,
m the Shakspeanan drama there is a

vitahty which grows and evolves itself from within,—

a

key-note which guides and controls the harmonies through-

out What IS Lear ?—It is storm and tempest—the

thunder at first grumbling in the far horizon, then gather-

ing around us, and at length bursting m fury over our

heads,—succeeded by a breaking of the clouds for a \\hile,

a last flash of lightnmg, the closmg in of night, and the

single hope of darkness ! And Romeo and Juliet ^—It is

a spnng day, gusty and beautiful m the mom, and closing

hlce an April evenmg with the song of the nightingale ,
^

—^whilst Macbeth is deep and earthy,—composed to the

subterranean music of a troubled conscience, which con-

verts every thing mto the wild and fearful

'

Doubtless from mere observation, or from the occasional

sraulanty of the ivnter’s own character, more or less m
Beaumont and Fletcher, and other such writers, wiU happen
to be m correspondence with nature, and still more in

apparent compatibihty with it But yet the false source
is always discoverable, first by the gross contradictions to

nature m so many other parts, and secondly, by the want
of the impression which Shakspeare makes, that the thmg
said not only might have been said, but that nothing else

could be substituted, so as to excite the same sense of its

exquisite propnety I have always thought the conduct
and expressions of Othello and lago m the last scene, when
lago IS brought m prisoner, a wonderful instance of Shak-
speare’s consummate judgment —

Oth I look dowTi towards his feet ,—but that’s a fable
If that thou be’st a devil, I cannot Jail thee

Jago I bleed, Sir , but not kdl’d
0th I am not sorry neither.

Thinic what a volley of execrations and defiances Beaumont
and Fletcher would have poured forth here '

Indeed Massmger and Ben Jonson are both more perfect
m then kmd than Beaumont and Fletcher

, the former
m the story and affectmg madents

, the latter in the
exhibition of manners and pecuhanties, whims m language,
and vanities of appearance
There is, however, a diversity of the most dangerous

I Was der Duft eines sudhchM Friihlmgs berauscliendes, der Gesang der Nachtigall
fcat,das athmet aus dic^

OttQicht s Dram VarUhir^n^ Vol uu p X07
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kind here Shakspeare shaped his characters out of the
nature \Mthm , but we cannot so safely say, out of his own
nature as an individual person No 1 th^ latter is itself

but a iiatura naturata ,—an effect, a product, not a power
It was Shakspeare’s prerogative to have the universal,

which IS potentially in each particular, opened out to him,
the homo generalis, not as an abstraction from observation
of a variety of men, but as the substance capable of endless

modifications, of which his own personal existence was but
one, and to use this one as the eye that beheld the other,

and as the tongue that could convey the discovery There
is no greater or more common vice m dramatic wnters
than to draw out of themselves How I—alone and m the

self sufficiency of my study, as all men are apt to be proud
in their dreams—should hke to be talkmg king I Shak-
speare, m composing, had no I, but the I representative

In Beaumont and Fletcher you have descriptions of char-

acters by the poet rather than the characters themselves
we are told, and impressively told, of their bemg , but we
rarely or never feel that they actually are

Beaumont and Fletcher are the most lyrical of our

dramatists I think their comedies the best part of their

works, although there are scenes of very deep tragic

mterest m some of their plays I particularly recommend
Monsieur Thomas for good pure comic humour

There is, occasion^y, considerable license m their

dramas ,
and this opens a subject much needmg vmdica-

tion and sound exposition, but which is beset with such
difficulties for a Lecturer, that I must pass it by Only as

far as Shakspeare is concerned, I own, I can with less pam
admit a fault m him than beg an excuse for it I will not,

therefore, attempt to palliate the grossness that actually

exists m his plaj^ by the customs of his age, or by the far

greater coarseness of all his contemporaries, excepting
Spenser, who is himself not whoUy blameless, though
nearly so ,

—^for I place Shakspeare’s merit on bemg of no
age But I would clear away what is, m my judgment,
not his, as that scene of the Porter ^ in Macbeth, and many
other such passages, and abstract what is coarse m manners
only, and aU that which from the frequency of our own
vices, we associate with his words If this were truly done,
little that could be justly reprehensible would remain

1 Act li sc 3
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Compare the vile comments, offensive and defensive, on

Pope’s

Lust thro’ some gentle strainers, &c.

With the worst thmg m Shakspeare, or even m Beaumont
and Fletcher ,

and then consider how unfair the attack is

on our old dramatists ,
especially because it is an attack

that cannot be properly answered m that presence in which

an answer would be most desirable, from the pamful nature

of one part of the position ,
but this very pam is almost a

demonstration of its falsehood 1

MASSINGER.

Bom at Salisbury, 1584—Died, 1640

With regard to Massinger, observe,

1 The vem of satire on the times
,
but this is not as m

Shakspeare, where the natures evolve themselves accord-

ing to their mcidental disproportions, from excess, de-

ficiency, or mislocation, of one or more of the component
elements ,

but is merely satire on what is attributed to

them by others

2 His excellent metre—a better model for dramatists m
general to mutate than Shakspeare’s,—even if a dramatic
taste existed m the frequenters of the stage, and could be
gratified m the present size and management, or rather
mismanagement, of the two patent theatres I do not
mean that Massmger’s verse is supenor to Shakspeare’s or
equal to it Far from it , but it is much more easily con-
structed, and may be more successfully adopted by writers
m the present day It is the nearest approach to the
language of real hfe at all compatible with a fixed metre
In Massmger, as m all our poets before Dryden, m order to
make harmonious verse m the readmg, it is absolutely
necessary that the meanmg should be understood ;

—^when
the meanmg is once seen, then the harmony is perfect
Whereas m Pope, andm most of the writers who followed m
his school. It IS the mechamcal metre which determmes the
sense

3

The impropnety, and mdecorum of demeanour m his
favourite characters, as m Bertoldo m the Maid of Honour,
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who IS a swaggerer, talking to his sovereign what no
sovereign could endure, and to gentlemen what no gentle-
men would answer mthout puUing his nose

4 Shalispeare’s Ague-cheek, Osric, &c are displayed
through others, m the course of social intercourse, by the
mode of their performing some office m which they are
employed , but Massmger’s Sylh come forward to declare
themselves fools ab arbtirium auctons, and so the diction

always needs the subtnielhgtiur (‘the man looks as if he
thought so and so,’) expressed m the language of the
satirist, and not m that of the man himself —

Sylh You may, madam.
Perhaps, believe that I m tliis use art
To make you dote upon me, by exposing
My more than most rare features to your view ;

But I, as I have ever done, deal simply,
A mark of sweet simplicity, ever noted
In the family of the Syllis Therefore, lady,
Look not with too much contemplation on me

,

If you do, you are m the suds
Maid of Honour, Act i sc 2

The author mixes his own feelmgs and judgments concem-
mg the presumed fool

, but the man himself, tiU mad, fights

up against them, and betrays, by his attempts to modify
them, that he is no fool at all, but one gifted with activity

and copiousness of thought, image and expression, which
belong not to a fool, but to a man of wit makmg himself

merry with his own character

5 There is an utter want of preparation m the decisive

acts of Massmger’s characters, as m Camiola and Aurelia
m the Maid of Honour Why ? Because the dramaUs
personcB were all planned each by itself Whereas m
Shakspeare, the play is syngenesta

,

each character has,

mdeed, a life of ite own, and is an indtvtduum of itself, but
yet an organ of the whole, as the heart m the human body
Shakspeare was a great comparative anatomist
Hence Massinger and all, mdeed, but Shakspeare, take

a dishke to their own characters, and spite themselves upon
them by malang them talk l^e fools or monsters , as

Fulgentio m his visit to Camiola, (Act u sc 2 )
Hence too,

m Massinger, the contmued flings at kmgs, courtiers, and
all the favourites of fortune, like one who had enough of

intellect to see injustice m his own mfenonty m the share
of the good things of life, but not genius enough to nse
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above it, and forget himself Beaumont and Fletcher have

the same vice in the opposite pole, a servihty of sentiment

and a spirit of partizanship wth the monarchical faction

6 From the want of a gmdmg pomt m Massmger’s

characters, you never know what ihiey are about. In fact

they have no character

7 Note the faultmess of his sohloqmes, with connectives

and arrangements that have no other motive but the fear

lest the audience should not understand him
8 A play of Massmger’s produces no one smgle eSect,

whether ansmg from ihe spirit of the whole, as m the As
You Like It , or from any one mdisputably promment
character, as Hamlet It is ]ust “wLch you hke best,

gentlemen '
”

9 The unnaturally irrational passions and strange whims
of feehng which Massmger dehghts to draw, deprive the

reader of aU sound mterest m the characters ,—as m
Mathias m the Picture, and m other instances

10 The comic scenes m Massinger not only do not
harmonize vnth the tragic, not only mterrupt the feehng,

but degrade the characters that are to form any part m the
action of the piece, so as to render them unfit for any tragic

mterest At least, they do not concern, or act upon, or
modify, the principal diaracters As when a gentleman
is msulted by a mere blackguard,—^it is the same as if any
other accident of nature had occurred, a pig run under his

legs, or his horse thrown him There is no dramatic mterest
in it

I like Massinger’s comedies better than his tragedies,
although where the situation requires it, he often rises mto
the truly tragic and pathetic. He excels m narration, and
for the most part displays his mere story with skill But
he IS not a poet of high imagination

, he is like a Flemish
pamter, in whose delmeations objects appear as they do m
nature, have the same force and truth, and produce the
same effect upon the spectator But Shakspeare is beyond
this , he ahvaj’s by metaphors and figures mvolves in the
thing considered auniverse of past and possible expenences

,

he mingles earth, sea and air, gives a soul to every thmg,
and at the same time that he inspires human feelmgs, adds
a dignity in his images to human nature itself —

Full many a glorious morning have I seen
Piattcr tae mountain tops with sovereign Lve ,
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Kissmfr wth golden face the meadows green.
Gilding pale streams with heavenly alchymy, &c

33rd Sonnet

Notes on Massinger

Have I not over-rated Gifford’s edition of Massinger ^

—

Not,—if I have, as but just is, mam reference to the re-

stitution of the text
, but yes, perhaps, if I were talkmg of

the notes These are more often wrong than nght In
the Maid of Honour, Act i sc 5 Astutio describes Fulgentio
as “ A gentleman, yet no lord ” Gifford supposes a trans-

position of the press for " No gentleman, yet a lord ” But
this would have no connection with what foUows

,
and we

have only to recollect that “ lord ” means a lord of lands,

to see that the after hnes are explanatory He is a man of

high birth, but no landed prop^y ,—as to the former, he
is a distant branch of the blood royal ,—as to the latter, his

whole rent hes m a narrow compass, the kmg’s ear ! In the

same scene the text stands

Bert No 1 they axe useful
For your -irnttahon ,—I remember you, &.c ,

—
and Gifford condemns Mason’s conjecture of ‘imtiation’ as

void of meaning and harmony Now my ear deceives me
if 'initiation’ be not the nght word In fact, 'mutation’ is

utterly impertinent to all that follows Bertoldo tells

Antonio that he had been mitiated m the manners smted to

the court by two or three sacred beauties, and that a
similar expenence would be equally useful for his mitiation

mto the camp Not a word of his imitation Besides, I

say the rhythm requires ‘initiation,’ and is lame as the
verse now stands

1 Two or three tales, each m itself mdependent of the
others, and umted only by makmg the persons that are

the agents m the story the rdahons of those in the other,

as when a bmd-weed or thread is twmed round a bunch of

flowers, each havmg its own root—and this novel narrative

m dialogue—such is the character of Massinger’s plays

—

That the juxta-position and the tymg together by a
common thread, which goes round this and round that,

^ The notes on M?^smger which follow were transcribed from a copy of thnt
dramatist’s works, belonging to Mr Gillman I do not know whence the first was
taken by the original editor
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and then round them all, twme and intertwme, are con-

tnved mgeniously—that the component tales are well

chosen, and the whole well and conspicuously told , so as

to excite and sustain the mmd by kindling and keepmg
ahve the curiosity of the reader—that the language is

most pure, equally free from bookishness and from vulgar-

ism, from the pecuhanties of the School, and the tran-

siencies of fashion, whether fine or coarse , that the

rhythm and metie are mcomparably good, and form the

very model of dramatic versification, flexible and seeming
to rise out of the passions, so that whenever a hne soun<S
immetncal, the speaker may be certam he has recited it

amiss, either that he has misplaced or misproportioned
the emphasis, or neglected the acceleration or retardation

of the voice m the pauses (aU which the mood or passion
would have produced m the real Agent, and therefore

demand from the Actor or {S“ato°/}) a-nd that read anght
the blank verse is not less smooth than varied, a rich

harmony, puzzlmg the fingers, but satisfying the ear

—

these are Massmger’s charactenstic merits
Among the varieties of blank verse Massinger is fond

of the anapaest m the first and third foot, as

“ To your more
|
th^ ma

|
scuhne rea 1 son

that
I
coihm^ds ’em ^

The Guardian, Act 1 sc 2

Likewise of the second Paeon (u - uu) m the first foot
followed by four trochees (- u) as

" So greedfly
(
long for,

(
know their i

titOl
(
ations

”
Ib ib

The emphasis too has a decided mfluence on the metre,
and, contrary to the metres of the Greek and Roman
classics, at least to all their more common sorts of verse,
as the hexameter and hex and pentameter, Alchaic,
Sapphic, &c has an essential agency on the character of
the feet and power of the verse One mstance only of this
I recollect m Theocritus

ra /lyj xdXa Aa\d

* Gifford divides the lines in question thus
•* Command my sensual appetites.

As vassals to
Your more than masculine reason, that commands them.”

But jt IS obviously better to make the first line end with “ vassals/* so as to give it only
the one over running syllable, which is so common in the last foot
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unless Homer's ^Api?, "'Aptg, may (as I believe) be deemed
another — For I cannot bring my ear to beheve that
Homer would have perpetrated such a cacophony as

''rifsp, "Aptc

“ In fear
j
my chaasteetee 1 may be I sus-

pected "
1

Ib ID

In short, musical notes are required to explam Massinger—^metres m addition to prosody ‘V\^en a speech is

interrupted, or one of the characters speaks aside, the last

syllable of the former speech and first of the succeeding
Massinger counts but for one, because both are supposed
to be spoken at the same moment

“ And felt the sweetness oft
”

“ How her mouth runs over
”

Ib lb

Emphasis itself is twofold, the rap and the drawl, or the

emphasis by quality of sound, and that by quantity—the

hammer, and the spatula—the latter over 2, 3, 4 syllables

or even a whole line It is m this that the actors and
speakers are generally speaking defective, they cannot
equilibrate an emphasis, or spread it over a number of

syllables, aU emphasized, sometimes equally, sometimes
unequally.

LECTURE VIIL

Don Qmxote

CERVANTES

Born at Madrid, 1547 >—Shakspeare, 1564 , both put off

mortality on the same day, the 23rd of April, 161^—^the

one m the sixty-mnth, the other m the fifty-second, year
of his hfe The resemblance m their physiognomies is

stnkmg, but with a predominance of acutenessm Cervantes,

and of reflection m Shakspeare, which is the specific

difference between the Spanish and Enghsh characters of

mmd
I The nature and eminence of Symbolical wntmg ,

—

II Madness, and its different sorts, (considered with-
out pretension to medical science) ,

—
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To each of these, or at least to my own notions respectmg

them, I must devote a few words of explanation, m order

to render the after cntique on Don Quixote, the master

work of Cervantes’ and his country’s genius, easily and
throughout mtelligible This is not the least valuable,

though it may most often be felt by us both as the heaviest

and least entertainmg portion of these cntical disquisi-

tions for without it, I must have foregone one at least

of the two appropriate objects of a Lecture, that of mterest-

mg you durmg its dehvery, and of leaving behmd m your

mmds the germs of after-thought, and the matenals for

future enjoyment To have been assured by several of

my mteUigent auditors that they have reperused Hamlet
or Othello with mcreased satisfaction m consequence of

the new pomts of view m which I had placed those char-

acters—js the highest compliment I could receive or

desire ,
and should the address of this evenmg open out

a new source of pleasure, or enlarge the former m your
perusal of Don Quixote, it will compensate for the failure

of any personal or temporary object

I The Symbohcal cannot, perhaps, be better defined
m distmction from the Allegorical, than that it is always
itself a part of that, of the whole of which it is the repre-
sentative—“ Here comes a sad,”—(that is, a ship) is a
symbohcal expression “ Behold our hon i ” when we
speak of some gallant soldier, is allegorical Of most
importance to our present subject is this pomt, that the
latter (the allegory) cannot be other than spoken con-
sciously ,

—^whereas m the former (the symbol) it is very
possible that the general truth represented may be workmg
unconsciously m the wnter’s mmd durmg the construction
of the sjrmbol,—and it proves itself by bemg produced
out of his own mmd,—as the Don Quixote out of the
perfectly sane mmd of Cervantes

, and not by outward
observation, or historically The advantage of symbolical
wntmg over allegory is, that it presumes no disjunction
of faculties, but simple predonunance

II Madness may be ^vided as

—

I. hypochondriasis
,

or, the man is out of his senses
2 derangement of the understanding

, or, the man
IS out of his wits

3 loss of reason

4 frenzy, or derangement of the sensations.
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Cervantes’s ovm preface to Don Quixote is a perfect

model of the gentle, every where mtelhgible, irony in the
best essays of the Tatler and the Spectator Equally
natural and easy, Cervantes is more spirited than Addison ,

whilst he blends with the terseness of Swift, an exqmsite
flow and music of style, and above aU, contrasts with the
latter by the sweet temper of a superior imnd, which saw
the foUies of mankmd, and was even at the moment
sufienng severely under hard mistreatment

,
^ and yet

seems every where to have but one thought as the under-
song
—

“ Brethren 1 with all your faults I love you still !

”

—or as a mother that chides the child she loves, with one
hand holds up the rod, and with the other wipes off each
tear as it drops l

Don Quixote was neither fettered to the earth by want,
nor holden m its embraces by wealth ,—of which, with
the temperance natural to his country, as a Spaniard, he
had bofh far too httle, and somewhat too much, to be
under any necessity of thinking about it His age too,

fifty, may be well supposed to prevent his mmd from bemg
tempted out of itself by any of the lower passions ,

—^while

his habits, as a very early riser and a keen sportsman,

were such as kept his spare body m serviceable subjection

to his will, and yet by the play of hope that accompanies
pursmt, not only permitted, but assisted, his fancy m
shaping what it would Nor must we omit his meagre-
ness and entire featurelmess, face and frame, which
Cervantes gives us at once “ It is said that his surname
was Qmxad^ or Quesada,” &c—even m this trifle showing
an exquisite judgment ,—^just once msmuatmg the associa-

tion of lantern-^aws mto the reader’s mmd, yet not retaming
it obtrusively hke the names m old farces and m the

Pilgrim’s Progress,—^but takmg for the regular appellative

one which had the no meanmg of a proper name m real hfe,

and which yet was capable of recaUing a number of very
different, but all pertment, recollections, as old armour,
the precious metals hidden in the ore, &c Don Quixote’s

leanness and featurehness are happy exponents of the

excess of the formative or miagmative m him, contrasted

1 BzfH como quten se engtndrd en una cared
^
donde toda incomedtdad itenc sa

assienio^ y todo tristc rutdo hace su hahtiacton Like one you may suppose bom m a
pnson, where every inconvenience keeps its residence, and every dismal sound its

habitation Pref Jarvis’s Tr Ed
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with Sancho’s plump rotundity, and recipiency of external

impression

He has no knowledge of the sciences or scientific arts

which give to the meanest portions of matter an intel-

lectual interest, and which enable the mind to decypher in

the world of the senses the mvisible agency—that alone, of

which the world’s phenomena are the effects and mani-

festations,—and thus, as in a mirror, to contemplate its

own reflex, its hfe m the powers, its imagination in tlie

s5nnbohc forms, its moral mstmcts in the final causes, and
its reason in the laws of matenal nature but—estranged

from all the motives to observation from self-interest—the

persons that surround him too few and too familiar to enter

into any connection with his thoughts, or to require any
adaptation of his conduct to their particular characters or

relations to himself—his judgment lies fallow, with nothing
to excite, nothing to employ it Yet,—and here is the
pomt, where genius even of the most perfect kind, allotted

but to fewm the course of many ages, does not preclude the
necessitym part, and m part counterbalance the craving by
sanity of judgment, without which genius either cannot be,

or cannot at least manifest itself,—the dependency of our
nature asks for some confirmation from without, though it

be only from the shadows of other men’s fictions

Too unmformed, and with too narrow a sphere of power
and opportumty to rise mto the scientific artist, or to be
himself a patron of art, and with too deep a principle and
too much mnocence to become a mere projector, Don
Quixote has recourse to romances —

His cunosity and extravagant fondness herein amved at that
pitch, that he sold many acres of arable land to purchase boolcs of
knight-errantry, and earned home all he could lay hands on of that
kind I C I

The more remote these romances were from the language
of common hfe, the more akm on that very account were
they to the shapeless dreams and stnvings of his own mmd

,

—a mmd, which possessed not the highest order of genius
which hves m an atmosphere of power over manlond, but
that mmor kmd which, m its restlessness, seeks for a vivid
representative of its own wishes, and substitutes the move-
ments of that objective puppet for an exercise of actual
power m and by itself The more wild and improbable
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these romances N\cre, the more were they akin to his will,

which had been m the habit of acting as an unlimited
monarch over the creations of his fancy • Hence observe
how the startlmg of the remaming common sense, like a
ghmmenng before its death, in the notice of the impossible-
improbable of Don Behanis, is dismissed by Don Quixote
as impertinent

—

He had some doubt ’ as to the dreadful wounds which Don Behanis
gave and received for he imagined, that notwithstandmg the
most expert surgeons had cured hmi, his face and whole body must
still be full of seams and scars Nevertheless * he commended m
his author the coucludmg his book with a promise of that un-
finishable adventure 1 C i

Hence also his first mtention to turn author
,
but who,

with such a restless struggle within him, would content
himself wth writmg m a remote village among apathists

and ignorants ? During his colloquies with the village

pnest and the barber surgeon, in which the fervour of

critical controversy feeds Uie passion and gives reahty to
its object—^what more natural than that the mental stnvmg
should become an eddy ?—^madness may perhaps be defined

as the circlmg m a stream which should be progressive and
adaptive

, Don Quixote grows at length to be a man out
of his wits

,
his understandmg is deranged , and hence

without the least deviation from the truth of nature, with-

out losmg the least trait of personal mdividuahty, he
becomes a substantial hvmg allegory, or personification of

the reason and the moral sense, divested of the judgment
and the understandmg Sancho is the converse He is

the common sense without reason or imagination , and
Cervantes not only shows the excellence and power of

reason m Don Quixote, but m both him and Sancho the
mischiefs resultmg from a severance of the two mam con-
stituents of sound mteUectual and moral action Put him
and his master together, and they form a perfect mtellect

,

but they are separated and without cement ,
and hence

each havmg a need of the other for its own completeness,
each has at tunes a mastery over the other For the
common sense, although it may see the practical m-
apphcability of the dictates of the imagmation or abstract

reason, yet cannot help submittmg to them These two
characters possess the world, alternately and mterchangfr'

1 No tstaha muy hten con Ed 2 pcro con todo Ed,
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ably tbe cheater and the cheated To impersonate them,

and to combme the permanent with the mdividual, is one

of the highest creations of gemus, and has been achieved

by Cervantes and Shakspeare, almost alone.

Observations on particular passages

:

B I c I But not altogether approving of his having broken it

to pieces with so much ease, to secure himself from the like danger
for the future, he made it over again, fencmg it with small bars of

iron within
, m such a manner, that he rested satisfied of its strength ,

and without canng to make a fresh experiment on it, he approved and
looked upon it as a most excellent helmet

His not trymg his improved scull-cap is an exquisite trait

of human character, founded on the oppugnancy of the

soul m such a state to any disturbance by doubt of its own
broodmgs Even the long dehberation about his horse’s

name is full of meanmg ,—^for in these day-dreams the
greater part of the history passes and is earned on m words,
which look forward to other words as what wiU be said of

them
Ib Near the place where he lived, there dwelt a very comely

country lass, with whom he had formerly been m love , though, as
it IS suppos^, she never knew*- it, nor troubled herself about it

The nascent love for the country lass, but without any
attempt at utterance, or an opportunity of knowmg her,
except as the hmt—the in %6n—of the mward imagmation,
is happily conceived m both parts ,

—^first, as confirmative
of the shnnking back of the mmd on itself, and its dread of
having a cherished image destroyed by its own judgment

,

and secondly, as showmg how necessarily love is the passion
of novels. Novels are to love as fairy tales to dreams I

never knew but two men of taste and feelmg who could not
understand why I was dehghted with the Arabian Nights’
Tales, and they were hkewise the only persons m my know-
ledge who scarcely remembered havmg ever dreamed
Magic and var—itself a magic—are the day-dreams of
childhood , love is the day-dream of youth, and early
manhood
C 2 " Scared} had ruddy Phoebus spread the golden tresses

of his beauteous hair over the face of the wide and spacious earth ,

and scared} had the httle painted birds, with the sweet and melh-
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fluous harmony of their forked tongues, saluted the approach of
rosy Aurora, who, quittmg the soft couch of her jealous husband,
disclosed herself to mortals through the gates of the Mauchegan
horizon , when the renowned Don Quixote,” &c

How happily already is the abstraction from the senses,

from observation, and the consequent confusion of the
judgment, marked m this description I The knight is

descnbmg objects immediate to his senses and sensations

without borrowmg a smgle trait from either Would it be
difficult to find parallel descnptions m Dryden’s plays and
in those of his successors ^

C 3 The host is here happily conceived as one who from
his past hfe as a sharper, was capable of entermg mto and
humourmg the knight, and so perfectly m character, that

he precludes a considerable source of improbabihty m the

futoe narrative, by enforcmg upon Don Quixote the

necessity of takmg money with him.

03” Ho, there, whoever thou art, rash knight, that ap-
proachest to touch the arms of the most valorous adventurer that
ever girded sword,” &c.

Don Quixote’s high eulogiums on himself
—

“ the most
valorous adventurer I

”—but it is not himself that he has
before hun, but the idol of his unagmation, the imagmary
bemg whom he is actmg And this, that it is entirely a
third person, excuses his heart from the otherwise mevit-
able charge of selfish vanity

,
and so by madness itself he

preserves our esteem, and renders those actions natural by
which he, the first person, deserves it.

C 4 Andres and his master
The manner m which Don Qmxote redressed this wrong,

is a picture of the true revolutionary passion m its first

honest state, while it is yet only a bewilderment of the

understanding You have a benevolence limitless m its

prayers, which are m fact aspirations towards omnipotence

,

but between it and beneficence, the bndge of judgment

—

that IS, of measurement of personal power—mtervenes,

and must be passed Otherwise you wiU be bruised by the

leap mto the chasm, or be drowned m the revolutionary

nver, and drag others with you to the same fate

C 4. Merchants of Toledo

When they were come so neax as to be seen and heard, Don
Qmxote raised his voice, and with arrogant air cned out “ Let
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the whole world stand , if the whole world does not confess^ ^that

there is not m the whole world a damsel more beautiful than,” <S.c

Now mark the presumption which follows the self-com-

placency of the last act 1 That was an honest attempt to

redress a real wrong ,
this is an arbitrary determination to

enforce a Bnssotme or Rousseau’s idem on all his feUow

creatures

Let the whole world stand I

*If there had been any expenence in proof of the excellence

of our code, where would be our supenonty m this en-

hghtened age ?’

” No ’ the busmess is that without seemg her, you believe,

confess, affirm, swear, and maintam it , and tf not, I challenge yon
all to battle ” ^

Next see the persecution and fury excited by opposition

however moderate ! The only words listened to are those,

that without their context and their conditionals, and trans-

formed mto positive assertions, might give some shadow of

excuse for the violence shown ! This nch story ends, to

the compassion of the men m their senses, m a sound nb-
roastmg of the ideahst by the muleteer, the mob And
happy for thee, poor knight ' that the mob were against
thee ' For had they been with thee, by the change of the
moon and of them, thy head would have been ofi

C 5, first part The ideahst recollects the causes that
had been necessary to the reverse and attempts to remove
them—too late He is beaten and disgraced
C 6 This chapter on Don Quixote’s hbrary proves that

the author did not wish to destroy the romances, but to
cause them to be read as romances—that is, for their merits
as poetry.

C 7 Among other thmgs, Don Quixote told him, he should
dispose himself to go with hum willmgly ,—for some tune or other
such an adventure might present, that an island might be won, m
the turn of a hand, and he be left governor thereof

At length the promises of the miaginative reason begin to
act on the plump, sensual, honest common sense accomphce,—^but unhappily not m the same person, and without the
copula 01 the judgment,—m hopes of the substantial good

1 D<>n4ie ne, cottmt^o sots en battalia, g-ente descomunalt Ed
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things, of which the former contemplated only the glory and
the colours

C 7* Sancho Panza went nding upon his ass, like any patriarch,
with his w^allet and leathern bottle, and with a vehement desire to
find himself governor of the island which his master had promised
him

The first rehef from regular labour is so pleasant to poor
Sancho

1

C 8 “ I no gentleman 1 I swear by the great God, thou best,
as I am a Christian Biscamer by land, gentleman by sea, gentle-
man for the devil, and thou best look then if thou hast any thmg
else to say

This Biscamer is an excellent image of the prejudices and
bigotry provoked by the idealism of a speculator This
story happily detects the tnck which our imagmation plays
m the description of smgle combats only change the pre-

conception of the magnificence of the combatants, and all

is gone.

B II c 2 Be pleased, my lord Don Quixote, to bestow upon
me the government of that island,” &c

Sancho's eagerness for his government, the nascent Inst

of actual democracy, or isocracy *

C 2 ” But tell me, on your life, have you ever seen a more
valorous knight than I, upon the whole face of the known earth ?

Have you read m story of any other, who has, or ever had, mors
bravery in assailmg, more breath m holdmg out, more dexterity an

woundmg, or more address m givmg a fall ?
”—” The truth is,”

answered Sancho, ” that I never read any history at all , for I can
neither read nor write , but what I dare affirm is, that I never
served a bolder master,” &c

This appeal to Sancho, and Sancho’s answer are ex-

quisitely humorous It is impossible not to think of the

French bulletins and proclamations Remark the necessity

under which we are of bemg sympathized with, fly as high
mto abstraction as we may, and how constantly the
imagmation is recalled to the ground of our common
humanity I And note a httle further on, the knight’s easy
vauntmg of his balsam, and his qmetly deferrmg the mak-
mg and application of it

C. 3 The speech before the goatherds

;

” Happy times and happy ages,” &c '

? Dtckosa cdady stghs dtcJwsos aguellcs^ 6r*c Ed
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Note the rhythm of this, and the admirable beauty and

wisdom of the thoughts m themselves, but the total want

of judgment m Don Quixote’s addressmg them to such an

B III c 3 Don Quixote’s balsam, and the vomitmg and

consequent rehef
,
an excellent hit at panacea nostrums,

which cure the patient by his bemg himself cured of the

medicme by revolting nature

C A. " Peace 1 and have patience , the day will come,” <S.c

The perpetual promises of the unagmation '

Ib “ Your Worship,” said Sancho, ” would make a better

preacher than knight errant I

”

Exactly so This is the true moral
C 6 The uncommon beauty of the description m the

commencement of this chapter In truth, the whole of it

seems to put aU nature m its heights, and its humihations.
before us

Ib Sancho’s story of the goats

“ Make account, he earned them all over,” said Don Quixote,
'* and do not be gomg and coming m this manner , for at tins rate,

you will not have done carrymg them over in a twelvemonth ”
" How many are passed already ? ” said Sancho, &c

Observe the happy contrast between the all-generaliamg
mmd of the mad knight, and Sancho’s aU-particuIarizmg
memory How admirable a symbol of the dependence of
all copula on the higher powers of the mmd, with the smgle
exception of the succession m time and the accidental
relations of space Men of mere common sense have no
theory or means of makmg one fact more important or
prominent than the rest , if they lose one hnk, all is

lost Compare Mrs Quickly and the Tapster ^ And
note also Sancho’s good heart, when his master is about
to leave him Don Quixote’s conduct upon discovering
the fuUmg-hammers, proves he was meant to be m his
senses Nothmg can be better conceived than his fit of
passion at Sancho’s laughmg, and his sophism of self-

justification by the courage he had shown
Sancho is by this time cured, through experience, as far

as his own errors are concerned
,
yet stiU is he lured on by

^ See the Fnend, vol in p 138 JSd
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the unconquerable awe of his master’s supenonty, even
when he is cheating him
C 8 The adventure of the Galley-slaves I think this

is the only passage of moment m which Cervantes shps the
mask of his hero, and speaks for himself

C 9 Don Quixote desired to have it, and bade him take the
money, and keep it for himself Sancho kissed his hands for the
favour, &c

Observe Sancho’s eagerness to avail himself of the per-
mission of his master, who, m the war sports of laiight-

errantry, had, without any selfish dishonesty, overlooked
the mewn and tuum Sancho’s selfishness is modified by
his mvoluntary goodness of heart, and Don Quixote’s
flighty goodness is debased by the involuntary or un-
conscious selfishness of his vanity and self-applause

C 10 Cardenio is the madman of passion, who meets
and easily overthrows for the moment the madman of

imagmation And note the contagion of madness of any
kmd, upon Don Quixote’s mterruption of Cardemo’s story

C II Perhaps the best specimen of Sancho’s pro-
verbializmg is this

“ And I (Don Q ) say again, they he, and will he two hundred
times more, all who say, or think her so ” “ I neither say, nor
thmk so,” answered Sancho ,

“ let those who say it, eat the he,
and swallow it with their bread whether they were guilty or no,
they have given an account to God before now I come from my
vmeyard, I know nothmg , I am no friend to mquirmg mto other
men’^s lives

, for he that buys and lies shall find the he left m his
purse behind , besides, naked was I bom, and naked I remam , I

neither wm nor lose , if they were guilty, what is that to me ?

Many thmk to find bacon, where there is not so much as a pm to
hang it on but who can hedge m the cuckoo ? Especially, do
they spare God himself ?

”

Ib “ And it is no great matter, if it be in another hand , for

by what I remember, Dulcmea can neither write nor read,” &c

The wonderful twihght of the mind ! and mark Cer-

vantes’s courage in daring to present it, and trust to a
distant postenty for an appreciation of its truth to nature
P II B III c 9 Sancho’s account of what he had seen

on Clavileno is a counterpart in his style to Don Quixote’s

adventures m the cave of Montesmos This last is the only
impeachment of the knight’s moral character

,
Cervantes

]ust gives one mstance of the veracity failing before the

strong cravmgs of the imagmation for something real and
I
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external ,
the picture would not have been complete with-

out this
,
and yet it is so well managed, that the reader has

no unpleasant sense of Don Quixote having told a lie It

IS evident that he hardly knows whether it was a dream or

not ,
and goes to the enchanter to mquire the real nature of

the adventure

Summary of Cervantes

A Castilian of refined manners
,

a gentleman, true to

religion, and true to honour
A scholar and a soldier, and fought under the banners of

Don John of Austria, at Lepanto, lost his arm and was
captured
Endured slavery not only with fortitude, but with mirth ,

and by the superiority of nature, mastered and overawed
his barbarian owner

Fmally ransomed, he resumed his native destmy, the
awful task of achieving fame

,
and for that reason died

poor and a prisoner, while nobles and kings over their

goblets of gold gave rehsh to their pleasures by the charms
of his divme genius He was the mventor of novels for

the Spaniards, and m his Persihs and Sigismunda, the
English may find the germ of their Robmson Crusoe
The world was a drama to him His own thoughts, m

spite of poverty and sickness, perpetuated for him the
feehngs of youth He pamted only what he knew and had
looked mto, but he knew and had looked mto much mdeed ;

and his imagmation was ever at hand to adapt and modify
the world of his experience Of dehcious love he fabled,
yet with stainless virtue

LECTURE IX.

On the DtsUnchons of the Witty, the Dioll, the Odd, and the
Huntomous , the Nature and ConsHtuents of Rumour
—Rabelais—SwtfU-Steine

‘ *

I.

Perhaps the most important of our inteUectual operations
those of detecting the difference m similar, and the

identity m dissimilar, thmgs Out of the latter operation
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it IS that wit anses , and it, generically regarded, consists

m presenting thoughts or images m an unusual connection
with each other, for the purpose of excitmg pleasure by
the surprise This connection may be real

, and there is

m fact a scientific wit
, though where the object, con-

sciously entertained, is truth, and not amusement, we
commonly give it some higher name But m wit popularly
understood, the connection may be, and for the most part
IS, apparent only, and transitory

, and this connection
may be by thoughts, or by words, or by images The first

IS our Butler's especial emmence ; the second, Voltaire’s ,

the third, which we oftener call fancy, constitutes the
larger and more pecuhar part of the wit of Shakspeare
You can scarcely turn to a smgle speech of FalstafE’s

without finding instances of it Nor does wit always
cease to deserve the name by bemg transient, or mcapable
of analysis I may add that the wit of thoughts belongs
emmently to the Italians, that of words to the French,
and that of images to the Enghsh

II Where the laughable is its own end, and neither

mference, nor moral is mtended, or where at least the
writer would wish it so to appear, there anses what we
call droUery The pure, unmixed, ludicrous or laughable
belongs exclusively to the understanding, and must be
presented under the form of the senses

, it hes within the
spheres of the eye and the ear, and hence is allied to the
fancy It does not appertam to the reason or the moral
sense, and accordingly is ahen to the iraagmation I thmk
Aristotle has already excellently defined ^ the laughable,
ri yeXoP&v, as consistmg of, or dependmg on, what is out
of its proper time and place, yet without danger or pam.
Here the tmpropriety—rh aroTrov—is the positive qualifi-

cation , the dangerlessness— rh axhdvm— the negative
Neither the understandmg without an object of the
senses, as for example, a mere notional error, or idiocy

,

—nor any external object, unless attributed to the under-

1 He elsewhere commends this Def “ To resolve laughter into an expression of

contempt is contrary to fact, and laughable enough Laughter is a convulsion of the
nerves, and it seems as nature cut short the rapid thrill of pleasure on the nerves by
a sudden convulsion of them to prevent the sensation becoming painful—AnsteWs
Def IS as good as can be Surprise at perceiving anything out of its usual place when
the unusualness is not accompanied by a sense of serious danger Such surprise is

always pleasurable, and it is observable that surpnse accompanied with circumstances
of danger becomes Tragic* Hence Farce may often border on Tragedy ^ indeed
Farce is nearer Tragedy m tis Essence than Comedy ts

Table Talk*
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standing, can produce the poetically laughable Nay,

even m ridiculous positions of the body laughed at by the

vulgar, there is a subtle personification always going on,

which acts on the, perhaps, unconscious mind of the

spectator as a sjunbol of mtellectual character And hence

a^es the imperfect and awkward effect of comic stones of

animals ,
because although the understandmg is satisfied

m them, the senses are not. Hence too, it is, Siat the true

ludicrous IS its own end. When senous satire commences,

or satire that is felt as senous, however comically drest,

free and genume laughter ceases , it becomes sardonic

This you expenence in readmg Young, and also not un-

frequently m Butler The true comic is the blossom of

the nettle

III When words or images are placed in unusual juxta-

position rather than connection, and are so placed merely
because the juxta-position is imusual—^we have the odd or

the grotesque , the occasional use of which m the minor
ornaments of architecture, is an mterestmg problem for a
student m the psychology of the Fme Arts

IV In the simply laughable there is a mere dispropor-

tion between a definite act and a definite purpose or end,
or a disproportion of the end itself to the rank or circum-
stances of the definite person , but humour is of more
difficult descnption I must try to define it m the first

place by its pomts of diversity from the former speaes
Humour does not, like the different kmds of wit, which is

impersonal, consist wholly m the understanding and the
senses No combmation of thoughts, words, or images
will of itself constitute humour, unless some pecuhanty of
mdividual temperament and character be mdicated there-
by, as the cause of the same Compare the comedies of
Congreve with the Falstaff m Henry IV or with Sterne’s
Corporal Trim, Uncle Toby, and Mr Shandy, or with
some of Steele’s charming papers m the Tatler, and you
will feel the difference better than I can express it Thus
again (to take an mstance from the different works of the
same writer), m SmoUett’s Strap, his Lieutenant Bowhng,
his Morgan the honest Welshman, and his Matthew
Bramble, we have exquisite humour,—^while m his Pere-
gnne Pickle we find an abundance of drollery, which too
often degenerates mto mere oddity

, m short, we feel that
a number of thmgs are put together to counterfeit humour,
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but that there is no growth from within And this mdeed
IS the ongm of the word, derived from the humoral patho-
logy, and excellently descnbed by Ben Jonson .

So in every human body.
The choler, melancholy, phlegm, and blood,
By reason that they flow continually
In some one part, and are not continent.
Receive the name of humours Now thus far

It may, by metaphor, apply itself

Unto the general disposition
As when some one peculiar quality
Doth so possess a man, that it doth draw
All his effects, his spirits, and his powers.
In their conductions, all to run one way,
This may be truly said to be a humour ^

Hence we may explain the congeniality of humour with
pathos, so exquisite in Sterne and Smollett, and hence also

the tender feelmg which we always have for, and associate

with, the humours or hobby-horses of a man First, we
respect a humourist, because absence of mterested motive is

the groundwork of the character, although the imagination

of an interest may exist m the mdividual himself, as if a

remarkably simple-hearted man should pnde himself on his

knowledge of the world, and how well he can manage it

—and secondly, there always is m a genume humour an
acknowledgment of the hollowness and farce of the world,

and its disproportion to the godlike withm us And it

follows immediately from this, that whenever particular

acts have reference to particular selfish motives, the

humourous bursts into the indignant and abhorrmg

,

whilst all foUies not selfish are pardoned or paUiated

The danger of this habit, in respect of pure morahty, is

strongly exemplified in Sterne
This would be enough, and mdeed less than this has

passed, for a sufficient account of humour, if we did not

recollect that not every predommance of character, even
where not precluded by the moral sense, as m criminal

dispositions, constitutes what we mean by a humourist,

or the presentation of its produce, humour What then

is it ? Is it manifold ? Or is there some one humorffic

pomt common to all that can be called humorous ?—

I

am not prepared to answer this fully, even if my time

permitted , but I think there is ,—and that it consists m
1 Every Man Out Of His Humour Prologue
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a certain reference to the general and the universal, by
which the finite great is brought into identity with the

little, or the httle with the finite great, so as to make both

nothmg m comparison with the mfinite The httle is

made great, and the great httle, m order to destroy both ,

because aU is equal in contrast with the mfinite " It is

not without reason, brother Toby, that learned men write

dialogues on long noses ” ^ I would suggest, therefore,

that whenever a finite is contemplated m reference to the

mfinite, whether consciously or unconsciously, humour
essentially anses In the highest humour, at least, there

is always a reference to, and a connection with, some
general power not finite, m the form of some fimte ndicu-
lously disproportionate m our feelings to that of which it

IS, nevertheless, the representative, or by which it is to be
displayed Humorous wnters, therefore, as Sterne in

particular, dehght, after much preparation, to end m
nothing, or m a duect contradiction

That there is some truth m this definition, or ongina-
tion of humour, is evident

,
for you cannot conceive a

humorous man who does not give some disproportionate
generality, or even a universahty to his hobby-horse, as is

the case with Mr Shandy
,
or at least there is an absence

of any interest but what arises from the humour itself, as
m my Uncle Toby, and it is the idea of the soul, of its un-
defined capacity and dignity, that gives the sting to any
absorption of it by any one pursmt, and this not m respect
of the humourist as a mere member of society for a par-
ticular, however mistaken, mterest, but as a man
The English humour is the most thoughtful, the Spanish

the most ethenal—the most ideal—of modem hterature
Amongst the classic ancients there was httle or no humour
in the foregomg sense of the term Socrates, or Plato under
his name, gives some notion of humour m the Banquet,
when he argues that tragedy and comedy rest upon the
same ground But humour properly took its rise m the
middle ages , and the Devil, the Vice of the mystenes,
mcorporates the modem humour m its elements It is
a spint measured by disproportionate finites The Devil
IS not, mdeed, perfectly humorous

, but that is only be-
cause he IS the extreme of aU humour.

1 Tmt. Sb- Vol tu c. :;7
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RABELAIS.i

Bom at Chmon, 1483-4—Died 1553

One cannot help regretting that no friend of Rabelais,
(and surely friends he must have had), has left an authentic
account of him His buffoonery was not merely Brutus’
rough stick, which contamed a rod of gold

,
it was

necessary as an amulet agamst the monks and bigots

Beyond a' doubt, he was among the deepest as weU as

boldest thinkers of his age Never was a more plausible,

and seldom, I am persuaded, a less appropriate hne than
the thousand times quoted,

Rabelais laughing m his easy chair

—

of Mr Pope The cancature of his filth and zanyism
proves how fully he both knew and felt the danger in which
he stood I could wnte a treatise m proof and praise of the
morality and moral elevation of Rabelais’ work which
would make the church stare, and the conventicle groan,

and yet should be the truth and nothmg but the trath I

class Rabelais with the creative mmds of the world, Shak-
speare, Dante, Cervantes, &c

All Rabelais’ personages are phantasmagoric allegories,

but Panurge above all He is throughout the -^a.wvpyla ,

—

the wisdom, that is, the cunning of the human animal,

—

the understanding, as the faculty of means to purposes
without ultimate ends, m a most comprehensive sense, and
mcludmg art, sensuous fancy, and all the passions of the

understandmg It is impossible to read Rabelais without
an admiration mixed with wonder at the depth and extent

of his leammg, his multifarious knowledge, and onginal
observation beyond what books could in that age have
supphed him with

B III c 9 How Panurge asketh counsel of Pantagruel,
whether he should marry, yea or no

Note this incomparable chapter Pantagruel stands for

the reason as contradistinguished from the understanding

1 No note remains of that part of this Lecture which treated of Rabelais. This
seems, therefore, a convenient place for the reception of some remarks written by Mr
C m Mr Gillman’s copy of Rabelais, about the year 1835 See Table Talk, sol 1 p
177 Ed
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and choice, that is, from Panurge ,
and the humour con-

sists m the latter askmg advice of the former on a subject

in which the reason can only give the mevitable conclusion,

the syllogistic ergo, from the premisses provided by the

understandmg itself, which puts each case so as of necessity

to predetermme the verdict thereon This chapter, m-
dependently of the allegory, is an exquisite satire on the

spirit m which people commonly ask advice

SWIFT.i

Bom m Dublm, 1667—Died 1745.

In Swift’s wntmgs there is a false misanthropy grounded
upon an exclusive contemplation of the vices and folhes of

mankind, and this misanthropic tone is also disfigured or

brutalized by his obtrusion of physical dirt and coarseness

I think Gulhver's Travels the great work of Swift In the
voyages to LiUiput and Brobdingnag he displays the httle-

ncss and moral contemptibility of human nature , m that
to the Houyhnhnms he represents the disgustmg spectacle
of man with the understanding only, without the reason or
the moral feeling, and m his horse he gives the misanthropic
ideal of man—that is, a being virtuous from rule and duty,
but untouched by the principle of love.

STERNE

Bom at Clonmel, 1713 —^Died 1768.

With regard to Sterne, and the charge of hcentiousness
vhich presses so senously upon his character as a ivnter,
I w ould remark that there is a sort of knowingness, the wit
of vhich depends—ist, on the modesty it gives pam to

;

or, 2dly, on the innocence and mnocent ignorance over
v.hich It tnumphs

, or, sdly, on a certain oscillation m the
individual’s owm mind between the remammg good and the
encroaching evil of lus nature—a sort of dallying with the
dc\ il—a fluxionary act of combining courage and cowardice,
as v,hcn a man snuffs a candle with his fingers for the first

J Trosi Mr Green’s rote Stf
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time, or 'better still, perhaps, hke that tremblmg darmg
with which a child touches a hot tea um, because it has

been forbidden , so that the mmd has m its own white and
black angel the same or similar amusement, as may be
supposed to take place between an old debauchee and a

prude,—^she feehng resentment, on the one hand, from
a prudential anxiety to preserve appearances and have a

character, and, on the other, an mward sympathy with the

enemy "We have only to suppose society mnocent, and
then nme-tenths of this sort of wit would be hke a stone

that falls m snow, makmg no sound because excitmg no
resistance , the remainder rests on its bemg an offence;

agamst the good manners of human nature itself

This source, unworthy as it is, may doubtless be com-^

bmed with wit, drollery, fancy, and even humour, and we
have only to regret the misaUiance

,
but that the latter are

quite distinct from the former, may be made evident by
abstractmg m our imagmation the morahty of the char-
acters of Mr Shandy, my Uncle Toby, and Trim, which
are all antagonists to this spunous sort of wit, from the
rest of Tristram Shandy And by supposing, mstead of

them, the presence of two or three c^ous debauchees
The result wiU be pure disgust Sterne cannot be too
severely censured for thus using the best dispositions of

our nature as the panders and condiments for the basest
The excellencies of Sterne consist

—

I In bringmg forward mto distmct consciousness those
mmutiae of thought and feehng which appear trifles, yet
have an importance for the moment, and which almost
every man feels m one way or other Thus is produced the
novelty of an mdividual pecuhanty, together with the
mterest of a something that belongs to our common nature
In short, Sterne seizes happily on those pomts, in which
every man is more or less a humourist And, mdeed, to

be a httle more subtle, the propensity to notice these things

does itself constitute the humounst, and the superadded
power of so presentmg them to men m general gives us the
man of humour Hence the difference of the man of

humour, the eflect of whose portraits does not depend on
the felt presence of himself, as a humounst, as in the m-
stances of Cervantes and Shakspeare—^nay, of Rabelais too

,

and of the humounst, the effect of whose works does very
much depend on the sense of his own oddity, as m Sterne’s

i6z
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case, and perhaps Swift's, though Swift again would

require a separate classification

2

In the traits of human nature, which so easily assume

a particular cast and colour from mdividual character

Hence this excellence and the pathos connected with it

quickly pass mto humour, and form the ground of it See

particularly the beautiful passage, so well known, of Uncle
Toby’s catchmg and hberatmg the fly

•< Go,”—says he, one day at dinner, to an overgrown one which
had buzzed about his nose, and tormented him cruelly all dmner-
time, and which, after mfinite attempts, he had caught at last, as

it flew by him ,
—” I’ll not hurt thee,^’ says my Uncle Toby, nsmg

from his chair, and gomg across the room, with the fly in his hand,—

"

I’ll not hurt a hair of thy head —

"

Go," says he, lifting up the
sash, and opening his hand as he spoke, to let it escape ,

—
” go,

poor devil, get thee gone, why should I hurt thee ? This world is

surely wide enough to hold both thee and me ” Vol n ch 12

Observe m this mcident bow mdividual character may be
given by the mere dehcacy of presentation and elevation

m degree of a common good quahty, humanity, which m
itself would not be characteristic at all

3 In Mr Shandy's character,—the essence of which is

a cravmg for sympathy m exact proportion to the oddity
and uns5mipathizabihty of what he proposes ,—this

coupled with an mstmctive desire to be at least disputed
with, or rather both m one, to dispute and yet to agree

—

and holding as worst of all—to acquiesce without either
resistance or sympathy This is charmmgly, mdeed, pro-
foundly conceived, and is psychologically and ethically
true of all Mr Shandies Note, too, how the contrasts of
character, which are always either balanced or remedied,
mcrease the love between the brothers

4 No wnter is so happy as Sterne m the unexaggerated
and truly natural representation of that species of slander,
which consists m gossiping about our neighbours, as whet-
stones of our moral discrimmation

, as if they were
conscience-blocks which we used m our apprenticeship,
m order not to waste such precious materials as our own
consciences m the tnmmmg and shapmg of ourselves by
self-exammation —

Alas o'day 1—^had Mrs Shandy, (poor gentlewoman !} had but
her wish m gomg up to town just to he m and come down agam ,
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which, they say, she begged and prayed for upon her bare knees,
and which, in my opmion, considermg the fortune which Mr
Shandy got with her, was no such mighty matter to have complied
with, the lady and her babe might both of them have been alive at
this hour Vol i c i8

5 When you have secured a man^s hkings and pre-
judices in your favour, you may then safely appeal to his

impartial judgment In the foUowmg passage not only
is acute sense shrouded m wit, but a life and a character
are added which exalt the whole into the dramatic —

I see plainly, Sir, by your looks " (or as the case happened) my
father would say—** that you do not heartily subscribe to this
opmion of mme—which, to those,” he would add, ” who have not
carefully sifted it to the bottom,—I own has an au* more of fancy
than of solid reasonmg in it , and yet, my dear Sir, if I may pre-
sume to know your character, I am morally assured I should
hazard little m statmg a case to you, not as a party m the dispute,
but as a judge, and trusting my appeal upon it to your good sense
and candid disquisition m this matter

,
you are a person free from

as many narrow prejudices of education as most men , and, if I may
presume to penetrate farther mto you, of a liberality of genius
above bearing down an opmion, merely because it wants friends*

Your son,—your dear son,—from whose sweet and open temper
you have so much to expect,—your Billy, Sir 1

—^would you,
for the world, have called him Judas ? Would you, my dear
Sir,” he would say, laying his hand upon your breast, with the
gentcelest address,—and m that soft and irresistible piano of voice,
which the nature of the argumentum ad homtnem absolutely re-

quires,
—

” Would you, Sir, if a Jew of a godfather had proposed
the name for your child, and offered you his purse along with it,

would you have consented to such a desecration of him ? O my
God I

” he would say, looking up, ” if I know your temper rightly.
Sir, you are mcapable of it ,—you would have trampled upon the
offer ,—you would have thrown the temptation at the tempter's
head with abhorrence Your greatness of mmd in this action,
which I admire, with that generous contempt of money, which
you show me m the whole transaction, is realty noble ,—and what
renders it more so, is the pnnciple of it ,—the workings of a parent's
love upon the tru^ and conviction of this very hypothesis, namely,
that were your son called Judas,—the sordid and treacherous idea,

so msepaxable from the name, would have accompanied him through
life like his shadow, and m the end made a miser and a rascal of

him, m spite. Sir, of your example ” Vol 1 c 19

6 There is great physiognomic tact m Sterne See it

particularly displayed m his descnption of Dr Slop,

accompanied with all that happiest use of drapery and
attitude, which at once give reality by mdividualizmg and
vividness by unusual, yet probable, combmations —
Imagme to yourself a little squat uncourtly figure of a Doctor
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Slop, of about four feet and a half perpendicular height, with a

breadth of back, and a sesquipedality of belly, which might have

done honour to a serjeant in the horseguards,

« ^

Imagine such a one ,—for such, I say, were the outlines of Doctor

Slop’s figure, commg slowly along, foot by foot, ivaddling through

the dirt upon the vertebra oi a little diminutive pony, of a pretty

colour—but of strength,—alack I scarce able to have made an
amble of it, under such a fardel, had the roads been m an ambling

condition ,
—^they were not Imagme to yourself Obadiah mounted

upon a strong monster of a coach-horse, pncked mto a full gallop,

and making Si practicable speed the adverse way Vol u c 9

7 I think there is more humour m the single remark,

which I have quoted before
—

" Learned men, brother

Toby, don’t write dialogues upon long noses for nothing f
”

—^than in the whole Slawkenburghian tale that follows,

which IS mere oddity mterspersed with drollery

8 Note Sterne’s assertion of, and faith m a moral good
m the characters of Trim, Toby, &c as contrasted with the
cold scepticism of motives which is the stamp of the

Jacobin spirit Vol v c 9

9 You must bear m mmd, in order to do justice to
Rabelais and Sterne, that by right of humonstic umver-
sahty each part is essentially a whole m itself Hence the
digressive spirit is not mere wantonness, but m fact the
very form and vehicle of their gemus The connection,
such as was needed, is given by the contmmty of the
characters

Instances of different forms of wit, taken largely

1 Why are you reading romances at your age ^ —'' Why, 1
used to be fond of history, but I have given it up,—it was so grossly
improbable

2 ** Pray, su*, do it I—although you have promised me *'

3 The Spartan’s mother

—

" Return with, or on, thy shield ”

“ My sword is too short 1
”—” Take a step forwarder ”

4 The Gasconade —
* I believe you. Sir 1 but you will excuse my repeating it on

account of my provmcial accent ”

5 Pasquil on Pope Urban, who had employed a com-
mittee to np up the old errors of his predecessors
Some one placed a pair of spurs on the heels of the
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statue of St Peter, and a label from the opposite statue
of St Paul, on the same bndge ,

—

St Paul " Whither then are you hound ?
”

St Peter " I apprehend danger here ,—they’ll soon call me m
question for denying my Master ’’

St Paul “ Nay, then, I had better be off too , for they’ll question
me for havmg persecuted the Christians, before my conversion ”

6 Speakmg of the small German potentates, I dictated
the phrase,

—

officious for equivalents This my amanu-
ensis wrote,

—

fishing for elephants ,—which, as I observed
at the time, was a sort of Noah's anglmg, that could
hardly have occurred, except at the commencement of the
Deluge.

LECTURE X

Donne—Dante—Milton—Paradise Lost

DONNE 1

Bom in London, 1573 —Died, 1631

I

With Donne, whose muse on dromedaxy trots,

Wreathe iron pokers into true-love knots ,

Rh3nQae’s sturdy cripple, fancy's maze and clue,

Wit's forge and fire-blast, meaning's press and screw.

II

See lewdness and theology combin'd,

—

A cynic and a sycophantic mind ,

A fancy shar'd party per pale between
Death's heads and skeletons, and Aretme 1

—

Not his peculiar defect or crime,
But the true current mintage of the time
Such were the establish'd signs and tokens given
To mark a loyal churchman, sound and even,
Free from papistic and fanatic leaven

The wit of Donne, the wit of Butler, the wit of Pope, the

vut of Congreve, the wit of Shendan—how many disparate

thmgs are here expressed by one and the same word. Wit 1

1 Nothing remains of what was said on Donne in this Lecture Here, therefore, as
ui previous like instances, the gap is filled up with some notes written by Mr Colend^c
m a volume of Chalmers* Poets, belonging to Mr Gillmam The verses were added in
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—Wonder-excitmg vigour, mtenseness and peculianty of

thought, using at will tho almost boundless stores of a

capacious memory, and exercised on subjects, where we

have no right to expect it—^this is the wit of Donne The

four others I am just m the mood to desenbe and mter-

distmguish ,—what a pity that the margrnal space will

not let me l

My face in thine eye, thine in mine appears.

And true plain hearts do in the faces rest

,

/ W^ere can we find two fitter hemispheres

Without sharp north, without declmmg west ?

^
Good-Morrow, v 15, &c

The -^r)se|is ,—Our mutual loves may m many respects

be fitly c. i^ared to correspondmg hemispheres ,
but as

no simile squares stmile esi so here the simile

fails, for there is npthmg m our loves that corresponds to

the cold north, or the declmmg west, which in two hemi-
spheres must necessarily be supposed But an elhpse of

such length will scarcely rescue the hue from the charge

of nonsense or a bull January, 1829

A misnomer

Woman’s constancy*

The title ought to be

—

ei
Inconstancy.

Whether both th’ Iru5 spice and mine, &c
Sun Rising, v 17.

And see at night thy western land of mine, &c
Progress of the Soul, i Song, 2 st.

This use of the word mine specifically for irunes of gold,
silver, or precioas stones, is, I believe, pecuhar to Donne

DANTE
' Bom at Florence, 1265 —Died, 1321.

As I remarked m a former Lecture on a different subject
(for subjects the most diverse m hterature have still their
tangents), the Gothic character, and its good and evil
fruits, appeared less m Italy than m any other part of
European Christendom There was accordingly much less
romance, as that word is commonly understood

,
or,

the collccuon of comm^datorj Ijnes
,
No I ,s Mr C’s, the publ.caUon ol

accomplished author will, under the circumstances, pardon

Md ATiU be“4?ihSreafte\
Colendge on Donne s Sermons are xn existence,
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perhaps, more truly stated, there was romance instead of

chivalry In Italy, an earlier imitation of, and a more
evident and mtentional blendmg with, the Latm hterature
took place than elsewhere The operation of the feudal
system, too, was mcalculably weaker, of that singular
chain of mdependent mterdependents, the prmciple of

which was a confederacy for the preservation of mdividual,
consistently with general, freedom In short, Italy, ,m the
time of Dante, was an after-birth of eldest Greece, a
renewal or a reflex of the old Italy under its kmgs and first

Roman consuls, a net-work of free httle republics, with
the same domestic feuds, civil wars, and party spirit,

—

the same vices and virtues -produced on a similarl';’'’narrow

theatre,—the existmg state of things being, as’’"^ r'all small
democracies, under the working and direction of certam
individuals, to whose will even the laws were swayed ,

—

whilst at the same time the smgular spectacle was ex-
hibited amidst aU this confusion of the flourishmg of

commerce, and the protection and encouragement of

letters and arts Never was the commercial spint so well

reconciled to the nobler prmciples of social pohty as m
Florence It tended there to union and permanence and
elevation,—not as the overbalance it m England is now
domg, to dislocation, change moral degradation
The mtensest patriotism r^jn d’-.i m these communities,
but confined and attached ^toUsively to the small locality

of the patnot’s birth and residence , whereas m the true
Gothic feudahsm, country was nothmg but the preserva-
tion of personal mdependence But then, on the other
hand, as a counterbalance to these disunitmg elements,
there was m Dante’s Italy, as m Greece, a much greater
uniformity of rehgion common to all than amongst the
northern nations
Upon these hints the history of the repubhcan seras of

ancient Greece and modem Italy ought to be written
There are three kinds or stages of histone narrative ,

—

I that of the annahst or chromcler, who deals merely m
facts and events arranged m order of time, having no prm-
ciple of selection, no plan of arrangement, and whose work
properly constitutes a supplement to the poetical writmgs
of romance or heroic legends —2 that of the wnter who
takes his stand on some moral pomt, and selects a senes of
events for -the express purpose of lUustratmg it, and m
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whose hands the narrative of the selected events is modified

by the pnnciple of selection ,—as Thucydides, whose object

was to describe the evils of democratic and aristocratic

partizanships ,—or Polybius, whose design was to show the

social benefits resultmg from the tnumph and grandeur of

Rome, in public mstitutions and military disciphne ,—or

Tacitus, whose secret aim was to exhibit the pressure and
corruptions of despotism ,—in all which writers and others

like them, the ground-object of the historian colours with

artificial lights the facts which he relates —3 and which m
idea is the grandest—the most truly founded m philosophy

—there is the Herodotean history, which is not composed
with reference to any particular causes, but attempts to

describe human nature itself on a great scale as a portion of

the drama of providence, the free wiU of man resisting the

destiny of events,—for the mdividuals often succeedmg
against it, but for the race always 5nelding to it, and in the
resistance itself invariably affording means towards the

completion of the ultimate result Mitford’s history is a

good and useful work
,
but m his zeal against democratic

government, Mitford forgot, or never saw, that ancient

Greece was not, nor ought ever to be considered, a per-
manent thing, but that it existed, in the disposition of pro-
vidence, as a proclaimer of ideal truths, and that everlast-

mg proclamation bemg made, that its functions were
naturally at an end

However, in the height of such a state of society in Italy,

Dante was born and flourished
,
and was himself emmently

a picture of the age m which he lived But of more im-
portance even than this, to a right understandmg of Dante,
is the consideration that the scholastic philosophy was
then at its acme even m itself , but more especiallym Italy,
‘where it never prevailed so exclusively as northward of
the Alps It is impossible to understand the genius of
Dante, and difficult to understand his poem, without some
knowledge of the characters, studies, and wntmgs of the
schoolmen of the twelfth, thirteenth, and fourteenth
centuries For Dante was the livmg Imk between religion
and philosophy

,
he philosophized the religion and chris-

tianized the philosophy of Italy
, and, in this poetic union

of religion and philosophy, he became the ground of tran-
sition into the mixed Platonism and Aristotehanism of the
Schools, under which, by numerous minute articles of faith
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and ceremony, Christianity became a craft of hair-sphttmg,
and was ultimately degraded mto a complete fehsch
worship, divorced from philosophy, and made up of a faith

without thought, and a credulity directed by passion.
Afterwards, mdeed, philosophy revived under condition of

defendmg this very superstition
, and, m so domg, it

necessarily led the way to its subversion, and that m exact
proportion to the mfluence of the philosophic schools
Hence it did its work most completely m Germany, then m
England, next in France, then m Spam, least of all m Italy

We must, therefore, take the poetry of Dante as chris-

tianized, but without the further Gothic accession of proper
chivalry It was at a somewhat later penod, that the
importations from the East, through the Venetian com-
merce and the crusadmg armaments, exercised a pecu-
harly strong mfluence on Italy

In studymg Dante, therefore, we must consider carefully

the differences produced, first, by allegory bemg sub-
stituted for pol5rtheism

, and secondly and mamly, by the

opposition of Christianity to the spirit of pagan Greece,

which receivmg the very names of its gods from Egypt,
soon deprived them of aU that was universal The Greeks
changed the ideas mto finites, and these finites mto anthro-

‘pomoY'pht, or forms of men Hence their rehgion, their

poetry, nay, their very pictures, became statuesque With
them the form was fhe end The reverse of this was the
natural effect of Christianity

,
m which finites, even the

human form, must, m order to satisfy the mmd, be brought
into connexion with, and be m fact symbohcal ot, the
infinite , and must be considered m some endurmg, how-
ever shadowy and mdistmct, pomt of view, as the vehicle

or representative of moral truth
Hence resulted two great effects ,

a combmation of

poetry with doctrme, and, by tummg the mmd mward on
its own essence instead of lettmg it act only on its outward
circumstances and communities, a combmation of poetry
with sentiment And it is this mwardness or subjectivity,

which prmcipally and most fundamentally distmguishes ^
the classic from all the modem poetry Compare the

passagem the Iliad (Z' vi 119—^236) m which Diomed and
Glaucus change arms,

—

r’ oKKiiKiiSV \a§irriP Kal wiirr(b(rayro—

They took each other by the hand, and pledged friendship

—
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with the scene m Anosto (Orlando Funoso, c i st 20-22),

where Rinaldo and Ferrauto fight and aftenvards make it

up —
A1 Pagan la proposta non dispiacque

Cosl fu diffenta la tenzone ,

E tal tregua tra lor subito nacque,

SI V odio e r ira va m obhvjone,

Che '1 Pagano al partu: dalle fresche acque

Non lasci6 a piede il buon figliuol d’ Amonc ,

Con preghi invita, e al fin lo toglie in groppa,

E per 1' orme d' Angelica galoppa

Here Homer would have left it But the Christian poet

has his own feelings to express, and goes on —
Oh gran bonta de’ cavalien antiqui I

Eran nvali, eran di ft diversi,

E SI sentian degli aspn colpi iniqui

Per tutta la persona anco dolersi

,

E pur per selve oscure e calli obbliqui
Insieme van senza sospetto aversi I

And here you will observe, that the reaction of Ariosto’s

own feehngs on the image or act is more fore-grounded (to

use a pamter’s phrcise) than the image or act itself

The two different modes m which the imagmation is

acted on by the ancient and modem poetry, may be illus-

trated by the parallel effects caused by the contemplation
of the Greek or Roman-Greek architecture, compared with
the Gothic In the Pantheon, the whole is perceived m a
perceived harmony with the parts which compose it

, and
generally you will remember that where the parts preserve
any distinct mdividuality, there simple beauty, or beauty
simply, arises

,
but where the parts melt unchstmguished

mto the whole, there majestic beauty, or majesty, is the
result In York Mmster, the parts, &e grotesques, are m
themselves very sharply distmct and separate, and this

distmction and separation of the parts is counterbalanced
only by the multitude and vanety of those parts, by which
the attention is bewildered ,—^whilst the whole, or that
there is a whole produced, is altogether a feelmg m which
the several thousand distmct impressions lose themselves
as m a imiversal solvent Hence m a Gothic catheial, as
m a prospect from a mountam’s top, there is, mdeed, a
unity, an awful oneness ,—but it is, because all distinction
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evades the eye And ]ust such is the distinction between
the Antigone of Sophocles and the Hamlet of Shakspeare

'

The Divma Commedia is a system of moral, pohtical,

and theological truths, wth arbitrary personal exemph-
fications, which are not, m my opmion, allegoncal I do not
even feel convinced that the punishments in the Inferno are
stnctly allegoncal I rather take them to have been m
Dante's mind j/<asi-allegorical, or conceived m analogy to

pure allegory

I have said, that a combination of poetry with doctrines,

IS one of the characteristics of the Christian muse , but I

think Dante has not succeeded m effecting this combmation
nearly so well as Milton

This comparative failure of Dante, as also some other
peculianties of his mmd, tn malam partem, must be im-
mediately attnbuted to the state of North Italy m his time,

which IS vividly represented m Dante’s hfe, a state of

mtense democratical partizanship, m which an exaggerated
importance was attached to mdividuals, and which whilst it

afforded a vast field for the mtellect, opened also a bound-
less arena for the passions, and m which envy, jealousy,

hatred, and other mahgnant feehngs could and did as-

sume the form of patriotism, even to the mdividual's
own conscience
AH this common, and, as it were, natural partizanship,

was aggravated and coloured by the Guelf and Ghibelhne
factions , and, m part explanation of Dante’s adherence
to the latter, you must particularly remark, that the Pope
had recently temtonahzed his authority to a great extent,

and that this mcrease of temtonal power m the church,

was by no means the same beneficial movement for the
citizens of free repubhcs, as the parallel advance m other
countries was for those who groaned as vassals under the
oppression of the cucumjacent baronial castles ^

By way of preparation to a satisfactory perusal of the

Divma Commedia, I wiU now proceed to state what I

consider to be Dante’s chief excellences as a poet And I

begm with
I Style—the vividness, logical connexion, strength

and energy of which cannot be surpassed In this I think

1 See Lcct I p 2x8, and note and compare with Schlegel's Dram VorUsuni^
Essay on Shalcspeare, p 12

3 Mr Colendge here notes “ I will, if I can, here make an historical movement, and
pay a proper compliment to Mr Hallam#*' Rd
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Dante supenor to Llilton ,
and his style is accordingly

more imitable than Milton’s, and does to this day exercise

a greater influence on the literature of his country You
cannot read Dante without feeling a gush of manliness of

thought within you Dante was very sensible of his own
excellence in this particular, and speaks of poets as

guardians of the vast armory of language, which is the

mtermediate something between matter and spint —
Or se’ tu quel Virgiho, c quella fonte,

Che spande di parlar si largo fiume ?

Risposi lui con vergognosa fronte

O degli altri poeti onore e lume,
Vagliami '1 lungo studio e '1 grande araore,

Che m’ ban fatto cercar lo tuo volume
Tu se’ lo mio maestro, e ’1 mio autore

T« se' solo colut, da cu' to iolst

Lo hello shle, che in' ha fatlo onore

laf CIV 79.

" And art thou then that Virgil, that vreU-spnng,
From which such copious floods of eloquence
Have issued ? ” I, with front abash'd, replied •

" Glory and light of all the tuneful tram 1

May it avail me, that I long with zeal

Have sought thy volume, and with love immense
Have conn’d it o’er My master, thou, and guide 1

Thou he front whom I have alone deriv'd

That style, which for its beauty into fame
Exalts me ” Cary.

Indeed there was a passion and a miracle of words m the
twelfth and thirteenth centunes, after the long slumber
of language m barbarism, which gave an almost romantic
character, a virtuous quahty and power, to what was read
in a book, mdependently of the thoughts or images con-
tamed m it This feelmg is very often perceptible m
Dante

II The Images m Dante are not only taken from
obvious nature, and are all mtelhgible to all, but are ever
conjomed with the universal feelmg received’ from nature,
and therefore affect the general feehngs of all men And
m this respect, Dante’s excellence is very great, and may
be contrasted with the idiosyncracies of some meritorious
modem poets, who attempt an emditeness, the result of
particular feehngs Consider the snnphcity, I may say
plamness, of the foUowmg simile, and how differently we
should m all probabihty^deal with it at the present day

.
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Quale 1 fioretti dal notturno gelo

Chinab e chiusi, poi che ’1 sol gl‘ imbianca,
Si dnzzan tutti aperti in loro stelo,

—

Fal mi fee’ lo di mia virtute stanca
Inf c 2 V 127.

As florets, by the frosty air of night
Bent do%\Ti and clos’d, when day has blanch’d their leaves.
Rise all unfolded on their spiry stems,

—

So was my faintmg vigour new restor’d

Cary >

III Consider the wonderful profoundness of the whole
third canto of the Inferno , and especially of the inscription

over Hell gate

Per me si va, &c—
which can only be explained by a meditation on the true

nature of rehgion , that is,—^reason plus the understand-

mg I say profoundness rather than subhmity
,

for

Dante does not so much elevate your thoughts as send
them down deeper In this canto all the images are

distinct, and even vividly distinct
,
but there is a total

impression of infinity , the wholeness is not m vision or

conception, but m an mner feehng of totahty, and absolute

being
IV In picturesqueness, Dante is beyond all other poets,

modem, or ancient, and more m the stem style of Pmdar,
than of any other. Michael Angelo is said to have made
a design for every page of the Divma Commedia As
superexcellent in this respect, I would note the conclusion

of the third canto of the Inferno

Ed ecco verso noi venir per nave
Un vecchio bianco per antico pelo
Gndando guai a voi anime prave &c

Ver 82 dec

And lo ! toward us in a bark
Conies on an old man, hoary white with eld.

Crying, Woe to you, wicked spirits 1

5jc

Cary

Caron dimonio con occhi di bragia
Loro accennando, tutte le raccoglie
Batte col remo qualunque s' adagia

^

Come d' autunno si levan le foglie

1 Mr Coleridge here notes ** Here to speak of Mr Cary’s translation —Ed,
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U tina appresso dcir altra, infxn chc *1 ramo
Rcndc alia terra tuttc le sue spoghe ,

Similcmcnte il mal seme d' Adamo,
Gittansi di quel hto ad una ad tina

Per cenni, com' augcl per suo nchiamo
\ ICO, 5 a

Charon, demonne form,

With eyes of burning coal, collccte tlicm pJl.

il^ck'ning, and each that lingers, vtith his oar
Strikes As fall ofT the light autumnal leases,

One sbll anotlicr follo\^ing, till the bough
StrcVfS all its honours on the earth bcne<ith ,

—

E'en m like manner Adam's evil brood
Cast themselves one by one dovn from the shore
Each at a beck, as falcon at his call Carv

And this passage, which I think admirably picturesque

;

Ma poco valse, chc 1' ale al sospetto
Non potero avanzar qucgli ando sotto,

E quei dnzzo, volando, suso il petto
Non altnmenti V anitra di botto,

g
uando 'I falcon s' appressa, giu s' attufla,

d ei ntoma su crucciato e rotto
Irato Calcabrina della buffa,

Volando dietro gli tenne, mvaghito,
Che quei campasse, per aver la ruffa
E come '1 barattier fu dispanto,

Cosl volse gh artigh al suo compagno,
E fu con lui sovra '1 fosso ghermito
Ma r altro fu bene sparvier gnfagno

Ad arbgliar ben lui, e amedue
Cadder nel mezzo del bollente stagntx
Lo caldo sghermidor subito fue

Ma perb di levarsi era nientc,
SI aveano mviscate 1’ ale sue

Infer c \xn ver xcy,

But little it avail'd terror outstripp'd
His following flight the other plungM beneath.
And he with upward pinion rais'd his breast
E'en thus the water-fowl, when she perceives
The falcon near, dives mstant down, while he
Enrag’d and spent retires That mockery
In Calcabnna fury stirr'd, who flew
After him, with desire of strife inflam’d

,

And, for the barterer had 'scap'd, so turn'd
His talons on his comrade O'er the dyke
In grapple close they jom’d , but th’ other prov'dA goshawk, able to rend well his foe ,And m the boilmg lake both fell The heat
Was umpire soon between them, but m vam
^ lift themselves they strove, so fast were glued
Their pennons, *

Cary.
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V Very closely connected with this picturesqueness,

IS the topographic reality of Dante’s journey through HeU
You should note and dwell on this as one of his great
charms, and which gives a striking pecuhanty to his poetic

power He thus takes the thousand delusive forms of a
nature worse than chaos, having no reality but from the
passions which they excite, and compels them mto the
service of the permanent Observe the exceedmg truth

of these hues

Noi ncidemmo '1 cerchio air altra nva,
Sovr’ una fonte che bolle, e nversa,

' Per un fossato che da lei dinva
U acqua era buja molto piii che persa :

E noi in compagnia dell' onde bige
Exitaammo giii per una via diversa
Una palude fa, ch’ ha nome Stage,

Questo tristo ruscel, quando ^ disceso

A1 pi^ delle maligne piagge gnge
Ed 10 che di mirar mi stava inteso,

—

Vidi genti fangose in quel pantano
Ignude tutte, e con sembiante offeso

Questi SI percotean non pur con mano,
Ma con la testa, e col petto, e co' piedi,

Troncaudosi co' denti a brano a brano

Cosl girammo della lorda pozza
Grand* arco tra la npa secca e '1 mezzo.
Con gli occhi volti a chi del fango mgozza

Ventmrvo appti d* una torre at dassezzo*

C vii ver 100 and 127#

We the circle cross'd

To the next steep, amvmg at a well,

That boilmg pours itself dovm to a foss

Sluic’d from its source Far murkier was the wave
Than sablest gram and we m company
Of th** inky waters, ]oume3ring by their side.

Enter’d, though by a different track, beneath
Into a lake, the Stygian nam’d, expands
The dismal stream, when it hath reach’d the foot

Of the grey wither’d cliffs Intent I stood
To gaze, and m the marsh sunk, descried

A miry tnbe, all naked, and with looks
Betok’niug rage They with their hands alone
Staruck not, but with the head, the breast, the feet.

Cutting each other piecemeal with their fangs

-Our route

Thus compass’d, we a segment widely stretch’d

Between the dry embankment and the cove
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Of the loath’d pool, turning meanwhile our eyes

Downward on those who gulp’d its muddy lees ,

Nor stopp’d, till to a towers low base we came
Cary

VI For Dante’s power,—^his absolute mastery over,

although rare exhibition of, the pathetic, I can do no

more than refer to the passages on Francesca di Rimmi
(Infer C v ver 73 to the end) and on Ugolmo, (Infer C.

xxxiu ver i to 75 )
They are so well known, and nghtly

so admired, that it would be pedantry to analyze their

composition , but you wiU note that the first is the pathos

of passion, the second that of afiection ,
and yet even m

the first, you seem to perceive that the lovers have sacrificed

their passion to the chenshmg of a deep and rememberable
impression
VII As to gomg mto the endless subtle beauties of

Dante, that is impossible
,
but I cannot help citmg the

first triplet of the 29th canto of the Inferno

La molta gente e le diverse pxaghe
Avean le luci mie si mebnate,
Che dello stare a piangere eran vaghe.

So were mme eyes mebnate with the view
Of the vast multitude, whom various wounds
Disfigur’d, that they long’d to stay and weep

Cary

Nor have I now room for any specific comparison of Dante
with Milton But if I had, I would mstitute it upon the
ground of the last canto of the Inferno from the ist to the
69th line, and from the io6th to the end And m this
comparison I should notice Dante’s occasional fault of
becommg grotesque from bemg too graphic without
imagmation

, as m his Lucifer compared with Milton’s
Satan Indeed he is sometimes horrible rather than
terrible,— fallmg mto the /j.isti'-ov mstead of the of
Longmus

,
1 m other words, many of his images excite

bodily disgust, and not moral fear But here, as m other
cases, you may perceive that the faults of great authors
are generally excellencies earned to an excess

J De SubI L IX.
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MILTON.

Bom m London, 1608 —Died, 1674

If we divide the penod from the accession of Ehzabeth
to the Protectorate of Cromwell mto two unequal portions,

the first ending with the death of James I the other com-
prehending the reign of Charles and the brief glories of the
Repubhc, we are forcibly strack with a difference m the

character of the illustrious actors, by whom each period is

rendered severally memorable Or rather, the difference m
the characters of the great men m each period, leads us to

make this division Eminent as the mteUectual powers
were that were displayed m both

,
yet m the number of

great men, m the various sorts of excellence, and not merely
m the variety but almost diversity of talents united m the

same individual, the age of Charles falls short of its pre-

decessor , and the stars of the Parhament, keen as their

radiance was, m fulness and richness of lustre, 5aeld to the

constellation at the court of Elizabeth ,
—^which can only be

paralleled by Greece m her bnghtest moment, when the

titles of the poet, the philosopher, the historian, the states-

man and the general not seldom formed a garland round the
same head, as m the mstances of our Sidneys and Raleighs
But then, on the other hand, there was a vehemence of

wiU, an enthusiasm of pnnciple, a depth and an earnestness

of spirit, which the charms of mdividual fame and personal
aggrandisement could not pacify,—an aspiration after

realty, permanence, and general good,—m short, a moral
grandeur m the latter period, with which the low mtngues,
Machiavellic maxims, and selfish and servile ambition of

the former, stand m pamful contrast.

The causes of this it belongs not to the present occasion

to detail at length
, but a mere allusion to the quick

succession of revolutions m rehgion, breedmg a pohtical

mdifierence m the mass of men to rehgion itself, the

enormous mcrease of the royal power m consequence of the
humihation of the nobihty and the clergy—the transference

of the papal authority to the crown,—^the unfixed state of

Elizabeth’s own opmions, whose mchnations were as

popish as her mterests were protestant—the controversial

extravagance and practical imbecfiity of her successor

—
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wiU help to explain the former penod , and the persecu>

tions that had given a hfe-and-soul-interest to the disputes

so imprudently fostered by James,—the ardour of a

conscious increase of power in the Commons, and the

greater austerity of manners and maxims, the natural

product and most formidable weapon of religious dis-

putation, not merely in conjunction, but in closest com-
bmation, vnth newly awakened political and republican

zeal, these perhaps account for the character of the latter

ffira

In the close of the former penod, and during the bloom
of the latter, the poet Milton was educated and formed

,

and he survived the latter, and all the fond hopes and
aspirations which had been its life

, and so m evil days,

standing as the representative of the combined excellence

of both periods, he produced the Paradise Lost as by an
after-throe of nature “ There are some persons,” (ob-

serves a divine, a contemporary of Milton’s) ” of whom the
grace of God takes early hold, and the good spint mhabiting
them, carries them on m an even constancy through
mnocence mto virtue, their Christianity beanng equal date
with their manhood, and reason and religion, like warp and
woof, lunnmg together, make up one web of a wise and
exemplary hfe This (he adds) is a most happy case,

wherever it happens
,

for, besides that there is no sweeter
or more lovely thmg on earth than the early buds of piety,
which drew from our Saviour signal affection to the beloved
disciple, it IS better to have no wound than to expenence
the most sovereign balsam, which, if it work a cure, yet
usually leaves a scar behind ” Although it was and is my
mtention to defer the consideration of Milton’s own
character to the conclusion of this Lecture, yet I could not
prevail on m3^self to approach the Paradise Lost without
impressing on your minds the conditions imder which such
a work was in fact producible at aU, the ongmal genius
havmg been assumed as the immediate agent and efficient
cause ,

and these conditions I find m the character of the
times and m his own character The age m which the
foundations of his mmd were laid, was congenial to it as
one golden sera of profound erudition and mdividual genius

;

—that m which the superstructure was earned up, was no
less favourable to it by a sternness of discipline and a show
of self-control, highly flattering to the imagmative dignity
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of an heir of fame, and which won Milton over from the
dear-loved dehghts of academic groves and cathedral'
aisles to the anti-prelatic party It acted on him, too, no
doubt, and modified his studies by a charactenstic con-
troversial spirit, (his presentabon of God is tinted with it)

—

a spirit not less busy indeed m pohtical than m theological
and ecclesiastical dispute, but carr5nng on the former
almost always, more or less, m the guise of the latter And
so far as Pope’s censure ^ of our poet,—that he makes God
the Father a school divine—is ]ust, we must attnbute it to
the character of his age, from which the men of genius, who
escaped, escaped by a worse disease, the hcentious m-
difference of a Frenchified court

Such was the mitts or soil, which constituted, m the
strict sense of the word, the circumstances of Milton’s mind.
In his mmd itself there were purity and piety absolute

,

an imagination to which neither the past nor the present
were mterestmg, except as far as they called forth and
enhvened the great ideal, m which and for which he hved ,

a keen love of truth, which, after many weary pursuits,

found a harbour m a sublime hstemng to the still voice m
his own spirit, and as keen a love of his country, which,
after a disappointment still more depressive, expanded and
soared mto a love of man as a probationer of immortahty
These were, these alone could be, the conditions under
which such a work as the Paradise Lost could be con-
ceived and accomplished By a hfe-long study Milton had
known

—

What was of use to Jinow,
WTjat best to say covM say, to do had done
His actions to his words agreed, his words
To his large heart gave utterance due, his heart
Contain’d of good, wise, fair, the perfect shape ,

and he left the imperishable total, as a bequest to the ages

commg, m the Paradise Lost "

Difficult as I shall find it to turn over these leaves with-

out catchmg some passage, which would tempt me to stop,

I piopose to consider, ist, the general plan and arrangement
of the work ,—2ndly, the subject with its difficulties and

\ 1 Table T-ilk, vol n p 264
2 Here Mr C notes “Not perhaps here, but towards^ or as, the conclusion, to

chastise the fashionable notion that poetry is a relaaation or amusement, one of the

fuperfluous toys and luxuries of the intellect I To contrast the permanence of poems
with the transiency and fleeting moral effects of empires, and what are called, erreat

events ”
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Klopstock’s, whose rule always is to treat what we might
think large as contemptibly small Klopstock mistakes
bigness for greatness There is a greatness arising from
images of effort and daring, and also from those of moral
endurance , m Milton both are united The fallen angels
are human passions, mvested with a dramatic reahty
The apostrophe to hght at the commencement of the

third book is particularly beautiful as an mtermediate
hnk between Hell and Heaven , and observe, how the
second and third book support the subjective character
of the poem In all modem poetry m Chnstendom there

is an under consciousness of a smful nature, a fleetmg
away of external things, the mmd or subject greater than
the object, the reflective character predominant In the
Paradise Lost the subhmest parts are the revelations of

Milton's own mind, producmg itself and evolving its own
greatness , and this is so truly so, that when that which is

merely entertammg for its objective beauty is mtroduced,
it at first seems a discord

In the description of Paradise itself, you have Milton's

sunny side as a man , here his descriptive powers are

exercised to the utmost, and he draws deep upon his

Itahan resources In the description of Eve, and through-
out this part of the poem, the poet is predominant over the
theologian Dress is the symbol of the Fall, but the mark
of mteUect

,
and the metaphysics of dress are, the hidmg

what is not symbohc and displaying by discrimination

what is The love of Adam and Eve in Paradise is of the
highest merit—not phantomatic, and yet removed from
every thmg degrading It is the sentiment of one rational

being towards another made tender by a specific difference

m that which is essentially the same m both , it is a union
of opposites, a giving and receivmg mutually of the
permanent m either, a completion of each m the other.

Milton is not a picturesque, but a musical, poet , al-

though he has this merit, that the object chosen by him
for any particular foreground always remains prominent to

the end, enriched, but not incumbered, by the opulence of

descnptive details furnished by an exhaustless imagination

I wish the Paradise Lost were more carefully read and
studied than I can see any ground for believmg it is,

especially those parts which, from the habit of always
lookmg for a story m poetry, are scarcely read at all,—as
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for example, Adam’s vision of future events m the nth
and 12th books No one can nse from the perusal of this

immortal poem without a deep sense of the grandeur and

the purity of Mdton’s soul, or wthout feehng how sus-

ceptible of domestic enjoyments he really was, not\vith-

standmg the discomforts which actually resulted from an
apparently unhappy choice m marriage He was, as every

truly great poet has ever been, a good man , but findmg
it impossible to realize his own aspirations, either m
religion or pohtics, or society, he gave up his heart to the

hvmg spirit and hght withm him, and avenged himself on
the world by ennchmg it with this record of his oivn tran-

scendant ideal

Notes on Milton 1807 ^

(Hayley quotes the foUowmg passage —

)

“ Time serves not now, and, perhaps, I might seem too profuse
to give any certam account of what the mmd at home, m the
spacious circuit of her musmg, hath hberty to propose to herself,

though of highest hope and hardest attemptmg , whether that epic
form, whereof the two poems of Homer, and those other two of
Virgil and Tasso, are a diffuse, and the booh of Job a bntf, model ’’

P 69

These latter words deserve particular notice I do not
doubt that Milton mtended his Paradise Lost as an epic of
the first class, and that the poetic dialogue of the Book of

Job was his model for the general scheme of his Paradise
Regamed Readers would not be disappointed m tins

latter poem, if they proceeded to a perusal of it with a
proper preconception of the kmd of mterest intended to be
excited m that admirable work In its kmd it is the most
perfect poem extant, though its kmd may be mfenor m
mterest—bemg m its essence didactic—to that other sort,

m which instruction is conveyed more effectively, because
less directly, m connection with stronger and more
pleasurable emotions, and thereby m a closer afbmty with
action But might we not as rationally object to an accom-
plished woman’s conversmg, however agreeably, because
it has happened that we have received a keener pleasure
from her smgmg to the harp S^ genus sit proho et

IXhe^ notM were wnttcn by Mr Coleridge in a copy of Hajley’i Life of Milton,
Poole. By him they were comninnicated, &nd this seems

the fittest place for their puhhcauon.
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saptenh vtto hand indignum, et si poema sit in suo genere
perfectuni, satis esi Quod si hoc aucior idem altioribus

ntimens et carmini droiniori ipsum per se divinum super-
addiderit, mehercule satis est, et piusquam satis I cannot,
however, but wish that the answer of Jesus to Satan in the
4th book (v 285)

—

Think not but that I know these things , or think
I know them not, not therefore am I short
Of knowing what I ought, &c.

had breathed the spirit of Hayley’s noble quotation rather

than the narrow bigotry of Gregory the Great The
passage is, indeed, excellent, and is partially true , but
parti^ truth is the worst mode of conveymg falsehood

Hayley, p 75
”
Tti® smcerest friends of Milton may here agree

with Johnson, who speaks of hts controversial merriment as dis-

gusting ”

The man who reads a work meant for immediate effect

on one age with the notions and feelmgs of another, may be
a refined gentleman, but must be a sorry cntic He who
possesses imagmation enough to hve with his forefathers,

and, leavmg comparative reflection for an after moment,
to give himself up durmg the first perusal to the feelmgs of

a contemporary, if not a partizan, will, I dare aver, rarely

find any part of Milton’s prose works disgustmg
(Hayley, p 104 Hayley is speakmg of the passage m

Milton’s Answer to Icon Basihce, m which he accuses

Charles of takmg his Prayer m captivity from Pamela’s
prayer m the 3rd book of Sidney’s Arcadia The passage
begins,

—

“ But this kmg, not content with that which, although in a thing
holy, IS no holy theft, to attribute to his own making other men’s
whole prayers, &c Symmons’ ed 1806, p 407 )

Assuredly, I regret that Milton should have written this

passage , and yet the adoption of a prayer from a romance
on such an occasion does not evmce a dehcate or deeply

smcere mmd. We are the creatures of association There
are some excellent moral and even serious lines m Hudi-
bras ;

but what if a clergyman should adorn his sermon
with a quotation from that poem ! Would the abstract

propriety of the verses leave him “ honourably acquitted ?
”

The Christian baptism of a fine m Virgil is so far from bemg
K
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a parallel, that it is ridiculously inappropriate,—an

absurdity as glaring as that of the bigoted Puntans, who

ob3ected to some of the noblest and most scnptural prayers

ever dictated by wisdom and piety, simply because the

Roman Catholics had used them

Hayley, p 107
*' The ambition of Ivlilton," iS.c

I do not approve the so frequent use of this word re-

latively to Milton Indeed the fondness for ingraftmg a

good sense on the word "ambition,” is not a Christian

impulse m general

Hayley, p 1 10 " Milton himself seems to have thought it

allowable m literary contention to vilify, &c the character of an
opponent , but surely this doctrine is unworthy,” dc

If ever it were allowable, m this case it was especially so

But these general observations, without meditation on the
particular tunes and the gemus of the times, are most often

as unjust as they are always superficial

(Hayley, p 133 Hayley is speaking of Milton's

panegjnric on Cromwell’s government —

)

Besides, however Milton might and did regret the
immediate necessity, yet what altemabve was there ?

Was it not better that Cromwell should usurp power, to
protect rehgious freedom at least, than that the Pres-
bytenans should usurp it to mtroduce a rehgious per-
secution,—extendmg the notion of spintual concerns so
far as to leave no freedom even to a man’s bedchamber ?

(Hayley, p 250 Hayley’s conjectures on the ongm of
the Paradise Lost —

)

If Milton borrowed a hmt from any writer, it was more
probably from Strada’s Prolusions, m which the Fall of the
Angels IS pomted out as the noblest subject for a Christian
poet ^ The more dissimilar the detailed images are, the
more hkely it is that a great gemus should catch the
general idea

(Hayl p 294 Extracts from the Adamo of Andreim
)

“ Lucifero Che dal mio centre oscuro
Ml chiama a nmirar cotanta luce ?

I The reference seems generally to be to the 5th Prolusion of the ist Book. HiC
7

ohm tn ma^o tllo Supertfm tumUltu artnorumMtckan ecnfijnt c^iorem prodttionis^ htc fulTnitta kumatue fnentis terror
, armatas hello le^^ones instruam^ ai^e %nde hro re naiaavxthares ad ierram co^as evocabo mihi Ccehtes^ auoe^ esse/erimt elemcniorum tutelares^ j>rtf}ta tUa corpora mucehunt Sect 4. Ed
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Who from my daxk abyss
Calls me to gaze on this excess of light ? *’

The words m itahcs are an unfair ' translation They
may suggest that Milton really had read and did mutate
this drama The origmal is ‘m so great hght ’ Indeed
the whole version is affectedly and maccurately Miltonic.

Ib V II Che di fango opre festi

—

Formmg thy works of dust (no, dirt—
Ib V 17 Tessa pur stella a stella,

V’ aggiunga e luna, e sole—
Let him unite above
Star upon star, moon, sun

Let him weave star to star.

Then join both moon and sun !

Ib V 21 Ch ’al fin con biasmo e scomo
Vana I’opra sara, vano il sudore I

Smee m the end division
Shall prove his works and all his efforts vain

Smee finally with censure and disdam
Vam shall the work be, and his toil be vam !

1796 1

The reader of Milton must be always on his duty he is

surrounded with sense ; it rises m every fine , every word
is to the purpose There are no lazy mtervaJs

;
aU has

been considered, and demands and merits observation If

this be called obscurity, let it be remembered that it is such
an obscurity as is a compliment to the reader

,
not that

VICIOUS obscunty which proceeds from a muddled head

LECTURE XI.*
I

Asiahc and Greek Mythologies—Robinson Crusoe—Use of

works of Imagination in Education

A CONFOUNDING of God With Nature, and an mcapacity of

findmg unity m the manifold and mfinity m the mdividual,

—these are the ongm of polytheism The most perfect

^ From a common-place book ofMr C.'s, communicated by Mr J M GutcK JEtL

2 Partly from Mr Ureen’s note. £d
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instance of this i inti of thn in r. tint o* e.«rlv Orc-'-e .

other nations sttin to have »Mtlnr tran'-f '
'i>I' I, o” m n**

short of, the oUl Ikilcnic «tandarfl,—-n myth >]’>'••/ in

fundarncnlalh nlh'fjoncnl, ant! t>pKal of th_
j

functions of natuic, init sub '‘qin ntly nii<td i*;> v,ith a

deification of great men and hcro-v.ordnr>.~'-"o tlr f f.- »'i)

the oiiginal idea bocatnc inc\tn'nbh corni'und v An tin

form and attributes of some if '•’tndari, indi* 'd in

Asia, piobably from tin greater unity of ih*' ro*.er''na*nt

and the still survi'ing influence of patiiaribal tr'>»4ti'r

the Idea of the unity of God, in a dis{c)rt<\l reSb ' ‘ion of tii''

Mosaic scheme, svas much more genenliy pje-en'cd ; and
accordingly' all other super or ultra-human bc;r could

only be represented ns ministers of, or rcl^h agrinst, hi»

uill The Asiatic genii and fames arc, tlar-forc. .dway*?

endos^ed witii moral qualities, and d. timmishablc »

malignant or benevolent to man It l> this uniform
attnbution of fixed moral qualities to the suj>erfiatural

agents of eastern mythology that particularly se*pa rates

them from the divinities of old Greece
Yet it IS not altogether improbable that in the Samo-

thracian or Cabeinc mystenes the link between the Asiatic
and Greek popular schemes of mythology lay concealed
Of these mystenes there are conflicting* accounts, and.
perhaps, there were vanations of doctnne m the lapse oi
ages and intercourse with other systems But, upon a
review of all that is left to us on this subject in the writings
of the ancients, we may, I think, make out thus much of an
interesting fact,—tliat Cabin, impliedly at least, meant
seen, comphees, having a hypostatic or fundamental union
with, or relation to, each other , that these mysterious
divmities were, ultimately at least, divided into a higher
and lower tnad , that the lower tnad, pnm\ qma Mifam,
consisted of the old Titanic deities or powers of nature,
under the obscure names of Axte7os, AxtoKcrsos, and
Axtokersa, representing symbolically difterent modifica-
tions of animal desire or material action, such as hunger,
thirst, and fire, without consciousness

, that the higher
tnad, ulii7m qma supenores, consisted of Jupiter (Pallas,
or Apollo, or Bacchus, or Mercuryq mystically called
Cadtmlos) and Venus, representing, as before, the or
reason, the Xoyoc or word or communicative power, and the
tpug or love

, ^that the Cadmtlos or Mercury, the mam-
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fested, communicated, or sent, appeared not only in his

proper person as second of the higher tnad, but dso as a
mediator between the higher and lower tnad, and so there
were seven divinities

,
and, indeed, according to some

authorities, it might seem that the Cadnnlos acted once
as a mediator of the higher, and once of the lower, tnad,
and that so there were eight Cabeinc divinities The lower
or Titanic powers bemg subdued, chaos ceased, and
creation began m the reign of the divinities of mmd and
love

, but the chaotic gods still existed in the abyss, and
the notion of evoking them was the ongm, the idea, of the
Greek necromancy
These mysteries, like all the others, were certainly m

connection with either the Phoenician or Egyptian systems,
perhaps with both Hence the old Cabeinc powers were
soon made to answer to the corresponding popular
divinities , and the lower tnad was called by the un-
initiated, Ceres, Vulcan or Pluto, and Proserpine, and the
Cadnnlos became Mercury It is not without ground that
I direct your attention, under these circumstances, to the
probable denvation of some portion of this most remark-
able system from patnarchal tradition, and to the connec-
tion of the Cabeiri with Uie Kabbala
The Samothracian mystenes continued m celebnty tiE

some time after the commencement of the Christian era ^

But they gradually sank with the rest of the ancient
system of mythology, to which, in fact, they did not
properly belong The peculiar doctrines, however, were
preserved m the memories of the imtiated, and handed
down by mdividuals No doubt they were propagated m
Europe, and it is not improbable that Paracelsus received

many of his opinions from such persons, and I thmk a

connection may be traced between him and Jacob Behmen
The Asiatic supernatural bemgs are all produced by

imagmmg an excessive magnitude, or an excessive small-

ness combmed with great power ,
and the broken associa-

tions, which must have given nse to such conceptions, are

the sources of the interest which they mspire, as exhibiting,

through the workmg of the imagmation, the idea of power
m the will This is dehghtfully exemplified m the Arabian

In the reign of Tiberius, a d. 18, Germanicus attempted to visit Samothrace,—
tllum tn regressn sacrm Samothracum vuere nitenicm chmt aquilones depuUre
Tacit* Ann. II c 54 Md
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Nights’ Entertainments, and indeed, more or less, m other

works of the same kmd In all these there is the same

activity of mind as m dreaming, that is—an exertion of the

fancy m the combmation and recombmation of famihar

ob]ects so as to produce novel and wonderful imagery.

To this must be added that these tales cause no deep

feehng of a moral kmd—whether of rehgion or love , but

an impulse of motion is commumcated to the mmd without

excitement, and this is the reason of their being so generally

read and admired
I think it not unlikely that the Milesian Tales contamed

the germs of many of those now m the Arabian Nights

,

mdeed it is scarcely possible to doubt that the Greek
Empire must have left deep impression on the Persian

mteuect So also many of the Roman Cathohc legends

are taken from Apuleius In that exquisite story of Cupid
and Psyche, the allegory is of no mjury to the dramatic
vividness of the t^e It is evidently a philosophic

attempt to parry Christianity with a quas^-VlsAomc
accormt of the fall and redemption of the soul

The charm of De Foe’s works, especially of Robmson
Crusoe, is founded on the same prmciple It always
mterests, never agitates. Crusoe hunself is merely a
representative of humanity m general , neither his mtel-
lectual nor his moral qualities set him above the middle
degree of mankmd

,
his only promment characteristic

is the spirit of enterprise and wandenng, which is, never-
theless, a very common disposition You will observe
that all that is wonderfulm this tale is the result of external
circumstances—of thmgs which fortune brmgs to Crusoe’s
hand.

NOTES ON ROBINSON CRUSOE^
Vol 1. p 17 But my ill fate pushed me on now with an obstmacy

that nothing could resist , and though I had several times loud calls
from my reason, and my more composed judgment, to go home, yet
I had no power to do it. I know not what to call this, nor will I
urge that it is a secret over-ruling decree that hurries us on to be
the mstruments of our own destruction, even though it be before us,
and that we rush upon it with our eyes open

The Wise only possess ideas
, the greater part of man-

kmd are possessed by them. Robinson Crusoe was not
J These not<^ ^ Gillman’s copy of Robinson Crasoc, la

iht summer of 2830, The references in the text are to Major s edition, 1831 Sd,
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conscious of the master impulse, even because it was his
master, and had taken, as he says, full possession of him
When once the mmd, m despite of the remonstratmg
conscience, has abandoned its free power to a hauntmg
impulse or idea, then whatever ten^ to give depth and
vividness to this idea or mdefimte imagmation, mcreases
its despotism, and m the same proportion renders the
reason and free will ineffectual Now, fearful calamities,

suffermgs, horrors, and hair-breadth escapes will have this

effect, far more than even sensual pleasure and prosperous
mcidents Hence the evil consequences of sm in such
cases, instead of retractmg or deterrmg the smner, goad
him on to his destruction This is the moral of Shak-
speare’s Macbeth, and the true solution of this paragraph,
—not any overruhng decree of divme wrath, but the
tyranny of the smner’s own evil imagination, which he
has voluntarily chosen as his master
Compare the contemptuous Swift with the contemned

De Foe, and how superior will the latter be found 1 But
by what test ^—Even by this , that the writer who makes
me sympathize with his presentations w;ith the whole of

my bemg, is more estimable than he who calls forth, and
appeals but to, a part of my bemg—my sense ,of the

ludicrous, for mstance De Foe’s excellence it is, to make
me forget my specific class, character, and circumstances,

and to raise me while I read him, mto the universal man
P 8o I smiled to myself at the sight of this money “ O drug I

”

said I aloud, &c However upon second thoughts, I tooh tt away ,

and wrappmg all this m a piece of canvas, &c

Worthy of Shakspeare I—and yet the simple semicolon
after it, the mstant passmg on without the least pause of

reflex consciousness, is more exqmsite and masterlike than
the touch itself A meaner writer, a Marmontel, would
have put an (1) after ^away ' and have commenced a fresh

paragraph 30th July, i%o
P III And I must confess, my religious thankfulness to God’s

providence began to abate too, upon the discovering that all this

was nothmg but what was common ,
though I ought to have been

as thankful for so strange and unforeseen a providence, as if it had
been miraculous

To make men feel the truth of this is one characteristic

object of the miracles worked by Moses ,—m them the

providence is miraculous, the miracles providential
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P 126 The growing up of the com, as is hinted m my Journal,

had, at first, some little mfluence upon me, and began to afiect me
with seriousness, as long as I thought it had something mmaculous

m it, &c

By far the ablest vindication of miracles which I have

met with It IS mdeed the true ground, the proper

purpose and mtention of a miracle

P 141 To think that this was all my oivn, that I was kmg and
lord of all this country mdefeasibly, &c

By the by, what is the law of England respectmg this ?

Suppose I had discovered, or been wrecked on an un-

mhabited island, would it be mme or the king’s ?

P 223 I considered—that as I could not foresee what the ends
of divme wisdom might be m all this, so I was not to dispute his

sovereignty, who, as I was his creature, had an undoubt^ right,

by creation, to govern and dispose of me absolutely as he thought
St, &c

I could never understand this reasoning, grounded on a
complete misapprehension of St Paul’s image of the potter,

Rom IX , or rather I do fuUy understand the absurdity of

it The susceptibihty of pam and pleasure, of good and
evil, constitutes a nght m every creature endowed there-
with m relation to every rational and moral being,—

a

forhort therefore, to the Supreme Reason, to the absolutely
good Bemg Remember Davenant’s verses ,

—

Doth it our reason's mutinies appease
To say, the potter may his own clay mould
To every use, orm what shape he please.
At first not counsell'd, nor at last controird ?

Power's hand can neither easy be, nor strict
To lifeless clay, which ease nor torment knows.
And where it cannot favour or afflict,

It neither justice or injustice shows

But souls have life, and life eternal too
Therefore if doom'd before they can offend,
It seems to show what heavenly power can do.
But does not m that deed that power commend'

Death of Astragon, sh 88, &c

P 232-3 And this I must observe with gnef too, that the dis-
composure of my mind had too great impressions also upon the
religious parts of my thoughts,—praying to God bem^ properly an
act of the mind, not of the body

As justly conceived as it is beautifully expressed And
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a mighty motive for habitual prayer

,
for this cannot but

greatly facihtate the performance of rational prayer even
m moments of urgent distress

P 244 Tliat this would justify the conduct of the Spaniards in
all their barbarities practised in America

De Foe was a true philanthropist, who had nsen above
the antipathies of nationality

, but he was evidently
partial to the Spanish character, which, however, it is not,

I fear, possible to acquit of cruelty Witness the Nether-
lands, the Inquisition, the late Guerilla warfare, &c

P 249 That I shall not discuss, and perhaps cannot account
for , but certainly they are a proof of the converse of spirits, &c

This remmds me of a conversation I once overheard
" How a statement so injurious to Mr A and so contrary
to the truth, should have been made to you by Mr B I do
not pretend to account for ,—only I know of my own
knowledge that B is an mveterate har, and has long
borne mahce agamst Mr A ,

and I can prove that he has
repeatedly declared that m some way or other he would
do Mr A a mischief

”

P 254 The place I was m was a most delightful cavity or
grotto of its kind, as could be expected, though perfectly dark ,

the floor was dry and level, and had a sort of small loose gravel on
it, &c

How accurate an observer of nature De Foe was I The
reader will at once recognise Professor Buckland’s caves
and the diluvial gravel

P 308 I entered mto a long discourse with him about the devil,

the ongmal of him, his rebellion against God, his enmity to man,
the reason of it, his setting himself up m the dark parts of the world
to be worshipped instead of Gkid, <fec

I presume that Milton’s Paradise Lost must have been
bound up with one of Crusoe’s Bibles ,

otherwise I should
be puzzled to know where he found all this history of the
Old Gentleman Not a word of it m the Bible itself, I am
quite sure But to be serious De Foe did not reflect

that all these difficulties are attached to a mere fiction, or,

at the best, an allegory, supported by a few popular
phrases and figures of speech used incidentally or dramati-
cally by the Evangehsts—and that the existence of a
personal, mteUigent, evil bemg, the counterpart and
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3.ntciffonist of God., is in direct coiitr3.diction to the most

express declarations of Holy Wnt “ ShoU ihcYe he evil

iM (I etty, cLYid' tJie Loyd- hutli not dotis it ? Amos 111 6.

“ I wake peace and create evil
”

Isa kIv 7 This is the

deep mystery of the abyss of God

Vol u. p 3 I have often heard persons of good judgment say,

* * * that there is no such thing as a spirit appearing, a ghost

walking, and the like, &c

I caimot conceive a better definition of Body than
“ spirit appearing,” or of a fiesh-and-blood man than a

ration^ spint apparent But a spint per se appearing

IS tantamount to a spint appeanng without its appear-

ances And as for ghosts, it is enough for a man of

common sense to observe, that a ghost and a shadow are

concluded m the same de^tion, that is, visibihty without
tangibihty

P 9 She was, in a few words, the stay of all my affairs, the
centre of all my enterpnses, &c

The stay of his affairs, the centre of his mterests, the
regulator of his schemes and movements, whom it soothed
his pnde to submit to, and m complymg with whose
wishes the conscious sensation of his acting wiU mcreased
the impulse, while it disguised the coercion, of duty 1

—

the chngmg dependent, yet the strong supporter—the
comforter, the comfort, and the soul’s hvmg home 1 This
is De Foe’s comprehensive character of the wife, as she
should be

, and, to the honour of womanhood be it spoken,
there are few neighbourhoods m which one name at least
might not be found for the portrait.

The exquisite paragraphs m this and the next page, in
addition to others scattered, though with a spanng hand,
through his novels, afford sufficient proof that De Foe was
a first-rate master of periodic style

, but with sound
judgment, and the fine tact of genius, he has avoided it as
adverse to, nay, mcompatible with, the every-day matter
of fact realness, which forms the charm and the character
of all his romances The Robinson Crusoe is like the vision
of a happy mght-mair, such as a denizen of Elysium might
be supposed to have from a httle excess m bi<; nectar and
ambrosia supper Our imagmation is kept m full play,
excited to the highest

,
yet all the while we are touching,

or touched by, common flesh and blood.
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P 67 The ungrateful creatures began to be as insolent and

troublesome as before, &c

How should it be otherwise ^ They were idle ; and
when we will not sow com, the devil will be sure to sow
weeds, night-shade, henbane, and devil’s bit

P. 82 That hardened villam was so far from denying it, that
he said it was true, and him they would do it stall before
they had done with them

Observe when a man has once abandoned himself to

wickedness, he cannot stop, and does not jom the devils

till he has become a devil lumself Rebelling agamst his

conscience he becomes the slave of his own furious will

One excellence of De Foe, amongst many, is his sacrifice

of lesser mterest to the greater because more universal

Had he (as without any improbabihty he might have done)
given his Robmson Crusoe any of the turn for natural
history, which forms so striking and dehghtful a feature

m the equally uneducated Dampier ,—^had he made him
find out quahties and uses m the before (to him) unknown
plants of the island, discover, for mstance, a substitute

for hops, or describe birds, &c—^many delightful pages
and incidents might have enriched the book ,—but then
Crusoe would have ceased to be the universal representa-
tive, the person for whom every reader could substitute

himself But now nothmg is done, thought, suffered, or

desired, but what every man can imagme himself domg,
thmkmg, feehng, or wishmg for Even so very easy a
problem as that of findmg a substitute for ink, is with
exquisite judgment made to baffle Crasoe’s mventive
faculties And m what he does, he arrives at no excel-

lence , he does not make basket work like WiU Atkins ,
the

carpentering, tailonng, pottery, &c are all just what will

answer his purposes, and those are confined to needs that
aU men have, and comforts that all men desire Crusoe
rises only to the point to which all men may be made to

feel that they might, and that they ought to, rise m
religion,—to resignation, dependence on, and thankful
acknowledgment of, the dmne mercy and goodness

In the education of children, love is first to be mstilled,

and out of love obedience is to be educed Then impulse
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Sbiid. power should, be given to the intellect, nnd the ends

of a moral bemg be exhibited For this object thus much

IS effected by works of imagmation ,—that they carry the

mmd out of self, and show the possible of the good and

the great m the human character The height, whatever

it may be, of the imaginative standard will do no harm ,

we are commanded to imitate one who is inimitable.

We should address ourselves to those faculties m a child’s

mind, which are first awakened by nature, and conse-

quently first admit of cultivation, that is to say, the

memory and the imagmation ^ The companng power,

the judgment, is not at that age active, and ought not to

be forcibly excited, as is too frequently and mistakenly

done m the modern systems of education, which can only

lead to selfish views, debtor and creditor prmciples of

virtue, and an inflated sense of ment In the imagination

of man exist the seeds of all moral and scientific improve-
ment

,
chemistry was first alchemy, and out of astrology

sprang astronomy In the childhood of those sciences

the imagmation opened a way, and furnished matenals,
on which the ratiocmative powers m a niaturer state

operated with success The imagmation is the distm-
guishmg characteristic of man as a progressive bemg

,

and I repeat that it ought to be carefully guided and
strengthened as the indispensable means and mstniment
of contmued amehoration and refinement Men of genius
and goodness are generally restless m their mmds m the
present, and this, because they are by a law of their nature
unreimttmgly regardmg themselves m the future, and
contemplatmg the possible of moral and mtellectual
advance towards perfection Thus we hve by hope and
faith

,
thus we are for the most part able to realize what

we will, and thus we accomplish the end of our being
The contemplation of futurity inspires humility of soul
m our judgment of the present

I thmk the memory of children cannot, m reason, be too
much stored with the objects and facts of natural history
God opens the images of nature, hke the leaves of a book,
before the eyes of his creature, Man—and teaches him aU

^ He (Sir W Scott) ** detested and despised the whole generation of modem
cmidren s books in which the attempt is made to convey accurate notions of scientific
imnuum, delighting cordially on the other hand in those of the preceding age which
addre^ing themselves chiefly to the ttfutgrtiaitoH obtain through as he believed, the
best chance of stirring our graver faculties efSc^ti
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that IS grand and beautiful in the foaming cataract, the
glassy lake, and the floating mist
The common modem novel, m which there is no imagi-

nation, but a miserable straggle to excite and gratify mere
curiosity, ought, m my judgment, to be wholly forbidden to
children Novel-reading of this sort is especially mjunous
to the growth of the imagination, the judgment, and the
morals, especially to the latter, because it excites mere
feelings without at the same time mmistermg an impulse
to action Women are good novelists, but mdifferent
poets , and this because they rarely or never thoroughly
distinguish between fact and fiction In the jumble of the
two hes the secret of the modem novel, which is the medium
ahqmd between them, having just so much of fiction as to

obscure the fact, and so much of fact as to render the
fiction msipid The perusal of a fashionable lady's novel,

IS to me very much hke lookmg at the scenery and decora-
tions of a theatre by broad daylight The source of the

common fondness for novels of this sort rests m that dislike

of vacancy, and that love of sloth, which are inherent in

the human mmd , they afford excitement without pro-

ducing reaction By reaction I mean an activity of the

mtellectual faculties, which shows itself m consequent
reasoning and observation, and ongmates action and
conduct according to a principle Thus, the act of thinking
presents two sides for contemplation,—that of external
causahty, m which the tram of thought may be considered
as the result of outward impressions, of accidental com-
binations, of fancy, or the associations of the memory,

—

and on the other hand, that of internal causality, or of the

energy of the will on the mind itself Thought, therefore,

might thus be regarded as passive or active
,
and the same

faculties may m a popular sense be expressed as per-

ception or observation, fancy or imagmation, memory or

recollection

LECTURE XII

Dreams—Apparitions—Alchemists—Personality of the Evil

Being—Bodily Identity

It is a general, but, as it appears to me, a mistaken opmion,
that m our ordinary dreams we judge the objects to be real

I say our ordinary dreams ,—because as to the night-man
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the opinion is to a considerable extent just But the

mght-mair is not a mere dream, but takes place when the

wakmg state of the bram is recommencing, and most often

durmg a rapid alternation, a twinkhng, as it were, of sleepmg

and waking ,—while either from pressure on, or from some
derangement in, the stomach or other digestive organs

actmg on the external skm (which is still m S5mipathy with

the stomach and bowels), and benumbmg it, the sensations

sent up to the bram by double touch (that is, when my own
hand touches my side or breast) are so famt as to be

merely equivalent to the sensation given by smgle touch,

as when another person’s hand touches me The mmd,
therefore, which at all tunes, with and without our distmct

consciousness, seelrs for, and assumes, some outward cause

for every impression from without, and which in sleep, by
aid of the imagmative faculty, converts its judgments
respectmg the cause mto a personal image as bemg the

cause,—^e mmd, I say, m this case, deceived by past
experience, attributes the pamful sensation received to a
correspondent agent,—an assassin, for instance, stabbing
at the side, or a goblm sittmg on the breast Add too that
the impressions of the bed, curtams, room, &c received
by the eyes m the half-moments of their opening, blend
with, and give vividness and appropriate distance to, the
dream image which returns when they close agam

, and
thus we imite the actual perceptions, or their immediate
rehques, with the phantoms of the mward sense

,
and

in this manner so confound the half-wakmg, half-sleeping,
reasoning power, that we actually do pass a positive judg-
ment on the reality of what we see and hear, though often
accompanied by doubt and self-questionmg, which, as I

have myself expenenced, will at times become strong
enough, even before we awake, to convmce us that it is

what it IS—^namely, the mght-mair
In ordmary dreams we do not judge the objects to be

real ,—^we simply do not determme that they are unreal
The sensations which they seem to produce, are m truth
the causes and occasions of the images

, of which there
are two obvious proofs first, that m dreams the strangest
and most sudden metamorphoses do not create any sensa-
tion of surprise and the second, that as to the most
dreadful images, which durmg the dream were accompanied
with agonies of terror, we merely awake, or turn round on
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the other side, and off fly both* image and agony, which
would be impossible if the sensations were produced by the
images This has always appeared to me an absolute
demonstration of the true nature of ghosts and appari-
tions—such I mean of the tnbe as were not pure mven-
tions Fifty years ago, (and to this day m the ruder
parts of Great Britam and Ireland, m almost every kitchen
and m too many parlours it is nearly the same,) you might
meet persons who would assure you m the most solemn
manner, so that you could not doubt their veracity at

least, that they had seen an apparition of such and such a
person,—m many cases, that the apparition had spoken to

them , and they would descnbe themselves as havmg been
m an agony bf terror They would tell you the story m
perfect health Now take the other class of facts, m which
real ghosts have appeared ,—I mean, where figures have
been dressed up for the purpose of passmg for apparitions

—m every mstance I have known or heard of (and I have
collected very many) the consequence has been either

sudden death, or fits, or idiocy, or mania, or a brain fever

Whence comes the difference ? evidently from this,—that

m the one case the whole of the nervous system has been by
slight mternal causes gradually and aU together brought
mto a certain state, the sensation of which is extravagantly
exaggerated durmg sleep, and of which the images are the

mere effects and exponents, as the motions of the weather-
cock are of the wmd ,—^while m the other case, the image
rushmg through the senses upon a nervous system, whoUy
unprepared, actually causes the sensation, which is some-
times powerful enough to produce a total check, and almost
always a lesion or inflammation Who has not witnessed

the difference m shock when we have leaped down half-a-

dozen steps mtentionaUy, and that of havmg missed a

smgle stair ? How comparatively severe the latter is ! Tlie

fact really is, as to apparitions, that the terror produces
the image instead of the contrary ,

for tn omivem actum
percepttoms wfiuii xmaginatio, as says Wolfe

0, strange is the self-power of the imagination—^when

painful sensations have made it their mterpreter, or retum-
mg gladsomeness or convalescence has made its chilled and
evanished figures and landscape bud, blossom, and hve m
scarlet, green, and snowy white (like the fire-screen m-
scnbed with the mtrate and munate of cobalt,)—strange is
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the power to represent the events and circumstances, even

to the anguish or the tnumph of the ^wast-credent soul,

while the necessary conditions, the only possible causes of

such contmgencies, are known to be m fact quite hopeless ;

—yea, when the pure mmd would recoil from the eve-

lengthened shadow of an approachmg hope, as from a

crime —and yet the effect shall have place, and substance,

and hvmg energy, and, on a blue islet of ether, m a whole

sky of blackest cloudage, shine hke a firsthng of creation '

To return, however, to apparitions, and by way of an
amusmg illustration of the nature and value of even con-

temporary testimony upon such subjects, I v/iU present

you with a passage, hterally translated by my fnend, Mr
Southey, from the well known work of Bernal Dias, one of

the companions of Cortez, m the conquest of Mexico

:

Here xt is that Gomara says, that Francisco de Morla rode forward
on a dappled grey horse, before Cortes and the cavalry came up,
and that the apostle St lago, or St Peter, was there I must say
that all our works and victories are by the hand of our Lord Jesus
Christ, and that in this battle there were for each of us so many
Indians, that they could have covered us with handfuls of earth,
if it had not been that the great mercy of God helped us in every
thmg And it may be that he of whom Gomara speaks, was the
glonous Santiago or San Pedro, and I, as a sinner, was not worthy
to see him , but he whom I saw there and knew, was Francisco de
Morla on a chesnut horse, who came up with Cortes And it seems
to me that now while I am wntmg this, the whole war is represented
before these smful eyes, ]ust m the manner as we then went through
it And though I, as an unworthy smner, might not deserve to see
either of these glonous apostles, there were m our company above
four hundred soldiers and Cortes, and many other knights , and it

would have been talked of and testified, and they would have made
a church when they peopled the town, which would have been called
Santiago de la Vittona, or San Pedro de la Vittona, as it is now
called, Santa Mana de la Vittona And if it was, as Gomara says,
bad Christians must we have been when our Lord God sent us his
holy apostles, not to acknowledge his great mercy, and venerate his
church daily And would to God, it had been, as the Chronicler
says !—but till I read his Chronicle, I never heard such a thing
from any of the conquerors who were there

Kow, what if the odd accident of such a man as Benial
Dias’ wntmg a history had not taken place ' Gomara’s
account, the account of a contemporary, which yet must
nave been read by scores who were present, would have
remained uncontradicted I remember the story of a man,
whom the devil met and talked with, but left at a particular
lane

, the man followed him with his eyes, and when the
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devil got to the turning or bend of the lane, he vanished l

The devil was upon this occasion drest m a blue coat, plush
waistcoat, leather breeches and boots, and talked and
looked ]ust like a common man, except as to a particular

lock of hair which he had “ And how do you know then
that it was the devil ? ” “ How do I know,” replied the
feUow,

—
“ why, if it had not been the devil, being drest as

he was, and lookmg as he did, why should I have been sore

stncken with fnght when I first saw him ? and why should
I be m such a tremble aU the while he talked ? And, more-
over, he had a particular sort of a land of a look, and when
I groaned and said, upon every question he asked me.
Lord have mercy upon me ! or, Christ have mercy upon
me ' it was plain enough that he did not like it, and so he
left me l

"—The man was quite sober when he related this

story, but as it happened to him on his return from
market, it is probable that he was then muddled As for

myself, I was actually seen in Newgate m the wmter of

1798 ,—the person who saw me there, said he had asked my
name of Mr A B a known acquaintance of mme, who
told him that it was young Coleridge, who had married the

eldest Miss " Will you go to Newgate, Sir ? ” said

my fnend , for I assure you that Mr C is nowm Germany ”

“ Very willingly,” replied the other, and away they went
to Newgate, and sent for A B “ Colendge,” cried he, ” in

Newgate f God forbid !
” I said, ” young Col who

married the eldest Miss ” The names were something
similar And yet this person had himself really seen me at

one of my lectures

I remember, upon the occasion of my mhaling the

nitrous oxide at the Royal Institution, about five minutes
afterwards, a gentleman came from the other side of the

theatre and said to me,—” Was it not ravishmgly dehght-
ful. Sir ? ”—” It was highly pleasurable, no doubt ”

—

“ Was it not very hke sweet music ? ”—” I cannot say I

perceived any analogy to it
”—” Did you not say it was

very hke Mrs BiUington singing by your ear i
”—

“

No,
Sir, I said that while I was breathmg the gas, there was a

singing m my ears
”

To return, however, to dreams, I not only believe, for

the reasons given, but have more than once actually

expenenced that the most fearful forms, when produced
simply by association, mstead of causmg fear, operate no
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operations as merely ceremonial, and seem, therefore, to
have had a deeper meaning, that of evokmg a latent power.
It would be profitable to make a collection of all the cases of
cures by magical charms and mcantations

, much useful
information nught, probably, be denved from it , for it is

to be observed that such ntes are the form in which medical
knowledge would be preserved amongst a barbarous and
Ignorant people

Note 1 June, 1827

The apocryphal book of Tobit consists of a very simple,

but beautiful and mterestmg, family-memoir, into which
some later Jewish poet or fabuhst of Alexandria wove the
ndiculous and fngid machinery, borrowed from the popular
superstitions of the Greeks (though, probably, of Eg5;ptian
ongin), and accommodated, clumsily enough, to the purer
monotheism of the Mosaic law The Rape of the Lock is

another instance of a simple tale thus enlarged at a later

period, though in this case by the same author, and with a

very different result Now unless Mr HiUhouse is Romanist
enough to receive this nursery-tale garnish of a domestic
incident as grave history, and holy writ, (for which, even
from learned Roman Catholics, he would gam more credit

as a very obedient child of the Church than as a biblical

critic,) he wiU find it no easy matter to support this asser-

tion of his by the passages of Scripture here referred to,

consistently with any sane interpretation of their import
and purpose

I The Fallen Spints
This IS the mythological form, or, if you wiU, the sym-

bohcal representation, of a profound idea necessary as the

frcB-suppositum of the Christian scheme, or a postulate of

reason, indispensable, if we would render the existence

of a world of finites compatible with the assumption
of a super-mundane God, not one with the world In
short, this idea is the condition under which alone the
reason of man can retam the doctrme of an infinite and
absolute Being, and yet keep clear of pantheism as ex-

hibited by Benedict Spmosa
II The Egyptian Magicians
This whole narrative is probably a rehc of the old

I Wnttea m a copy of Mr Hillhouse's Hadad Ed
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diplomatic hngua-arcana, or state-symbolique—in which

the prediction of events is expressed as the immediate

causmg of them. Thus the prophet is said to destroy the

city, the destruction of which he predicts The word

which our version renders by ” enchanimcnls ” signifies

" flames or burnings,” by which it is probable that the

Egyptians were able to deceive the spectators, and sub-

stitute serpents for staves See Parkhurst tn voce

And with regard to the possessions m the Gospels, bear

m mind first of all, that spirits are not necessarily souls or

Ts {tch-heiten or sdf-consctousnesscs), and that the most
ludicrous absurdities would follow from taking them as

such m the Gospel mstances , and secondly, that the

Evangelist, who has recorded the most of these mcidents,
himself speaks of one of these possessed persons as a

lunatic ,

—

(creXjjv/a^£‘-a/—s^r,X6£Y arr ah-ov ro dai/xoyio. Matt
XVII 15, 18) while St John names them not at all, but
seems to mclude them under the descnption of diseased or
deranged persons That madness may result from
spiritual causes, and not only or pnncipally from physical
ailments, may readily be adimtted Is not our vail itself

a spintual power ? Is it not the spint of the man ? The
mmd of a rational and responsible bemg (that is, of a free-

agent) is a spirit, though it does not follow that all spints
are minds Who sh^ dare determine what spiritual

influences may not arise out of the collective evil \vills of
wicked men ^ Even the bestial life, smless m animals and
their nature, may when awakened m the man and by his
own act admitted mto his will, become a spintual mfluence
He receives a nature mto his will, which by this very act
becomes a corrupt will

, and vtce versa, this will becomes
his nature, and thus a corrupt nature This may be con-
ceded , and this is all that the recorded words of our
Saviour absolutely reqmre m order to receive an appro-
pnate sense

, but this is altogether different from makmg
spints to be devils, and devils self-conscious indi\ iduals
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Notes ^ March, 1824

A Christian’s conflicts and conquests, p 459 By the devil we
are to understand that apostate spirit which fell from God, and is

always designing to hale down others from God also The Old
Dragon (mentioned in the Revelabon) with his tail drew down the
third part of the stars of heaven and cast them to the earth

How much it IS to be regretted, that so enlightened and
able a divine as Smith, had not philosophically and
scnpturally enucleated this so dijBficult yet important
question,—respectmg the personal existence of the evil

pnnciple ,
that is, whether as ri OiTo* of paganism is 6

m Christianity, so the ro ffovij/jov is to be 0 ‘xovripog,—and
whether this is an express doctrine of Christ, and not
merely a Jewish dogma left undisturbed to fade away under
the mcreasmg light of the Gospel, mstead of assummg the
former, and confirmmg the position by a verse from a
poetic tissue of visual symbols,—a verse alien from the
subject, and by which the Apocalypt enigmatized the
Neronian persecutions and the apostasy through fear

occasioned by it m a large number of converts

Ib p 463 When we say, the devil is continually busy with us,

I mean not only some apostate spirit as one particular being, but
that spirit of apostasy which is lodged in all men’s natures , and
this may seem particularly to be aimed at in this place, if we observe
the context —as the scripture speaks of Christ not only as a parti-
cular person, but as a divme prmciple in holy souls

Indeed the devil is not only the name of one particular thmg,
but a nature

May I not venture to suspect that this was Smith’s own
belief and judgment ? and that his conversion of the

Satan, that is, ctrcmlor, or mmister of pohce (what our
Sterne calls the accusing angel) m the prologue to Job mto
the devil was a mere condescension to the prevailing pre-

judice ? Here, however, he speaks like himself, and like

a true religious philosopher, who felt that the personality

of evil spirits is a trifling question, compared with the
personahty of the evil prmciple This is mdeed most
momentous

^ Written m a copy of “Select Discourses by John Smith* of Queen's College,

Cambridge, x66o,” and communicated by the Rev Edward Coleridge
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Note on a Passage in the Life of Henry,

Earl of Morland 20th June, 1827

The defect of this and all similar theories that I am
acquainted with, or xather, let me say, the desideratum, is

the neglect of a previous definition of the term “ body ”

What do you mean by it ? The immediate grounds of a

man’s size, visibihty, tangibility, &c ?—But these are in

a contmual flux even as a column of smoke The matenal

particles of carbon, nitrogen, oxygen, hydrogen, lime,

phosphorus, sulphur, soda, iron, that constitute tlie

ponderable organism m May, 1827, at the moment of

PoUio’s death m his 70th year, have no better claim to be
called his “ body," than the numencal particles of the

same names that constituted the ponderable mass m May,

1787, m Pollio’s prune of manhood m his 30th year ,—the

latter no less than the former go mto the grave, that is,

suffer dissolution, the one m a senes, tlie other simultan-

eously The result to the particles is precisely the same in

both, and of both therefore we must say vnth holy Paul,

—

“ Thou fool f that which thou sowest, thou sowest not that

body that shall be,” &c Neither this nor that is the body
that abideth Abideth, I say ,

for that which nseth agam
must have remained, though perhapsm an mert state —It
IS not dead, but sleepeth ,

—^that is, it is not dissolved any
more than the extenor or phenomenal organism appears to

us dissolved when it heth m apparent mactivity dunng our
sleep

Sound reasoning this, to the best of my judgment, as far

as it goes But how are we to explam ttie reaction of this

fluxional body on the animal ? In each moment the
particles by the mformmg force of the hvmg prmciple con-
stitute an organ not only of motion and sense, but of con-
sciousness The organ plays on the organist How is

this conceivable ? The solution requires a depth, stillness,

and subtlety of spmt not only for its discovery, but even
for the understanding of it when discovered, and m the
most appropriate words enunciated I can merely give a
hmt The particles themselves must have an mtenor and
gravitate bemg, and the multeity must be a removable or
at least suspensible accident.
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LECTURE XIII.

On Poesy or Art

Man communicates by articulation of sounds, and para-
mountly by the memory m tne ear

, nature by the im-
pression of bounds and surfaces on the eye, and through
the eye it gives significance and appropnation, and thus
the conditions of memory, or the capabihty of being re-

membered, to sounds, smells, &c Now, Art, used col-

lectively for pamtmg, sculpture, architecture and music, is

the mediatress between, and reconciler of, nature and
man It is, therefore, the power of humanizmg nature, of

infusmg the thoughts and passions of man into every thing
which IS the object of his contemplation

,
colour, form,

motion and sound are the elements which it combmes,
and it stamps them into unity m the mould of a moral
idea

The primary art is writing ,—primary, if we regard the
purpose abstracted from the different modes of realizmg it,

those steps of progression of which the mstances are stiU

visible m the lower degrees of civilization First, there is

mere gesticulation
, then rosaries or wampun

,

then
picture-language

, then hieroglyphics,* and finally alpha-
betic letters These aU consist of a translation of man mto
nature, of a substitution of the visible for the audible

The so called music of savage tribes as httle deserves the
name of art for the understandmg as the ear warrants it for

music Its lowest state is a mere expression of passion by
soimds which the passion itself necessitates ,—the highest
amounts to no more than a voluntary reproduction of these
soimds m the absence of the occasionmg causes, so as to

give the pleasure of contrast,—^for example, by the various
outcnes of battle m the song , of secunty and tnumph
Poetry also is purely human , for all its materials are from
the mmd, and all its products are for the mmd But it is

the apotheosis of the former state, m which by excitement
of the associative power passion itself imitates order, and
the order resulting produces a pleasurable passion, and thus
it elevates the mmd by makmg its feelings the object of its

reflexion So hkewise, whilst it recalls the sights and
sounds that had accompanied the occasions of the original
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pAS'iions, poetsy ju\pu 'jnfitcs (hcjn Vijth ..tj >* tiOl

their own by mean'; of lhe j>a^ lori'^. and yet tamper

passion by the calming poucr v.hich ?U di^unci unag'-^

exert on the human sou! In thr win fo-’try is thr
j
u •

paration for art, inasmuch as it ataiK it'’’*!!' nt th', .‘o-nv. oi

nature to recall, to c'pic-.s, and to modify iU«' > ami

feelings of the mind .Still, hov cv'cr. {w^dry cm only act

through the intcr\cntion of articulate speech, nhtch is *’o

peculiarly human, that in all languages it constitute^ th'-

ordinary phrase by which man and nature are rnatra-

distinguished It ls the ouginal force of the word 'brute' ,

and even ‘mute,’ and ‘dumb* do not coincy the aly.ence

sound, but the absence of articulated sounds

As soon as the human mind is intelligibK addre^'‘cd by
an outward image cxclusncly of articulate speech, soon

does art commence But please to observe that I luce laid

particular stress on the words ‘human mind,' nicminq: to

exclude thereby all results common to man and all other
sentient creatures, and consequently confining myself to

the effect produced by the congruity of the animal im-
pression w'lth the reflective pow ers of the mind , so that not
the thing presented, but tliat whicii is represented by the
thing shall be the source of the pleasure In this sense
nature itself is to a religious obserccr the art of God , and
for the same cause art itself might be defined as of a middle
quality between a thought and a thing ,

or, as I said before,

the union and reconciliation of that which is nature with
that w'hich is exclusively human It is tlie figured lan-

guage of thought, and is distinguished from nature by the
unity of all the parts in one thought or idea Hence nature
itself would give us the impression of a w'ork of art if we
could see the thought which is present at once m the whole
and in every part

, and a work of art wall be ]ust in pro-
portion as it adequately conveys the thought, and nch
in proportion to the vanety of parts which it holds in

imity
If, therefore, the term 'mute' be taken as opposed not

to sound but to articulate speech, the old definition of
painting wiU m fact be the true and best definition of the
Fine Arts in general, that is, muta poests, mute poesy,
and so of course poesy And, as all languages perfect
themselves by a gradual process of des5monymizing words
onginally equivalent, I have cherished the wash to use the
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word ‘poesy’ as the generic or common term, and to dis-

tmguish that species of poesy which is not muta poesis by
its usual name ‘poetry while of aU the other species

which collectively form the Fine Arts, there would remain
this as the common definition,—that they all, like poetry,

are to express mtellectual purposes, thoughts, conceptions,

and sentiments which have their ongin in the human mind,
not, however, as poetry does, by means of articulate speech,

but as nature or the divme art does, by form, co our,

magnitude, proportion, or by sound, that is, silently or

musically
Well ' it may be said—^but who has ever thought other-

wise I We all know that art is the imitatress of nature
And, doubtless, the truths which I hope to convey, would
be barren truisms, if all men meant the same by the

words ‘imitate’ and ‘nature ' But it would be flattenng

mankind at large, to presume that such is the fact First,

to imitate. The impression on the wax is not an imita-

tion, but a copy, of the seal ,
the seal itself is an imitation

But, further, in order to form a philosophic conception, we
must seek for the kmd, as the heat m ice, mvisible hght, &c
whilst, for practical purposes, we must have reference to

the degree It is sufficient that philosophically we under-
stand that m aU imitation two elements must coexist, and
not only coexist, but must be perceived as coexistmg
These two constituent elements are hkeness and unhkeness,
or sameness and difference And m aU genuine creations of

art there must be a union of these disparates The artist

may take his pomt of view where he pleases, provided that
the desired effect be perceptibly produced,—that there be
likeness m the difference, difference m the likeness, and a
reconcilement of bothm one If there be hkeness to nature
without any check of difference, the result is disgustmg,
and the more complete the delusion, the more loathsome
the effect Why are such simulations of nature, as

wax-work figures of men and women, so disagreeable ?

Because, not finding the motion and the hfe which we
expected, we are shocked as by a falsehood, every circum-
stance of detail, which before mduced us to be mterested,

makmg the distance from truth more palpable You set

out with a supposed reality and are disappointed and dis-

gusted with the deception , whilst, m respect to a work of

genuine imitation, you begm with an acknowledged total
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difference, and then every touch of nature gives you the

pleasure of an approximation to truth The fundamental

pnnciple of ail this is undoubtedly the horror of falsehood

and Uie love of truth mherent in tlie human breast The
Greek tragic dance rested on these principles, and I can

deeply sympathize m imagination with the Greeks in this

favourite part of their theatrical exhibitions, when I call to

mind the pleasure I felt m beholding the combat of the

Horatu and Cunatii most exquisitely ^nced in Italy to the

music of Cimarosa
Secondly, as to nature We must imitate nature 1

yes,

but what m nature,—all and everything ? No, the

beautiful m nature And what then is the beautiful ?

What is beauty ? It is, in the abstract, the unity of

tlie manifold, the coalescence of the diverse , m the con-

crete, it IS the union of the shapely {fonnosum) with the

vital In the dead organic it depends on regulanty of

form, the first and lowest species of which is the triangle

with all its modifications, as m crystals, architecture, &.c ,

in the hving organic it is not mere regularity of form, which
would produce a sense of formality

, neither is it sub-
servient to any thmg beside itself It may be present
m a disagreeable object, m which the proportion of the
parts constitutes a whole , it does not arise from associa-

tion, as the agreeable does, but sometimes hes in the
rupture of association

, it is not different to different
mdi\uduals and nations, as has been said, nor is it connected
with the ideas of the good, or the fit, or the useful The
sense of beauty is mtmtive, and beauty itself is all that
inspires pleasure without, and aloof from, and even con-
trajily to, mterest

If the artist copies the mere nature, the naiura natureda,
what idle nvalry I If he proceeds only from a given form,
which is supposed to answer to the notion of beauty, what
an emptmess, what an unreahty there always is m his pro-
ductions, as m Cipnani’s pictures 1 Beheve me, you must
master the essence, the naiura naturans, which presupposes
a bond between nature m the higher sense and the soul of
man
The wisdom m nature is distmgmshed from that m man,

by the co-instantaneity of the plan and the execution

;

the thought and the product are one, or are given at once ;

but there is no reflex act, and hence there is no moral
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responsibility In man there is reflexion, freedom, and
choice , he is, therefore, the head of the visible creation

In the objects of nature are presented, as in a mirror, all

the possible elements, steps, and processes of intellect

antecedent to consciousness, and therefore to the full

development of the mtelligential act
,
and man’s mmd is

the very focus of all the rays of mteUect which are scattered

throughout the images of nature Now so to place these

images, totahzed, and fitted to the limits of the human
mind, as to ehcit from, and to supennduce upon, the forms
themselves the moral reflexions to which they approximate,
to make the external internal, the internal external, to

make nature thought, and thought nature,—this is the
mystery of genius m the Fine Arts Dare I add that the
genius must act on the feeling, that body is but a stnvmg
to become mmd, that it is mmd m its essence !

In every work of art there is a reconcilement of the ex-
ternal with the mtemal ,

the conscious is so impressed on
the unconscious as to appear m it , as compare mere
letters mscribed on a tomb with figures themselves con-
stitutmg the tomb He who combines the two is the man
of genius

,
and for that reason he must partake of both

Hence there is m genius itself an unconscious activity

,

nay, that is the genius m the man of genius And this is

the true exposition of the rule that the artist must first eloign

himself from naturem order to return to her with fuU effect

Why this ? Because if he were to begin by mere pamful
cop5nng, he would produce masks only, not forms breathing
hfe He must out of his own mmd create forms according
to the severe laws of the mteUect, m order to generate in

himself that co-ordmation of freedom and law, that m-
volution of obedience m the prescript, and of the prescript

m the impulse to obey, which assimilates him to nature, and
enables him to understand her. He merely absents him-
self for a season from her, that his own spirit, which has
the same ground with nature, may learn her unspoken
language m its mam radicals, before he approaches to her
endless compositions of them Yes, not to acquire cold
notions—^lifeless technical rules—but livmg and hfe-

produemg ideas, which shall contain their own evidence, the
certainty that they are essentially one with the. germinal
causes m nature—his consciousness bemg the focus and
mirror of both,—for this does the artist for a time abandon
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the external real in order to return to it wth a complete

sympathy with its mtemal and actual. For of all we see,

hear, feel and touch the substance is and must be in our-

selves , and therefore there is no alternative in reason

between the dreary (and thank heaven • almost impossible)

belief that every thmg around us is but a phantom, or that

the life which is in us is m them likewise
,

^ and that to

know IS to resemble, when we speak of objects out of our-

selves, even as within ourselves to learn is, according to

Plato, only to recollect ;—the only effective answer to

which, that I have been fortunate enough to meet with, is

that which Pope has consecrated for future use in thelme

—

And coxcombs vanquish Berkeley with a gnn !

The artist must imitate that which is withm the thing, that

which IS active through form and figure, and discourses to

us by s5Tnbols—the Naiur-getst, or spint of nature, as we
unconsciously imitate those whom we love

, for so only can
he hope to produce any work truly natural m the object
and truly human m the effect. The idea which puts the
form together cannot itself be the form It is above form,
and is Its essence, the universal m the individual, or the
mdividuality itself,—the glance and the exponent of the
mdwelling power
Each thmg that hves has its moment of self-exposition,

and so has each penod of each thing, if we remove the dis-

turbmg forces of accident To do this is the busmess of
ideal whether m images of childhood, youth, or age,
m man or m woman Hence a good portrait is the
abstract of the personal

, it is not the likeness for actual
comparison, but for recollection This explains why the
likeness of a very good portrait is not always recognized ,

because some persons never abstract, and amongst these
are especially to be numbered the near relations and fnends
of the subject, m consequence of the constant pressure and
check exercised on their mmds by the actual presence of
the ongmal And each thing that only appears to live has
also its possible position of relation to life, as nature herself
testifies, who, where she cannot be, prophesies her being in
the crystallized metal, or the mhahng plant
The charm, the mdispensable requisite, of sculpture is

«' *“<1 Schdime-s
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unity of efiect. But painting rests in a matenal remoter
from nature, and its compass is therefore greater Light
and shade give external, as well as mtemal, being even
with all its accidents, whilst sculpture is confined to the
latter And here I may observe that the subjects chosen
for works of art, whether m sculpture or pamtmg, should
be such as really are capable of bemg expressed and con-
veyed withm the limits of those arts Moreover they ought
to be such as will affect the spectator by their truth, their

beauty, or their sublimity, and therefore they may be
addressed to the judgment, the senses, or the reason The
pecuhanty of the impression which they may make, may
be denved either from colour and form, or from proportion

and fitness, or from the excitement of the moral feehngs , or

all these may be combmed Such works as do combine
these sources of effect must have the preference m dignity

Imitation of the antique may be too exclusive, and may
produce an mjurious effect on modern sculpture ,—ist,

generally, because such an imitation cannot fail to have a
tendency to keep the attention fixed on externals rather

than on the thought within ,

—

2ndly, because, accordingly,

it leads the artist to rest satisfied with that winch is always
imperfect, namely, bodily form, and circumscribes his

views of mental expression to the ideas of power and
grandeur only,— Srdly, because it mduces an effort to
combine together two mcongruous things, that is to say,

modern feehngs in antique forms ,—4thly, because it

speaks m a language, as it were, learned and dead, the tones
of which, bemg unfamiliar, leave the common spectator
cold and unimpressed ,—and lastly, because it necessarily

causes a neglect of thoughts, emotions and images of pro-
founder mterest and more exalted dignity, as motherly,
sisterly, and brotherly love, piety, devotion, the divme
become human,—the Virgm, the Apostle, the Christ The
artist’s principle m the statue of a great man should be the
illustration of departed merit ,

and I cannot but thmk
that a skilful adoption of modem habiliments would, m
many mstances, give a variety and force of effect which a
bigoted adherence to Greek or Roman costume precludes

It IS, I believe, from artists finding Greek models unfit for

several important modern purposes, that we see so many
allegorical figures on monuments and elsewhere Pamtmg
was, as it were, a new art, and bemg unshackled by old
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models it chose its own subjects, and took an eagle's

hight And a new field seems opened for modern sculpture

m the symbolical expression of the ends of life, as in

Guy’s monument, Chantrey’s children m Worcester Calhe-

(^1X3.1 &c
Architecture exhibits the greatest extent of the difference

from nature which may exist m works of art It involves

all the powers of design, and is sculpture and painting in-

clusively It shews the greatness of man, and should at

the same tune teach him humihty
Music is the most entirely human of the fine arts, and

has the fewest analoga m nature Its first delightfulness is

simple accordance with the ear
;

but it is an associated

thing, and recalls the deep emotions of the past with an
mtellectual sense of proportion Every human feeling is

greater and larger than the exciting cause,—a proof, I

thmk, that man is designed for a higher state of existence ,

and tins is deeply imphedm music, m which there is always
something more and beyond the immediate expression
With regard to works m aU the branches of the fine arts,

I may remark that the pleasure arismg from novelty
must of course be allowed its due place and weight This
pleasure consists m the identity of two opposite elements,
that IS to say—^sameness and vanety If in the midst of

the vanety there be not some fixed object for the attenhon,
the unceasing succession of the variety will prevent the
mmd from observmg the difference of the mdividual
objects

,
and the only thmg remainmg will be the suc-

cession, which wiU then produce precisely the same effect
as sameness This we expenence when we let the trees or
hedges pass before the fixed eye during a rapid movement
m a carnage, or on the other hand, when we suffer a file of
soldiers or ranks of men m procession to go on before us
without restmg the eye on any one m particular In order
to denve pleasure from the occupation of the mind, the
principle of unity must always be present, so that m the
midst of the mrdteity the centripetal force be never sus-
pended, nor the sense be fatigued by the predommance of
the centnfugal force This umty m multeity I have else-
where stated as the pnnciple of beauty It is equally the
source of pleasure m vanety, and m fact a higher term
mcludmg both What is the seclusive or distmgmshing
' erm between them !
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Remember that there is a difference between form as

proceedmg, and shape as supermduced ,—^the latter is

either the death or the impnsonment of the thing ,—the
former is its self-witnessmg and self-effected sphere of

agency. Art would or should be the abndgment of

nature Now the fulness of nature is without character,

as water is purest when without taste, smell, or colour

,

but this is the highest, the apex only,—^it is not the whole
The object of art is to give tbe whole ad hominem

,

hence
each step of nature hath its ideal, and hence the possibihty

of a climax up to the perfect form of a harmonized chaos
To the idea of hfe victory or stnfe is necessary , as

virtue consists not simplym the absence of vices, but m the
overcommg of them So it is m beauty The sight of

what IS subordmated and conquered heightens the strength

and the pleasure
,
and this should be exhibited by the

artist either mclusively m his figure, or else out of it and
beside it to act by way of supplement and contrast And
with a view to this, remark the seeming identity of body and
mind m mfants, and thence the lovelmess of the former ,

the commencing separation in boyhood, and the struggle of

equilibnum m youth thence onward the body is first

simply indifferent , then demandmg the translucency of

the mmd not to be worse than indifferent , and finally all

that presents the body as body becommg almost of an
excremental nature.

LECTURE XIV.

On Style.

I HAVE, I beheve, formerly observed with regard to the
character of the governments of the East, that their

tendency was despotic, that is, towards unity ,
whilst that

of the Greek governments, on the other hand, leaned to

the mamfold and the popular, the unity m them bemg
purely ideal, namely of all eis an identification of the whole
In the northern or Gothic nations the aim and purpose of

the government were the preservation of the rights and
mterests of the mdividual m conjunction with those of the

whole The individual mterest was sacred In the char-

acter and tendency of the Greek and Gothic languages there
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IS precisely the same relative difference. In Greek the

sentences are long, and the structure architectural, so that

each part or clause is insignificant when compared with

the whole The result is every thing, the steps and pro-

cesses nothing But m the Gothic and, generally, m what

we call the modem, languages, the stracture is short,

simple, and complete m each part, and the connexion of the

parts with the sum total of the discourse is mamtamed by

the sequency of the logic, or the community of feeling

excited between the writer and his readers As an mstance

equally dehghtful and complete, of what may be called the

Gothic structure as contradistmguished from that of the

Greeks, let me cite a part of our famous Chaucer’s char-

acter of a parish pnest as he should be Can it ever be

quoted too often >

A good man ther was of rehgioun
That was a poure Parsone of a toun.
But nche he was of holy thought and werk ,

He VfSiS als6 a lemed man, a clerk.

That Cnst6s gospel trewely wolde preche ,

His pinshens^ devoutly wolde he teche ,

Benigne he was, and wonder ^ diligent.

And m adversite ful patient,

And swiche ^ he was ypreved ^ often sithes ®

,

Ful loth were him to cursen for his tithes.

But rather wolde he yeven ® out of doute
Unto his pour6 panshens aboute
Of bis offxing, and eke of his substance ,

He coude m litel thing have suffisance
Wide y,as his parish, and houses fer asonder,
But he ne * left nought for no ram ne ® thonder.
In sikenesse and in mischief to visite

Ihe ferrest^ m his parish moche and hte
Upon his fete, and m his hand a staf
This noble ensample to his shepe he yaf,^^

That first he wrought, and afterward he taught.
Out of the gospel he the wordds caught,
And this figure he added yet thereto,
Ibat if gold rust6, what should iren do
He sette not his benefice to hire.

And lette his shepe accombred ” m the mire.
And ran unt6 London unt6 Seint Poules,
To seken him a chant^ne for soules,
Or uith a brotherhede to be withold,
But dwelt at home, and kcpt6 wel his fold,

* niinshjoncrj, 2 Wondrous
* Pfoyed 8 Times

Gre»! msd teudl 11 Gire-

* Such
^ Give or have given
* Farthest

Encumbered-i>Lefi
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So that the wolf ne made it not miscane .

He was a shepherd and no mercenane ,

And though he holy ivere and vertuous,
He was to smful men not dispitous,^ '

Ne of his spechd dangerous ne digne,®
But in his techmg discrete and benigne,
To drawen folk to heven with fairenesse,

By good ensample was his besmesse ,

But it were any persone obstmat,
What so he were of high or low estat.

Him wolde he snibben ® sharply for the nones ;

A better preest I trowe that no wher non is ,

He waited after no pompe ne reverence.
He maked him no spiced conscience.
But Cnstes love and his apostles’ twelve
He taught, but first be folwed it himselve *

Such change as really took place in the style of our
hterature after Chaucer’s time is with dif&culty perceptible,

on account of the death of writers, during the civil wars of

the 15th century But the transition was not very great

,

and accordingly we find m Latimer and our other venerable
authors about the time of Edward VI as in Luther, the
general characteristics of the earhest manner ,—that is,

every part popular, and the discourse addressed to all

degrees of intellect ,—the sentences short, the tone
vehement, and the connexion of the whole produced by
honesty and smgleness of purpose, mtensity of passion, and
pervadmg importance of the subject

Another and a very different species of style is that
which was derived from, and founded on, the admiration
and cultivation of the classical writers, and which was more
exclusively addressed to the learned class m society I

have previously mentioned Boccaccio as the original

Italian introducer of this manner, and the great models of it

m Ehghsh are Hooker, Bacon, Milton, and Taylor, although
it may be traced m many other authors of that age In aU
these the language is dignified but plain, genume English,

although elevated and bnghtened by supenority of m-
teUect m the writer Individual words themselves are

always used by them m their precise meanmg, without
either afiectation or shpslop The letters and state papers

of Sir Francis Walsmgham are remarkable for excellence

m style of this description In Jeremy Taylor the

sentences are often extremely long, and yet are generally

1 Despiteous. 2 proud 5 Reprove < Prologue to Canterbury Tales
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bO perspicuous m consequence of their logical structure,

that they require no perusal to be understood ,
and it is for

the most part the same in Milton and Hooker
Take the following sentence as a specimen of the sort of

style to which I have been alluding —
Concerning Faith, the pnncipal object u hereof n that ctem il

venty iv^hich hath discovered the treasures of hidden ui^^dom in

Chnst ,
concerning Hope, the highest object whereof is that ever-

lasting goodness which in Chnst doth quicken the dead , concerning

Chanty, the final object whereof is that incomprehensible beauty
which shmeth in the countenance of Christ, the Son of the living

God concerning these virtues, the first of which beginning here

with a weak apprehension of things not seen endeth with the

intuitive vision of God in the world to come , the second beginning
here with a trembling expectation of things far removed, and as

yet but only heard of, cndctli wnth real and actual fruition of that

which no tongue can express , the third beginning here with a

weak inclination of heart towards him unto whom wc arc not able

to approach, endeth with endless union, the mjstcry hereof is

higher than the reach of the thoughts of men / concerning that

Faith, Hope, and Chanty, without winch there can be no salvation»
was there ever any mention made saving only in that Law which
God himself hath from Heaven revealed ? There is not in the
world a syllable muttered with certam tnitli concerning any of

these three, more than hath been supcmaturally received from the
mouth of the eternal God*

Eccl*s Pol I s 1

1

The unity m these wnters is produced by the unity of
the subject, and the perpetual growth and evolution of the
thoughts, one generating, and explaining, and justifying,
the place of another, not, as it is in Seneca, where the
thoughts, striking as they are, are merely strung together
like beads, without any causation or progression The
words are selected because they are the most appropnate,
regard bemg had to the dignity of the total unpression, and
no merely big phrases are used where plain ones would have
sufficed, even m the most learned of their works

There is some truth m a remark, which I believe was
made by Sir Joshua Reynolds, that the greatest man is he
who forms the taste of a nation, and that the next greatest
is he who corrupts it The true classical stjde of Hooker and
his fellows was easily open to corruption

, and Sir Thomas
Brown it was, who, though a wnter of great genius, first
effectually injured the hterary taste of the nation by his
mtroduction of learned words, merely because they were
learned It would be difficult to desenbe Brown ade-
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quately

, exuberant m conception and conceit, dignified,

hyperlatmistic, a quiet and sublime enthusiast
,

yet a
fantast, a humounst, a bram with a twist

, egotistic like

Montaigne, yet with a feehng heart and an active cunosity,
which, however, too often degenerates into a huntmg after

oddities In his Hydnoiaphta and, mdeed, almost ah his

works the entireness of his mental action is very observable
,

he metamorphoses every thing, be it what it may, into the
subject under consideration But Sir Thomas Brown
with all his faults had a genume idiom , and it is the exist-

ence of an mdividual idiom m each, that makes the prm-
cipal writers before the Restoration the great patterns or
mtegers of English style In them the precise mtended
meanmg of a word can never be mistaken

, whereas m the
latter writers, as especially m Pope, the use of words is for

the most part purely arbitrary, so that the context will

rarely show the true specific sense, but only that somethmg
of the sort is designed A perusal of the authonties cited

by Johnson m his dictionary under any leading word, will

give you a lively sense of this declension m etymologi-
cal truth of expression m the writers after the Restora-
tion, or perhaps, strictly, after the middle of the reign of

Charles II

The general characteristic of the style of our literature

down to the period which I have just mentioned, was
gravity, and m Milton and some other writers of his day
there are perceptible traces of the sternness of repubhcan-
ism Soon after the Restoration a material change took
place, and the cause of royahsm was graced, sometimes
disgraced, by every shade of hghtness of manner A free

and easy style was considered as a test of loyalty, or at

aU events, as a badge of the cavalier party
,

you may
detect it occasionally even m Barrow, who is, however, in

general remarkable for dignity and logical sequency of

expression , but m L’Estrange, CoUyer, and the writers

of that class, this easy manner was carried out to the

utmost extreme of slang and nbaldry Yet still the works,

even of these last authors, have considerable merit m one
pomt of view , their language is level to the understand-
ings of all men , it is an actual transcript of the collo-

quialism of the day, and is accordmgly full of hfe and
reahty Roger North’s life of his brother, the Lord
Keeper, is the most valuable specimen of this class of our
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literature ,
it is delightful, and rnuch beyond any other

of the wntmgs of his contemporaries

From the common opmion that the English style

attained its greatest perfection m and about Queen Ann’s

reign I altogether di^ent
,

not only because it is m one

species alone m which it can be pretended that the writers

of that age excelled their predecessors * but also because

the specimens themselves are not equal, upon sound prm-

ciples of judgment, to much that had been produced

before The classical structure of Hooker—the impetuous,

thought-agglomeratmg flood of Taylor—^to these there is

no pretence of a parallel ; and for mere ease and grace, is

Cowley inferior to Addison, bemg as he is so much more
thoughtful and full of fancy ? Cowley, with the omission

of a quaintness here and there, is probably the best model
of style for modem imitation m general Taylor’s penods
have been frequently attempted by his admirers

,
you

may, perhaps, just catch the turn of a simile or smgle
image, but to wnte m the real manner of Jeremy Taylor
would require as mighty a mmd as his Many parts of

Algernon Sidney’s treatises afford excellent exemplars of

a good modem practical style , and Dryden m his prose

works, IS a stiU better model, if you add a stricter and
purer grammar It is, mdeed, worthy of remark that all

our great poets have been good prose writers, as Chaucer,
Spenser, Milton

,
and this probably arose from their just

sense of metre For a true poet will never confound verse
and prose

,
whereas it is almost characteristic of mdifferent

prose writers that they should be constancy shppmg into
scraps of metre Swift’s style is, m its hne, perfect ,

the
manner is a complete expression of the matter, the terms
appropriate, and the artifice concealed It is simphaty
in the tme sense of the word

After the Revolution, the spmt of the nation became
much more commercial, than it had been before ,

a
learned body, or clensy, as such, gradually disappeared,
and hterature m general began to be addressed to the
common miscellaneous pubhc That pubhc had become
accustomed to, and required, a strong stimulus ,

and to
meet the requisitions of the pubhc taste, a style was
produced which by combimng triteness of thought with
singularity and excess of manner of expression, was calcu-
lated at once to soothe ignorance and to flatter vanity
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The thought was carefully kept down to the immediate
apprehension of the commonest understanding, and the
dress was as anxiously arranged for the purpose of makmg
the thought appear somethmg very profound The essence
of this style consisted in a mock antithesis, that is, an
opposition of mere sounds, m a rage for personification,

the abstract made animate, far-fetched metaphors, strange
phrases, metrical scraps, m every thing, m short, but
genume prose Style is, of course, nothing else but the
art of conve5nng the meanmg appropnately and with
perspicuity, whatever that meanmg may be, and one
criterion of style is that it shall not be translateable with-
out m]ury to the meaning Johnson’s style has pleased
many from the very fault of bemg perpetually translate-

able
, he creates an impression of cleverness by never

saymg any thmg in a common way The best specimen
of this manner is m Junius, because his antithesis is less

merely verbal than Johnson’s Gibbon’s manner is the
worst of all , it has every fault of which this pecuhar style

is capable Tacitus is an example of it m Latm , m
commg from Cicero you feel the falsetto immediately

In order to form a good style, the primary rule and
condition is, not to attempt to express ourselves m language
before we thoroughly know our own meanmg —^when a

man perfectly understands himself, appropriate diction

will generally be at his command either m writmg or

speaking In such cases the thoughts and the words are

associated In the next place preciseness m the use of

terms is required, and the test is whether you can translate

the phrase adequately mto simpler terms, regard bemg had
to the feelmg of the whole passage Try this upon Shak-
speare, or Milton, and see if you can substitute other

simpler words m any given passage without a violation of

the meanmg or tone The source of bad wntmg is the

desire to be somethmg more than a man of sense,—^the

strammg to be tihought a genius
,
and it is ]ust the same

m speech-making If men would only say what they
have to say m plam terms, how much more eloquent they
would be ! Another rule is to avoid convertmg mere
abstractions mto persons I beheve you wiU very rarely

findm any great writer before the Revolution the possessive

case of an mammate noun used m prose mstead of the

dependent case, as ‘the watch’s hand,’ for ‘the hand of
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the watch ’ The possessive or Saxon genitive was confined

to persons, or at least to animated subjects And I cannot

conclude this Lecture without msistmg on the importance

of accuracy of style as bemg near akm to veracity and

truthful habits of mmd ,
he who thinks loosely will wnte

loosely, and, perhaps, there is some moral mconvemence
m the common forms of our grammars which give children

so many obscure terms for matenal distmctions Let me
also exhort you to careful exammation of what you read, if

it be worthy any perusal at all
,
such exammation wiU be

a safeguard from fanaticism, the universal origm of which

ISm the contemplation of phenomena without mvestigation

mto their causes.

ON THE

PROMETHEUS OF iESCHYLUS;

An Essay, prepaxatory to a senes of disquisitions respecting the
Egyptian, m connexion with the sacerdotal, theology, and in
contrast with the mystenes of ancient Greece Read at the Royal
Society of Literature, May i8, 1825

The French savans who went to Egypt m the tram of
Buonaparte, Denon, Foumer, and Dupuis, (it has been
asserted,) taumphantly vmdicated the chronology of
Herodotus, on the authority of documents that cannot
he ,—^namely the mscnptions and sculptures on those
enormous masses of architecture, that might seem to have
been built m the wish of nvallmg the mountams, and at
some unknown future to answer the same purpose, that
is, to stand the gigantic tombstones of an elder world It
IS decided, say the critics, whose words I have before cited,
that the present division of the zodiac had been already
arranged by the Egyptians fifteen thousand years before
the Christian era, and accordmg to an inscription ‘w^ch
cannot he’ the temple of Esne is of eight thousand years
standing
Now, m the first place, among a people w'ho had placed

then national pnde m then antiquity, I do not see the
impossibility of an inscnption lymg , and, secondly, as
little can I see the improbabihty of a modem interpreter
misunderstandmg it

, and lastly, the mcredibility of a
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French infidel’s partalang of both defects, is still less

evident to my understanding The mscnptions may be,

and m some mstances, very probably are, of later date
than the temples themselves,—the ofispnng of vanity or
priestly nvalry, or of certam astrologici theones , or the
temples themselves may have been built m the place of

former and ruder structures, of an earlier and ruder
period, and not impossibly under a different scheme of

hieroglyphic or significant characters
,

and these may
have been mtentionally, or ignorantly, miscopied or mis-
translated

But more than all the preceding,—I cannot but persuade
myself, that for a man of sound judgment and enlightened
common sense—a man with whom the demonstrate laws
of the human mind, and the rules generalized from the
great mass of facts respectmg human nature, weigh more
than any two or three detached documents or narrations,

of whatever authority the narrator may be, and however
difficult it may be to bring positive proofs agamst the
antiquity of the documents—I cannot but persuade myself,

I say, that for such a man, the relation preserved in the

first book of the Pentateuch,—and which, m perfect

accordance with all analogous expenence, with aU the

facts of history, and all that the principles of political

economy would lead us to anticipate, conveys to us the
rapid progress in civilization and splendour from Abraham
and Abimelech to Joseph and Pharaoh,—^wiU be worth a
whole library of such mferences

I am aware that it is almost universal to speak of the
gross idolatry of Eg5q)t , nay, that arguments have been
grounded on this assumption in proof of the divme ongm
of the Mosaic monotheism But first, if by this we are to

understand that the great doctrme of the one Supreme
Being was first revealed to the Hebrew legislator, his own
inspired writings supply abundant and direct confutation

of the position Of certam astrological superstitions,

—

of certam talismans connected with star-magic,—^plates

and images constructed m supposed harmony with the
movements and influences of celestial bodies,—there

doubtless exist hmts, if not direct proofs, both m the

Mosaic writmgs, and those next to these m antiquity

But of plam idolatry m Eg3rpt, or the existence of a
polytheistic religion, represented by vanous idols, each
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signifying a several deity, I can find no decisive proof m
the Pentateuch ,

and when I collate these with the books

of the prophets, and the other inspired writings subse-

quent to the Mosaic, I cannot but regard the absence of

any such proof m the latter, compared with the numerous

and powerful assertions, or evident imphcations, of

Egyiptian idolatry m the former, both as an argument of

incomparably greater value m support of the age and

authenticity of the Pentateuch, and as a strong pre-

sumption m favour of the h5q)othesis on which I shah in

part ground the theory which wiU pervade this series of

disqmsitions ,—^namely, that the sacerdotal religion of

Egypt had, durmg the interval from Abimelech to Moses,

degenerated from the patriarchal monotheism mto a pan-

theism, cosmotheism, or worship of the world as God
The reason or pretext, assigned by the Hebrew legislator

to Pharaoh for leadmg his countrymen mto the wilderness

to ]om with their brethren, the tribes who stiU sojourned
in the nomadic state, namely, that their sacrifices would
be an abommation to the Egyptians, may be urged as

mconsistent with, nay, as confutmg this hypothesis But
to this I reply, first, that the worship of the ox and cow was
not, m and of itself, and necessarily, a contravention of the
first commandment, though a very gross breach of the
second ,—for it is most certain that the ten tribes wor-
shipped the Jehovah, the God of Abraham, Isaac, and
Jacob, under the same or similar S5mbols —secondly
that the cow, or Isis, and the lo of the Greeks, truly repre-
sented, in the first mstance, the earth or productive nature,
and afterwards the mundane rehgion grounded on the wor-
ship of nature, or the rh ^rar, as God In after tunes, the ox
or bull was added, representmg the sun, or generative
force of nature, according to the habit of male and female
deities, which spread almost over the whole world,—the
positive and negative forces m the science of superstition ,—^for the pantheism of the sage necessarily engenders
polytheism as the popular creed But lastly, a very
suf&cient reason may, I thmk, be assigned for the choice
of the ox or cow, as representmg the very hfe of nature,
by the first legislators of Egypt, and for the similar sacred
character m Qie Brahmanic tribes of Hmdostan The
progress from savagery to civiliz^ation is evidently first

from the hunting to the pastoral state, a process which
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even now is going on, within our own tunes, among the
South American Indians m the vast tracts between Buenos
A3n:es and the Andes but the second and the most im-
portant step, IS from the pastoral, or wandering, to the
agricultural, or fixed, state Now, if even for men bom
and reared under European civilization, the charms of a
wandermg life have been found so great a temptation,
that few who have taken to it have been induced to return
(see the confessionm the preamble to the statute respectmg
the gipsies) ,

^—^how much greater must have been the
danger of relapse m the first formation of fixed states with
a condensed population ? And what stronger prevention
could the ingenuity of the priestly kings—(for the priestly

IS ever the first form of government)—devise, than to

have made the ox or cow the representatives of the divine

principle m the world, and, as such, an object of adoration,

the wilful destruction of which was sacrilege ?—For this

rendered a return to the pastoral state impossible , m
which the flesh of these animals and the milk formed
almost the exclusive food of mankind , while, in the
meantime, by once compellmg and habituating men to the
use of a vegetable diet, it enforced the laborious cultivation

of the soil, and both produced and permitted a vast and
condensed population In the process and continued
sub-divisions of polytheism, this great sacred Word,

—

for so the consecrated animals were called, /spo) Xoyo/,

—

became multiplied, till almost every power and supposed
attribute of nature had its symbol m some consecrated
animal from the beetle to the hawk Wherever the powers
of nature had found a cycle for themselves, in which the
powers stiH produced the same phenomenon dunng a given
period, whether in the motions of the heavenly orbs, or in

the smallest hvmg organic body, there the Egyptian sages

predicated hfe and mmd Time, cyclical time, was their

abstraction of the deity, and their holidays were their gods.

The diversity between theism and pantheism may be
most simply and generally expressed in the following

formula, m which the material universe is expressed by
W, and the deity by G

W-G=0,
1 The Act meant is probably the 5 Eliz c 20, enforcing the two pre^^o^«: Acts of

Henry VIII and Philip and Mary, and reciting that natural bom Englishmen had
•become of the fellowship of the said vagabonds, by transforming or disguising them
selves in their apparel,* &c —Ed*
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or tile World without God is an impossible conception

This position IS common to theist and pantheist. But

the pantheist adds the converse—
G-W = 0 ;

for which the tlieist substitutes

—

G-W=:G;
or that

—

G = G, anterior and irrelative to the evistence of the

world, IS equal to G +W ^

Before the mouniains were, Thou art—I am not about to

lead the society beyond the bounds of my subject into

divinity or theology m the professional sense But with-

out a precise definition of pantheism, without a clear

msight into the essential distinction betw-een it and the

theism of the Scnptures, it appears to me impossible to

understand either the import or the history of the poly-

theism of the great histoncal nations I beg leave, there-

fore, to repeat, and to carry on my former position, that
the religion of Egypt, at the time of the E\odus of the
Hebrews, was a pantheism, on the point of passing into

that polytheism, of which it afterwards afforded a specimen,
gross and distasteful even to polytheists themselves of

other nations

The objects which, on my appointment as Royal
Associate of the Royal Society of Literature, I proposed to
myself were, ist The elucidation of the purpose of the
Greek drama, and the relations m which it stood to the
mystenes on the one hand, and to the state or sacerdotal
religion on the other —2nd The connection of the Greek
tragic poets with philosophy as the peculiar offspnng of
Greek genius —3rd The connection of the Homeric and
cychcal poets with the popular religion of the Greeks and,
lastly from all these,—namely, the mystenes, the sacer-
dotal rehgion, their philosophy before and after Socrates,
the stage, the Homenc poetry and the legendary belief of
the people, and from the sources and productive causes m
the derivation and confluence of the tnbes that finally
shaped themselves mto a nation of Greeks—to give a juster

1 Mr ColeridBc was in the constant habit of expressing himself on paper b> the
algebraic symbols They have an uncouth look in the text of an ordinary ecsay, and I
have sometimes ventured to render them by the cquiialent words But roost of the
readers of these volumes will know that - means Uis iy, or, luithout, + more by, or, tit
addition to, « equal to

^

or, the same as—£d
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and more distmct view of this singular people, and of the
place which they occupied m the history of the world, and
the great scheme of divine providence, than I have hitherto
seen,—or rather let me say, than it appears to me possible
to give by any other process
The present Essay, however, I devote to the purpose of

removmg, or at least mvahdating, one objection that I may
reasonably anticipate, and which may be conveyed in the
foUowmg question —What proof have you of the fact of

any connection between the Greek drama, and either the
mysteries, or the philosophy, of Greece ? What proof that
it was the office of the tragic poet, under a disguise of the
sacerdotal rehgion, mixed with the legendary or popular
belief, to reveffi as much of the mystenes mterpreted by
philosophy, as would counteract the demoralizmg effects

of the state religion, without compromismg the tranquillity

of the state itself, or weakening that paramount reverence,
without which a repubhc, (such, I mean, as the republics of

ancient Greece were) could not exist ^

I know no better way m which I can reply to this objec-

tion, than by givmg, as my proof and mstance, the Pro-
metheus of ^schylus, accompanied with an exposition of

what I beheve to be the mtention of the poet, and the
mythic import of the work

,
of which it may be truly said,

that it IS more properly tragedy itselfm the plenitude of the
idea, than a particular tragic poem , and as a preface to

this exposition, and for the twm purpose of rendering it

mtelhgible, and of explainmg its connection with the whole
scheme of my Essays, I entreat permission to msert a
quotation from a work of my own, which has mdeed been in

prmt for many years, but which few of my auditors will

probably have heard of, and still fewer, if any, have read
“ As the representative of the youth and approachmg

manhood of the human mtellect we have ancient Greece,
from Orpheus, Linus, Musaeus, and the other mythological
bards, or, perhaps, the brotherhoods impersonated under
those names, to the tmie when the repubhcs lost their

mdependence, and their learned men sanlc mto copyists of,

and commentators on, the works of then forefathers That
we mclude these as educated under a distmct providential,

though not miraculous, dispensation, ^vlll surprise no one,

who reflects, that m whatever has a permanent operation
on the destinies and mtellectual conffition of mankmd at
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multifold application of faculties common to man and
brute animals ,—even this bemg m great measure a trans-

fusion from the former, namely, from the superiority m
kmd ,—for only by its co-existence with reason, free-will,

self-consciousness, the contra-distmguishmg attributes of

man, does the mstmctive mtelligence manifested m the ant,

the dog, the elephant, &c become human understanding
It is a truth with which Herachtus, the senior, but yet
contemporary, of j^Eschylus, appears, from the few genume
fragments of his writings that are yet extant, to have been
deeply impressed,—^that the mere understanding m man,
considered as the power of adaptmg means to immediate
purposes, dihers, indeed, from the intelligence displayed by
other animals, and not m degree only , but yet does not
differ by any excellence which it derives from itself, or by
any mherent diversity, but solely in consequence of a
combmation with far higher powers of a diverse kmd m
one and the same subject
Long before the entire separation of metaphysics from

poetry, that is, while yet poesy, in all its several species

of verse, music, statuary, &c contmued mythic ,—^while

yet poetry remamed the union of the sensuous and the

philosophic mind ,—the efficient presence of the latter m
the synthesis of the two, had manifested itself m the

sublime mythus mpl ytnatug rov vov h a.v6puroTg, concem-
mg the genesis, or birth of the vovg or reason m man
This the most venerable, and perhaps the most ancient, of

Grecian mythi, is a philosopheme, the very same m subject

matter with the earhest record of the Hebrews, but most
charactenstically different m tone and conception ,—for

the patriarchal religion, as the antithesis of pantheism
was necessarily personal , and the doctnnes of a faith,

the first ground of which and the primary enunaation,
is the eternal I am, must be m part historic and must
assume the historic form Hence the Hebrew record is

a narrative, and the first mstance of the fact is given as

the ongm of the fact

That a profound truth—a truth that is, mdeed, the

grand and mdispensable condition of all moral responsi-

bihty—^is mvolved m this charactenstic of the sacred

narrative, I am not alone persuaded, but distmctly aware
This, however, does not preclude us from seeing, nay, as

an additional mark of the wisdom that inspired the sacred
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historian, it rather supplies a molivc to u-^, impels and

authorizes us, to see, in the form of the \ elude of tlic truth,

an accommodation to the then childhood of the liuman

race Under this impression we may, I tmst, safely con-

sider the narration,—introduced, as it is here intioduced,

for tlie purpose of explammg a mere work of the unaided

mind of man by comparison,—as an I'-c; nfty) —
and as such (apparently, I mean, not actual!}) a synlJ.esiS

of poesy and philosophy, charactenstic of the childhood

of nations

In the Greek we see already the dawn of approaching

manhood The substance, the stuff, is philosojihy ,
the

form only is poetry The Prometheus is a phhsopLcma
-au-i^yopi/iv ,—the tree of knowledge of good and evil,

—

an allegor5^ a 'Tfo-ra/oEu/xa, though the noblest and the

most pregnant of its kmd
The generation of the toVc, or pure reason in man i

It w^as superadded or mfused, a supia to mark that it

was no mere evolution of the animal basis ,—that it could
not have grown out of the other faculties of man, his life,

sense, understanding, as the flow'er grows out of the stem,
havmg pre-existed potentially in tlie seed 2, The m!/;,

or fire, was ‘stolen,'—to mark its hetoo—or rather its

c//c>-geneity, that is, its diversity, its difference in kmd,
from the faculties which are common to man with tlie

nobler animals 3 And stolen ‘from Heaven,’—to mark
its supenonty m land, as well as its essential diversity

4 And it was a ‘spark,’—to mark that it is not subject
to any modifjnng reaction from tliat on which it immedi-
ately acts

, that it suffers no change, and receives no
accession, from the mferior, but multiphes itself by con-
version, without bemg alloyed by, or amalgamated witli,

that which it potentiates, ennobles, and transmutes 5
And lastly, (m order to imply the homogeneity of the
donor and of the gift) it was stolen by a ‘god,’ and a god
of the race before the dynast}' of Jove,—Jove the binder
of reluctant powers, the coercer and entrancer of free
spirits under the fetters of shape, and mass, and passive
mobihty

,
but likewise by a god of the same race and

essence with Jove, and linked of yore in closest and
fnendhest mtimacy with him This, to mark the pre-
existence, m order of thought, of the nous, as spiritual,
both to the objects of sense, and to their products, formed
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as it were, by the precipitation, or, if I may dare adopt
the bold language of Leibnitz, by a coagulation of spirit

'

In other words this derivation of the spark from above,
and from a god anterior to the Jovial dynasty—(that is,

to the submersion of spirits m material forms),—^was

mtended to mark the transcendency of the nous, the con-
tra-distinctive faculty of man, as timeless, a^poySv n, and,
m this negative sense, eternal It signified, I say, its

superiority to, and its diversity from, aU things that
subsist in space and time, nay, even those which, though
spaceless, yet partake of time, namely, souls or under-
standings For the soul, or understanding, if it be defined

physiologically as the principle of sensibility, irritability,

and growth, together with the functions of the organs,

which are at once the representatives and the instruments
of these, must be considered tn genere, though not m
degree or dignity, common to man and the mferior animals
It was the spirit, the nous, which man alone possessed
And I must be permitted to suggest that this notion
deserves some respect, were it only that it can shew a

semblance, at least, of sanction from a far higher authority
The Greeks agreed with the cosmogonies of the East

m denving aU sensible forms from the mdistmguishable
The latter We find designated as the rh &/zopf)ov, the
lidup ‘irpaxo(S[ii%hv, the %ao5 as, the essentially unmtelligible,

yet necessarily presumed, basis or sub-position of all

positions That it is, scientifically considered, an indis-

pensable idea for the human mind, ]ust as the mathe-
matical point, &c for the geometrician ,—of this the
various systems of our geologists and cosmogonists, from
Burnet to La Place, a&rd strong presumption ••As an
idea, it must be interpreted as a striving of the mmd to

distinguish being from existence,—or potential bemg, the
ground of being contammg the possibility of existence,

from bemg actualized In the language of the mysteries,

it was the esunenca, the tto'^os or desideratum, the unfuelled
fire, the Ceres, the ever-seekmg maternal goddess, the
origin and mterpretation of whose name is found m the
Hebrew root signifying hunger, and thence capacity It

1 Schelhng ascribes this expression, which I have not been able to find in the works
of Leibnitz, to Hcmsterhuis **Whcn Leibnitz,* says he, “calls matter the sleep-state

of the Monads, or when Hcmsterhuis calls it curdUd xrfin/,— g^eronrtt en Getsf—
In fact, matter is no other than spirit contempl;ited in ibe cquihbrium of its

Transl Tratts/c Ideal p tQo S C
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was, m short, an effort to represent the universal ground

of all differences distinct or opposite, but m relation to

which all anUthests as well as all anhtheta, existed only

potentially This was the container and withholder,

(such is the primitive sense of the Hebrew word rendered

darkness (Gen i 2)) out of which light, that is, the lux

lucifica, as distinguished from lumen sen lux phcBnomcnahs,

was produced ,—^say, rather, that which, producing itself

mto hght as the one pole or antagonist power, remamed
m the other pole as darkness, that is, gravity, or the

prmciple of mass, or wholeness without distmction of

parts

And here the pecuhar, the philosophic, genius of Greece

began its foetal throb. Here it mdmduahzed itself m
contra-distmction from the Hebrew archology, on the

one side, and from the Phcenician, on the other The
Phoenician confounded the mdistmguishable with the
absolute, the Alpha and Omega, the meffable causa sut

It confounded, I say, the multeity below mtellect, that is,

unmteUigible from defect of the subject, with the absolute

identity above all mtellect, that is, transcendmg com-
prehension by the plenitude of its excellence With the
Phoenician sages the cosmogony was their theogony and
Vice versa Hence, too, flowed their theurgic ntes, their

magic, their worsiup {cuUus et apotheosis) of the plastic

forces, chemical and vital, and these, or their notions
respecting these, formed the hidden meanmg, the soul, as
it were, of which the popular and civil worship was the
body with its drapery
The Hebrew wisdom imperatively asserts an unbegmnmg

creative One, who neither became the world
, nor is the

world eternally
,

nor made the world out of himself by
emanation, or evolution ,

—^but who willed it, and it was *

Td adfa lyhcro, /.a! iyinro xdog,

—

and this chaoS, the
eternal wfll, by the spirit and the word, or express fiat,

—

agam acting as the impregnant, distmctive, and ordonnant
power,— enabled to become a world— xo<r/4£?tr5a/ So
must it be when a rehgion, that shall preclude superstition
on the one hand, and brute mdifference on the other, is

to be true for the meditative sage, yet mteUigible, or at
least apprehensible, for all but the fools in heart
The Greek philosopheme, preserved for us m the ^schy-

lean Prometheus, stands nudway betwixt both, yet is
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distinct in kind from either With the Hebrew or purer
Semitic, it assumes an X Y Z,—(I take these letters m their

alegebraic apphcation)—an mdetermmate Elohxm, ante-

cedent to the matter of the world, uXjj axoc/jjog—^no less

than to the uX;j Y.ixoqjjnfuvri In this pomt, likewise, the
Greek accorded with the Semitic, and differed from the
Phoenician—that it held the antecedent X Y Z to be super-

sensuous and divme But on the other hand, it comcides
with the Phoenician m considenng this antecedent ground
of corporeal matter,—rSv eufidroiv xal roD eufLanxov ,—not so

properly the cause of the latter, as the occasion and the
stiU contmumg substance Matena substat adhuc The
corporeal was supposed co-essential with the antecedent of

its corporeity Matter, as distinguished from body, was a
non ens, a simple apparition, td quod mere videtur , but to

body the elder physico-theology of the Greeks allowed a
participation m entity It was spintus ipse, oppressus,

dormxens, et dtversts modts sommans In short, body was
the productive power suspended, and as it were, quenched
m the product This may be rendered plamer by reflectmg,

that, m the pure Semitic scheme there are four terms mtro-
duced m the solution of the problem, i the beginning, self-

sufiicmg, and immutable Creator , 2 the antecedent night

as the identity, or mcludmg germ, of the hght and dark-

ness, that IS, gravity
, 3 the chaos , and 4 the material

world resultmg from the powers communicated by the

divme fiat In the Phoenician scheme there are m
fact but two—a self-organizing chaos, and the ommform
nature as the result. In the Greek scheme we have three

terms, i the hyle uX?j, which holds the place of the chaos,

or the waters, in the true system
, 2 rd ediiara, answering

to the Mosaic heaven and earth , and 3 the Saturnian %/>ovo/

Ivtp'x^povioi ,
—^which answer to the antecedent darkness of

the Mosaic scheme, but to which the elder physico-theo-

logists attributed a self-polanzmg power—a natura gemma
qucB fit et factf, agtt et patitur In other words, the Elohtm
of the Greeks were stiU but a natura deorum, rh 6im, m which
a vague plurality adhered

, or if any unity was imagmed,
it was not personal—not a unity of excellence, but simply
an expression of the negative—that which was to pass, but
which had not yet passed, mto distmct form

All this will seem strange and obscure at first readmg,

—

perhaps fantastic But it will only seem so Dry and
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prolix, indeed, it is to me in the writing, full as much as it

can be to others in the attempt to understand it But I

know that, once mastered, the idea v/ill be the key to the

whole cypher of the /Eschylean mytliology ^Thc sum
stated m the terms of philosophic logic is this First, what
Moses appropriated to the chaos itself what Moses made
passive and a maicria suhjecta ct It'Cis ct Unebrarum, the

containing '-poCiiMivov of the thesis and antithesis

.

—this Oie

Greek placed antenor to the chaos ,—the chaos itself being

the struggle between the hyperchronia, the ictai '^fcvoju.ct, as

the unevolved, unproduced, prothesis, of which /ofa xa/ ro.ae;

—(idea and law)—are the thesis and antithesis (I use the

word ‘produced’ m the mathematical sense, as a point

elongating itself to a bi-polar line.) Second!}’', what Moses
establishes, not merely as a transcendant Monas, but as

an mdividual 'Ei'd? hkewise ,—this the Greek took as a

harmony, Siot dddva'-of, H 6t?ov, as distinguished from e hog

—or, to adopt the more expressive language of the Pytha-
goreans and cabahsts numen nwnerantis , and these are to

be contemplated as the identity

Now according to the Greek philosopheme or mythus, m
these, or m this identity, there arose a W'ar, schism, or
division, that is, a polarization into thesis and antithesis

In consequence of this schism in the "i the thesis be-
comes nomos, or law, and the antithesis becomes idea, but
so that the nomos is nomos, because, and only because, the
idea is idea the nomos is not idea, only because the idea
has not become nomos And this not must be heedfully
borne m mind through the whole mterpretation of this
most profound and pregnant philosopheme The nomos
IS essentially idea, but existentially it is idea, suhstans, that
IS, id quod stat subius, understanding sensu generalissimo
The idea, which now is no longer idea, has substantiated
itself, become real as opposed to idea, and is henceforward,
therefore, suhstans in substantiato The first product of its

energy is the thing itself ipsa se posuit et 'jam facta est ens
positum Still, however, its productive energy is not
exhausted m this product, but overflows, or is diluent, as
the specific forces, properties, faculties, of the product

’

It
reappears, in short, m the body, as the function of the body
As a sufhcient illustration, though it cannot be offered as a
perfect mstance, take the following

In the world we see every where evidences of a unity*
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which the component parts are so far from explaimng, that
they necessarily presuppose it as the cause and condition of

their existing as those parts, or even of their existing at all

This antecedent unity, or cause and prmciple of each union,
it has smce tJie time of Bacon and Kepler, been customary
to call a law This crocus, for mstance, or any flower the
reader may have m sight or choose to bring before his

fancy ,—that the root, stem, leaves, petals, &c cohere as

one plant, is owing to a.n antecedent power or principle in

the seed, which existed before a smgle particle of the
matters that constitute the size and visibility of the crocus
had been attracted from the surroundmg soil, air, and
moisture Shall we turn to the seed ^ Here too the same
necessity meets us, an antecedent unity (I speak not of the
parent plant, but of an agency antecedent m order of

operance, yet remammg present as the conservative and
reproductive power,) must here too be supposed Analyze
the seed with the finest tools, and let the solar microscope
come in aid of your senses,—^\vhat do you find ?—means
and instruments, a wondrous fairy-tale of nature, maga-
zmes of food, stores of various sorts, pipes, spiracles, de-

fences,—a house of many chambers, and the owner and
inhabitant mvisible ’ ^ Now, compare a plant thus con-

templated with an animal In the former, the productive
energy exhausts itself, and as it were, sleeps m the product
or orgamsmus—m its root, stem, fohage, blossoms, seed

Its balsams, gums, resms, a) oniata, and^ other bases of its

sensible qualities, are, it is well known, mere excretions

from the vegetable, eliminated, as lifeless, from the actual

plant The quahties are not its properties, but the pro-
perties, or far rather, the dispersion and volatihzation of

these extruded and rejected bases But m the animal it is

otherwise Here the antecedent unity—the productive
and self-realizing idea—strives, with partial success to re-

emancipate itself from its product, and seeks once agam to

become idea vainly mdeed for in order to this, it must
be retrogressive, and it hath subjected itself to the fates,

the evolvers of the endless thread—^to the stem necessity

of progression Idea itself it cannot become, but it may in

long and graduated process, become an unage, an ana-
logon, an anti-t}^ of idea And this tlhoiXo)! may ap-
proximate to a perfect hkeness Quod est simile, nequii

^ Aids to Reflection Moral and Religious Aphorisms Aphorism VX Ed
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esse idem Thus, in the lower animals, \\ e see this process

of emancipation commence with the intermediate link, or

that w^ch forms the transition from properties to faculties,

namely, with sensation Then the faculties of sense,

locomotion, construction, as, for instance, v.cbs, hives,

nests, &c Then the functions , as of instinct, memory,
fancy, instinctive intelligence, or understanding, as it exists

m the most intelligent animals Thus the idea (hence-

forward no more idea, but irrecoverable by its oNvn fatal

act) commences the process of its own transmutation, as

suhstans tn suhstantiato, as the eniclcchc, or the vis for-

mabix, and it finishes the process as suhslans e subsianiiaio,

that is, as the understanding
If, for the purpose of elucidating this process, I might be

allowed to imitate the symbolic language of the algebraists,

and thus to regard the successive steps of the process as so

many powers and dignities of the nomos or law, the scheme
would be represented thus —

Nomos^ = Product = Property N® = Faculty

:

= Function N®= Understanding ,

—

which IS, mdeed, m one sense, itself a nomos, masmuch as it

is the mdex of the nomos, as well as its highest function ,

but, like the hand of a watch, it is likewise a nomtzomcnon
It is a verb, but still a verb passive
On the other hand, idea is so far co-essential vith nomos,

that by its co-existence—(not confluence)—with the nomos
|y (with the oTgaiitsmus and its faculties and fimc-
tions m the man,) it becomes itself a nomos But, observe,
a nomos autonomos, or contammg its law m itself hkewise ,—even as the nomos produces for its highest product the
understanding, so the idea, m its opposition and, of course,
its correspondence to the nomos, begets m itself an analogon
to product

, and this is self-consciousness But as the
product can never become idea, so neither can the idea (if

it is to remain idea) become or generate a distmct product
This analogon of product is to be itself

, but were it mdeed
and substantially a product, it would cease to be self It
would be an ob3ect for a subject, not (as it is and must be)
an object that is its own subject, and vice versa

.

a concep-
tion which, if the uncombmmg and mfusile genius of our
language allowed it, might be expressed by the term sub-
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]ect-ob]ect Now, idea, taken m indissoluble connection
with this analogon of product is mind, that which knows
itself, and the existence of which may be mferred, but
cannot appear or become a phenomenon
By the benignity of Providence, the truths of most im-

portance in themselves, and which it most concerns us to

know, are familiar to us, even from childhood Well for us
if we do not abuse this privilege, and mistake the famili-

arity of words which convey these truths, for a clear under-
standing of the truths themselves ! If the precedmg dis-

quisition, with all its subtlety and all its obscunty, should
answer no other purpose, it will still have been neither

purposeless, nor devoid of utihty, should it only lead us to

S3mipathize with the strivmgs of the human mtellect,

awakened to the infinite importance of the mward oracle

yvu6i acavroi—and almost instinctively shaping its course

of search m conformity with the Platonic intimation —
Xoyov xaTaYorjffcii o7ti dovarhy that, avtv

rtjs roU oXov tpuatug
,
but be this as it may, the ground-

work of the ^schylean mytims is laid m the definition of

idea and law, as correlatives that mutually mterpret each
the other ,—an idea, with the adequate power of realizing

itself bemg a law, and a law considered abstractedly from,

or m the absence of, the power of mamfestmg itself in its

appropnate product bemg an idea. Whether this be true

philosophy, IS not the question The school of Aristotle

would, of course, deny, the Platonic affirm it , for m this

consists the difference of the two schools Both acknow-
ledge ideas as distinct from the mere generalizations from
objects of sense both would define an idea as an ens

raUonale, to which there can be no adequate correspondent
m sensible experience But, accordmg to Aristotle, ideas

are regulative only, and exist only as functions of the
mind —accordmg to Plato, they are constitutive hkewise,
and one m essence with the power and hfe of nature ,

—

h Koyctj i^urj xat tj rh pug ruv avOpuiruv And
this I assert,' was the philosophy of the mythic poets,

who, like jBschylus, adapted the secret doctrmes of the
mysteries as the (not always safely disguised) antidote to

the debasmg mfluences of the rehgion of the state

But to return and conclude this prehmmary explanation

We have only to substitute the term will, and the term con-
stitutive power, for nomos or law, and the process is the
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same Permit me to represent the identity or proth&sts by

the letter Z and the thesis and antithesis by X and Y re-

spectively Then I say X by not bemg Y, but in con-

sequence of bemg the correlative opposite of Y, is will

,

and Y, by not bemg X, but the correlative and opposite of

X, is nature,

—

natura naturans, po<r/jtof Hence we
may see the necessity of contemplatmg the idea now as

identical with the reason, and now as one with the will, and
now as both m one, m which last case I shall, for convem-
ence sake, employ the term Nous, the rational will, the

practical reason

We are now out of the holy ]ungle of transcendental

metaphysics , if indeed, the reader’s patience shall have
had strength and persistency enough to allow me to

exclaim

—

Ivimus ambo
Per densas umbras at tenet umbra Deum

Not that I regard the foregoing as articles of faith, or as all

true ,—

\

have unphed the contrary by contrastmg it with,

at least, by shewmg its disparateness from, the Mosaic,
which, iona jide, I do regard as the truth But I beheve
there is much, and profound, truth m it, supra captum
•^//Xocopwy, qui non agnoscuni divinum, ideoque nec naturam,
nisi nomine, agnoscunt, sed tes cunctas ex sensuali cor-

poreo cogitant, quibus hac ex causa interiora clausa maneni,
ei simul cum illis extenora qua proxima interioribus sunt >

And with no less confidence do I beheve that the positions
above given, true or false, are contamed m the Promethean
mythus

In this mythus, Jove is the unpersonated representation
or symbol of the nomos—Jupiter est quodcunque vides He
is the mens agitans molem, but at the same time, the molem
corpoream ponens ei constituens And so far the Greek
philosopheme does not differ essentially from the cosmo-
theism, or identification of God with the universe, in which
consisted the first apostacy of manlond after the flood,
when they combmed to raise a temple to the heavens, and
which IS stfll the favored rehgion of the Chmese Pro-
metheus, m like manner, is the impersonated representative
of Idea, or of the same power as Jove, but contemplated as
independent and not immersed m the product,—as law
minus the productive energy As such it is next to be
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seen what the several significances of each must or may be
according to the philosophic conception , and of which
significances, therefore, should we find m the philosopheme
a correspondent to each, we shall be entitled to assert that

such are the meanmgs of the fable And first of Jove —
Jove represents i Nomos generally, as opposed to Idea or

Nous 2 Nomos archinomos, now as the father, now as the

sovereign, and now as the mcluder and representative of

the vo/t*; evpdmi xotf/i/xo/, or dtt majous, who, had joined or

come over to Jove m the first schism 3 Nomos —
the subjugator of the spirits, of the /Sga; ff/)ove/4o/, who, thus

subjugated, became vo/u,o/ Wove'/i/o/ uTroffffovSo/, Titanes “pacah,

minores, that is, the elements considered as powers re-

duced to obedience under yet higher powers than them-
selves 4 Nomos creX/T/xos, law m the Paulme sense, vofiof

dXXo'-/!/ovo/iOf m antithesis to vo/iog avrovo/iOf

COROLLARY.

It IS m this sense that Jove’s jealous, ever-quarrelsome,

spouse represents the pohtical sacerdotal cultus, the church,

m short, of republican paganism ,—a church by law estab-

hshed for the mere purposes of the particular state, un-
ennobled by the consciousness of mstrumentahty to higher
purposes ,—at once unenhghtened and unchecked by
revelation Most gratefully ought we to acknowledge
that smce the completion of our constitution in 1688,
we may, with unflattermg truth, elucidate the spirit and
character of such a church by the contrast of the mstitution,

to which England owes the larger portion of its superiority

m that, m which alone superiority is an unmixed blessmg,
—the diffused cultivation of its mhabitants But pre-

viously to this period, I shall ofiend no enhghtened man
if I say without distmction of parties—tntra muros pec-

catur et extra ,
—^that the history of Christendom presents

us with too many illustrations of this Junonian jealousy,

this factious harassing of the sovereign power as soon as

the latter betrayed any symptoms of a disposition to

its true policy, namely, to privilege and perpetuate that
which IS best,—to tolerate the tolerable,—and to restram
none but those who would restram all, and subjugate even
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the state itself. But while truth extorts this confession,

it, at the same time, requires that it should be accompanied

by an avowal of the fact, that the spirit is a relic of Pagan-
ism ,

and with a bitter smile would an ^Bschylus or a

Plato m the shades, hsten to a Gibbon or a Hume vaunting

the mild and tolerant spirit of the state religions of ancient

Greece or Rome Here we have the sense of Jove’s m-
tngues with Europa, lo, &c whom the god, in his own
nature a general lover, had successively taken under his

protection And here, too, see the full appropnateness of

this part of the mythus, in which s5mibol fades away mto
allegory, but yet m reference to the workmg cause, as

grounded m humanity, and always existmg either actually

or potentially, and thus never ceases whoUy to be a S5mibol
or tautegory

Prometheus represents, i. sensu gene}ali, Idea -rrpovofM^,

and m this sense he is a ^sog 6/^o^vkog, a fellow-tnbesman
both of the dti majores, with Jove at their head, and of the
Titans or dit pacaU 2 He represents Idea p/Xovo/ioc,

vo,mtiix.Tng
, and m this sense the former friend and

counsellor of Jove or Nous uramus 3 Aoyoc pikdvSpwzog,

the divme humanity, the humane God, who retamed
unseen, kept back, or (m the catachrests charactenstic
of the Phoemcio-Grecian mythology) stole, a portion or
tgmcula from the hvmg spirit of law, which remamed
with the celestial gods unexpended iv rw vofLi^^isGat.

He gave that which, according to the whole analogy of
things, should have existed either as pure divmity, the
sole property and birthright of the Dit Joviales, the
Uramons, or was conceded to mfenor bemgs as a suhstaiis
in suhstantiato This spark divme Prometheus gave to
an elect, a favored anim^, not as a substans or understand-
mg, commensurate with, and confined by, the constitution
and conditions of this particular organism, but as ahqmd
superstans, liberum, non subactum, invictum, impacatum,
fj-n I'o/i/^o/iEvei' This gift, by which we are to understand
reason theoretical and practical, was therefore a vofiog

aj'-ovoiiog — unapproachable and unmodifiable by the
animal basis—that is, by the pre-existmg substans with
Its products, the animal orgamsmus with its faculties and
functions

, but yet endowed with the power of potentiat-
ing, ennobhng, and prescnbmg to, the substance ,

and
hence, therefore, a vo/toc vofiO’irtiSrig^ lex legisuada 4 By
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a transition, ordinary even m allegory, and appropriate
to mythic symbol, but especially significant m the present
case—the transition, I mean, from the giver to the gift—
the giver, m very truth, being the gift, ‘whence the soul
receives reason

, and reason is her bemg,' says our Milton
Reason is from God, and God is reason, wens ipsissima

5 Prometheus represents, ¥lows Iv avepuyir^f) — wug
aymt(s-T,c Thus contemplated, the Nous is of necessity,

powerless
, for all power, that is, productivity, or pro-

ductive energy, is in Law, that is, vo/ioc aXXorpiovo/jbos i

stfil, however, the Idea m the Law, the numerus numcrans
become voVo?, is the principle of the Law ,

and if with
Law dwells power, so with the knowledge or the Idea
scieniialts of the Law, dwells prophecy and foresight. A
perfect astronomical time-piece m relation to the motions
of the heavenly bodies, or the magnet m the manner’s
compass m relation to the magnetism of the earth, is a
sufficient illustration

6 Both vo/Mog and Idea (or Nous) are the verhum , but,
as in the former, it is verhum iiat ‘the Word of the Lord,’

— the latter it must be the verhum fiet or, ‘the Word
of the Lord in the mouth of the prophet ’ Par^ argumento,
as the knowledge is therefore not power, the power is

not knowledge The the Zsug T-ayrorparup, seeks
to learn, and, as it were, to wrest the secret, the hateful
secret, of his own fate, namely, the transitonness adherent
to all antithesis

,
for the identity or the absolute is alone

eternal This secret Jove would extort from the Nous,
or Prometheus, which is the sixth representment of
Prometheus

7 Introduce but the least of real as opposed to ideal,

the least speck of positive existence, even though it were
but the mote ui a sunbeam, mto the sciential contemplamen
or theorem, and it ceases to be science Raho desinit esse

pura raito et fit discursus, stat suhfer et fit v-ffodiriMv —
non superstat The Nous is bound to a rock, the im-
movable firmness of which is mdissolubly connected with
its barrenness, its non-productivity Were it productive
it would be Nomos

,

but it is Nous, because it is not
Nomos

1 I scarcely need saj
, that I use the word dXXoTptiSi'o/xoj as a participle active, as

exercising law on another, not as receiving law from another, though the latter is the
classic'!! force (I suppose) of the word
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8 Solitary a^art*} ey Now I say that the Nous,

notwithstanding its diversity from tlie Nonnzomcni, is

yet, relatively to their supposed original essence, "att

roTg vofii^ofjt^cvDig ravroyttfig, of the same race or tadiX^

though in another sense, namely, in relation to the cat

6tihy — the pantheistic Elohtm, it is conceived anterior

to the schism, and to the conquest and enthronization

of Jove who succeeded Hence tlie Prometheus of the

great tragedian is Othg cvyyty^g The kindred deities

come to him, some to soothe, to condole , others to give

weak, yet fnendly, counsels of submission ; others to

tempt, or insult The most prominent of the latter, and

the most odious to the impnsoned and insulated Nous,

IS Hermes, the impersonation of mterest with the entranc-

ing and serpentme Caduceus, and, as interest or motives

intervening between the reason and its immediate selt-

determmations, with the antipathies to the y6p^og auroyo>o;.

The Hermes impersonates the eloquence of cupidity, the

cajolement of power regnant , and m a larger sense,

custom, the irrational m language, ra p>jro>;xa, the

fluent, from piu—^the rhetoncal in opposition to >.070/, ra

yojjra But, primarily, the Hermes is the symbol of

mterest He is the messenger, the inter-nuncio, m the

low but expressive phrase, the go-between, to beguile

or msult And for the other visitors of Prometheus, the
elementary powers, or spints of the elements, Tttanes
pacaU, 6eo! virevofitoi, vassal potentates, and tlieir sohcita-
tions, the noblest mterpretation will be given, if I repeat
the Imes of our great contemporary poet —

Earth fills her lap with pleasures of her own

:

Yearnings she hath m her own natural kind.
And e'en with something of a mother’s mmd.
And no unworthy aim,

The homely nurse doth all she can
To make her foster-child, her inmate, ]\ran

Forget the glones he hath known
And that impenal palace whence he came —

Wordsworth,
which exquisite language is prefigured m coarser clay,
mdeed, and with a less lofty spirit, but yet excellently
in their kmd, and even more fortunately for the illustration
and ornament of the present commentary, m the fifth,

sixth, and seventh stanzas of Dr Henry More’s poem on
the Pre-existence of the Soul —
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Thus groping after our own center's near
And proper substance, we grew dark, contract.
Swallow'd up of earthly life I Ne what we were
Of old, thro^ Ignorance can we detect
Like noble babe, by fate or friends’ neglect
Left to the care of sorry salvage wight.
Grown up to manly years cannot conject
His own true parentage, nor read aright

What father him begot, what womb him biought to light

So we, as stranger mfants elsewhere bom.
Cannot divme from what sprmg we did flow

;

Ne dare these base alliances to scorn.
Nor lift ourselves a whit from hence below ;

Ne strive our parentage agam to know,
Ne dream we once of any other stock.
Since foster’d upon Rhea’s ' knees we grow.
In Satyrs’ arms with many a mow and mock

Oft danced , and hairy Pan our cradle oft hath rock’d 1

But Pan nor Rhea be our parentage 1

1

We been the offspring of the all seemg Nous, &c

To express the supersensual character of the reason, its

abstraction from sensation, we find the Prometheus arsp-Tryj,—^while m the yeammgs accompanied' with the remorse
mcident to, and only possible m consequence of the Nous
bemg, the rational, self-conscious, and therefore responsible

will, he IS yvTr! diaxvccioiMitg,

If to these contemplations we add the control and des-

potism exercised on the free reason by Jupiter in his sym-
bohcal character, as voXinxhg ,

—^by custom (Hermes)

,

by necessity, /3/a xa/ xparhg ,—by the mechanic arts and
powers, euyyinTg rip Now though they are, and which are

symbolized m Hephaistos,—we shaU see at once the pro-

priety of the title, Prometheus,

9 Nature, or Zeus as the h v»/ti/^»iu,evo(s, knows herself

only, can only come to a loiowledge of herself, in man i

And even m man, only as man is supernatural, above nature,

noetic But this knowledge man refuses to commumcate

,

that IS, the human understandmg alone is at once self-

conscious and conscious of nature And this high pre-
rogative it owes exclusively to its bemg an assessor of the

1 Rhea (from that is, the earth as the transitory, the ever-flowing nature,

the flux and sum oiphcncmena^ or objects of the outward sense, m contradistinction
from the earth as Vesta, as the firmamcntal law that sustains and disposes the apparent
world 1 The Satyrs represent the sports and appetences of the sensuous nature

capKhs)—Pan, or the total life of the earth, the presence of all in each, the
ciniversal cr^anumus of bodies and bodily energy
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reason Yet even the human understandmg in its height

of place seeks vamly to appropnate the ideas of the pure

reason, which it can only represent by tdola Here, then,

the Notts stands as Prometheus avH'^raXog.renuens—in hostile

opposition to Jupiter Inquisitor

10 Yet finally, against the obstacles and even under the

fostering influences of the Notnos, rou ibp/ifiw, a son of Jove
himself, but a descendant from lo, the mundane rehgion, as

contra-distmguished from the sacerdotal cuUus, or religion

of the state, an Alcides Liberator will anse, and the Nous
or divme prmciple m man, wiU be Prometheus iXivkpdt/jjivog

Did my hmits or time permit me to trace the persecu-

tions, wanderings, and migrations of the lo, the mundane
rehgion, through the whole map marked out by the tragic

poet, the comcidences would brmg the truth, the unarbit-

rarmess, of the preceding exposition as near to demonstra-
tion as can rationally be required on a question of history,

that must, for the greater part, be answered by combmation
of scattered facts But this part of my subject, together
with a particular exemplification of the hght which my
theory throws both on the sense and the beauty of numerous
passages of this stupendous poem, I must reserve for a
future communication

NOTES 1

V 15 (pipuyYi —‘m a coomb, or combe ’

V 17
i^(x}pLdj^€tp yhp TTOTph^ 'Kbyov% /3a/>i5

iiiupiaX^siv, as the editor confesses, is a word mtroduced in-
to the text agamst the authonty of all editions and manu-
scnpts I should prefer s^capid^ttv, notivithstanding its bemg
a acraf Xey6/Msm The tv—^seems tomy tact too free and easy
a word ,—and yet our *to tnfle with’ appears the exact
meaning

1 Wnitcn ID Bp Blomfield's edition, and communicated by Mr Cary
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SUMMARY OF AN ESSAY

ON THE FUNDAMENTAL POSITION OF THE MYSTERIES IN
RELATION TO GREEK TRAGEDY.

The Position, to the establishment of which Mr Colendge
regards his essay as the Prolegomena, is that the Greek
Tragedy stood m the same relation to the Mystenes, as
the Epic Song, and the Fme Arts to the Temple Worship,
or the Religion of the State

, that the proper function of
the Tragic Poet was under the disguise of popular super-
stitions, and usmg the popular Mythology as his stuff and
drapery to communicate so much and no more of the
doctrines preserved m the Mystenes as should counteract
the demorahzmg mfiuence of the state religion, without
disturbmg the pubhc tranquilhty, or weakening the re-

verence for the laws, or brmgmg into contempt the ancestral
and local usages and traditions on which the patriotism of

the citizens mamly rested, or that nationality in its m-
tensest form which was httle less than essential m the con-
stitution of a Greek repubhc To establish this position

it was necessary to explam the nature of these secret

doctrmes, or at least the fundamental principles of the
faith and philosophy of Elensis and Samottoace The
Samothracian Mystenes Mr Coleridge supposes to have
been of Phoenician ongin, and both tiiese and the Elensi-

nian to have retamed the rehgious behef of the more
ancient mhabitants of the Peloponnesus, pnor to their

union with the Hellenes and the Egyptian colonies that

it compnsed sundry relics and fragments of the Patn-
archal Faith, the traditions histoncal and prophetic of the
Noetic Family, though corrupted and depraved by their

combmation with the system of Pantheism, or the Worship
of the Universe as God [Jufiter est quodcunque mdes) which
Mr Colendge contends to have been the first great Apostacy
of the Ancient World But a rehgion founded on Pan-
theism, is of necessity a rehgion founded on philosophy,
te an attempt to determine the ongm of nature by the
unaided strength of the human mteHect, however unsound
and false that philosophy may have been And of this

the sacred books of the Indian Pnests afford at once proof
and mstance Again the earher the date of any philo-
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sophic scheme, the more suh'jechve will it be found—

m

other words the earhest reasoners sought in their own
minds the form, measure and substance of all other power

Abstractmg from whatever was individual and accidental,

from whatever distmguished one human mmd from

another, they fixed their attention exclusively on the char-

acters which belong to all rational beings, and which there-

fore they contemplated as mmd itself, mmd m its essence

And however averse a scholar of the present day may be to

these first-frmts of speculative thought, as metaphysics, a

Imowledge of their contents and distinctive tenets is indis-

pensable as history At all events without this knowledge
he wiU m vam attempt to understand the spirit and genius

of the arts, institutions and govermng minds of ancient

Greece The difficulty of comprehending any scheme of

opinion is proportionate to its greater or lesser unlikeness
to the pnnciples and modes of reasonmg m which our own
mmds have been formed Where the difference is so great
as almost to amount to contrariety, no clearness m the
exhibition of the scheme will remove the sense, or rather,
perhaps the sensation, of strangeness from the hearer’s
mmd Even beyond its utmost dements it will appear
obscure, unreal, visionary This difficulty the author anti-
cipates as an obstacle to the ready comprehension of the
first pnnciples of the eldest philosophy, and the esotenc
doctrmes of the Mystenes , but to the necessity of over-
commg this the only obstacle, the thoughtful inquirer must
resign himself, as the condition under which alone he may
expect to solve a senes of problems the most mterestmg of
all that the records of ancient history propose or suggest
The fundamental position of the Mystenes, Mr Coleridge

contends, consists m affirmmg that the productive powers
or laws of nature are essenti^y the same with the active
powers of the mind—m other words that mmd, or Nous,
under which term they combme the universal attributes of
reason and wiU, is a prmciple of forms or patterns, endued
with a tendency to manifest itself as such

, and that this
mmd or etemm essence exists m two modes of being
Namely, either the form and the productive power, which
gives it outward and phoenomenal reahty, are united m
equal and adequate proportions, m which case it is what
the eldest philosophers, and the modems m imitation of
them, call a laze> of nature or the form remammg the same.
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but V. ith the productive power in unequal or inadequate
proportions, whether the diminution be cficcted by the
mind's own act or original determination not to put forth
this inherent pov.cr, oi whether the posNcr have been re-

pressed, and as it were driven mvard by the violence of a
supenor force from without,—and in this case it was called
by the most Ancient School " Intelligible Number,” by a
later Scl ooi ” Idea,” or d/inu'— To this position
a second wat; added, namely, that the'form could not put
forth its productne or self-rcah^ing po\\cr without ceasing
at the same moment to exist for itself,—i e to exist, and
knoa Itself as existing The formative power was as it

were alienated from itself and absorbed m the product It

existed as an instinctive, essentially intelligential, but not
«etf-knowing, power It was law’, Jupiter, or (when con-
templated plurally) the Dn AIa]orcs. On the other hand,
to possess Its own being consciously, the form must remain
single and only inwardly productive To exist jor itself,

it must continue to exist by itself It must be an xdea

.

Dul an idea m the primary sense of the term, the sense

attached to it by the oldest Italian School and by Plato,

—

not as a synonyme of, but in contra-distmcfion from,
image, conception or notion as a true entity of all en-

tities the most actual, of all essences the most essential

Now on this Antithesis of idea and law, that is of mind
as an unproductive but self-knowing power, and of mmd
as a productive but unconscious power, the wliole religion

of pantheism as disclosed in the Mysteries turns, as on its

axis, bi-polar.

FRAGMENT OF AN ESSAY ON
TASTE 1810

The same arguments that decide the question, whether
taste has any fixed prmciples, may probably lead to a
determination of what those principles are First then,
what IS taste m its metaphorical sense, or, which will be
the easiest mode of arnving at the same solution, what
is there in the primary sense of the word, which may give
to its metaphorical meaning an import different from that
of sight or hearing, on the one hand, and of touch or
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smell on the other ? And this question seems the more

natural, because in correct language we confine beauty,

the mam subject of taste, to objects of sight and combma-
tions of sounds, and never, except sportively or by abuse

of words, spealr of a beautiful flavour, or a beautiful

scent

Now the analysis of our senses m the commonest books

of anthropology has drawn our attention to the distmction

between the perfectly organic, and the mixed senses ,

—

the first presentmg objects, as distmct from the perception ,—^the last as blending the perception with the sense of the

object Our eyes and ears—(I am not now considenng
what IS or IS not the case really, but only that of which we
are regularly conscious as appearances,) our eyes most
often appear to us perfect organs of the sentient prmciple,

and wholly m action, and our heanng so much more so

than the three other senses, and m all the ordmary exer-

tions of that sense, perhaps, equally so with the sight, that

all languages place them m one class, and express their

difierent modifications by nearly the same metaphors
The three remammg senses appear in part passive, and
combme with the perception of the outward object a
distmct sense of our own hfe Taste, therefore, as opposed
to vision and sound, will teach us to expect m its meta-
phorical use a certam reference of any given object to our
own bemg, and not merely a distmct notion of the object
as m itself, or m its mdependent properties From the
sense of touch, on the other hand, it is distmguishable by
addmg to this reference to our vital bemg some degree of
enjoyment, or the contrary,—some perceptible impulse
from pleasure or pam to complacency or dislike The
sense of smeU, mdeed, might perhaps have furnished a
metaphor of the same import with that of taste

,
but the

latter was naturally chosen by the majority of civihzed
nations on account of the greater frequency, importance,
and dignity of its employment or exertion m human nature
By taste, therefore, as apphed to the fine arts, we must

be supposed to mean an mtellectual perception of any
object blended with a distmct reference to our own sensi-
bihty of pam or pleasure, or, vvce versa, a sense of enjoy-
ment or dishke co-mstantaneously combmed with, and
appealing to proceed from, some mtellectual perception
of the object ,—^intellectual perception, I say , for other-
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wise it would be a definition of taste in its primary rather
than m its metaphorical sense Bnefly, taste is a metaphor
taken from one of our mixed senses, and applied to objects
of the more purely organic senses, and of our moral sense,

when we would imply the co-existenceof immediate personal
dishke or complacency In this definition of taste, there-
fore, IS involved the definition of fine arts, namely, as

being such the chief and discnmmative purpose of wluch
it IS to gratify the taste,—that is, not merely to connect,
but to corabme and unite, a sense of immediate pleasure
m ourselves, with the perception of external arrangement
The great question, therefore, whether taste m any one

of the fine arts has any fixed pnnciple or ideal, will find

Its solution m the ascertamment of two facts —first,

whether m every determination of the taste concerning
any work of the fine arts, the mdividual does not, with
or even against the approbation of his general judgment,
mvoluntai^y claim that all other mmds ought to thmk
and feel the same

,
whether the common expressions, T

dare say I may be wrong, but that is my particular taste
*

—are uttered as an offenng of courtesy, as a sacrifice to

the undoubted fact of our individual falhbility, or are

spoken with perfect smcenty, not only of the reason but
of the whole feehng, with the same entireness of imnd and
heart, with which we concede a right to every person to

differ from another in his preference of bodily tastes and
flavours If we should find ourselves compelled to deny
this, and to admit that, notwithstandmg the consciousness

of our habihty to error, and m spite of all those many
individual expenences which may have strengthened the

consciousness, each man does at the moment so far legislate

for all men, as to beheve of necessity that he is either nght
or wrong, and that if it be nght for him, it is umvers^y
nght,—we must then proceed to ascertain —secondly,

whether the source of these phenomena is at aU to be
found m those parts of our nature, m which each mteUect
IS representative of all,—and whether wholly, or partially.

No person of common reflection demands even m feehng,

that what tastes pleasant to him ought to produce the

same effect on all living bemgs ,
but every man does and

must expect and demand the universal acquiescence of all

inteUigent beings m every conviction of his understanding

M
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FRAGMENT OF AN ESSAY ON
BEAUTY i8i8

The only necessary, but this the absolutely necessary,

pre-requisite to a full insight into the grounds of the

beauty m the objects of sight, is—the directing of the

attention to the action of those thoughts in our own mind
which are not consciously distmguished Every man
may tmderstand this, if he will but recall the state of his

feelmgs m endeavourmg to recollect a name, which he is

quite sure that he remembers, though he cannot force

it back mto consciousness This region of unconscious

thoughts, oftentimes the more workmg the more mdistmct
they are, may, m reference to this subject, be conceived
as formmg an ascendmg scale from the most umversal
associations of motion with the functions and passions of

hfe,—as when, on passmg out of a crowded city into the
fields on a day m Jime, we describe the grass and king-
cups as noddmg their heads and dancmg m the breeze,

—

up to the half perceived, yet not fixable, resemblance of

a form to some particular object of a diverse class, which
resemblance we need only mcrease but a httle, to destroy,
or at least mjure, its beauty-enhancmg effect, and to make
it a fantastic mtrusion of the accidental and the arbitrary,
and consequently a disturbance of the beautiful This
rmght be abundantly exemplified and illustrated from the
paintings of Salvator Rosa

I am now usmg the term beauty m its most comprehen-
sive sense, as mcludmg expression and artistic mterest,—

•

that IS, I consider not only the hvmg balance, but likewise
aU the accompaniments that even by disturbmg are neces-
sary to the renewal and contmuance of the balance And
m this sense I proceed to show, that the beautiful m the
object may be referred to two elements,—^hnes and colours ,

the first belongmg to the shapely {forma, formalts, for-
mosus), and m this, to the law, and the reason and the
second, to the hvely, the free, the spontaneous, and the
s^f-justifymg As to Imes, the rectilineal arem themselves
tHe lifeless, the determmed ab extra, but still m immediate
union with the cycloidal, which are expressive of function.
Ihe curve fine is a modification of the force from without
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by the force from within, or the spontaneous These
are not arbitrary symbols, but the language of nature,
universal and intuitive, by virtue of the law by which man
IS impelled to evplain visible motions by imaginary causa-
tive powers analogous to his own acts, as the Dryads,
Hamadryads, Naiads, &c
The better way of applying these principles will be by a

bnef and rapid sketch of the history of the fine arts,—

m

which it will be found, that the beautiful in nature has been
appropriated to the works of man, ]ust in proportion as the
state of the mind m the artists themselves approached to

the subjective beauty Determine what predominance m
the minds of the men is preventive of the living balance of

excited faculties, and you will discover the exact counter-
part m the outward products Egypt is an illustration

of this Shapeliness is mtellect without freedom ,
but

colours are significant The mtroduction of the arch is not
less an epoch m the fine than m the useful arts

Order is beautiful arrangement without any purpose ad
extra ,—therefore there is a beauty of order, or order may
be contemplated exclusively as beauty
The form given m every empirical mtuition,—the stuff,

that IS, the quahty of the stuff, determmes the agreeable

but when a thing excites us to receive it m such and such a

mould, so that its exact correspondence to that mould is

what occupies themind,—this is taste or the sense of beauty
Whether dishes full of painted wood or exquisite viands
were laid out on a table m the same arrangement, would be
mdifferent to the taste, asm ladies patterns, but surely the
one is far more agreeable than the other Hence observe
the disinterestedness of all taste ,

and hence also a sensual
perfection with mtellect is occasionally possible without
moral feelmg So it may be m music and painting, but
not in poetry How far it is a real preference of the refined

to the gross pleasures, is another question, upon the sup-
position that pleasure, m some form or other, is that alone
which determines men to the objects of the former ,

—

whether experience does not show that if the latter were
equally m our power, occasioned no more trouble to enjoy,
and caused no more exhaustion of the power of enjoying
them by the enj05ment itself, we should in real practice

prefer the grosser pleasure It is not, therefore, any ex-
cellence m the quahty of the refined pleasures themselves,
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but the advantages and facilities m the means of enjoymg

them, that give them the pre-eimnence

This IS, of course, on the supposition of the absence of

all moral feehng Suppose its presence, and then there

will accrue an excellence even to the quality of the pleasures

themselves , not only, however, of the refined, but also of

the grosser kmds,—masmuch as a larger sweep of thoughts

will be associated with each enjoyment, and with each

thought will be associated a number of sensations ,
and

so, consequently, each pleasure will become more the

pleasure of the whole bemg This is one of the earthly

rewards of our being what we ought to be, but which would
be annihilated, if we attempted to be it for the sake of this

mcreased enjoyment Indeed it is a contradiction to

suppose it Yet this is the common argumenium in circulo,

m which the eudeemomsts flee and pursue

« * «

NOTES ON CHAPMAN’S HOMER,

Extract of a Letter sent with the Volume ^ 1807

Chapman I have sent in order that you might read the
Odyssey , the Ihad is fine, but less equalm the translation,
as wen as less mterestmg m itseK. What is stupidly said
of Shakspeare, is really true and appropriate of Chapman ,

mighty faults counterpoised by mighty beauties Except-
ing his quaint epithete which he affects to render hteraUy
from the Greek, a language above all others blest m the
“ happy mamage of sweet words,” and which m our lan-
guage are mere printer’s compound epithets—such as
quaSed divine -^oy-in-the-heart-of-inan-xnfusing wme, (the
undermarked is to be one word, because one sweet melli-
fluous word expresses it in Homer) ,—exceptmg this, it

has no look, no air, of a translation It is as truly an
ongmal poem as the Faery Queene,—it will give you
small idea of Homer, though a far truer one than Pope’s
epigrams, or Cowper’s cumbersome most anti-Homenc
Miltomsm For Chapman wntes and feels as a poet,—as
Homer might have wntten had he hved m England m the
reign of Queen Elizabeth In short, it is an exquisite poem,
in spite of its frequent and perverse quamtnesses and harsh-

1 Communicated throngh Mr Wordsw orth JEd
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nesses, which are, however, amply repaid by ahnost un-
exampled sweetness and beauty of language, all over spirit

and feeling In the main it is an English heroic poem, the
tale of which is borrowed from the Greek The dedication
to the Ihad is a noble copy of verses, especially those
sublime lines beginnmg,

—

O I 'tis Avondrous much
(Through nothing pnsde) that the right vcrtuous touch
Of a well %mtten soule, to vertue moves
Nor haue we soules to purpose, if their loves
Of fitting objects be not so inflam'd
How much then, were this kingdome's mame soul maim'd,
To want this great inflamer of all powers
That move in humane soules I All realmes but yours.
Are honor'd with him , and hold blest that state

That have his workes to reade and contemplate
In which, humanitie to her height is raiscie ,

WTiich all the world (yet, none enough) hath praisde.
Seas, earth, and heaven, he did m verse compnze

,

Out sung the Muses, and did equalise
Their king Apollo , being so farre from cause
Of princes light thoughts, that their gravest lawes
May finde stuffe to be fashioned by ms Imes
Through all the pompe of kingdomes still he shines

And graceth all his gracers Then let he
Your lutes, and viols, and more loftily

Make the heroiques of your Homer sung.
To drums and trumpets set his Angels tongue •

And with the prmcely sports of haukes you use.

Behold the kingly flight of his high Muse
And see how like the Phoenix she renues
Her age, and stame feathers m your sunne ,

Thousands of yeares attending , evene one
Blowmg the holy fire, and throwmg in
Their seasons, langdomes, nations that have bin
Subverted m them ,

lawes, religions, all

Offerd to change, and greedie funeral

,

Yet still your Homer lastmg, living, raigning—
and likewise the ist, the iith, and last but one, of the pre-

fatory sonnets to the Odyssey Could I have foreseen any
other speedy opportunity, I should have begged your
acceptance of the volume m a somewhat handsomer coat

,

but as it IS, it wiU better represent the sender,—to quote
from myself

—

A man disherited, m form and face,

By nature and mishap, of outward grace

Chapman in his moral heroic verse, as in this dedication

and the prefatory sonnets to his Odyssey, stands above
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Ben ] onson ,

there is more dignity, more lustre, and equal

strength , but not midway quite between him and

S Pnn« " the sonnets of Milton I do not know whether I
Henr> higher praise, m that he reminds me
of Ben Jonson with a sense of his supenor excellence, or

that he brings Milton to memory notwithstanding his in-

fenonty His moral poems are not quite out of books like

Jonson’s, nor yet do the sentiments so wholly grow up out

of his own natural habit and grandeur of thought, as m
Milton The sentiments have been attracted to him by a

natural affinity of his mtellect, and so combmed ,—but

J onson has taken them by individual and successive acts

of choice

All this and the preceding is well felt and vigorously,

though harshly, expressed, respectmg subhme poetry tn

genere

,

but in readmg Homer I look about me
©eiiicatone S-Ud ask how docs all this apply here For surely

g
the never was there plainer wntmg

, there are a

thousand charms of sun and moonbeam, npple,

and wave, and stormy biUow, but all on the surface Had
Chapman read Proclus and Porphyry ?—and did he really

beheve them,—or even that ^ey believed themselves ?

They felt the immense power of a Bible, a Shaster, a Koran
There was nonem Greece or Rome, and they tried therefore

by subtle allegorical accommodations to conjure the poem
of Homer mto the /S/jSX/oK horafdhoroy of Greelc faith

Chapman’s identification of his fate with Homer’s, and
his complete forgetfulness of the distinction between Chris-

tianity and idolatry, under the general feeling of

Dedicatone ^omc religion, IS very mteresting It is amusing
to the to observe, how famihar Chapman’s fancy has be-

come with Homer, his hfe and its circumstances,
though the very existence of any such mdividual,

at least with regard to the Iliad and the Hymns, is more
than problematic N B The rude engraving m the page
was designed by no vulgar hand It is full of spirit and
passion

I am so duU, that neither in the ongmal nor m any
translation could I ever find any wit or wise purpose m
End of tht

poem The whole humour seems to lie m the
Batrachomy- uames The frogs and mice are not frogs or mice,
omach,a.

nothing that conveys
any satire In the Greek there is much beauty of language,
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but the ]oke is very flat This is always the case in rude
ages ,—their senous vein is inimitable,—their comic low
and low indeed The psychological cause is easily stated,
and copiously exemplifiable

NOTE IN CASAUBON’S PERSIUS.

1807

There are six hundred and sixteen pages in this volume,
of which t^venty-two are text , and five hundred and
ninety-four commentary and introductory matter Yet
when I recollect, that I have the whole works of Cicero,

Livy, and Qumctihan, with many others,—the whole
works of each m a smgle volume, either thick quarto with
thin paper and small yet distmct print, or thick octavo or

duodecimo of the same character* and that they cost me
in the proportion of a shiUmg to a gumea for the same
quantity of worse matter m modem books, or editions,

—

I am a poor man, yet one whom /Sz/Sx/wv ix

Tathapiov himq Ixpari^dt feel the livehest gratitude

for the age, which produced such editions, and for the

education, which by enablmg me to understand and taste

the Greek and Latm writers, has thus put it in my power
to collect on my own shelves, for my actual use, almost all

the best books in spite of my sm^ mcome Somewhat
too I am mdebted to the ostentation of expense among
the rich, which has occasioned these cheap editions to

become so disproportionately cheap

NOTES ON BARCLAY’S ARGENIS

1803 ^

Heaven forbid that this work should not exist m its

present form and language ' Yet I cannot avoid the wish
that it had, during the reign of James I , been moulded
into an heroic poem m English octave stanza, or epic

blank verse ,—which, however, at that tune had not been
invented, and which, alas ! still remams the sole property
of the inventor, as if the Muses had given him an unevad-
able patent for it Of dramatic blank verse we have many

1 Commumcated by the Rev Derwent Coleridge.
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and vanous specimens ,—for example, Shakspeare’s as

compared with Massmger’s, both excellent in their kind —
of l5nic, and of what may be called Orphic, or philosophic,

blank verse, perfect models may be found in Wordsworth

of colloquial blank verse there are excellent, though not

perfect, examples in Cowper ,—but of epic blank verse,

since Milton, there is not one

It absolutely distresses me when I reflect that this work,

admired as it has been by great men of all ages, and lately,

I hear, by the poet Cowper, should be only not unknown
to general readers It has been translated into English

two or three times—how, I know not, VTetchedly, I doubt
not It affords matter for thought that the last transla-

tion (or rather, m all probabihty, miserable and faithless

abridgment of some former one) was given under another
name What a mournful proof of the incelebnty of this

great and amazmg work among both the public and the

people I For as Wordsworth, the greater of the two great

men of this age,—(at least, except Davy and him, I have
known, read of, heard of, no others)—for as Wordsworth
did me the honour of once observing to me, the people
and the pubhc are two distinct classes, and, as things go,

the former is likely to retam a better taste, the less it is

acted on by the latter Yet Telemachus is in every
mouth, m every schoolboy’s and schoolgirl’s hand 1 It

is awful to say of a work, like the Argenis, the style
and Latmity of which, judged (not according to classical

pedantry, which pronounces every sentence right which
cm be found m any book pnor to Boetius, however
vicious the age, or affected the author, and every
sentence wrong, however natural and beautiful, which
has been of the author’s mvn combmation, — but)
accordmg to the universal logic of thought as modified
by feeling, is equal to that of Tacitus m energy and
genuine conciseness, and is as perspicuous as that of
Livy, whilst It is free from the affectations, obscunties,
and lust to surprise of the former, and seems a sort of
antithesis to the slowness and prolixity of the latter ,

—

(this remark does not, however, impeach even the classi-
cahty of the language, which, when the freedom and

the easy motion and perfect command of the
thoughts, are considered, is truly wonderful) —of such
a work it is awful to say, that it would have been well if
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it had been wntten in English or Italian verse l Yet the
event seems to justify the notion. Alas 1 it is now too

late. What modem work, even of the size of the Paradise
Lost—much less of the Faery Queene—would be read
in the present day, or even bought or be hkely to be bought,
unless it were an instructive work, as the phrase is, like

Roscoe’s quartos of Leo X
,
or entertammg like Boswell’s

three of Dr Johnson’s conversations? It may be fairly

objected—what work of surpassing merit has given the

proof ?—Certainly, none Yet still there are ominous
kcts, sufficient, I fear, to afford a certain prophecy of its

reception, if such were produced

NOTES ON CHALMERS’S LIFE OF
SAMUEL DANIEL

The jushce of these remarks cannot be disputed, though some of

them are too figurative for sober criticism

Most genume l a figurative remark 1 If this strange

writer had any meanmg, it must be —Headly’s criticism

is just throughout, but conveyed in a style too figurative

for prose composition Chdmers’s own remarks are

wholly mistaken, too silly for any criticism, drunk or

sober, and m language too flat for any thmg In Darnel’s

Sonnets there is scarcely one good line , while his Hymen’s
Tnumph, of which Chalmers says not one word, exhibits

a continued senes of first-rate beauties m thought, passion,

and imagery, and m language and metre is so faultless,

that the style of that poem may without extravagance
be declared to be imperishable Enghsh. 1820.

BISHOP CORBET

I ALMOST wonder that the mimitable humour, and the nch
sound and propulsive movement of the verse, have not
rendered Corbet a popular poet I am convinced that a
reprint of his poems, with illustrative and chit-chat bio-

graphical notes, and cuts by Cruikshank, would take with
the pubhc uncommonly well September, 1823
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NOTES ON SELDEN'S TABLE TALK'

There is more weighty bullion sense in this book, than

I ever found m the same number of pages of any uninspired

writer.

OPINION.

Opinion and affection extremely differ I may affect a woman
best, but it does not follow I mnst think her the handsomest woman
in the world * * * Opinion is something wherein I go about
to give reason why all the world should think as I think Affection

IS a thing wherem I look after the pleasing of myself.

Good ' This IS the true difference betwixt the beautiful

and the agreeable, which Knight and the rest of that
akov have so beneficially confounded, merclncxbus

scilicet et Pluiom
O what an msight the whole of this article gives into

a vase man’s heart, who has been compelled to act with
the many, as one of the many 1 It explains Sir Thomas
More’s zeilous Romanism, &c

PARLIAJIENT.

Excellent 1 O ' to have been with Selden over his glass
of wme, makmg every accident an outlet and a vehicle
of wisdom I

POETRY.

The old poets had no other reason but this, their verse was sung
to music , otherwise it had been a senseless thing to have fettered
up themselves

No man can know all thmgs . even Selden here talks
Ignorantly Verse is m itself a music, and the natural
symbol of that union of passion with thought and pleasure,
which constitutes the essence of all poetry, as contra-
distmguished from science, and distmguished from history
civil or natural To Pope’s Essay on Man,—m short, to
whatever is mere metrical good sense and wit, the remark
apphes

Ib
Verse proves nothing but the quantity of syllables, fhey are

uot meant for logic ^

1 These Tcmrtrlcs on Selden were commtinxcatcd hy Mr Gvry j5:<f
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True, they, that is, verses, are not logic; but they

are, or ought to be, the envoys and representatives of

that vital passion, which is the practical cement of logic

,

and vithout which logic must remain mert.

NOTES ON TOM JONES ^

Manners change from generation to generation, and with
manners morals appear to change,—actually change with
some, but appear to change wth all but the abandoned
A young man of the present da}' who should act as Tom
Jones IS supposed to act at Upton, with Lady Bellaston,

&c would not be a Tom Jones ,
and a Tom Jones of the

present day, without perhaps being m the ground a better

man, would have perished rather than submit to be kept
by a harridan of fortune Therefore this novel is, and,
mdeed, pretends to be, no exemplar of conduct But, not-

withstanding all this, I do loathe the cant which can
recommend Pamela and Clarissa Harlowe as strictly moral,

though they poison the imagination of the young with con-
tmued doses of ixiict lytics, while Tom Jones is prohibited as

loose I do not speak of young women ,—but a young man
whose heart or feehngs can be injured, or even his passions

excited, by aught m tins novel, is already thoroughly
corrupt There is a cheerful, sun-shmy, breezy spirit that
prevails ever5^vhere, strongly contrasted with the close,

hot, day-dreamy contmuity of Richardson Every indis-

cretion, every immoral act, of Tom Jones, (and it must be
remembered that he is m every one taken by surprise—his

mward principles remaining firm—)
is so mstantly punished

by embarrassment and unanticipated evil consequences of

his folly, that the reader’s mmd is not left for a moment to

dwell or run not on the cnimnal mdulgence itself In
short, let the requisite allowance be made for the mcreased
refinement of our manners,—and then I dare believe that
no young man who consulted his heart and conscience only,

without advertmg to what the world would say—could
nse from the perusal of Fielding’s Tom Jones, Joseph
Andrews, or Amelia, without feehng himself a better man

,—at least, without an mtense conviction that he could not
be guilty of a base act

1 Commiuucated by Mr Gillman
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If I want a servant or mechanic, I wish to know what he

does —but of a fnend, I must know what he is And m
no vnnter is this momentous distmction so finely brought

forward as by Fielding 'We do not care what Blifil does ,

the deed, as separate from the agent, may be good or ill

,

but Bbfil IS a villam and we feel him to be so from the

very moment he, the boy Bhfil, restores Sophia’s poor

captive bird to its native and nghtful hberty.

Bookxiv ch 8

Notwithstanding the sentiment of the Roman satirist, which

denies the divinity of fortune ,
and the opimon of Seneca to the

same purpose ,
Cicero, who was, I believe, a wiser man than either

of them, expressly holds the contrary , and certain it is there are

some incidents in life so very strange and unaccountable, that it

seems to require more than human skill and foresight m producmg
them

Surely Juvenal, Seneca, and Cicero, all meant the same
thmg, namely, that there was no chance, but mstead of it

providence, either human or divme
Book XV ch 9

The rupture with Lady Bellaston

Even m the most questionable part of Tom Jones, I

cannot but think, after frequent reflection, that an addi-
tional paragraph, more fully and forcibly unfoldmg Tom
Jones’s sense of self-degradation on the discovery of the
true character of the relation m which he had stood to Lady
BeHastou, and his awakened feehng of the dignity of manly
chastity, would have removed m great measure any just
objections,—at all events relatively to Fieldmg himself,
and with regard to the state of manners m his time
Book xvi ch 5

That refined degree of Platonic affection which is absolutely
detached from the flesh, and is mdeed entirely and purely spmtui,
IS a gift confined to the female part of the creahon

, many oi whom
I have heard declare (and doubtless -with great truth) that they
would, with the utmost readiness, resign a lover to a nval, when
such resignation was proved to be necessary for the temporal
interest of such lover ^

I fimily believe that there axe men capable of such a
sacrifice, and this, without pretending to, or even admiring
or seemg any virtue m, this absolute detachment from the
flesh.
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ANOTHER SET OF NOTES ON TOM JONES

Booki ch 4

** Beyond this the country gradually rose into a ndge of wild
mountains, the tops of •which %vcre above the clouds

”

As this IS laid in Somersetshire, the clouds must have
been unusually low One would be more apt to think of

Skiddaw or Ben Nevis, than of Quantock or Mendip Hills

Book XI ch I

" Kor can the Devil receive a guest more worthy of him, nor
possibly more welcome to him than a slanderer

”

The very word Devil, Dtabolus, means a slanderer.

Book XU ch 12

" And here we will make a concession, which would not perhaps
have been expected from us , That no limited form of government
IS capable of rising to the same degree of perfection, or of pro-
ducing the same benefits to society with this Mankmd has never
been so happy, as when the greatest part of the then known world
was under the dominion of a single master , and this state of their

felicity continued under the reign of five successive Pnnces "

Strange that such a lover of pohtical hberty as Fieldmg
should have forgotten that the glanng mfamy of the Roman
morak and manners immediately on the ascent of Com-
modus prove, that even five excellent despots m suc-

cession were but a mere temporary palliative of the evils

mherent m despotism and its causes Thmk you that all

the sub-despots were Trojans and Antonines ? No

!

Rome was left as it was found by them, mcapable of

freedom
Bookxvm ch 4

Plato himself concludes his Phaedon with dcclanng, that his best
argument amounts only to raise a probability , and Cicero himself
seems rather to profess an mclmation to beheve, than any actual
belief, m the doctnnes of immortality

No ! Plato does not say so, but speaks as a philosophic
Christian would do of the best arguments of the scientific

mtellect The assurance is denved from a higher pnnaple
Tf this be Methodism Plato and Socrates were arrant
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Methodists and New Light men , but I would ask Fieldmg

what ratiocinations do more than raise a high degree of

probabihty But assuredly an histone belief is far different

from Christian fatih

No greater proof can be conceived of the strength of the

mstinctive anticipation of a future state than that it was

beheved at all by the Greek Philosophers, with their vague

and (Plato excepted) Pantheistic conception of the First

Cause S T C.

JONATHAN WILD'

Jonathan Wild is assuredly the best of aU the fictions m
which a viUam is throughout the promment character

But how impossible it is by any force of genius to create a
sustamed attractive mterest for such a ground-work, and
how the mind wearies of, and shrinks from, the more than
pamful interest, the (iicnrh, of utter depravity,—Fieldmg
himself felt and endeavoured to mitigate and remedy by
the (on all other prmciples) far too large a proportion, and
too quick recurrence, of the mterposed chapters of moral
reflection, like the chorus m the Greek tragedy,—admirable
specimens as these chapters are of profound irony and
philosophic satire Chap VI Book 2, on Hats,^—^brief as
it is, exceeds any thmg even m Swift’s LiUiput, or Tale of
the Tub How forcibly it apphes to the Whigs, Tones,
and Radicals of our own times
Whether the transposition of Fielding’s scorching wit

(as B III c XIV
)
to the mouth of his hero be objectionable

on the ground of tncredultis odi, or is to be admired as
answermg the author’s purpose by unrealizing the story,
in order to give a deeper reahty to the truths intended,—

I

must leave doubtful, yet myself mchning to the latter
Judgment 27th Feb 1832

^ Co’Timunicitcd hy Mr GiJlmaJi
* * In v/hich our hero makes a speech well erthj to be ctlehratcn , and the behaviOQX

of oou of ihc z lup, perhaps more unnatural thnu any other part of this history
’
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NOTES ON JUNIUS 1807.

Siai nomints umbra

As he never dropped the mask, so he too often used the
poisoned dagger of an assassm

Dedication to the English nation

The whole of this dedication reads like a strmg of aphor-
isms arranged m chapters, and classified by a resemblance
of subject, or a cento of pomts

Ib If an honest, and I may truly affirm a labonous, zeal for the
public service has given me any weight m your esteem, let me
exhort and conjure you never to suffer an mvasion of your political

constitution, however mmute the instance may appear, to pass by,
without a determined persevering resistance,

A longer sentence and proportionately melegant

Ib If you reflect that in the changes of admmistration which
have marked and disgraced the present reign, although your
warmest patriots have, m their turn, been invested with the law-
ful and unlawful authority of the crown, and though other reliefs

or improvements have been held forth to the people, yet that no
one man m office has ever promoted or encouraged a bill for shorten-
mg the duration ot parliaments, but that (whoever was minister)

the opposition to this measure, ever smee the septennial act passed,
has been constant and uniform on the part of government

Long, and as usual, melegant Junms cannot manage a
long sentence

, it has all the tns and outs of a snappish
figure-dance

Preface

An excellent preface, and the sentences not so snipt as m
the dedication The paragraph near the conclusion begin-
ning with " some opmion may now be expected,” &c and
enefing with “

relation between guilt and punishment,”
deserves to be quoted as a master-piece of rhetorical ratio-

cination m a series of questions that permit no answer , or
(as Junius says) carry their own answer along with them
The great art of Jumus is never to say too much, and to
avoid with equed anxiety a common-place manner, and
matter that is not common-place If ever he deviates mto
any onginahty of thought, he takes care that it shall be
such as excites surprise for its acuteness, rather than adtnira-
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tion for its profundity He takes care ? say rather that

nature took care for him It is impossible to detract from

the merit of these Letters they are suited to their purpose,

and perfect m their kmd They impel to action, not

thought Had they been profound or subtle m thought,

or majestic and sweeping m composition, they would have

been adapted for the closet of a Sydney, or for a House
of Lords such as it was in the time of Lord Bacon , but

they are plain and sensible whenever the author is in the

right, and whether right or wrong, always shrewd and
epigrammatic, and fitted for the coffee-house, the exchange,

the lobby of the House of Commons, and to be read aloud

at a pubhc meeting When connected, droppmg the forms

of connexion, desultory without abruptness or appearance
of disconnexion, epigrammatic and antithetical to excess,

sententious and personal, regardless of right or wrong, yet

weh-skilled to act the part of an honest warm-hearted man,
and even when he is m the right, saymg the truth but never
proving it, much less attempting to bottom it,—this is the
character of Junius ,—and on this character, and in the
mould of these writings must every man cast himself, who
would wish m factious times to be the important and long
remembered agent of a faction I believe that I could do
all that Junius has done, and surpass him by domg many
thmgs which he has not done for example,—by an
occasional mduction of startlmg facts, m the manner of
Tom Paine, and lively illustrations and witty applications
of good stones and appropnate anecdotes m the manner of
Horne Tooke I beheve I could do it if it were in my
nature to aim at this sort of excellence, or to be enamoured
of the fame, and immediate mfluence, which would be its

consequence and reward But it is not m my nature I
not only love truth, but I have a passion for the legitimate
investigation of truth The love of truth conjomed with a
keen delight in a strict and skilful yet impassioned argu-
mentation, is my master-passion, and to it are subordmated
even the love of hberty and all my pubhc feelmgs—and to
it whatever I labour under of vanity, ambition, and all my
mward impulses

Letter I From this Letter all the faults and excel-
lencies of Junius may be exemplified The moral and
pohtical aphorisms are just and sensible, the irony m which
his personal satire is conveyed is fine, yet always mtelhg-
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ible ; but it approaches too nearly to the nature of a sneer ;

the sentences are cautiously constructed without the forms
of connection , the he and ti every where substituted for

tlie who and witch, the sentences are short, labonously
balanced, and the antitheses stand the test of analysis much
better than Johnson's These are all excellencies m their

kmd ,—where is the defect ? In this .—there is too much
of each, and there is a defect of many tilings, the presence

of which would have been not only valuable for their own
sakes, but for the relief and vanety which they would have
given It IS observable too that every Letter adds to the

faults of these Letters, while it weakens the effect of their

beauties

L III A capital letter, addressed to a pnvate person,

and intended as a sharp reproof for intrusion Its short

sentences, its witty perversions and deductions, its ques-
tions and omissions of connectives, aU m their proper places

are dramatically good

L V For my own part, I willingly leave it to the public to
determine whether your vindication of your friend has been as able
and judicious as it w^as certainly well intended , and you, I think,

may be satisfied with the warm acknowledgments he already owes
you for makmg him the prmcipal figure in a piece in which, but for

your amicable assistance, he might have passed without particular
notice or distmction

A long sentence and, as usual, inelegant and cumbrous
This Letter is a faultless composition with exception of the
one long sentence

L VII These are the gloomy companions of a disturbed
ttnagtnahon

,

the melancholy madness of poetry, without the
inspiration

The rhyme is a fault ‘Fancy’ had been better , though
but for the rhyme, imagmation is the fitter word

Ib Such a question might perhaps discompose the gravity of

his muscles, but I believe it would little affect the tranquillity of his

conscience

A false antithesis, a mere verbal balance
,

there are far,

far too many of these However, with these few exceptions,

this Letter is a blameless composition Junius may be
safely studied as a model for letters where he truly writes

letters Those to the Duke of Grafton and others, are
small pamphlets m the form of letters
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L VIII To do justice to your Grace’s humanity, you felt for

Mac Quick as you ought to do ,
and, if you had been contented to

assist mm mdirectly, without a notorious denial of justice, or openly

msultmg the sense of the nation, you might have satisfied every

duty of political friendship, without committing the honour of your

sovereign, or hazardmg the reputation of his government.

An inelegant cluster of withouts Junms asks questions

incomparably well ,—but ne quid minis

L IX Perhaps the fair way of considering these

Letters would be as a kmd of satirical poems , the short,

and for ever balanced, sentences constitute a true metre

,

and the connexion is that of satiric poetry, a witty logic, an

association of thoughts by amusing semblances of cause

and effect, the sophistry of which the reader has an interest

m not stoppmg to detect, for it flatters his love of mischief,

and makes the sport

L XII One of J unius’s arts, and which gives me a high

notion of his genius, as a poet and satirist, is this —he
takes for granted the existence of a character that never did

and never can exist, and then employs his wit, and sur-

prises and amuses lus readers with analyzmg its mcom-
patibihties

L XIV Contmual sneer, contmual irony, all excellent,

if it were not for the ‘aU’ ,
—^but a countenance, with a

mahgnant smile m statuary fixure on it, becomes at length
an object of aversion, however beautiful the face, and how-
ever beautiful the smile We are reheved, m some measure,
from this by frequent just and well expressed moral aphor-
isms

, but then the precedmg and follo\vmg irony gives
them the appearance of proceedmg from the head, not from
the heart This objection would be less felt, when the
Letters were first published at considerable mtervals

,
but

Junius wrote for postenty
L XXIII Sneer and irony contmued with such gross

violation of good sense, as to be perfectly nonsense The
man who can address another on his most detestable vices
in a stram of cold contmual irony, is himself a wretch

L XXXV. To honour them with a determmed predilection
and confidence m exclusion of your English subjects, who placed
your family, and, m spite of treachery and rebellion, have supported
It upon the throne, is a mistake too gross even for the unsuspecting
generosity of youth

The words ‘upon the throne,’ stand unfortunately for
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the harmonious effect of the balance of 'placed' and
‘supported

'

This address to the lang is almost faultless in composi-
tion, and has been evidently tormented %vith the file But
It has fewer beauties than any other long letter of Junius ,

and it IS utterly undramatic There is notliing m the style,

the transitions, or the sentiments, which represents the
passions of a man emboldening himself to address his

sovereign personally Like a Presbytenan's prayer, you
may substitute almost every where the third for the second
person without mjury The newspaper, his closet, and
his own person were alone present to the author’s intention

and imagination Tins makes tlie composition vapid It

possesses an Isocratic correctness, when it should have had
the force and drama of an oration of Demosthenes From
this, however, the paragraph begmmng with the words ‘As
to the Scotch,' and also the last two paragraphs must be
honourably excepted They are, perhaps, the finest

passages in the whole collection.

WONDERFULNESS OF PROSE.

It has ]ust struck my feehngs that the Pherecydean ongin
of prose being granted, prose must have struck men with
greater admiration than poetry In the latter it was the
language of passion and emotion it is what they them-
selves spoke and heard m moments of exultation, mdigna-
tion, &c But to hear an evolvmg roll, or a succession

of leaves, tallr continually the language of deliberate

reason m a form of contmued preconception, of a Z already
possessed when A was being uttered,—tins must have
appeared godlike I feel mj^self in the same state, when
in the perusal of a sober, yet elevated and harmonious
succession of sentences and penods, I abstract my mmd
from the particular passage and sympathize with the
wonder of the common people, w'ho say of an eloquent
man —‘He talks like a book 1

'
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NOTES ON HERBERT'S TEMPLE AND
HARVEY'S SYNAGOGUE.

G Herbert is a true poet, but a poet sui generis, the

ments of whose poems will never be felt without a sym-

pathy with the mind and character of the man To
appreciate this volume, it is not enough that the reader

possesses a cultivated judgment, classical taste, or even

poetic sensibility, unless he be likewise a Chnshan, and
both a zealous and an orthodox, both a devout and a

devotional Christian But even this will not quite suffice

He must be an affectionate and dutiful child of tlie Church,

and from habit, conviction, and a constitutional pre-

disposition to ceremoniousness, in piety as in manners,
find her forms and ordinances aids of religion, not sources

of formahty , for religion is the element in which he hves,

and the region m which he moves
The Church, say rather the Churchmen of England, under

the two first Stuarts, has been charged with a yeammg
after the Romish foppenes, and even the papistic usurpa-
tions

,
but we shall decide more correctly, as w'ell as more

chantably, if for the Romish and papistic we substitute
the patnstic leaven There even was (natural enough
from their distmguished leammg, and knowledge of ecclesi-

astical antiqmties) an overratmg of the Church and of the
Fathers, for the first five or even six centuries

, these hues
on the Egyptian monks, “ Holy Macanus and great
Anthony ” (p 205) supply a stnkmg mstance and illustra-
tion of this

P 10

If thou be single, all thy goods and ground
Submit to love , but yet not more than all

Give one estate as one life None is bound
To work for two, who brought himself to thrall
God made me one man

, love makes me no more
Till labour come, and make my weakness score

*

I do not understand this stanza
P 41

My flesh began unto my soul m pam,
Sicknesses clave my bones, dec

Either a misprint, or a noticeable idiom of the word
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“ began ? " Yes 1 and a very beautiful idiom it is . the
first colloquy or address of the flesh

P 46
What though my body run to dust ?

Faith cleaves unto it, counting every gram,
With an exact and most particular trust,

Reserving all for flesh agam.

I find few histoncal facts so difficult of solution as the
contmuance, m Protestantism, of this anti-scriptural

superstition

P 54 Second poem on The Holy Scriptures

This verse marks that, and both do make a motion
Unto a third that ten leaves ofi doth he

The spiritual unity of the Bible= the order and connec-

tion of organic forms m which the unity of hfe is shewn,
though as widely dispersed m the world of sight as the

text

Ib

Then as dispersed herbs do watch a potion.
These three make up some Christian's destmy.

Some misprmt
P 87

Sweet Spring, full of sweet days and roses,

A box where sweets compacted he

Nest
P 92 Man

Each thing is full of duty

:

Waters united are our navigation
Distmguished, our habitation

,

Below, our drink , above, our meat
Both are our cleanliness Hath one such beauty ?

Then how are all thmgs neat I

‘Distmguished ’ I understand this but imperfectly.

Did they form an island ? and the next Imes refer perhaps
to the then behef that all fruits grow and are nourished
by water But then how is the ascendmg sap '' our clean-

liness ? " Perhaps, therefore, the rains

P 140

But he doth bid us take his blood for wine

Nay, the contrary
, take wine to be blood, and the

blood of a man who died 1800 years ago This is the faith
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which even the Church of England demands .
^ for con-

substantiation only adds a mystery to that of Transub-

stantiation, which it implies.

P 175 The Flower.

A dchcious poem
Ib

How fresh, O Lord, Ilo^' weet and clear

Art: thy returns I e’en as the flowers in spr.ng ;

To which, besides their o%vn demean
The late past frosts tributes of pleasure bring

Gncf melts away
Like sno^^ in May,

As \i there were no such cold thing

*'The late-past frosts tributes of pleasure bring”

Epitntus pnmus + Dactyl + Trochee + a long word
—syllable, which, together with the pause mterv^ening

between it and the word—trochee, equals o u o - form a

pleasmg vanety m the Pentameter Iambic vith rhymes
Ex gr

The late past frosts
|
tributes of

j
pleasure

|
bring

NB First, the difference bet\\een-o| —and an
amphimacer - u -

(
and this not always or necessarily

arising out of the latter being one word It may even
consist of three words, yet the effect be the same It is

the pause that makes the difference Secondly, the expedi-
ency, if not necessity, that the first syllable both of the
Dactyl and the Trochee should be short by quantity, and
only x= - by force of accent or position—the Epitnte being
true lengths —^Whether the last syllable be - or = - the
force of the rh5mies renders mdifferent Thus, .

1 This IS one of mv father s fftar^naha^ which I can hardly persuade mj^elfhe uould
have re written jus^ as it stands. Where does the Church of England affirm that the
vine per literally u the blood shed 1800 years ago ? The language of our Church
that we rccening these creatures of bread and wjne, 5.a ma\ be partakers of His
blessed body and blood ** that ** to such as nghUy receive the same the cup of blessing
15 a partal mg of the blood of Christ * Does not this language intmiaic, that thr blood
of Christ IS spiritually produced in the soul through a faithful reception of the appointed
symbols, rather than that the wme itself, apart from the soul, has become the blood!
In one sense, indeed, it u the blood of Chnst to the soul it may be metaphorically
tilled SO, if, by means of it, the blood is really, though spmtually, partaken More
than this is surely not affirmed in our formulanes, nor uughl by our great dninesm
genial I do not write these wo^ by way of ar£:ument, but because I cannot re print
such a note of my latlws, which has excited surprise in some of hts studious readerii,
without a protest. S C
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“ As if there were no such cold thing Had been no

such thing

P. 181
Thou who condemnest Jewish hate, &c

Call home thine eye, (that busy wanderer,)
Thai choice may be thy story*

Their choice.

P 184
Nay, thou dost make me sit and dme

E’en in my enemies* sight

Foemen's
P 201 Judgment

Almighty Judge, how shall poor wretches brook
Thy dhreadful look, &c

What others mean to do, I know not well

,

Yet I here tell,

That some will turn thee to some leaves therein
So void of sm,

That they m merit shall excel

1 should not have expected from Herbert so open an
avowal of Romanism m the article of ment In the same
spirit IS Holy Macarius, and great Anthony/' p 205 ^

P- 237 The Commumon Table

And for the matter whereof it is made.
The matter is not much.
Although it be of inch.

Or wood, or metal, what will last, or fade ;

So vanity
And superstition avoided be

^ Herbert however 'idds

‘‘But I resolve, when thou shalt call for mine,
That to decline,

And thrust a Testament into thy hand
Let that be scann d ,

There thou shalt find my faults '\re thine
"

Martin Luther himself might have penned this concluding stanza
Smee I wrote the above, a note in Mr Pickenng'seditionofHcrbert has been pointed

out to me
“ The Rev Dr Bhss has kindly furnished the following judicious remark, and which

IS proved to be correct, as the word is printed ‘heare m the first edition (1633) He
says, “ Let me take this opportunity of mentioning what a very learned and able fnend
pointed out on this note The fact is, has been misled by an error of the
press

What others mean to do, I know not well,

Yet I here tell, &c, S.c

should be kear ielU The sense is then obvious, and Herbert is not made to do that
which he was the last man in the world to have done, namely, to avow * Romanism tn
the article of merit.*

**

This suggestion once occurred to myself, and appears to be right, as it is verified ny
the first edition but at the time it seemed to me so obvious, that surely the correction
would ha^ e been made before if there had not been some reason against it SC
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Tuch rhyming to much, from the German inch, cloth, 1

never met with before, as an English word So I find plaii

for fohage m Stanley’s Hist of Philosophy, p 22

P 252 The Synagogue, by Christopher Harvey.

The Bishop

But who can show of old that ever any
Presbytenes without their bishops were
Though bishops without prtshyUrtes many, &c.

An mstance of proving too much If Bishop without

Presb B = Presb 1 e no Bishop

P. 253 The Bishop

To rule and to be ruled are disbnct.

And several duties, severally belong
To several persons

Fimctions of times, but not persons, of necessity ? Ex
Bishop to Archbishop

P 255 Church Festivals

Who loves not you, doth but in vain profess
That he loves God, or heaven, or happiness

Equally unthmkmg and unchantable ,—I approve of

them ,—^but yet remember Roman Cathohc idolatry, and
that it originated m such high-flown metaphors as ^ese

P. 255 The Sabbath, or Lord's Day

Hail Vail
Holy molly
King of days, &c To thy praise, &c

Make it sense and lose the rhyme , or make it rhyme
and lose the sense

P 258 The Nativity, or Christmas Day,

Unfold thy face, unmask thy ray,

, Shine forth, bnght sun, double the day,
Let no malignant misty fume, &c

The only poem m The Synagogue which possesses poetic
ment

,
with a few changes and additions tins would be a

stnkmg poem
Substitute the foUowmg for the fifth to the eighth Ime.

To sheath or blunt one happy ray.
That wins new splendour from the day.
This day that gives thee power to nse.
And shme on hearts as well as eyes
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This brrth-day of all souls, when first

On eyes of flesh and blood did burst
That primal great lucific light,

That rays to thee, to us gave sight.

P. 267 Whii-Sunday

Nay, startle not to hear that rushing wind.
Wherewith this place is shaken, &c

To hear at once so great variety
Of language from them come, &c

The spintual miracle was the descent of the Holy Ghost
the outward the wmd and the tongues and so St. Peter

himself explains it That each mdmdual obtamed the

power of speakmg all languages, is neither contained m,
^

nor fairly deducible from, St Luke's account.

P 269. Tnmfy Sunday

The Trmity
In Unity,
And Unity
In Tnnity,

All reason doth transcend

Most true, but not contradict Reason is to faith, as the

eye to the telescope

EXTRACT FROM A LETTER

OF S T COLERIDGE TO W COLLINS, R A

PRINTED IN THE LIFE OF COLLINS

BY HIS SON VOL I.

December. 18 rS

To feel the full force of the Christian religion it is perhaps^
necessary, for many tempers, that they should first be
made to feel, experimentally, the hollowness of human
friendship, the presumptuous emptmess of human hopes
I find more substantial comfort now in pious Geo^-ge

Herbert’s Temple, which I used to read to amuse m5?self

with lus quaintness, m short, only to laugh at, tlian m
all the poetry since the poems of Milton If you have
not read Herbert I can recommend the book to you con-
fidently The poem entitled ” The Flower ” is espeaally
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affecting, and to me such a phrase as '' and relish versing ”

expresses a smcenty and reahty, which I would unwiUmgly

exchange for the more dignified “ and once more love the

Muse,” &c and so with many other of Herbert’s homely

phrases,

NOTES ON MATHIAS’ EDITION

OF GRAY.

On a distant prospect of Eton College

Vol 1 p 9
Wanders the hoary Thames along

His silver-winding way Gray

We want, methmks, a httle treatise from some man of

flexible good sense, and well versed m the Greek poets,

especially Homer, the choral, and other lyncs, contammg
first a history of compound epithets, and then the laws

and hcenses I am not so much disposed as I used to be

to quarrel with such an epithet as “ silver-wmdmg ,
” un-

grammatical as the hyphen is, it is not wholly tUogical,

for the phrase conveys more than silvery and wmding
It gives, namely, the unity of the impression, the co-

inherence of the brightness, the motion, and the Ime of

motion
P 10

Say, Father Thames, for thou hast seen
Full many a sprightly race

Disportmg on thy margent green,
The paths of pleasure trace ,

Who foremost now delight to cleave.
With pliant arm, thy glassy wave ?

The captive linnet which enthral ?

WTiat idle progeny succeed
To chase the rollmg circle’s speed,
Or urge the flymg ball ? Gray

This IS the only stanza that appears to me very objection-
able m pomt of diction This, I must confess, is not only
falsetto throughout, but is at once harsh and feeble, and
very far the worst ten hues m all the works of Mr Gray,
English or Latm, prose or verse
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And envy wan, and faded care,^
Gnm-visaged comfortless despair,®
And sorrow’s piercmg dart ®

^ Bad m the first, ^ m the second, ^ m the last degree
P 15

The proud are taught to taste of pam Gray
There is a want of dignity—a sort of irony m this phrase

to my feeling that would be more proper m dramatic than
m lync composition
On Gray's Platomoa, vol 1 p 299 —^547
Whatever might be expected from a scholar, a gentle-

man, a man of exquisite taste, as the qumtessence of sane
and sound good sense, Mr Gray appears to me to have per-
formed The poet Plato, the orator Plato, Plato the ex-
qmsite dramatist of conversation, the seer and the painter
of character, Plato the high-bred, highly-educated, aristo-
cratic repubhcan, the man and the gentleman of quality
stands full before us from behind the curtam as Gray has
drawn it back Even so does Socrates, the social wise
old man, the practical moralist But Plato the philosopher,

the divme Plato, was not to be comprehended withm

n?
vision, or be commanded by the fixed immove-

able telescope of Mr Locke’s human understanding The
whole sweep of the best philosophic reflections of French
or English fabric m the age of our scholarly bard, was not
commensurate with the mighty orb The httle, according
to my convictions at least, the very little of proper Platon-
ism contamed in the written books of Plato, who himself,
^ an epistle, the authenticity of which there is no tenable
ground for doubtmg, as I was rejoiced to find Mr Gray
acknowledge, has declared all he had written to he sub-
stantially Socratic, and not a fair exponent of his own
tei^ts,! even this little, Mr Gray has either misconceived
or nonestlyconfessed that,as he was not one of the mitiated.
It Was utterly beyond his comprehension Finally, to

tbe explanation with which I closed the last page
hese notes and extracts,

Volsuni e vidi Plato

(ma non quel Plato)

second epistle <j>pa<rriov S-f) trot Si aCfiyfiuiv k r tnd toivards

jv ^tySfiefa "ZiioKparovt k r 'K, See also the 7th Epistle,
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Che’n quella schiera ando piti presso al segno,

A1 qual’ aggiunge, a chi dal Cielo h dato ^

ST Coleridge, 1819

P 385 Hippias Major

We learn from this dialogue in how poor a condition the art ol

reasoning on moral and abstracted subjects was before the time of

Socrates for it is impossible that Plato should mtroduce a sophist

of the first reputation for eloquence and knowledge m several

kmds, talking in a manner below the absurdity and weakness of a

child , unless he had really drawn after the life No less than
twenfy-four pages are here spent m vam, only to force it mto the

head of Hippias that there is such a thing as a general idea , and
that, before we can dispute on any subject, we should give a defim-

tion of it

Is not this, its improbabihty out of the question, contra-

dicted by the Protagoras of Plato’s own drawing ? Are
there no authors, no physicians in London at the present
moment, of “ the first reputation,” 1 e whom a certain class

cry up for m no other sense is the phrase histoncally

apphcable to Hippias, whom a Sydenham redivivus or a
new Stahl might not exhibit as pompous ignoramuses ? no
one Hippias amongst them ? But we need not flee to con-
jectures The ratiocmation assigned by Aristotle and
Plato himself to Gorgias and then to the Eleatic School, are
positive proofs that Mr Gray has mistaken the satire of an
individual for a characteristic of an age or class

May I dare whisper to the reeds without proclaimmg that
I am in the state of Midas,—^may I dare to hmt that Mr
Gray himself had not, and through the spectacles of Mr
Locke and his followers, could not have seen the difficulties

which Hippias found m a general idea, secundum Pla-
ionem ? S T C
P 386 Notes 289 Passages of Herachtus

UlStikQv b KbXkitTTos yhei (rvfilSaXetp

*Av9pd3ir(av b (ro^iLraros vpbs Qeov ttlOtjkos ^avGcrai

This latter passage is undoubtedly the origmal of that
famous thought m Pope’s Essay on Man, B 2

And shewed a Newton as we shew an ape

I remember to have met nearly the same words m one of
our elder Poets
P 390—91
That a sophist was a kind of merchant, or rather a retailer of

5 Petrarch^s Trvm/c drlla Fama^ cap, terz. y 4 6.
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food for the soul, and, like other shopkeepers, would exert his
eloquence to recommend his own goods The misfortune was, we
could not carry them off, like corporeal viands, set them by a
while, and consider them at leisure, whether they were wholesome
or not, before we tasted them that in this case we have no vessel
but the soul to receive them m, which will necessarily retam a
tincture, and perhaps, much to its prejudice, of all which is mstilled
into it.

Query, if Socrates, himself a scholar of the sophists, is

accurate, did not the change of 6 cropoc mto o 2op/(rr^g, in the
smgle case of Solon, refer to the wisdom-causmg mfluences
of his legislation ^ Mem .—to examine whether
was, or was not, more generally used at first tn malum
sensum, or rather the proper force onginally of the termina-
tion /Vr^c, atsrrig—^whether (as it is evidently verbal) it

imply a reflex or a transitive act

P. 399 ^ Afj.adtcc

This IS the true key and great moral of the dialogue, that know-
ledge alone is the source of virtue, and ignorance the source of vice ,

it was Plato’s o\vn prmciple, see Plat Epist 7 p 336
Trdyra #ca/cd TrairtP Kal pXaorrdveL /cal els varepov aToreXcI KapTrov

rots yeyyi^<ra<n viKpStaroy See also Sophist p 228 and 229, and
Euthydemus from p 278 to 281, and De Legib L 3 p 688 )

and
probably it was also the prmciple of Socrates the consequence of

it IS, that virtue may be taught, and may be acquired and that
philosophy alone can point us out the way to it

More than our word, Ignorance, is contained in the’ A/tafl/a

of Plato I, however, freely acknowledge, that this was
the point of view, from which Socrates did for the most part

contemplate moral good and evil Now and then he seems
to have taken a higher station, but soon quitted it for the

lower, more gener^y intelligible Hence the vacillation

of Socrates himself hence, too, the immediate opposition

of his disciples, Antisthenes and Anstippus But that this

was Plato’s own prmciple I exceedmgly doubt That it

was not the prmciple of Platonism, as taught by the first

Academy under Speusippus, I do not doubt at all See the

xivth Essay, p 129-39 of The Friend, vol 1 In the sense

m which ufiadiag rrdvra, Kaxd epp/^urat, x rX is maintamed
m that Essay, so and no otherwise can it be truly asserted,

and so and no otherwise did us (fiot yt &oxtT, Plato teach it
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BARRY CORNWALL!

Barry Cornwall is a poet, m& saltern pidice * and m that

sense of the term, m which I apply it to C Lamb and W.
Wordsworth There are poems of great ment, the authors

of which I should yet not feel impelled so to designate

The faults of these poems are no less thmgs of hope, than

the beauties ,
both are ]ust what they ought to be,—that

IS, now
If B C be faithful to his genius, it m due time wiU warn

him, that as poetry is the identity of all other knowledges,

so a poet cannot be a great poet, but as bemg likewise

mclusively an historian and naturalist, m the light, as well

as the hfe, of philosophy all other men’s worlds are his

chaos
Hmts obiter are —^not to permit dehcacy and exquisite-

ness to seduce mto efiemmacy Not to permit beauties by
lepetition to become mannerisms To be jealous of frag-

mentary composition,—as epicurism of genius, and apple-

pie made all of qumces Itevi, that dramatic poetry must
be poetry hid m thought and passion,—not thought or

passion disguised m the dress of poetry Lastly, to be
economic and withholdmg m similes, figures, &c They
will all find their place, sooner or later, each as the luminary
of a sphere of its mvn There can be no galaxy m poetry,
because it is language,—ergo processive,—ergo every the
smallest star must be seen singly

There are not five metrists m the kmgdom, whose works
are known by me, to whom I could have held myself allowed
to have spoken so plainly But B C is a man of gemus,
and it depends on himself—(competence protectmg him
from gnawmg or distractmg cares)—to become a rightful
poet,—that IS, a great man
Oh I for such a man worldly prudence is transfigured

mto the highest spuitual duty ! How generous is self-

mterest m him, whose true self is all that is good and hope-
ful in all ages, as far as the language of Spenser, Shakspeare,
and Milton shall become the mother-tongue <

A map of the road to Paradise, drawn in Purgatory, on
the confines of HeU, by S T C July 30, 18ig

1 Wntten m Mr Lamb $ copy of the * Dramattc Scenes.'
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ON THE MODE OF STUDYING KANT

EXTRACT FROM A LETTER OF MR COLERIDGE TO

J. GOODEN, ESQ ^

Accept my thanks for the rules of the harmony I per-
ceive that the members are chiefly merchants , but yet it

were to be wished, that such an enlargement of the society

could be brought about as,retammg all its present purposes,
might add to them the groundwork of a hbrary of northern
hterature, and by bnngmg together the many gentlemen
who are attached to it be the means of eventually makmg
both countries better acquainted with the valuable part of

each other
, especially, the Enghsh with the German, for

our most sensible men look at the German Muses through
a film of prejudice and utter misconception
With regard to philosophy, there are half a dozen thmgs,

good and bad, that in this country are so mck-named, but
m the only accurate sense of the term, there neither are,

have been, or ever will be but two essentially difierent

schools of philosophy, the Platomc, and the Anstotehan.
To the latter but with a somewhat nearer approach to the
Platomc, Emanuel Kant belonged , to the former Bacon
and Leibnitz, and, in his nper and better years, Berkeley
And to this I profess myseli an adherent

—

mhtl novum, vd
tnaudiHim audemus

,

though, as every man has a face of

his own, without being more or less than a man, so is every
true philosopher an ongmal, without ceasmg to be an
inmate of Academus or of the Lyceum But as to caution,

I wiU just teU you how I proceeded myself twenty years and
more ago, when I first felt a curiosity about Kant, and was
fuUy aware that to master his meamng, as a system, would
be a work of great labour and long time First, I asked
myself, have I the labour and the time m my power ?

Secondly, if so, and if it would be of adequate importance
to me if true, by what means can I arrive at a rational pre-

sumption for or agamst ? I mquired after aU the more
popular writmgs of Kant—^read them with delight I then

read the Prefaces of several of his systematic works, as the

Prolegomena, &c Here too every part, I understood, and

^ This letter and the following note* on Jean Paul were communicated by Mr H C
Robinson S C
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that was nearly the whole, was replete with sound and

plain, though bold and to me novel truths
,
and I followed

Socrates’ adage respectmg Herachtus all I understand is

excellent, and I am bound to presume that the rest is at

least worth the trouble of trymg whether it be not equally

so In other words, until I understand a wnter’s ignor-

ance, I presume myself ignorant of his understanding

Permit me to refer you to a chapter on this subject m my
Literary Life ^

Yet I by no means recommend to you an extension of

your philosophic researches beyond Kant In him is con-

tained all that can be learned, and as to the results, you have
a firm faith m God, the responsible WiU of Man and Im-
mortality , and Kant wiU demonstrate to you, that this

faith is acquiesced m, mdeed, nay, confirmed by the Reason
and Understanding, but grounded on Postulates authorized
and substantiated solely by the Moral Being There are
likewise mine and whether the Ideas are regulative only,
as Aristotle and Kant teach, or constitutive and actual, as

P5rthagoras and Plato, is of hvmg interest to the philo-
sopher by profession alone Both systems are equally
true, if only the former abstam from denymg universally
what is denied mdividually He, for whom Ideas are con-
stitutive, will m effect be a Platonist

, and m those for
whom they are regulative only. Platonism is but a hollow
afiectation Dryden could not have been a Platonist
Shakspeare, Milton, Dante, Michael Angelo and Rafael
could not have been other than Platomsts Lord Bacon,
who never read Plato’s works, taught pure Platonism m
his great work, the Novum Organum, and abuses his divine
predecessor for fantastic nonsense, which he had been the
first to explode Accept my best respects, &c

S T COLERIDGE
14 Jan 1814. Highgate.

1 Btoj^raphui Ltterarm, voL 1. chap xii p 24a. S C
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NOTES ON THE PALINGENESIEN OF
JEAN PAUL

’Written in the blank leaf at the beginning.

S 1st zu merken, dass die Sprache in diesem Such niclit

sey wie m gewohnlich Bette, darin der Gedankenstrom
ordentlich and chrbar hmstromt, sondem wie cm Ver-
wustung m Damm and Deicken ^

Preface, p xxxi

Two Revolutions, the Galhcan, which sacrifices the individuals
to the Idea or to the State, and in time of need, even the latter
themselves ,—and the Kantian-Moralist (Kantisch-Morahsche),
which abandons the affection of human Love altogether, because it

can so little be described as merit , these draw and station us
forlorn human creatures ever further and more lonesomely one
from another, each on a frosty umnhabited island nay the Galhcan
which excites and arms feelings agamst feelings, does it less tham
the Critical, which teaches us to disarm and to dispense with them
altogether , and which neither allows Love to pass for the sprmg of
virtue, nor virtue for the source of Love ^ Transl

But surely Kant’s aim was not to give a full Sittenlehre,

or system of practical material mor^ty, but the a 'priori

form

—

Ethice formalis which was then a most necessary

work, and the only mode of queUmg at once both Necessi-

tarians and Meritmongers, and the idol common to both,

Eudsemonism If his followers have stood still m lazy
adoration, mstead of foUowmg up the road thus opened out

to them, it IS their fault not Kant’s.

S T C

1 It IS observable that the language in this booh Is not as In an ordinary channel,

wherein the stream of thought flows on m a seemly and regular manner, hut like a
violent flood rushing against dyke and mole

2 Zwei Revoluzionen, dih galhsche, welche der Idee oder dem Staate die Individuen,
and im Nothsal di^scn selber opfert, und die kantisch moraUschc, welche den Affekt
der Menschenliebe liegen iSaset, well cr so wenig wie Verdicnste gebotcn werdcn kan,
dtcse Ziehen und stellen uns verlaisene Menschen immer welter und emsamer aus
cinander, jcden nur auf ein frostigcs unbewohntes Eiland , ja die galhsche, die nor
Gcfuhle gegen Gcfiihle bewafnet und aufhezt, thut es weniger als diekntische, die sic

entwafnen und entbehren lehrt, und die weder die Liibe als Quelle dcr Tugcnd noch
diisc als Quelle \on jener geltcn lassen kan
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He was one who with long and large arm still collected

precious armfuls m whatever direction he pressed fonvard,

yet still took up so much more than he could keep together,

that those who followed him gleaned more from his

contmual droppmgs than he himself brought home ,

—

nay, made stately com-ncks therewith, while the reaper

himself was still seen only with a struttmg armful of

newly-cut sheaves But I should mismform you grossly

if I left you to mfer that his collections were a heap of

mcoherent miscellanea No ' the very contrary Their

variety, conjomed with the too great coherency, the too

great both desire and power of referrmg themm systematic,

nay, genetic subordmation, was that which rendered his

schemes gigantic and impracticable, as an author, and his

conversation less mstructive as a man Auditorem tnopein

Ipsa copia feat—^Too much was given, all so weighty and

bnlhant as to preclude a chance of its being all received,

so that it not seldom passed over the hearer’s mmd like

a roar of many waters.
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THE FIRST LECTURE.

I CANNOT avoid the acknowledgment of the dijBSciilty of

the task I have undertaken
,

yet I have undertaken it

voluntarily, and I shall discharge it to the best of my
abilities, requestmg tiiose who hear me to allow for de-
ficiencies, and to bear m mind the wide extent of my
subject The field is almost boundless as the sea, yet
full of beauty and variety as the land I feel in some
sort oppressed by abundance ,

tnopem me copia feat
What I most rely upon is your sympathy , and, as I

proceed, I trust that I shall mterest you sympathy and
interest are to a lecturer like the sun and the showers to

nature—absolutely necessary to the production of blossoms
and fruit

May I venture to observe that my own hfe has been
employed more m readmg and conversation—m collecting

and reflecting, than m prmtmg and publishing ,
for I never

felt the desire, so often experienced by others, of becoming
an author It was accident made me an author in the

first mstance I was called a poet almost before I knew
I could wnte poetry In what I have to offer I shall

speak freely, whether of myself or of my contemporaries,

when it IS necessary conscious superiority, if mdeed it

be superior, need not fear to have its self-love or its pnde
wounded

, and contempt, the most absurd and debasing
feeling that can actuate the human mind, must be far

below the sphere m which lofty mtellects hve and move
and have their being
On the first exammation of a work, especially a work

of fiction and fancy, it is nght to inquire to what feeling

or passion it addresses itself—to the benevolent, or to

the vmdictive ? whether it is calculated to excite emula-
tion, or to produce envy, under the common mask of

scorn ^ and, m the next place, whether the pleasure we
receive from it has a tendency to keep us good, to make
us better, or to reward us for bemg good

389
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It wiU be expected of me, as my prospectus indicates,

that I should say somethmg of the causes of false criticism,

particularly as regards poetry, though I do not mean
to confine myself to that only m domg so, it will be

necessary for me to pomt out some of the obstacles which

impede, and possibly prevent, the formation of a correct

judgment These are either

—

1 Accidental causes, arismg out of the particular

circumstances of the age m which we live
,

or

—

2 Permanent causes, flowmg out of the general pnn-
ciples of our nature
Under the first head, accidental causes, may be classed

—I The events that have occurred m our own day, which,

from their importance alone, have created a world of

readers 2 The practice of pubhc speakmg, which
encourages a too great desire to be understood at once,

and at the first blush 3 The prevalence of reviews,

magazines, newspapers, novels, &c
Of the last, and of the perusal of them, I ivill run the

risk of asserting, that where the reading of novels prevails

as a habit, it occasions in time the entire destruction
of the powers of the mmd it is such an utter loss to the
reader, that it is not so much to be called pass-time as
kill-time It conveys no trustworthy information as
to facts

, it produces no improvement of the mtellect,
but fills the mind with a mawkish and morbid sensibility,
which is directly hostile to the cultivation, mvigoration,
and enlargement of the nobler faculties of the under-
standmg

Reviews are generally pernicious, because the writers
determine without reference to fixed principles—because
reviews are usually filled with personalities

, and, above
all, because they teach people rather to judge than to
consider, to decide than to reflect thus they encourage
superficiality, and induce the thoughtless and the idle to
adopt sentiments conveyed under the authoritative We,
and not, by the working and subsequent clearing of their
own imnds, to form just ongmal opinions In older times
writers were looked up to almost as mtermediate beings,
between angels and men

, afterwards they were regarded
as venerable and, perhaps, mspired teachers

, subsequently
they descended to the level of learned and instructive
friends

, but in modem days they are deemed culprits
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more than benefactors as culprits they are brought
to the bar of self-erected and self-satisfied tribunals If

a person be now seen reading a new book, the most usual
question is

—
“ What trash have you there ? ” I admit

that there is some reason for this difference m the estimate

,

for m these times, if a man fail as a tailor, or a shoe-
maker, and can read and wnte correctly (for spelling is

still of some consequence) he becomes an author ^

The cr5ung sm of modem criticism is that it is over-

loaded with personahty If an author commit an error,

there is no wish to set him nght for the sake of trath,

but for the sake of triumph—that the reviewer may show
how much wiser, or how much abler he is than the writer

Reviewers are usually people who would have been poets,

historians, biographers, &c ,
if they could they have

tned their talents at one or at the other, and have
failed , therefore they turn critics, and, hke the Roman
emperor, a critic most hates those who excel m the particu-

lar departmentm which he, the critic, has notoriously been
defeated This is an age of personahty and political

gossip, when insects, as in ancient Egypt, are worshipped
m proportion to the venom of their stmgs—^when poems,
and especially satires, are valued according to the number
of living names they contam

,
and where the notes, how-

ever, have this comparative excellence, that they are

generally more poetical and pomted than the text This

style of criticism is at the present moment one of the

chief piUars of the Scotch professorial court ,
and, as to

personahty in poems, I remember to have once seen an

epic advertised, and strongly recommended, because it con-

tamed more than a hundred names of hvmg characters

How derogatory, how degradmg, this is to true poetry

I need not say A very wise writer has maintamed that

there is more difference between one man and another,

than between man and a beast I can conceive of no
lower state of human existence than that of a being who,
msensible to the beauties of poetry himself, endeavours to

reduce others to his own level What Hooker so eloquently

claims for law I say of poetry
—

" Her seat is the bosom
of God, her voice the harmony of the world ,

all things

1 Here nt> ^bonh'xnd note informs me tint Colcndge made a quotation from Jeremy
Tailor, but from whit work, or of what import, docs not appear He observed thit

“although Jeremy Tailor wrote onl> in prose, according to some defiDitions of poe ry

he might be considered one of our noblest poets.*—J P
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in heaven and on earth do her homage ” It is the language

of heaven, and m the exquisite delight we derive from

poetry we have, as it were, a type, a foretaste, and a

prophecy of the ]oys of heaven
Another cause of false criticism is the greater punty

of morality m the present age, compared even with the

last Our notions upon this subject are sometimes earned

to excess, particularly among those who m prmt affect to

enforce the value of a high standard Far be it from me
to depreciate that value , but let me ask, who now wiU

venture to read a number of the Spectator, or of tlie

Tatler, to his wife and daughters, without first exammmg
it to make sure that it contains no word which might, m
our day, offend the dehcacy of female ears, and shock

femmme susceptibihty ? Even our theatres, the repre-

sentations at which usually reflect the morals of the

period, have taken a sort of domestic turn, and while the

performances at them may be said, m some sense, to

improve the heart, there is no doubt that they vitiate the

taste The effect is bad, however good the cause
Attempts have been made to compose and adapt systems

of education
,
but it appears to me somethmg hke putting

Greek and Latm grammars mto the hands of boys, before
tbey understand a word of Greek or Latm These grammars
contam mstructions on all the mmutis and refinements of

language, but of what use are they to persons who do not
comprehend the first rudiments ? Why are you to furmsh
the means of judgmg, before you give the capacity to judged
These seem to me to be among the prmcipal accidental
causes of false cnticism
Among the permanent causes, I may notice

—

First, the great pleasure we feelm being told of the know-
ledge we possess, rather than of the ignorance we suffer
Let it be our first duty to teach thmkmg, and then what to
thmk about You cannot expect a person to be able to go
through the arduous process of thmkmg, who has never
exercised his faculties In the Alps we see the chamois
hunter ascend the most perilous precipices without danger,
and leap from crag to crag over vast chasms without dread
or difficulty, and who but a fool, if unpractised, would
attempt to follow him ? it is not mtrepidity alone that is

necessary, but he who would imitate the hunter must have
gone through the same process for the acquisition of
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strength, skill, and knowledge he must exert, and be
capable of exerting, the same muscular energies, and dis-

play the same perseverance and courage, or all his efforts

will be worse than fruitless they will lead not only to

disappomtment, but to destruction Systems have been
mvented with the avowed object of teaching people how to
think

, but m my opinion the proper title for such a work
ought to be ''The Art of teachmg how to think without
thmkmg ” Nobody endeavours to mstruct a man how to

leap, until he has first given him vigour and elasticity

Nothmg IS more essential—nothing can be more im-
portant, than m every possible way to cultivate and im-
prove the tlunking powers the mind as much requires

exercise as the body, and no man can fuUy and adequately
discharge the duties of whatever station he is placed in

without the power of thought I do not, of course, say
that a man may not get through life without much thmkmg,
or much power of thought ,

but if he be a carpenter, with-
out thought a carpenter he must remam if he be a weaver,
without thought a weaver he must remam—On man God
has not only bestowed gifts, but the power of giving he
is not a creature bom but to five and die he has had
faculties communicated to him, which, if he do his duty, he
is bound to communicate and make beneficial to others

Man, in a secondary sense, may be looked upon in part as

his own creator, for by the improvement of the faculties

bestowed upon him by God, he not only enlarges them, but
may be said to brmg new ones mto existence The
Almighty has thus condescended to communicate to man,
m a high state of moral cultivation, a portion of his own
great attributes
A second permanent cause of false criticism is connected

with the habit of not taking the trouble to think it is the

custom which some people have estabhshed of judging of

books by books—Hence to such the use and value of

reviews ^Vhy has nature given limbs, if the}^ are not to be
applied to motion and action ,

why abilities, if tliey are to

he asleep, while we avail ourselves of the eyes, ears, and
undeistandings of others ^ As men often employ ser^^ants,

to spare them the nuisance of rising from their seats and
walking across a room, so men emplo}^ reviews in order to

save themselves the trouble of exercising theu own powers
of judging it IS only mental slothfulness and sluggishness
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that induce so many to adopt, and take for granted the

opimons of others

I may illustrate this moral imbecihty by a case which

came withm my own knowledge A friend of mme had

seen it stated somewhere, or had heard it said, that Shak-

speare had not made Constance, m “ Kmg John,” speak

the language of nature, when she exclaims on the loss of

Arthur,

“ Gnef fills the room up of my absent child,

Lies m his bed, walks up and doivn with me ;

Puts on his pretty loofa, repeats his words.
Remembers me of all his gracious parts.

Staffs out his vacant garments with his form •

Then have I reason to be fond of gnef ”

King John, Act lu , Scene 4.

Withm three months after he had repeated the opinion
(not thmkmg for himself) that these Imes were out of

nature, my fnend died I called upon his mother, an
affectionate, but ignorant woman, who had scarcely heard
the name of Shakspeare, much less read any of his plays
Like Phihp, I endeavoured to console her, and among other
things I told her, m the anguish of her sorrow, that she
seemed to be as fond of gnef as she had been of her son
What was her reply ? Almost a prose parody on the
very language of Shakspeare—the same thoughts m nearly
the same words, but with a different arrangement An
attestation like this is worth a thousand cnticisms
As a third permanent cause of false cnticism we may

notice the vague use of terms And here I may take the
hberty of impressmg upon my hearers, the fitness, if not
the necessity, of employmg the most appropnate words
and expressions, even m common conversation, and m the
ordmary transactions of life If you want a substantive
do not take the first that comes mto your head, but that
which most distmctly and pecuharly conveys your mean-
mg if an adjective, remember the grammatical use of
that part of speech, and be careful that it expresses some
quahty in the substantive that you wish to impress upon
your hearer Reflect for a moment on the vague and
uncertam manner m which the word ” taste ” has been
often employed

, and how such epithets as ” sublune,”
“majestic,” “grand,” “ stnkmg,” “picturesque,” &c

,
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have been misapphed, and how they have been used on the
most unworthy and mappropriate occasions

I was one day admiring one of the falls of the Clyde

,

and ruminatmg upon what descriptive term could be most
fitly apphed to it, I came to the conclusion that the epithet
" majestic ” was the most appropriate While I was still

contemplatmg the scene a gentleman and a lady came up,
neither of whose faces bore much of the stamp of superior

mtelhgence, and the first words the gentleman uttered
were “

It is very majestic ” I was pleased to find such a
confirmation of my opinion, and I complimented the

spectator upon the choice of his epithet, sajnng that he had
used the best word that could have been selected from our
language “ Yes, sir,” rephed the gentleman, “ I say it is

very majestic it is sublime, it is beautiful, it is grand, it is

picturesque ”—“ Ay ”
(added the lady), “ it is the prettiest

thing I ever saw ” I own that I was not a little dis-

concerted
You will see, by the terms of my prospectus, that I

mtend my lectures to be, not only “ in illustration of the

principles of poetry,” but to include a statement of the

apphcation of those pnnciples, “ as grounds of criticism

on the most popular works of later Enghsh poets, those

of the hvmg included ” If I had thought this task pre-

sumptuous on my part, I should not have voluntarily

undertaken it
,

and m exammmg the merits, whether
positive or comparative, of my contemporaries, I shall

dismiss all feehngs and associations which might lead me
from the formation of a nght estimate I shall give talent

and gemus its due praise, and only bestow censure where,

as it seems to me, truth and justice demand it I shall,

of course, carefully avoid fallmg into that S5^tem of false

criticism, which I condemn m others
,

and, above all,

whether I speak of those whom I know, or of those whom
I do not know, of friends or of enemies, of the dead or of the

hvmg, my great aim will be to be stnctly impartial No
man can truly apply prmciples, who displays the slightest

bias m the apphcation of them ,
and I shall have much

greater pleasure in pomtmg out the good, than in exposmg
the bad I fear no accusation of arrogance from the

amiable and the wise I shall pity the weak, and despise

the malevolent

END OF THE FIRST LECTURE
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THE SECOND LECTURE.

Readers may be divided mto four classes

1 Sponges, who absorb all they read, and return it

nearly m the same state, only a httle dirtied

2 Sand-glasses, who retam nothmg, and are content to

get through a book for the sake of gettmg through the

tune

3 Stram-bags, who retam merely the dregs of what

they read

4 Mogul diamonds, equally rare and valuable, who
profit by what they read, and enable others to profit by
it also ^

I adverted m my last lecture to the prevailmg laxity m
the use of terms this is the prmcipal complamt to which
the modems are exposed , but it is a gnevous one, inas-

much as it mevitably tends to the misapphcation of words,

and to the corruption of language I mentioned the word
“ taste,” but the remark applies not merely to substantives

and adjectives, to thmgs and their epithets, but to verbs
thus, how frequently is the verb “ mdorsed ” stramed
from its true signification, as given by Milton m the ex-

pression
—

" And elephants mdorsed with towers ” Again
” virtue ” has been equally perverted ongmally it

signified merely strength , it then became strength of

mind and valour, and it has now been changed to the
class term for moral excellence ^ m all its various species
I only mtroduce these as mstances by the way, and nothmg
could be easier than to multiply them

1 In Notes and Queries, ' July 22, 1854, I quoted this four fold division of readers ,

and in a friendly letter to me, the Rev S K Maitland pointed out the following
passage m the Mishna {Cap Pairtw

, v § 15), which Coleridge clearly had Un his
mind, but to which my shorthand note does not state that he referred It is very
possible that I did not catch the reference

, but more probable that he omitted it,

thinking it not necessary, in an extemporaneous lecture, to quote chapter and verse for
whatever he delivered Had Coleridge previously written, or subsequently printed,
his Lectures, he ^^ould, most likely, not have omitted the information —

‘‘Quadruplices conditiones (invcniunt) in his qui sedent coram sapientibus <audiendi
causa) \idelicet conditio ;^ongKc, clepsydras, sacci fecmacei et cribri Spongia
sugendo ittrahit omnia. Clepsydra, quod ex una parte attrahu, ex altera rursuni
effundit Saccus fecinaceub effundit vinum, et colhgit feces Cribrum cmittit
fannam, et colhgit similam ’ —J P C

^ M> shorthand note of this part of the sentence strongly illustrates the point
advened to in the Preface, viz , how easy it is for a person, somewhat mechanically
tal mg down words uttered vtza vcce, to mishear what is said I am confident that
Colcndgcs words were ** moral excellence''—there cannot be a doubt about it—but
in mv note it stands '' t* edern excellence.” My ear deceived me, and I thought he
said medem^ wnen in fact he said moral ”—J P C
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At the same time, while I recommend precision both

of thought and expression, I am far from advocating a
pedantic niceness m the choice of language such a course
would only render conversation stiff and stilted Dr
Johnson used to say that in the most unrestramed dis-

course he always sought for the properest word,—that
w'hich best and most exactly conveyed his meaning to a
certain point he was nght, but because he earned it too
far, he was often laborious where he ought to have been
light, and formed where he ought to have been familiar

Men ought to endeavour to distinguish subtilely, that they
may be able afterwards to assimilate truly

I have often heard the question put whether Pope
is a great poet, and it has been warmly debated on both
sides, some positively maintaining the affirmative, and
others dogmatically insisting upon the negative

,
but it

never occurred to either party to make the necessary
preliminary mquiry—^Vhat is meant by the words “ poet

"

and " poetry ? ” Poetry is not merely invention if

it were, Gulliver's Travels would be poetry
,
and before

you can arrive at a decision of the question, as to Pope’s
claim, it IS absolutely necessary to ascertam what people
mtend by the words they use Harmonious versification

no more makes poetry than mere invention makes a poet

,

and to both these requisites there is much besides to be
added In morals, pohtics, and philosophy no useful

discussion can be entered upon, unless we begm by ex-

plaming and understanding the terms we employ It is

therefore requisite that I should State to you what I mean
by the word “ poetry,” before I commence any considera-

tion of the comparative merits of those who are popularly

called ” poets
”

Words are used m two ways —
1 In a sense that composes everythmg called by that

name For instance, the woids " poetry ” and *' sense
”

are employed m this manner, when we say that such a
fine is bad poetry or bad sense, when m truth it is neither

poetry nor sense If it be bad poetry, it is not poetry , if

it be bad sense, it is not sense The same of ” metre ”

bad metre is not metre
2 In a philosophic sense, which must mclude a defini-

tion of what is essential to the thing Nobody means
mere metre by poetry , so, mere rhyme is not poetry
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Something more is required, and what is that somethmg ?

It IS not wit, because we may have wit where we never

dream of poetry Is it the ]ust observation of human
hfe ? Is it a peculiar and a fehcitous selection of words ^

This, mdeed, would come nearer to the taste of the present

age, when sound is preferred to sense ,
but I am happy

to think that this taste is not hkely to last long

The Greeks and Romans, m the best penod of their

hterature, knew nothmg of any such taste High-flown

epithets and violent metaphors, conveyed m mflated

language, is not poetry Simphcity is indispensable, and

m Catullus it is often impossible that more simple language

could be used ,
there is scarcely a word or a hne, which a

lamenting mother m a cottage might not have employed ^

That I may be clearly understood, I %viU venture to give

the followmg defimtion of poetry
It IS an art (or whatever better term our language may

afford) of representmg, m words, external nature and
human thoughts and afiections, both relatively to human
affections, by the production of as much immediate
pleasure m parts, as is compatible with the largest sum
of pleasure m the whole

Or, to vary the words, m order to make the abstract
idea more mteUigible —

It IS the art of communicatmg whatever we wish to

communicate, so as both to express and produce excite-

ment, but for the purpose of immediate pleasure ,
and

each part is fitted to afford as much pleasure, as is com-
patible with the largest sum m the whole
You wiU naturally ask my reasons for this definition of

poetry, and they are these —
“ It IS a representation of nature ,

” but that is not
enough the anatomist and the topographer give repre-
sentations of nature , therefore I add

“ And of the human thoughts and affections ” Here
the metaphysician mterferes here our best novelists
mterfere hkevuse,—exceptmg that the latter describe
with more mmuteness, accuracy, and truth, than is con-
sistent with poetry Consequently I subjoin

“ It must be relative to the human affections ” Here
It appears by my shorthand note that Coleridge here named some particular poem

by Catullus
, but what it was is not stated, a blank, having been left for the title. It

would not be difhcult to fill the chasni speculatively . but I prefer to ci' e mv memo
randum as u stands.—J PC j
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my chief point of difference is with the novel-writer, the
histonan, and all those who describe not only nature, and
the human affections, but relatively to the human affec-

tions therefore I must add
“ And it must be done for the purpose of immediate

pleasure ” In poetry the general good is to be accom-
plished through the pleasure, and if the poet do not do
that, he ceases to be a poet to him to whom he gives it

not StiH, it IS not enough, because we may point out
many prose wnters to whom the whole of the definition

hitherto furnished would apply I add, therefore, that it

IS not only for the purpose of immediate pleasure, but

—

“ The work must be so constructed as to produce in

each part that highest quantity of pleasure, or a high

quantity of pleasure ” There metre introduces its claim,

where the feehng calls for it Our language gives to

expression a certain measure, and will, m a strong state

of passion, admit of scansion from the very mouth The
very assumption that we are reading the work of a poet

supposes that he is m a contmuous state of excitement

,

and thereby arises a language m prose unnatural, but in

poetry natural
There is one error which ought to be peculiarly guarded

agamst, which young poets are apt to fall mto, and which
old poets commit, from bemg no poets, but desirous of the

end which true poets seek to attain No I revoke the

words
, they are not desirous of that of which their httle

minds can have no ]ust conception They have no desire

of fame—that glorious immortahty of true greatness

—

" That lives and spreads aloft by those pure eyes,

And perfect witness of all judging Jove ,

”

Milton’s Lyctdas

but they struggle for reputation, that echo of an echo, in

whose very etymon its signification is contained Into

this error the author of “ The Botanic Garden ” has fallen,

through the whole of which work, I ^vlll venture to assert,

there are not twenty images described as a man would
describe them m a state of excitement The poem is

wntten with all the tawdry industry of a milhner anxious

to dress up a doll m silks and satms Dr Danvm laboured

to make his style fine and gaudy, by accumulating and
applying all the sonorous and handsome-looking words
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m our language Tins is not poetry, and I subjoin to my
definition

—

That a true poem must give “ as much pleasure m each

part as is compatible with the greatest sum of pleasure m
the whole ” We must not look to parts merely, but to the

whole, and to the effect of that whole In reading Milton,

for mstance, scarcely a line can be pointed out uhich,

critically examined, could be called in itself good the

poet would not have attempted to produce merely what

is m general understood by a good line
,
he sought to pro-

duce glorious paragraphs and systems of harmony, or, as

he himself expresses it,

“ Many a winding bout
Of linked sweetness long drawn out.”

VAU'gro

Such, therefore, as I have now defined it, I shall consider

the sense of the word “ Poetry ” pleasurable excitement
is its ongm and object

,
pleasure is the magic circle out

of which the poet must not dare to tread. Part of my
definition, you will be aware, would apply equally to the

arts of pamting and music, as to poetry
,
but to the last

are added words and metre, so that my definition is stnctly
and logically applicable to poetry, and to poetry only,

which produces dehght, the parent of so many virtues

When I was m Italy, a fnend of mine, who pursued pamting
almost with the enthusiasm of madness, behevmg it

supenor to every other art, heard the definition I have
given, acknowledged its correctness, and admitted the
pre-emmence of poetry

I never shall forget, when in Rome, the acute sensation
of pain I expenenced on beholdmg the frescoes of Raphael
and Michael Angelo, and on refiectmg that they were m-
debted for their preservation solely to the durable matenal
upon which they were pamted There they are, the per-
manent monuments (permanent as long as walls and
plaster last) of genius and skiU, while many others of their
mighty works have become the spoils of msatiate avarice,
or the victims of wanton barbarism How grateful ought
mankind to be, that so many of the great hterary produc-
tions of antiquity have come down to us—that the works
of Homer, Euchd, and Plato, have been preserved—^while

we possess those of Bacon, Newton. Milton, Shakspeare,
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and of so many other hvmg-dead men of our own island
These, fortunately, may be considered indestructible
they shall remam to us tdl the end of time itself—till time,
m the words of a great poet of the age of Shakspeare, has
thrown his last dart at death, and shall himself submit to
the final and mevitable destruction of all created matter ^

A second irruption of the Goths and Vandals could not
now endanger their existence, secured as they are by the
wonders of modem mvention, and by the affectionate

admiration of myriads of human bemgs It is as nearly
two centuries as possible smce Shakspeare ceased to write,

but when shall he cease to be read ^ When shall he cease
to give hght and dehght ^ Yet even at this moment he is

only receivmg the first-fraits of that glory, which must
contmue to augment as long as our language is spoken
Enghsh has given immortahty to him, and he has given
immortahty to English Shakspeare can never die, and
the languagem which he wrote must with him hve for ever

Yet, m spite of all this, some prejudices have attached
themselves to the name of our illustnous countryman,
which it wiU be necessary for me first to endeavour to over-

come On the contment, we may remark, the works of

Shakspeare are honoured m a double way—by the admira-
tion of the Germans, and by the contempt of the French
Among other pomts of objection taken by the French,

perhaps, the most noticeable is, that he has not observed
the sacred unities, so hallowed by the practice of then own
extoUed tiagedians They hold, of course after Corneille

and Racme, that Sophocles is the most perfect model for

tragedy, and Aristotle its most infallible censor
, and that

as Hamlet, Lear, Macbeth, and other dramas by Shakspeare
are not framed upon that model, and consequently not
subject to the same laws, they mamtam (not havmg im-
partiality enough to question the model, or to deny the
rules of the Stagmte) that Shakspeare was a sort of

irregular genius—that he is now and then tasteful and
touching, but generally incorrect

,
and, m short, that he

^ Alluding, ofcourse, to Ben Jonson’s epitaph on the Countess of Pembroke
** Underneath this sable herse

» Lies the subject of all verse,
Sidney’s sister, Pembroke’s mother
Death I ere thou hast slam another,
Learn’d, and fair, and good as she,

Time shall throw a dart at thee*”
Btnjemom IVcrlSf tdit GtffcrdyWW 337 —J P C»
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was a mere child of nature, who did not know any better

than to wnte as he has witten
It IS an old, and I have hitherto esteemed it a ]ust, Latm

maxim, Oportet discentem credere, edocium jndtcare

,

but

modem practice has mverted it, and it ought now rather

to stand, Oportet dtscentem pidtcare, edoctum credere. To
remedy this mistake there is but one course, namely the

acquirement of knowledge I have often run the nsk of

applymg to the ignorant, who assumed the post and pro-

vmce of judges, a ludicrous, but not inapt simile they

remind me of a congregation of frogs, mvolved m darkness

in a ditch, who keep an eternal croakmg, until a lantern is

brought near the scene of their disputation, when they

mstantly cease their discordant harangues They may be

more pohtely resembled to night-flies, which flutter round
the glimmering of a feeble taper, but are overpowered by
the dazzhng splendour of noon-day Nor can it be other-

wise, until the prevalent notion is exploded, that know-*
ledge is easily taught, and until the conviction is general,

that the hardest thmg learned is that people are ignorant
All are apt enough to discover and expose the ignorance of

their friends, but their bhnd faith m theu own sufficiency

is somethmg more than marvellous
Some persons have contended that mathematics ought

to be taught by makmg the illustrations obvious to the

senses Nothing can be more absurd or injunous it ought
to be our never-ceasing effort to make people think, not
feel , and it is very much owing to this mistake that, to

those who do not thuik, and have not been made to think,
Shakspeare has been found so difficult of comprehension
The condition of the stage, and the character of the times
m which our great poet flounshed, must first of all be taken
mto account, m considering the question as to his judgment
If it were possible to say which of his great powers and
qualifications is more admuable than the rest, it unques-
tionably appears to me that his judgment is the most
wonderful , and at this conviction I have arrived after a
careful comparison of his productions with those of his best
and greatest contemporaries

If mdeed “ Kmg Lear ” were to be tned by the laws
which Aristotle estabhshed, and Sophocles obeyed, it must
be at once admitted to be outrageously irregular ,

and
supposmg the rules regarding the unities to be founded on
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man and nature, Shakspeare must be condenmed for array-
ing his works m charms with which they ought never to
have been decorated I have no doubt, however, that both
were nght in their divergent courses, and that the}' arrived
at the same conclusion by a different process
Without entenng mto matters which must be generally

known to persons of education, respectmg the ongm of
tragedy and comedy among the Greeks, it may be observed,
that the unities grew mainly out of the size and construc-
tion of the ancient theatres the plays represented were
made to include mthm a short space of time events which
it IS impossible should have occurred in that short space
This fact alone establishes, that all dramatic performances
were then looked upon merely as ideal It is the same
Nvith us nobody supposes that a tragedian suffers real

pam when he is stabbed or tortured
, or that a comedian is

m fact transported with delight when successful m pre-
tended love

If we want to witness mere pam, we can visit the
hospitals if we seek the exhibition of mere pleasure, we
can find it in ball-rooms It is the representation of it,

not the reality, that we require, the imitation, and not the
thmg itself

,
and we pronounce it good or bad m pro-

portion as the representation is an incorrect, or a correct

mutation The true pleasure we denve from theatrical

performances arises from the fact that they are unreal and
fictitious If d5nng agonies were unfeigned, who, m these
days of civilisation, could denve gratification from behold-
mg them ?

Performances m a large theatre made it necessary that
the human voice should be unnaturally and unmusically
stretched

, and hence the mtroduction of recitative, for

the purpose of rendenng pleasantly artificial the distortion

of the face, and strainmg of the voice, occasioned by the
magnitude of the buildmg The fact that the ancient
choruses were always on the stage made it impossible
that any change of place should be represented, or even
supposed
The ongm of the English stage is less boastful than that

of the Greek stage like the constitution under which we
live, though more barbarous in its derivation, it gives more
genume and more diffused hberty, than Athens m the
zenith of her political glory ever possessed Our earhest
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dramatic performances were religious, founded chiefly

upon Scripture history ,
and, although countenanced by

the clergy, they were Med with blasphemies and nbaldry,

such as the most hardened and desperate of the present

day would not dare to utter In these representations

vice and the principle of evil were personified , and hence

the mtroduction of fools and clowns m dramas of a more
advanced period

While Shakspeare accommodated himself to the taste

and spirit of the times m which he hved, his genius and his

judgment taught him to use these characters mth terrible

effect, m aggravatmg the misery and agony of some of his

most distressing scenes This result is especially obvious

m “ Kmg Lear ” the contrast of the Fool wonderfully
heightens the colouring of some of the most pamful situa-

tions, where the old monarch m the depth and fury of his

despair, complams to the wamng elements of the mgrati-
tude of his daughters

' Spit, fire ! spout, ram I

Nor ram, wind, thunder, fire, are my daughters .

I tax not you, you elements, with unkmdness,
I never gave you kingdom, call’d you children

,

You owe me no subscription then, let fall

Your horrible pleasure , here I stand, your slave,
A poor, infirm, weak, and despis’d old man ”

King Lear, Act m ,
Scene 2

Just afterwards, the Fool mterposes, to heighten and
inflame the passion of the scene

In other dramas, though perhaps m a less degree, our
great poet has evmced the same skill and fehcity of treat-
ment , and m no mstance can it be justly alleged of him,
as it may be of some of the ablest of his contemporaries,
that he mtroduced his fool, or his clown, merely for the
sake of exatmg the laughter of his audiences Shakspeare
had a loftier and a better purpose, and m this respect
availed himself of resources, which, it would almost seem,
he alone possessed^

1 1 most deeply regret, that I have not recovered any of m\ notes of the third, fourth/
and fifth Lectures,—J PC

END OF THE SECOND LECTUKE.
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THE SIXTH LECTURE

The recollection of what has been said by some of his

biographers, on the supposed fact that Milton received
corporal punishment at college, induces me to express my
entire dissent from the notion, that flogging or caning has
a tendency to degrade and debase the minds of boys at
school In my opinion it is an entire mistake , smce this

species of castigation has not only been inflicted time out
of mmd, but those who are subjected to it are well aware
that the very highest persons in the realm, and those to

whom people are accustomed to look up with most respect
and reverence, such as the judges of the land, have quietly

submitted to it m their pupilage
I well remember, about twenty years ago, an advertise-

ment from a schoolmaster, m winch he assured tender-

hearted and foolish parents, that corporal punishment was
never inflicted, exceptmg in cases of absolute necessity

,

and that even then the rod was composed of lihes and
roses, the latter, I conclude, stripped of their thorns

What, let me ask, has been the consequence, m many cases,

of the abolition of floggmg in schools ? Reluctance to

remove a pimple has not unfrequently transferred the

disease to the vitals spanng the rod, for the correction of

mmor faults, has ended m the commission of the highest

crimes A man of great reputation (I should rather say
of great notoriety) sometimes punished the pupils under his

care by suspending them from the ceiling m baskets,

exposed to the dension of their school-feUows
, at other

times he pinned upon the clothes of the offender a number
of last dymg speeches and confessions, and employed
another boy to walk before the culpnt, making the usual

monotonous lamentation and outcry
On one occasion this absurd, and really degrading

punishment was inflicted because a boy read with a tone,

although, I may observe in passing, that reading with
mtonation is strictly natural, and therefore truly proper,

excepting in the excess ^

1 This was the Lecturer’s own mode of reading verse, and even m prose there was
an approach to intonation I have heard him read Spenser with such an excess (to use
his own word) m this respect, that it almost amounted to a song In blank verse it was
less, but still apparent Milton’s “ Liberty of unlicensed Printing ‘ was a favourite

piece of rhetorical writing, and portions of it 1 have heard Coleridge recite, never with-
out a sort of habitual rise and fall of the voice.—J P C
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Then, as to the character and effect of the punishment

just noticed, what must a parent of well regulated and

instructed mind think of the exhibition of his son in the

manner I have described ? Here, mdeed, was debasement

of the worst and lowest kmd ,
for the feelmgs of a child

were outraged, and made to associate and connect them-

selves with the sentence on an abandoned and shameless

cnimnal "Wlio would not prefer the momentary, but

useful, impression of flogging to this gross attack upon the

moral feelmgs and self-respect of a boy ? Again, as to the

proper mode of readmg • why is a tone m reading to be

visited as a cnminal oSence, especially when the estimate

of that offence arises out of the ignorance and mcom-
petence of the master ? Every man who reads with true

sensibihty, especially poetry, must read with a tone, since

it conveys, with additional effect, the harmony and rhythm
of the verse, without m the shghtest degree obscurmg the
meaning That is the highest pomt of excellence in readmg
which gives to every thing, whether of thought or language,
its most just expression There may be a wong tone, as

a nght, and a wrong tone is of course to be avoided ,
but

a poet writes m measure, and measure is best made ap-
parent by readmg with a tone, which heightens the verse,

and does not m any respect lower the sense I defy any
man, who has a true relish of the beauty of versification,

to read a canto of “ the Fairy Queen,” or a book of
" Paradise Lost,” without some species of mtonation

In various mstances we are hardly sensible of its exist-
ence, but it does exist, and persons have not scrupled to
say, and I believe it, that the tone of a good reader may be
set to musical notation If m these, and m other remarks
that fall from me, I appear dogmatical, or dictatonal, it is

to be borne m mmd, that every man who talces upon him-
self to lecture, requires that he should be considered by his
hearers capable of teachmg somethmg that is valuable, or
of saying somethmg that is worth heanng In a mixed
audience not a few are desurous of mstruction, and some
require it

,
but placed m my present situation I consider

myself, not as a man who carries moveables mto an empty
house, but as a man who entermg a generally well furnished
dwellmg, exhibits a hght which enables the owner to see
what is still wantmg I endeavour to introduce the means
of ascertaming what is, and is not, in a man’s own mmd.
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Not long since, when I lectured at the Royal Institution,

I had the honour of sitting at the desk so ably occupied by
Sir Humphry Davy, who may be said to have elevated the
art of chemistry to the dignity of a science

, who has dis-

covered that one common law is applicable to the mmd
and to the body, and who has enabled us to give a full and
perfect Amen to the great axiom of Lord Bacon, that
knowledge is power In the dehvery of that course I

carefully prepared my first essay, and received for it a cold
suffrage of approbation from accidental causes I was
unable to study the exact form and language of my second
lecture, and when it was at an end, I obtained universal
and heart-felt applause What a lesson was this to me not
to elaborate my materials, nor to consider too nicely the

expressions I should employ, but to trust mamly to the

extemporaneous ebuUition of my thoughts In this con-
viction I have ventured to come before you here , and may
I add a hope, that what I offer wiU be received m a similar

spirit ? It IS true that my matter may not be so accurately

arranged it may not dovetail and fit at all tunes as nicely

as coifid be wished , but you shall have my thoughts warm
from my heart, and fresh from my imderstanding you
shall have the whole skeleton, although the bones may not
be put together with the utmost anatomical sloU

The immense advantage possessed by men of genius

over men of talents can be illustrated m no stronger

manner, than by a comparison of the benefits resultmg to

mankmd from the works of Homer and of Thucydides
The merits and claims of Thucydides, as a historian, are

at once admitted ,
but what care we for the incidents of

the Peloponnesian War ? An mdividual may be ignorant

of them, as far as regards the particular narrative of

Thucydides
, but woe to that statesman, or, I may say,

woe to that man, who has not availed himself of the wisdom
contamed m “ the tale of Troy divme I

”

Lord Bacon has beautifully expressed this idea, where he
talks of the mstabihty and destruction of the monuments
of the greatest heroes, and compares them with the ever-

lasting writmgs of Homer, one word of which has never
been lost smce the days of Pisistratus Like a mighty ship,

they have passed over the sea of tune, not leaving a mere
ided track, which soon altogether disappears, but leaving a

tram of glory m its wake, present and enduring, dailv acting
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upon our minds, and ennobling bs by grand thoughts and

images to this work, perhaps, the bravest of our soldiery

may trace and attribute some of their heroic achievements

Just as the body is to the immortal mind, so are the actions

of our bodily powers in proportion to those by which,

independent of mdividual contmuity,^ we arc governed

for ever and ever , by which we call, not only the narrow

circle of mankind (narrow comparatively) as they now
exist, our brethren, but by which we carry our being mto
future ages, and call all who shall succeed us our brethren,

until at length we arrive at that exalted state, when we
shall welcome mto Heaven thousands and thousands, who
will exclaim

—
'' To you I owe the first development of my

imagination
,

to you I owe the withdravnng of my mind
from the low brutal part of my nature, to the loft5^ the

pure, and the perpetual
”

Adverting to the subject more immediately before us,

I may observe that I have looked at the reign of Elizabeth,

interesting on many accounts, ivith pecuhar pleasure and
satisfaction, because it furnished circumstances so favour-
able to the existence, and to the full development of the
powers of Shakespeare The Reformation, just completed,
had occasioned unusual activity of mmd, a passion, as it

were, for thmkmg, and for the discovery and use of words
capable of expressing the objects of thought and invention
It was, consequently, the age of many conceits, and an age
when, for a time, the mteUect stood supenor to the moral
sense

The difference between the state of mmd m the reign
of Elizabeth, and m that of Charles I is astomshmg In
the former period there was an amazing development of
power, but all connected with prudential purposes—an
attempt to reconcile the moral feeling with the full exercise
of the powers of the mmd, and the accomphsliment of
certam practical ends Then hved Bacon, Burghley, Sir
Walter Raleigh, Sir Phihp Sidney, and a galaxy of great
men, statesmen, lawyers, pohticians, philosophers, and
poets ,

and it is lamentable that they should have degraded
1 I give this passage ex-ictlj as I find it m my notes , but it strikes me that something

explanatory must have been accidentally omitted, and perhaps that the word I have
wntten “continuiCj^’ ought toh^ I might have left out the whole from
Just as the body down to ** the pure and the perpetual, » hut 1 preferred showingmy own impcrfcctness to omitting what maybe clear to others, though, at this distance

oi time, not so ewdent to The general point and bearing of what Colendgc said
will he easily understood —

J

PC
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their mighty powers to such base designs and purposes,

dissolving the nch pearls of their great faculties m a

worthless acid, to be drunken by a harlot What was
seeking the favour of the Queen, to a man like Bacon, but

the mere courtship of harlotry ?

Compare this age with that of the republicans that

mdeed was an awful age, as compared with our own
England may be said to have then overflowed from the

fulness of grand principle—^from the greatness which men
feltm themselves, abstracted from the prudence with which

they ought to have considered, whether their prmciples

were, or were not, adapted to the condition of mankmd at

large Compare the revolution then effected with that of

a day not long past, when the bubbhng-up and overflowmg

was occasioned by the elevation of the dregs—^when there

was a total absence of all pnnciple, when the dregs had

nsen from the bottom to the top, and thus converted mto

scum, founded a monarchy to be the poisonous bane and

misery of the rest of mankmd
It IS absolutely necessary to recoUect, that the age in

which Shakspeare hved was one of great abilities apphed

to individual and prudential purposes, and not an age of

high moral feeling and lofty principle, which gives a man
of genius the power of thinking of aU things m reference

to all If, then, we should find that Shakspeare took

these materials as they were presented to him, and yet to

all effectual purposes produced the same grand result as

others attempted to produce m an age so much more

favourable, shall we not feel and acknowledge the purity

and hohness of genius—a hght, which, however it might

shme on a dunghill, was as pure as the divine efiiuence

which created all the beauty of nature ?

One of the consequences of the idea prevalent at the

period when Shakspeare fiounshed, viz ,
that persons must

be men of talents m proportion as they were gentlemen,

renders certain characters m his dramas natural with

reference to the date when they were drawn when we
read them we are aware that they are not of our age, and

m one sense they may be said to be of no age A mend
of mme well remarked of Spenser, that he is out of space

the reader never knows where he is, but still he knows,

from the consciousness \vithin him, that all is as natural

and proper, as if the coimtry where the action is laid were
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distinctly pointed out, and marked down in a map Shak-

speare is as much out of time, as Spenser is out of space

,

yet we feel conscious, though we never knew that such

characters existed, that they might exist, and are satisfied

with Uie belief in their existence

This circumstance enabled Shakspeare to paint truly,

and accordmg to the colouring of nature, a vast number
of personages by the simple force of meditation he had
only to imitate certam parts of his own character, or to

exaggerate such as existed m possibility, and they were

at once true to nature, and fragments of the divine mind
that drew them Men who see the great luminary of our

system through vanous optical mstruments declare that it

seems either square, tnangular, or round, when in truth

it is still the sun, unchanged m shape and proportion So
with the characters of our great poet some may think
them of one form, and some of another

, but they are still

nature, still Shakspeare, and tlie creatures of his meditation
When I use the term meditation, I do not mean that

our great dramatist was without observation of external
circumstances qmte the reverse

, but mere observation
may be able to produce an accurate copy, and even to
furnish to other men’s mmds more than the copyist pro-
fessed

,
but what IS produced can only consist of parts and

fragments, according to the means and extent of observa-
tion Meditation looks at every character ivith mterest,
only as it contains somethmg generally true, and such as
might be expressed m a philosophical problem

Shakspeare’s characters may be reduced to a few—that
IS to say, to a few classes of characters If you take his
gentlemen, for instance, Biron is seen again in Mercutio, in

Benedick, and m several others They are men who com-
bme the pohteness of the courtier with the faculties of high
mteUect—those powers of combmation and severance
which only belong to an mtellectual mmd The wonder is

how Shakspeare can thus disguise himself, and possess such
miraculous powers of conve5ang what he means without
betra3nng the poet, and without even producmg the con-
sciousness of him

In the address of Mercutio regarding Queen Mab, which
IS so well known that it is unnecessary to repeat it, is to be
noted all the fancy of the poet , and the language in which
It IS conveyed possesses such facihty and fehcity, that one
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would almost say that it was impossible for it to be thought,
unless it were thought as naturally, and without effort,

j. as Mercutio repeats it This is the great art by which
Shakspeare combmes the poet and the gentleman through-
out, borrowmg from his most amiable nature that which
alone could combine them, a perfect simphcity of min d, a
delight m all that is excellent for its own sake, without
reference to himself as causmg it, and by that which dis-

tinguishes him from aU other poets, alluded to by one of
his admirers m a short poem, where he teUs us that while
Shakspeare possessed aU the powers of a man, and more
than a man, yet he had all the feelmgs, the sensibility, the
purity, innocence, and dehcacy of an affectionate girl of

eighteen

Before I enter upon the merits of the tragedy of
“ Romeo

and Juliet,” it will be necessary for me to say something of
the language of our country And here I beg leave to

observe, that although I have announced these as lectures
upon Milton and Shakspeare, they are m reahty, as also

stated m the prospectus, intended to illustrate the prin-
ciples of poetry therefore, all must not be regarded as
mere digression which does not immediately and ex-
clusively refer to those writers I have chosen them, m
order to bnng under the notice of my hearers great general
truths

, m fact, whatever may aid myself, as well as others,
in deciding upon the claims of all waters of all countries
The language, that is to say the particular tongue, in

which Shakspeare wrote, cannot be left out of considera-
tion It will not be disputed, that one language may pos-
sess advantages which another does not enjoy , and we
may state with confidence, that English excels all other lan-
guages m the number of its practical words The French
may bear the peJm m the names of trades, and m mihtary
and diplomatic terms Of the German it may be said,

that, exclusive of many mmeralogical words, it is mcom-
parable in its metaphysical and psychological force m
another respect it nearly avals the Greek,

“ The learned Greek, rich in fit epithets,
Blest m the lovely marriage of pure words ,

” ^

I mean in its capabihty of composition—of forming com-

IFrom Act I
, Scene i, of or the Combat of the Tongue and the Fire

^nses This drama is reprinted in Dodsley’s Old Pla> s, voL v (last edition), and
the lines may be found on p roy of that volume
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pound words Italian is the sweetest and softest language

;

Spanish the most majestic AH these have their pecuhar

faults ,
but I never can agree that any language is unfit for

poetry, although different languages, from the condition

and circumstances of the people, may certainly be adapted

to one species of poetry more than to another

Take the French as example It is, perhaps, the most

perspicuous and pomted language m the world, and there-

fore best fitted for conversation, for the expression of hght

and airy passion, attammg its object by pecuhar and

fehcitous turns of phrase, which are evanescent, and, hke

the beautifully coloured dust on the wmgs of a butterfly,

must not be judged by the test of touch It appears as if

it were all surface and had no substratum, and it constantly

most dangerously tampers with morals, without positively

offending decency As the language for what is called

modem genteel comedy all others must yield to French
Italian can only be deemed second to Spanish, and

Spanish to Greek, which contams all the excellences of

all languages Itahan, though sweet and soft, is not
deficient m force and dignity , and I may appeal to Anosto,
as a poet who displays to the utmost advantage the use
of his native tongue for all purposes, whether of passion,

sentiment, humour, or description

But m English I find that which is possessed by no other
modem language, and which, as it were, appropriates it to

the drama It is a language made out of many, and it has
consequently many words, which ongmally had the same
meanmg

,
but m the progress of society those words have

gradually assumed difierent shades of meanmg Take
any homogeneous language, such as German, and try to

translate into it the follo\vmg fines —
" But not to one, in this benighted age.

Is that diviner inspiration given
That bums in Shakspeare’s or m Milton’s page.
The pomp and prodigality of heaven ”

Gray’s Sianzas io Bentley

In German it would be necessary to say “ the pomp
and spendihiftness of heaven,” because the German has
not, as we have, one word with two such distinct meanmgs,
one evpressmg the nobler, the other the baser idea of the
same action
The monosyllabic character of English enables us.
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besides, to express more meaning in a shorter compass than
can be done in an^' other language In truth, English
may be called tlie har\'est of the unconscious wisdom of
vanous nations, and was not the formation of any particu-
lar Ume, or assemblage of individuals Hence the number
of its passionate phrases—its metaphoncal terms, not
borrowed from poets, but adopted by them Our com-
monest people, when excited by passion, constantly employ
them if a mother lose her child she is fuU of the wildest
fancies, and the words she uses assume a tone of dignit3?

,

for the constant heanng and reading of the Bible and
Liturgy clothes her thoughts not only in the most natural,
but in the most beautiful forms of language

I have been mduced to offer these remarks, m order to
obviate an objection often made agamst Shakspeare on
the ground of the multitude of his conceits I do not
pretend to justify every conceit, and a vast number have
been most unfairly imputed to him ,

for I am satisfied that
many portions of scenes attributed to Shakspeare were
never written by him I admit, however, that even in

those which bear the strongest characteristics of his mind,
there are some conceits not strictly to be vindicated
The notion against wluch I declare war is, that whenever
a conceit is met with it is unnatural People who enter-
tain this opinion forget, that had they lived m the age
of Shakspeare, they w’^ould have deemed them natural
Dryden in his translation of Juvenal has used the words
“ Look round the world,” which are a hteral version of
the ongmal

, but Dr Johnson has swelled and expanded
this expression into the foUowmg couplet —

" Let observation, with extensive view.
Survey mankind from China to Peru ,

**

Vanity of Human Wishes

mere bombast and tautology , as much as to say, “ Let
observation with extensive observation observe mankind
extensively ”

Had Dr Johnson hved m the time of Shakspeare, or
even of Dryden, he would never have been guilty of such
an outrage upon common sense and common language

,

and if people would, in idea, throw themselves back a
couple of centuries, they would find that conceits, and even
puns, were very allowable, because very natural Puns
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often arise out of a mingled sense of mjury, and contempt

of the person mflictmg it, and, as it seems to me, it is a

natural way of expressmg that mixed feelmg I could

pomt out puns m Shakspeare, where they appear almost

as if the first openmgs of the mouth of nature—^where

nothing else could so properly be said. This is not pecuhar

to puns, but IS of much wider apphcation read any part

of the works of our great dramatist, and the conviction

comes upon you irresistibly, not only that what he puts

mto the mouths of his personages might have been said,

but that it must have been said, because nothmg so proper

could have been said

In a future lecture I will enter somewhat mto the history

of conceits, and shew the wise use that has heretofore been
made of them I will now (and I hope it will be received

with favour) attempt a defence of conceits and puns,
takmg my examples mainly from the poet under considera-
tion I admit, of course, that they may be misapplied

,

but throughout life, I may say, I never have discovered
the WTong use of a thmg, without having previously dis-

covered the nght use of it To the young I would remark,
that it IS alw ays unwise to judge of anythmg by its defects
the first attempt ought to be to discover its excellences
If a man come mto my company and abuse a book, his
invectives commg down like water from a shower bath, I

never feel obhged to hun * he probably tells me no news,
for all works, even the best, have defects, and they are
easily seen , but if a man show me beauties, I thank him
for his mformation, because, m my time, I have unfortu-
nately gone through so many volumes that have had httle
or nothing to recommend them Always begm ivith the
good—a Jove princtpium—and the bad will make itself

endent enough, quite as soon as is desirable
I will proceed to speak of Shakspeare’s wit, m connexion

witli Ills much abused puns and conceits, because an
excellent ivnter, who has done good service to the pubhc
taste by dmnng out the nonsense of the Italian school, has
e.vpressed his surprise, that all the other excellences of
Shakspeare were, in a greater or less degree, possessed by
his contemporanes thus, Ben Jonson had one qualifica-
tion, Massinger anotlier, while he declares that Beaumont
and Fletcher had equal knowledge of human nature, vith
more variety The pomt m which none of them had

(k.
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approached Shakspeare, according to this ^v^ter, was his
wit I own, I was somewhat shocked to see it gravely said
m prmt, that the quality by which Shakspeare was to be
individualised from all others was, what is ordmanly called,
wit I had read his plays over and over, and it did not
strike me that wit was his great and charactenstic supen-
onty In reading Voltaire, or (to take a standard and most
witty comedy as an example) in reading “ The School for
Scandal," I never experienced the same sort of feelmg as
in readmg Shakspeare
That Shakspeare has wit is mdisputable, but it is not

the same kmd of wit as m other writers his wit is blended
with the other quahties of his works, and is, by its nature,
capable of being so blended It appears m aU parts of his

productions, m his tragedies, comedies, and histones it is

not like the wit of Voltaire, and of many modem wnters,
to whom the epithet

“ witty " has been properly applied,
whose wit consists m a mere combination of words , but
in at least nme times out of ten in Shakspeare, the wit is

produced not by a combmation of words, but by a com-
bmation of images

It is not always easy to distinguish between wit and
fancy When the whole pleasure received is derived from
surprise at an unexpected turn of expression, then I call

it Wit
, but when the pleasure is produced not only by

surprise, but also by an image which remams with us and
gratifies for its own sake, then I call it fancy I know of
uo mode so satisfactory of distmguishmg between wit and
fancy I appeal to the recollection of those who hear me,
whether the greater part of what passes for wit m Shak-
speare, IS not most exquisite humour, heightened by a
figure, and attnbuted to a particular character ? Take
the mstance of the flea on Bardolph's nose, which Falstaff

compares to a soul suflenng m purgatory The images
themselves, in cases like this, afford a great part of the
pleasure

These remarks are not without importance m forming

^
judgment of poets and writers m general there is a wide

difference between the talent which gives a sort of electnc
surprise by a mere turn of phrase, and that higher abihty
which produces surprise by a permanent medium, and
always leaves somethmg behind it, which satisfies the
mind as well as tickles the hearing. The first belongs to
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men of cleverness, who, havmg been long m the world,

have observed the turns of phrase which please m company,

and which, passmg away the moment, are passed m a

moment, being no longer recollected than the tune they

take m utterance We must all have seen and known
such people

,
and I remember saying of one of them that

he was hke a man who squandered his estate in farthings

he gave away so many, that he must needs have been

wealthy This sort of talent by no means constitutes

genius, although it has some affinity to it

The wit of Shakspeare is, as it were, like the flourishing

of a man’s stick, when he is walking, m the full flow of

animal spirits it is a sort of exuberance of hilanty which
disburdens, and it resembles a conductor, to distnbute a

portion of our gladness to the surrounding air While,
however, it disburdens, it leaves behmd what is weightiest

and most important, and what most contributes to some
direct aim and purpose

I will now touch upon a very senous charge agamst
Shakspeare—that of indecency and immorality Many
have been those who have endeavoured to exculpate him
by saymg, that it was the vice of his age

,
but he was

too great to require exculpation from the accidents of any
age These persons have appealed to Beaumont and
Fletcher, to Massmger, and to other less emment ^ama-
tists, to prove that what is complamed of was common to

them all Oh i shame and sorrow, if it were so there is

nothmg common to Shakspeare and to other writers of his

day—not even the language they employed
In order to form a proper judgment upon this pomt, it

is necessary to make a distmction between manners and
morals , and that distmction bemg once estabhshed, and
clearly comprehended, Shakspeare wiU appear as pure a
wnter, m reference to all that we ought to be, and to all

that we ought to feel, as he is wonderful m reference to
his mteUectual faculties

By manners I mean what is dependent on the par-
cular customs and fashions of the age Even m a state
of comparative barbarism as to manners, there may be,
and there is, morality But give me leave to say that
we have seen much worse times than those—times when
the mmd was so enervated and degraded, that the most
distant associations, that could possibly connect our ideas
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withi the basest feelings, immediately brought forward
those base feelings, without reference to the nobler im-
pulses

, thus destroying the httle remnant of humanity,
excluding from the mind what is good, and mtroducmg
what is bad to keep the bestial nature company
On lookmg through Shakspeare, ofiences agamst

decency and manners may certamly be pomted out

,

but let us examme history mmutely, and we shall find
that this was the ordinary language of the time, and then
let us ask, where is the offence ? The offence, so to call

it, was not committed wantonly, and for the sake of
offending, but for the sake of merriment

,
for what is

most observable m Shakspeare, m reference to this topic,
IS that what he says is always calculated to raise a gust
of laughter, that would, as it were, blow away all impure
ideas, if it did not excite abhorrence of them
Above aU, let us compare him with some modem writers,

the servile imitators of the French, and we shall receive
a. most mstmctive lesson I may take the liberty of

readmg the followmg note, written by me after witnessmg
the performance of a modem play at Malta, about nine
years ago —" I went to the theatre, and came away
Without waitmg for the entertamment The longer I live,

the more I am impressed with the exceeding immorality
of modem plays I can scarcely refram from anger and
laughter at the shamelessness, and the absurdity of the

presumption which presents itself, when I think of their

pretences to superior morahty, compared with the plays
of Shakspeare "

Here let me pause for one moment , for while reading
my note I call to mmd a novel, on the sofa or toilet of

nearly every woman of quality, m which the author
gravely warns parents agamst the mdiscreet communica-
tion to then children of the contents of some parts of

the Bible, as calculated to mjure their morak Another
modem author, who has done his utmost to undernune
the innocence of the young of both sexes, has the effrontery
to protest agamst the exhibition of the bare leg of a
Cormthian female My note thus pursues the subject —

“ In Shakspeare there are a few gross - speeches, but it

IS doubtful to me if they would produce any ill effect on
an imsuUied mmd

,
while in some modem plays, as weU as

m some modem novek, there is a systematic undermmmg
o
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of all morality: they are written in the tnie cant of

humanity, that has no object but to impo'^e ,
where

virtue is not placed m action, or in the habits that lead to

action, but, like the title of a book I have heard of, they

are ‘ a hot huddle of indefinite sensations ’ In tlicse the

lowest incitements to piety are obtruded upon us , like

an impudent rascal at a masquerade, who is well knowm
m spite of his vizor, or known by it, and yet is allowed to

be impudent m virtue of his disguise In short, I appeal

to the whole of Shakspeare’s writings, whether his ^oss-
ness IS not the mere sport of fancy, dissipating low feelings

by exciting the intellect, and only injuring w'hile it offends ^

Modem dramas injure in consequence of not offending

Shakspeare’s worst passages are grossnesses against the
degradations of our nature those of our modem plays
are too often dehcacies directly in favour of them ”

Such was my note, made nine years ago, and I have
smee seen every reason to adhere firmly to the opinions
it expresses

In my next lecture I will proceed to an examination of

“Romeo and Juliet, “ and I take that tragedy, because
m it are to be found all the cmde materials of future
excellence The poet, the great dramatic poet, is through-
out seen, but the vanous parts of the composition are
not blended with such harmony as in some of his after
wntmgs I am directed to it, more than all, for this
reason,—because it affords me the best opportunity of
lutroducmg Shakspeare as a delineator of female char-
acter, and of love m all its forms, and with all the emotions
which deseix'-e that sweet and man-elevatmg name

It has been remarked, I beheve by Dryden, that Shak-
speare wrote for men only, but Beaumont and Fletcher
(or rather “ the gentle Fletcher ”) for women I wish to
begm by shewmg, not only that this is not trae. but that,
of all 'writers for the stage, he only has drawn the female
character with that mixture of the real and of the ideal
which belongs to it , and that there is no one female
personage m the plays of all his contemporanes, of whom
a man, senously exammmg his heart and his good sense,
can say “ Let that woman be my companion through
life let her be the subject of my suit, and the reward of
my success ”

END OF THE SIXTH LECTURE
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THE SEVENTH LECTURE

In a former lecture I endeavoured to point out the union
of the Poet and the Philosopher, or rather the warm embrace
between them, m the “ Venus and Adonis ” and “ Lucrece

”

of Shakspeare From thence I passed on to
“
Love’s

Labour’s Lost,” as the Imk between his character as a Poet,

and his art as a Dramatist ,
and I shewed that, although in

that work the former was stiU predommant, yet that the

germs of his subsequent dramatic power were easily

discernible

I wiU now, as I promised m my last, proceed to ” Romeo
and Juhet,” not because it is the earliest, or among the

earliest of Shakspeare’s works of that kmd, but because

in it are to be found specimens, m degree, of aU the ex-

cellences winch he afterwards displayed in his more

perfect dramas, but differmg from them in bemg less

forcibly evidenced, and less happily combined all the

parts are more or less present, but they are not united

with the same harmony.
There are, however, m “ Romeo and Juliet ’ passages

where the poet’s whole excellence is evinced, so that

nothmg superior to them can be met with in the pro-

ductions of his after years The mam distmction between

this play and others is, as I said, that the parts are less

happily combined, or to borrow a phrase from the pamter,

the whole work is less m keeping Grand portmns axe

produced we have limbs of giant growth

,

production, as a whole, m which each part gives dehght

for itself, and the whole, consistmg of these delightfin

parts, communicates the highest mtellectual pleasure and

satisfaction, is the result of the apphcation of judgment

and taste These are not to be attamed but by P^^f^
study, and to the sacrifice of the stronger pleasures derived

from the dazzhng hght which a man of genius tmows over

every circumstance, and where we are chiefly struck

by vivid and distmct images Taste is an attairment

after a poet has been disciphned by experience, ^nd has

added to genius that talent by which he knows what part

of his genius he can make acceptable, and mteUigible to

the portion of mankind for which he writes

In my mmd it would be a hopeless symptom, as regards
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genius, if I found a young man with anything like perfect

taste In the earher works of Shakspeare we have a pro-

fusion of double epithets, and sometimes even the coarsest

terms are employed, if they convey a more vivid image

,

but by degrees the associations are connected with the

image they are designed to impress, and the poet descends

from the ideal mto the real world so far as to conjoin both

—

to give a sphere of active operations to the ideal, and to

devate and refine the real

In “ Romeo and Juhet ” the pimcipal characters may
be divided mto two classes m one class passion—the

passion of love—^is drawn and draivn truly, as weU as

beautifully ,
but the persons are not mdividuahsed farther

than as the actor appears on the stage It is a very just

description and development of love, without givmg, if I

may so express myself, the philosophical history of it

—

without shewmg how the man became acted upon by that
particular passion, but leadmg it through all the mcidents
of the drama, and rendermg it predominant

Tj^balt is, m himself, a commonplace personage And
here allow me to remark upon a great distmction between
Shakspeare, and all who have written m imitation of him
I know no character m his plays (unless mdeed Pistol be
an exception) which can be called the mere portrait of an
mdividual while the reader feels aU the satisfaction
arismg from mdividuahty, yet that very mdividual is a
sort of class character, and this circumstance renders
Shakspeare the poet of all ages

Tybalt is a man abandoned to his passions—with all the
pride of family, only because he thought it belonged to
him as a member of that family, and valumg himself
highly, simply because he does not care for death This
mdiSerence to death is perhaps more common than any
other feelmg men are apt to flatter themselves extra-
vagantly, merely because they possess a quality which it

is a disgrace not to have, but which a wise man never puts
forward, but when it is necessary
Jeremy Ta3flor m one part of his voluminous works,

speakmg of a great man, says that he was naturally a
coward, as mdeed most men are, kno\vmg the value of life,
but the power of his reason enabled him, when requured,
to conduct himself with uniform courage and hardihood
The good bishop, perhaps, had m his mind a story, told by
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one of the ancients, of a Philosopher and a Coxcomb, on
board the same ship duimg a storm the Coxcomb reviled
the Philosopher for betraymg marks of fear " Why are
you so frightened ? I am not afraid of bemg drowned
I do not care a farthing for my hfe "—

“

You are perfectly
nght,” said the Philosopher,

”
for your life is not worth a

farthing ”

Shakspeare never takes pams to make his characters
wm your esteem, but leaves it to the general command of
the passions, and to poetic justice It is most beautiful
to observe, m “ Romeo and Juhet," that the characters
prmcipaEy engaged tn the mcidents are preserved mnocent
from all that could lower them m our opmion, while the
rest of the personages, deserving httle mterest m them-
selves, derive it from bemg mstrumental m those situations
in which the more important personages develope their

thoughts and passions
Look at Capulet—a worthy, noble-mmded old man of

high rank, with all the impatience that is hkely to accom-
pany it It is dehghtful to see all the sensibilities of our
nature so exqmsitely called forth , as if the poet had the
hundred arms of the polypus, and had thrown them out
in all directions to catch the predommant feelmg We may
see m Capulet the manner m which anger seizes hold of

everythmg that comes m its way, m order to express itself,

^ m the hnes where he reproves Tybalt for his fierceness of

behaviour, which led bim to wish to msult a Montague, and
disturb the merriment—

" Go to, go to ,

You axe a saucy boy Is’t so, mdeed ?

This trick may chance to scath you ,—I know what.
You must contrary me 1 marry, ’tis time—
Well said, my hearts 1—You are a prmcox go
Be quiet or—More light, more light I—For shame

1^

I’ll make you quiet.
—

"What 1 cheerly, my hearts I

"

^ci T I Scale 5 *

The hne
This trick may chance to scath you ,—I know what/'

an allusion to the legacy Tybalt might expect , and
then, seemg the fights bum dunly, Capulet turns fiis anger
against the servants Thus we see that no one pa5Jsion

^ so predommant, but that it mcludes all the parts of the

character, and the reader never has a mere abstract of a
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passion, as of wath or ambition, but the whole man is

presented to him—the one predominant passion acting, if

I may so say, as the leader of the band to the rest

It could not be expected that the poet should mtroduce

such a character as Hamlet mto every play
,

but even

in those personages, which are subordinate to a hero so

emmently philosophical, the passion is at least rendered

mstructive, and mduces the reader to look vnth a keener

eye, and a finer judgment mto human nature

Shakspeare has this advantage over aU other dramatists

—that he has availed himself of his psychological genius

to develope aU the mmutiee of the human heart shewmg
us the thing that, to common observers, he seems solely

mtent upon, he makes visible what we should not other-

wise have seen just as, after lookmg at distant objects

through a telescope, when we behold them subsequently
with tib.e naked eye, we see them with greater distmctness,
and m more detail, than we should otherwise have done

Mercutio is one of our poet’s truly Shakspearean char-
acters , for throughout his plays, but especially m those
of the highest order, it is plain that the personages were
dravTi rather from meditation than from observation, or

to speak correctly, more from observation, the child of

meditation It is comparatively easy for a man to go
about the world, as if with a pocket-book m his hand,
carefully notmg down what he sees and hears by practice
he acquires considerable facfiity m representmg what he
has observed, himself frequently unconscious of its worth,
or its beanngs This is entirely different from the observa-
tion of a mmd, which, havmg formed a theory and a
system upon its own nature, remarks all thmgs that are
examples of its truth, confirmmg it in that truth, and,
above all, enablmg it to convey the truths of philosophy,
as mere effects denved from, what we may call, the outward
watchmgs of life

Hence it is that Shakspeare’s favounte characters are
full of such hvely mteUect Mercutio is a man possessing
all the elements of a poet the whole world was, as it were,
subject to his law of association Whenever he wishes to
unpress anythmg, all thmgs become his servants for the
purpose all thmgs tell the same tale, and sound m unison

/acuity, moreover, is combmed with the manners
and feehngs of a perfect gentleman, hunself utterly un-
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conscious of his powers By his loss it was contrived that
the whole catastrophe of the tragedy should be brought
about it endears him to Romeo, and gives to the death of
Mercutio an importance which it could not otherwise have
acquired.

I say this m answer to an observation, I think by Dryden
(to which mdeed Dr Johnson has fully rephed), that Shak-
speare havmg earned the part of Mercutio as far as he
could, till his genius was exhausted, had killed him m the
third Act, to get him out of the way What shallow
nonsense 1 As I have remarked, upon the death of
Mercutio the whole catastrophe depends , it is produced
by it The scene in which it occurs serves to show how
indifference to any subject but one, and aversion to activity
on the part of Romeo, may be overcome and roused to the
most resolute and determmed conduct Had not Mercutio
been rendered so amiable and so mteresting, we could not
have felt so strongly the necessity for Romeo’s mterference,
connectmg it immediately, and passionately, with the
future fortunes of the lover and his mistress
But what am I to say of the Nurse ? We have been

told that her character is the mere fruit of observation

—

that it IS like Swift’s “ Polite Conversation,” certainly the
most stupendous work of human memory, and of un-
ceasmgly active attention to what passes around us, upon
record The Nurse m " Romeo and Juliet ” has some-
times been compared to a portrait by Gerard Dow, in

which every hair was so exquisitely painted, that it would
bear the test of the microscope Now, I appeal confidently
to my hearers whether the closest observation of the

manners of one or two old nurses would have enabled
Shakspeare to draw tlus character of admirable generalisa-
tion ? Surely not Let any man conjure up m his mmd
^ the qualities and pecuhanties that can possibly belong
to a nurse, and he will find them in Shakspeare’s picture
of the old woman nothmg is omitted This effect is not
produced by mere observation The great prerogative
of genius (and Shakspeare felt and availed himself of it)

is now to swell itself to the dignity of a god, and now to
subdue and keep dormant some part of that lofty nature,
and to descend even to the lowest character—to become
everything, in fact, but the vicious
Thus, m the Nurse you have all the garruhty of old-
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age, and all its fondness ,
for the afiection of old-age is one

of the greatest consolations of humanity I have often

thought what a melancholy world this would be without

children, and what an mhuman world without the aged

You have also m the Nurse the arrogance of ignorance,

with the pnde of meanness at bemg connected with a

great family You have the grossness, too, which that

situation never removes, though it sometimes suspends it

,

and, ansmg from that grossness, the httle low vices

attendant upon it, which, mdeed, m such minds are

scarcely vices—Romeo at one time was the most dehght-

ful and excellent yoimg man, and the Nurse all wilhngness

to assist him ,
but her disposition soon turns m favour

of Pans, for whom she professes precisely the same admira-

tion How wonderfully are these low pecuhanties con-

trasted with a young and pure mind, educated under
different circumstances I

Another pomt ought to be mentioned as charactenstic

of the Ignorance of the Nurse —^it is, that m all her re-

collections, she assists herself by the remembrance of

visual circumstances The great difference, m this respect,

between the cultivated and the uncultivated mmd is

this—^that the cultivated mmd wiH be found to recal

the past by certam regular trams of cause and effect

,

whereas, with the uncultivated mind, the past is recalled

whoUy by comcident images, or facts which happened
at the same time This position is fully exemplified in

the foliowmg passages put mto the mouth of the Nurse —
Even or odd, of aM days m the year,
Come Lammas eve at night shall she be fourteen.
Susan and she—God re^t all Christian souls 1

—

Were of an a^e—^Well, Susan is with God ,

She was too good for me But, as I said.
On Lammas eve at mght shall she be fourteen ;

That shall she, marry I remember it well
^Tis since the earthquake now eleven years

,

And she was wean'd,—I never shall forget it,

—

Of all the days of the year, upon that day

,

For I had then laid wormwo^ to my dug,
Sittmg m the sun under the dove-house wall
My lord and you were then at Mantua—
Nay, I do bear a bram —but, as I said.
When it did taste the wormwood on the nipple
Of my dug, and felt it bitter, pretty fool,
To see it tetchy, and fall out with the dug !

Shake, quoth the dove-house 'twas no need, I trow,
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To bid me trudge
And since that time it is eleven years ,

For then she could stand alone ”

Act I , Scene 3

She aftenvards goes on with similar visucd impressions,
so true to the character—More is here brought mto one
portrait than could have been ascertamed by one man’s
mere observation, and without the mtroduction of a smgle
incongruous point

I honour, I love, the works of Fieldmg as much, or
perhaps more, than those of any other writer of fiction
of that kmd take Fielding m his characters of postiUions,
landlords, and landladies, waiters, or mdeed, of anybody
who had come before his eye, and nothmg can be more
true, more happy, or more humorous

,
but in all his chief

personages, Tom Jones for mstance, where Fieldmg was
not directed by observation, where he could not assist

Inmself by the close copying of what he saw, where it is

necessary that somethmg should take place, some words
be spoken, or some object described, which he could not
have witnessed (his soliloquies for example, or the mter-
view between the hero and Sophia Western before the
reconcihation) and I will venture to say, lovmg and honour-
nig the man and his productions as I do, that nothing can
be more forced and unnatural the language is without
vivacity or spirit, the whole matter is mcongruous, and
totally destitute of psychological truth
On the other hand, look at Shakspeare where can

nny character be produced that does not speak the language
of nature ? where does he not put mto the mouths
of his dramatis personcB, be they high or low, Kings or

Constables, precisely what they must have said ^ Where,
from observation, could he learn the language proper
to Sovereigns, Queens, Noblemen or Generals ? yet he
^variably uses it—^\/^ere, from observation, could he
have learned such Imes as these, which are put mto the
niouth of OtheUo, when he is talkmg to lago of Brabantio ?

“ Let him do his spite *

My services, which I have done the signiory,

Shall out-tongue his complamts ’Tis yet to know.
Which, when I know that boasting is an honour,
I shall promulgate, I fetch my life and being
From men of royal siege ,

and my dements
May speak, unbonneted, to as proud a fortune

**"0 162
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As this that I have reach’d for know, lago.

But that I love the gentle Desdemona,
I would not my unhoused free conditiOTi

Put into circumscnption and confine

For the sea’s worth ”

Act I
,
Scene 2

I ask where was Shakspeare to observe such language

as this > If he did observe it, it was with the inward eye

of meditation upon his own nature for the time, he

became Othello, and spoke as Othello, m such circum-

stances, must have spoken
Another remark I may make upon “ Romeo and Jidiet

"

is, that m this tragedy the poet is not, as I have hinted,

entirely blended with the dramatist,—at least, not m the

degree to be afterwards noticed m " Lear,” ” Hamlet,”
“ Othello,” or

“ Macbeth ” Capulet and Montague not

unfrequently talk a language only belongmg to the poet,

and not so characteristic of, and pecuhar to, the passions

of persons m the situations m which they are placed—

a

mistake, or rather an mdistmctness, which many of our
later dramatists have canned through the whole of their

productions
When I read the song of Deborah, I never thmk that

she is a poet, although I thmk the song itself a sublime
poem it is as simple a dith5n:ambic production as exists

m any language
,
but it is &e proper and characteristic

effusion of a woman highly elevated by tnumph, by the
natural hatred of oppressors, and resultmg from a bitter

sense of vnong it is a song of exultation on dehverance
from these e^s, a dehverance accomphshed by herself
When she exclaims, The mhabitants of the villages
ceased, they ceased m Israel, until that I, Deborah, arose,
that I arose a mother m Israel,” it is poetry m the highest
sense we have no reason, however, to suppose that if she
had not been agitated by passion, and animated by ructory,
she would have been able so to express herself

, or that
if she had been placed m different circumstances, she
would have used such language of truth and passion We
are to remember that Shakspeare, not placed under cir-

cumstances of excitement, and only wrought upon by
his ovm vivid and vigorous imagmation, writes a language
that mvanabty, and mtmtively becomes the condition and
position of each character
On the other hand, there is a language not descriptive
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of passion, nor uttered under the influence of it, which is

at the same time poetic, and shows a high and active

fancy, as when Capulet says to Pans,

—

" Such comfort as do lusty young men feel,

WTien well-apparell’d April on the heel

Of limping winter treads, even such delight

Among fresh female buds, shall you this night

Inherit at my house
"

, ~
Act I , Scene 2

Here the poet may be said to speak, rather than the

dramatist
, and it would be easy to adduce other passages

from this play, where Shakspeare, for a moment forgettmg

the chaiacter, utters his own words in his own person

In ray mind, what have often been censured as Shak-

speare’s conceits are completely justifiable, as belonging

to the state, age, or feeling of the individual Some-

times, when they cannot be vindicated on these grounds,

they may well be excused by the taste of his own
the preceding age ,

as for mstance, m Romeo s speech,

" Here's much to do with hate, but more with love —
Why then, O brawling love I O loving hate 1

O anything, of nothing first created 1

O heavy lightness 1 serious vanity 1

Misshapen chaos of well-seeming
,

Feather of lead, bright smoke, cold fire, sick health I

Still-waking sleep, that is not what it is I

j Scene i

I dare not pronounce such passages as these to be

absolutely unnatural, not merely because I coi^ider tne

author a much better judge than I can be, but becau^ i

can understand and allow for an effort of the mind, when

it would describe what it cannot satisfy itself with tne

description of, to reconcile opposites and quahfy contra-

dictions, leavmg a middle state of mind more stoctly

appropriate to the imagination than any other, when it

IS, as It were, hovering between unages As soon ^ it is

fixed on one image, it becomes understanding ,
but while

it IS unfixed and wavering between them, attaching i se

permanently to none, it is imagmation Such is tne nne

description of Death m Milton —
” The other shape.

If shape It might be call’d, that shape had none

Distinguishable m member, ]omt, or hmo.

Or substance might be call’d, that shadow seem d.
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For each, seem’d, either black it stood as night

;

Fierce as ten funes, terrible as hell,

And shook a dreadful dart what seem’d his head
The likeness of a kingly crown had on ”

Paiadtse Lost, Book II

The grandest efforts of poetry are where the imagination

IS called forth, not to produce a distmct form, but a strong

working of the mmd, still offermg what is still repelled,

and agam creating what is agam rejected ,
the result bemg

what the poet wishes to impress, namely, the substitution

of a sublime feelmg of the unimaginable for a mere image
I have sometimes thought that the passage just read might
be quoted as exhibitmg the narrow hmit of pamting, as

compared with the boundless power of poetry pamtmg
cannot go beyond a certam point

,
poetry rejects aU control,

all con&iement Yet we l^ow that sundry pamters have
attempted pictures of the meetmg between Satan and
Death at the gates of Hell , and how was Death repre-

sented ? Not as Milton has described him, but by the

most defined thmg that can be imagmed—a skeleton, the

dryest and hardest image that it is possible to discover

,

which, mstead of keepmg the mmd m a state of activity,

reduces it to the merest passivity,—an image, compared
with which a square, a tnangle, or any other mathematical
figure, IS a luxuriant fancy

It IS a general but mistaken notion that, because some
forms of writing, and some combmations of thought, are
not usual, they are not natural

, but we are to recollect
that the dramatist represents his characters m every situa-
tion of hfe and m every state of mmd, and there is no form
of language that may not be mtroduced with effect by a
great and judicious poet, and yet be most stnctly accordmg
to nature Take punnmg, for mstance, which may be the
lowest, but at all events is the most harmless, kind of wit,
because it never excites envy A pun may be a necessary
consequence of association one man, attemptmg to prove
somethmg that was resisted by another, might, when
agitated by strong feelmg, employ a term used by his
adversary with a directly contrary meaning to that for
which that adversary had resorted to it it might come
into his mind as one way, and sometimes the best, of reply-
mg to that adversary This form of speech is generally
produced by a mixture of anger and contempt, and punnmg
IS a natural mode of expressmg them
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It IS my intention to pass over none of the important

so-called conceits of Shakspeare, not a few of which are

introduced mto his later productions with great propnety

and effect We are not to forget, that at the time he lived

there was an attempt at, and an affectation of, quaintness

and adornment, which emanated from the Court, and

against which satire was directed by Shakspeare m the

character of Osrick m Hamlet Among the schoolmen of

that age, and earlier, nothing was more common than the

use of conceits it began with the revival of letters and

the bias thus given was very generally felt and ack

l\ave in my possession a dictionary of

the epithets applied to love, hate, jealousy, ^ ^

abstract terms, are arranged and

entirely of words taken from Seneca and his im ,

from the schoolmen, showmg perpetual ^
describmg the passions by the conjunction and co

,

,

of things absoMely irreconcileable In treating t^e matter

thus, l\m aware that I am only paPiating ^1^® 'g

Shakspeare he ought to have had nothmg ^™
merely temporary pecuhanties 1^® r Qf
onlv but for all ugcs, a.nd so fa.r I a.dmit the us

hrinceiStobfa defect They detract somatmres from

his universahty as to time, person, and sitriatio
-pcujiar

If we were able to discover, ai^
Shaksoeare it

faults, as well as the pecuhar

would matenaUy assist us m deciding what

to be attached to certain portions o ^hat are^.^J
called his worlcs If we met mth a pl^^' Sg^fnor
of a play, m which we could ^^ace neither defects no

his excellences, we should have the str^st reason tor

beheving that he had had no hand m it

scenes so circumstanced we which in some
that they were taken from P^J?L^^„pj.emserted
mstances, he reformed or altered, or tha ^

afterwards by some under-hand, m P
heavv for

If a drama by Shakspeare turned out to b®
J:o°

foThten
popular audrc^ces, the clown

^ representation /
, banner the conclusion

rm"e^ta^le! tonr Shahspeare's

pen
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It remains for me to speak of the hero and herome, of

Romeo and Juliet themselves ,
and I shall do so with un-

affected (hffidence, not merely on account of the dehcacy,

but of the great importance of the subject I feel that it

IS impossible to defend Shakspeare from the most cruel of

all charges,—that he is an immoral writer—without enter-

mg fuUy into his mode of pourtraymg female characters,

and of displaymg the passion of love It seems to me, that

he has done both with greater perfection than any other

wnter of the known world, perhaps with the smgle excep-

tion of Milton m his delmeation of Eve
When I have heard it said, or seen it stated, that Shak-

speare wrote for man, but the gentle Fletcher for woman,
it has always given me something like acute pain, because
to me it seems to do the greatest mjustice to Shakspeare
when, too, I remember how much character is formed by
what we read, I cannot look upon it as a hght question, to

be passed over as a mere amusement, hke a game of cards or

chess I never have been able to tame down my mmd to

think poetry a sport, or an occupation for idle hours
Perhaps there is no more sure critenon of refinement in

moral character, of the purity of mtellectual mtention,
and of the deep conviction and perfect sense of what our
own nature really is m all its combinations, than the
different definitions different men would give of love I

I will not detain you by stating the various knoivn defini-
tions, some of which it may be better not to repeat I wih
rather give you one of my own, which, I apprehend, is

equally free from the extravagance of pretended Platonism
(which, like other thmgs which super-moralise, is sure to
demorahse) and from ite grosser opposite

Considermg myself and my feUow-men as a sort of Imk
between heaven and earth, being composed of body and
soul, with power to reason and to will, and with that
perpetual aspiration which tells us that this is ours for
a while, but it is not ourselves , considering man, I say,
in this two-fold character, yet united m one person, I con-
ceive that there can be no correct definition of love which
does not correspond with our bemg, and with that sub-
ordination of one part to another which constitutes our
perfection I would say therefore that

—

“ Love is a desire of the whole being to be united to
some thing, or some bemg, felt necessary to its complete-
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ness, by the most perfect means that nature permits,
and reason dictates

”

It IS mevitable to every noble mmd, whether man or

woman, to feel itself, of itself, imperfect and msuf&cient,
not as an animal only, but as a moral bemg How wonder-
fully, then, has Providence contrived for us, by making
that which is necessary to us a step m our exaltation to

a higher and nobler state > The Creator has ordamed
that one should possess quahties which the other has not,

and the union of both is the most complete ideal of human
character In everything the blendmg of the similar

With the dissimilar is the secret of all pure delight Who
shall dare to stand alone, and vaunt himself, m himself,

sufi&cient ^ In poetry it is the blending of passion with

order that constitutes perfection this is still more
the case m morals, and more than all m the exclusive

attachment of the sexes
True it is, that the world and its busmess may be

carried on without marriage ,
r but it is so evident that

Providence mtended man (the only animal of all chmates,

^d whose reason is pre-emment over mstmct) to be the

master of the world, that marriage, or the knitting to-

gether of society by the tenderest, yet firmest ties, seems

ordamed to render him capable of mamtammg his superi-

ority over the brute creation Man alone has been privi-

leged to clothe himself, and to do all thmgs so as to make
him, as it were, a secondary creator of himself, and of

his own happiness or misery in this, as m all, the image

of the Deity is impressed upon him
Providence, then, has not left us to prudence only ,

for

the power of calculation, which prudence imphes, cannot

have existed, but m a state which pre-supposes mamage
If God has done this, shall we suppose that he has given

us no moral sense, no yearning, winch is something more
than animal, to secure that, without which man might

form a herd, but could not be a society ? The very idea

seems to breathe absurdity ^ , j
Prom thm union arise the paternal, filial, brotherly and

sisterly relations of hfe ,
and every state is but a family

magn^ed All the operations of mind, m short, all

distinguishes us from brutes, originate m the more perfect

state of domestic hfe—One mfalhble criterion m foimmg
an opmion of a man is the reverence m which he holds
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women Plato has said, that in this way v,( rise from

sensuality to affection, from affection to and from

love to the pure intellectual delight by vIikIi vc Iworne

worthy to conceive that infinite in our^ehts, without

which it IS impossible for man to believe in a God In a

word, the grandest and most delightful of all promises

has been expressed to us by this practical statc—our

marnage with the Redeemer of mankind
I might safely appeal to cvciy man vvdio hears me, vho

m youth has been accustomed to abandon himself to his

animal passions, whether when he first really fd! in love,

the earliest symptom was not a complete change in lus

manners, a contempt and a hatred of himself for havnng
excused his conduct by asserting, that he acted according

to the dictates of nature, that his vices were the inevit-

able consequences of youth, and that his passions at that

period of life could not be conquered ^ 'Jhe surest friend

of chastity is love it leads us, not to sink the mind in

the body, but to draw up the body to the mind—the

immortal part of our nature See how' contrasted m this

respect are some portions of the works of writers, whom I

need not name, with other portions of the same works
the ebullitions of comic humour have at times, by a
lamentable confusion, been made the means of debasing
our nature, while at other times, even m the same volume,
we are happy to notice the utmost purity, such as the
purity of love, which above all other qualities renders us
most pure and lovely
Love IS not, hke hunger, a mere selfish appetite * it is

an associative quahty The hungry savage is nothing but
an animal, thmkmg only of the satisfaction of his stomach
what is the first effect of love, but to associate the feeling
with every object m nature ? the trees whisper, the roses
exhale their perfumes, the nightingales sing, nay the very
skies smile m unison wnth the feehng of true and pure
love It gives to every object m nature a power of the
heart, without which it would mdeed be spintless

Shakspeare has desenbed this passion in various states
and stages, beginning, as was most natural, with love m
the young Does he open his play by makmg Romeo
and Juliet in love at first sight—at the first glimpse, as
any ordinary thmker would do ? Certainly not he knew
what he was about, and how he was to accomphsh what
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he was about he was to develope the whole passion, and
he commences with the first elements—that sense of
imperfection, that yearning to combine itself with some-
thing lovely Romeo became enamoured of the idea he
had formedm his own mmd, and then, as it were, christened
the fixst real bemg of the contrary sex as endowed with
the perfections he desired He appears to be m love with
Rosalme

, but, in truth, he is m love only with his own
idea He felt that necessity of bemg beloved which no
noble mmd can be without Then our poet, our poet
who so weU knew human nature, mtroduces Romeo to
Juhet, and makes it not only a violent, but a permanent
love—a pomt for which Shakspeare has been ridiculed by
the Ignorant and unthinking Romeo is first represented
m a state most susceptible of love, and then, seemg Juhet,
he took and retained the mfection
This bnngs me to observe upon a charactenstic of

Shakspeare, which belongs to a man of profound thought
^d high gemus It has been too much the custom,
when anythmg that happened m his dramas could not
easily be explamed by the few words the poet has em-
ployed, to pass it idly over, and to say that it is beyond
our reach, and beyond the power of philosophy—a sort
of terra incognita for discoverers—a great ocean to be
hereafter explored Others have treated such passages
us hints and glimpses of something now non-existent,
us the sacred fragments of an ancient and ruined temple,
uH the portions of which are beautiful, although their

particular relation to each other is unknown Shak-
speare knew the human mmd, and its most mmute and
intimate workings, and he never mtroduces a word, or a
thought, m vam or out of place if we do not understand
him, it IS our own fault or the fault of copyists and typo-
graphers

, but study, and the possession of some small
stock of the knowledge by which he worked, will enable
us often to detect and explam his meanmg He never
wrote at random, or hit upon pomts of character and
conduct by chance , and the smallest fragment of his

mmd not imfrequently gives a clue to a most perfect,

regular, and consistent whole
I may not have another opportunity, the mtroduc-

tion of Fnar Laurence mto this tragedy enables me to
remark upon the different manner m which Shakspeare
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has treated the priestly character, as compared with other

writers In Beaumont and Fletcher pnests are repre-

sented as a vulgar mockery, and, as m others of their

dramatic personages, the errors of a few are mistaken

for the demeanour of the many but in Shakspeare they

always carry with them our love and respect He made
no mjunous abstracts he took no copies from the worst

parts of our nature ,
and, like the rest, his character of

pnests are truly drawn from the general body
It may strike some as singular, that throughout aU his

productions he has never mtroduced the passion of avance
The truth is, Uiat it belongs only to particular parts of our

nature, and is prevalent only m particular states of society

,

hence it could not, and cannot, be permanent The Miser

of Mohere and Plautus is now looked upon as a species of

madman, and avance as a species of madness, Elwes, of

whom everybody has heard, was an individual mfluenced
by an msane condition of mmd ,

but, as a passion, avarice
has disappeared How admuably, then, did Shakspeare
foresee, that if he drew such a character it could not be
permanent i he drew characters which would always be
natural, and therefore permanent, masmuch as they were
not dependent upon accidental circumstances
There is not one of the pla}^ of Shakspeare that is built

upon anything but the best and surest foundation
,

the
characters must be permanent—permanent while men
contmue men,—^because they stand upon what is absolutely
necessary to our existence This cannot be said even of
some of the most famous authors of antiquity Take the
capital tragedies of Orestes, or of the husband of Jocasta
great as was the genius of the writers, these dramas have
an obvious fault, and the fault hes at the very root of the
action In CEdipus a man is represented oppressed by fate
for a crime of which he was not morally guilty

,
and while

we read we are obhged to say to ourselves, that m those
days they considered actions without reference to the real
guilt of the persons

There is no character m Shakspeare m which envy is

pourtrayed, with one sohtary exception—Cassius, m
“ Juhus Cffisar ”

,
yet even there the vice is not hateful,

inasmuch as it is counterbalanced by a number of excellent
qualities and virtues The poet leads the reader to suppose
that It IS rather somethmg constitutional, something
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denved from his parents, something that he cannot avoid,

and not something that he has Itself acquired
,

thus
throwmg the blame from the will ofman to some mevitable
curcumstance, and leadmg us to suppose that it is hardly
to be looked upon as one of those passions that actually

debase the mind
Whenever love is described as of a serious nature, and

much more when it is to lead to a tragical result, it depends
upon a law of the mmd, which, I beheve, I shall hereafter

be able to make intelligible, and which would not only

justify Shakspeare, but show an analogy to aU his other

characters

END OF THE SEVENTH LECTURE

THE EIGHTH LECTURE

It is impossible to pay a higher compliment to poetry,

than to consider the effects it produces m common with

rehgion, yet distmct (as far as distmction can be, where

there is no division) in those quahties which religion

exercises and diffuses over aU mankind, as far as they are

subject to its influence
I have often thought that rehgion (speaking of it only

3s it accords with poetry, without reference to its more

serious impressions) is the poetry of mankind, both having

for their objects —
1 To generahse our notions ,

to prevent men from

confinmg their attention solely, or chiefly, to their own
narrow sphere of action, and to their own individual

circumstances By placing them m certam awful relations

it merges the individual man m the whole species, and

makes it impossible for any one man to thmk of his future

lot, or mdeed of his present condition, without at the same

time compnsmg m his view his fellow-creatures
, , ,

2 That both poetry and religion throw the object of

deepest mterest to a distance from us, and thereby not

only aid our imagination, but in a most important manner

subserve the interest of our virtues ,
for that nian is mdeed

a slave, who is a slave to his own senses, and whose mmd
and imagmation cannot carry him beyond the distance

which his hand can touch, or even his eye can reach
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3. The grandest ]X)mt of rcscnildancc bct^^^.(n tlum is,

that both have for tlieir object (I hardly knoA ul^'llier

the English language supjdies an npprojuiatc vord) the

perfecting, and the pointing out to us the indc unite im-

provement of our nature, and fixing our attention upon

that. They bid us, while wc are sitting in the daik at our

httle fire, look at the mountain-tops, stnigchng uith dark-

ness, and announcing that light vhich ‘^hall be common to

all, m vhich mduidual mtercats shall rc.-ohc into one

common good, and every man shall find in his fellow man
more than a brother

Such being the case, wc need not vender that it has

pleased Providence, that the dninc truths of religion

should have been revealed to us in the form of poctrx'

,

and that at all times poets, not the slaves of any particular

sectarian opinions, should have joined to support all tho'^c

delicate sentiments of the heart (often vhen they vere
most opposed to the reigning philosophy of the day) v Inch

may be called the feeding streams of religion

I have heard it said that an undevmut astronomer is mad
In the strict sense of the word, every being capable of under-
standmg must be mad, who remains, as it verc, fixed m
the ground on which he treads—vho, gifted with the

divme faculties of indefinite hope and fear, bom uith them,
yet settles his faith upon that, in wluch neither hope nor
fear has any proper field for display. Much more truly,

however, might it be said that, an undevout poet is mad
in the stnet sense of the word, an undevout poet is an
impossibility. I have heard of verse-makers (poets the}
are not, and never can be) who mtroduced into their worli
such questions as these —\ATiether the world was made of

atoms ?—Whether there is a universe ?—Whether there is

a govemmg mmd that supports it ? As I have said, verse-
makers are not poets the poet is one who cames the sim-
plicity of childhood into the powers of manhood ,

vho,
with a soul unsubdued by habit, unshackled by custom,
contemplates aU things with the freshness and the wonder
of a child

,
and, connectmg with it the inquisitive powers

of nper years, adds, as far as he can find knowledge, admira-
tion

, and, where knowledge no longer permits admiration,
gladly sinks back again mto the childlike feeling of devout
wonder
The poet is not only the man made to solve the riddle
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of the imiverse, but he is also the man who feels where it
IS not solved What is old and worn-out, not m itself, but
from the dimness of the intellectual eye, produced by
worldly passions and pursmts, he makes new he pours
upon it the dew that glistens, and blows round it the breeze
that cooled us m our mfancy I hope, therefoie, that if

in this single lecture I make some demand on the attention
of my hearers to a most important subject, upon which
depends all sense of the worthmess or unworthmess of our
nature, I shall obtam their pardon If I afford them less

amusement, I trust that their own reflections upon a few
thoughts will be found to repay them

I have been led to these observations by the tragedy
of “ Romeo and Juliet,” and by some, perhaps, mdiscreet
expressions, certainly not weU chosen, concemmg fallmg
in love at first sight I have taken one of Shakspeare's
earhest works, as I consider it, m order to show that he,
of all his contemporanes (Sir Philip Sidney alone excepted),
entertamed a just conception of the female character
Unquestionably, that gentleman of Europe—that all-

accomplished man, and our beloved Shakspeare, were the
only writers of that age, who pitched then ideas of female
perfection accordmg to the best researches of philosophy
compared with aU who followed them, they stand as mighty
mountains, the islands of a deluge, which has swallowed all

the rest in the flood of obhvion ^

I certainly do not mean, as a general maxrni, to justify so
foolish a thing as what goes by the name of love at first

sight
, but, to express myself more accurately, I should

say that there is, and has always existed, a deep emotion
of the mmd, which might be c^ed love momentaneous

—

not love at first sight, nor known by the subject of it to be

^
or to have been such, but after many years of expenence ^

I have to defend the existence of love, as a passion m
I I’cmember, in conversing on this very point at a subsequent period,—I cannot fix

the date,'—Coleridge made a willing exception in favour of Spenser ,
but he added that

the notions of the author of the ‘
* Faery Queen” v/ere often so romantic and heightened

that he could not look upon Spenser’s females as creatures of our world,
whereas the ladies of Shakspeare and Sidney were flesh and blood, with their very
defects and qualifications giving evidence of their humanity hence the lively interest

regarding them — PC r rr i » ini' 1

Coleridge here made a reference to, and cited a passage from, Hooker s ^cclesi-
sistical Polity

,
** but my note contains only a hint regarding it , and the probability is,

that I did not insert more of it, because I thought I should be able, at some future

to procure the exact words, or a reference to them, from the Lecturer
Whether 1 did so or not I cannot remember, but I find no trace of anything of the
kind—J p c
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ilscH fit and nppropnate to huni'in n'iUrf ,-“I « •>' t’.t fo'

human nnlum, and not onls <>o, Unt ptevh a to n, tnr,har< d

either in degree or kind l)y any of our (• How no Uun-> i*

IS a passion whirh it is impo.is}b!e for anv rr» a lure t<> feel,

but a being cndo^\cd v,il{i icri'On. with th’ moral

and w'lth the strong ycarninr which. Id e all othn po.uT-

ful effects in nature, prophesy come futuri < fleet

If I were to address m\sc]f to the inattrrhi.t, %\ith

reference to the human kind, and (admitting the three

great law's common to all beings,— i, the bw of ectf-p^c-

sciw'ation , 2, that of continuing the race , and 3. the rare

of the offspring till protection is no longer n''c.dtd),"“Wcrc

to ask him, whether he thought any motives of p: ad-^nce or

duty enforced the simple necessity of prcser\ing the rrcc ?

or whether, after a course of serious reflection, he came to

the conclusion, that it would be better to ha\ c a posterity,

from a sense of duty impelling us to seek that as our object ’

—if, I say, I w'ere to ask a matcnalist, w hethcr c\ich w'as the
real cause of the preservation of the species, he would laugh
me to scorn , he would say tliat nature was too wise do
trust any of her great designs to the mere cold calculations
of fallible mortality
Then the question comes to a short crisis —Is, or is not,

our moral nature a part of the end of Providence ^ or are
we, or are w'e not, beings meant for societal ^ Is tliat

society, or is it not, meant to be progressive ^ "
I trust that

none of my auditors would endure the putting of tlie

question—Whether, independently of tlie progr^sion of
the race, every individual has it not xn his power to be in-

definitely progressive ?—for, without mamage, wathout
exclusive attachment, there could be no human society

,

herds, as I said, there might be, but society there could not
be there could be none of that dehghtful intercourse
between father and child

, none of the sacred affections ,

none of the chanbes of humanity
, none of all those many

and complex causes, which have raised us to the state w’e

have already reached, could possibly have existence All
these effects are not found among the brutes

, neither are
they found among savages, whom strange accidents have
sunk below the class of human bemgs, msomuch that a stop
seems actually to have been put to their progressiveness
We may, therefore, safely conclude that tliere is placed

within us some element, if I may so say, of our nature

—
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something which is as peculiar to our moral nature, as any
other part can be conceived to be, name it what you wiU,

—

j
I will say for illustration, devotion,—^name' it

inen^hip, or a sense of duty
, but somethmg there is,

peculiar to our nature, which answers the moral end , as
we find everywhere in the ends of the moral world, that
there are proportionate material and bodily means of
accomplishing them
We are bom, and it is our nature and lot to be composed

of body and mmd
,
but when our heart leaps up on hearing

of the victones of our country, or of the rescue of the
virtuous, but unhappy, from the hands of an oppressor

,

when a parent is transported at the restoration of a beloved
child from deadly sicimess , when the pulse is quickened,
from any of these or other causes, do we therefore say,
because the body mterprets the emotions of the mind and
s^pathises with them, asserting its claim to participation,
that ]oy is not mental, or that it is not moral > Do we
^sert, that it was owing merely to fulness of blood that the
heart throbbed, and the pulse played ? Do we not rather
say, that the regent, the mmd, bemg glad, its slave, its

Willing slave, the body, responded to it, and obeyed the
impulse ^ If we are possessed with a feehng of havmg
done a wrong, or of havmg had a wrong done to us, and it

excites the blush of shame or the glow of anger, do we pre-
tend to say that, by some accident, the blood suffused itself
into vems unusually small, and therefore that the guilty
seemed to evince shame, or the mjured mdignation ? In
these things we scorn such mstruction ,

and shall it be
deemed a sufficient excuse for the materiahst to degrade
that passion, on which not only many of our virtues depend,
but upon which the whole frame, the whole structure of
human society rests ? Shall we pardon him this debase-
ment of love, because our body has been united to mmd by
^evidence, m order, not to reduce the high to the level of
the low, but to elevate the low to the level of the high ? We
should be guilty of nothmg less than an act of moral
suicide, if we consented to degrade that which on every
account is most noble, by merging it m what is most de-
rogatory as if an angel were to hold out to us the welcom-
nig hand of brotherhood, and we turned away from it, to
Wallow, as it were, with the hog m the mire
One of the most lofty and mtellectual of the poets
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of the tune of Shakspeare has described this degradation

most wonderfully, where he speaks of a man, who, having

been converted by the witchery of worldly pleasure and

passion, mto a hog, on bemg restored to his human shape

still preferred his bestial condition —
“ But one, above the rest in special.

That had a hog been late, hight Gnil by name.
Repined greatly, and did turn miscall,

That from a hoggish form him brought to natural

“ Said Guyon, See the mmd of beastly man 1

That hath so soon forgot the excellence

Of his creation, when he life began.
That now he chooseth, with vile difierence.

To be a beast and lack mtelligence.

To whom the Palmer thus —The dunghill kind
Delights in filth and foul mcontmeoce .

Bet Grih be Grill, and have his hoggish mmd ,

But let us hence depart, whilst weather serves and wind ”

Fatty Queen, Book tt
, c 12.

The first feelmg that would stoke a refiectmg mmd,
wishmg to see mankmd not only m an amiable but m a

}ust hght, would be that beautiful feelmg m the moral
world, the brotherly and sisterly affections,—the existence

of strong affection greatly modified by the difference of

sex
,
made more tender, more graceful, more soothmg

and concihatory by the circumstance of difference, yet

stiU remammg perfectly pure, perfectly spiritual How
glonous, we may say, woiffd be the effect, if the mstances
were rare , but how much more glonous, when they are

> so frequent as to be only not universal This species of

affection is the object of rehgious veneration with all

those who love their fellow men, or who know themselves
The power of education over the human mmd is herein

exemplified, and data for hope are afforded of yet un-
reahsed excellences, perhaps dormant m our nature
When we see so divme a moral effect spread through all

classes, what may we not hope of other excellences, of

unkno^vn quahty, still to be developed ?

By dividmg the sisterly and fraternal affections from
the conjugal, we have, m truth, two loves, each of them as

strong as any affection can be, or ought to be, consistently
with the performance of our duty, and the love we should
bear to our neighbour Then, by the former preceding
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the latter, the latter is rendered more pure, more even,
and more constant the v^ife has already learned the
discipline of pure love m the character of a sister By
the discipline of private life she has already learned how
to yield, how to influence, how to command To all
this are to be added the beautiful gradations of attachment
which distmguish human nature ,—from sister to wife,
from wife to child, to uncle, to cousm, to one of our km,
to one of our blood, to our near neighbour, to our county-
man, and to our countryman
The bad results of a want of this variety of orders, of

this graceful subordination m the character of attachment,
I have often observed m Italy in particular, as well as m
other countnes, where the young are kept secluded, not
only from their neighbours, but from their own famihes

—

^ closely imprisoned, until the hour when they are
necessarily let out of their cages, without having had
the opportunity of leammg to fly—^without expenence,
restrained by no kindly feeling, and detestmg the control
which so long kept them from enjoymg the fuU hubbub
of hcence
The question is, How have nature and Providence

secured these blessings to us ? In this way —that in

general the affections become those which urge us to leave
the paternal nest We amve at a definite time of life,

and feel passions that invite us to enter mto the world

,

and this new feehng assuredly coalesces with a new object
Suppose we are under the mfluence of a vivid feehng that
IS new to us that feelmg wiU more firmly combme with
an external object, which is likewise vivid from novelty,
than with one that is famihar
To this may be added the aversion, which seems to

have acted very strongly m rude ages, concemmg anythmg
common to us and to the animal creation That which
^ done by beasts man feels a natural repugnance to

imitate The desire to extend the bond of relationship,
in families which had emigrated from the patriarchal seed.

Would likewise have its mfluence
these circumstances would render the marriage of

brother and sister unfrequent, and m simple ages an
ominous feelmg to the contrary might easily prevail

Some tradition might aid the objections to such a umon

,

and, for aught we know, some law might he preserved
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m the Temple of Isis, and from thence obtained by the

patriarchs, which would augment the horror attached to

such connexions This horror once felt, and soon propa-

gated, the present state of feeling on the subject can

easily be explained

Children begin as early to talk of mamage as of death,

from attendmg a weddmg, or following a funeral a new
young visitor is mtroduced into the family, and from

association they soon think of the conjugal bond If a

boy tell his parent that he wishes to marry his sister, he

is mstantly checked by a stem look, and he is shewn the

impossibihty of such a union The controlling glance of

the parental eye is often more effectual, than any form of

words that could be employed ; and in mature years

a mere look often prevails where exhortation would have
failed. As to infants, they are told, without any reason

assigned, that it could not be so , and perhaps the best

secunty for moral rectitude arises from a supposed
necessity Ignorant persons recoil from the thought
of domg anything that has not been done, and because
they have always been mformed that it must not be

done
The individual has by this time learned the greatest and

best lesson of the human mmd—that in ourselves we are

imperfect , and another truth, of the next, if not of equal,

importance—^that there exists a possibihty of uniting two
bemgs, each identified in their nature, but distmguished
in their separate quahties, so that each should retain what
distmguishes them, and at the same time each acquire the
quahties of that being which is contradistinguished This
is perhaps the most beautiful part of our nature the man
loses not his manly character he does not become less

brave or less resolved to go through fire and water, if

necessary, for the object of his affections rather say,
that he becomes far more brave and resolute He then
feels the begmnmgs of his moral nature he then is

sensible of its imperfection, and of its perfectibility All

the grand and subhme thoughts of an improved state of

bemg then dawn upon him he can acquire the patience
of woman, which m him is fortitude the beauty and
susceptibility of the female character m him becomes a
desire to display aU that is noble and dignified In short,
the only true resemblance to a couple thus united is the
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pure sky blue of heaven, the female unites the bea^tif^

with the subhme, and the male the subhme with the

beautiful , „

Throughout the whole of his plays Shakspeare has

evidently looked at the subject of love m tlm dignified

light he has conceived it not only wi^ moral grandeur,

but with philosophical penetration The mmd of man

searches for somethmg which shall add to his perfection

—which shall assist him ,
and he also yearns ^

aid m completing the moral nature of another Thoughts

like these wiU occupy many of his serious

imagmation will accumulate on imagmation, until at l^t

some object attracts his attention and to this object

the whole weight and unpulse of his feehngs will be

Wbo^shall say this is not love ? Here is system, but it

is founded upon nature here are associations here are

strong feelmgs, natural to us as men, and they are greeted

and finaUy Ittached to one object —who say tte

IS not love ^ Assuredly not the bemg who js the

of these sensations—If it be not love, it
chnVcneare

that It is not by Him who knows all ^hiji^
the^first

has therefore desenbed Romeo as m
fanev

instance with Rosalme, and so ^mple e y Tuliet
himself in love that he declares, before he has seen Juliet,

" When the devout religion of mine eye

Maintains such falsehood dS
’

And these, who, often drown d co^d never die.

Transparent heretics, be
s,jn

One fairer than my love ? begun
”

Ne'er saw her match smee first the begun^^^^^

This is m answer to Benvoho who
^Hetu^

compare the supposed beauty
^ confidence

beauty of other ladies ,
and in this f^ ee

, ^ j^g
Romeo is brought to Capulet s, ^sj^ we y

. before
sees Juhet, instantly becomes the heretic h

,, J j^pjete-
declied impossible, and then

tee
ness of atta&ment which forms tee whole subject ot tne

Shakspeare, the poet to pMosoto^who^^-
bmed tenth with beauty and beauty 'mte^te.^nev^

dreamed that he could interest his ^
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of Romeo, by representing him as a mere weather-cock,

blown round by every woman's breath
;

who, having

seen one, became the victim of melancholy, eating his

own heart, concentrating all his hopes and fears in her,

and yet, in an instant, changing, and falling madly in love

with another Shakspeare must have meant something

more than this, for this was the way to make people

despise, instead of adminng his hero Romeo tells us

what was Shakspeare’s purpose he shows us that he

had looked at Rosaline \vith a different feelmg from that

with which he had looked at Juhet Rosaline w^as the

object to w^hich his over-full heart had attached itself in

the first mstance our imperfect nature, in proportion as

our ideas are vivid, seeks after something in w'hich those

ideas may be realised

So with the mdiscreet friendships sometimes formed by
men of genius they are conscious of their o\vn weakness,
and are ready to believe others stronger than themselves,
when, m truth, they are weaker they have formed an
ideal m their own minds, and they want to see it realised ,

they require more than shadowy thought Their own
sense of imperfection makes it impossible for them to

fasten their attachment upon themselves, and hence the
humihty of men of true genius m, perhaps, the first

man they meet, they only see what is good , they have
no sense of his deficiencies, and their fnendship becomes
so strong, that they almost fall down and worship one in

every respect greatly their mferior
What is true of fnendship is true of love, with a person

of ardent feehngs and warm imagination What took
place m the mind of Romeo was merely natural

,
it is

accordant with every day’s expenence Amid such
vanous events, such shiftmg scenes, such changmg person-
ages, we are often mistaken, and discover that he or she
was not what we hoped and expected

, we find that the
mdividual first chosen wiU not complete our imperfection ,

wemay have suffered unnecessary pangs, and have mdulged
idly-directed hopes, and then a bemg may arise before
us, who has more resemblance to the ideal we have formed
We know that we loved the earlier object with ardour
and punty, but it was not what we feel for the later object
Our own mind tells us, that m the first mstance we merely
yearned after an object, but m the last mstance we know
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that we have found that object, and that it corresponds
•with the idea we had previously formed

(Here my original notes abruptly break off the brochure in which 1 had inserted
them was full, and I took another for the conclusion of the Lecture, which in

unfortunalclj lost ]

THE NINTH LECTURE

It is a known but unexplained phenomenon, that among
the ancients statuary rose to such a degree of perfection,

as almost to baffle 'the hope of imitatmg it, and to render
the chance of exceUing it absolutely impossible

,
yet

paintmg, at the same period, notwithstandmg the admira-
tion bestowed upon it by Pliny and others, has been proved
to be an art of much later growth, as it was also of far

inferior quahty I remember a man of high rank, equally

admirable for his talents and his taste, pointing to a

common sign-post, and saymg that had Titian never hved,
the richness of representation by colour, even there, would
never have been attained In that mechanical branch of

paintmg, perspective, it has been sho'wn that the Romans
were very deficient. The excavations and consequent

discoveries, at Herculaneum and elsewhere, prove the

Roman artis'ts to have been guilty of such blunders, as

to give plausibfiity to the assertions of those who mamtam
that the ancients were wholly ignorant of perspective

However, that they knew somethmg of it is established by
Vitruvius m the introduction to his second book

Somethmg of the same kmd, as I endeavoured to explam
lu a previous lecture, was the cause with the drama of the

ancients, which has been imitated by the French, Itahans,

and by various writers m England smee the Restoration

All that IS there represented seems to be, as it were, upon
one flat surface the theme,^ if we may so call it m refer-

ence to music, admits of nothmg more than the change of a

single note, and excludes that which is the true prumiple

of hfe—the attaming of the same result by an mfimte

variety of means
The plays of Shakspeare are m no respect imitations

^ Here occurs another evident mistake of mine, in my original^

consequence of mishearing I hastilj wrote scheme, instead of theme, which last

naust nave been the word of the Lecturer
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of the Greeks they may be called analogies, because by

very different means they amve at the same end ,
whereas

the French and Itahan tragedies I have read, and the

Enghsh ones on the same model, are mere copies, though

they cannot be called likenesses, seekmg the same effect

by adoptmg the same means, but under most inappro-

priate and adverse circumstances

I have thus been led to consider, that the ancient drama
{meanmg the works of iEschylus, Euripides, and Sophocles,

for the rhetorical productions of the same class by the

Romans are scarcely to be treated as origmal theatncal

poems) might be contrasted with the Shakspearean drama
—I call it the Shakspearean drama to distmguish it,

because I know of no other wnter who has realised the same
idea, although I am told by some, that the Spamsh poets,

Lopez de Vega and Calderon, have been equally successful

The Shakspearean drama and the Greek drama may be

compared to statuary and painting In statuary, as m the

Greek drama, the characters must be few, because the very
essence of statuary is a high degree of abstraction, which
prevents a great many figures bemg combmed m the same
effect In a grand group of Niobe, or in any other ancient
heroic subject, how disgusting even it would appear, if an
old nurse were mtroduced Not only the number of figures

must be circumscnbed, but nothmg undignified must be
placed m company with what is dignified no one
personage must be brought m that is not an abstraction
all the actors m the scene must not be presented at once
to the eye

,
and the effect of multitude, if reqmred, must

be produced without the mtermingimg of anythmg
discordant
Compare this small group wuth a picture by Raphael or

Titian, in wluch an immense number of figures may be
mtroduced, a beggar, a cripple, a dog, or a cat , and by a
less degree of labour, and a less degree of abstraction, an
effect IS produced equally harmomous to the mind, more
true to nature with its varied colours, and, m all respects
but one, superior to statuary The man of taste feels

satisfied, and to that which the reason conceives possible,
a momentary reahty is given by the aid of imagmation

I need not here repeat what I have said before, regard-
ing the cucumstances which permitted Shakspeare to make
an alteration, not merely so suitable to the age m which he
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lived, but, in fact, so necessitated by the condition of that
age I need not again remind you of the difference I
pomted out between imitation and likeness, m reference to
the attempt to give reahty to representations on the stage
The distinction between mutation and likeness depends
upon the admixture of circumstances of dissimilarity

,

an mutation is not a copy, precisely as hkeness is not same-
ness, m that sense of the word “ likeness

”
which imphes

difference conjomed with sameness Shakspeare reflected
manners m his plays, not by a cold formal copy, but b)^ an
mutation

, that is to say, by an admixture of cucum-
stances, not absolutely true m themselves, but true to the
character and to the time represented

It is fair to own that he had many advantages The
great of that day, mstead of surrounding themselves by
the chevaux de fnse of what is now called high breeding,
endeavoured to distmguish themselves by attamments, by
energy of thought, and consequent powers of mind The
stage, mdeed, had nothmg but curtams for its scenes, but
this fact compelled the actor, as weU as the author, to

appeal to the imaginations, and not to the senses of the
audience thus was obtamed a power over space and tune,
which m an ancient theatre would have been absurd,
because it would have been contradictory The advantage
IS vastly m favour of our own early stage the dramatic
poet there rehes upon the imagmation, upon the reason,
and upon the noblest powers of the human heart , he
shakes off the iron bondage of space and tune , he appeals
to that which we most wish to be, when we are most worthy
of bemg, while the ancient dramatist bmds us down to the

meanest part of our nature, and the chief compensation is

a simple acquiescence of the mmdm the position, that what
IS represented might possibly have occurred in the tune and
place required by the unities It is a poor compliment to
a poet to tell him, that he has only the qualifications of a
historian

la dramatic composition the observation of the unities

of tune and place so narrows the period of action, so

impoverishes the sources of pleasure, that of all the

Atheman dramas there is scarcely one m which the ab-
surdity IS not glaring, of aimmg at an object, and utterly

faihng in the attainment of it, events are sometimes
brought mto a space m which it is impossible for them to
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have occurred, and in this way the grandest effort of the

dramatist, that of making his play the mirror of hfe, is

entirely defeated

The limit allowed by the rules of the Greek stage was

twenty-four hours , but, masmuch as, even m this case,

time must have become a subject of imagmation, it was

just as reasonable to allow twenty-four months, or even

years The mind is acted upon by such strong stimulants,

that the penod is mdifierent ,
and when once the boundary

of possibility is passed, no restnction can be assigned In

readmg Shakspeare, we should first consider m which of

his plays he means to appeal to the reason, and m which

to the imagmation, faculties which have no relation to

time and place, excepting as m the one case they impty a

succession of cause and effect, and m the other form a

harmomous picture, so that the impulse given by the

reason is carried on by the imagination
We have often heard Shakspeare spoken of as a child of

nature, and some of his modern imitators, without the

gemus to copy nature, by resortmg to real mcidents, and
treating them m a certam way, have produced that stage-

phenomenon which is neither tragic nor comic, nor tragi-

comic, nor comi-tragic, but sentimental This sort of

wntmg depends upon some very affectmg circumstances,
and m its greatest excellence aspires no higher than the
gemus of an omon,—^the power of drawmg tears

,
while the

author, actmg the part of a ventriloquist, distributes his

own msipidity among the characters, if characters they can
be called, which have no marked and distmguishmg
features I have seen dramas of this sort, some translated
and some the growth of our own soil, so well acted, and so

ill written, that if I could have been made for the time
artificially deaf, I should have been pleased with that
performance as a pantomime, which was mtolerable as a
play

Shakspeare’s characters, from Othello and Macbeth
down to Dogberry and the Grave-digger, may be termed
ideal realities They are not the things themselves, so

much as abstracts of the thmgs, which a great mind takes
into itself, and there naturalises them to its own conception
Take Dogberry are no important truths there conveyed,
no admirable lessons taught, and no valuable allusions
made to reignmg folhes, which the poet saw must for ever
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reign ? He is not the creature of the day, to disappear
with the day, but the representative and abstract of truth
which must ever be true, and of humour which must ever
he humorous
The readers of Shakspeare may be divided mto two

classes —
I. Those who read his works with feeling and under-

standing
,

2 Those who, without affecting to cnticise, merely
feel, and may be said to be the recipients of the poet's

power
Between the two no medium can be endured The

ordmary reader, who does not pretend to bring his under-
standing to bear upon the subject, often feels that some
real trait of his own has been caught, that some nerve has
been touched

, and he knows that it has been touched by
the vibration he experiences—a thnll, which tells us that,

by becoming better acquamted with the poet, we have
become better acquamted with ourselves

In the plays of Shakspeare every man sees himself, with-
out knowing that he does so as m some of the phenomena
of nature, m the mist of the mountam, the traveller beholds
his own figure, but the glory round the head distinguishes

it from a mere vulgar copy In traversmg the Brocken, in

the north of Germany, at sunrise, the brilliant beams are

shot askance, and you see before you a being of gigantic

proportions, and of such elevated dignity, that you only

know it to be yourself by similanty of action In the same
way, near Messina, natural forms, at determined distances,

are represented on an mvisible mist, not as they reaUy exist,

but dressed in all the prismatic colours of the imagination
So in Shakspeare every form is true, everything has

reality for its foundation ,
we can all recognise the truth,

but we see it decorated with such hues of beauty, and

niagnified to such proportions of grandeur, that, while we
know the figure, we know also how much it has been refined

and exalted by the poet
It IS humiliatmg to reflect that, as it were, because

heaven has given us the greatest poet, it has inflicted upon
that poet the most mcompetent critics none of them
seem to understand even his language, much less the prin-

ciples upon which he wrote, and the peculiarities which

distinguish him from all rivals. I will not now dwell upon
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this point, because it is my intention to devote a lecture

more immediately to the prefaces of Pope and Johnson
‘

Some of Shakspeare’s contemporanes appear to have under- ^

stood lum, and imitated hun in a way that does the

ongmal no small honour ,
but modem preface-wnters and

commentators, while they praise him as a great genius,

when they come to pubhsh notes upon his plays, treat him
^

like a schoolboy ,
as if this great genius did not understand

^

himself, was not aware of his own powers, and wrote vnth-
"

out design or purpose Nearly all they can do is to express

the most vulgar of all feelings, wonderment—^wondenng at
;

what they term the irregularity of his genius, sometimes

above all praise, and at other times, if they are to be trusted,

below all contempt They endeavour to reconcile the two
opinions by asserting that he wrote for the mob

,
as if a

man of real genius ever wrote for the mob Shakspeare
never consciously wrote what was below himself careless

he might be, and his better genius may not always have
attended him , but I fearlessly say, that he never penned
a line that he knew would degrade him No man does

anythmg equally well at all times , but because Shakspeare
could not always be the greatest of poets, was he therefore

to condescend to make hunself the least ? ^

Yesterday afternoon a fnend left a book for me by a

German cntic, of which I have only had time to read a

small part
, but what I did read I approved, and I should

be disposed to applaud the work much more highly, were
it not that m so domg I should, m a manner, applaud my-
self The sentiments and opinions are coincident with
those to which I gave utterance m my lectures at the
Royal Institution It is not a httle wonderful, that so

many ages have elapsed smce the time of Shakspeare, and
that it should remain for foreigners first to feel truly, and
to appreciate justly, his mighty genius The solution of

this circumstance must be sought m the history of our
nation* the English have become a busy commercial
people, and they have unquestionably denved from this

propensity many social and physical advantages they
have grown to be a mighty empire—one of the great

^ It IS certain that my shorthand note in this place afibrds another instance of mis-
hearing It runs literally thus~-“ but because Shakspeare could not always be the
greatest of poets, was he therefore to condescend to make himself a beast? ' For ''a
beast^” we must read Uasty the antithesis being between “ greatest and least,

*

and not between “ poet * and beast” Yet “ beast ” may be reconciled with sense
asm MeubM ** Notes and Emend ** 420-
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nations of the world, whose moral supenonty ^

^

struggle successfully against him, who may be deemed the

^'trrotTLiTL Gen^ans unable to d»sh
themselves in action, have been driven to speculation

all their feelings have been forced back J
and reasoning mmd To do, with them is

in determining what ought to be done, P
oL^ardlv

every people of the globe IncapaWe o
recalled

they have acted internally * they first r
work with

the ancient philosophy, and set their spir „ ,

an energy of which England produces p
» ^

those truly heroic tunes, heroic in body ^

SfSat has been wntten upon enaWe
men were burned, in the want of cand ,

us to read one half of wh^ our drama P
England

should be great gainers. Providence S
mortality

the greatest man that ever put on f^

and has thrown a sop to the envy of

fiicting upon his native
state m which his text

critics 1 say nothing here
,

, evidently very
has come down to us, farth^ than h

-nerverted, in
imperfect m many places his

others, If not entirely

sented, as to afiord us only a ghn^P^
pvnressions But

without the power °
fectly^or imperfectly

whether his dramas have been perfectly or j
printed, it is quite clear that modern inquiry i

^

lative ingenuity in this kingdom
nothing (for some

might say, Nvithout a solecism less than

editors have multiplied corruptions) to r^neve me g

language of the poet His ^^^^^f^XTundemtool nor
whole of the last century,

,, --.g-iate what they
appreciated him ,

for how could they appreciate wna

coidd not understand > immediately fol-

His contemporaries, and tn
,

, merits or so incap-
lowed him, were not so insensible ^ might be
able of explaining them

, t^y, printed, m
Milton when a young man of

, laudatory poem,
the second folio of Shakspeare s

.Jgtness and distmct-
which, in Its kind, has no

nowers and qualities

ness of descnption, m reference to the powers h
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of lofty genius It runs thus, and I hope that, when I have

finished, I shall stand in need of no excuse for reading the

whole of it

” A mind reflecting ages past, whose clear

And equal surface can make thmgs appear,

Distant a thousand years, and represent

Them m their lively colours, ]ust extent

To outrun hasty time, retrieve the fates,

Roll back the heavens, blow ope the iron gates

Of death and Lethe, where confused he
Great heaps of ruinous mortality

In that deep dusky dungeon to discern

A royal ghost from churls , by art to learn

The physiognomy of shades, and give

Them sudden birth, w ondenng how oft they live ;

What story coldly tells, what poets feign

At second hand, and picture without bram.
Senseless and soul-less shows to give a stage
(Ample and true with life) voice, action, age.

As Plato's year, and new scene of the world.
Them unto us, or us to them had hurl'd
To raise our ancient sovereigns from their herse.

Make kings his subjects , by exchanging verse,
Enhve theur pale trunks , that the present age
Joys at their joy, and trembles at their rage
Yet so to temper passion, that our ears
Take pleasure m their pam, and eyes m tears
Both weep and smile , fearful at plot so sad.
Then laughing at our fear , abus’d, and glad
To be abus'd , affected with that truth
Which we perceive is false, pleas’d m that ruth
At which we start, and, by elaborate play,
Tortur'd and tickl'd , by a crab-like way
Time past made pastime, and m ugly sort
Disgorging up his ravm for our sport ——'S^ile the plebeian imp, from lofty throne,
Creates and rules a world, and works upon
Mankmd by secret engines , now to move
A chillmg pity, then a rigorous love ,

To strike up and stroke down, both joy and ire
To steer th' affections , and by heavenly fire
Mold us anew, stoTn from ourselves —

This, and much more, which cannot be express’d
But by himself, his tongue, and his own breast.
Was Shakspeare's freehold , which his cunning bram
Improv'd by favour of the nme-fold tram

,

The buskin'd muse, the comick queen, the grand
And louder tone of Clio, nimble hand
And nimbler foot of the melodious pair,
The silver-voiced lady, the most fair
Calliope, whose speaking silence daunts,
And she whose praise the heavenly body chants ;
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These lomtiy woo’d him, envying one another ;

(Obey’d by all as spouse, but lov d as brother)

And wrought a curious robe, of sable grave,

Fresh green, and pleasant > cllow, red most brave.

And constant blue, rich purple, guiltlp white.

The lowH russet, and the scarlet bright
,

Branch'd and embroider’d like the paintim ^nng ,

Each leaf match'd with a flower, and each string

Of golden wire, each line of silk there run

Italian works, whose thread the sisters spun ,

And these did sing, or seem to sing, the choice

Birds of a foreign note and various voice

Here hangs a mossy rock
,

^ere plays a fair

But chiding fountain, purled not the air^
^

Nor clouds; nor thunder, but were living drawn

,

Not out of common tiffany or lawn.

But fine materials, which the Muses

And only know the countries where ^ey grow

Now, when they could no longer

In mortal garments pent.-^eath

They say. Ls body .
but bis verse shall live,

_

And^more than nature takes our

In a less volume, but more strongly
, crown’d

Shakspeare shall breathe and speak with laurel crown d.

Which never fades ; fed with ambrosian meat,

In a well-lined vesture, nch, and neat

So with this robe they clothe him. ^id Mm wear .

For time shall never stain, nor envy tear it

This poem is subsenbed J M ^ ^
the

explamed the initials, " 1°^ Milton, Student the

internal evidence seems to me decisive,
ramble* of

think, no other man, of that “^^^Stly
wnting anything so charactenstic of Shaksp ,

thought, and so happily expressed
cwoVenpare's char-

It^is a mistake to say that any of S^kspeare s char

acters strike us as portraits they have the «aion o_

reason perceivmg, of judgment recordi g,
, ^oet

tion diLsing over aU a magic ,„™\^^onder-
registers what is past, he proje^ the

, see,M degree, and nkkes us ^eel, however slightly, and see^

^SrpS Jut^ren^t 1 ?sTe^-anent in the very

^^Sru^grrhav^ affinned

acters are ideal, and the ^sult of h wn^

yet a just separation may he made oi th

ideal IS most promment—where “
P^^q^scious of the

intensely—^where we are made mor
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ideal, though m truth they possess no more nor less

ideality and of those which, though equally idealised,

the delusion upon the mind is of their being real The

characters in the various plays may be separated into

those where the real is disguised m the ideal, and those

where the ideal is concealed from us by the real The
difference is made by the different powers of mmd em-

plo}-ed by the poet m the representation

At present I shall only speak of dramas where the

ideal is predommant ,
and chiefly for this reason—that

those plays have been attacked "with the greatest violence

The objections to them are not the growth of our own
country, but of France,—the judgment of monkeys, by
some wonderful phenomenon, put mto the mouths of

people shaped like men These creatures have mformed
us that Shakspeare is a miraculous monster, m whom many
heterogeneous components were throivn together, pro-

ducing a discordant mass of genius—an irregular and ill-

assorted structure of gigantic proportions

Among the ideal plays, I will take “ The Tempest,”
by way of example Various others might be mentioned,
but it IS impossible to go through every drama, and what
I remark on “ The Tempest ” will apply to all Shakspeare’s
productions of the same class

In this play Shakspeare has especially appealed to the
imagination, and he has constructed a plot well adapted to

the purpose According to his scheme, he did not appeal
to any sensuous impression (the word " sensuous ” is

authorised by Milton) of tune and place, but to the im-
agination, and it is to be borne m mind, that of old, and
as regards mere scenery, his works may be said to have
been recited rather than acted—that is to say, descnption
and narration supphed the place of visual exhibition
the audience was told to fancy that they saw what they
only heard described , the pamtmg was not in colours, but
m words

This IS particularly to be noted m the first scene—

a

storm and its confusion on board the kmg’s ship The
highest and the lowest characters are brought together,
and with what excellence 1 Much of the genius of Shak-
speare IS displayed m these happy combmations—the
highest and the lowest, the gayest and the saddest ,

he is

not droll m one scene and melancholy m another, but often
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both the one and the other in the same scene Laughter

is made to swell the tear of sorrow, and to throw, as it were,

a poetic light upon it, while the tear mmgles tenderness

with the laughter Shakspeare has evmced the power,

which above all other men he possessed, that of mtro-

ducing the profoundest sentiments of wisdom, where they

would be least expected, yet ivhere they are most truly

natural One admirable secret of his art is, that separate

speeches frequently do not appear to have been occasioned

by those which preceded, and which are consequent upon

each other, but to have arisen out of the peculiar character

of the speaker ,

Before I go further, I may take the opportunity ot

explaming what is meant by mechanic and organic regul-

arity In the former the copy must appear as if it had

come out of the same mould with the original ,
in the

latter there is a law which all the parts obey, conform-

ing themselves to the outward symbols and rnanifestations

of the essential pnnciple. If we look to the growth ot

trees, for instance, we shall observe that trees of the same

kind vary considerably, according to the circumstances

of soil, air, or position ,
yet we are able to decide at once

whether they are oaks, ehns, or poplars

So v/ith Shakspeare's characters he shows us the life

and pnnciple of each being with organic regulan y

Boatswain, in the first scene of " The Tempest, w
bonds of reverence are thrown off as a sense of °ange

impresses all, gives a loose to his feelings, and ns po

forth his vulgar mind to the old Counsellor —
„

'' Hence 1 What care these roarers for the name of

King ? To cabin silence ' trouble us not

Gonzalo replies—" Good ,
yet remember whom thou

hast aboard ” To which the Boatswain answers— None

that I more love than myself You are a
. .r

you can command these elements to sfience, and worh tne

peace of the present, we will not hand a rope

your authority if you cannot, ^ve thanks that y

lived so long, and make yourself ready in
3^ , eood

the mischance of the hour, if it so hap—Cheerly, go

hearts i—Out of our way, I say ”
,

An ordinary dramatist would, after this sp
’ ,

represented Gonzalo as moralising, or

connected with the Boatswain s language , y
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dramatists are not men of genius they combine their

ideas by association, or by logical affinity ,
but the vital

writer, who makes men on the stage what they are in

nature, m a moment transports himself mto the very

being of each personage, and, mstead of cutting out

artificial puppets, he brmgs before us the men themselves

Therefore, Gonzalo soliloquises,
—

“ I have great comfort

from this fellow methmks, he hath no dro^vnmg mark
upon him ,

his complexion is perfect gallows Stand

fast, good fate, to his hanging ' make the rope of his

destmy our cable, for our own doth little advantage If

he be not bom to be hanged, our case is miserable
”

In this part of the scene we see the true sailor with

his contempt of danger, and the old counsellor with his

high feehng, who, mstead of condescendmg to notice the

words ]ust addressed to him, turns off, meditatmg with
himself, and drawmg some comfort to his own mind, by
tnfling with the ill expression of the boatswarn’s face,

founding upon it a hope of safety

Shakspeare had pre-determmed to make the plot of

this play such as to mvolve a certam number of low char-

acters, and at the beginning he pitched the note of the

whole The first scene was meant as a lively commence-
ment of the story

,
the reader is prepared for something

that is to be developed, and m the next scene he brings
forward Prospero and Miranda How is this done ? By
giving to his favourite character, Miranda, a sentence
which at once expresses the violence and fury of the
storm, such as it might appear to a witness on the land,
and at the same tune displays the tenderness of her
feelmgs—the exquisite feehngs of a female brought up m
a desert, but with all the advantages of education, all that
could be communicated by a wise and affectionate father
She possesses aU the delicacy of innocence, yet with all

the powers of her mmd unweakened by the combats of
life Miranda exclaims —

" O ! I have suffered
With those that I saw suffer a brave vessel,
Who had, no doubt, some noble creatures in her.
Dash’d all to pieces

”

The doubt here mtunated could have occurred to no
mind but to that of Miranda, who had been bred up in the
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island with her father and a monster only she did not
know, as others do, what sort of creatures were in a ship ,

others never would have introduced it as a conjecture.
This shows, that while Shakspeare is displaymg his vast
excellence, he never fails to insert some touch or other,
which is not merely characteristic of the particular person,
but combmes two things—the person, and the circum-
stances actmg upon the person She proceeds —

" O I the cry did knock
Against my very heart Poor souls ! they perish’d
Had I been any god of power, I would
Have sunk the sea within the earth, or e’er

It should the good ship so have swallow’d, and
The fraughting souls within her ”

She still dwells upon that which was most wanting to the
completeness of her nature—these fellow creatures from
whom she appeared banished, with only one relict to keep
them alive, not m her memory, but m her imagination
Another proof of excellent judgment m the poet, for I

am now principally advertmg to that pomt, is to be found
m the preparation of the reader for what is to follow

Prospero is mtroduced, first m his magic robe, which, with
the assistance of his daughter, he lays aside, and we then
know him to be a bemg possessed of supernatural powers
He then mstructs Miranda m the story of their arrivi in the
island, and this is conducted m such a manner, that the
reader never conjectures the technical use the poet has
made of the relation, by mfomung the auditor of what it is

necessary for him to know
The next step is the wammg by Prospero, that he means,

for particular purposes, to lull his daughter to sleep , and
here he exhibits the earliest and mildest proof of magical
power In ordinary and vulgar plays we should have had
some person brought upon the stage, whom nobody knows
or cares anythmg about, to let the audience mto the secret

Prospero havmg cast a sleep upon his daughter, by th4t

sleep stops the narrative at the very moment when it wajs

necessary to break it off, m order to excite curiosity, and yet
to give the memory and understandmg sufficient to carry

on the progress of the history unmterruptedly
Here I cannot help noticmg a fine touch of Shakspeard’s

knowledge of human nature, and generally of the gr^t
162
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laws of the human mmd : I mean Miranda’s mfant re-

membrance Prospero asks her

—

" Canst thou remember
A time before we came unto this cell ?

I do not think thou canst, for then thou wast not

Out three years old

Miranda answers,

" Certainly, sir, I can "

Prospero mquires,

“ By what ? by any other house or person ?

Of any thing the image tell me, that

Hath kept with thy remembrance "

To which Miranda returns,

"
’Tis far off ,

And rather like a dream than an assurance
That my remembrance warrants Had I not
Four or five women once, that tended me ?

’’

Act I , Scene 2

This IS exquisite I In general, our remembrances of

early hfe arise from vivid colours, especially if we have seen

them in motion • for instance, persons when grown up will

remember a bright green door, seen when they were quite

young
,
but Miranda, who was somewhat older, recollected

four or five women who tended her She might know men
from her father, and her remembrance of the past might
be worn out by the present object, but women she only
knew by herself, by the contemplation of her own figure m
the fountain, and she recalled to her mmd what had been
It was not, that she had seen such and such grandees, or

such and such peeresses, but she remembered to have seen
something like the reflection of herself it was not herself,

,and it brought back to her mmd what she had seen most
{like herself _
^ In my opmion the picturesque power displayed by Shak-
speare, of all the poets that ever hved, is only equalled, if

^equalled, by Milton and Dante The presence of genius is

mot shown in elaborating a picture we have had many
ispecimens of this sort of work m modem poems, where all

so dutchified, if I may use the word, by the most mmute
touches, that the reader naturally asks why words, and not
jpaintmg, are used ? I know a young lady of much taste,
+who observed, that m readmg recent versified accounts of
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voyages and travels, she, by a sort of instinct, cast her eyes
on the opposite page, for coloured prints of what was so
patient!}^ and punctu^ly described
The power of poetry is, by a single word perhaps, to

instil that energy into the mmd, which compels the imagma-

I

tion to produce the picture Prospero tells Miranda,

I

One midnight.
Fated to the purpose,^ did Antonio open
The gates of Milan , and 1' the dead of darkness,
The ministers for the purpose burned thence
Me, and thy crying self

"

Here, by mtroducing a single happy epithet, “ cr3nng,”
in the last Ime, a complete picture is presented to the mind,
and in the production of such pictures the power of genius
consists

In reference to preparation, it will be observed that the
storm, and all that precedes the tale, as well as the tale

itself, serve to develope completely the mam character of
the drama, as well as the design of Prospero The manner
m which the heroine is charmed asleep fits us for what
follows, goes beyond our ordmary belief, and gradually
leads us to the appearance and disclosure of a bemg of the
most fanciful and delicate texture, hke Prospero, preter-
naturally gifted

In this way the entrance of Ariel, if not absolutely fore-

thought by the reader, was foreshown by the writer m
addition, we may remark, that the moral feehng called

forth by the sweet words of Miranda,

" Alack, what trouble
Was I then to you !

”

m which she considered only the suffermgs and sorrows of

her father, puts the reader m a frame of mind to exert his

imagmation in favour of an object so mnocent and mterest-

mg The poet makes him wish that, if supernatural agency
were to be employed, it should be used for a being so young
and lovely “ The wish is father to the thought," and

^ Coleridge, of course, could only use the text of the day when he lectured , but,

since that period, many plausible, and some indisputable, changes have been intro-

duced into It one of them occurs in reference to the word “purpose,** for which
^acUce has been proposed as the true reading the change is not absolutely necessary,

but still we can entertain little doubt that “ purpose **
is a corruption, arising perhaps

out of the similarity of the appearance of the words “ purpose ^acitce in

hastily written manuscript* The word “ purpose ** recurs in the very next line but
one —J V C
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Anel IS introduced Here, what is called poetic faith is

required and created, and our common notions of philo-

sophy give way before it • this feeling may be said to be

much stronger than histone faith, since for the exercise of

poetic faith the mind is previously prepared I make this

remark, though somewhat digressive, in order to lead to a

future subject of these lectures—the poems of Milton

When adverting to those, I shall have to explain farther the

distinction between the two
Many Scriptural poems have been wntten vith so much

of Scripture m them, that what is not Senpture appears to

be not true, and hke minglmg lies with the most sacred

revelations Now Milton, on idie other hand, has taken for

his subject that one point of Senpture of which we have
the mere fact recorded, and upon this he has most judici-

ously constructed his whole fable So of Shakspeare's
“ King Lear ” we have little histone evidence to guide
or confine us, and the few facts handed doivn to us, and
admirably employed by the poet, are sufficient, while w'e

read, to put an end to all doubt as to the credibility of the

story It IS idle to say that this or that incident is im-
probable, because history, as far as it goes, tells us that the
fact was so and so Four or five Imes in the Bible include
the whole that is said of Milton’s story, and the Poet has
called up that poetic faith, that conviction of the mind,
which is necessary to make that seem true, which otherwise
might have been deemed almost fabulous
But to return to “ The Tempest,” and to the wondrous

creation of Anel If a doubt could ever be entertained
whether Shakspeare was a great poet, acting upon laws
arising out of his own nature, and not without law, as has
sometimes been idly asserted, that doubt must be removed
by the character of Anel The very first words uttered
by this bemg introduce the spint, not as an angel, above
man

, not a gnome, or a fiend, below man , but while the
poet gives him the faculties and the advantages of reason,
he divests him of all moral character, not positively, it is

true, but negatively In air he hves, from air he denves
his bemg, m air he acts

, and aU his colours and properties
seem to have been obtained from the rainbow and the
skies There is nothmg about Ariel that cannot be con-
ceived to exist either at sun-nse or at sun-set hence
aU that belongs to Ariel belongs to the delight the mind
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IS capable of receiving from the most lovely external
appearances His ans\vers to Prospero are directly to the
question, and nothing beyond

, or where he expatiates,
which IS not unfrequently, it is to himself and upon his
own delights, or upon the unnatural situation m which he
IS placed, though under a kindly power and to good ends
Shakspeare has properly made Ariel’s very first speech

charactenstic of him After he has described the manner
m which he had raised the storm and produced its harm-
less consequences, we find that Anel is discontented

—

that he has been freed, it is true, from a cruel confinement,
but still that he is bound to obey Prospero, and to execute
any commands imposed upon him We feel that such a
state of bondage is almost unnatural to him, yet we see

that it IS delightful for him to be so employed—It is as

if we were to command one of the wmds m a different

direction to that which nature dictates, or one of the

waves, now rising and now sinking, to recede before it

bursts upon the shore such is the feeling we experience,

when we learn that a bemg like Ariel is commanded
to fulfil any mortal behest
When, however, Shakspeare contrasts the treatment

of Anel by Prospero with that of Sycorax, we are sensible

that the liberated spirit ought to be grateful, and Ariel

does feel and acknowledge the obligation , he immediately
assumes the airy being, with a mind so elastically cor-

respondent, that when once a feehng has passed from it,

not a trace is left behind
Is there anythmg m nature from which Shakspeare

caught the idea of this delicate and delightful being, with
such child-like simplicity, yet with such preternatural

powers ? He is neither bom of heaven, nor of earth
,
but,

as it were, between both, live a May-blossom kept sus-

pended m air by the fanning breeze, which prevents it

from falling to the ground, and only finally, and by com-
pulsion, touching earth This reluctance of the Sylph to

be under the command even of Prospero is kept up through

the whole play, and m the exercise of his admirable judg-

ment Shakspeare has availed himself of it, m order to give

Ariel an mterest m the event, looking forward to that

moment when he was to gam his last and only reward

—

simple and eternal hberty.

Another instance of admirable judgment and excellent
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It was suggested by the magical sleep cast on Alonzo
and GonzaJo

,
but they are previously introduced scoffing

and scommg at what was said by others, without regard
to age or situation—^without any sense of admiration for

the excellent truths they heard delivered, but givmg
themselves up entirely to the malignant and unsocial
feehng, which mduced them to listen to everything that
was said, not for the sake of profiting by the learning

and expenence of others, but of heating something that

might gratify vanity and self-love, by makmg them beheve
that the person speaking was mfenor to themselves

This, let me remark, is one of the grand characteristics

of a villain
, and it would not be so much a presentiment,

as an anticipation of hell, for men to suppose that all

mankmd were as wicked as themselves, or might be so,

if they were not too great fools Pope, you are perhaps

aware, objected to this conspiracy ,
but m my mind, if

It could be omitted, the play would lose a charm which
nothing could supply
Many, indeed innumerable, beautiful passages might

be quoted from this play, mdependently of the astonishing

scheme of its construction Every body will call to mind
the grandeur of the language of Prospero m that divine

speech, where he takes leave of his magic art ,
and were

I to mdulge myself by repetitions of the kind, I should

descend from the character of a lecturer to that of a mere

reciter Before I termmate, I may particularly recall one

short passage, which has fallen under the very severe, but

inconsiderate, censure of Pope and Arbuthnot, who pro-

nounce it a piece of the grossest bombast Prospero

thus addresses his daughter, directing her attention to

Ferdinand

" The fringed curtains of thine e^e advance.

And say what thou seest yond »
^ ^

^

Taking these words as a periphrase of Look what is

coming yonder/^ it certainly may to some appear to

on the ndiculous, and to fall under the rule I formerly laid

down,—that whatever, without injury, can be translatea

nito a foreign language m simple terms, ought to e m
simple terms m the ongmal language ,

but it is to be borne

m mmd, that different modes of expression frequently arise
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trom difference of situation and education a blackguard

would use very different words, to express the same thmg,

to those a gentleman would employ, yet both would be

natural and proper, difference of feelmg gives rise to

difference of language a gentleman speaks in polished

terms, with due regard to his own rank and position, while

a blackguard, a person httle better than half a brute,

speaks like half a brute, showmg no respect for himself, nor

for others

But I am content to try the hnes I have just quoted by
the introduction to them ,

and then, I think, you will

admit, that nothing could be more fit and appropnate than

such language How does Prospero introduce them ? He
has ]ust told Miranda a wonderful stor5^ which deeply

affected her, and filled her with surpnse and astonishment,

and for his own purposes he afterwards lulls her to sleep

Mffien she awakes, Shakspeare has made her wholly in-

attentive to the present, but wrapped up m the past An
actress, who understands the character of I^Iiranda, would
have her eyes cast down, and her eyehds almost covenng
them, while she was, as it w^ere, living m her dream At
this moment Prospero sees Ferdinand, and wishes to point
him out to his daughter, not only uuth great, but uath
scemc solemnity, he standing before her, and before the
spectator, m the dignified character of a great magician
Somethmg was to appear to Miranda on the sudden, and as

unexpectedly as if the hero of a drama ivere to be on the
stage at the instant when the curtain is elevated It is

xmder such circumstances that Prospero says, m a tone
calculated at once to arouse his daughter’s attention,

“ The fringed curtains of thine eye advance,
And say what thou seest yond ”

Turning from the sight of Ferdmand to his thoughtful
daughter, his attention was first struck by the downcast
appearance of her eyes and eyelids

, and, m my humble
opmion, the solemnity of the phraseology assigned to
Prospero is completely m character, recoUectmg his
preternatural capacity, m which the most famihar objects
in nature present themselves in a mystenous point of view
It IS much easier to find fault with a ivnter by reference to
iormer notions and expenence, than to sit down and read
him, recoUectmg his purpose, connecting one feeling vuth
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another, and judging of his \\ords and phrases, in pro-

portion as they convey the sentiments of the persons

represented

Of Miranda v e may sa}’, that she possesses m herself all

the ideal beauties that could be imagined by the greatest

poet of any age or countrj ,
but it is not my purpose now,

so much to point out the high poetic powers of Shakspeare,

as to illustrate his exquisite judgment, and it is solely with

this design that I have noticed a passage wth which, it

seems to me, some critics, and those among the best, have

been unreasonably dissatisfied If Shakspeare be the

Wonder of the ignorant, he is, and ought to be, much more
the wonder of the learned not onl}^ from profundity of

thought, but from his astonishing and intuitive knowledge

of what man must be at all times, and under all circum-

stances, he IS rather to be looked upon as a prophet than as

a poet Yet, with all these unbounded powers, with all

this might and majesty of genius, he makes us feel as if

he were unconscious of himself, and of his high destiny,

disguismg the half god m the simplicity of a child.

END OF THE NINTH LECTURE

THE TWELFTH LECTURE.

In the last lecture I endeavoured to point out in ^^ak-

speare those characters in which pride of intellect, without

moral feeling, is supposed to be the rulmg impul^, such^
lago, Richard III ,

and even Falstaff In Richard HI

,

ambition is, as it were, the channel in which this impulse

directs itself the character is drawn with the greatest

fulness and perfection ,
and the poet has not only given us

that character, grown up and completed, but he has shown

Hs its very source and generation The inferiority of his

person made the hero seek consolation and compensation

in the superiority of his mteUect ,
he thus endeavoured to

counterbalance his deficiency This striking feature is

pourtrayed most admirably by Shakspeare, who represen

Richard bringing forward his very defects and deformities

as matters of boast It was the same pnde of mtellecL or

the assumption of it, that made John Wilkes vaunt that,

although he was so ugly, he only wanted, with any lady.
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ten minutes’ start of the handsomest man m England

This certainly was a high compliment to himself ,
but a

higher to the female sex, on the supposition that Wilkes

possessed this supenonty of mtellect, and relied upon it

for making a favourable impression, because ladies would

know how to estimate his advantages

I will now proceed to offer some remarks upon the

tragedy of “ Richard II on account of its not very

apparent, but still mtimate, connection wath “ Richard

III ” As, m the last, Shakspeare has pamted a man where

ambition is the channel m which the ruhng impulse runs,

so, in the first, he has given us a character, under the name
of Bolingbroke, or Henry IV ,

where ambition itself, con-

jomed unquestionably with great talents, is the ruling

impulse In Richard III the pnde of mtellect makes use

of ambition as its means
>
m Bolmgbroke the gratification

of ambition is the end, and talents are the means
One mam object of these lectures is to point out the

supenonty of Shakspeare to other dramatists, and no
supenonty can be more striking, than that this wonderful
poet could take two characters, which at first sight seem
so much alike, and yet, when carefully and minutely
exammed, are so totally distmct
The popularity of " Richard II ” is o\vmg. m a great

measure, to the masterly dehneation of the pnncipal
character

,
but were there no other ground for adminng

it, it would deserve the highest applause, from the fact

that it contams the most magnificent, and, at the same
time, the truest eulogium of our native country that the
English language can boast, or which can be produced from
any other tongue, not exceptmg the proud claims of Greece
and Rome When I feel, that upon the morality of

Britain depends the safety of Britain, and that her morality
IS supported and illustrated by our national feehng, I

cannot read these grand hnes without joy and triumph
Let it be remembered, that while this country is proudly
pre-emment m morals, her enemy has only maintained his

station by supenonty m mechanical appliances Many of

those who hear me wiU, no doubt, anticipate the passage
I refer to, and it runs as follows —

“ This royal throne of kings, this sceptred isle.
This earth of majesty, this seat of Mars,
This other Eden, demi-paxadise ,
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This fortress, built by nature for herself
Against infection and the hand of war

,

This happy breed of men, this little world,
This precious stone set m the silver sea,
Which serves it in the office of a wall.
Or as a moat defensive to a house,
Agamst the envy of less happier lands ,

This blessed plot, this earth, this realm, this England,
This nurse, this teeming womb of royal kings.
Feared by tbeir breed, and famous by their birth.

Renowned for their deeds as far from home.
For Christian service and true chivalry.
As IS the Sepulchre m stubborn Jewry
Of the world’s ransom, blessed Mary’s son
This land of such dear souls, this dear, dear land.
Dear for her reputation through the world.
Is now leas’d out, I die pronouncmg it.

Like to a tenement, or pcltmg farm
England, bound m with the triumphant sea.

Whose rocky shore beats back the envious siege

Of watery Neptune, is now bound in with shame,
With mky blots, and rotten parchment bonds ”

Act II , Scene i

Every motive to patriotism, every cause producing it, is

here collected, without one 6f those cold abstractions so

frequently substituted by modem poets If this passage
were recited in a theatre with due energy and under-

standing, with a proper knowledge of the words, and a
fit expression of their meanmg, every man would retire

from it secure in his country's freedom, if secure in his

own constant virtue
The prmcipal personages in this tragedy are Richard II

,

Bohngbroke, and York I will speak of the last first,

although It IS the least important ,
but the keepmg of all

IS most admirable York is a man of no strong powers
of mmd, but of earnest wishes to do right, contented

in himself alone, if he have acted well he points out to

Richard the effects of his thoughtless extravagance, and
the dangers by which he is encompassed, but having done
so, he IS satisfied ,

there is no after action on his part , he

does nothmg
, he remains passive When old Gaunt is

dying, York takes care to give his own opinion to the King,

3-nd that done he retires, as it were, into himself

It has been stated, from the first, that one of my purposes

in these lectures is, to meet and refute popular objections

to particular pomts in the works of our great dramatic

poet
, and I cannot help observing here upon the beauty.
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and true force of nature, with which conceits, as they

are called, and sometimes even puns, are mtroduced

What has been the reigning fault of an age must, at one

tune or another, have referred to something beautiful

in the human mmd ,
and, however conceits may have been

misapplied, however they may have been disadvantage-

ously multiplied, we should recollect that there never was
an abuse of anythmg, but it previously has had its use

Gaunt, on his death-bed, sends for the young Kmg, and
Richard, entermg, msolently and unfeehngly says to him

What, comfort, man 1 how is't with aged Gaunt ?

Act II , Scene i

and Gaunt replies

O, how that name befits my composition I

Old Gaunt, indeed , and gaunt in being old *

Withm me grief hath kept a tedious fast.

And who abstains from meat, that is not gaunt ?

For sleepmg England long time have I watched ,

Watching breeds leanness, leanness is all gaunt
The pleasure that some fathers feed upon
Is my strict fast, I mean my children's looks ,

And therein fasting, thou hast made me gaunt,
Gaunt am I for the grave, gaunt as a grave,
Whose hollow womb inhents nought but bones "

Richard inquires,

** Can sick men play so nicely with their names ?
"

To which Gaunt answers, givmg the true justification
of conceits

‘‘ No , misery makes sport to mock itself
Since thou dost seek to kill my name m me,
I mock my name, great king, to flatter thee

He that knows the state of the human mmd m deep
passion must know, that it approaches to that condition
of madness, which is not absolute frenzy or dehnum,
but which models all things to one reigning idea ,

still

it strays from the mam subject of complamt, and still

it returns to it, by a sort of irresistible impulse Abrupt-
ness of thought, under such circumstances, is true to nature,
and no man was more sensible of it than Shakspeare
In a modem poem a mad mother thus complains .

** The breeze I see is in yon tree
It comes to cool my babe and me
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This IS an instance of the abraptness of thought, so natural

to the excitement and agony of gnef
,
and if it be admired

in images, can we say that it is unnatural in words, which
are, as it were, a part of our life, of our very existence ^

In the Scnptures themselves these plays upon words are

to be found, as well as in the best works of the ancients,

and m the most delightful parts of Shakspeare ,
and

because this additional grace, not well understood, has
in some instances been converted mto a deformity

—

because it has been forced into places where it is evidently

improper and unnatural, are we therefore to include the

whole application of it in one general condemnation ?

When it seems objectionable, when it excites a feeling

contrary to the situation, when it perhaps disgusts, it is our

business to enquire whether the conceit has been rightly or

wrongly used—^whether it is in a right or m a wrong place ?

In order to decide this poipt, it is obviously necessary to

consider the state of mind, and the degree of passion, of the

person using this play upon words Resort to this grace

may, m some cases, deserve censure, not because it is a play

upon words, but because it is a play upon words in a wrong
place, and at a wrong time What is right m one state of

mind IS wrong m another, and much more depends upon
that, than upon the conceit (so to call it) itself I feel the

miportance of these remarks strongly, because the greater

part of the abuse, I might say filth, thrown out and heaped

upon Shakspeare, has originated in want of consideration.

I^r Johnson asserts that Shakspeare loses the world for a

toy, and can no more withstand a pun, or a play upon words,

than his Antony could resist Cleopatra Certam it i^

that Shakspeare gained more admiration m his day, and
long afterwards, by the use of speech m this way, than

modem writers have acquired by the abandonment of the

practice the latter, m adhermg to, what they have been

pleased to caU, the rules of art, have sacrificed nature

Having said thus much on the, often falsely supposed,

blemishes of our poet—blemishes which are said to prevm
hi “ Richard II ” especially,—I will now advert to the

character of the Kmg He is represented as a man not

deficient in immediate courage, which displays itself at^
nssassmation

, or m powers of mmd, as apjiems by the

foresight he exhibits throughout the play ,
still, he is weak,

variable, and womanish, and possesses feehngs, which.
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This IS proved by so many passages, that I will only

select one of them
,
and I take it the rather, because out

of the many octavo volumes of text and notes, the page on

which it occurs is, I believe, the only one left naked by the

commentators It is where Bolingbroke approaches the

castle m which the unfortunate king has taken shelter
*

York IS in Bohngbroke’s company—toe same York who is

still contented with speakmg toe truth, but domg nothing

for the sake of the truth,—drawing back after he has spoken
and becoming merely passive when he ought to display

activity. Northumberland says.

“ The news is very fair and good, my lord

Richard not far from hence hath hid his head ”

Aci III , Scent

York rebukes hun thus
3

“ It would beseem the Lord Northumberland
To say King Richard —Alack, the heavy day,
When such a sacred kmg should hide his head 1

"

Northumberland replies

Your grace mistakes me only to be bnef
Left I his title out ^

To which York rejoins
'

“ The time hath been,
Would you have been so bnef with him, he would
Have been so bnef with you, to shorten you,
For takmg so the head, your whole head's length "

Bolingbroke observes,

" Mistake not, uncle, farther than you should "

And York answers, with a play upon the words take
and “ mistake

“ Take not, good cousm, farther than you should.
Lest you mistake. The heavens are o'er our heads "

Here, give me leave to remark m passing, that the play
upon words is perfectly natural, and quite m character

:

the answer is m unison with the tone of passion, and seems
connected with some phrase then in popular use * Bohnff-
broke teUs York

Coleridge read the passage, hw ear requiring the insertion of me, vvhich uone
rfthe«nendauons in the corrected folio, 1652, discovered many years afterwards

—

“ r Dialogue between the Taker and Mistaker,’ but the
tarutsi known edition is d^ted 2603-— PC '
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" I know it, uncle, and oppose not myself
Against their will

”

Just afterwards, Bolingbroke thus addresses hunself to
Northumberland

“ Noble lord,
Go to the rude ribs of that ancient castle

,

Through brazen trumpet send the breath of parle
Into his rum’d ears, and thus deliver

”

Here, m the phrase “ mto his rum’d ears,” I have no
doubt that Shakspeare purposely used the personal pro-
noun, " his,” to shew, that although Bohngbroke was only
spealong of the castle, his thoughts dwelt on the king In
Milton the pronoun ” her ” is employed, m relation to
“
form,” m a manner somewhat similar Bolmgbroke had

an eqmvocation m his mmd, and was thinking of the king,
while speaking of the castle He goes on to teU North-
umberland what to say, beginning,

" Henry Bolmgbroke,”

which IS almost the only mstance in which a name forms
the whole Ime

,
Shakspeare meant it to convey Bolmg-

broke’s opinion of his own importance —
Henry Bolmgbroke
On both his knees doth kiss King Richard’s hand,
And sends allegiance and true faith of heart
To his most royal person , hither come
Even at his feet to lay my arms and power.
Provided that, my banishment repealed,

And lands restor’d again, be freely granted
If not, ITl use th’ advantage of my power.
And lay the summer’s dust with showers of blood,
Ram'd from the wounds of slaughter’d Englishmen **

At this point Bolmgbroke seems to have been checked
by the eye of York, and thus proceeds m consequence

** The which, how far off from the mind of Bolmgbroke
It IS, such crimson tempest should bedrench
The fresh green lap of fair King Richard’s land,
My stoopmg duty tenderly shall show ”

He passes suddenly from insolence to humility, owing to
the silent reproof he received from his uncle This change
of tone would not have taken place, had Bohngbroke been
allowed to proceed according to the natural bent of his

own mind, and the flow of the subject Let me direct
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attention to the subsequent lines, for the same reason

;

they are part of the same speech

.

“ Let’s march without the noise of threat’nmg drum,
That from the castle's tatter’d battlements

Our fair appomtments may be well perused

Methmks, Kmg Richard and myself should meet
With no less terror than the elements

Of fire and water, when their thundermg shock
At meetmg tears the cloudy cheeks of heaven ”

Havmg proceeded thus far \^uth the exaggeration of his

own importance, York agam checks him, and Bolmgbroke
adds, m a very different stram,

“ He be the fire. I’ll be the yielding water
The rage be his, while on the earth I ram
My waters , on the earth, and not on him "

I have thus adverted to the three great personages m
this drama, Richard, Bolmgbroke, and York , and of the

whole play it may be asserted, that with the exception of

some of the last scenes (though they have exquisite beauty)
Shakspeare seems to have risen to the summit of excel-

lence m the delmeation and preservation of character
We will now pass to “ Hamlet,” m order to obviate some

of the general prejudices agamst the author, m reference
to the character of the hero Much has been objected to,

which ought to have been praised, and many beauties of

the highest kind have been neglected, because they are
somewhat hidden
The first question we should ask ourselves is—Yffiat did

Shakspeare mean when he drew the character of Hamlet ?

He never wrote any thmg without design, and what was
his design when he sat down to produce this tragedy ?

My behef is, that he always regarded his story, before he
began to wnte, much m the same light as a pamter regards
his canvas, before he begms to pamt—as a mere vehicle for
his thoughts—as the ground upon which he was to work
What then was the point to which Shakspeare directed
himself m Hamlet ? He mtended to pourtray a person,
m whose view the external world, and all its mcidents and
objects, were comparatively dim, and of no interest m
themselves, and which began to mterest only, when they
were reflected in the mirror of his mmd Hamlet beheld
external things m the same way that a man of vivid
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imagination, who shuts his eyes, sees what has previously

made an impression on his organs
The poet places him m the most stimulating circum-

stances that a human bemg can be placed m He is the

heir apparent of a throne ,
his father dies suspiciously

,

his mother excludes her son from his throne by marrying
his uncle This is not enough ,

but the Ghost of the

murdered father is mtroduced, to assure the son that he

was put to death by his own brother What is the effect

upon the son ?—instant action and pursuit of revenge ^

No endless reasoning and hesitatmg—constant urging

3nd sohcitation of the mind to act, and as constant an

escape from action
,

ceaseless reproaches of himself for

sloth and negligence, while the whole energy of his resolu-

tion evaporates m these reproaches This, too, not from

cowardice, foi* he is drawn as one of the bravest of his time
—^not from want of forethought or slowness of appre-

hension, for he sees through the very souls of all who
surround him, but merely from that aversion to action,

which prevails among such as have a world 'm themselves

How admirable, too, is the judgment of the poet!

Hamlet’s own disordered fancy has not conjured up the

spint of his father , it has been seen by others he is pre-

pared by them to witness its re-appearance, and when he

does see it, Hamlet is not brought forward as having long

brooded on the subject The moment before the Ghost

enters, Hamlet speaks of other matters he mentions the

coldness of the night, and observes that he has not heard

the clock strike, addmg, m reference to the custom of

drinking, that it is

" More honour’d m the breach than the
4

Owmg to the tranquil state of his mind, he mdulges m
some moral reflections Afterwards, the Ghost suddenly

enters

“ Hor Look, my lord ! it comes

Ham Angels and ministers of grace defend us

The same thing occurs in " Macbeth
,

scene, the moment before the hero sees it, he has mind

applied to some indifferent matters,

mistress,” etc Thus, in both cases, the

appearance has all the effect of abruptness, and the reader
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IS totally divested of tlie notion, that the figure is a vision

of a highly wrought imagination

Here Shakspeare adapts himself so admirably to the

situation—m other words, so puts himself into it—that,

though poetry, his language is Ihe very language of nature

No terms, associated with such feehngs, can occur to us so

proper as those which he has employed, especially on the

highest, the most august, and the most awful subjects that

can mterest a human being m this sentient world That
this IS no mere fancy, I can undertake to establish from
hundreds, I might say thousands, of passages No char-

acter he has drawn, m the whole list of his plays, could so

well and fitly express himself, as m the language Shak-
speare has put mto his mouth

There is no mdecision about Hamlet, as far as his own
sense of duty is concerned

,
he knows well what he ought

to do, and over and over agam he makes up his mind to do
it The moment the players, and the two spies set upon
him, have withdrawn, of whom he takes leave with a fine

so expressive of his contempt,

“ Ay so , good bye you—Now I am alone,”

he breaks out into a delirium of rage agamst himself for

neglecting to perform the solemn duty he had undertaken,
and contrasts the factitious and artificial display of feelmg
by the player with his own apparent mdifierence

,

“ Whaf s Hecuba to him, or he to Hecuba,
That he should weep for her ?

Yet the player did weep for her, and was m an agony of
gnef at her suffermgs, while Hamlet is unable to rouse
himself to action, m order that he may perform the com-
mand of his father, who had come from Ike grave to mcite
him to revenge —

“ This IS most brave 1

That I, the son of a dear father murder’d.
Prompted to my revenge by heaven and hell.
Must, like a whore, unpack my heart with words,
And fall a cursmg like a very drab,
A scullion

”
' Aci II

, Scene 2

It is the same feeling, the same conviction of what is his
duty, that makes Hamlet exclaim m a subsequent part of
the tragedy
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“ How all occasions do inform against me,

And spur my dull revenge ! What is a roan,

If his chief good, and market of his time,
* «

Be but to sleep and feed ? A beast, no more
I do not know

Why yet I live to say— ‘this thing’s to do,’

IfdJ’f ,
Scene 4.

Yet With aU this strong conviction of

this resolution arising out of strong convictio
, ,

done This admirable and consistent

acquainted with his own feelings, painting
j j iu^t

wonderful power and accuracy, and fi^nly Pejsuaded that

a momentWt not to be lost

charge committed to him, still yields to
express

from reality, which is the result of havmg, w P

by the terms, a world within himself
madness

Such a mmd as Hamlet's is near akin to madness.

Dryden has somewhere said,

“ Great wit to madness nearly is allied,

and he was right ,
for he means by ‘‘

oTms
of genius, which led Hamlet to a

. motive was so
own character, which, with all strength

^ost obvious
weak as to be unable to carry mto act his osvn most oovio

'^'^^ith all this he has a sense of

becomes apparent when he is
comoleteness

—

churchyard Something is wanting t
cnnnhed and

something is deficient which remaii^
Ooheha

* His
he IS theWe described a^ached to

madness is assumed, when he
+ passes and when

placed behmd the arras to listen to what pass^, an

the heroine has been thrownm his way
fohnson, and

Another objection has been taken V

Shakspeare has been taxed veiy seve y praying, and
scene where Hamlet enters and finds hj unci p

refuses to take his hfe, excepting when he is “ cSn-
of his miquity To assail him at such a moment o

fession and r^entance, Hamlet declares,

" tVhy, this IS hire and salary, not rcveng^e^^
^

He therefore forbears, and postpones his uncles

until he can catch him m some act
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" That has no relish of salvation in’t.”

This conduct, and this sentiment, Dr Johnson has pro-

nounced to be so atrocious and horrible, as to be unfit to

be put mto the mouth of a human being ^ The fact, how-
ever, IS that Dr Johnson did not understand the character

of Hamlet, and censured accordingly the determination

to allow the guilty King to escape at such a moment is only

part of the mdecision and irresoluteness of the hero

Hamlet seizes hold of a pretext for not actmg, when he

might have acted so mstantly and effectually therefore,

he agam defers the revenge he was bound to seek, and
declares his determmation to accomplish it at some time,

“ When he is drunk, asleep, or in his rage.

Or in th' incestuous pleasures of his bed "

This, allow me to impress upon you most emphatically,

was merely the excuse Hamlet made to himself for not
takmg advantage of this particular and favourable moment
for domg justice upon his guilty uncle, at the urgent
instance of the spmt of his father

Dr Johnson farther states, that m the voyage to Eng-
land, Shakspeare merely follows the novel as he found it,

as if the poet had no other reason for adhenng to his

ongmal ,’ but Shakspeare never followed a novel, because
he found such and such an mcident in it, but because he saw
that the story, as he read it, contributed to enforce, or to
explain some great truth inherent in human nature He
never could lack mvention to alter or improve a popular
narrative , but he did not wantonly vary from it, when he
knew that, as it was related, it would so well apply to his

own great purpose He saw at once how consistent it was
with the character of Hamlet, that after still resolvmg, and
still deferring, still deterraming to execute, and stiU post-
poning execution, he should finally, m the infirmity of his

disposition, give himself up to his destiny, and hopelessly
place himself m the power, and at the mercy of his enemies
Even after the scene with Osnck, we see Hamlet still

mdulgmg m reflection, and hardly thinkmg of the task he
has just undertaken he is all dispatch and resolution, as
far as words and present mtentions are concerned, but aJl

hesitation and irresolution, when called upon to carry his

1 S«e Malone's Shakspeare by Boswell, vn
,
38s, for Johnson's note upon this part of

the scene —J PC r
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words and intentions into effect

, so that, resolving to do
everything, he does nothing He is full of purpose, but
void of that quality of mind which accomphshes purpose

Anything finer than this conception, and working out

of a great character, is merely impossible Shakspeare

wished to impress upon us the truth, that action is the

chief end of existence—that no faculties of mtellect, how-
ever brilliant, can be considered valuable, or mdeed other-

wise than as misfortunes, if they withdraw us from, or

render us repugnant to action, and lead us to thmk and
think of doing, until the time has elapsed when we can

do anythmg effectually In enforcing this moral truth,

Shakspeare has shown the fulness and force of his jxiwers

ah that is amiable and excellent in nature is combmed m
Hamlet, with the exception of one quahty He is a man
hvmg m meditation, called upon to act by every motive

human and divine, but the great object of his life is de-

feated by contmuaUy resolving to do, yet doing nothing

but resolve.

END OF THE TWELFTH LECTURE
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1

(See also Fictiok and Poetry)
Seebobm (Frederic) The Oxford Refonncrs 665
Shakespeare, Life and Work of By Ohphant Smeaton 514

[See also Poetry anx> Drama)
Swift's Journal to Stella Newly deciphered and edited by J K1 Moor-

head- Introduction by Sir Walter Scott 777
(See also Essays and Fob Young Peopee)

Vasari’s Lives of the Painters Trans by A B Hinds 4 vols 784-7
Voltaire’s Life of Charles XII Introduction by Rt Hon J Burns 270

(See also Fiction)
Walpole (Horace), Selected Letters of Intro byW Hadley, M A 775
Welhngrbon, Life of By G R Gleig oil
Wesley’s Journal 4 vols Intro bv Rev F W Macdonald 105-8
Woolxnan’s (John) Journal and Other Papers Introduction by Vida D

Scudder 402

CLASSICAL
^schylus’ L3Tical Dramas Translated by Professor J S Blackie 62
Aristophanes* The Frogs, The Clouds, The Thesmophonans 516

„ The Achamians, The Knights, and The Birds Frert s
Translation Introduction by John P Marne 344

Aristotle’s Politics Introduction by A D Lindsay 605
„ Poetics, etc and Demetrius on Style, etc Edited byRev T A

Moron 901 (See also Phimsophy)
Caesar’s The Gallic War and Other Commentaries Translated by W A-

McDevitte 702
Cicero’s Essays and Select Letters Intro Note by de Quincey 345
Epictetus, Moral Discourses, etc Elizabeth Carter’s Translation Edited

byW H D Rouse, M A 404
Euripides’ Plays m 2 vols Introduction by V R Reynolds Translated

by M Wodhun and R Potter, with Shelley’s * Cvdops’ ^d D^n
Iklilman’s * Bacchanals ’ 63, 271

^

Herodotus Rawlinson’s Translation, omitting his Essays- and Annen-
dices Edited, with Intro , by E H Blakeney,M A 2 vols 4^05-0

Homer’s Hiad Lord Derby’s Translation 453
„ Odvssey Wilham Cowper’s Translation 454

Horace Complete Poetical Works 515
Hutchinson's (WML) The Muses* Pageant 3 vols 581. 606 and 671
LiTy:s mstory of Rome Vols I-VI Translated by Rev CanonRoberts €03, G69, G70, 749, 755, and 756

c^anon

Lucretius On the Nature of Things Translated byW E Leonard 750
L Marcus Aurehus’ Meditations Introduction by W HD Rouse 9

Plato’s Dialogues 2 vols Introduction by A D Lmdsay 456-7
^ Republic Translated.mthanlntroduction.byA D Lindsar 64
PluUrcb s Moraha 20Essays translated by Philemon H^and 5^5
Sophocles’ Dramas Translated by Sir G Yomx^ Bart 114
Thucydides* Peloponnesian War Crawley’s Translation 455
Virgii s ^neid Translated by E Faufax-Taylor 161

„ Eclogues and Georgies Translated bv T F Royds. M A 222Xenophon 6 Oyropaedia Translation revised by ilissF M Stauell 672
2
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ESSAYS AND BELLES-LETTRES
Anthology of Proso Compiled and Edited by SIiss S L Edwards 676

Arnold’s (Matthew) Essays Introduction bv G K gicsterton 116

„ Stud-\ of Celtic Literature, and other Critical Essays,

With Supplement by Lord Strangford, etc 468

(Sec also Poetry)
Bacon’s Essays Introduction by Oliphant Smeaton 10

USce also PnxEOSOPny)
, ^ ^ /; 9n i

Bagehot’s Literary Studies 2to1s Intro by George Sampson 520-1

Belloc’s (Hilaire) Stones, Essays, and Poems 948

Brown’s Rab and his Friends, etc 116
Burke’s Reflections on the French Revolution and contingent Essays

Introduction br A J (3riove, M A 460
{See also Oratohy) ^ ^ tt -d v Tr.

Canton’s CW’'iUiam) The Invisible Playmate, W V
. 5^

(Sec also For You>g Peopi.e)
^

[Memory of W v 066

Carlyle’s Essays 2 vols W ith Notes by J 7Ud^

„ Past and Present Introduction by RW Emerson 608

I, Sartor Resartus and Heroes and Hero Worship

(See also Biography and History)
-pinR-r Tntro-

Castlgllono’s Tho Courtier Translated by Sir Thomas Hohy Intro

duction by W H B Rouse 807
, , -n

L Century of Essavs, A An Anthology of English Essayists

Chesterfield’s (Lord) Letters to his Son 823
I Chesterton’s (G K ) Stories, Essays, and Poems ownons

Coleridge’s Biographia Literana Ig^roduction by^thm Symons

9 , Essays and Lectures on Shakespeare, etc i

{See also Poetry) , ^
li Be la Mare’s (Walter) Stories, Essays, and Poems yiu<« "i.r

(See oZso biography) ^ „ imdson
Dryden’s Dramatic Essays With an

boater Watson
Elyot’s Gonemonr Intro and Glossary hy Prof Foster wacson

Emerson’s Essays First and Second fhA * Dial ' 322
Native, Conduct of Lde,Essays^^^ ^D^al

11

223

668
227

ppmsentati>'%n .
J?troductmn^^y E y

JK.oprcsentaeive meu -

.. Society and Sohtudo and Other Essays

_ (See also Poetry) ^ , _ txraiTor M A
Elorio’s Montaigne Introduction hy A R ^
Fronde’s Short Studies Vols I and II

,

(See also Histort Biograph^
Robertson NicoU

Gilflllan’s Literary Portraits Intro by Sir W
Havelock

Goethe’s Conversations with Eckermann
851 {See also Fiction and Pootry)

Tntro bv R Church
Goldsmith’s Citizen of the World and The Bee

^ {See also Fiction and Poetry)
Hamilton’s The Federalist 519 ttt 411
Hazhtt’s Lectures on the English Comic Writers ^

>. The Ronnd Table and Shakespeare s Cn p

3 vols 440-2

348
Ellis

902

65
459The Ronnd Table and

Spirit of the Age and Lectures on E g

>9 Table Talk 321
, , . . r> p Howe S14

»> Plain Speaker Bitroductlon by P
Holmes’s Autocrat of the Breakfast Table oo

„ Poet at the Breakfast Table 6»

^ _ ft Professor at the Breakfast T^blo . Rhys 926
^ Hudson’s (W H ) A Shepherd’s Life j J priesUey 829
Hunt’s (Leigh) Sdeoted Essays

^ Huxlev’e (Aldons) Stories, Essays, and Poem
Sketch Book of Geoffrey

, ^ (-See ofso Biography and Histor^ ^4;
t< Lamb s Essays of Ella Introduction by Aug^ PEOPim)

(See also Biography and Fob xour<u ^

3
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Edited and con

724

ESSAYS AND BELLES-LETTRES—
Landor’s Ima^nary Conversations and Poems A selection Edited

wth Introduction by Havelock Ellis 890

Lowell's (James HusscU) Among My Books 607

Macaulay's Essays 2 vole Introduction by A J Grieve, M A 225-6

„ Ivhsceilaneous Essays and Tho Lays of Ancient Rome 439
{See also History and oiiatory)

Machiavelli'e Prince Special Trans and Intro by W K Marriott 280
{See also History)

Martinengo Cesaresco (Coimtess) Essays in the Studv of Folk-Songs 671

Mazzmi's Duties of Man, etc Introduction by Tbomas Jones, M A 224

Milton's Areopagitica, etc Inti oduction by Professor C E Vaughan 79''»

{See also Poi^try)
Mitford’s Our Village Edited, with Intro , by Sir John Squire 927

Montagu's (Lady) Letters Introduction by R Brimley Johnson 69

Newman's On the Scope and Nature of University Education, and a
paper on Christianity and Scientific Investigation Introduction by
^lifred Ward

(Sec a^so Philosophy)
Osborne's (Dorothy) Letters to Sir William Temple

notated by Judge Parry 674
Penn's The Peace of Europe Some Fruits of Solitude, etc

Prelude to Poetry, The Edited bv Ernest Rhys 789
Reynold’s Discourses Introduction br L March PbiUipps 113
Rhys's New Book of Sense and Nonsense 813
Rousseau's Emile Translated by Barbara Foxley 518

{See also Philosophy A^D Thkotooy)
Ruskin's Cio^vn of Wild Olivo and Costus of Aglaia 323

„ Elements of Drawing and Perspective 217
„ Ethics of the Dust Introduction by Grace Rhys 282
,, Islodern Painters 6 vols Introduction bv Lionel Cust 208-12
„ Pro-Raphaolitism Lectures on Architecture and Painting,

Academy Notes, 1855-9, and Notes on tho Turner Gallerv
Introduction by Laurence Bmyon 218

[, „ Sesame and Lilies, The Two Paths, and The King of the Golden
River Introduction by Sir Oliver Lodge 219

„ Seven Lamps of Architecture Intro by Schvyn Image 207
„ Stones of Venice 3 vols Intro by L March Phiilippa 213-14
„ Time and Tide with other Essays 450
„ Unto This Last The Political Economy of Art 216

{See also For Young People)
Spectator, I he 4 vols Introduction by G Gregory Smith 164-7
Spencer's (Herbert) Essays on Education Intro by 0 W Eliot 504
Sterne’s Sentimental Journey and Journal and Letters to Ehza Intro

by George Samtsbury 796
{See also Fiction)

Stevenson's In the South Seas and Island Nights' Entertainments 769
L „ Virgmibus Puerisque and Familiar Studios of Men and

Books 765
(See also Fiction, Poetry, and Travel)

Swift's Tale of a Tub, The Battle of the Books, etc 347
{See also Biography and For Young People)

Swinnerton’s (Frank) The Georgian Literary Scene 943
Table Talk Edited by J C Thornton 906
Tailor’s (Isaac) Words and Places, or Etymological Hlustrations of

History, Ethnology, and Geography Intro by Eduard Thomas 517
That^erav's (\V M ) The Enghsh Humoiists and The Four Qooiges

Introduction by Walter Jerrold 610
(iSee also Fiction)

Thorean's Walden Introduction by Walter Raymond 281
Trench’s On the Study of Words and English Past and Present Intro

duction by George Sampson 788
'Tytlcr b Essay on the Principles of Translation 168
Walton's Compleat Angler Introduction by Andrew Lang 70

4
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522
S04

46^
1G9
656

nCTION
Aimnrd'q The Indian Scout 42S ^ ^ *

Ainsworth's (Harrihon) Old St Pmir*? Intro by W B A Axon
„ ,, The Admirable Cuchlon Intro b> E Rhjs

L „ „ Ihe lower of London 400

, ,, indsor Castle 709

„ „ Rookwood Intro by Frank Swinnerton 870

American Short Stories of the Kinoteenth Century Edited by John

Cournofl 810
h Auston'e (Jane) Emma Introduction by R ® no

„ „ Alnn^^field Park Introduction by R B Johnson 23

„ IsorthanRor Abbey and Persuasion Introduction by

L „ „ prWe^nd'prejudice^'lntroduction by R ®
I. „ „ Seneo and SensibiUty I°tro ')vR B Johnson 21

Balzac’s (Honord de) Atheist’s Jilnss Preface by

„ Catherine do ISItdici Introduction by George

„ ,,
Chris°^1in'^'^^’landors Introduction by George

Cousln^^^ny Intio by George Saintsbu^
"

’ Eugdnfo Grrndot Intro by George Saintsbury

:: S musions mtro by George Sam^bury
Old Gorlot Intro by George Saintsbury 170

The Cat and Racket, and Other Stones
*

ThA Phmians Intro by George Saintsbury

The Country Doctor Intro George Samtsburr 530

:
ThcQuwt^dtboAb°oluto Introduction by George

The'^Ris^aS Fail of C6sar Birotte^ 596

T o Wild Ass’s Skin Intro George Saintsbury 26

:: ursull Mlrou/t intro by George Saintsbury i33

Barbusso’s Under Fire Translated by Fitzwater Wray
I- Bennett’s (Arnold) The Old Wives’ Tale 019

I- Blaclonoro’s (R D ) Loma Doone 304 c.„„„^hn 119
L Borrow’s Lavengro Introduction by Thomas Seccombo 119

,» Romany Rye 120
(See also Tr vvyii) „ « „ a k arAv

Bronte’s (Anne) The Tenant of WildfoU Ha 1 and A^es
.. (Charlotte) Tano Eyre^ May sfnS 288

‘
E E

I
^ » (Emily) Wuthering Heights 243 Johnson 352
Bnrney’s (Fanny) Eyelina Introduction by R B

introduction by
Butler’s (Samuel) Erewbon and Erewhon Ro^eited Introaucuon

„ Th?'-KrotS'K’^^s‘'°
. B“cL«.=.h.«=Qrah.».
I* Conveise’s (Florence) Long Will 328

Dana’s (Richard H ) Two Years before the Mast
Daudet’s Tartarln of Taraswn ^Intro by G A Altkon
Defoe’s Fortunes and Misfortunes of MoUFlan^rs intro

y ^33^
» Captain Singleton Introduction by Ldwarnwa

Journal of the PlaOTe Year Introduction^o^
Altken 283

» Memoirs of a Cavalier Introduction by u a ^
(See also ^FonYoVNQ^^OPJ^ hvG K Chesterton

Chiles Dickens’ Works Bach 'V'olume^th^ In
oftrt T. Ohristmas btories

685
287

American Notes 290
h Barnaby Rudge 76
^ House 236
r History of England
^ Christmas Books 239

291

L Christmas Stories 414

L David Copperfleld 242

L DombeyandSon 240

Edwin Drood 725

L Great Expectations 234
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FICTION—conhimed

Chirles Dickens* Works—coniinued
Hard Times 292

I, Little Dornt 293 I.

Ij Martin ChRZzIev^lfc 241
h Nicholas Nickleby 238
jj Old Curiosity Shop 173 K
If Ohver Tvrist 233

Dieraeh'a Coningsby
Dostoa’vlv6> ‘s

Our Mutual Friend 294
Pickvrick Papers 235
Keprinted Pieces 744
Sketches by B07 237
Tale of Two Cities 103
Dncomniorcial Traveller

Introduction by Langdon Davies 535
536

Introduction by(Fyodor) Crime and Punishment
Laurence Irving 501

„ Letters from the Underworld and Other Talcs
Translated bv C J Hogarth C51

,, Poor Folk and the Gambloi Translated by C J
Hogarth 711

„ The Possessed Introduction by J Middleton
Muny 2 vols 861-2

„ The House of the Dead, or Prison Life in Siberia
Introduction by Madame Stepniak 533

„ The Brothers Karamazov Tianslated by Con
stance Garnett 2 vols 802-3

„ The Idiot 682
Du Maurler’s (George) Trilby Introduction by Sir Gerald da Maurler

With the original illustrstions 863
Dumas' Black Tulip Introduction by Hmest Rhys 174

„ Chicot the Jester 421
„ Le Chevalier do Maison Rouge Intro by Julius Bramont 614
„ Marguerite de Valois (’La Romo Margot’) 326

. „ The Count of Monte Cnsto 2 vols 393-4
„ The Fortv-Five 420

, „ The Three Musketeers 81

„ The Vlcomto de Bragelonno 3 vols 593-5
^ „ Twenty Years After Introduction by Ernest Rhys 175
Edgar’s Creasy and Poictjers Introduction by Ernest Rhvs 17

„ Runnymedo and Lincoln Fair Intro by L K Hughes
(6ee also For Young People)

Edgeu orth’s Castle Rackrent and The Absentee
L Eliot’s (George) Adam Bede 27

„ „ Felix Holt 353
„ „ MJddlemarch 2 vols 854-5

h „ „ Mill on the Floss Intro Sir W
„ „ Romola Introduction bv Rudolf Dircka

L „ „ Scenes of Clerical Life 468
„ ,, Silas Mamer Introduction by Annie Matheson

L English Short Stones An Anthology 743
Erckmann Chatrian's The Conscript and Waterloo 354

,, » ,
The Story of a Peasant Translated by

Hogarth 2 vols 706-7
Fenimore Cooper's The Deerslaver 77

B, tf The Last of the Mohicans 79
„ „ The Pathfinder 78
„ „ The Pioneers 171
„ „ The Praine 172

Ferrier’s (Susan) Marriage Introduction bv H L Morrow 816
ricldtng’8 Amelia Intro by George Saintsburv 2 vols 852-3

„ Jonathan \Vild, ai^ The Journal of a Voyage to Lisbon
Introduction by George Saintsburv 877

** Andrews Introduetion by Qeorgo Saintsbury 467
„ Tom Jones Intro by George Saintsbury 2 vols 355-6

Fianbert’B Madame Bovary Translated by Eleanor Marx-Aveling
Introduction by George Saintsbury 808

„ Balammbd Translated by J S Chartres Introduction by
Professor F C Green 869

French Short Stories of the 19th and 20th Centuries Selected, with
an Introduction by Professor F C Green 896

n Galsworthy’s (John) The Country House 017
6

410

Robertson NIcoU
231

320

325

121

O J
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FICTION

—

continued

Galt's Annals of a Parish Introduction by Balllle Macdonald 427

Gaskell's (Mrs) Cousin Phillis, etc Intro by Tbos Seccombe 61 d

Ma^^ Barton^ Introduction by Thomas Soccombe 598

„ Syma’s Lovers Intro by Mrs Ellis Chadwick 624

Ghost Stories Edited by John Hampden 952

(Ge« also Poetry and Drama)
Giolg's (G n ) The Subaltern 708 KQQ_nnn
Goethe’s Wilhelm Meister Carlvle’s Translation 2 vols 533-oou

(/Sec also Essays and Poetry) tor
Gogol’s (Klcol) Dead Souls Translated by 0 J Hogarth liv>

„ Taras Bulba and Other Tales 740

I Goldsmith’s Vicar of Wakefield Introduction by J M u
{See also EssATS emd' POCTRT)

Goncharov’s Oblomov Translated by Natalie Dudtogton 87

»

Gorki’s Through Hussla Translated by 0 J i^garth 74i

Harte’s (Bret) Luck of Roaring Camp and other Tales 68i

1 Hawthorne’s The House of the Seven Gables Intro Ernest Rhys 17C

„ The Scarlet Letter 122

„ The BUthedale Romance 592 qt^nhon 424" The Marble Faun Intro by Sir Leslie btepuon m
„ Twice Told Tales 531

L Hugo’s (Vlcl^^) °Les MB6mblM° Intro by ^/°c°SwLb^e^*^^2l

:: :: ToUers^fTheSea
Italian Short Stories Edited by D 870

•nircks 357
James’s (G P R ) Richelieu Introduction by Rudolf Dlrci^^^^

n James’s (Henry), The Turn of the Screw
j>„jp intro by

Jeflerics’s (Richard) Alter London and AmaryUis at the Fair intro oy

David Garnett 961 ^
(See also Fob Yodno People)

L
^l^^loy’MCharles) Alton Locko^ ^4^^ hy Ernest Rhys 29G

I.
:: :: W^w^dHol introduction by a G Gnevo 20

(See also Po^^y and For Yodno People)

„ (Henry) Gooflroy Hamlyn 418

, „ Ravonshoo 28
E Lawrence’s (D H ) The White Peacock »14

-MelvlUo 177
Lever’s Harry Lorrequor IntroducDon hy ^ p ualnes 520

t Loti’s (Pierre) Iceland Fisherman Translated by W F Dam

Lover’s Handy Andy Introduction by Emest Rhys

i^ytton’e Harold Introduction bv Ernest RbyB

» Last Days of Pompeii 80 . - « q Watkin IS
•» Lost of the Barons M A d32
.. Rienzl Introduction by E H Blakeney,

{See also Travei*)
HacDonald's (George) Sir Qlbblo 678

{See also RoiiANcn) TT^froductlonby Katherine
Manning’s Mary Powell and Deborah s Diary I

Tynan (Mrs Hinkfion) Ernest Ilhr«
^ ,• Sir Thomas More Introduction by li^mcsL

Marryat’s Jacob Faithful 618 by B B Johnson U
^ M Mr Midshipman Easv Introductl^

Brimloy Johnson
•I Pcrcival Koono Brimley Johiison 23 a

Peter Simple Introduction by
Tho King’s Oysn 5S0
{See also Fon Totr>G PEornr)

^
{Sec also Fon ^

k Maugham’s (feomorsot) Cakes and Alo yr Marlorie Dnurle
•idaurasBant’a Short Stories Translated hy

^ ductlon by Gerald Gould 907
. Ernest Pbrr^

MclriHo’g (Herman) Moby Dick Introdv ct 7

7

Intrx?-
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FICTION--^-^>;;//;//W
MelvlUe^'s (Herman) Omoo Introduction by Ernest Khvg 297

„ „ Type© Introduction by Ernest RhTS 180
^Meredith’s (Goorgre) Tho Ordeal of Richard Fevorcl 91b
M^rim^e's Carmen, with Provost’s Manon Lescaut Intro by Philip
Mlclkiewicz's (Adam) Pan Tadeuer 842 [Hondoraon 8^4
Modern Shoit Slones Edited by John Hadfield 954

n Moore’s (George) Esther Waters 933
Mulock's John Halifax, Gentleman Introduction by J Shaylor 12E
Kealo’s (J M ) The Fall of Constantinople 655
PoltocL’s (Robert) Peter Wilkins, or. The Flying Indians Introdnotion

by A n Bullen 676
Pater's Manus tbo Epicurean Introduction by Osbert Burdott 90S
Peacock's Headlong Hall and Nightmare Abbey 327

L Poe's Tales of Mystery and Imagination Intro by PadraJc Coimn 330
(See also PoETZir)

Pr6voBt'B Manon Lescaut, with MOnindo’s Cannon Introduction by
Philip Henderson 834

li Priestley's Angel Pavement 938
Pushkin’s (Alexander) The Captain's Daughter and Other Tales Trans

by Natalie Buddington 898
Quiller Couch's (Sir Arthur) Hetty Wesley 864 [S toIs 865-6
RadcJlffo's (Ann) Mysteries of Udolpho Intro by R Austin Freomrn

L Rcade's (G ) The Cloister and the Hearth Intro byA C Swmbumo 29
„ Peg Woffington and Christie Johnstone 299

KicUardson'fi (Samuel) Pamela Intro bv G Salntsbury 2 toIs 883-4
„ M Clarissa Intro by ProL W h Phelps 4 vols

882-5
Bussinn Authors, Short Stones from Trans by R S Tovmsond
Band’s (George) Tbo Devil's Pool and Francois the Wah 5J4
Scheftcl's Eki ohard a Tale of the Tenth Century 529

158

710

Iranhoe Intro Ernest Rhra 16
Kcniinorth 135
Monasterv, Tho 136
Old ?iIortality J37

138

140

Scott's (Michael) Tom Cringle’s Log
8m WAnTEK Scott's Works,

Abl»ot, Tho 124 I

Anno of GelorFtcln 125 i

Antiquary* The J26
Black Duarf and Legend of

Montro^'O 128
Bride of Lammennoor 129
Castle Dangerous and tho Sur-

geon’s Daughter 130
Count Robert of Paris 131
Fair Maid of Perth 132
Fortunes of Isigcl 71
Gm Mannoring 133
Heart of Midlothian, Tho 134
Highland Widow and Betrothed 127

(See also Biogkiihi and Ponnv)
Bhehedrin'p The Golovlvov Familv Translated by Natalie DnddJnston

Introduction by Edward Gamcit 908
^

6kclle>’«i (Mary W ollstonocraft) FranLonsteln 616
Sheppard's Charles Aucbc^tcr Intro by le^de M Middleton 505
Shorter Novels, ^ oi I Llirabt^than and Jacobean Edited by H^hllip

Porord of the Peak
Piiate. The 139
Quentin Dunvard
Rcdgauntlot Hi
Rob Roy 142
St Ronan’s Woli

144Talisman, ThoM averier 75
Woodstock Intro

Garnett 72

143

by Eduard

Henderson 821
•* »i Vol n Jacobean and Rcatomtlon

Henderson 841
- - ContTiry (BeclJord’e Vnthok.

^NalpnloB C-'-Uo of Otranto, and Dr Jobnaon’s
llaoFrfJas) 8 56

FlAok'r-rlrr fPnrj k) 1 nlei from KdIU d by MonicaM Gardner 871
I* J>lckJc 2 \ols 8 iS-O

C 4 ' n bjr H W nodgon 700
F.<r dlm^^s .-t^ir^l^and DIack 1 r.tri‘'hitod by (J K Scott MoncroilT

Edited by PhiUp

8
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L Sterne's Tristram ^h^ndv^ Introdnction by George Saintsbury 617

\Stt also Ii.^SA\fi) ^ _ ,

Stevenson's Dr Jelo li and Mr Hvde The Merry Men and Other Tales

„ Ihc ^lafi^o^ oi Ballantrae and Tho 13Iack Arrow 764 [767

„ Treasure Ifiland and Kidnapped 763

f, St Ives Introduction b^ Ernest Rlivs 904

{Set also Es'aAis. POFTRy^, and Tiia^el)
Surtees* JorrockB* Jaunts and Jollities 817 noo

L Tales of Detection Edited, with Introduction, by Dorothy L Sayers 928

Thacl Cray's Rose and the Ring and other stones I^^ti o Walter Jerrold

„ Esmond Introduction by Walter Jeirold 73 (3o9

tf New comes Introduction by \\ alter J en old
^

”

Pendonnis Intro by Walter Jerrold 2 toIs 425-6

„ Roundabout Papers 687 9qr
t „ VaniU Fair Introduction bv Hon Whitelaw Reid 298

„ VirglnianH Introduction by Walter Jeuold 2 vols 507-8

(See (dso Fsskyb) jo„i»rioi‘i
!< Tolstoy’s Anna Karenina 'Irana by Rochelle S Townsend 2 voU 612 13

„ Childhood, Boyhood, and Youth Trans bj C J Hogarth 591

„ Waster and Man, and other Parables and Tales 409

M War and Pence 3 vols 525-7
Trollope’s

(Anthony) Barchestor Touers 30

r. ;; FraK''par80^n4o ^tro by Ernest Rhys 181

„ The Golden Lion of Qranp6re Introduction by

Sir Hugh Walpole 761 „

r.

Turgenev’s Fathers and Sons Translated bv C J Hogaith 742

.. Lira Translated bv W R S J^lston ‘'IL , 528
„ , » Viredn Soil Translated by RochoUo S Townsena

^ Candida and Other Tales 936
^ (Hugh) IVlr Perrin and Mr Traill 918

. 075^ Well’s (H G ) Tho Time Machine and The heels of PJA rno
Whj bo-Molvillo's The Gladiators Introduction by J Mavrogordat

W. ,Ohar.,tt« M ) 362
” ^ also Fob Young People

Zola’s (Emile) Germmal Tianslated by Havelock Ellis

history
^glo Savon Chronicle, The Translated by 479
Bede’s Ecclesiastical History, etc Introduction by Vida D be

r
History of His Own Times

, xr -Daiinn 2 vols^ Carlyle's French Revolution Introduction by H Belloc 2

^ {See also Biography and Essays) .

Creasy’s Decisive Battles of the World Introduction by B Kny
Bo JoInviUe (See ViUehardouin) „ , vqy-S
Duty’s (Jean Victor) A History of Franco 2 vols idi

•B Inlay’s Byzantine Empire 33
„ •» Greece under the Romans 185 _ _ , 372-4
Broude’s Henry VIII Intro by LleweUyn Wilhams, M P 3 vms^

.. Edward VI Intro by Llewellyn V ih/ams, K ’ b c L 477
t, Mary Tudor Intro by Lieu ellvnV Ilham

> Q^^pjeting
.. History of Queen Blirabeth'a Reira 5

Froude’s ’History of England,’ in 10 vols

rii.v .
Essays and Biootaphy;

, jntroduc-
Clbbon’s Decline and Fall of the Roman Empuo Editcl, m-Q

tlon and Notcb, by Oliphant Smeaton. M A b vois

{See also Biography)
9
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mSrO'KY—continued
Green’s Short History of the English People Edited and Reylsed by

L CecilJane, an Appendix by R P Parley, B A 2 Yols 727-8
Groto’s History of Greece Intro by A D Lindsay 12 yols 186—97
Hallam's (Henr^ ) Constitutional History of England 3 vols 621—3
Holinshed’s Chronicle as used m Shakespeare’s Plays Introduction by

Professor Allardyco Nicoli 800
Irnng’s (Wa^^hington) Conquest of Granada 478

{Sec also Essays and Biography)
Josephus’ Wars of the Jews Introduction by Dr Jacob Hart 712
Lutzow’s Bohemia An. Historical Sketch Hitroduction by President
T G Masai yk Revised edition 432

Macaulay’s History of England 3 rols 34-6
{Sec also Essays and Oratory)

Maine’s (Sir Henry) Ancient Law 734
Merivale’s History of Rome (An Introductory vol to Gibbon ) 433
Mignet’s (PAM) The French Revolution 713
Milman’s History of the Je^s 2 yols 377-8
Mommsen’s History of Rome Translated by W P Dickson, LL D

With a review of the work by E A Freeman 4 vols 642-5
Motley’s Dutch Republic 3 vols 86-8
Parkman’s Conspiracy of Pontiac 2 vols 302-3
Paston Letters, The Based on edition of Knight Introduction by

Mrs Archer-Hind, M A 2 vols 752-3
Pilgrim Fathers, The Introduction by John Masefield 480

L Pinnnw’s History of Germany Translated by M R Brailsford 929
Political Liberty, The Growth of A Source-Book of English History

Arranged by Ernest Rhys 745 [M A 2 vols 397-8
Prescott's Conquest of Mexico With Introduction by Thomas Soccombe

„ Conquest of Peru Intio by Thomas Seccombe, M A 301
SlBmondi’s Italian Republics 250
Stanley’s Lectures on the Eastern Church Intro by A J Grieve 251
Tacitus Vol I Annals Introduction by E H Blakeney 273

„ Vol II Agricola and Germama Intro E H Blakeney 274
I bicrry’e Norman Conquest Intro by J A Price, B A 2 vols 198-9
Viilohardouin and Do Joinvillo’s Chronicles of the Crusades Translated,

vith Introduction, by Sir F Marzials, CB 333
Voltaire s Ago of Louis XIV Translated by Martyn P Pollack 780

ORATORY
Anthology of British Historical Speeches and Orations Compiled by

Ernest Rhys 714
Bright’s (John) Speeches Selected with Intro by Joseph Sturge 252
Burke’s American Speeches and Letters 340 {Sec also Essays)
Demosthenes Select Orations 546
I or (Charles Tames) Speeches (French Revolutionary War Period)

Edited with Introduction by Irene Cooper Willis, M A 759
Lincoln’s Speeches etc Intro by the Rt Hon James Bryoo 206

{Sec qUo BrooRAPnr)
Macaulay’s Speeches on Politics and Literature 399

also L and Hiktopi)
Pitt’s Omtlons on the Wbx r.ith France 145

PHILOSOPHY AND THEOLOGY
A Kcrap!^* Imitation of Christ 484
Ancif-jl lltbrt-v I.ilemlutx! Behijr the Old Testament and Apocrypha

h\ the Rc^ R B Ia%ior 4 vols 253-G
ill Mcorn^'chean Ethics of Iramlatcd bj D P Chase

3i trod» ( Mon h\ Prof J A. Smith 547

AcUanrmrfHw of Lenmlrg 710 {See also E-o/xa)
‘ J ^ CB^riiop) Print Ipli-s of xinmnn Knowledge, Now Theory ofV Uh imroductlon by A D Lindsay 483

lo
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PHILOSOPHY AND THEOLOGY—
Boelimo’s (Jacob) The Sicrnatiiro of All Things, ivith Other \Tntlng«»

Introduction br ChfYord Bax 560 « >rr tt # oo
BroTOo’slleligio Medici, etc Intro bv Professor O H Herford 9^

Bunvan’s Grace Abounding and Mr Badman
Harribon 815 (oce also komawgiu;

Burton’s (Ilobert) Anatomv of INIclancholr Introduction by Holbrook

Jackson 3 yoIs 886-8 ^ -r, on
Butler’s Analogy of Tteligion Introduction by Rev
Descartes’ (Rcn6) A Biscourso on Method Translated by Professo

Veitch Introduction bv A D Lindsav 570

L ElHs’ (Havelock) Selected Essays introdnetion by J S Goms yju

t Goro’fi (Charles) Tho Philosophy of tho Good Life

Hindu Scriptures Edited by Dr Nicol Macnicol Introduction Dy

Rabindranath Tagoro 914
^ ^ ma rqi

Hobbes’ Lo% lathan Edited, 'ivltb Intro by ^ 201-2
Hooker’s Ecclesiastical Polity Intro by Rot H ^a-roo - -toIh

Hnino’s Treatise of Human Nature, and
Introduction by A D Lindsay, M A 2 vols oib a

Janios (William) Selected Papers on Philosophy w
Kant’s Critidno of Pure Reason Translated fay J M u Moiinejoun

Introduction by A D Lindsay, M A 90a
gon

Keble’s Tho Christian Year Introduction bv J O
-on by the

King Edward VI First and Second Prayer Books Intioduction oy rue

Right Rev Bishop of Gloucester 448
I* Koran, Tho Rodwell’e Translation 380

„„v.tn,T 40
Latimer’s Sermons Introduction by Canon Beecaing

ban’s Serious Call to a Devout aud Holy Life
jIorriB

Leibniz’s Philosophical Writings Selected and trans ny lua

Introduction by C R Morris, M A by Professor
Locke’s Two Treatises of Civil Govemmont Introduction y

William S Carpenter 761 , roo-s
M^thns on tho Principles of Population

^J^°p_pji+ntive Government
MlU’g (John Stuart) Utilitananisnu Liberty, Repres

With Introduction bv A ^ Lindsay, M under Scienob)
.. Subjection of Women (.See WoUstonecraft, Mar>.^ «na

More’s Utopia Introduction by Judge O Haga
came to the

New Testament Arranged In tho oi der m which the Dooas c

Christians of tho First Century 93 Charles Saroloa C3(>

Newman’s Apologia pro Vita Sua lutro by Dr onauo

(See also Essays) „ a TilleandM M Bozman
Metzsche’sThusSpakoZarathustra ^^ans byA dx iea

Paine’s Rights of Man Introduction by^ a jioiju ^
Trotter totroductlo^u^by

-Dtikju V oiuino wiLii AntruuukjDivxA
(Aole No 37 ts oui of print

)

^onmnt and Other Sermons
Robinson’s (Wado) Tho Philosophy of Atonemen

.^AAAouLi cj v>Yuau; ±uu ^
^

Introduction by Rev F B Mever o _ ^ Essays)
RousBeau’B (J J ) Tho Social Contract,^ ete ^ 200

it ^'i^tino’s ConfeBsions Dr ® of St Francis 485
St Francis The Little Flowers, and The L^°L^YHge 305
Socley’B Ecco Homo Introduction ^>7 S^x

rnhe Rev Father M O
Selection fiom St Thomas Aquinas Editea uy

Spmoz£^°Bthics,^etc Translated by ^ With Intro

«pmoza's Ethics, etc Transiatea
duction by Professor Santayana

Swedenborg’s (Emmanuel) feaven^d^^U Wisdom

i'; ii

635

893

II
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POETRY AND DRAJvIA
Anglo Saron Pootr'C Edited by Professor R K Gordon 794
Arnold's (Matthew) PocmB, 1810-66, including Thvrsis 3*11

Ballads, A Book of British Selecfcd by R B Johnson 572
Beaumont and Fletcher, The Select Plars of Introduction by Professor

Baker, of Hax\aid Uni\ersitr OOG

Bjornson'fi Plays Voi I The Ne\sly Married Couple Leonardo, A
Gauntlet Trans by R I arqubTrson Sharp 625

„ „ Vol II The Editor, The Banlvrupt and The King
Translated by R Farquharson Sharp 09G

Blake's Poems and Prophecies Introduction by Max Plo^rraan 792
Broumng s Poems, 1833-44 Introduction bv Arthur Waugh 41

„ „ 1844-64 42

„ The Ring and the Book Intro by Chas W Hodell 502
L Bums’ Poems and Songs Introduction by J Douglas 94

Byron’s Poetical and Dramatic Works 3 rols 48G-8
Calderon Six Plays, translated by Edvrard FitzGerald 819

L Chaucer’s Cantorhury Tales Edited by Principal Burrell, MA 307
Coleridge, Golden Book of Edited by Stopford A Brooke 43

(See also Essays)
Cowper (William) Poems of Edited by H I'Anson Fauseet 872

(See also Biography)
Dante’s Dmno Comedy (Cary's Translation) Specially edited by

Edmund Gardner 308
Donne’s Poems Edited by H I’Anson Fausset 867
Dryden’s Poems Edited bY Bonamy Dobree 910
Eighteenth•'Century Plays Edited by John Hampden 818
Emerson’s Poems Introduction by Professor Bakewell, Y"ale, USA 715

L English Rehgious Verse Edited by G Lacey May 937
n Everyman and other Interludes, including eight Miracle Plays Edited

by Ernest Rhys 381
L FitzGerald’s (Edward) Omar KhavyAm and Six Plays of Calderon 819

Goethe’s Faust Parts I and 11 Trans and Intro by A G Latham 3^^
(See also Essays and Fiction)

L Golden Book of Modern Enghsh Poetry, The Edited by Thomas (Jold-
well 921

Golden Treasury of Longer Poems, The Edited by Ernest Rhys 746
Goldsmith’s Poems and Plays Introduction by Austin Dobson 415

(See also Essays arid Fiction)
Gray's Poems and Letters Introduction by John Drmkwater 628
Hebhel’s Plays Translated with an Introduction by Dr C KI Allen 694
Heme Prose and Poetry 911
Herbert's Temple Introduction by Edward Thomas 309
Heinck’s Hesperides end Noble Numbers Intro by Ernest Rhvfl 310

L Ibsen's Brand Translated by F E Garrett 716
„ Ghosts, The Warriors at Helgoland, and An Enemy of the PeopleTranslated by R Farquharson Sharp 552
•» Ostraat, Rove's Comedy, and The Roaime ofYouth Translated hy R Farquharson Sham 72 Q

Peer Gynt Translated by R Fmqnharson Shmn 747
„ A Doll's House, The Wild Duck, and The LaX from the Sea

Translated bv R Farquharson Sharp 494 “ “ ®

., Translated

Jenson’s (Ben) Plays Intro by Professor Schellmg 2 vols 489-90
Kalidasa Shakuntala Translated by Professor A W Ryder 629

L Keats’ Poems 101
Kingsley’s (Charles) Poems Introduction hy Ernest Rhvs 793

{See also Ficoton and For Younq P;^^t)
I, Langland’s (William) Piers Plowman 571

Lesshig’s Laocoon, Minna von Bamhelm, and Nathan the Wise 843
I. Longfellow’s Poems Introduction by Katherme Tynan Sge

Marlowe’s Plays and Poems Introduction by Ed^4rd Thomas 383
12
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POETRY AND TyKAUK—contmued
ii Llilton’s Poems Introduction by W H D Rouse 38

i

(Ser aUo E‘sc:a\b)
Minor Elizabethan Drama Vol I Tragcdv Selected T\ith Introduction,

by Profe^^sor Thorndike Yol II Comedr 401-2
b Aflnor Poets of the 18th Century Edited by H I'Anson Fausset 844
Minor Poets of the nth Century Edited by R G Howarth 873

b Modem Playe 9f2
Mo]16re’fi Comedies Introduction by Prof F C Green 2 vols 830-1
Now Golden Treasury, The An Antholo^ of Sons:*’ and Lvrlcs G95
Old Yellow Book, The Introduction by Charles E Hodell 503
Omar KhaTT5.Tn (The Rubdiydt of) Trans by Edward FitzGerald 819

k^Palprave’s Golden Treasury Introduction by Eduard Hutton 9G
Pcicy’s Roliqucs of Ancient EnirliBh Poetry 2 vols 148-9
Poe’s (Edg-ar Allan) Poems and Essays Intro by Andrew Lang 791

(See also Fiction)
Pope (Alexander) Collected Poems Introduction by Ernest Rhys 760
Proctor’s (Adelaide A ) Legends and Lyrics 150
Restoration Plays, A Volume of Introduction by Edmund Gosse 604
Rossetti's Poems and Translations Introduction by E G Gardner 627
Scott's Poems and Plays Intro by Andrew Lang 2 vole 550-1

{See also Biographt and Fiction)
Shakespeare’s Comedies 153

Historical Plays, Poems, and Sonnets 154
Tragedies 155

Shelley’s Poetical Works Introduction byA H Koszul, 2yol8 257-8
b Sheridan’s Plays 95

Spenser’s Faerie Queene Intro by Prof J W Hales 2 yols 443-4
«, Shepherd’s Calendar and Other Poems Edited by Philip

Henderson 879
Stevenson’s Poems—A Child’s Garden of Verses, Underwoods, Songs of

Travel, Ballads 768 (See also Essays, Fiction, and TnAVEL)
b Tebekhov Plays and Stories 941 ^ ^

Tennyson’s Poems Vol I 1830-5G Introduction by Ernest Rhys 41

^ „ Vol II 1857-70 626
Twenty One*Act Plavs Selected by John Hampden 947
Webster end Ford Plays Selected, with Introduction, by Dr G B

Harrison 899
Whitman’s (Walt) Leaves of Grass (I), Democratic Vistas, etc 573
Wilde (Oscar), Plays, Prose Writings, and Poems 858
Wordsworth's Shorter Poems Introduction by Ernest Rhys 203

I, Longer Poems Note by Editor oil

REFERENCE
Atlas of Ancient and Classical Geography Many coloured and lino

Maps, Historical Gazetteer, Index, etc 451
Biographical Dictionary of English Literatuie 4 49

Biographical Dictionary of Foreign Literature 900
Dates, Dictionary of 554
Dictionary of Quotations and Proverbs 2 vols 809-10
Everyman’s English Dictionary 77G
Literary and Historical Atlas I Europe Many coloured and line Maps,

full Index and Gazetteer 49G

,, ,, „ II America Do 553

»> t» *» HI Asia Do 663

,, „ „ IV Africa and Australia Do 662
Non Classical Mythology, Dictionary of 632
Reader’s Gmdo to E^ eryman’s Library Revised edition, covering the

first 950 vols 889
Rogot’s Thesaurus of English Words and Phrases 2 vols 630-1
Smith’s Smaller Classical Dictionary Revised and Edited hv E H
Wright's An Encyclopaedia of Gardomng 555 (Blakcney, M A, 495

13
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ROMxVNCE
Aucassin and Njcoletto, with other :^rcdiora1 Homance*? 407
Boccaccio's Decameron (Uiiabriclrcd ) Tranelatcd J y[ R5f???

Introduction by Edward Ilutton 2 vols 845-0

L Bunvau's Pdprnm's l^rop:rcss Introduction by Rov H E Lc\^ i*? 204

Burnt Njal, Tho Story of Translated by Sir Gcorg'o Da^^ent "i58

Cervantes' Don Quixote JMotteux's Translation Loci- hart's Jnf*'o*

ductlon 2 vols 385-C
C])v6i\cn do Troyes Fnc and Enid TranFlftted, wKb Introduction and

Notes, by illiam Wistar Comfort GOb
French Modio\al Homances Iranslated bv Eup^onc Mn^on 557
Geoilrcv of Momnonth’b Illstories of tho Klnr^ of Lritam 577

Grcttir Sa^a, Iho Kcwly Translated by G t29
Gudrun Done into Engbsb by Margaret Armour SbO
Guest's (Lady) ^labinogion Introduction by Rev K Williams D7
Hcixnskringla Tho Olaf Sagas Translated by Samuel Laing Intro*

ductlon and Notes by John Beveridge 717

„ Sagas of tho Norse Kings Translated bj Samuel Laing
Introduction and Notes by John Bovoridgo 847

Holy Graal, Tho High History of the, 445
Kalo\ala Introduction byW F Kirby, F L S , F E S 2 rols 259-CO
Lo Sago's Tho Adventures of Gil Bias Intro by Anatole Lo Bras 2 vols
MacDonald’s (George) Pbantastes A Taorio Romance 7J2 (437-8

(See also Fiction)
Malory’s Lo Morte d’Arthur Intro by Professor Rhys 2 vols 45-5

L MoiriB (William) Early Romances Introduction by Alfred Noyes 261
„ „ The Life and Death of Jason 575

Morte d’Arthur Romances, Two Introduction by Luev A Paton CI4
Nibelungs, Tho Fall of tho Translated bv Margaret Armour 312
Rabelais’ Tho Heroic Deeds of Gargantna and Pnntogruel Introdnction

by D B Wyndham Lewis 2 vols 826-7
Waco’s Arlhxurion Romance Translated by Eugeno Mason La\a-

mon’s Biut Introduction by Lucy A Paton 578

SCIENCE
Boyle’s The Sceptical Chymlst 559
Daiwm's The Origin of Species Introduction hr Sir Arthur Koith 811

(^ec a/sa Travel) [B f Bozman 922
L Eddington’s (Sir Arthur) The Nature of the Phvsical World Intro by

Euclid tho Elements of Todhuntcr’s Edition Introduction by Sir
Thomas Heath, KGB 891

Farad.ay'8 (Michael) Esrperimental Researches in Electricity 576
Galton’s Inquiries into Human Faculty Revised by Author 263
Gcoi’ge’s (Henry) Piogress and Poverty 560
Hahnemann’s (Samuel) The Organon of tho Rational Art of Healing

Introduction by O E Wheeler 663
Harvey’s Circulation of tho Blood Introduction bv Ernest Parkyn 262
Hon aid’s State of the Prisons Introduction by Kenneth Ruck S35
Huxley’s Essays Introduction bv Sir Oliver Lodge 47

„ Select Lectures and Lay Sermons Intro Sir Ohrer Lodge 49S
LyeU’s Antiquity of Man ^Vith an mtroduction by R H Rastall 700
Marx’s (Karl) Capit^ Translated by Edon and Cedar Paul Intro*

duction by G D H Cole 2 vols 848-9
Miller’s Old Red Sandstone 103
Owon’8 (Robert) A New View of Society, etc Intro bv G D H Cole 799
Pearson s (Karl) The Grammar of Science 939
Ricardo's Prmoiples of Political Economy and Taxation 590
Smith’s (Adam) Tho Wealth of Nations 2 vols 412—13
T^dall's Glaciers of the Alps and Mountaineering in 1861 98
Whites Selborne Introduction by Principal Wmdle 48

14
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TRAVEL AND TOPOGRAPHY
A Book of tbo 'Bounty ' Bditod by George IMackaness 950
Aheoh^s Vovages Introduction by John Maseflold 510
Bates’ Naturalist on the Amaron With IllustrationB 446
Belt’a Tbo Natxirahst in Islcararua Intro br Anthony Bolt, F L S 661
Borrow's (George) Tho Gypsies in Spain Intro by Edwaid Thomas C97

•» f, Tho Bible in Spam Intro by Edward Thomas 151
»f „ ild Tales Intro by Theodore Watts Dunton 40

(See also Fiction)
BoswoU’b Tout in the Hebrides with Br Johnson 387

{See also BioonvPiry)
Burton’s (Sir Bichaid) Footsteps in East Africa 500
CJobbctt’s Rural Hides Introduction by Edward Thomas 2 vole 038-9
Cook’s Voyages of Discovory 99
Cr^vecoenr’B (H St John) Letters from an American Farmer 640
Banvin’e Voyngo of tbo Beagle 104

(Sec also Science)
Defoe’s Tour through England and Wales Introduction by G D H

(See aho Fictiok) [Colo 820-i
Dennis’ Cities and Cemeteries of Etruria 2 vols 183-4
DnlTerin’s (Lord) Letters from High Latitudes 499
Ford’s Gatherings from Spain Introduction by Thomas Okey 152
Franklin’s Journoj to tho Polar Soa Intro by Capt R F Scott 417
Glraldns Cambronsis Itinerary and Dcocription of Wales 272
Hakluyt’s Vovages 8 vols 264, 265, 313, 314, 338, 339. 388, 389
Klnglako’s Eothen Introduction by Harold Spender M A 337
Lane’s IModcin Egyptians I/ith many lUustrations 316
Mandovillo’s (Sir John) Travels Introduction by Tules Bramont 812
Park (]^Inngo) Travels Introduction by Ernest Rhys 205
Peaks, Passes, and Glaciers Selected by E H Blakenoy, M A 778

t, Polo’s (Marco) Travels Introduction by John Masefield 306
Roberts’ Tho Western Avomus Intro by Cunninghame Grahamo 762
Speke’s DiBco%er> of the Source of tho Nile 50 [Squatters 766

L Stevenson’s An Inland Voyage, Travels with a Donkey, and Silverado
(Sec also Essays, f^iCTroN, and Poetry)

Stow'g Survey of London Introduction b’v H B Wheatley, 689
Wakefield’s Letter from Sydney and Other Writings on ColoniiSation 828
Waterton’s Wanderings in South America Intro by E Selous 772
Young’s Travels In Franco and Italy Intro by Thomas Okoy 720

FOR YOUNG PEOPLE
Aesop’s and Other Fables An Anthology from aU sources 657
Alcott’s Little Ttlen Introduction by Grace Rhys 512

„ Little Women and Good Wives Intro by Grace Rhys 248
Andersen’s Fairy Tales Illustrated by the Brothers Robinson 4

„ More Fairy Tales Illustrated by Mary Shillabeer 822
Ann^ of Falrj land Tho Reign of Kmg Oberon 365

„ „ Tho Reign of King Cole 366
Afigard and the Norse Heroes Translated by Mrs Boult 689
Baker’s Cast up by the Soa 539
Ballantyno’s Coral Island 245

,, Martin Rattler 246
Ungava Introduction by Ernest Rhys 276

Browne’s (Frances) Grannj ’s Wonderful Chair Intro by Dollle Radford
Bulfinch's (Thomas) The Age of Fable 472 [112

,* „ Legends of Charlemagne Intro by Ernest Rhys 550
Canton’s A Child’s Book of Saints Illustrated by T H Robinson 61

(Sec also Essays) ^
Carroll's Alice in Wonderland, Through the Lookup Glass, etc IIlus

tratod by the Author Introduction by Ernest Rhys 830

Clarke’s Tales from Chaucer 637
Coilodi’B Pmocchio, the Story of a Puppet 538

15
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FOR YOUNG PEOPLE—
ConTerse’E (Florence) The House of Prayer 923

{See also Fiction)
Cox’s (Sir G W ) Tales of Ancient Greece 721
Defoe’s Robmson Crusoe Illustrated by J A Symington 59

{See also Fiction)
Dodge’s (Marv Mapes) Hans Brmker, or, The Silver Skates 620
Edgar’s Heroes of England 471

(See also Fiction)
Ewing’s (Itlis) Jackanapes, Daddv Danvln’e Dovecot, Illustrated by

R Caldecott and The Storv of a Short Life 731

„ „ Mrs Overtheway’s Remembrances 730
Fairy Gold Illustrated bv Herbert Cole 157
Fairr Tales from the Arabian Nights Illustrated 249
P'roiscart’f Oh^ontoles 57
Gatty’e Parables from Nature Introduction bv Grace Rhys 158
Gnmm’s Pairv Tales Illustrated bv R Anning Bell 56
Hawthorne’s Wonder Book and Tanglewood Tales 5

{See also F'lrriov)
Howard’s Rattlin the Reefer Introduction by Guy Pocock 857

:* Hughes’ Tom Brown’s School Days Illustrated by T Robinson 5S

Ingelow’s (lean) Mopsa the Fairy Illustrated bv Dora Curtis 619
|

Jefferies’s (Ricbord) Bevie, the Storv of a Bov Intro by Guy Pococld
Kingsley’s Hfroes Introduction by Grace Rhys 113 (S50

„ Madam How and Lady Why Introduction by O I GardmerJ
M A 777

„ Water Babies and Glaucus 277
{See also Poftrt arid Fiction)

}

Kingston’s Peter the Whaler 6

„ Three Mdshipmen 7

L Lamb’s Tales from Shakespeare Illustrated by A Rackhara
(Sec also Biookapht and Essays) '

Lear (and Others) A Book of Nonsense 806
Marr:j at’s Children of the New Forest 247

„ Little Savage Introduction by R Brimler Johnson 159
„ ^1aptennaB Ready Introduction by R Bnmley Johnson 160'

„ Sfttlers in Canada Introduction by R Bnmley Johnson 370,

,, (Edited by) l^ttlln tho Reefer So 7

{See also Fiction)
Martineau’fi Feats on the Fjords, etc Illustrated by A Rackham 429
Mother Goose’s Nursery Rhvmes Illustrated 473
Poetry Book for Boys and Girls Edited bv Guy Pocock 894
Held’s (Mayni-) The Boy Hunters of the Mi^^sissippi 582

„ , The Bov Slaves Introduction by (]ruy Pocock 797
Ruskin’s The Two Bovhoods and Other Passages 688

(See also E^avs) *

n Sowell's (Anna) Black Beauty Illustrated by Lucy Kemp-Welch 74b '

Spyn’s (Johanna) Heidi Rlustrations by Lizzie Lawson 431
n Storv Book for Boys and Girls Edited by Guy Pocock 934

Stowo’s Uncle Torn’e Cabin 371
L. Swift’s GnUners Travels Illustrated bv A Beckham 60

(S^c also BIOGR.UPHT and Essays)
Swnsa Famih Robmson Illustrations by Chas Folkard 430
Veino’6 (Jules) Abandoned 50 Illustrations 368

„ „ Dropped from the Clouds 50 lUnstr-vtions 367
t- >t .. I* in a Balloon and Around tho W Olid mEitr’ut'*Daj s Translated by Arthur Chambers and P Desacios

310
369

.r .. JwentT Thousand Lcaarucs Under the Sea
.. The Secret of the Island 50 Illustrations

Yonjo’s (Charlotte il ) Tho Book of Golden Deeds 330 [579
” .. The Lances of Lynwood Ulus by Dora Curtis. '

« •• The Little I^ko Illustrated by Dora Cuitis 470
( S« also Ficmov) ‘

[779 ,

!
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